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Preface

The present Volume documents the history of the European associations in 
1945-50; it describes the discussion of European problems in other transnatio
nal bodies and the results of public opinion polls on European questions during 
this period. It thus completes Volume 3 of Documents on the History of Europe
an Integration, which illustrated the public debate on European union in 
1945-50 in all countries of what was to become the European Community, and 
provides a sequel to Volumes 1 and 2, which traced the development of plans 
for Europe during the Second World War. The four volumes collectively do
cument the emergence and acceptance of the European idea in contemporary 
politics. They show that European integration was by no means simply a con
sequence of the East-West conflict, but was an independent response to pro
blems of the European international system; and they also illustrate the many 
levels at which integrationist ideas were gaining ground. By a combination of 
analysis and documentation the work as a whole provides a thorough survey of 
the history of European integration in the years in question, and constitutes an 
invitation to further research on the subject.

The work was planned by the late Walter Lipgens as one of the pioneering 
activities of the European University Institute in Florence. He was not destined 
to see its conclusion: the labour of research was interrupted in April 1984 by his 
early death, a source of sorrow to all who knew him. Thus the present volume, 
like its predecessor, is the product of a twofold editorship. The conception of 
the work, and large parts of the material extracted from archives for the first 
time, are the legacy of Walter Lipgens; while the present editor has analysed 
the material, supplied comments and conclusions, and seen the work through 
the press.

The efforts of the two editors were naturally not in themselves sufficient to 
accomplish the work. I am most grateful to the European University Institute 
and especially to its former President, Professor Dr Werner Maihofer, for con
tinuing to support the enterprise after Walter Lipgen’s death. I also owe hearty 
thanks to the Volkswagen Foundation, which has given generous help, in a spi
rit the reverse of bureaucratic, with the expenses of research and translation. 
Special thanks are due to Dr Alan Hick and Dr Heribert Gisch, both of whom 
were assistants of Walter Lipgens at Saarbriicken University. Had they not 
been ready to contribute to the project even after assuming new professional 
obligations, the present volume could never have seen the light of day. Similar
ly, with this as with previous volumes the contribution of Mr Paul S. Falla has 
been indispensable. His linguistic precision and sensitivity, and his patient at
tention to details of translation, have made it possible for the work to appear in



Vili Preface

a uniform shape despite the heterogeneity of the source material in many 
languages.

For help of various kinds in overcoming the technical problems of producing 
a volume of this size, I owe thanks to my assistants at the universities of Mün
ster and Essen, especially Susanne Dismer and Stefanie Gossens. Special 
thanks are due to my assistant Gerd Krüger, who has helped with editing, 
proof-reading and compiling the Index. His extraordinary care and competen
ce were a major contribution to the present outcome.

When this volume appears it will be nearly the sixty-fifth anniversary of 
Walter Lipgens’s birth. Those who have continued the work since his death do 
not desire only to commemorate him as the pioneering historian of the move
ment for European union. They also hope to contribute to what Walter Lip- 
gens always regarded as his task, and a cause which many must now have at 
heart: to create a sense of identity in the European Community, based on the 
conscientious analysis of historical experience.

Essen, August 1990 Wilfried Loth
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General Introduction

W ilfried Loth

/

The movement for European integration which developed during the first 
years after the Second World War was due to four basic impulses, which 
varied in intensity and combined in different ways from time to time. Firstly, 
there was a desire for a new system of security in a world in which national 
states could no longer provide effective protection against foreign aggression, 
while the destructiveness of modern war had assumed unprecedented propor
tions. Closely connected with this was the quest for a solution of the ‘German 
question’ that would provide greater stability than the discredited system of 
Versailles -  in other words, an international system in Europe that would keep 
the Germans under control but would not, by one-sided discrimination, lead 
to new revanchism and violence. Next, and more or less independently of the 
security question, there were numerous attempts to create larger economic 
areas, adequate to the development of modern productive forces and capable 
of matching the increasing economic power of the USA. Finally, Europeans 
desired to assert their identity vis-à-vis the new world powers; this, it was 
thought, could be achieved by a union which would protect them from exces
sive American power or Soviet expansionism, or both.

All these impulses pointed beyond the traditional order based on nation
states and suggested the creation of unified structures transcending the old sys
tem. Some of these ideas dated from before the First World War or from the 
interwar period. However, during the Second World War they were so rein
forced in Continental Europe as to call seriously in question the restoration of 
the old system of nation states after the collapse of Nazi rule. The resulting 
movement for integration was itself far from unified and was not free from 
contradictions; but from 1945 at latest it was a real political force, extending 
well beyond the bounds of the ‘European Movement’ as it was later organ
ized. This has been shown in the first two volumes of the present series.1 Histo
rians who concentrate unduly on one or other of the various impulses at work,

1 Cf. W. Lipgens (ed.), Documents on the History of European Integration, vol. 1, 
Continental Plans for European Union 1939-1945, Berlin and New York, 1985; 
vol. 2, Plans for European Union in Great Britain and in Exile 1939-1945, Berlin and 
New York, 1986.
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or on the part played by individual agents -  be they associations, national 
bureaucracies or political leaders -  cannot do full justice to the force of the 
movement towards European integration after the Second World War.2

It must, however, be recognized that the impulses provoked by the short
comings of the nation state were not always equally strong and did not always 
work in the same direction. Thus, for instance, while the desire for self-asser
tion vis-à-vis the new world powers strengthened the movement for European 
unity, it did so only in so far as either of the great powers was actually felt to 
be a threat. The same applied to a solution of the German problem by means 
of federal structures in Europe. Again, the problem of security after the 
Second World War was basically no longer soluble in Europe alone. On the 
contrary, regional associations in Europe, unless they were approved by both 
the US and the Soviet Union, were likely to accelerate and bring into the open 
the formation of rival blocs, and thus increase international tension. And the 
economic interests that transcended national markets did not necessarily 
point in the direction of a European market: in some cases particular regional 
combinations were preferred, or else unfettered access to world trade.

The disparateness of objectives, and the different intensity with which they 
were pursued, furnish a clue to the discrepancies between word and deed 
which have marked the progress of European integration since 1945 and con
tinue to involve it in difficulties from time to time. They explain, for instance, 
why the numerous plans for union that were developed throughout the Euro
pean resistance movement did not at once find expression in a concrete policy 
at the end of the war. At a time when the Soviet Union was vetoing attempts at 
federation in Eastern Europe, and every step to unify the West seemed to 
intensify the threatened division of the Continent into two camps, many advo
cates of integration shrank from taking any over-precise initiatives. Given this 
weakening on their part, in France especially it was possible for elements to 
come to the fore who sought to combine integration with hegemony for their 
own country. This, of course, was not acceptable to France’s neighbours, and 
consequently numerous attempts at integration were nipped in the bud.3

However, the political triumph of the movement towards unity was assured 
when the East-West conflict sharpened into the Cold War. In the first place, 
the division of the Continent was now an unmistakable fact, and secondly, the 
unification of Western Europe now seemed in many ways more urgent than 
ever. The European countries were more aware of their economic weakness 
and of their helplessness in view of the global confrontation, the US presence

2 This applies to many recent works which describe the beginnings of European 
integration on the basis of recently released government documents; in particular the 
otherwise very valuable study by A. S. Milward, The Reconstruction of Western 
Europe 1945-1951, London, 1984.

3 On this and what follows cf. W. Loth, ‘Die europäische Integration nach dem 
Zweiten Weltkrieg in französischer Perspektive’, in H. Berding (ed.), Wirtschaftliche 
und politische Integration in Europa im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, Göttingen, 1984, 
pp. 225-46; also W. Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982.
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in Europe and the need to play a part in the conflict in order to maintain peace. 
At the same time, fear of Soviet aggression was increased by the Communist 
takeover in Prague in February 1948; while the inclusion of West Germany 
in the system of containment raised in a new form the problem of creating a 
framework to control German recovery. Security vis-à-vis Germany could no 
longer be based on joint control by the four victorious powers or one-sided 
discrimination against the new West German state; consequently increased 
efforts were needed so as to integrate that state into Western Europe.

The various impulses were by now strong enough to being about a first 
move towards integration in the framework of the Marshall Plan. The initia
tives that led to the founding of the Brussels Pact, the OEEC and the Council 
of Europe, which were now especially fostered by the French government, 
were much aided by the American policy of promoting West European union. 
But the main factor was a wholly independent European movement which 
extended beyond the now formally constituted European associations and at 
times cut across their policies; it reached into national governments and 
aroused much public enthusiasm, at least in the countries that later formed the 
Community of Six. The studies of the range of opinions and voting behaviour 
in those countries, published in Volume 3 of this work,4 show that in France, 
Italy and occupied West Germany in 1948-9 there were clear majorities for 
genuine integration with supranational institutions, and that the politically- 
minded public in the Benelux countries was also prepared in principle to 
embrace such a system.

The European associations whose history is documented in the first part of 
this volume contributed in varying ways to the political success of the Euro
pean movement. Those who united at the end of 1946 to form the European 
Union of Federalists (EUF) regarded themselves as a revolutionary mass 
movement whose mission was to reshape Europe on federal lines after the col
lapse of its national structures. Their constituent associations, with various 
ideological and political traditions behind them, had in some cases quite a 
large body of members, running to tens of thousands : this was true of Federal 
Union in Britain, the Swiss Europa-Union, the Italian Movimento Federalista 
Europeo, and the French La Fédération. True, they were not strong enough 
to force national parliaments and governments to act, and there were frequent 
disputes in their ranks as to the right strategy to adopt. However, their impor
tance was not confined to mobilizing a hard core of Europeanists. By keeping 
federalist principles in the public eye they set standards whereby the actual pro
gress of the European cause could be judged, and thus maintained awareness 
of the need for supranational institutions. In this way they contributed to the 
general debate over the creation and development of the Council of Europe in 
1949-50, and that concerning Article 38 of the treaty for the European 
Defence Community.

4 Cf. W. Lipgens and W. Loth (eds.), Documents on the History of European Integra
tion, vol. 3, The Struggle for European Union by Political Parties and Pressure Groups 
in Western European Countries 1945-1950, Berlin and New York, 1988.
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The Mouvement Socialiste pour les États-Unis d’Europe (MSEUE) similarly- 
regarded itself as basically a movement for the revolutionary transformation 
of Europe. Founded by the small British Independent Labour Party and a 
number of Continental groups of internationally-minded socialists, its object 
was to create a mass movement for the establishment of a socialist United 
States of Europe. As this found little response with the European public, the 
MSEUE was beset by strategic problems in the same fashion as the EUF, and 
particularly by argument as to whether it was permissible to co-operate with 
bourgeois advocates of European union. In 1948-9, as the European idea 
gained ground with the Social Democratic parties of continental Europe, the 
MSEUE developed into a liaison group of committed Europeans in those par
ties, which played a significant part in formulating socialist points of view in 
the movement for integration. In 1949-50 the MSEUE was among the chief 
groups pressing for the development of the Council of Europe into a Euro
pean political authority; and it subsequently acted on several occasions as a 
forum for the co-ordination of the Europeanist activities of leading Social 
Democrats.

Much more successful than the efforts of federalists and revolutionary 
socialists was Winston Churchill’s initiative in bringing together leading repre
sentatives of public life in a European body for the purpose of advocating and 
co-ordinating measures of integration. Following Churchill’s Zurich speech 
of September 1946 calling for ‘a kind of United States of Europe’, his 
son-in-law Duncan Sandys organized a United Europe Movement in Britain 
and an international Co-ordinating Committee, which in May 1948 spon
sored the Congress of the European Movement at The Hague. In this way a 
representative body of European statesmen and persons of influence was 
mobilized in favour of unity, even though its complexion was largely Conser
vative -  a fact due in considerable measure to the strategic disarray of the fed
eralists and socialists. The Hague Congress pointed the way towards the first 
great objective of the integrationist cause: an international assembly of parlia
mentarians to discuss the structure of a European community and prepare the 
way for its creation. When, in July 1948, the French government took up this 
recommendation of the Congress, it could be certain that its initiative would 
be approved by wide circles of the European public. After this success the 
Co-ordinating Committee enlarged its scope to become the European Move
ment, to which all Europeanist associations were affiliated. This umbrella 
organization unified the various non-governmental initiatives towards integra
tion and thus brought into play social forces which counterbalanced national 
bureaucracies.

Duncan Sandys’ success meant partial failure for the efforts of Count 
Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi to reanimate the Pan-European Union, which 
he had formed between the wars to promote the European idea. Finding no 
scope for independent action on the lines of Sandys’s European Movement, 
he concentrated on canvassing members of national parliaments in favour of 
convening a constituent assembly for Europe. For this purpose he created in 
1947 the European Parliamentary Union (EPU), which, however, was only
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partially successful. While it proved possible to form substantial non-party 
groups of parliamentarians in various countries and to formulate a draft con
stitution for a United States of Europe, there was no majority in any national 
parliament for the immediate convening of a European constituent assembly. 
The Hague Congress decided in favour of a consultative parliamentary assem
bly, and in this way for the first time directly involved legislators in the process 
of integration, a development which Coudenhove-Kalergi greeted as an 
important partial success for his ideas; but his relations with the European 
Movement continued to be strained, and he himself gradually ceased to be a 
central figure in the movement for unity. However, the EPU none the less pro
vided an important platform for contacts among leading European politi
cians; in 1951, more or less independently of its creator, it was absorbed into 
the Parliamentary Council of the European Movement.

On the other hand, the European League for Economic Co-operation 
(ELEC) played a direct part in the success of the European Movement. This 
group, which came into being in 1947, was largely the creation of Paul van 
Zeeland, formerly prime minister and afterwards foreign minister of Belgium. 
It comprised a small circle of leading economists who sought to reach agree
ment on the possibilities of economic integration in Europe. Without 
advocating any particular model, they recommended to the European govern
ments at an early date that recovery should be combined with integration, and 
from 1948 onwards they were in effect the economic committee of the Euro
pean Movement. In this way the group provided a platform for economic 
leaders and experts, similar to that which the EPU and the Council of Europe 
offered to parliamentarians. It was largely thanks to the contacts made and 
proposals discussed in this forum that such institutions as the European Pay
ments Union and the European Coal and Steel Community could be set up 
from 1950 onwards.

In addition to the associations created expressly to promote European inte
gration, other transnational groups also contributed to the formation of the 
European Movement. This applies to the union of Christian Democratic cir
cles in the Nouvelles Equipes Internationales (NEI), the international confer
ences of Socialist parties which formally established the Socialist International 
(SI) in 1951, and the international confederation of trade unions. These 
groups are documented in Part 2 of the volume. The NEI functioned both as a 
link among European Christian Democrats and as a pressure group for Euro
pean integration: the members’ views were sufficiently similar for them to 
co-operate actively in the European Movement. The Socialist International, 
on the other hand, did not succeed in agreeing on such an active role: while 
more representative of national parties than the NEI, it was both more 
unwieldy and more globally oriented. Some of its member associations, espe
cially the French SFIO, spared no effort to persuade all the socialist parties to 
give active support to European integration; but they achieved no more than 
passive acceptance, with integration confined to the narrow circle of the Six. 
Within the international association of trade unions the question of European 
integration was subordinated to that of taking sides in the East-West conflict.
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Those associations that favoured European recovery under the Marshall Plan 
also supported the measures of integration that went with it, and co-operated 
in European institutions beginning with the Coal and Steel Community.

If, by the end of the 1940s, initiatives of these associations, parties and trade 
unions combined to produce a pro-European majority in Continental coun
tries, it was because of the assumption that Britain too would join in the pro
cess of integration. As is shown by the opinion polls discussed in Part 3 of this 
volume, it was only on that basis that contemporaries believed a united 
Europe would be strong enough to be a real force in world affairs. Only if Bri
tain joined in would there be a reliable counterweight to possible German 
domination; and only on that condition -  or so it appeared to left-wing 
pro-Europeanists -  would there be a guarantee that in domestic policy Europe 
would become a ‘third force’ between American capitalism and Soviet Com
munism. All these reasons for securing British participation explain the persist
ence with which, especially, the French and left-wingers on the Continent 
endeavoured in 1948-9 to win over the British to the idea of unity. The fact 
that they contented themselves in the first instance with a purely consultative 
Council of Europe had nothing to do with lack of determination or lack of 
desire for genuine integration; rather, the Council of Europe was created in 
order to convince the visibly hesitant British of the need for unity under 
British leadership.5

However, this attempt to win over Britain for a policy of integration at once 
proved to be a dead end. When, in May 1950, the French foreign minister 
Robert Schuman finally resolved to begin with a European Coal and Steel 
Community without British participation -  he had no choice, as the British 
made no move, and the economic and political recovery of West Germany 
afforded no time for delay -  the project of unification at once lost much of its 
attractiveness. The Coal and Steel Community as it took shape in 1950-1 was 
far less popular than the ‘European idea’ of the late 1940s; while the extension 
of the community of the Six to cover matters other than coal and steel was sup
ported by no firm majority in 1950 or later, either in public opinion or among 
the Six themselves.6 Especially in left-wing circles there was less and less enthu
siasm for a Europe which clearly depended closely on American leadership 
and where the trend in domestic affairs was towards liberal and Conservative 
principles. Thus a turning point had been reached in the history of European 
integration, and the prospects for a European policy were fundamentally 
altered.

5 Cf. the study cited in n. 3, and esp. M.-T. Bitsch, ‘Le rôle de la France dans la 
naissance du Conseil de l’Europe’, in R. Poidevin (ed.), Histoire des débuts de la con
struction européenne (mars 1948 -  mai 1950), Brussels, 1986, pp. 165-98.

6 Cf. W. Loth, Der Abschied vom Europarat. Europapolitische Entscheidungen 
im Kontext des Schuman-Plans’, in K. Schwabe (ed.), Die Anfänge des Schuman- 
Planes 1950/51, Baden-Baden, 1988, pp. 183-95.
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Principles of Selection and Editing

The purpose of this volume is to document in detail the part played by the 
associations in question in the first moves towards European integration in 
1945-50. In the case of each association its specific aims are illustrated, as well 
as its main contributions to the European debate in that period, and internal 
discussions within the associations in so far as they affect the history of inte
gration. Short accounts of the history of the associations are given in the Intro
ductions to each chapter. These are followed by selected documents in chrono
logical order, each with a short introduction explaining its origin and giving 
an outline of its content. The introductions together provide a brief summary 
of the history of the association, generally assembled from the sources for the 
first time, and affording a basis for further study. To give a fuller idea of the 
relevance of the tendencies documented in Volume 3 and the present volume, 
a final chapter has been added concerning the results of opinion polls on prob
lems of European union, carried out in 1945-50.

The documents are numbered in a single series. The heading in each case 
gives the name of the author or group concerned. Then follows the title of the 
document (in translation and in quotation marks) or a short indication of its 
subject, also the date of its publication or composition. Next is a sub-heading 
indicating the source (archives or original place of printing) and any reprints 
and/or translations. Notes to the introductions or to the documents themselves 
are confined to explanatory or bibliographical information. The relevant 
archives, collections of sources and secondary literature are listed at the end 
of each chapter. For ease of reference the documents are all reproduced in 
English, whether original or translation. In addition those in a different lan
guage are reprinted in a microfiche Annexe. In this way the scientific historian 
can study the documents in original without having to refer directly to the 
archives, where they are often difficult of access. To facilitate consultation, all 
the documents in the volume are listed in a detailed Table of Contents, while 
an Index is appended covering names of persons, institutions and principal top
ics.



I. The European Union of Federalists (EUF)

Alan H ick

Introduction

‘When we recall today the emergence of this [European] federal idea during the war, 
not as a distant ideal, but as the cornerstone of the new democratic post-war world, we 
may fail to do justice to the originality and vigour of this vision, if we do not also 
remember that those who dreamed of it were exiles on penal islands, or in concentration 
camps, or members of the Resistence.’

As Altiero Spinelli so aptly recalled above,1 it is indeed important to 
remember that the contemporary European federal idea, in its full suprana
tional form, was inspired to a very great extent as an idealistic rallying call in 
opposition to nazi-fascist oppression. A supranational European democracy 
was seen as a principle in itself, both in reaction to the failure of the pre-war 
nation-state system (embodied in the League of Nations) and its failure to pre
vent military aggression, and in reaction to the violent nationalistic tenets of 
nazi-fascism.

The European federalist movement needs to be seen in this initial light. For 
the ‘founding fathers5 of the EUF can in part be traced back to pre-war move
ments such as the Swiss Europa Union and to the British Federal Union, both of 
which proffered an alternative supranational form of peace-keeping govern
ment for Europe, and still more to the war-time anti-fascist and partisan 
groups and networks who looked to the defeat of nazi-fascism as the moment 
when a ‘new humanity5 would be ushered in via the supranational fraternity 
and solidarity of the European Resistance. This is why anti-fascist prisoners 
Ernesto Rossi,2 Altiero Spinelli and Eugenio Colorni3 jointly declared in the

1 A. Spinelli, ‘European Union in the Resistance’, in Government and Opposition 2 
(1967), pp. 321-9, here p. 325.
Spinelli, Altiero: Born 1907 (Italy). Student of law and member of the Communist 
Party. Spent ten years in prison and six in confinement on account of his political 
activities, 1927-1943. Left Communist ‘cell’ in objection to Stalin’s ‘show trials’ in 
1930’s. At the beginning of 1944 he joined the liberal-socialist Action Party, of whose 
secretariat he became a member after the end of the war. Founding leader of the 
Movimento Federalista Europeo (MFE) and of the EUF.

2 Rossi, Ernesto: Born 1897 (Italy). Disabled on active service in World W ar I. 
Economics professor and writer. Founder of the liberal-socialist anti-fascist move-
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clandestine Ventotene Manifesto4 of 1941 that an end had to be made to the 
‘reactionary ... selfish ... militaristic-imperialistic’ grip of nationalism in 
Europe and that a post-war ‘solid international state’ had to be created. It is 
also why the Italian Movimento Federalista Europeo, launched by the same 
leaders two years later, called for a post-war European Federation with demo
cratic supranational executive, legislative and juridical organs; and why in 
turn the broader transnational European Resistance Manifeste? of 1944 called 
for a directly elected European Government, along with a European Federal 
Constitution and a supreme European Court. It is why resultant partisan feder
alist movements such as the mainly French-Italian Comité International pour 
la Fédération Européenne of 1944 and the Dutch Europeesche Actie of 1945, 
etc., likewise aimed at establishing, in place of the failed League of Nations 
and of nationalistic tyranny, a post-war democratic supranational European 
federal order.

After the liberation of Europe, however, not only was the old nation-state 
system re-installed, but the European federalist movement also became further 
disoriented by the temporary departure of founding leaders such as Spinelli 
and Rossi,6 and by the rapid growth of corporatist-inclined, so called ‘integral 
federalist’ groups.

Drawn in part from the libertarian-Proudhonian ranks of the pre-war ‘per- 
sonalist’ school and from socio-catholic resistance groups jointly associated 
with Denis de Rougemont,7 Alexandre Marc8 and Claude-Marcel Hytte9 
among others, who basically opposed the monolithic aspects of the central
ized ‘Jacobin’ state, the ‘integral federalist’ current became increasingly 
absorbed by the more reactionary leading French movement Fédération,

ment Non Mollare, 1924. Member in turn of the clandestine Giustizia e Libertà move
ment. Arrested 1930. Imprisoned and confined until 1943. Founding leading 
member of the Action Party and of the Movimento Federalista Europeo (MFE) 1943. 
Founding leader of the Italian Radical movement in the 1950s.

3 Colorni, Eugenio: Radical Socialist. Imprisoned 1938-1943. Chief Editor of the 
Socialist Avanti. Killed by the Germans in 1944 during the liberation of Rome.

4 Ventotene Manifesto, full text in Piccola antologia federalista, vol. 1, Rome, 1956, 
pp. 9-15; R. Vaughan, Post-War Integration in Europe, London, 1976, pp. 13-6.

5 See W. Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982, p. 57.
6 See introduction to doc. 1.
7 de Rougemont, Denis: Born 1906 (Switzerland). Academic and writer. One of 

the founders of the ‘personalist* movement in France, 1933. Leading member of the 
non-conformist Ordre Nouveau and Esprit circles. Director of the Centre Européen 
de la Culture, Geneva, 1949-1985.

8 Marc, Alexandre: Born 1904 (Odessa). Emigrated to France at an early age. Stu
dent in Germany. Non-conformist intellectual in contact with the Esprit and Ordre 
Nouveau inter-war circles. Resistance member of Combat and Libérer et Fédérer; 
1940-1943. Founding Secretary-General of EUF, 1946. Founding Director of the 
Centre International de Formation Européenne, 1954, and author of many works 
on federalist thought.

9 Founding leader of the Cercles socialistes, fédéralistes et communautaires pour une 
république moderne, 1946.
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which had its roots less in the ‘European Resistance’ and essentially in the 
pre-war anti-parliamentary leagues and in the corporatist networks of Vichy 
France. Founded in 1944, its leading figures were, above all, followers of the 
Maurrassien tradition. Indeed, André Voisin10 as General-Secretary, Max 
Richard Editor in Chief, and Louis Salleron as the main ‘cultural’ spokesman, 
had all been in ‘Action Française’ circles before the war, whilst another 
founding leader, Bertrand de Jouvenel, had openly espoused fascism as one of 
Doriot’s staunchest supporters in the ‘Parti Populaire Français’.11 Their views 
could not have contrasted more with the politico-constitutional rigour of the 
former supranational resistance identified with Spinelli-Rossi and the MFE. 
For the hard-core ‘integral federalists’ essentially rejected the liberal-parlia
mentary tradition based on ‘one man one vote’; they rejected politico-constit
utional models of representative democracy; they in fact rejected the very con
cept of ‘political’ sovereignty, and therefore the whole notion of a collective 
supranational European sovereignty expressed through representative ‘politi
cal’ methods and institutions. Instead, they wanted to devolve and distribute 
powers to what they called the ‘living forces’, that is extra-parliamentary eco
nomic and social groups, local and corporate communities, religious groups, 
ethnic forces, etc., whose respective responsibilities would somehow be calcu
lated according to the ambiguous term, ‘proportional to their social role’. 
Unlike the ‘founding fathers’ of the anti-fascist federalist movement 
associated with Spinelli-Rossi and the MFE, the ‘integral federalists’ identi
fied the European unity campaign, not as a ‘political’ ideal in order to extend 
the parliamentary state model to a supranational constitutional level, but 
rather as a ‘social’ and ‘functional’ oriented process by which a ‘revolutionary’ 
European Estates-General of the extra-parliamentary ‘living forces’ would 
emerge and somehow force national political establishments to cede powers 
to the corporate and local communities.

These fundamental differences not only divided the European federalist 
movement; they also, seriously, hampered its image. Indeed, as the influential 
European campaigner René Courtin complained, ‘the society of which the 
federalists dream is unpleasantly close to the French ancien régime and to the 
Portugal of Salazar.’12

10 Voisin, André: Born 1912 (France). Teacher and journalist. Contributor to the 
nationalist journal Insurgé, 1937. Director, during the Vichy regime, of the College 
of Syndical and Corporatist Studies. Founding Director, in 1944, of Fédération. 
Leading member of the EUF Central Committee and of the European Movement 
International Executive Committee.

11 See A. Greilsammer, Les mouvements fédéralistes en France de 1945 à 1974, Paris, 
1975, pp. 41, 52, 117; E. J. Weber, Action Française. Royalism and Reaction in 
Twentieth-century France, Stanford, Cal., 1962, pp. 328, 380, 447, 466, 555n, 558, 
562-3, 559; P. M. Dioudonnat, Je suis partout, 1930-1944. Les maurrassiens devant 
la tentation fasciste, Paris, 1973, pp. 69, 194-212, 245; J. Plumyène and R. Lassiera, 
Les fascismes français, 1923-1963, Paris, 1963, pp. 91-3, 130-1.

12 R. Courtin, Trench Views on European Union’, in International Affairs 25 
(1949), p. 17.
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At the outset and official launching of the European Union of Federalists 
in 1946 such divisions were less prevalent. The Hertenstein programme 
(doc. 1) and the Luxemburg declaration (doc. 2) highlighted more the differ
ences of emphasis on the need for a European or World Federal Order, and 
the need to prevent a bi-polar division of power and inter-bloc hostilities. Like
wise, after the founding of the EUF in December 1946, Fiendrik Brugmans,13 
as Executive Chairman of the movement, led a campaign which concentrated 
essentially on the need to establish a federated ‘European third force’ 
(docs. 3-6). -  This first phase of EUF activity, in short, led and remained at 
the centre of an enlivened and popular movement of opinion for European 
unity. By mid-1947, the EUF claimed a membership of over 150,000 on an 
authentic transnational basis. Arnold J. Zurcher later enthusiastically regis
tered that ‘this group approached the dimensions of a mass organization with 
truly multinational support.’14

In the run up to and holding of the First EUF Annual Congress, at Montreux 
in August 1947 (docs. 7-12), the movement began to turn inwards on itself, 
‘integral federalist’ theory becoming more and more the order of the day. As 
Spinelli recorded, this led to a split at the Montreux Congress between the 
weaker MFE-led faction and the stronger Federation-led ‘integral federalists’ 
with their ‘diverse conceptions’ of European federalism. Fie went on to 
explain:

T h e  Italian movement was anti-ideological, the French one was profoundly ideolog
ical. The Italian movement was fixed on creating European institutions with the view 
to developing a new European political framework which would profoundly revolu
tionize the whole of national and political life. The French movement regarded Euro
pean institutions as being a simple element of co-ordination, incapable in itself of pro
viding change, and for this reason supported a multiform programme of action which 
concern all the parts of existing society/15

Fiendrik Brugmans gave a similar version of the Montreux debate:
i n  fact, on one side, the Italians of the MFE, Altiero Spinelli, Ernesto Rossi and their 

friends insisted exclusively on the necessity of a European political union. And for such 
a union to be viable, it needed a supranational power, which, in turn, could only be 
defined through a federal constitution. This being the case, the movement, in their opin-

13 Brugmans, Fiendrik (Henri): Born 1906 (Netherlands). Student at Amsterdam 
and at the Sorbonne. Director of the Netherlands Workers Educational Institute, 
1935-1940. M. P. (Socialist), 1939-1940. Arrested and imprisoned as a hostage in 
Camp Geisel, 1942-1944, then worked underground for the Je Maintiendrai resist
ance movement. Sent to report to Netherlands Government in Exile, 1945. State 
Secretary for Press and Information in first post-war Government, 1945. Founding 
Executive of the European Union of Federalists (EUF), 1946. Vice-Chairman of the 
European Movement International Executive Committee, 1948.

14 A. J. Zurcher, The Struggle to Unite Europe 1940-1958, New York, 1958, p. 22.
15 A. Spinelli, ‘Storia e Prospettiva del MFE’, in LEuropa nel Mondo, s. 1., 1953, 

p p .156-60.
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ion, needed to apply itself to one objective only: the convening of a European 
Constituent Assembly . . .

On the other side, the French movement ‘La Fédération’, animated by the tireless 
André Voisin, defended a very different position . . .  No doubt European union was 
indispensable, but its institutions, instead of slavishly copying national parliamentarian- 
ism, should reflect pre-existing social realities.’16

Despite the moderate bridge-building efforts of Brugmans and his Secre
tary-General Raymond Silva,17 the ‘possibilist’ leadership of the EUF were not 
able in the final event to keep the ‘integral federalist’ tide, with which in any 
case they partly sympathized, from dislocating the movement and pushing it 
away from the centre stage of the European campaign. As Spinelli again con
cluded:

‘The integral federalist wing gained a complete victory at the Montreux Congress . . .  
The EUF thus became a centre for attracting movements which wanted an integral 
transformation of the whole of society . . .  The Italians remained practically isolated in 
an attitude of opposition, deprived of practically any influence on the new international 
organization and its policy . . .  The negative results of this situation were not long in 
being fe lt . . .  the French federalist m ovem ent. . .  proved incabable of formulating a 
clear European federalist policy and remained identified essentially with their pro
gramme of internal federalism.’18

After the Montreux Congress, the EUF leadership in turn worked on a cor- 
poratist-inclined campaign for a European Estates-General, Alexandre Marc 
assuming prime responsibility for defining and promoting the campaign, Brug
mans becoming increasingly hard pressed to keep the EUF on the same Euro
pean wavelength as the broader (‘unionist’-led) movement which organized 
the Congress of Europe at The Hague in May 1948 (docs. 13-17). The Hague 
Congress itself was a fiasco for the EUF, whose potentially ‘anti-European’ 
integral preoccupations put them out on a limb (doc. 18).

In turn, the Spinelli-Rossi-led MFE reasserted itself within the movement, 
so that the Second EUF Annual Congress, at Rome in November 1948, 
represented a turning point in the re-launching of a political-constitutional 
strategy (docs. 19-21). By early 1949 the ‘integral federalist’ corporatist 
period of dominance was over, and the EUF was finally able to promote a full- 
scale political campaign for a ‘federal pact’ and for a European Constituent 
Assembly (docs. 22-30).

By the end of 1949, however, the broader political campaign for a demo
cratic supranational European order began to run out of steam. The year 1950 
ushered in a different, technocratic, ‘functional’ approach to uniting Europe 
which the EUF could neither oppose (doc. 28) nor, in the final event, mould 
into a political and democratically accountable European system of their own

16 H. Brugmans, L'idée européenne 1920-1970, Bruges, 1970, pp. 123-4.
17 Leading member of the Swiss Europa Union.
18 Spinelli, ‘Storia’, pp. 158-9.
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making (docs. 29-30). It was too late. The supranational political ideal, 
spawned by the anti-fascist and resistance years, and sadly emasculated within 
the EUF during the crucial 1947-1948 formative period of the broad European 
campaign, would now have to be fought for inside the technocratic confines 
of another Europe.

1. The Hertenstein Programme î European Union
22 Septem ber 1946

CEC Archives, EUF papers, ‘Le Document Fédéraliste’, Paris 15. 1. 1947; H. Brug- 
mans, L'idée européenne 1920-1970, Bruges, 1970,p. 376;W. Lipgens, A History of Euro
pean Integration,\o\. 1, Oxford, 1982, pp. 306-7.

5Î-

The 'preliminary meeting' at Hertenstein in September 1946 is usually referred to in sub
sequent EUF literature as the starting point of the movement, European-wide.

Starting points are always difficult to establish, and especially in the case of the EUF, 
given the various pre-war and war-time federalist organizations briefly surveyed in the 
introduction to this chapter and in other chapters.

Be this as it may, by the Summer of 1946, the demise of the European Resistance' and 
the reluctant return of federalist founding fathers' such as Altiero Spinelli and Ernesto Rossi 
to national constitutional struggles for a commitment to the European idea resulted in a 
vacuum at European level which other federalist personalities now tried to fill. Sparked off 
by a ‘draft of an alliance' agreed between Léon van Vassenhove, Hans Bauer of 
Europa-Union and Umberto Campagnolo, who had momentarily ‘hijacked' the MFE, a 
new transnational nucleus started to emerge, drawing in such leaders as Hendrik Brugmans 
and H. R. Nord from Europeesche Actie, Francis Gérard from CIFE, Hans Salinger; Alfred 
Mozer, Ernst von Schenck and others. Together; they launched the Hertenstein conference of 
15-22 September 1946, involving 78 federalist representatives from 13 countries.

Spearheaded essentially by Europa-Union/Europeesche Actie, the conference adopted a 
12-point resolution drafted by Brugmans, von Schenck and Mozer. The text was 
subsequently adopted by the respective European federalist associations represented.1

*

1. A European Community on federal lines is a necessary and essential con
tribution to any world union.

2. In accordance with federalist principles which call for a democratic 
structure beginning at the base, the community of European peoples must 
itself settle any differences that may arise among its members.

3. The European Union is to fit into the framework of the UN Organization 
as a regional union under Article 52 of the Charter.

4. The members of the European Union shall transfer part of their sovereign

—

1 For more details on the launching of the Hertenstein programme and on the per
sons involved, see W . Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 
1982, p p .297-310.
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rights -  economic, political and military -  to the Federation which they con
stitute.

5. The European Union shall be open to all peoples that consider themselves 
European and conform to its fundamental rules.

6. The European Union shall define the rights and duties of its citizens in 
a declaration of European civil rights.

7. This declaration shall be based on respect for the individual and his 
responsibility towards the various communities to which he belongs.

8. The European Union shall be responsible for orderly reconstruction and 
for economic, social and cultural collaboration; it shall ensure that technical 
progress is devoted solely to the service of mankind.

9. The European Union is directed against no one and renounces any form 
of power politics. It refuses to be an instrument in the service of any foreign 
power.

10. Within the framework of the European Union, regional unions based 
on agreements freely arrived at are not only permissible but desirable.

11. Only the European Union can ensure to all its peoples, small and great, 
their territorial integrity and the preservation of their own character.

12. By showing that it can solve the problems of its destiny in a federalist 
spirit, Europe will make its contribution to reconstruction and to the creation 
of a world community of peoples.

2. The Luxemburg Programme: World Federal Government
16 O ctober 1946

CEC Archives, EUF papers, T e  Document Fédéraliste’, Paris 15. 1. 1947; Federal 
News, No. 140, p. 8 and No. 141, p. 5; A. and F. Boyd, Western Union, London, 1948, 
p. 71; Lipgens, History; p. 313.

One month after the Hertenstein meeting, Federal Union likewise organized its own 
international federalist gathering at Luxemburg. Chiefly the work of Miss F. L. Josephy1 and 
the British Labour M. P. Evelyn King, the conference looked to a United States of Europe 
within a still more idealistic setting of a World Federal Government. Meeting on 13-16 
October; and comprising some 75 delegates from 31 organizations in 12 countries (notably 
Britain, France and the Netherlands), the conference agreed at its conclusion to issue the fol
lowing ‘Declaration3 to the press:

*

1 Josephy, Miss Frances L.: Born 1910. Student of French and German. British 
delegate to the Liberal International during the inter-war period. Executive member 
of Federal Union, 1940, later becoming President. Lecturer to the British Army, 
1941-1946. Unsuccessful Liberal candidate for Parliament six times between 1939 
and 1959.
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Recognizing that all the peoples in all the lands desire peace, we, Federalists 
from all parts of the world, meeting in Luxemburg in October, 1946, have 
decided to and do now bring into being an International Association uniting 
all organizations which seek the creation of a World Federal Government. 
Many of us advocate, as a step towards this end, the formation of Regional 
Federal Unions, and in particular the United States of Europe (...) Conscious 
of the increasing perils which threaten mankind and of the functional incom
petence of the Sovereign State to solve our difficulties, we appeal to men and 
women everywhere to join with us in this great campaign for the creation of a 
World Federal Government embracing all the peoples of the globe.

3. Hendrik Brugmans: ‘On the European Scale’ 25 January 1947

Réforme (Paris) 25. 1. 1947, excerpts from an article of the same title.

The complementary if not completely identical views and priorities of the two 'preliminary 
meetings' at Hertenstein and Luxemburg impelled the various federalist leaders involved to 
join forces. After an initial discussion at Basle on 9 December 1946, a further meeting in 
Paris on 15 December resulted in the founding of the European Union of Federalists} Brug
mans was elected provisional Chairman of the EUF Executive Committee, together with 
Alexandre Marc as Secretary-General and Henri Koch1 as Delegate-General.

In this article printed soon after; and in the context of the developing \cold war' in Europe 
symbolized by the setting up in January 1947 of the Anglo-American economic bizone in 
Germany, Brugmans explained the essential European third force' mission which he saw for 
the EUF.

(...) We are offered a choice; but is it an acceptable one? Must we really 
choose between totalitarian socialism or anarchic capitalism? Must we deny 
our profound solidarity with the great Russian revolution? Must we forget 
that, after all, the United States are a descendant of the European family? (...) 
Is it really necessary to choose between two evils?

Let us recall that the world does not just consist of Russia and America. (...) 
Above all there is Europe, which is what we are concerned with. Or rather, 
Europe does not yet exist as an organized creative force, but it is our task to 
make it so. We must unite Europe so as to ensure that there is a middle ground 
in world affairs, so that we do not have to embrace the worst option, that of 
irreducible antagonisms and inevitable conflict.

We must create Europe so that there shall be neutral powers in the world. 
Not neutral in the sense of indifference or disinterest, fear and passivity, but

1 EUF pamphlet, L'Europe u n e ... Union Européenne des Fédéralistes... Dans un 
monde uni, Geneva, 1948; Lipgens, History, pp. 315-6.

2 Henri Koch, leading member of the Luxemburg Union Fédérale.
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in a precise, constructive political sense. There must be federations in the 
world to put forward practical and humane proposals that do not emanate 
from a power group with a direct interest in the outcome. The globe must not 
be divided in two, and there must be other realities on earth besides those of 
the two belligerents. (...) That is why I believe that a federated Europe is 
necessary, I do not say in order to preserve peace, but to create it.

But there is another reason why we call for a united Europe. We believe that 
it is impossible for our peoples to escape from their present distress by 
individual efforts. If we wish to rebuild, we urgently need ‘living space’ -  if 
you will forgive the expression -  on a bigger scale than that of the old, so- 
called autonomous nations. (...)

Only federalism, in my opinion, can solve this problem. A United Europe 
will offer real opportunities for planning on a large scale, while at the same 
time creating the necessary institutions for effective (...) political and eco
nomic control. (...)

4. H endrik Brugmans, A lexandre Marc, and H ans R. N ord: T o  
Members of the U nited Europe C om m ittee 3 February 1947

EM Archives, File ‘EUF’ January-Jiine 1947; Duncan Sandys papers, File ‘UEM ’; 
Lipgens, History, pp. 366-7.

A t the same time as the transnational EUF was being set up, the British ‘United Europe 
Committee' was launched in January 1947\ under Churchill's leadership and Duncan San
dys' control. The EUF leadership was quick to respond, arranging a meeting with Sandys in 
February, at which Brugmans, Marc and Nord presented a written communiqué outlining 
the EUF's structure and goals. The text illustrates both the EUF's growing commitment to a 
European 'third force' ideal, organized through appropriate federal structures, and a certain 
naivety or presumption with regard to the nature and likely influence of the Churchill 
backed movement.

*

In the name of the European federalist movements, who are all represented 
in the ‘U. E. F.’, we would like to outline to the ‘United Europe Committee’ 
our objectives and working methods; further, we would consider it highly 
desirable to have the opportunity of discussing with you the following points :

(1) We believe that no United Europe can be created if the member-states 
do not surrender certain elements of their sovereignties.

What is the view of the ‘United Europe Committee’ about this?
(2) We feel quite certain that no political unification of Europe could be 

achieved in the long run if not accompanied by economic planning, which 
controls necessities of production, consumption and exchange. That is to say, 
an economic plan for European reconstruction should be worked out and 
social justice should be assured to all.

What is the view of the ‘United Europe Committee’ on this question?
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(3) We are convinced that to try to divide Europe into two parts represents 
in fact an attempt upon her very life and will inevitably result in a final clash 
between two hostile blocs; it follows, therefore, that any attempt to organize 
one part of Europe without taking the other part into account must be consi
dered criminal.

What is the view of the ‘United Europe Committee’ on this point?
(4) In particular, we trust that, while fully recognizing the perfect legitimacy 

of freely formed regional and local sub-federations, consistent federalists will 
not hesitate to reject the policy of the ‘Western Bloc’, no matter what pretext 
that policy might use to cover itself up.

What is the view of the ‘United Europe Committee’ on this question?
(5) In our opinion, the European federalist movements must be very spe

cially bent upon removing the distrust with which the Soviet Union regards the 
effort to unite Europe; we recognize that the origin of this distrust may lie in 
attempts to maintain, under the pretext of European unity, non-European 
interests and privileges of a political, economic and social nature.

What is the view of the ‘United Europe Committee’ on this point?
(6) If the ‘United Europe Committee’ could share our views on the five 

points designated above, it would seem that nothing would stand in the way 
of the ‘United Europe Committee’ adhering to the ‘U. E. F.’, on the same con
ditions and with the same rights and duties as the other federalist movements 
which, while retaining their legitimate amount of autonomy, have understood 
that they could not pretend to federate Europe without being capable of feder
ating themselves.

To us it seems utterly impossible to work for European unity without or 
against the organized strength of the European Movements.

5. Hendrik Brugmans: The European Area April 1947

BEF Archives, File ‘Brugmans international correspondence’, letter to the Editor of 
the Daily Herald.

Being forced to come to terms with the potential attraction and perceived risks of the 
Churchill-led UEM, Brugmans tried to win possible ‘third force5 socialist support for the 
EUF, and especially from the British Labour Party, as testified by this letter to the Labour 
organ, the Daily Herald. Such efforts were to little avail, and in the final event exposed a 
vital EUF weak point in the influencing of British public opinion and the balancing out of 
the Churchill side to the European campaign which ensued.

The ‘European Union of Federalists’, comprising all the organizations 
working for the unification of Europe, considers the idea of European unity 
an essentially progressive one which must be based on the following principles:

1. A disunited Europe can only be a poverty-striken Europe, and a conti
nuation of the present policy of blocs runs the risk of resulting in the crystalli
zation of two hostile blocs, which would render an ultimate war inevitable.
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The establishment of a United Europe is, therefore, an absolute condition 
for a stable peace settlement as well as a necessary step towards an ultimate 
World Government.

2. To maintain her independence Europe must refuse to become the instru
ment of any foreign power or the object of economic or political colonializa- 
tion. This implies a close and friendly co-operation both with the USSR and 
the USA.

3. A unified Europe could not be nationalistic nor autocratic, but must be 
organized as an open society having its links with all parts of the world by 
common interests and jointly assumed responsibilities.

Inclusion within this open European society would not exclude, but on the 
contrary would promote, free co-operation between members of the European 
Union and overseas countries with which they are associated.

4. Europe must give a progressive example to the world by rejecting abso
lutely any attempt to organize one part of Europe against or without the other 
and by setting up a planned European economy based on social and economic 
justice for all with the object of planning the European area for a new and 
common prosperity.

6. EUF Enlarged Central Committee at Amsterdam: Aims of the 
European Union of Federalists 11-16  April 1947

EM Archives, File ‘EUF* January-July 1947; H. Brugmans, Vingt ans d ’Europe, 
Bruges, 1966, pp. 31-5; Lipgens, History, pp. 371-2.

The EUF Enlarged Central Committee’ met for the first time on 11-16 April 1947 in 
Amsterdam, 8 delegations from 12 countries attending together with various observers, 
making 100 persons in all. Henri Genet was elected as Chairman of the Committee. Brug
mans was confirmed as Chairman of the Executive Bureau, and was joined by Alexandre 
Marc (Fédération) as Secretary-General' Henri Koch (Union Fédérale Luxembourgeoise) as 
Assistant Secretary; Raymond Silva (Union Européenne) as Information and Publicity Of
ficer.; and Francis L. Josephy (Federal Union) and Ernst von Schenck (Europa Union) as 
Liaison Officers7

The Central Committee went on to adopt the following resolution, which responded both 
to the bi-polar developments arising out of the announcement of the ‘Truman Doctrine’ in 
March that year and to the increasingly sensitive aspects for Europe of a divided Germany?

The European Union of Federalists, wishing to avoid the division of the 
world into opposing blocs whose mutual mistrust and rivalry would prevent 
the solution of the most pressing problems such as the establishment of a real

1 For composition of the Amsterdam Central Committee, see Appendix 1. It 
should be noted that Henri Genet of Swiss Europa Union was replaced for the prep
aration of the 1948 Congress by Ignazio Silone of the MFE.

2 The Congress also adopted a more detailed motion on the ‘German Problem’.
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and lasting peace and the rational organization of production and distribution, 
guaranteeing to all the free development of human personality in all spheres 
of daily life, declares:

1) That a European Federation is essential to overcome bloc politics and 
thus to avoid a new conflict which will inevitably result in the division of the 
world into zones of influence.

2) That it is necessary to raise a new social structure in which men may enjoy 
not only personal liberty but justice and economic security.

3) That the internal problems of Europe, notably those of material and 
moral rehabilitation, co-ordination of economic resources and the reintegra
tion of the German people into the community of nations, whilst excluding all 
danger of overlordship and aggression no matter from whence it may come, 
cannot be resolved without a federal union of the nations concerned.

4) That by the very nature of its principles such a federation is called upon, 
not only to co-operate with other powers but also to play its part at the very 
beginning in the functioning of world organisms and in the creation of a world 
federation.

5) That to achieve these ends European federalists should strive in the 
closest co-operation with the federalists of other parts of the world to co-ordi
nate and intensify their efforts to make their common ideas triumph in each 
country, thus achieving a common policy.

The delegates of the European Union of Federalists, representing the 
different countries of Europe, meeting in Amsterdam, consider it essential to 
set down their views on the German problem, in the solution of which they see 
the basic condition of European reconstruction and of a true and lasting 
peace.

(...) The Conference believes it must lay down certain essential principles 
on this matter.

1) There can be no constructive future in Germany except within a federated 
Europe, which will itself contribute to the organization of World Peace.

2) Nothing could be more dangerous or more untrue than to present the fed
eralist solution, as is done too often, as a punishment inflicted on the van
quished, or as a measure favourable to the victors.

3) Only within the framework of a federal organization can mutual trust, 
prosperity, stability and peace be re-established in Europe and in the world. 
This affects nearly every country, large or small.

4) Only in European and World solidarity achieved through federalism can 
the German people realize the essential condition of that economic, social and 
cultural revival which will give to the youth of Germany a new ideal in life.

5) Only by their spontaneous and active adherence to such a conception can 
the German people prove that they have completely abandoned National 
Socialism, and that they are ready to participate in the rehabilitation of 
Europe and of the World.
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7. EUF Secretariat-G eneral: ‘Building Europe5 May 1947

EM Archives, File ‘EUF* January-July 1947, excerpts from an EUF pamphlet Pour 
bâtir l'Europe : unir sans unifier; libérer sans désorganiser; coordonner sans contraindre, May 
1947; von Schenck papers, File ‘EUF’; Lipgens, History, p. 372.

Shortly after the Amsterdam meeting, the EUF published its first main brochure setting 
out its basic aims and philosophy. Chiefly the work of Alexandre Marc, the text presented 
a synthesis of views encompassing the various supranational\ decentralist and ‘World 
Government' schools of the federalist movement.

Europe is disintegrating and threatens to involve the world in its downfall. 
Poverty is rife in all countries; none are capable of fending for themselves. The 
cost of living increases steadily, giving rise to claims that are legitimate but 
which the ruined states cannot satisfy. Poverty is an imminent threat to all, and 
to many it is already a daily reality. We must find a way out.

Never has it been clearer that there is urgent need of international, or rather 
supranational co-operation. Yet our countries, hemmed in to the point of suf
focation, and imbued with their own aggressive sovereignties -  illusory 
though these are -  are turning in on themselves, and are consequently unable 
to devise a cure to fit the disease.

Europe has barely emerged from a conflict that has left it crippled and 
exhausted. Today, rent in two and subject to the pull of adverse forces, there is 
a danger that it will furnish a pretext for ambitious designs and will become a 
battlefield once again.

Already during the deceptive interval between the wars, men who realized 
the danger tried to save Europe by uniting it. They failed, inevitably, because 
they tried to build peace without the necessary conditions. Basing themselves 
on false principles, they did not have the courage or the clear-sightedness to 
tackle the real cause of crises.

The false principles were those of a diplomacy based on alliances which, 
however solemn, could not be effective because the parties to them held fast 
to their state sovereignty and were dominated by irreconcilable interests.

The real cause of crises was the disorder and injustice of the distribution of 
wealth, accentuated by economic agreements no less specious than hypocriti
cal, as the parties were rival states impelled by interests too selfish to be 
avowed.

The result was failure all along the line. Today we are reaping the fruits: 
no problem can today be solved on a national basis, and no international solu
tion is possible among sovereign states.

To liquidate the errors of the past for ever and to start out afresh, we must 
first break with the ruinous and murderous system of watertight sovereignties, 
whether of nations, continents or the whole world. We must create communi
ties, free yet associated together, without which there can be no just and 
humane peace. This is the only possible, the only fruitful way, that of a crea
tive revolution whose name is Federalism.
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What is federalism? It is the only system that makes liberty the governing 
principle of all organization.

It means transforming our society, which is both disunited and centralized, 
into voluntary associations of political, economic and social communities, 
freely managing their own affairs but delegating some of their power to 
‘higher’ bodies which would defend their independence, guarantee their essen
tial liberties and be the repository of their common interests.

It means the practical affirmation of solidarity by the free co-operation of 
one and all in the common task. In other words, liberation of the individual 
within liberated communities.

It means the suppression of rivalries among powers, the abolition of social 
injustice, and hence the possibility of building a true peace.

It means, finally, the progressive liberation of Europe from the shackles of 
politics, tariffs and currency restrictions, and an opportunity to set up a system 
of production, exchange and the circulation of goods which we will serve 
mankind instead of enslaving it.

We reject:
A Europe arbitrarily divided and 

acting as a combat area for economic 
and political interests confronting 
each other in two hostible blocs.

A Europe fragmented by anach
ronistic frontiers behind which men 
are obliged to live subject to the will 
and caprice of an anonymous state, 
an insatiable oppressor.

A moribund Europe, the destined 
prey of all forms of greed, governed 
either by a kind of so-called liberal 
capitalism that subordinates human 
values to the money power, leading 
to insecurity, poverty in the midst of 
abundance, social injustice and 
international disorder; or by a 
totalitarian system which is tempted, 
by hook or by crook, to impose its 
own form of justice at the expense of 
the rights of individuals and com
munities.

We call for:
A united, not a ‘unified’ Europe, in 

which nations, by working together 
for the common good, may lighten 
their burdens and increase their 
resources.

A Europe whose limits and duties 
would be set not only by history and 
geography but also and above all by 
a ‘Bill of Rights’ for all its citizens, 
the keystone of a new social order.

A Europe living under the rule of 
law, so that a harmonious society 
made to man’s measure should exist 
at all levels from the communities of 
everyday life to the broadest federal 
structures.

A Europe with equal justice and 
social security for all, in which essen
tial goods are distributed fairly 
according to need, and the meeting 
of minds is fostered in a climate of 
frankness and solidarity.

We want a Europe which is an open society, that is to say friendly to the 
East as well as to the West, ready to co-operate with all and capable of incor
porating without danger a Germany that would itself be federal, but to which 
federalism would no longer present itself as a coercive measure imposed by a 
victorious enemy.
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In the service of such a programme, the European Federalist Movements, 
united for the first time in history, have created, not a new association or a ‘su
per-movement’, but a working instrument, a centre of co-ordination and 
action, with the aim of converting to the federalist cause the maximum 
number of individuals, movements and groups. This instrument is called the 
European Union of Federalists (EUF).

The EUF intends immediately to set on foot a methodical and effective 
campaign to achieve its aims, in close association with the World Union group 
of federalists.

Immediately, since time is short and, if we do not act, a day will come when 
no human power can prevent a catastrophe, as the errors of statesmen and the 
collapse of institutions threaten to bring about the imminent, fatal, ‘atomic’ dis
integration of humanity.

Methodically, since too many bold initiatives have come to grief for lack of 
a sound theory, organization and knowledge. In particular the EUF has set up 
specialized study groups in which experts from all countries work out technical 
solutions to current problems.

Effectively, since we are resolved to anchor our ideas in reality. The EUF 
is a union of living forces, all those that are needed for a radical reform of 
institutions. For the peace, security and happiness of peoples are only empty 
words unless they are the result of effective co-operation, both economic and 
political, and are voluntarily subjected to supranational justice.

If, and only if, this condition is fulfilled, the EUF will contribute, perhaps 
decisively, to the functioning of world institutions and the creation of a uni
versal Confederation, which is the final aim of federalists all the world over.

8. EUF Secretariat-G eneral: ‘Federating the Federalists’ May 1947

EM Archives, File ‘EUF* January-July 1947, excerpts from an EUF leaflet, Fédérer 
les Fédéralistes, May 1947; von Schenck papers, File ‘EUF’.

In addition to the presentation of views, the EUF Secretariat also started to plan out a 
concerted campaign of action. In this leaflet, mainly the work of Raymond Silva (who suc
ceeded Marc as Secretary-General in July 1947 when the EUF Secretariat moved from Paris 
to Geneva), a 7-point plan was projected' including the convening of a General European 
Congress.

The EUF is not just one more group among others. It is a federation of all 
the federalist movements of Europe, which are closely associated together 
while remaining autonomous.

More than twenty movements in the various European countries have 
already joined the EUF. Others in course of formation, especially in Eastern 
Europe, will be invited to join our federation, the development of which will 
multiply tenfold the effectiveness of each one of them. (...)
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This activity must be continued without respite. The federalist idea will only 
succeed thanks to the union of all sincerely federalist elements. Neither per
sonal ambition on the one hand nor anachronistic sectarianism on the other 
must prevent the common action of all European federalists.

What we aim to do:
To create by degrees, but as quickly as possible, a true European federation 

as a constituent element of the future World Federation.
To promote a new social order in which men will enjoy personal freedom, 

equity and economic security.
In this way to make a decisive contribution to the organization of peace, 

prosperity and liberty in Europe and in the world. (...)
Programme of action
An immense task lies before the Executive Bureau, a task that cannot be 

summarized in a few lines. Let us just note some major and immediate objec
tives :

1. To strengthen the ties among the various movements already in being and 
known to us.

2. To get in touch with other movements that have not yet become part of 
the co-ordinating system.

3. To promote the discovery and development of the federal ideal in coun
tries where our ideas are still insufficiently known.

4. To propagate federalist ideas and solutions both among the ‘masses5 and 
in specialized circles (trade unions, co-operatives, associations of all kinds) 
and also within ‘communities of everyday life5.

5. To create in all countries federalist parliamentary groups, such as already 
exist in several parliaments; to facilitate their closer co-operation across 
frontiers and their co-ordination in the effective setting up of federalist instit
utions.

6. To organize large supranational commissions of experts for the close 
study of the most burning problems, whether economic (distribution of raw 
materials, removal of customs barriers, stabilization of budgets and currency 
etc.), social (emigration, immigration, genuine social security etc.), or political 
(how to organize a united but open Europe, capable of reacting against the 
pernicious formation of blocs, etc.) -  and not of course forgetting legal prob
lems, especially the formulation of a supranational Charter of human rights.

7. To organize a General European Congress which is to be held at Mont- 
reux, Switzerland, from 27 to 31 August, and which, in close concert with the 
World Federalist Congress, will be a sounding-board for united Europeans -  
all Europeans -  and will enable the EUF to take a further step towards the 
goal of making federalism a reality. (...)

9. D enis de Rougem ont: ‘The Federalist A ttitude5 26 August 1947

CEC Archives, EUF papers, and BEF Archives, excerpts from Rapport du Premier 
Congrès de VUEF27-31 août 1947, Montreux, Geneva, November 1947, pp. 8-16; Revue 
Economique et Sociale; Lausanne, October 1947; Lipgens, History, p. 573.
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The EUFheld its First Annual Congress pn 27-31 August 1947; at Montreux in Switzer
land. Attended by some 150 delegates representing the member associations,' plus various 'ob
servers' such as Duncan Sandys, the meeting was enlivened by an eve-of-congress introduc
tion by the veteran ‘personalist' writer Denis de Rougemont to the principles and applica
tion of federalism in Europe. Taking as his starting point a concept of European man' com
bining as a \community of persons' against the totalitarian state, de Rougemont developed 
an essentially ‘integral federalist' schema in which the federalist movement, placing itself 
beyond the negative political confines of traditional constitutional structures and of parlia
mentary and governmental decision-making, would somehow launch a new European 
Renaissance of the autonomous living forces.

(...) What is the definition of man on which we can reach agreement? -  tac
itly at any rate, since we have actually come here to talk of federalism.

We would not be here if we thought that the most desirable type of man is 
the isolated individual, with no responsibility towards the community. If we 
thought that, we would have stayed at home. But equally we would not be here 
if we agreed with Hitler that man is nothing but a political soldier, totally 
absorbed in the service of the community. If we thought so we would be on the 
other side of the Iron Curtain, in spirit at all events. But we are here because 
we know that man is a doubly responsible being: towards his own unique voca
tion on the one hand, and on the other towards the community within which 
that vocation is exercised. Therefore we remind individualists that man cannot 
realize himself fully without being involved in the social complex; and we 
remind collectivists that social achievements are worth nothing unless they 
make each individual freer to exercise his vocation. Thus man is both free and 
involved, both autonomous and solidary. He lives in a state of tension between 
the two poles, the particular and the general -  between the two responsibili
ties, his vocation and the common weal; between the two indissoluble loves, 
that which he owes to himself and that which he owes his neighbour.

The human being who lives in tension, in a creative debate and a permanent 
dialogue, is what we call a person.

(...) Federalism will never be the result of a judicious mixture of anarchy 
and dictatorship, or narrow particularism and oppressive centralization. It is 
on a different plane from these two complementary errors. We all know that 
extreme individualism makes for collectivism: those two extremes are indeed 
on the same plane, they cause and attract each other. Individuals without civic 
responsibility are the grains of sand out of which dictators make cement. And 
we saw during the last war that the resistance movements that confront dicta
tors are made of individuals of the opposite type, responsible citizens, that is 
to say federated persons.

(...) Federalism, like all great ideas, is very simple, but not easy to define 
in a few words or a concise formula. That is because it is organic rather than 
rational, and dialectic rather than simply logical. It eludes the geometrical 
categories of vulgar rationalism, but corresponds well enough to the ways of

1 See Appendix 2
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thought introduced by relativist science. To my mind, the underlying move
ment of federalist thought can best be compared to a rhythm, a process of 
breathing, a perpetual systole and diastole. Federalism does not hold out hope 
of a European utopia that merely has to be attained, or static plans to be 
achieved in four or five years, with no compassion for the living realities that 
might interfere with the prospect. On the contrary, it seeks to find the secret 
of a flexible, ever-changing equilibrium among groups that have to be accom
modated to one another in a spirit of mutual respect, none being crushed or 
subordinated. (...)

To some, federation means simply uniting; to others it means simply 
remaining free in one’s own place. Both are wrong, because they are only half 
right. True federalism is not the simple union of cantons, nor their autonomy 
pure and simple. It consists in a constant readjustment of the balance between 
regional autonomy and union -  a perpetual accommodation between the two 
opposing forces, by which they strengthen each other. (...)

I would like to suggest to you this evening five or six principles among those 
which seem to be immediately applicable to the present state of Europe.

Firstly, federation is only possible if there is no question of any of the con
stituent nations exercising a role of hegemony and organization. (...)

Secondly, federalism entails the renunciation of any particular kind of 
political system. What I have just said about the imperialism or hegemony of 
a nation applies equally to the imperialism of an ideology. The federalist atti
tude might be defined as a constant, instinctive refusal to adopt systematic so
lutions, simple cut-and-dried plans which satisfy the sense of logic but for that 
very reason are untrue to reality, oppressive of minorities, destroying the 
diversity that is the condition of all organic life. We must always remember 
that federating does not mean arranging something on a geometrical plan, 
around a centre or an axis; it means putting together, composing as well as 
one can the concrete, multiform realities formed by nations, economic 
regions and political traditions; arranging them in accordance with their par
ticular characters, which must be respected and at the same time articulated 
into a whole.

Thirdly, under federalism there is no such thing as a problem of minorities. 
It may be objected that totalitarianism also solves this problem; but it does so 
by destroying the minorities themselves.

Totalitarianism exists, in embryo at least, in any quantitative system; feder
alism exists wherever quality is the main consideration. For instance, the total
itarian sees injustice or error in a situation where a minority has the same 
rights as a majority -  because to him the minority is only a figure, and a 
smaller one than the other. But to the federalist it is a matter of course that a 
minority can in some cases count as much or even more than a majority, 
because in his eyes it stands for an unreplaceable quality -  or, one may say, a 
function.

(...) Fourthly, the object of federation is not to eliminate diversity and 
merge all nations into a single bloc, but on the contrary to safeguard their par
ticular features. Switzerland, for instance, is rich because of the diversity
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which it jealously defends and maintains. The wealth of Europe and the very 
essence of its culture would be lost if an attempt was made to unify the conti
nent and mix everything up together, producing a sort of European nation in 
which Latins and Germans, Slavs and Anglo-Saxons, Scandinavians and 
Greeks were subjected to the same laws and customs. Such an attempt would 
satisfy none of these groups, and would only offend them all. If Europe is to 
federate it is in order that each of its members may be aided by all the rest and 
thus enabled to preserve its particular features and its autonomy, which it 
could not defend single-handed against the pressure of great threatening 
empires.

Each of the nations that compose Europe represents a specific unreplaceable 
function, like that of a physiological organ. The normal life of a body depends 
on the vitality of each of its organs, and the life of an organ depends on its 
harmony with all the others.

If the nations of Europe could come to think of themselves as various organs 
of a single body, they would understand that their harmony is a vital necessity 
-  not a concession they are being asked to make, or a diminution of their own 
value. They would understand, too, that within a federation they would not 
be mixed up together but would function in concert with one another, each 
according to its vocation.

(...) Fifthly, federalism is based on love of complexity, in contrast to the 
crude simplicity of totalitarianism. (...) A federalist policy that takes care to 
model itself on reality -  for reality is always complex -  requires infinitely more 
care, technical ingenuity and understanding of the peoples that it has to gov
ern. It requires far more true political sense. In fact, if one thinks about it, fed
eralist policy is no different from policy pure and simple -  the political art par 
excellence, that of organizing a state for the benefit of its citizens; whereas 
totalitarian methods are anti-political by definition, as they consist simply of 
suppressing differences for lack of skill to combine them into a living organic 
whole.

Sixth and last principle: a federation is formed little by little, by combina
tions of persons and groups, and not from a single centre or by the agency of 
governments.

I see the European federation taking shape gradually, in various places and 
in all sorts of ways: here an economic understanding, there an awareness of 
cultural affinity. In one place, two churches with similar tenets will open their 
doors to each other, in another a group of small countries will form a customs 
union. Above all, individual human beings will gradually form varied networks 
of European exchanges. Every little helps. And all these moves that seem so 
dispersed, and often so ineffectual, will gradually turn into complex 
phenomena, the lineaments of a bone structure and system of blood vessels of 
what will one day be the body of the United States of Europe. Below and 
above government level, Europe is much closer to being organized than it 
seems. It is among governments that opposition and rivalry erupt, and only on 
that level are they insurmountable. I do not believe governments can ever form 
a viable union among themselves. Their leaders are not qualified to sit in judge-
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ment on nations. Everyone knows that it would be absurd to make the cap
tains of rival teams play the part of umpire. Yet that is what was done in the 
League of Nations, which died of it, and has been repeated in the UN, which 
cannot come to life for the same reason. The European federation will not be 
accomplished by rulers whose task is to defend their country’s interests 
against the rest of the world; it will be the work of groups and individuals fed
erating on their own initiative, independently of national governments. These 
are the groups and individuals who will form the government of Europe. No 
other way is possible or practicable. The USA is not governed by an assembly 
of the governors of the 48 states, or Switzerland by the delegates of the 22 can
tons -  it would be quite impracticable. Both these federations are governed, 
above and outside their component states, by an executive and a legislature 
appointed by their peoples.

Once the peoples of Europe realize that they are in fact much more solidary 
and united than their governments can ever be, they will see that federation 
is not only possible but easy, as it was for the Swiss cantons in 1848. The neces
sity is evident, the historical opportunity is ripe, the structures are already out
lined. All that is lacking is a federal charter, representative institutions, and a 
last upsurge of popular pressure to force the hand of governments. We must 
hope that that impulse will be spontaneous and not called forth prematurely 
by a new external threat. That means we must act quickly.

(...) Gentlemen, if Europe is to survive it will owe its continued life to fed
eralists, and to them alone. On whom else, I ask you, can it rely?

It must not put its trust in the holders of power. Few of them, to my knowl
edge, want that power to be limited, and that is what we require of them. All 
governments have a marked preference for continuing as they are and 
surviving as long as they can, even with the aid of police methods. And the 
essence of governments in today’s world lies in absolute sovereignty. All the 
nation states that have arrogated to themselves these absolute rights, 
unmatched by any duties, have an irresistible urge to become totalitarian. Not 
that their statesmen are especially stupid or wicked, but the function they per
form prevents them yielding an inch, and in the present state of opinion and 
party rivalry they would risk being accused of treason if they compromised for 
a single moment on the doctrine of absolute sovereignty. Most of them want 
peace and unity, but for technical reasons they cannot have it, absurd though 
this is. So it is clear they must be given a push if they are ever to agree to 
renounce, not the actual sovereignty of their countries, but its absolute charac
ter.

And that push will be given by the federalist agitation throughout Europe, 
which I would term the new European responsibility. We are responsible for 
that agitation by the very fact that we are here; this time we are convinced that 
we shall not be allowed time to fail, and we are already uniting Europe by 
creating a federation of all its federalists.
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10. H endrik Brugmans: Fundamentals of European Federalism
27 August 1947

CEC Archives, EUF papers, and BEF Archives, excerpts from Rapport du Premier 
Congrès de l'UEF 27-31 août 1947\ Montreux, Geneva, November 1947, pp. 17-29; 
Revue Economique et Sociale, Lausanne, October 1947; The Fundamentals of European 
Federalism, Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, March 1948; Brugmans, 
Vingt ans, pp. 57-67; Lipgens, History, pp. 573-4.

In his first major policy speech to the assembled EUF Congress, Brugmans, as Executive 
Chairman, had the difficult task of relating federalist enthusiasm to current international 
reality. In particular, he had somehow to salvage the European federal ‘third force' idea from 
the de facto splitting of Europe into two hostile camps resulting from the Marshall Plan of 
June that year and Eastern Europe's enforced rejection of it. Likewise, Brugmans had to keep 
the ever more distant ideal of 'World Government' alive. He also needed to defend the EUF 
agreement of 20 July to join with other forces, notably the Churchill-led UEM, in setting 
up the Liaison Committee for the Co-ordination of International Movements for European 
Unity'} And, finally, Brugmans had to weave threads in an attempt to link up the new wave 
of corporatist inclined 'integral federalist' ideas, which (through the strong showing of the 
French Fédération group) largely dominated the Montreux Congress, with the more politi
co-institutional and supranational inclined MFE, the Spinelli-Rossi founding leadership 
once more at the helm of the Italian movement and present at Montreux.

The resultant report was a rigorous and finely balanced appeal for unity and realism. Pro
jecting the potential role of the EUF within the real world of 'Western Union' projects and of 
Cominform, Brugmans nudged through a major shift in EUF international policy: 'to work 
without Eastern Europe for the time being, but never against Eastern Europe'. Similarly, a 
World Federal Order had to be conceived in 'stages'. European federalist concepts and stra
tegy were presented in a more gradualist light than either the hard-core 'integral federalists' 
or the MFE radicals would have preferred. Whilst aligning himself more with the former, 
and stressing the 'social' and decentralist rather than strictly constitutional and fusionist as
pects of a future European federal system, Brugmans none the less did allude to a European 
political dimension, though he candidly left it to Alexandre Marc to define and defend the 
popular campaign to be pursued. The speech, in short, signified the emergence at the centre of 
the EUF of a moderate 'possibilist' leadership, trying to pull together the diverse wings of the 
movement by appealing to the anti-state theories of the 'integral federalist' camp and to the 
anti-nationalist experiences of the MFE rump. In so doing, Brugmans staked out a brand of 
leadership which, trying to keep the EUF roughly on the same wavelength as the broader 
movement that launched the Congress of Europe, fell short of a full-blown 'integral federal
ist' campaign for a 'European Estates-General' of the corporate 'living forces', and at the 
same time failed to give a specific commitment to the MFE projects for an essentially political 
campaign in favour of a supranational European Constitution.

The text of the speech, with slight alteration and updating, was published by Federal 
Union, London, in 1948 under the title Fundamentals of European Federalism, in a trans
lation by F. L. Josephy, which is used below.

*

1 See doc. 68.
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We are holding our congress in a troubled period.
From whichever angle we look at it, the old world is on its deathbed. Three 

years after the death of Hitler we see around us nothing but mistrust, uncer
tainty and fanaticism. We live under a Great Fear regime. For tens of millions 
of human beings starvation and despair are more than threats: they are the 
realities of daily life. Already blood has begun to flow once more. What with 
blindness on one side and impotence on the other, the solutions of despair 
seem to be the only ones applicable and ‘realistic’.

What are we to think about it all?
Since we last met at Amsterdam, two things have happened: the Marshall 

offer and the breakdown of the Conference of the Big Three. What if our 
former federalist policy remains valid? What attitude should European feder
alism adopt today? Being neither opportunists nor Utopians, we are not 
among those who uphold a principle only to abandon it at the first reverse, nor 
of those who cling to dreams which political evolution renders -  at any rate 
for the time being -  unrealizable. We remain faithful to ourselves while at the 
same time facing facts. More than ever we are convinced that we are right in 
proclaiming the necessity for complete European Union. But this does not pre
vent our taking the facts into account and accepting the realities of the situa
tion.

What are these facts?
The United States, tired of pouring their treasure into a bottomless pit, of 

trying to finance an unworkable and worn-out multinational system, have put 
forward the Marshall Plan. They say: ‘First get together; then we will see.’ 
That is certainly the language of common sense, and it is a disgrace that 
Europe had to wait for a word of command from the other side of the Atlantic 
before she realized where her own duty and interest lay.

In face of the question thus stated, what is our attitude to be?
Europe at present faces two dangers. The first is to see America, disgusted 

by our senseless bickerings, relapse into her previous isolationism. An immense 
danger, because the peoples of Europe are so ruined by the war -  a war which 
nobody won -  that their future would be seriously jeopardized without the tre
mendous aid which only the American economic potential can supply.

On the other hand, it is no less evident that the Marshall Plan involves the 
risk of American domination. We have no intention whatever of allowing any 
outside interference with our evolution towards a better form of society.

How, then, are we to seize the opportunity which is offered without losing 
our independence? That is the problem. It must be solved, and its solution is 
by no means impossible.

First and foremost, it is quite evident that the United States are not pursuing 
a mainly altruistic policy. If we need America, she also needs us. We represent 
for her an enormous market -  of several hundred million persons who are 
accustomed to a high level of consumption. She does not wish to lose this 
market in the future, and she is right. Our position, therefore, is not merely 
that of the poor relation.

But the dangers to European independence do not come only from outside.
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The most serious of all is the threat of treason, or at least of surrender, within 
our own fortress. There are ‘Europeans’ who set their faces against any reform 
of the structure of society, who dream of a return to the past, and who, beaten 
on the field of national politics, count on the United States to bring back the 
old discredited system. These people would light-heartedly sacrifice their lib
erty if American aid would rescue them from the nightmare of revolution.

Such a conception is pure heresy. First of all, because federalism could never 
ally itself with the forces of social reaction. Secondly, because Europe’s fate 
is in her own hands. It is at once weakness and wishful thinking to imagine that 
any outside power, however friendly, however generous, can save our conti
nent. Europe is sick; Europe alone can cure herself.

That is why we believe so passionately in European independence. But, for 
our struggle to succeed, we must unite as quickly as possible. To deserve help 
from America and at the same time to safeguard ourselves against eventual 
American interference in our affairs, there is only one weapon -  unity. We 
must forge that weapon, and forge it with the least possible delay.

There is no doubt that our position would have been infinitely stronger if 
the Soviet Union had not forbidden the countries of Eastern Europe to link 
their efforts with ours. In causing the breakdown of the Big Three Conference, 
M. Molotov greatly weakened the forces of Europe. From every point of view 
he forced the peoples of Western Europe into the arms of the United States 
and caused a Western consolidation. Once again Soviet diplomacy, in trying 
to be too clever, has created a coalition which will tend to isolate it and which 
involves at the same time its future and our own.

Nevertheless unity remains Europe’s sole strength and her last chance. And 
this chance is a real one. For here is a consideration which I commend to all 
those who talk, a little too glibly perhaps, of ‘American imperialism’. For the 
first time in history, to the best of my knowledge, the rulers of a great, so- 
called imperialist power have given the lie to the popular adage divide et 
impera,, divide and rule. America convokes us to union -  and union is strength. 
Does she wish to employ this strength for her own ends? Perhaps, but there is 
no doubt that European unity, if today it would save the United States from 
dissipating her dollars, would in the future constitute a powerful guarantee of 
independence. And that for two reasons.

The first is because continental consolidation on our part would encourage 
other parts of the world to unite. Secondly, because, through a European 
Federation, the British Commonwealth, paradoxically enough, would gain in 
strength and in cohesion. If the mother country, no longer isolated and at the 
mercy of her American creditors, could count on the support of an organized 
continent, she would increase her influence as a world power and her prestige 
in relation to her Dominions.

What conclusion are we to draw from all this? That we must create 
federalism wherever we can. Wherever we can reduce the importance of fron
tiers -  let us do so! To neglect any opportunities that may occur is to condemn 
ourselves to a sterile policy, to turn our backs on reality and to abandon 
Europe to impotence and despair.
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Have we, then, forgotten our hatred of bloc politics? Are we going to allow 
the bridges to be blown between ourselves and our brothers of Eastern 
Europe?

Certainly not. On the contrary, more than ever we denounce every tendency 
towards splitting the world between the two Super-Powers (which, as a matter 
of fact, total between them only about fourteen per cent of the world’s popu
lation). More than ever are we convinced that war today is not only criminal 
but useless. More than ever do we feel ourselves one with the peoples of 
Eastern Europe.

After the betrayal of Munich and the recognition at Yalta of ‘spheres of 
influence’, a favourable response to the Marshall offer by the peoples of 
Eastern Europe was problematical to say the least of it. Today it is impossible 
for them to have any other foreign policy than one which accords with that of 
the Soviet Union. They are further tied to her by the direction of their social 
development, and some of them are attached to the great Slav power by ties of 
race. Once, therefore, Russia had decided not to take part in the European 
Conference, there could be in Eastern Europe the wish and the hope to take 
part, but the die had been cast, and the first nucleus of European unity had to 
be formed without them.

So we will have to work without Eastern Europe for the time being, but 
never against Eastern Europe.

Though the vicissitudes of international politics may separate us for the time 
being, European federalism does not accept this division as a fait accompli On 
this point (as on so many others) we agree with Dr Eduard Benes, President 
of the Czechoslovak Republic, who said on the 6th May last, on the occasion 
of the commemoration of the German aggression: ‘We will never go exclu
sively with the East, or exclusively with the West, but always at the same time 
with the East and the West.’

For this reason, the EUF will make no decisions without taking into account 
the aspirations of Eastern Europe. We will not resign ourselves to a rupture 
which is quite evidently, and in every respect, against the interests of all. The 
peoples of Eastern Europe can always count on the complete understanding 
of the EUF and we shall promote, so far as lies in our power, all possible 
meetings and exchanges of ideas, goods and persons between us. (...)

We are often asked if we, European Federalists, are in favour of a World 
Federal Government, or whether we intend to work in the first place for our 
own continent.

I will answer this question with complete frankness.
We believe that by the very fact of pursuing a European policy we are 

already pursuing a policy of world order. It would be absurd to try to organize 
Europe in a watertight compartment. The fact that we have taken as our 
motto ‘One Europe in One World’ proves that we regard any action to 
achieve a peaceful Europe in a divided world as utopian. From the beginning, 
the cause of Europe has been indefensible except within a world framework.

Indeed, of what use would it be to unify our part of the world if there were 
no international authority to control the use of atomic energy? Of what use
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would it be for us to achieve partial planning in the economic field if it was 
not enough to save the European people from starvation? Of what use would 
it be to create European armed forces if they were to be condemned to serve 
the interests of outsiders or imperialist oppressors?

That is why we believe that all attempts to achieve peace are utopian unless 
they lead to World Federation. That is why we fight for the creation of func
tional world organizations which alone can prevent disaster and maintain the 
peace of the world.

I will go even further. To our mind it is not a question of progressive steps, 
or proceeding by stages -  first, for example, to establish ‘Benelux’, then to 
organize Europe, and finally to unite ‘the great globe itself. No. History does 
not work like that. Every problem involves every other problem. Without a 
federated Europe, no local effort will be safe, and what would happen to 
Europe itself if it remained at the mercy of atomic destruction and famine? 
For us world peace is not a far off dream but an immediate necessity, which 
involves practical solutions starting from today. That is why we played such 
an active part in the World Federalist Conference which took place here a few 
days ago. I think I can claim that our efforts at that conference were not in 
vain.

As complete federalists we must work on every plane and wherever possibili
ties offer. As men menaced by the atomic bomb we must fight for world con
trol of atomic energy. As Europeans our desire is to rescue our continent from 
the chaos into which it is sinking. As citizens of this year of grace 1947 we 
must operate in the framework that history has provided for us.

From pious wishes, let us pass on to action. We must work for federalism 
wherever it is possible. And for that we believe that the greatest possible con
centration of European forces is necessary.

Last summer, in Paris, we signed an agreement with the Independent 
League for European Co-operation, the Committees for United Europe and 
the European Parliamentary Union. By so doing we sacrificed none of our 
political liberty nor our right to act in all spheres. But the three of us together 
are to examine in all loyalty and good faith how we can best take the next steps 
and share the enormous task that lies before us.

We believe that liaison work of this kind -  and even common initiatives -  
are useful and wise in the present state of affairs. But that makes it all the more 
necessary at the same time to define the true character, the long-distance aims, 
and the fundamental beliefs of federalism.

Shall we succeed in opening up fresh prospects for our peoples? Can we 
impose our programme on a world of fear and hatred? Everything depends on 
our clear-sightedness and determination. We must define our positions as 
clearly as possible, and here I come to the social message of federalism.

I arrive at this point with joy because it is by that also that we shall be judged. 
It is by our capacity to bring about social rehabilitation that we shall prove that 
Europe can live and is worthy of a free life.

‘How do you visualize concretely the evolution of Europe as an open socie
ty?’ If we cannot answer this question, our failure is certain. It is certain,
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because on the one hand all problems will appear in a new light when consid
ered in the framework of supranational federal co-operation. And on the 
other hand, a European Federal Union can come about only if it is quite 
clearly seen to be part of the great revolution of our time.

What do we mean by the words ‘Revolution of our time’? Certainly not 
street-fighting, partisan inquisitions and civil war. What we are thinking of are 
certain historical data which can be used for the service of mankind. ‘The only 
way of preventing a revolution’, said Proudhon, ‘is to make one.’

Federalism must therefore be ready to take power, and to provide not only 
a new political system, but also a new social order.

What does federalism offer in this field? Two elements indissolubly linked: 
organic solidarity and liberty -  in other words, development of the human per
sonality. Only viewed thus can liberty cease to mean exploitation, and 
solidarity avoid turning into totalitarian dictatorship.

Federalism provides social liberty for the world!
To our minds the worker is not free if he is the slave of mechanization or 

of profit, if the undertaking in which he works is not at the same time his 
undertaking; if he cannot be certain that what he produces will add to the 
well-being of the community as a whole.

The employer is not free to exercise his natural function of direction if his 
part is reduced to that of a civil servant carrying out orders from above.

And the consumer is not free if he is subject to the dictatorship of a 
monopoly which imposes on him famine prices -  even if the trust concerned 
has secured the participation of workers’ representatives.

An alliance of producers and consumers organized to combat all forms of 
submission, parasitism and speculation -  the co-operation of all free men, 
implying common action and the responsibility of all for the common good -  
self-government and democracy from top to bottom -  that is federalism.

The sort of society whose picture we carry in our minds is a society which 
enjoys organized liberty at every stage. For we reject sovereignty of every kind 
which does not liberate man from servitude. We reject the divine right of 
employers and technicians, when they claim to be organizing economic life, to 
exploit man by using him as human raw material. We hate to see the concentra
tion of power in the hands of a tiny minority of modern feudal barons. We 
hate no less the domination of that supertrust which calls itself ‘the State’. We 
hate, too, the dictatorship of the ‘average’ man, that mediocre and soulless 
creature mass-produced by means of mass publicity. Finally, we hate, as an 
affront to human liberty, the supremacy of a totalitarian party which claims to 
be the incarnation of absolute national sovereignty. ‘Every yoke is made to be 
broken’, said Diderot.

But enough negatives; enough ‘antis’. Let us end by quoting our master, 
Proudhon, who wrote in 1866: ‘To end the irreparable abuse of sovereignty,
I demand once and for all the dismemberment of sovereignty.’ In this ‘dis
memberment of sovereignty’ lies the real politique de la personne. (...)

In the same way, we believe that the German problem is insoluble except 
by federalist methods and by fighting nationalism in all its forms. (...) For we
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know that the worship and practice of the unitary state have been more perni
cious in Germany than anywhere else. In the sphere of administration, of 
social, political and cultural life, only decentralization can create the condi
tions of true democracy. Let us work for that. We alone, we European federal
ists, have the right to advocate it. (...)

Federalism, then, on every plane -  federalism at the individual level, the 
creator of organic and visible solidarity; European and World federalism, the 
only means of resolving the contradictions of a period in which all men are 
jointly and severally responsible for the activities of their fellow men.

Federalism, federalism again, and always more and more federalism, so that 
we may live in freedom, and frontiers and divisions may at last be swept away.

Those are the solutions we must present to public opinion and we propose 
to set them out in exact terms, a task which will fall particularly on our dear 
Alexandre Marc. But the technical elaboration of these solutions is not 
enough. We must, above all, create in Europe the political power to bring them 
into being. Our peoples must arouse themselves from their stupor, and revolt 
at last against a policy which uses them as pawns in their own lands and against 
their own interests; they must unite for their common good. (...)

11. EUF First Annual Congress: General Policy Resolution
30 August 1947

CEC Archives, EUF papers, and BEF Archives, Rapport du Premier Congrès de l ’UEF 
27-31 août 1947\ Montreux, Geneva, November 1947, pp. 132-6; A. and F. Boyd, 
Western Union, pp. 141-6; J. P. Gouzy, Les pionniers de l ’Europe communautaire, Lau
sanne, 1968, pp. 156-61 ; Lipgens, History, pp. 574-5.

The EUF Montreux Congress adopted its General Policy Resolution on 30 August, after 
a debate significantly chaired by the ‘integral federalist’ leader of Fédération ’ André Voisin.1

The Resolution essentially bore the imprint of 'integral federalism’, incorporating many 
of de Rougemont’s *dynamic’ concepts of combining autonomous ‘living groups’ outside 
political structures. A t the same time, Brugmans’ rather ambiguous, 'possibilist’ attitude and 
tone were well reflected in the text. -  Integral federalism ’ remained the key; hence the calls 
for ‘organic solidarity’ accompanied by functional decentralization and self-government’. 
But the specific idea of convening a mass European Estates-General’ of the corporate ‘living 
forces’, which gained considerable momentum at Montreux, was omitted from the official 
text, though it was subsequently taken up (docs. 13 and 14). Some allusion was made to a 
supranational European political dimension, but not in the fundamental constitutional sense 
proposed by the MFE. A federal authority’at European level was to be encompassed by func
tional bodies’, whilst the 'government’ foreseen was not strictly to be directly elected by indi
vidual citizens according to the political principle of one-man-one-vote, as earlier advocated 
by Ernesto Rossi,2 but was to be responsible instead both to the peoples and to 'groups’, that

1 Lipgens, History, p. 574.
2 E. Rossi, ‘L’Europa di domani«, in (various authors), Federazione europea, 

Florence, 1948, pp. 78-83 (repr. of L ’Europe de demain, Geneva., 1944).
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is the corporate groups of the ‘living forces'. There was not one phrase in the Montreux Resol
ution referring to a projected European Assembly, Parliament or Federal Constitution. Not 
one phrase explaining the MFE position was printed in the official Congress Report. The 
sole dissenting voice recorded was that of Miss F. L. Josephy, who declared that she was ‘lost 
in the subtleties of integral federalism V3 She would not be alone in this, as the broader Euro
pean political campaign developed irrespective of EUF theories.

*

Having in mind the anxieties and hopes of our time, this Conference of the 
European Union of Federalists affirms that no national government is any 
longer capable of assuring to its people liberty, prosperity and peace.

The interdependence of nations has become such that it is no longer possible 
to confine political, economic and social realities within national and state 
frontiers. So-called sovereign States are powerless to solve their problems and, 
in seeking purely national solutions, succeed only in plunging their peoples 
into despair, causing their citizens to lose their personal liberties, and thus 
creating a dangerous situation which may at any moment lead to a terrible and 
possible final catastrophe.

There is only one solution: a union of the peoples within an effective feder
ation. In Europe above all this is a prime necessity; Europe, which is sunk in 
poverty, torn by national and international struggles, and which threatens to 
become a powder barrel which a single spark will suffice to set alight.

For the first time in history, all the European federalist movements have 
come together in a single association to make their voice heard -  the voice of 
Europe itself. Europe is in danger; she needs the help of the rest of the world; 
but her salvation can come only from herself.

That is why, face to face with the threat of final rupture, which is weighing 
so heavily upon our continent, we must passionately reaffirm the need for fed
eralism and for total European union, which is the inarticulate desire of the 
peoples of Europe. If we do not fulfil this hope of the peoples, others will step 
in and lead them into some unknown adventure.

European federalism, which alone can provide our peoples with the prospect 
of salvation, is based on the following foundations:

(1) The federal idea constitutes a dynamic principle which transforms all 
human activities. It brings with it not only a new political framework, but also 
new social, economic and cultural structures. Federalism is a synthesis, and it 
is made up of two elements indissolubly linked: of organic solidarity and of lib
erty, or, put differently, the expansion of human personality in every sphere 
of daily life. Thus co-ordinated, liberty ceases to mean exploitation, or 
solidarity to be a justification for dictatorship. True democracy must be a 
pyramid of solidarities from bottom to top, working harmoniously at every 
stage. But federalism makes liberty the very principle of this organization, a 
principle at the same time European and of universal application, which will

3 F. L. Josephy, speech, Rapport du Premier Congrès de l'UEF 27-31 août 1947\ 
Montreux, Geneva, November 1947, pp. 97-8.
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safeguard and promote spiritual diversity, political tolerance, the security of 
the individual, the free enterprise of persons and of groups, functional decen
tralization, and self-government.

(2) Federalism can be born only from renunciation of all idea of a dictatorial 
‘New Order’ imposed by one of its constituent elements, and of any ideological 
system. To federate Europe does not mean to set Europe in order according 
to some geometrical plan starting from some centre or axis; what it does mean 
is, quite simply, in the spirit and according to the methods which have just been 
outlined, to bring together, unite and co-ordinate those concrete and hetero
geneous realities which are the nations, the economic regimes and the political 
traditions of Europe. And it means organizing them according to their 
individual characters, with the object of, at the same time, safeguarding them 
and changing their nature.

Federalism, because it respects complexity, does not recognize the problem 
of minorities. Each of the nations, each of the elements of which Europe is 
composed, has its own proper function, its own irreplaceable quality. It follows 
that, regarded from that angle, a minority has the same human value as a 
majority. That is why federalism is based on respect for qualities. For example, 
it is concerned not only with the method of election to a Council of States, but 
also and above all, with the value of customs, traditions, and the way in which 
people order their lives.

(3) Federalism is dynamic and progressive. A federation is a living phe
nomenon which grows bit by bit from the association of persons and groups. 
In this sense it can be said that European Federation is already being slowly 
constituted, in a small measure everywhere, and in all sorts of ways. Here there 
may be an economic agreement; there a new relationship is established. Here 
a supranational functional organism takes shape; there a group of small coun
tries forms a customs union.

Arising from these principles of federalism which we have just restated, we 
affirm the possibility of setting out immediately on the road to a supranational 
European organization. The gravity of the position in which Europe finds 
herself demands that a beginning shall be made towards federal organization 
wherever it can be attempted, wherever the people still have some liberty of 
action and decision, wherever public opinion can have some effect on govern
ment action.

It would be a crime not to seize the opportunities offered by the present 
political situation to start from to-day building a European Federation wher
ever such a start is possible. Not to take advantage of opportunities which 
present themselves is to condemn ourselves to sterile impotence, to turn our 
backs on reality, to betray our duty as citizens of Europe, to acquiesce in the 
abandonment of Europe to despair, and to condemn her in advance to destruc
tion by a war which nothing could any longer prevent.

Such a nucleus federation must remain open to all the peoples, even to 
those who for the moment, whether for internal or external reasons, 
are unable to join. That is why, even if a European Federation can at the 
beginning unite only some of the States of Europe, the European Union of
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Federalists will never accept as a fait accompli the division of Europe into two 
hostile blocs.

To start our efforts at unification in the west of Europe means for the West 
escaping the risk of becoming the victim of power politics, restoring to 
Europe, at any rate partially, her pride in her legitimate independence, and 
holding out a hand to the peoples of the East to help them to rejoin the other 
peoples in a free and peaceful community.

We affirm, therefore, that there is a task for all European federalists: to pro
vide an example, to support every effort and every initiative which can bring 
us nearer to this essential union of peoples and States, to work for it on every 
plane and in every sphere. By word of mouth, through the Press, by trade 
union and co-operative action, by parliamentary action, we must affirm our 
will to co-operation and peace.

It is in this spirit that we approve not only the work undertaken by the Eco
nomic Commission for Europe, but the effort at rapprochement made by six
teen nations of the old continent, as a result of the Marshall proposals, with 
the object of pooling their natural resources and their productive capacity, 
and that we also approve the agreement reached between Holland, Belgium 
and Luxemburg in Benelux.

We advocate, for the same reasons, the application to Germany of measures 
which would permit the utilization of her industrial potential and her natural 
riches for the benefit of Europe as a whole, of which the Germans are a part. 
The Saar and the Ruhr should be centres of economic co-operation 
undertaken for the benefit of all Europeans, and progressively extended to 
include all European resources and means of production. Thus, day by day, 
an effort could be made to put an end to the arbitrary divisions which obstruct 
the amelioration of the countries of our continent, divisions which generate 
impotence, despair, distrust and war.

But in all these cases, as in any others that may arise, federalists must declare 
firmly and without compromise that it is absolute national sovereignty that 
must be abated, that a part of that sovereignty must be entrusted to a federal 
authority assisted by all the functional bodies necessary to the accomplishment, 
on the federal plane, of its economic and cultural tasks, whether in whole or 
in part. In particular this authority must possess:

(a) a government responsible to the peoples and groups and not to the fed
erated states;

(b) a Supreme Court capable of resolving possible disputes between states 
members of the Federation;

(c) an armed police force under its own control, whose task will be, without 
prejudice to a world security organization, to uphold federal decisions.

Except on these conditions, any attempt to set up unions of an exclusively 
economic or cultural character are doomed to failure.

Action in the direction of co-operation, regrouping or rapprochement taken in 
that part of the European continent where it is immediately possible does not 
imply- and we insist on repeating this deary and forcibly- that we accept as final 
the division of Europe into two parts, which is in process of being effected.
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We know that it is impossible in the final event to achieve a closely-knit 
Europe for which life is possible unless all its constituent countries, north, 
south, east and west, pool their complementary qualities and economics. We 
know, too, that the traditions and culture of each one of these peoples are part 
and parcel of the common European heritage. We are determined, therefore, 
to strive by every means in our power to maintain or to re-establish at the 
earliest possible moment that exchange of ideas, persons and goods without 
which Europe must remain divided and reduced in stature. And we affirm that 
only the fundamental principles of federalism, implying recognition and 
respect for diversity and for liberty, will allow each country and each people 
to attain to a political and social expression satisfactory to its structure, to its 
way of life and thought, to its traditions and to its needs.

At the same time, these efforts to organize Europe as a closely-knit political 
and economic unity do not exclude the need for organization on a wider plane. 
In fact the contrary is true. From the very beginning the cause of European 
Federation has deliberately been set within a world perspective. That is why 
from now on we are determined to fight for the establishment of world 
organizations capable of averting disaster and of establishing world peace.

In actual fact, we are convinced that the very effort to promote in Europe a 
policy which is resolutely and radically federalist, is itself to pursue a policy of 
world order. But in order to avoid the least shadow of doubt let us state that for 
us there is no question of successive phases of organization. The aim of feder
alism is to establish a World Federal Government. That aim will be reached 
only by simultaneously organizing on all planes: inside each country, between 
neighbouring peoples, between nations of the same continent, between 
regional federations -  in such a way as never to lose sight of the objective of the 
free co-ordination of the parts in the diversity and the harmony of the whole.

That is to say, we no more want a hermetically sealed Europe than a divided 
Europe. Our motto is and remains: One Europe in One World.

It means also that, for the attainment of these ends on which peace, the 
prosperity of nations and the happiness of peoples depend, we place our con
fidence only in the federalist solution: federalism everywhere, federalism on 
every plane and at every stage of human society from the bottom to the top.

In an era in which, without ceasing to be different, men have become more 
and more interdependent, federalism alone -  by bringing about all the neces
sary organic solidarity within liberty -  demonstrates its capacity to resolve the 
conflicting problems which are tearing humanity asunder.

It is essential that we should maintain unswerving faith in the great Euro
pean tradition. It is essential, too, that we should fully accept the revolution 
that is taking place as the result of unprecedented technical progess. It is 
further essential that we should take along with us all the popular forces, all 
the healthy forces which are active in the different countries, without any 
exception whatsoever: trade unions, professional organizations, intellectuals, 
political associations and parties which are working for a better society, uni
versities and churches. By fulfilling all these conditions federalism will accom
plish its mission and build a new world at the service of humanity and of peace.
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12. EUF First Annual Congress: Economic Policy Resolution
30 August 1947

CEC Archives, EUF papers, and BEF Archives, Rapport du Premier Congrès de l'UEF 
27-31 août 1947\ Montreux> Geneva, November 1947, pp. 129-31; A. und F. Boyd, 
Western Union, pp. 146-8; Lipgens, History, pp. 575-8.
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In contrast with the General Policy Resolution, the economic text adopted by the Mont
reux Congress was fairly clear and concrete. Written essentially by Maurice Allais,l it went a 
good deal further than the General Policy Resolution in spelling out the supranational plann
ing role of a European Federal Authority. As such; it did not become a primary feature of the 
subsequent integral federalist-led campaign for the European Estates-GeneraV of the living 
forces \ which was the prime policy-action area. In this sense, the Economic Policy Resolu
tion was a forward-looking document, but too political to be fully accepted by powerful ele
ments of the EUF leadership.2

Confronted by the tragic consequences and the enormous cost to all the dif
ferent States of Europe of the war, its preparation and its results, results which 
are the inevitable consequences of the principle of unrestricted national sover
eignty;

Conscious also of the great lowering of living standards resulting from the 
artificial barriers set up by sovereign States to division of labour on an interna
tional level;

Convinced of the impossibility of achieving economic democracy while each 
State can apply the fatal principle of absolute national sovereignty:

the European Union of Federalists declares:
1. There is no effective solution for the economic and social problems which 

afflict Europe except the institution of an economic federation implying the 
transfer by the sovereign States of a part of their present economic powers to 
a federal authority;

2. Any self-sufficient or totalitarian economic organization is completely 
incompatible with the fundamental objectives of federalism;

3. To fit in with these objectives, an economic organization must:
(a) rest on a radical decentralization of economic power at all stages;
(b) promote the maximum division and specialization of labour and of 
individual and group enterprise;
(c) carry out the necessary planning, especially in the spheres of currency 
and of credit, in the organization of markets, of capital and of labour, in 
insurance against unemployment, accidents while at work, sickness and 
old age, in general and technical education, in town planning, etc.
(d) in particular, facilitate the definition of goods and services, their 
rationalization and agreement of their qualities, improvement in condi-

1 Economics Professor at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines, Paris.
2 André Voisin, for example, thought that ‘Allais’s vocabulary sometimes strikes us 

as too leftist’ (La Fédération, No. 33, October 1947); see Lipgens, History, p. 576.
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tions of labour, in collective organization of research, the diffusion of eco
nomic information, control of monopolies of whatever description, etc.

4. Such an economic organization, based on the free and autonomous 
action of individuals and enterprises within the framework of a planned 
economy, which would assure a fair division of wealth and the suppression of 
all income not corresponding to a service, present or past, rendered to the 
community, brings with it the fundamental advantages of a free economy and 
at the same time those of a planned economy which, because it has constant 
regard to the aggregate of activities, conduces to the realization of an 
economy both effective and just.

5. An economic federation of this type should be able, with the shortest pos
sible delay, to promote the free circulation of goods, capital and men which is 
indispensable for the realization of the high standard of living which 
present-day technical progress makes possible.

6. These fundamental objectives cannot be realized immediately because of 
local conditions and present-day industrial specialization, the different 
degrees of industrial equipment, unequal living standards and different 
methods of economic organization which characterize the present condition 
of Europe.

7. To overcome these obstacles certain transitional measures must be fore
seen.

8. These transitional measures cannot be effectively applied unless efforts 
are made to achieve a federation which is both economic and political, since 
it would be idle to imagine that attempts at reciprocal economic agreements 
between sovereign States could themselves lead to a true European Federation.

9. Economic federation requires at every stage systematic organization and 
distribution of information.

10. Having regard to the objectives cited above, the economic powers dele
gated to the federal authority must be limited, but, without prejudice to the 
powers reserved to world organizations, must include:

(a) the right to regulate matters of currency;
(b) the right to make laws regarding internal trade (i. e., within the Feder
ation) and external trade relations;
(c) the right to make laws on the question of movement of capital both 
inside and outside the Federation;
(d) the right to take transitional measures designed to ensure at the 
earliest possible moment the free circulation of federal citizens within the 
area of the Federation;
(e) the right to make laws dealing with movement of persons where that 
entails the crossing of the frontiers of the Federation (emigration and 
immigration);
(f) the right to regulate the conditions of the production and distribution 
of armaments and of atomic energy, within the framework of interna
tional agreements of universal application;
(g) the right to organize communications and to fix fares and freight 
charges;
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(h) the right to raise the taxes essential to the functioning of the Federa
tion and for the carrying out of large public works;
(i) the right to handle all economic questions relative to associated non- 
self-governing overseas territories.

11. Each federated State must retain all rights not explicitly transferred to 
the federal authority, and, in particular, all rights the exercise of which has no 
repercussions on the other federated States.

12. These principles of economic organization are compatible with a collec
tive economy so long as that in its turn is not one which is contrary to the spirit 
and methods of federalism. Experience alone can show which of the two 
forms of property, private or collective, is, in the present state of the political 
and economic evolution of the peoples, the most effective in each sphere.

13. The advantages which the economic federation of Europe would make 
possible are immense, and would facilitate, within a few years, not only the 
reconstruction of the devastated areas, but also a considerable increase in the 
living standards of the European peoples.

14. The extension of the application of the above principles to a wider field 
than European Federation is eminently to be desired.

Convinced of the urgent necessity for European economic federation and, 
at the same time, of the immense advantages which it could bring with it in 
the improvement of living standards and the creation of conditions of greater 
social justice, the European Union of Federalists calls upon all Europeans to 
hasten by their activities the establishment of a Federation of the different 
States of Europe, which alone will enable that continent to escape from the 
humiliation and economic subjection with which it is threatened and to enter 
a period of prosperity which will leave far behind the immense advance of the 
nineteenth century.

13. H endrik Brugmans: Estates-G eneral 24 Septem ber 1947

CEC Archives, EUF papers, excerpts from a campaign note.

*
The idea, launched at Montreux though not formally incorporated into the policy resolu

tions, of convening a European Estates-General soon started to take form. In this note by 
Brugmans, to be further developed by Marc, it becomes clear that what was meant at Mont
reux by a European \authority * and 'government' was, above ally a corporatist-fashioned 
form of federalism, completely at odds with the essentially politico-constitutional views of 
Spinelli, Rossi, etc.

I. The need to strike a decisive blow, to impress public opinion by a 
spectacular assembly -  not just the congress of a more or less attractive associa
tion, but the manifestation of a Europe that is organizing and affirming itself 
and taking its place in international life by a political act of will. ‘Perfection
ism’ is not the aim: of course the assembly will not reflect the whole of Europe
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in a regular fashion, but it does not matter. The fact that the assembled dele
gates will have some right to say ‘We are Europe’ -  this is revolutionary in 
itself and will kindle a great hope.

II. The convening of an Estates-General of Europe is inconceivable unless 
the Europeans join forces beforehand. They must be able to regard the dele
gates as their delegates, and the latter must have a mandate in respect of ques
tions that have previously been debated. This presupposes something like a 
preparatory election campaign. (...) The delegates must come out in favour of 
a minimum federalist formula; (b) they must represent not only territorial 
units but above all corporative or functional ones. (...)

III. One might for instance envisage eight basic categories or ‘estates’: (a) 
employers, (b) workers, (c) farmers, (d) the middle class, executives and pro
fessionals, (e) intellectual and religious groups, (f) consumers’ organizations 
(co-operatives), (g) political and parliamentary bodies, the judiciary etc., (h) 
youth movements. A European assembly in which these groups were not 
represented in principle, at least in embryonic form, would never reflect our 
continent as a whole. (...)

IV. What will be the precise task of this assembly, of which the EUF will 
be both sponsor and participant? It must be related to a specific activity and 
an immediate political objective -  not mere juridical texts. General motto: A 
united Europe means peace.

Specific aim: to appoint a European delegation to the Estates-General of 
the World (Larmeroux plan). Affirm our policy of active neutrality.

Second objective: to set up standing committees for various problems: legal, 
social, economic, ‘colonial’, cultural etc. The heads of these committees would 
form the nucleus of a future European government. (...)

14. Alexandre Marc: ‘The Estates-G eneral of The H ague’
January 1948

CEC Archives, EUF papers, excerpts from an article in La Fédération (Paris), January 
1948, No. 36.

if

As the broader movement organizing the Congress of Europe at The Hague speeded up 
its plans, it became increasingly clear that the EUF was fairly isolated both in its concepts 
and in the power struggle within the ‘International Committee’. On 16-17 January 1948 
the EUF Central Committee formally decided to take part in the Congress preparations, but 
only after a very acrimonious debate, the hard-line ‘integral federalists’ insisting that the 
Hague Congress should be planned as a ‘revolutionary act ’ of the ‘living forces ’ while Spi- 
nelli (representing Rossi) declared his objections both to the 'integral federalist’ notion of the 
Congress and to the ‘possibilist’ strategy of compromise with the ‘unionist’ (i. e., intergov- 
emmentalist) camp} Brugmans’ moderate policy of co-operation was adopted\ but only just.

1 Minutes of the EUF Central Committee meeting of 15-17 January 1948, CEC 
Archives, EUF papers.
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The MFE, for their party withdrew from taking any active part in the Congress, regrouping 
their forces for another day. The ‘integral federalists \ on the other handy still hoped that the 
Congress could be ‘captured\ This is the background to Marc's militant article, for which in 
turn the EUF was severely rebuked}

At last Europe is about to make its voice heard. The Representatives of all 
the living forces of our continent are to meet at The Hague from 21 to 24 May
1948. There they will proclaim to the world Europe’s resolve to survive and 
to renew itself.

This ever-growing clamour calls for some clarification of our aims. What 
we intend to do, on our own account and without claiming to represent any 
kind of ‘orthodoxy’, is to formulate certain practical ideas relating to the 
enterprise to which we give in our own minds the prestigious name of the Esta- 
tes-General of Europe. (...)

Some have been surprised at the idea that federalists, especially ‘integral’ 
federalists, should be willing to associate with groups or persons who not only 
do not profess the same doctrine as we, but who sometimes advocate policies 
that we cannot approve. This surprise is legitimate, and deserves to be carefully 
and fully answered; for the present we will just make two remarks:

(1) If we are really determined to unite Europe, we must be willing to 
co-operate, at the outset anyway, with all those who have the same object.

(2) But this does not mean that the European federalist movement 
renounces its autonomy or is willing, even for a limited time, to damp down 
the liberating and revolutionary spirit by which it is animated. On the con
trary, a fresh effort is now demanded of militant federalists, an effort in which 
doubtless they alone are capable of succeeding. (...)

This emphasizes the importance of having the right people on the national 
committees. They must be representative, balanced and courageous; on their 
dynamism will depend not only the future of our enterprise but that of Europe 
itself. (...)

Each delegation must reflect as faithfully as possible the shifting equilibrium 
of social forces and functions. To the utmost possible extent, therefore, it must 
include trade union leaders, workers, peasants, employers’ associations, 
co-operative delegates, federalist parliamentarians, youth movements, etc., 
etc. There must also be writers, technicians, academics and churchmen, repre
sentatives of the main national and international organizations, and, of 
course, delegates from all federalist associations. (...)

We fear that such a large and mixed assembly (probably over a thousand 
delegates) may, if one is not careful, get on to a slippery slope of facile but

2 The Joint Executive Committee preparing the Congress pronounced at its 
meeting on 30 January 1948 that ‘in order to avoid possible confusion, no oral or 
written statements regarding the Congress should be made by members of the Com
mittee or the organizations they represent, without prior consultation with the Gen
eral Secretariat’. Minutes, EM Archives.
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unfruitful eloquence and degenerate into a new tower of Babel. To avert this, 
all delegates might be asked to declare beforehand their agreement in 
principle with certain basic ideas, without the recognition of which no action 
could be undertaken, viz.:

1. The European states must be invited to consent to the partial transfer of 
their so-called ‘sovereignty’ to federal institutions.

2. The European economy must be organized as a whole, according to its 
collective needs, with respect for social justice and the free initiative of persons 
and groups.

3. The political, economic and social rights of citizens of Europe will be 
safeguarded not only by declarations, however solemn, but above all by an 
effective supranational authority.

4. The future European federation will be opposed to all imperialism from 
whatever quarter. Far from supporting the formation of blocs, it will endea
vour to promote federalist solutions within the framework of the world 
organization.

5. The federated nations will undertake to combine their efforts to bring 
about as soon as possible the liberation of their former colonies and their free 
economic and political association with the creative purposes of united 
Europe. (...)

15. E U F  E xecutive Bureau: R eport on  G eneral P olicy
6 M arch 1948

EM Archives, File ‘International Committee’, EUF report (IC/P/13) submitted to the 
International Executive Committee on 6. 3. 1948.

The Joint International Executive Committee preparing the Hague Congress met on 6 
March 1948 in order to examine draft texts from the member movements for the drawing-up 
of the crucial Political Report to be submitted to the Congress} The EUF draft, in this respect, 
was a rather limp and tame document, unlike the others. For example, whereas the French 
Council for United Europe stressed the need fora  'true federation' based on effective 'political 
and economic solidarity ’2 and whereas the British Committee text went on to call for a 'de
mocratic Western European Federation' w ith its own 'responsible government' and a 'Parlia
ment directly elected by the people'J and whereas even the Sandys-led Secretariat called for 
an eventual 'political Federation' involving 'some surrender. . .  or jo in t exercise o f sovereign 
powers \4 the EUF draft spoke mainly of 'regional' and functional' 'community-based' 
democracy, grouped not so much around political structures but federal bodies' (d’orga-

1 See doc. 73.
2 D raft Political Report of the Conseil Français pour l’Europe Unie (IC/P/14), EM 

Archives.
3 D raft Political Report of the United Europe Movement and of the All-Party 

Group for European Unity (IC/P/15), EM Archives.
4 D raft Political Report of the General Secretariat (IC/P/12), EM Archives.
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nismes fédéraux). Likewise, whereas the other drafts at least spoke of the immediate need 
for a parliamentary European Assembly as part of a Council of Europe, the EUF text again 
avoided suggesting any specific supranational political institution, proposing instead a 
variety of functional agencies at European level together w ith the gradual development of a 
European parliamentary tradition ’. It is true that the EUF did also propose the formation of 
a European Armed Force\ but this was envisaged as part of a world force (i. e. probably 
within the scope of the United Nations). Likewise, its strained allusion to a European ‘third 
force’ was hardly convincing. In short, therefore, despite later EUF claims and accusations 
against the lack o f commitment by the so-called ‘unionist’ camp, when given the opportunity 
to push the Congress o f Europe towards a supranational political initiative, it was indeed 
the federalists \ not the ‘unionists \ who were found wanting.

I. The final objective should be laid down clearly in a Preamble, making the 
following points:

(a) European union can only be made effective by means of federal institu
tions to whom certain aspects of national sovereignty are transferred so that 
they can exercise real authority.

(b) United Europe is an open society and not a bloc: i. e. it calls for the col
laboration of all peoples which claim to be European and are ready to accept 
the discipline common to all.

(c) United Europe is not conceived as an autarkic entity but proposes to 
assist in the creation of indispensable worldwide authorities for such matters 
as atomic energy, oil, merchant shipping, food supplies etc.

(d) United Europe will not be simply a new ‘nationality’ or a centralized 
state : we wish to be as far as possible decentralized, both regionally and func
tionally; not a superstate but a real democracy, built up of self-governing basic 
communities.

(e) United Europe intends to pursue a foreign policy of independence and 
active neutrality vis-à-vis all blocs; it presents itself as a political power, able 
and desirous of constituting a force of mediation or compromise.

II. Here should come a paragraph on the present European situation.
(a) The Marshall plan. European nations must take advantage of the plan 

to hasten the integration of Europe, and, conversely, push on with integration 
so as to take full advantage of the plan.

(b) In our view Britain should be an integral part of the future European 
federation and also of any immediate measures to co-ordinate the European 
economy. The solidarity of the Commonwealth is compatible with that of 
Europe; Britain, belonging to both groups, can constitute a ‘hinge’ between 
the two. Only the closest collaboration between the Commonwealth and 
Europe can make possible the international policy of mediation and 
compromise referred to above.

(c) The German problem can only be solved in the context of European fed
eration. We must set up functional, technical and economic institutions in 
which the Germans will be invited to co-operate, such as European federal rail
ways, the autonomous European coal authority, Alpine hydroelectric works 
etc. In this way Germany will be associated with European reconstruction and
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given a future. At the same time, effective control of Germany’s economic 
potential will prevent its degenerating into a war potential; only thus can 
security be guaranteed. These European arrangements having been outlined, 
publicity can be given to ideas for political, social and cultural decentraliza
tion.

III. Necessary action. This should be on two levels: (1) Parliamentary action 
(based on our federalist groups in the various countries); (2) Governmental 
action.

A. Parliamentary action
We must form a European parliamentary tradition, realizing that the forms 

of public control in a united Europe will differ from those of national parlia
ments. At the same time we must envisage the possibility of associating with 
parliamentary debates a certain number of ‘foreigners’ entitled to take part, 
with an advisory voice, in debates on external policy. The advantages of such 
an arrangement would be: ‘internationalization’ of the parliamentary spirit; 
an increased sense of responsibility to Europe on the part of national members 
of parliament; and psychological interpenetration.

At the same time the federalist parliamentary groups should be in constant 
touch and should consult together whenever an international problem arises. 
They should form a true political ‘international’, acting by common consent.

B. Governmental action
(a) Creation of an official standing committee on European external policy, 

so that at international meetings the family of European states should as far 
as possible present a common front, both in economic policy and in diplomacy 
proper.

(b) Support for the European economic agencies that already exist but for 
the most part are not very effective (ECITO, ECE, ECO etc.). This point will 
no doubt come up in the economic resolution.

(c) Creation of standing committees on colonial policy: specialization for 
Africa, the West Indies, the Pacific etc.

(d) Co-ordination of the consular services of the various countries, so as to 
institute a European passport system.

(e) Creation of agencies to study means of progressively harmonizing social 
legislation and integrating living standards.

(f) Creation of an autonomous, general European budget to finance official 
measures of European integration. Associated with this European Finance 
Office there should be experts with the task of studying the equalization of 
fiscal policy.

(g) Creation of a ‘European Atomic Authority’ to co-ordinate scientific 
work in this field and exercise supranational control over its industrial effects.

(h) Creation of a European armed force, if possible within the framework 
of a world force to be set up. The technical difficulties of creating a European 
air force and navy, and a plan for the defence of European ‘redoubts’, are not 
insurmountable.

(i) Creation of a European Academy, perhaps with the existing academy of
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Lugano as its nucleus. It should not only organize courses but serve to orient 
the cultural policy of the various countries in a European direction.

(j) The ‘cultural’ Commission should make proposals for the creation of a 
supranational commission to guarantee human rights in Europe.

16. A lexandre M arc: From  U nion ism  to Federalism  M ay 1948

CEC Archives, EUF papers, excerpts from an article in La Fédération (Paris), May 
1948, No. 40.

Sr

The potentially ‘anti-European’ logic o f the ‘integral federalists’ is well illustrated by Marc 
in this article written on the eve o f the Congress o f Europe. The text not only helps to explain 
some of the federalists’ antics at The Hague; it also demonstrates just how far the movement, 
under ‘integral federalist’ dominance, had moved away from the centre stage of the European 
political campaign, and how -  as Brugmans also feared -  the EUF risked becoming a narrow 
and irrelevant ‘sect’.

To use a hackneyed expression, we may say that the European idea is 
‘making giant strides’. When these lines are read, the Congress of Europe will 
be in session at The Hague. Hundreds of delegates and observers from all 
countries will be working to offer Europe a new destiny. But what kind of des
tiny?

We answer without hesitation that Europe will either be federalist or will 
not exist at all.

Among those who worked with us to prepare for the Hague Congress, some 
criticize what they call our exclusivism. They would prefer not to talk about 
European federation but simply of union.

In our view, the whole enterprise would be condemned to failure if we were 
weakly to consent to a unionism without real content.

What is the issue between us?
Those who advocate European ‘unity’, which they are unwilling to define 

or even to qualify, generally prove incapable of saying what it is they are 
aiming at. Certainly we want to create a united Europe, but the whole ques
tion is, what kind of union? The European ‘unionists’ are like those 
respectable citizens who condemn the class war. Everyone is in favour of 
social peace, but the question is how one proposes to achieve it.

From another point of view, European ‘unionism’ is like national ‘un
ionism’. We have all known parties, associations or individuals who set out to 
bring all Frenchmen together; but unfortunately, because they did not define 
the conditions of such unity, they generally only succeeded in making our 
divisions worse.

Once again, the important thing is to grasp that no one is against union as 
such -  and this in itself proves that ‘union as such’ is an empty phrase; no one 
is against it, because it does not stand for anything.
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The illusions of ‘unionism’
Of course we are well aware that some unionists recognize what I have just 

said. They realize that ‘union’ is a vague term, but secretly they give it a 
specific meaning, according to which ‘union’ is the opposite of federation.

What does this mean? It means that they aim to unite Europe on a basis, in 
a framework and by methods that are not those of federalism. Some of them 
dream of a European organization created by force, overtly or covertly; others 
believe that the walls of the European edifice can be cemented by treaties and 
pacts; others again have in mind a league of sovereign states, reproducing on 
a smaller scale the main features of the League of Nations or the UN.

One has only to outline these more or less conscious tendencies to show why 
they are unacceptable. Everyone should know by now that the structure of the 
UN or the League of Nations is directly responsible for the ineffectiveness and 
paralysis of those bodies. If today people talk of setting up a ‘UNE’, a United 
Nations of Europe, it is a confession that they do not want to set up anything 
at all.

As for alliances and treaties, history has proved again and again that no 
serious hope is to be placed in them. Without calling them mere ‘scraps of pa
per’, we must recognize that they are a function of state interests and only last 
as long as they do not conflict with those interests, which are in fact irreconcil
able. No lasting union can be founded on pacts, even the most solemn, as long 
as the parties to them are sovereign nation states.

As to the unification of our continent by force and fraud, a man named 
Hitler tried it recently and failed; nor was he the first. We may hope that all 
similar efforts will meet the same fate. In any case, all free men will without 
hesitation declare themselves anti-European if it is a question of a Europe 
centralized and unified by force of any kind.

Doing away with the nation state
It is thus clear that ‘unionism’ is impaled on a dilemma: either it has no 

definable content, or its actual content is disappointing and even dangerous. 
For nothing is more dangerous than illusions, and it is a huge illusion to believe 
that nation states can ‘unite’. In the last analysis there does not and cannot exist 
any form of union among sovereign states other than what is called union 
sacrée, and everyone knows that that formula only works in wartime. Without 
being a pacifist in the strict sense, one may after all hope that European union 
will at least be something more than a new instrument of war.

History proves abundantly that there can be no lasting and peaceful union 
among nations except on the basis and within the framework of federalism. 
The transfer of a portion of so-called national sovereignty to supranational 
bodies is the sine qua non of a true harmonization of existing tendencies and 
interests. Even economic agreements, if they are to have any substance, must 
be given a firmly federalist character. The ‘unionists’, with some reason, boast 
of the success of customs unions; but these are only precarious expedients or 
palliatives unless they are embodied in an economic union; and broad 
economic adjustments are only possible if they are subordinated to federalist 
integration. One must be very naive to think that in matters of vital impor-
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tance -  energy resources, major raw materials, heavy industry and so on -  
there can be any solid economic agreement unless there is a supranational com
munity of destiny.

Only by means of federal structures is it possible to overthrow the barriers 
of state egoism and to encourage, regardless of frontiers, the spontaneous 
articulation of interests, energies and hopes. Only federalism makes it possible 
to co-ordinate without enslaving, to unite without unifying, to destroy the 
monstrous effects of the state system while strengthening the true independ
ence of nations.

Unionism is not enough
The unionists used to make light of all this evidence or pretend that they did 

not see it; but it must be admitted that under the pressure of events they are 
becoming much less self-confident. Only a few months ago, proud of the ‘un
ionism5 whose ambiguity and inadequacy we have just pointed out, they 
opposed every idea of federalism and therefore of true union; but today, domi
nated by the logic of history, they have begun to flirt with the ideal of Euro
pean federalism.

If they still sometimes hesitate to avow publicly the evolution that has been 
forced upon them, it is because they claim to possess a degree of prudence and 
ability that is denied to simple federalists like ourselves. The pretext is all the 
more hollow since public opinion in most countries is no longer contented with 
empty phrases or anachronistic remedies, but is instinctively ready to 
acknowledge the hard yet fruitful realities by which alone we can be saved. 
Even parliaments and governments are timidly beginning to contemplate the 
only possible solution; it is up to ‘unionists5 to understand that the time for ter
giversation is over.

Federalism is a single whole
Without being over-optimistic, one may hope that the unionists, or at least 

the most clear-sighted and energetic of them, will soon display the under
standing that the movement of events requires of them. It cannot be long 
before they accept the only viable formula, that of a Europe which is united 
because federated, that of a European Federation.

But it would still be far too optimistic to interpret this evolution on their part 
as a conversion to federalism; for federalism is something much more than the 
necessary advance from the national to the supranational plane. Federalism is 
a philosophy with its own doctrine, attitude to life, and method of organization 
and action; it is a principle of political, economic and social transformation.

When unionists resign themselves to accepting European federalism, they 
are inclined to see it as no more than the co-ordination of existing structures 
at a higher level. There are even self-styled federalists, real or supposed, who 
like to imagine that the transfer of sovereignty to a federal institution would 
solve every problem.

It is therefore important to state, not only that this step is not enough in 
itself, but that it cannot take place unless accompanied by a radical transforma
tion of all the structures of society. Even in a federal setting there could not be, 
for example, a harmonious marriage between the survivals of a liberal
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economy and the proliferations of a state-run economy, or between the 
anarchy of a powerless administration and the tyranny of a centralized bureau
cracy.

Once again, if the European Federation is to fulfil the aspirations and meet 
the demands of free men, it must be able to order and bring about a 
refashioning of the very structure of the body politic. Presumably the more or 
less clear apprehension of this fact has been the unavowed reason for ‘un
ionist’ opposition to federalism.

The social style of the federalist edifice
However that may be, we believe that the Congress of Europe will register 

a decline of ‘unionism’ in favour of European federation. We can only rejoice 
if the delegates reject ambiguous and fence-sitting resolutions; if they affirm 
their unequivocal determination not to be content with half-measures that are 
doomed to failure, and move resolutely on towards a federal Europe.

This will be a great step forward, and we do not underrate its historic 
importance. But there will still be a second stage, perhaps a decisive one: that 
in which supranational federalism is consolidated and completed by being inte
grated into the living, supple complexity of integral federalism.

‘Integral federalism’ sounds like a tautology -  as though federalism, which 
is a projection of the human personality in every sphere of activity, could ever 
be partial. In fact the federalist edifice, that of the liberated City, rises har
moniously from the bottom upwards, from the foundations to the roof, and 
if any attempt were made to stop at the upper storeys, the whole structure 
would collapse.

It is not our purpose here to demonstrate this internal cohesion of federal
ism; but we will draw attention to one aspect of the demonstration whose 
importance, we hope, will escape no one.

There cannot today be a federal Europe if the working class is excluded, or 
excludes itself, from the attempt. This is a truth which should be blindingly 
obvious after recent events which all remember. Are any ‘unionists’ obtuse 
enough to suppose that the workers, who are on the brink of civic adulthood, 
would consent to play their part in an enterprise which did not involve the 
transformation of our economic regime so as to embody the greatest possible 
measure of social justice? And, if the working class does not take part in our 
struggle for liberation, it is clear that the sequel to the tragic division of 
Europe will not be a federal Europe but a Europe enslaved, until such time as 
it is destroyed.

We must think of this before it is too late: federalism alone can triumph over 
destruction. It alone can save Europe, its existence and its reasons for exist
ence, and the existence of liberated mankind.
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17. H en d rik  Brugm ans: ‘T h e Prelim inary Q u estion ’ 7 M ay 1948

EM Archives (and in several libraries) excerpts from the hectographed Hague C on
gress Verbatim Report, speech by Brugmans at the Opening Plenary Session on 7. 5. 
1948, pp. 17-21; Brugmans, Vingt ans, pp. 69-76.

Brugman's major speech at the opening plenary session of the Congress o f Europe at The 
Hague1 was yet another rigorous attempt to present a balanced picture o f EUF concepts and 
views, united around a common opposition to state-nationalism. The preliminary question, 
he stressed\ was how to overturn The sacred dogma of national sovereignty '. In urging a fed
erated Europe' and the setting up of a federa l‘Government and a European Parliament\ he 
went some way in trying to accommodate the politico-fusionist school o f federalism. 
However; he also clearly defended ‘integral federalist' concepts in declaring that European 
federalism was not just ‘political' but also functional\ involving the ‘organization of things' 
through common ‘specialist bodies, autonomous and linked at the same time'. In putting for
ward this rather less dogmatic and less anti-political case for integral federalism than was sup
ported by his more doctrinaire colleagues, Brugmans tried to keep EUF options open and 
ensure that the movement might not be expelled from the mainstream of the broader Euro
pean campaign. Later in the debate, however; Brugmans was pressurized into making a 
more pronounced (and ‘disastrous'2) defence of the primacy of so-called ‘living forces' over 
traditional democratic means of political representation when he reluctantly sided with  
Léon van Vassenhove, Claude-Marcel Hytte and Emile Lussan in opposing calls (supported 
by Miss Josephy) fora  directly elected European Assembly?

*

Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: In public life it is important to identify 
the ‘preliminary question’, that which precedes all others, and without which 
no other can even be stated correctly.

Cato in the ancient world realized this when, at the end of every speech, he 
used to add the minatory words : Tn any case, Carthage ought to be destroyed.’ 
Similarly the Poles, after the partitioning of their country, treated its liberation 
as the supreme issue, and, fifty years ago, the Dutch Socialist Party 
concentrated its every effort on the fight for universal suffrage; or again 
recently, during the Occupation, militants of every colour united to form the 
anti-Nazi front.

What always counts is the preliminary question; and here in Europe, in 
1948, we believe it to be the question of European unity. That is what has 
brought us together: nothing more and nothing less.

Why do we take this view?
First, because economic problems -  which are also preliminary in this sense 

-  can no longer be solved in a national framework. People may argue over 
some point of national fiscal policy, over a little more or less nationalization 
or state control, but all this does not go to the root of the matter.

. I
1 See also doc. 75.
2 Brugmans, interview with the writer, Bruges, July 1977.
3 See doc. 75.
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The real problem is to create the supranational organization of Europe, 
which alone can provide a large home market on which lasting prosperity 
depends. Technical re-equipment, the pooling of resources, division of labour 
among nations -  all this is illusory as long as nations remain in watertight com
partments. First we must solve the preliminary question, that of federating 
Europe.

In a world that seems to be heading for conflict, the European nations are 
likely to be the first victims. Disunited and impotent, they submit passively to 
the shifts of international politics. They are filled with dread when they con
template their own weakness and the concentrated energies of others.

They know, moreover, that the East European countries feel betrayed by 
our lack of unity in the West; and they know that the problems of the age call 
for worldwide solutions that a divided Europe is incapable of pursuing. It fol
lows that to restore hope to Eastern Europe and to be capable of assuming our 
world responsibilities we must, first and above all, create the real, pacifying 
force of a federated Europe.

But there are moral reasons as well. The magic word ‘Europe’ denotes not 
only a part of the world but a way of life, both individual and social. Europeans 
have never accepted for long the supremacy of a dominating group. They will 
never accept an authority that does not guarantee the rights of man. Europe 
stands for a sense of liberty, the drama and attraction of which is unknown 
to the great majority of man that have ever lived under the sun. Europe means 
Mozart on the one hand, Charles Péguy on the other, and Shakespeare uniting 
the two. Europe is the civilization of those who refuse to conform, the country 
of men constantly in conflict with themselves, the place where no certainty is 
accepted as a truth unless it is continually rediscovered. Other continents boast 
of their ‘efficiency’, but only the European climate makes life dangerous, 
adventurous, magnificent and tragic -  and therefore worth living.

Everywhere, the flag of Europe will be that of liberty.
At present that conception is threatened, not only from outside but by a lack 

of faith on the part of Europeans themselves. Have they lost their taste for 
rebellion? I refuse to believe it. But they are overtaken by a great weariness, 
and they are suffocating behind the frontiers of our musty, isolated countries 
where they can discern no future. And they never will discern any future until 
the frontiers are destroyed, until the preliminary question is answered -  the 
question of European federation.

Therefore we must forget the partisan rivalries and illusions of a bygone 
century and unite Europe. Such is our point of departure; but we have already 
moved on from there.

G overnm ents are on  the m ove; a y ear ago w e federalists w ere  still called Uto
pians, bu t today  w e are asked w h a t w e w an t in add ition  to  this governm enta l 
collaboration.

What more? Over and above treaties, which can always be annulled, and 
consultations that can always run into the sand, we wish to see federal Euro
pean institutions which can enforce their decisions and crystallize a new 
society of peoples.
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For -  let us make it plain to a world which has reason to be sceptical -  we 
do not take the very slightest interest in diplomatic constructions like the old 
League of Nations or a European United Nations, paralysed by the veto pow
er.

It is no use elaborately developing intergovernmental committees in which 
ministers and officials would go on pursuing their separate raisons d'état. A col
lection of sovereign states will never save us from nationalism -  that 
nationalism which is both pathetic and terrifying, and which, as the German 
Catholic congress put it in 1923, is The greatest heresy’ of our time.

Co-operation among the Sixteen, the Brussels Pact -  these we applaud. But 
we add that nothing will have been done until the dogma of sacrosanct 
national sovereignty has been overthrown and until people start to ‘hustle’ 
their governments, to use an expression of M. Spaak’s.

I shall go further.
European federalism is not simply a political matter; it is also functional. In 

advocating integration we are not thinking merely of the government of 
human beings but also the organization of things, as Saint-Simon once put it. 
And for that purpose nothing is more urgent than to create special institutions 
that are both autonomous and linked together. We do not believe that Euro
pean federation can be a reality unless it is embodied in a plurality of institu
tions such as a European general staff, a European railway authority, an auto
nomous regime for the coal industry, another for the rational exploitation of 
electricity. Or again the project, particularly dear to some of us, of a Euro
pean clearing system for labour and wages, that would assure workers of a 
minimum standard of life, abolish social ‘dumping’ among nations, and put an 
end to the absurd situation where one country suffers from unemployment 
while others are short of labour.

To state fully my opinion: the functional organization of Europe is not suf
ficient to guarantee efficiency nor to preserve us from an all-powerful tech
nocracy.

Whether we have in mind the organization of transport or agriculture, 
social legislation or university reform, all these institutions will have to be duly 
co-ordinated and democratically controlled. It is unrealistic to talk of a united 
Europe without envisaging a European government and parliament.

Of course I realize that history does not repeat itself. The national structures 
that were born with the bourgeois revolution cannot be applied without 
change to the needs of a whole continent and of an age that has seen many 
upheavals. But whatever may one day be our disagreements on this subject, we 
agree on the need to organize a European political will which alone will enable 
federal democracy to function. And this European public opinion will not 
simply be the sum total of public opinion in the several countries. It will be 
something sui generis, a new phenomenon in history, a permanent self-aware
ness of Europeans as such, the discovery of a common citizenship.

It is for us to make this new public opinion vigorous and clear-sighted, for 
we shall need a strong impetus to overcome the obstacles before us. At present, 
no doubt, everyone is expressing agreement with our ideas, politely and
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vaguely, and in principle only. But when the movement makes it necessary for 
general statements to be translated into reality, we shall at once be confronted 
by the resistance of nationalists and all those who, in one way or another, have 
an interest in maintaining the ‘established disorder’. On that day, nothing will 
be achieved without the organized determination of a conscious European 
public opinion.

That is why this first Congress of Europe is a political act. The federation 
of Europe is not a dreamer’s ideal or a theoretical solution; it is the immediate 
objective of the present generation, a primary aim and one that can be realized.

Does this mean that we are ready to forget our profound individual convic
tions? Do we have in mind an all-purpose ‘European unionism’ in which every 
Conservative would be a bit of a socialist, and every socialist a bit of a Liberal?

Certainly not. We are assembled here as a provisional group to decide the 
preliminary question, to accomplish a task that overrides national antagonisms 
and partisan positions; to carry out a minimum programme which is precise 
yet revolutionary, limited yet enormous, and which does not fit into any com
bination of internal politics. Being democrats, we are not afraid of contrary 
views, but we maintain that if the debate is to be fruitful it must be conducted 
in the proper setting -  no longer that of the nation-state, but that of a Europe 
in course of organization.

What conclusions follow for the present Congress?
It will be followed by others, less spectacular perhaps, but, I hope, on a 

firmer basis of universal co-operation, when it will be possible to take for 
granted certain principles that at present have still to be vindicated. In those 
future congresses we shall discuss in greater detail the modalities and content 
of a united Europe. Increasingly, our congresses will become the European 
arena in which socialists will debate with liberals, centralists with decentraliz
ers, dirigists with free-traders. And we shall also hear the voice of those who 
style themselves ‘integral federalists’ and who, in their zeal for European 
unity, set their faces against etatism on every level. Disciples of Proudhon, 
Rathenau, Hobson and my compatriot Troelstra, they will demonstrate that 
necessary socialization is far from signifying the triumph of that modern 
monster that is called the state.

So we do not believe in the pre-totalitarian myth of unanimity. But we have 
two convictions in common.

Firstly: from today onwards and still more in the future, the political life of 
Europe will be directed by those who will have rescued it from its decline into 
nationalism and who offer the most realistic answers to the new questions that 
arise.

Secondly: all of us accept the upheavals that the federation of Europe will 
inevitably cause. For we know that in that new perspective all problems will 
appear in a different light, and the old formulae will no longer apply to 
tomorrow’s realities.

For my part I would draw three conclusions:
Firstly, this European revolution will at last enable peoples to rediscover 

their true genius and devise new social forms in accordance with it. Secondly,
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in the federal context we shall have need of all living forces and especially the 
forces of labour. The new Europe will be a Europe of producers and workers 
-  using these words in their broadest sense, including manual workers as well 
as the leaders of our economic, cultural and social life. This too I wish to 
emphasize, for the benefit of those who at present are mistrustful of us.

Finally, if Europe can renew itself by its unity, that will enable it to assert 
its independence on the world stage -  both morally and socially, since among 
the Big Three it will embody a particular form of society, based on free associ
ation and active solidarity. Certainly it will not on that account become neu
tral in today’s conflicts, but it will play a powerful conciliatory role: with 
hatred towards none, but resolved to defend the right to follow its vocation, 
which is to be free, united and independent. We therefore believe firmly in 
Europe’s own destiny -  but beware! Let us not succumb to pride, or be swol
len-headed because we are Europeans.

We must realize that it is for us to perform a mission, not to defend privi
leges. Remember that the spirit of domination does mot retreat before the 
bourgeois spirit. Nothing can be done without European union -  but that 
union is not a remedy for all ills. The rebirth of Europe, if it occurs, will be the 
result of a revival of traditions and a powerful upsurge of the forces of rene
wal. To defend a heritage, one must be convinced of its value in the present. 
And whence are our fellow-countrymen to derive enthusiasm if they see 
nothing around them but pettiness and rivalry? Fiow are they to take risks if 
they continue to be desperate or disillusioned? In an age when the life of the 
mind is at a low ebb, they only become acquainted with Rembrandt through 
the accident of a tourist excursion, and the book of Job remains closed to 
them.

Stifled by nationalism, all they can do is hope. No, the problem of Europe 
is not solely that of foreign imperialism or an outdated internal structure: 
above all it lies in the poverty of our communal existence.

But human mediocrity is often the result of a failed vocation. We saw, 
during the Resistance, how lethargic beings could turn into real heroes. May it 
be the same today! For today, once again, resistance is called for. To whom or 
what? To external threats, certainly, since we will have nothing to do with a 
bastardized, colonized Europe, totalitarian and enslaved. But above all we 
have to overcome our own pettiness, our own fears. We shall do so by 
reaching for greatness, by uniting and becoming ourselves again. And, if we 
seize this last chance, our grandchildren will say of us: ‘They climbed back out 
of the depths. They managed to overcome their weakness and servitude. They 
showed that nothing can break the spirit of free peoples. They were strong, 
righteous and peace-loving. They deserved well of the human race.’

God grant that this Congress may ring out an alarm which will reawaken 
the living and the half-dead of Europe!
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18. EUF: Failure of the Congress of Europe 10 May 1948

Duncan Sandys papers, File ‘European Movement -  The Hague Congress’, EUF 
press release, The Hague, 10. 5. 1948.

The disappointment of the EUF 1integral federalists' in not ‘capturing' the Congress of 
Europe, and in not effectively inserting the role of the ‘living forces' in the Political Resolu
tion and in the call fora European Assembly, led to threats to withdraw and to openly disso
ciate themselves from the Congress and its conclusions. Sandys finally managed to persuade 
Brugmans not to cause such a split in the movement. Under pressure from Marc especially, the 
EUF delegation nonetheless issued the following press release, deploring the failure of the 
Congress to appreciate the crucial role of the corporatist ‘living forces'}

The European Union of Federalists, representing forty movements in dif
ferent European countries, makes the following announcement:

The Federalists assembled at The Hague, who have taken part in preparing, 
convening and organizing the Congress of Europe, welcome the impact of the 
Congress on public opinion, which will make a decisive contribution to the 
attainment of European union. They regret, however, that an equitable repre
sentation of political and social forces was only imperfectly achieved, and that 
the balance of the debates and the value of the conclusions reached was to that 
extent compromised.

The Federalists regret in particular:
-  that on the political side the Congress allowed itself to be hampered by 

considerations of form and procedure, and did not succeed in defining 
practical measures for the early convening of a European Assembly 
representing all the living forces of the nations concerned.

-  that on the economic side, the Congress focused on the technical aspects 
of problems and did not sufficiently emphasize the primary importance of the 
social question.

The Federalists affirm once again:
-  that half-measures and palliatives cannot satisfy the aspirations of peoples 

or the needs of the new society.
-  that there can be no true solutions that are not founded on the principles 

and methods of federalism and on federal institutions combining justice with 
freedom.

1 It should be noted that de Rougemont, in presenting the closing ‘Message to the 
Europeans’ (see doc. 78), managed to slip in the notion of the European Assembly 
representing the ‘live forces’.
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19. Hendrik Brugmans: Opening Speech at the Second Annual 
EU F Congress 7 November 1948

CEC Archives, EUF papers, File ‘2nd Annual EUF Congress, Rome 7-11. 11. 1948’, 
excerpts of the opening speech by Brugmans, also summarized in Notes et Extraits of 
the Congress, Geneva, 1948.

Despite considerable doubts and criticism, Brugmans managed to keep the EUF in the 
European Movement which developed out of the Hague Congress. By the time the Second 
Annual EUF Congress was held -  in Rome, under the aegis of the reconstructed MFE, on 
7-11 November 1948 -  criticism of such ‘possibilist’ co-operation with the ‘unionists’ came 
fully into the open, and Brugmans in turn had to share the leadership of the EUF with the 
more radical newly-elected Chairman of the Central Committee, Henri Frenay}

In this opening speech, Brugmans once again tried to present a moderate and realistic 
assessment of the movement, more or less shedding the European ‘third force' idea, alluding 
both to a gradual and constitutional strategy for European Federation, whilst specifically 
appealing not to impose a purely constitutional option on Britain.

*

(...) The parting of the ways was reached in the course of this year. Since 
then it is clear that we belong once and for all, if not to the American world, 
at least to the non-Russian world. The whole question is whether our world 
will continue to be defined in this purely negative fashion. I will put this more 
precisely. Will the Western nations go on working by compromise, by expe
dients and half-measures, except perhaps in the financial and military sphere? 
In short, will the Western world have a soul of its own or not?

Europe’s vocation will be decisive on this point. Our continent may have lost 
part of its strategic importance, and that, in a way, is to our advantage. It may 
have lost its economic preponderance, and that is not fatal either. But mankind 
looks to us to set the example of an internal revolution, a social order of justice 
and freedom. That is our mission and our raison d'être. (...)

The need to unite Europe is denied by none but impenitent nationalists, 
whether Communist or fascist. But there is discussion as to how it should be 
done. Replies to this question are sometimes so evasive that they might well 
jeopardize the ‘grand design’ itself. I would mention in particular the illusions 
of the so-called ‘functional approach’, which we must recognize to be useful 
but which is also insufficient.

When some leaders in Britain and elsewhere speak of ‘Western Union’, they 
have chiefly in mind the military aspect. Certainly we must take this into 
account. If it is still technically possible to make Europe less vulnerable to inva
sion, sacrifices must be accepted for the purpose. But our peoples are

1 See Appendix 3, pp. 100-2, below. Frenay, Henri: Born 1905 (France). Military 
career until the French débâcle of 1940. Founding leader of Resistance group Com
bat, 1941. Commissioner for Prisoners and Deportees in French Algiers Committee, 
1943. Minister for Prisoners, Deportees and Refugees in Provisional French Govern
ment, 1944-45. EUF Central Committee Chairman, 1948.
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disquieted about this, and rightly so. They know that a ‘Western’ strategy is 
being planned in their countries without consulting them. They are supposed, 
again rightly, to be more or less willing that this should be, but they are never 
given the chance to express their consent in a democratic form.

Our peoples are anxious. They realize that any military effort at the national 
level is condemned to futility, but they wonder whether Europe -  even a united 
federal Europe -  can still defend itself in the atomic age.

(...) We are anxious and disquieted because we know nothing, we have no 
influence on events, and no national parliament can any longer control its 
country’s military policy.

Let us be clear about this: I am not so naive as to suggest that the General 
Staffs should open all their plans to public debate. In this sphere democracy 
can only be exercised indirectly, but it must operate all the same. Just as there 
are regional policies, and national assemblies for national affairs, when the 
scene widens to Europe we must create new European organs of federal 
democracy, especially in matters of peace or war.

(...) We European federalists reject functional, economic and military tech
nocracy, and we say: ‘There can be no lasting European policy without 
federal democracy.’

That is why it is no use hoping that Federation will be achieved piecemeal, 
by small imperceptible degrees. We must create the framework of a genuinely 
European political life. We must give thought to the legal provisions of future 
constitutions.

He who wills the end must will the means. And no hope can be awakened 
among peoples, no sacrifice expected of them, if European action is confined 
to purely governmental measures, if we do not press resolutely towards a fed
eral European democracy. (...)

That being so, the task of the Rome Congress must be to decide in what 
form the future co-operation of European forces is to be organized. Should 
they be merged, as some have said, or forced into a uniform, monolithic 
organization? No one suggests the latter, no one has ever suggested it. But 
while the two groups may differ as regards the style and context of their ideas 
and aspirations, their efforts to surmount obstacles must be concentrated on a 
single specific point. The world must realize that the European movement, de
spite its variations, is one and indivisible and that it will know how to fight 
against its enemies, against false friends and the half-hearted.

‘Autonomy at the base, unity at the top’
This means that all the organizations co-ordinated by the EUF will remain 

tomorrow what they have been up till today. They will continue to preserve 
their more or less clear-cut doctrinal content. They will maintain their own 
character and inspiration, their special preoccupations. But they will be 
engaged more firmly than ever in the common struggle for Europe.

Unity, yes -  unity of all the democratic forces striving for federation or 
working towards it. A unity that is firm but at the same time flexible and full 
of diversity, like the diversity of the future Europe itself. A federal unity, in 
short. (...)
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As regards Britain, it is well known that the European idea does not arouse 
the same passion there as on the Continent. (...) But we must say at once that 
a federation of Europe without Britain is inconceivable. It is unreal to think 
of uniting Europe independently of the Five-Power pact or the Marshall plan. 
(...) But we must not try to persuade Britain here and now to accept a com
plete federal constitution on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. (...)

20. Piero Calamandrei: ‘The Convocation of the European Con
stituent Assembly9 7-11 November 1948

CEC Archives, EUF papers, File ‘2nd Annual EUF Congress, Rome 7-11. 11. 1948’, 
report; II Ponte (Florence), No. 11, 1948, pp. 1084-1100; P. Calamandrei, Opere giuri
diche, ed. by M. Cappelletti, voi. 3, Naples, 1968, pp. 249-66.

Altiero Spinelli, newly elected chairman of the MFE, sharply disagreed with Brugmans 
in effectively allowing Britain to veto any constitutional plans for Europe. Federalists, he 
declared, should have the courage to ‘go against the current* in the struggle for a European 
Constitution; a European Federation was not something that could emerge ‘imperceptibly *? 
This is why, together with Rossi and Piero Calamandrei,2 a report was drawn up for the 
Congress and presented by the latter, after considerable procedural difficulties, calling for the 
convening of a European Constituent Assembly. A  particularly bitter debate ensued, the MFE 
being outnumbered by the moderate Brugmans group, supporting the ‘minimum programme ' 
favoured by the ‘unionists \ together with the ‘ideologically antiparliamentary’ radical ‘inte
gral federalists'? The Calamandrei Report was not, in the final event, adopted by the EUF 
Congress; though its basic proposal for; if necessary, a ‘two-speed’ constitutional strategy for 
Europe would not only be fully endorsed by the EUF within a year? it would also end 
up being supported by the European Movement as a whole? It was the first major document 
during the 1940s European campaign to conceive of unity without any pre-condition of 
British participation. In this sense, whilst possibly judged to be ‘premature’ it indicated a 
more realistic appreciation of the British situation, in its ultimate non-committal form, than 
did any other contemporary ‘European unity plan \ -  The report is reproduced in full.

1 A. Spinelli, MFE Bulletin: Lettera federalista No. 5, Turin, November 1948.
2 Piero Calamandrei (1889-1956), professor of civil suit law, was founder member 

of the Associazione Federalista Europea, which merged with the MFE. He also was 
founder member of the Action Party, which he represented in the Constituent 
Assembly. As a member of the ‘Commission of the 75’ he was one of the authors of 
the present Italian Constitution. In 1948 he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies 
on the list of candidates of the electoral alliance Unità socialista; cf. the biographical 
sketch by Stefano Rodotà in Dizionario biografico degli Italiani, vol. 16, Rome, 
1973,p p .406-11.

3 See note 1 above.
4 See doc. 27.
5 See doc. 101.
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I. Political premisses
The scope of the present report is strictly limited and based on political 

assumptions that are taken as established. On the supposition that in a group 
of democratic European states there is already a political disposition to co-op
erate in setting up a European federation (United States of Europe), our pur
pose here is to study what procedure those states should adopt, according to 
the principles of international law and general constitutional law, to establish 
that federation without any interruption of juridical continuity.

Two premisses are taken for granted: Firstly, that the object is to set up in 
Europe a true ‘federation’, i. e. a European state with its own sovereignty 
superior to that of the several constituent states, whose sovereignty must neces
sarily be limited by that of the federal state to which they belong -  and not to 
form a mere ‘union’ of states which remain fully sovereign though associated 
together. Secondly, it is assumed that there is already a group of states dis
posed to agree on practical action to achieve this end. Taking these two 
political premisses for granted is not only a dialectical expedient making it pos
sible to concentrate on more properly juridical questions; it is also a supposi
tion close to reality, especially in view of the conclusions of the congress of the 
European Parliamentary Union at Interlaken, where it was seen that in several 
parliaments there are already numerous members, if not a majority, in favour 
of a European federation. We have already got beyond the proselytizing 
phase when the idea of European federation, thanks to various forms of propa
ganda, rapidly gained ground with public opinion and with the parliaments of 
many European countries; and we are about to enter the technico-juridical 
phase, in which the problem is to discover procedures and methods for the 
legal transformation of the federal idea into a practical reality, i. e. an organi
zation possessed of sovereign powers.

Another question which is taken as resolved in this report is that of the 
choice of states that could be invited, or admitted at their request, to form part 
of the European federation. Clearly at least two criteria should be taken 
account of here, one geographical -  that of being a European state -  and the 
other constitutional: the internal constitution of a member state must not be 
incompatible with its adherence to a European federation of the kind pro
posed. But this too is a politico-historical question with which we are not con
cerned here.

II. The object: a federation, not a union
To have from the beginning a clear idea of the purpose to be attained (a fed

eral state, not a mere union of sovereign states) is essential also for the pur
pose of determining the procedure to be adopted. If the objective were merely 
a union of sovereign states associated for certain common ends (like the 
League of Nations or the United Nations, or the first American Confedera
tion of 1777), the procedure for achieving it might be contained within the 
usual forms whereby states assume international obligations that do not 
diminish their sovereignty or bring about a new state. But when it is a question
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of creating a federal state which, by its coming into being, takes into itself part 
of the sovereignty of the single constituent states, then the forms to be 
observed are necessarily more complicated. They cannot be dictated solely by 
the rules of international law governing relations and conventions among sov
ereign states, since they also involve principles of general constitutional law 
relating to the ways in which an existing state can cease to exist or transform 
itself, or a new state come into being; they also involve the special forms 
required for the exercise of the power whereby individual states can amend 
their constitution. Since becoming a member of a federation necessarily 
requires a constituent state to give up part of its independence and surrender 
certain sovereign rights, in every case it requires an amendment of the internal 
constitution of each member state. Thus states with a fixed constitution, 
which cannot be amended by the ordinary legislative forms alone, cannot 
validly join a federation except by means of those forms and institutions to 
which the exercise of the constituent power is reserved. But we shall deal with 
this later, when it comes to determining the point at which recourse to these 
forms and institutions is necessary.

III. Creation of a federal state
The federal state or federation of states is, as we have said, a sovereign state, 

distinct from its members and superior to them. Its creation is the birth of a 
new state, which can technically take place in one of the several ways enumer
ated in treatises on international law.

The types of historical events through which a new state can come into 
being are innumerable and unforeseeable; nor can it be said that all the possi
bilities are exhausted by historical precedent. But from a legal point of view 
two types of case can be distinguished. Either the new state comes into being 
de facto, outside the scope of existing law, which has been infringed by military 
or revolutionary violence; or it arises de jure, by the peaceful and legal opera
tion of constitutional procedures available for the purpose.

A new state may arise de facto, for example, from the enforced unification 
of several states by a single conqueror. Or it may arise from a revolution in 
which the peoples of several states have violently infringed the juridical systems 
in which they were previously confined as in watertight compartments, and 
have overthrown existing constitutional barriers in order to form a nation 
united by the resolve to create a new unitary state. When, on the other hand, 
a new state comes into being de jure, without infringement of the existing legal 
order, this may occur in two ways: (1) by cohesion or aggregation, as it may 
be called, when a number of existing states agree to merge into a new state, 
which is thus born of the voluntary union of its components; or (2) the reverse 
process, by disintegration or scission, when a state of its own volition divides 
into a plurality of states.

A federal state, too, may result from either of these processes: history 
affords well-known examples of both. Federations have originated from a pro
cess of division, when a unitary state, too large to be governed from the cen-
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tre, has adopted a form of federal decentralization, with sovereignty partially 
transferred from the centre to the component parts. Conversely, federal states 
have resulted from amalgamation, when a number of independent states have 
agreed each to give up a portion of their sovereignty and transfer it to a super
state embracing them all, as in the formation of the USA. In the first case we 
have a decentralization of sovereignty from a single unitary state in which it 
was previously concentrated; in the second case a centralization, emanating 
from individual states and forming a new, superior federal state embracing 
them all.

The latter is the only type of peaceful formation of a federal state that at 
present appears possible in Europe. Hence our enquiry will be limited to 
studying practical ways of giving effect to this hypothesis by legal means.

IV. The European constituent assembly

It seems to be undisputed {inter alia because this is a basic point of agreement 
among the various federalist groups that have come to the fore in Europe in 
recent years) that the indispensable instrument for the creation of a United 
States of Europe cannot be other than a European constituent assembly, 
composed of representatives of the various nations desirous of creating a fed
eration and empowered to draw up the constitution of the new federal state. 
The principle that the European federation must result from the solemn deci
sion of an assembly of peoples convened for the purpose, and not from an 
agreement among governments, is now generally accepted and was emphati
cally reaffirmed at the recent Interlaken congress. The ‘Plan5 there drawn up 
stated (point 2) that ‘the convening of a European assembly is the necessary 
starting point for the constitution of a European federation’; the first demand 
expressed in the resolution voted at that congress was for ‘the convening, by 
31 March 1949, of a European assembly whose members should be appointed 
by the parliaments of the participating nations’ etc.

Starting from this premiss, we have to solve a problem of constitutional 
procedure that has not yet been fully illuminated: that of the proper forms and 
procedures for the convening, by existing juridical means, of the European 
constituent assembly in such a way as to achieve its double purpose. In the first 
place it must be a true constituent assembly, i. e. authorized to approve the text 
of the federal European constitution effectively and in a manner to some 
extent (how far, we shall see presently) binding on individual states.

Secondly, this authority must be conferred on the assembly in a way that 
appears to accord with the requirements of the various legal systems of those 
states, i. e. in harmony and not in conflict with them. If the assembly were 
merely an academic body convened to study and discuss technical problems, 
or a political congress whose business was to express hopes and recommenda
tions, there would be no difficulty about its constitution: the Interlaken con
gress has already afforded a first, successful example of a European assembly 
on a political basis, possessing an authority of its own but no official juridical 
powers of any kind. But the problem we are concerned with is the convocation
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of a European assembly empowered to work with juridical effect towards a 
federal constitution for Europe -  in other words, invested for this purpose 
with powers that have their primary source in the collective will of the 
constituent states.

It should be noted at once that in order to facilitate the practical solution 
of the problem, the powers of the European constituent assembly should be 
limited to approving the text of the federal constitution, whose entry into force 
must be conditional on subsequent approval by each constituent state. Between
(a) making the assembly a kind of academic study circle, required only to work 
out technical provisions that can then be debated and amended in the parlia
ments of the separate states, and (b) making it a sovereign constituent organ, 
empowered not only to draw up the federal constitution but also to impose it 
on the individual states (who would certainly demur at thus blindly signing 
away their independence), a middle course could be found such as the follow
ing. The European assembly would be empowered to draw up the definitive 
text of the federal constitution, but not to bring it into force vis-à-vis the con
stituent states; when it came to the latter for approval, they would be allowed 
to accept or reject it in toto but not to re-debate or amend it. In this way the 
constitution as drafted by the assembly would be fixed and invariable; but on 
the other hand the individual states could safely consent to the convening of 
the assembly, given the assurance that this did not commit them to accepting 
its conclusions, but that they could always reject the draft constitution and 
remain outside the federation.

V. An Assembly of peoples and not of states
The practical difficulty of convening a European assembly that should be 

legally empowered to adopt the federal constitution arises primarily from the 
following consideration. If the European assembly is to work out a federal 
constitution based on the democratic principle of majority voting, and accep
table to all countries whose internal affairs are governed by that principle, it 
must be an assembly ‘not of states but of peoples3-  to use a phrase which is politi
cally expressive though legally not altogether precise. It is desirable to clarify 
the legal meaning of this formula, which is of great importance also with 
regard to the choice of the convening procedure.

As long as one remains in the sphere of international law, every sovereign 
state, whatever the size of its territory and population, is a legal subject, a ‘per
son’ counting as a single unit. Thus, if the European assembly were considered 
to be composed of states, it would follow that each state, being a legal person 
enjoying equal sovereignty to all the others, should be represented in the 
assembly by a single deputy or a delegation consisting of the same number of 
deputies as the other states. It would also follow that the delegation of each 
state, however numerous, could only have one vote, since a state can only 
have a single will, and it is inadmissible in principle that the vote of one sover
eign state should be worth less than that of another. (It will be recalled that in 
the congress of the first American Confederation in 1777 each state had only
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one vote on the most important questions.) On the other hand, as a sovereign 
state cannot be bound against its will by the decisions of other states, it would 
follow that in the assembly of sovereign states the majority principle could not 
operate fully, but that the traditional principle of unanimity would be in force 
directly or indirectly, as in the League of Nations or the United Nations.

To arrive at the creation, over and above individual states, of a federal 
superstate with a sovereignty superior to theirs, it is thus necessary first of all 
to make a breach in the juridical integument that enables every state in interna
tional law to appear equivalent to all the others, internal differences of popula
tion being, so to speak, invisible from the outside. The citizens of individual 
states must participate directly in the creation and life of the federal state; 
while remaining citizens of their state of origin, they must possess a common 
federal citizenship and play a part in federal government according to the 
rules of the democratic system based on universal suffrage and the majority 
principle. These are all elementary notions, familiar to every federalist. But, if 
it is an essential characteristic of the federal state that the constitutional shell 
of each constituent state is prised open in such a way that its citizens can take a 
direct part in federal political life, without having to pass through the institu
tions of the national state, the same direct contact must operate in the forma
tion of the constituent assembly. There the representation of each country 
must be in a certain proportion to the number of its inhabitants, so that the 
assembly appears composed of representatives of peoples, not of states, and 
voting is by a majority of individual deputies and not of state delegations. In 
other words, the members of the assembly, even though appointed by 
individual states, must already regard themselves as members of the single fed
eral electorate, consisting of all the peoples belonging to the federation, which 
alone can decide upon its common constitution in due democratic form. This 
means that at the moment when the European assembly convenes, the tradi
tional principle of the juridical equality of all sovereign states must already 
have been superseded -  though only provisionally -  since in the assembly each 
state will not have the same degree of representation and voting rights as all 
the others, but will have these in proportion to its population. The principle of 
the sovereignty and independence of states must also have been superseded, 
since, by the application of the majority principle, delegations in a minority 
will be bound to accept majority decisions. Also superseded will be the idea 
that the assembly is a representation of states, as each member of it will vote 
without any imperative mandate from his own national state; he will not be 
obliged to vote in concert with any national delegation, but only according to 
his conscience as a citizen of the nascent federal state, which is about to 
become a juridical reality with its own constitution. Thus the European 
assembly will not be a conference of states treating on equal terms through 
their representatives according to the rules of international law, but will be, as 
it were, the provisional anticipation of a parliament of representatives of a 
common constitutional law which they are in the process of working out. The 
partial merging of the sovereignty of every state in that of a higher state will 
have already become a reality in the functioning of the assembly, since the
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assembly will not be operating in the usual way of international relations. A 
breach will have been made in the constitution of each state, whereby the citi
zens are freed -  though only for the limited purposes of the assembly -  from 
their national integument and appear as European citizens of the nascent fed
eration.

All this has to be recalled here because, in studying the procedure prior to 
the convening of a European constituent assembly, it becomes clear that it is 
precisely in the course of that procedure that there occurs -  though only in 
a provisional and preliminary way, hypothetically as it were -  the transforma
tion of national citizens into federal ones and the transition from the represen
tation of states, each counting as one only, to that of peoples voting in propor
tion to their numbers. The most delicate psychological stage on the road 
towards the creation of the federal state is that at which the states concerned 
make known their readiness to negotiate the renunciation of part of their sov
ereignty. And it must be noted that that moment is reached before the defini
tive renunciation takes place, precisely in the phase which precedes and pre
pares for the convocation of the European assembly. For it is in that phase that 
each state consents to take part in the process with representatives not of its 
government but of its people, appointed in proportionate number and voting 
as individuals, not as a delegation; and in so doing it accepts the federalist prin
ciple whereby the political activity of the component states is carried on 
directly, outside the national framework, instead o f through the parliamentary 
and  governm enta l institutions that were hitherto regarded as the sole legitimate 
expression o f the people's w ill.

VI. The European assembly, an international organization

These considerations, pushed to their logical extreme, would lead to the 
conclusion that if the members of the European assembly are to take decisions 
as representatives of peoples and not of states, in the sense explained above, 
the only conceivable way of appointing them should be that of popular elec
tion by universal suffrage. But practical reasons suggest that they should in 
fact be appointed by parliaments. The Interlaken plan observes on this point 
that ‘the best way to form such an assembly would be by universal suffrage. 
But to introduce such a procedure at once would mean intolerable delay in 
convening the assembly, because of the different voting systems in different 
countries. The only practical method is to use the existing legislative assem
blies as a constituency. In countries with two elected Chambers, the delega
tion should be accredited by both; if only one, by that body.’

There is, however, an evident contradiction in this reasoning. If the 
members of the European assembly are to be representatives of the people 
directly debating the constitution of a new federal state, it seems clear that the 
appointment of such representatives cannot be within the competence of the 
parliamentary organs of individual states, whose powers, deriving from a pop
ular mandate, can only be exercised in accordance with a national constitution 
and for the purposes it prescribes. For a parliament or government of a

i
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national state to be able validly to appoint representatives of the people with 
the task of deciding upon the constitution of a new federal state, it would have 
to be the case that the members of that parliament, at the time of their elec
tion, were given by the electors, expressly or implicitly, authority to approve 
such a constitution or to delegate the task to others. But, failing this, it does 
not appear how a national parliament, elected to exercise its powers within the 
national state and not to take part in creating a new European state outside it, 
can validly appoint representatives to the European assembly and confer on 
the latter a power that it does not have itself.

This difficulty could be overcome, as we shall argue, by an indemnity in the 
form of a subsequent act of approval couched in the most solemn constitutional 
forms. With this reservation the suggestion in the Interlaken plan -  viz. that 
the members of the European assembly should be appointed by the parliaments 
of individual states, functioning, as it were, as electoral colleges of their own 
peoples -  seems to be the most practicable system that can be devised.

It must be added that from the legal point of view the European assembly, 
which is not a conference of states but the expression of an international com
munity, has a kind of precedent in the ‘international organs’ created by agree
ment among states. When one says that the European assembly will be one of 
peoples and not of states, it really means, in more appropriate legal language, 
that the assembly will not be a conference of states but an ‘international 
organ’, with wider powers but of the same nature and structure as the already 
existing international organs.

VII. The preliminary governmental conference
Let us now try to reconstruct the successive stages of the procedure for 

convening the European assembly.
Someone, of course, must take the initiative; and this can only come from 

a state which, being disposed to be a member of the proposed European feder
ation, invites other states to join it. Such an initiative is a fact of a politico-his
torical character. In substance, this condition was realized in the recent invita
tion from the French government to the signatories of the Brussels treaty: 
and, while that particular invitation was not followed up, some similar move 
might in future be made by other states. The specific organ from which the 
initiative should come would be the government, i. e. the organ which repre
sents the state in international affairs. A government might so act either 
because it was aware of having a parliamentary majority favourable to the initi
ative in question, or in accordance with a motion such as those which the depu
ties at Interlaken agreed to submit to their respective parliaments. The invita
tion should in the first place propose a preliminary conference of representa
tives of the governments concerned, to discuss joint measures to bring about 
the convening of the European assembly.

But here it must be noted that, even if all the governments at the preliminary 
conference were agreed on the desirability of convening the assembly, and 
were prepared to act collectively as its sponsors, it would not be sufficient for
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them to agree simply on the selection of the other states to be invited and on 
the time and place of the proposed assembly; for, before the assembly was 
convened, some general principles would also have to be established as to the 
constitution of the assembly, its tasks and the appointment of its members. In 
short, the first thing would be to agree on the indispensable minimum of 
organizational rules of the European constituent assembly, or what might be 
called its statute: for if the assembly is to come into being in legal form, the stat
ute must first exist and the assembly be created in accordance with it. A similar 
problem has arisen on every occasion when, following a political upheaval 
within a state, a popular assembly has been convened to adopt the new 
constitution. In all such cases it has necessarily happened (as it did in Italy 
before the convocation of the Constituent Assembly in June 1946) that a provi
sional pre-constituent government was formed, in order at least to approve the 
law governing election to the Constituent Assembly and the preliminary for
malities relating to its convocation.

But there does not exist a provisional European government to act as a 
pre-constituent organ for the convocation of a European constituent assembly. 
Such an organ must therefore be created; and it cannot be other than the pre
liminary conference of governments of which we have so far spoken. This 
body should at once work out a plan for the convening of the European assem
bly, including the fundamental principles of its composition, election and 
tasks. The drafting and approval of this organizational statute of the Euro
pean assembly will be the most delicate and important point of the whole 
procedure.

VIII. A provisional union of states to adopt the statute 
of the European constituent assembly

This plan must be worked out initially by the traditional procedures 
whereby inter-state agreements are concluded. As we have said, there will be a 
conference of governments at which each state must be represented by its for
eign minister or a deputy of his; each state will have one vote, and agreement 
will require unanimity. To prepare the way for the transition from the full sov
ereignty of participating states to that of the European assembly in which the 
representatives of peoples will jointly establish a new sovereignty, each state 
will have to express its will through already existing organs, in the forms 
required by the national constitution and by international law. It can be seen 
that, if the passage from a plurality of independent states to a single federal 
state is to take place without any breach of juridical continuity, the surrender 
of full sovereignty must be resolved by each state in the fullness of its own sov
ereignty and through the organs in which that sovereignty is expressed 
according to its constitution. In short, the states at the preliminary conference 
must first of all conclude a treaty in the strict sense for the purpose of 
approving the statute of the European constituent assembly.

Thus, for the purpose of establishing the European constituent assembly as 
an ‘international body’ taking decisions according to the majority principle,
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a procedure must be followed which is similar in its legal essentials to that 
which led to the formation of the United States of America. The latter, 
initially, were no more than a union of sovereign states associated by common 
aims; when, being dissatisfied with the experience of that union, they agreed 
on the necessity of transforming it into a federation, the decision to do so was 
approved by each state in the full exercise of its own sovereignty. To bring 
about the United States of Europe it is similarly necessary to begin with a kind 
of provisional union of states, created by treaty, for the sole purpose of 
resolving upon the transition to the federal stage, and creating the organ com
petent to effect that transition in practice. The process that took ten years in 
America might be achieved in a few months in Europe; but the transition must 
take place, if only in a concentrated and embryonic form, since the convening 
of an assembly of peoples taking decisions according to the majority principle 
presupposes (unless it is conceived in a revolutionary form) a treaty among 
states, concluded according to the principle of unanimity.

For the statute of the European constituent assembly to be drawn up by the 
preliminary conference of governments of which we have spoken seems to be 
the simplest and most effective plan, especially if all European states, and not> 
only some of them, are invited to the conference. Under the more complicated 
system proposed by the Joint International Committee of the Movements for 
European Unity, the statute would be drawn up by a ‘preparatory conference’ 
of representatives of the five Brussels pact countries, appointed by their 
parliaments in proportion to the population of each state. If this plan were 
adopted, the preparatory conference of peoples’ representatives would have 
to be preceded by a still more preparatory inter-state treaty to agree upon the 
terms of its statute, and in this way there would be an infinite regrees.

IX. What should be the provisions of the ‘Statute of the European Constituent 
Assembly’ on which the representatives of governments in favour of European

federation should reach preliminary agreement in the form of a treaty?
Let us note first that for such a treaty to be operative it must be ratified by 

the respective parliaments in so far as domestic law requires this. The represen
tatives of governments should therefore confine themselves to agreeing the 
text of a ‘resolution’ to be submitted by them for parliamentary ratification 
within a short time.

The ‘resolution’ which might be submitted for adoption, not only by the 
states represented at the preliminary conference but also by such others as the 
conference might itself decide, should cover the following points:

(a) Agreement to convene, at a specified place and within a stated time, a 
European assembly for the purpose of drafting a constitution of the United 
States of Europe, to be submitted for approval to individual states.

(b) The number of members of the assembly and their distribution among 
the various states.

(c) The number of delegates of each country in the assembly to be propor
tionate to its population. However, to prevent small states being overwhelmed
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by the numerical preponderance of large ones, the Interlaken criterion might 
be adopted, viz. : two delegates per million inhabitants, but in no case fewer 
than 6 or more than 40.

(d) The assembly to take decisions by a majority vote.
(e) Voting in the assembly to be by individuals and not by delegations.
(f) Each state to proceed at once to appoint its delegates to the assembly, 

to the number specified, the appointment being made by the national legisla
ture functioning as an electoral college.

(g) An undertaking to co-operate with the other states engaged in the prac
tical organization of the European assembly, and to allocate necessary funds 
in proportion to the number of representatives sent by each.

These should be the essential points of the resolution. As regards the method 
of appointment of the delegates of each country, it seems desirable to let each 
country decide this in accordance with its own laws, rather than lay down pre
cise rules in the resolution. Thus, for instance, each country should be free to 
decide whether its delegates should be chosen among members of parliament 
or from outside it, and to lay down any special criteria of competence. It 
might, however, be desirable to stipulate that the delegations of each state 
should be chosen in such a way as to safeguard the representation of minority 
groups.

The resolution should also provide, as will be seen later, that the treaty for 
the convocation of the European assembly should come into force automati
cally once it is ratified by a minimum number of states.

X. Ratification of the treaty for the convocation of the European constituent
assembly

There is no doubt that, given the nature of the obligations contained in the 
resolution, the latter cannot become binding on the states concerned until it 
has been ratified by their legislative bodies. Thus under the Italian constitution 
(Art. 60) this would be a typical case requiring the approval of the Chambers 
for ratification, since an agreement is involved of greater importance than a 
territorial change.

But here a question may arise as to whether ratification in accordance with 
ordinary law is sufficient to give binding force to the resolution, or whether, 
in the case of states with a fixed constitution that can only be amended by spe
cially solemn and complicated procedures, these same procedures should be 
required before the resolution can become operative. It could also be argued 
that, since the purpose is not merely to amend the constitution but actually to 
change the form of the state and give up part of its sovereignty, even the proce
dure for constitutional amendment is insufficient, and that there must in any 
case be a direct consultation of the people.

To this objection it can be replied, however, that the constitutions of some 
states already envisage, and agree in advance to, the constitutional modifica
tions that would be necessary for the purpose of joining a federation. Thus 
Art. 11 of the Italian constitution declares that Ttaly agrees, on condition of
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equality with other states, to such limitation of sovereignty as may be neces
sary for a system calculated to ensure peace and justice among nations/

But the most effective argument against these constitutional doubts would 
in any case be this, that acceptance of the constitution of the constituent 
assembly is purely preparatory and does not in itself diminish the sovereignty 
of the states concerned. Even when the European assembly has adopted the 
federal constitution, the latter will not enter into force at once, but, as we have 
seen, will have to be submitted for approval by the individual states. At that 
moment, and not before, recourse must be had to the most solemn deliberative 
forms envisaged by the state constitutions for constitutional amendments, and 
perhaps also to a popular referendum, should the federal constitution itself 
require this.

The same reply can be made to the objection that the appointment of dele
gates to the European assembly cannot be entrusted to state parliaments 
because, as indicated above, the latter cannot confer powers that they do not 
themselves possess. Here it can be said that the delegates are not appointed to 
approve the entry of the federal constitution into force, but only to co-operate 
in the formation of an international organization with the purpose of drafting 
its text and submitting it to the individual states, who will retain, unprejudiced 
and intact, the sovereign power to accept or reject it.

XI. The automatic convocation of the assembly

One more practical point requires to be cleared up: viz. how, after the treaty 
has been ratified by the states concerned, the practical transition to the convo
cation of the assembly is to be effected. It can be foreseen that the parliamen
tary ratifications will not take place simultaneously, but at different times 
according to the political situation in the respective countries. This being so, it 
may be wondered whether, before convening the European assembly, it is 
necessary to wait for the resolution to be ratified by all the states represented 
at the preliminary conference, or whether the assembly can be convened once 
a predetermined number of states have ratified.

We consider the latter solution to be preferable, and for this purpose effect 
might be given to the proposal put forward by the Italian delegation at Inter
laken, viz. that when the resolution for the convening of the European 
assembly has been approved by at least six states (either among those who 
took part in the preliminary conference of the conveners, or including those 
subsequently invited by decision of that conference), this should automatically 
constitute the necessary and sufficient condition for the convocation of the 
European assembly; and that the latter should forthwith begin its work, with 
the participation of the delegates of the six states and any others whose 
approval may be notified before the assembly begins its deliberations.

XII. The executive committee
A final practical point is this: when the previous conditions are fulfilled, an 

executive body will be necessary to take care of practical organization and see
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to the convening of the assembly in accordance with the statute now in force. 
That body may be constituted, with one representative of each of the govern
ments which took part in the preliminary conference, as soon as those govern
ments have agreed on the text of the resolution to be submitted to their parlia
ments for ratification. Thus there will be a permanent executive committee 
ready to convene the assembly as soon as the minimum conditions are ful
filled; in the preparatory stage its duties will consist in organizing the work of 
the assembly and in administering funds. It is envisaged that the committee’s 
functions will cease as soon as the assembly is installed.

XIII. Automatic entry into force of the constitution

It would go beyond the scope of this report to consider in any way the 
activity of the European assembly and the range of its task. As to this, within 
the limits prescribed by the statute approved by the participating states, the 
European assembly will establish its own rules like any other sovereign assem
bly.

It should be noted, however, as regards the last necessary stage of the proce
dure whereby the United States of Europe will come into being, that the provi
sion as to automatic entry into force which has been suggested in regard to the 
convocation of the assembly could, as was also suggested by the Italian delega
tion at Interlaken, equally be applied to the entry into force of the federal con
stitution approved by the assembly.

As we have said, adherence and participation in the European assembly 
cannot suffice to make the federal constitution binding on the states con
cerned. The constitution must be submitted for the approval of each state, not 
only in the most solemn forms that may be required for constitutional changes, 
but also by means of a direct popular consultation, if this should be stipulated 
by the federal constitution itself. As it may happen, however, that individual 
states give their approval at different times, it could be laid down (and it might 
be desirable for this too to be mentioned in the preliminary resolution 
approved by treaty) that as soon as the federal constitution has been approved 
by a certain minimum number of states -  say six -  it will at once enter into 
force as far as they are concerned, and they shall from that moment constitute 
a federal sovereign state, the nucleus of the United States of Europe.

Draft of a final motion
The Second International Congress of the European Union of Federalists,
Considering that, in order to achieve the peaceful foundation of the United 

States of Europe without any breach of juridical continuity, it is essential to 
convene a European Constituent Assembly, composed and functioning 
according to democratic principles and legitimately empowered to agree upon 
the text of a federal constitution to be submitted for approval to the individual 
national states, and

Considering that, in order to give this Constituent Assembly the legitimate 
character of an international body in which no longer states but peoples are
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represented, it is necessary that the transition from national to federal ar
rangements should take place in such a way as to respect the constitutional 
rules of the participating states,

Suggests the adoption of the following procedure:
(a) On the initiative of a state or group of states, all the democratic states 

of Europe shall appoint government representatives to take part in a prelimi
nary conference to agree upon the statute of the European Constituent Assem
bly, to be the subject of an international treaty that shall be submitted for ratifi
cation by the respective national parliaments.

(b) The European Constituent Assembly shall have the character not of a 
conference of states but of an international organization composed of repre
sentatives of peoples. Its statute shall cover the following points: the number 
of members of the assembly and the place and time of meeting; the ratio of 
their numbers, such that each country shall have a number of delegates propor
tionate to its population, but with sufficient modification to prevent large 
states having an overwhelming preponderance over small ones; acceptance of 
the majority principle, and voting on an individual basis and not by delega
tions; each state to undertake that its delegates will be appointed by its own 
parliamentary assemblies by a certain date; each state to co-operate in 
organizing the European Constituent Assembly and to contribute to its 
expenses.

(c) All democratic European states, whether or not they have participated 
in the conference, shall be invited to accede to the treaty. Once it has been 
drawn up, the preliminary conference of governments shall appoint a standing 
Executive Committee with the task of convening the European Constituent 
Assembly as soon as the conditions laid down for this purpose have been met.

(d) The European Constituent Assembly shall be convened as soon as the 
statute has been ratified by at least six states.

(e) The European Constituent Assembly shall agree upon the text of the 
European federal constitution in accordance with the democratic principles 
laid down in its statute.

(f) The federal constitution as approved by the European Constituent 
Assembly shall be submitted for the approval of individual states (who may 
accept or reject, but not amend it) in the forms prescribed by their respective 
constitutions, and any other forms prescribed by the federal constitution 
itself.

(g) The federal constitution shall come into force as soon as it has been 
approved by at least six states.
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21. EUF Second Annual Congress: Resolutions
7 -1 1  N ovem b er 1948

(A) Policy Resolution
(B) Resolution on the European Assenfbly
(C) Economic Resolution
(D) Resolution on Trade Union Matters
CEC Archives, EUF papers, File ‘2nd Annual EUF Congress, Rome 7-11. 11. 1948’; 

Notes et Extraits of the Congress, Geneva, 1948, pp. 9-13; (A) and (B): Federal News 
(London), December 1948, No. 164, p. 3.

t

The EUF Congress in Rome went on to adopt a policy resolution which\ while stepping 
around the problem of how actually to construct a European Federal Constitution, none the 
less indicated a vague preference for this form of development, possibly on a two-speed basis. 
Meanwhile, however, British reluctance would be ‘overcome\ and in any case, the sort of 
European Assembly immediately envisaged by the EUF was more a pre-Constituent than a 
formal Constituent Assembly as such. The Assembly, moreover, would be composed both of 
elected parliamentarians and of ‘delegates’ of the ‘major social forces’ proposed by respective 
parliaments. -  The EUF Congress also adopted economic and social resolutions proposing 
a European Mining Agency [(C)] and trade union participation in the European decision
making process [(D)]. -  The MFE constitutionalists had made considerable headway since 
the Montreux Congress o f 1947; but there was still a lot more clarification needed in the 
European political campaign.

(A) Policy Resolution
I. Everything to-day confirms the impossibility of saving the fundamental 

values of European civilization, such as liberty and justice, unless the Western 
democracies unite in a Federation. Spiritual, economic and political anarchy 
on the one hand, and the absence of a great constructive aim common to all 
the peoples on the other, are at this very moment causing the resurgence of 
totalitarianism.

During the course of 1948 many attempts have been made to save the situa
tion. But failing a willingness to face the problem by the transfer of a part of 
national sovereignty to federal bodies, these attempts have merely led to the 
following position: -

(a) E. R. P., an essential element in the reconstruction of Europe, has up to 
now provided assistance but not a solution.

(b) The Customs Unions already -  or about to be -  concluded are insuffi
cient to bring about the economic unification of Europe and still less its 
political federation.

(c) In the absence of a federal structure for Europe, the re-establishment of 
central government in Germany, though necessary in itself, has caused under
standable anxiety to the other countries of the Continent. In particular, 
should rearmament in the Russian Zone be followed by that of the Western 
Zones, the Congress calls to the attention of the public the absolute necessity 
of European federal control of such rearmament.
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(d) In the present distressing condition of Europe many governments have 
resorted to limited military or economic pacts. These emergency measures, 
necessary as they are in the circumstances, will be useless and may even 
become dangerous, unless the obligations they involve are integrated into a 
federal European structure and controlled by a federal authority.

II. On the other hand, a European Federation, which presents the best hope 
of prosperity, liberty and security, in the present state of affairs can alone 
reduce the risk of war -  a war which could only result in the defeat of 
humanity as a whole.

Only a federated Europe will be in a position to pursue an independent 
policy in relation to the other world powers. (Such a Europe alone, 
repudiating any participation in aggressive wars, can Constitute the third 
power essential to the maintenance of peace.)

III. The active participation of Great Britain in the achievement of European 
Federation is of fundamental importance.

European federalists -  British as well as Continental -  are firmly convinced 
that the present reluctance displayed in certain British circles will be overcome. 
The ties between Great Britain and the other sovereign states of the Common
wealth demand the insertion of special clauses in the European federal 
constitution so that Great Britain may not be faced with making a choice 
which might be fatal to the Commonwealth and to Europe itself. Commit
ments towards the Commonwealth are not incompatible with British member
ship of a European Federation.

In order to overcome these doubts and to enable British public opinion to 
rally to the cause of European Federation, the Second Annual Conference of 
the E. U. F. requests its new Central Committee to set up a Commission for 
the express purpose of studying the problem of the relations between Great 
Britain, the Commonwealth and Europe with a view to British membership of 
the European Federation.

IV. Finally, the E. U. F. affirms once again that, in demanding the immediate 
establishment of a European Federation between those countries which can 
join at once, it in no way relinquishes its hope that the other countries which 
are geographically and historically part of Europe will enter the Federation as 
soon as they are in a position to make a free choice.

(B) Resolution on the European Assembly
The Congress,
Recalling the resolutions adopted at The Hague for the immediate 

convening of a European Assembly,
Taking note of the resolutions passed by the Congress of the European 

Parliamentary Union,
Noting further that, following the communication of these resolutions in 

the memo of the International Committee of the European Movements, the 
British, Belgian, French, Luxemburg and Netherlands governments have
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decided to set up a Commission to propose ways and means of unifying 
Europe,

Considering that the proposals of the study commission of the five govern
ments, which were soon followed by others of a similar kind, suggested the 
convening of a European Assembly and the creation of a European Council,

Considering that these facts prove that the idea of a European Assembly is 
no longer merely a propaganda theme, but is a plan which could be realized 
forthwith,

Considering also that in the past six months the European situation has so 
deteriorated that, in view of the conflicts that threaten, any delay in creating 
European institutions would appear as a betrayal of the peoples of Europe and 
the younger generation,

Expresses satisfaction at the action taken and the results already achieved 
vis-à-vis the five governments, while hoping that other European governments 
will be invited to unite their efforts with existing ones;

Solemnly proclaims the urgent need to convene a representative European 
Assembly having the legitimate character of an international organization 
representing not states but peoples, and taking decisions by a majority vote, 
not on the unanimity principle; the German people being represented in this 
Assembly like all other peoples ;

Declares that members of the Assembly shall be appointed by parliaments 
either from among their own members or from outside, according to the tradi
tions and institutions of each country, if being understood that the Assembly 
will represent the real living forces of every nation;

Suggests that the members should be appointed in proportion to the popula
tion of each country, subject to special arrangements to modify the over
whelming preponderance of numerically large states;

Expects the Assembly to:
prepare the Constitution of federal Europe.
propose ways and means of laying the foundations of federal union 
without delay.

Suggests that the Assembly be composed partly of parliamentarians elected 
by their peers, and partly of representatives of the principal elements of 
society, chosen by their organizations and officially sponsored by parlia
ments;

Urges governments and parliaments to bring about the convening of this 
Assembly by 31 March 1949;

Declares that, if the Assembly is not convened by that date, the European 
movements will call an extraordinary session of their governing bodies to take 
any measure necessary in order that the Assembly may be convened within 
three months. If governments should decide that the right course is to set up 
a Council of Europe to prepare and conclude political, economic, military and 
social treaties looking towards European union, the Congress expresses the 
hope that the members of the Council will be appointed by governments from 
among members of the European Assembly.
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(C) Economic Resolution
Economic, political and social problems should be treated pari passu as part 

of a single complex.
The essential economic objective is to create as soon as possible a European 

market with a population of at least 200-250 million, within which people, 
goods and capital can circulate freely.

The Congress
Declares that a European Federation will enhance not only the prosperity 

of its members but also that of the overseas territories that are politically asso
ciated with them.

Considers that the European Federation should pursue a policy of reducing 
and finally eliminating customs barriers within Europe and should preserve, 
while progressively adapting them, the economic ties that at present exist 
between the European states and the overseas territories associated with them.

Considers that present events make it possible and imperative to embark on 
practical measures.

Resolves that the first European institution, to be put into effect without 
delay, is that of a common European currency -  which, in the opinion of 
many, should be based on gold -  circulating freely within and among all the 
participating countries, and therefore issued by a European Bank free from 
any particular governmental influence.

Resolves also that the second European economic measure should be to set 
up, after a study to be carried out forthwith by the Central Committee, a 
European mining agency with administrative and financial autonomy, empow
ered to co-ordinate the production and distribution of coal for all European 
nations and first and foremost to manage the mines of the Ruhr district, thus 
eliminating one of the acutest problems in Europe.

(D) Resolution on Trade Union Matters 

(Part 2)
Trade union participation in the construction of federal Europe
In the light of various plans for the establishment of supranational agencies 

empowered to manage production in certain key sectors in the interests of the 
European community (coal, energy, credit etc.), certain social principles 
should be clarified:

(a) It seems desirable to envisage the progressive harmonization of social leg
islation and social security systems in different countries, in order to balance 
the burden as between different national economies and eventually to make 
possible the exchanges of labour that are necessary for the rebuilding of 
Europe.

(b) The fact that trade union organizations must share in the running of 
Europe economic agencies means that the unions must be associated with 
these at all levels, including those of senior management.

This sharing should be modelled on that prevailing in co-operative agencies
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not under state control, or in structures that already exist in certain countries 
whose economy is organized on principles of social democracy.

(c) In addition, the participation of workers in the organization of national 
economies is a necessary condition of a truly democratic economy. To be 
effective, this participation must in the first place be adapted in each country 
to the state of preparation of technical cadres, and should develop pari passu 
with the formation of cadres qualified to assume the responsibilities of man
agement.

This indicates the need for a European organization of trade union action 
and representation which would play a role similar to that of the International 
Labour Office or the Trade Union Committee of the Marshall plan, directing 
and co-ordinating trade union activity in the various countries. It is also neces
sary to envisage a European agency for the training of skilled cadres, the 
national sections of which might be attached to the European Cultural Cen
tre.

Trade union participation in the European Assembly
The trade unions should appoint their own representatives to the Assembly 

within the regulations laid down by parliaments for the representation of 
non-parliamentary bodies. In each member country of the federation, groups 
of affiliated unions should make these appointments by a process of 
democratic election, preferably by secret ballot.

Each country should designate the trade union bodies to be represented in 
the European Assembly.

The role of the European Cultural Centre in the training of trade union cadres
Without seeking to deprive the unions of the possibility of training the 

cadres they require, the European Cultural Centre might facilitate or organ
ize, at the European level, a system of advanced instruction enabling national 
cadres to acquaint themselves with the needs of the European economy as a 
whole. It could thus help to co-ordinate and harmonize the system of training 
for management in the different countries.

Finally, the Economic Commission of the Rome Congress recalls that, while 
the working class has given proof of its patriotic sentiments in each country 
individually, it has a supranational tradition of its own. Thus federalism, which 
subordinates national interests to higher interests and advocates the surrender 
of sovereignty to supranational bodies, renews and realizes the constant aspi
rations of the workers. From this point of view, as a first manifestation of the 
European sympathies of the trade union movement, it behoves us to put an 
end to European divisions as quickly as possible. The first wish to be expressed 
in the trade union context is that free German unions should be fully 
associated with European syndicalism.
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22. EUF Central Committee: The European Consultative Assem
bly 13 February 1949

CEC Archives, EUF papers, File ‘EUF Central Committee’, Minutes of 12-13.2. 
1949, appendix.

While Spinelli and his colleagues had put up a good fight at Rome, he none the less con
cluded that the Congress had failed to rally to the bolder ‘Interlaken Plan' of the European 
Parliamentary Union in favour of a European Constituent Assembly} This left the way 
open for the European Movement's ‘compromise'proposal in favour of a European Consulta
tive Assembly plus an intergovernmental Council of Ministers.1 When the Five-Power 
Agreement on this proposal was reached on 27-28 January 1949J the EUF could do little 
but take note. Hence the following EUF Central Committee declaration of 13 February, sal
vaged slightly by the hopes expressed that a ‘real Federal Parliament for Europe'might even
tually be attained.

The Central Committee of the EUF, meeting in Paris on 12-13 February 
1949, having studied the decisions of the five Brussels powers concerning the 
creation of a European Consultative Assembly as an integral part of the 
Council of Europe, states its opinion that:

1. The Assembly should consist of approximately 350 members.
2. These might be divided nationally as follows: France, Britain, Italy, West 

Germany, 40 delegates each; Benelux 35 (Holland 14, Belgium 14, Luxemburg 
7); Austria, Denmark, Ireland, Greece, Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, 
Sweden, Turkey, 14 each; Iceland 7: total 328.

3. Non-parliamentary representatives should comprise not less than one 
third of the total representation of a country. These representatives should be 
chosen among the living forces of the nation, including members of the 
movements that have worked for European union and have contributed to the 
results so far achieved.

4. The Assembly should meet at least twice a year, for a period of about one 
month per session.

5. It must be borne in mind that the Assembly is not conceived as a 
permanent body but merely as an organization voicing the desires of the Euro
pean peoples and designed to bring into being a true European federal parlia
ment.

«

1 A. Spinelli, Diary, 14 November 1948. For the ‘Interlaken Plan’ see doc. 39.
2 See docs. 86-88.
3 See doc. 88.
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23. H enri Frenay: ‘W e, the European Federalists’
25 February 1949

English text in EM Archives, File ‘Brussels Congress’, speech at the Ordinary Session, 
Doc. No. 15.

*
As the new Chairman of the EUF Central Committee, Frenay was intent on pursuing a 

more independent line vis-à-vis the European Movement than did his Executive Chairman, 
Brugmans. In this speech to the Inaugural meeting of the European Movement's International 
CouncilFrenay explained the parameters for co-operation in the European campaign. His 
speech also illustrates the progress made by the EUF towards a primarily political action 
policy concept of European Federation.

*

The very name of the Union Européenne des Fédéralistes, on behalf of 
which I address you today, expresses its faith and in its essence explains its par
ticipation in the European Movement.

The nature of the U. E. F. has doubtless not yet been sufficiently precisely 
defined, since some people may have thought that the activities of the Euro
pean Movement and of our organization might overlap. I hope that the only 
too brief explanations given here make the individual nature of our contribu
tion to the common effort quite clear.

We, the European Federalists, are not Europeans before we are federalists, 
and the international situation demands that we should not either be federalists 
before we are Europeans. If we are both together, it is because we know that 
without the federalist conception there will be no Europe in the full meaning 
we give to the term.

What then is the Federalism which we claim, and what is the justification 
for our existence?

In our eyes, Federalism is the solution to the major problem facing mankind 
in our time: the necessary balance between respect for the individual and the 
growing servitude imposed on him by life in modern society.

It is an overall conception of the relations between men, and men’s relation
ships with all the communities in which they take part under the motto of 
decentralization and the principle of responsibility. It is on this basis that we 
oppose the old style of traditional liberalism, as we oppose all forms of totalit
arianism. On the international plane and as a consequence of our doctrine, we 
have no ambition to achieve a European Commonwealth based on fragile con
tracts. We aim at a European federation of countries exercising a part of their 
national sovereignty, first politically and then, as a result, in the economic, 
social, strategic and military fields.

This explains why the U. E. F. hails the European Assembly, of which the 
creation has now been agreed, as a first step and however small it may be, on 
the same path as its own. But it is important that the first stage should not be

1 For more details on the Brussels Congress, see docs. 88-92.
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confused with the final objective, it means that the traveller should not fall 
asleep at the first halt. If, being federalists, we are also Europeans, we are not, 
like some, Europeans through fear of a danger which we do not, however, 
under-estimate. Neither are we Europeans merely to satisfy the advice which 
is lavished upon us. Europe is for us the minimum area of independence in the 
cultural, economic and political spheres where the ideas we defend may nowa
days take root.

In the service of these ideas, the U. E. F. is an international organization 
extending throughout all the countries of Europe and comprising tens of thou
sands of men and women. We have shown, in our national and international 
congresses, our force, our vitality and the strength of our ideal.

I could not end without strongly emphasizing one of the principal charac
teristics of our organization. The U. E. F. is the only international movement 
wherein representatives of the different trends of European political life may 
be found sharing the same faith. The U. E. F. has been till now an 
indispensable link in European activity. Our organization has moreover 
proved that it is possible to unite for a common aim those who, in other fields, 
are in conflict.

This is a rough sketch of the Union Européenne des Fédéralistes and the gen
eral lines of the effort this body is happy to make within the European Move
ment.

24. EUF Central C om m ittee: M otion on the Consultative Assem 
bly 5 May 1949

CEC Archives, EUF papers, File ‘EUF Central Committee’, Minutes 4-5. 5. 1949., 
appendix 3.

*
The third MFE Congress, held in Florence on 23-25 April 1949, resolved to ‘transform 

the Consultative Assembly ’ (agreed by the Five Powers) ‘into a Constituent Assembly, in 
order to draw up a Federal Pact of the United States of Europe’} Following the 10-Power 
Agreement of 5 May on the essentially intergovernmental Statute of the Council of Europe 
and its purely deliberative’ Assembly,1 the EUF Central Committee went on to adopt the 
federal pact’ formula in a toughly worded response, proposed by Spinelli, to the Council of 
Europe accord. In so doing, the EUF Central Committee finally and formally acknowledged 
the MFE politico-constitutional case, in effect ditching much of the ‘integral federalist ’ bag
gage which had so damaged its European performance until then. Likewise, this decision also 
marked the beginning of the parting of the ways with the more conciliatory political strategy 
of the European Movement?

1 II Pensiero dei Federalisti Italiani al III  Congresso Nazionale del MFE: rapporto del 
Comitato Direttivo Nazionale - Discorsi e Mozioni, Florence 23-24. 4. 1949, Turin, 
1949.

2 See doc. 95.
3 Ibid.
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We consider that, as things now stand, the Consultative Assembly has no 
real power.

We therefore declare that its first task is to define the conditions under 
which such power might be exercised at the European level.

We believe that these conditions can be summed up in the single word: 
Federation.

We therefore urge that the Assembly, setting aside all the secondary tasks 
with which its agenda is in danger of being encumbered, should above all 
endeavour to persuade the authorities of the participating states of the need to 
establish a true federal pact among European countries. For this purpose it 
should prepare or cause to be prepared, as far as circumstances permit, the 
draft of such a pact, to be debated and ratified by the competent national 
authorities.

If, as may be feared, it should appear that the Consultative Assembly in its 
present from is not empowered to perform this task or is not capable of doing 
so, its imperative duty would be to define the ways in which the task could be 
carried out.

25. EU F Executive C om m ittee î Public Declaration Regarding 
the European Assem bly 17 June 1949

CEC Archives, EUF papers, EUF Bulletin No. 3, June 1949, pp. 28-9; German ver
sion in W. Lipgens (ed.), Die europäische Integration, Stuttgart, 1981, p. 50.

*
The EUF Executive Committee under Brugmans in turn published the following, slightly 

less brutal, declaration with regard to the Council of Europe Statute and the need for a fed
eral pact3. It also reinserted the idea of some form of representation of ‘diverse economic, 
social, cultural and spiritual3 interests in the Consultative Assembly.

The European Union of Federalists
Notes with satisfaction the conclusion on 5 May of the ten-power treaty 

setting up a Council of Europe;
Recalls with pride that this first political realization of the European idea, 

which was called for by the Hague Congress a year ago, is due to the untiring 
work of the European Movement, to which the EUF has contributed with all 
its strength;

Emphasizes that the preamble to the treaty mentions the rule of law as one 
of the bases of European union, and recalls that this pre-eminence can only 
be made effective by setting up a European supreme court as a guarantor of 
human rights; such a court can only itself be fully effective when it is the organ 
of a European federation;

Declares, at the same time, that it considers the statute of the so-called 
Council of Europe far from satisfactory, especially for the following reasons:

(a) The unanimity rule governing the proceedings of the Committee of
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Ministers. This rule -  all the more absurd since it relates to what are only 
recommendations -  imposes on the nascent European community the princi
ple, so often and so justly censured, of a national right of veto.

(b) The restrictions on topics to be discussed by the Consultative Assembly, 
which have to be indicated, or at any rate authorized, by the Committee of 
Ministers.

(c) The budgetary limitation on the number of commissions that the 
Assembly may think it useful to create, but whose functioning is a matter for 
the Committee of Ministers.

(d) The Assembly’s lack of real powers: it can only express ‘recommenda
tions’, which the Committee of Ministers will transmit to governments only if 
it approves them unanimously.

(e) The creation of a single Secretariat for the Consultative Assembly and 
the Committee of Ministers, responsible to the latter only.

(f) The infrequency and short duration of the Assembly’s sessions, limited 
to one month per annum.

(g) The number of delegates to the Assembly is far too small for European 
peoples to feel that they are truly represented, not only in terms of parties but 
in all their political, economic, social, cultural and spiritual diversity.

(h) The provision in Article 41(d) of the treaty that amendments to the Sta
tute cannot be proposed until it has been in force for two years, 
notwithstanding all its errors, weaknesses and internal contradictions.

For these reasons the EUF fears that the ‘Council of Europe’ that is about 
to meet at Strasburg will soon disappoint the widespread hopes it has aroused, 
and

Declares that the Federalist delegates to the Assembly, while co-operating 
actively in its work, should also proclaim the urgent necessity for the free 
nations of Europe to unite by means of a Federal Pact.

26. EUF Central Committee: From the Strasburg Assembly to 
the European Federal Pact 25 September 1949

CEC Archives, EUF papers, File ‘EUF Central Com m ittee’, Minutes of 23-24. 9.
1949.

The relatively positive outcome, in the summer of 1949, o f the first session of the European 
Consultative Assembly, in calling for a European political authority w ith limited functions 
but real powers', spurred both the leadership o f the European Movement as a whole and its 
component member-organizations towards formulating various ‘supranational' political 
options}

The EUF Central Committee was quick to act, adopting the following resolution at its 
meeting in Paris of 23-25 September; which confirmed its promotion of a federal pact' for-

1 See doc. 98.
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mula as well as specifically calling for a directly elected European Assembly and for majority 
voting in the Ministerial Committee. The primacy of a political as opposed to a corporatist 
vision of European federalism was finally hammered home, the so-called ‘living forces' no 
longer being considered as a vital reference point fora democratic European federal order.

The Central Committee of the European Union of Federalists, meeting in 
Paris on 23-25 September 1949, has noted with satisfaction the results 
achieved by the European Assembly at Strasburg in its first session.

The European climate that was quickly established, the creation of 
permanent agencies, the Assembly’s clearly expressed wish to control its own 
agenda -  and, one might add, the importance of certain positions adopted in 
the debates -  are all indications that the Council of Europe may be capable of 
justifying the hopes placed in it.

But, while the results attained are encouraging, it must not be forgotten that 
they are only a first, short step in the right direction.

The road ahead is long and full of pitfalls. The first danger is that the 
Assembly may get entangled in a system of technical committees whose conclu
sions will be of no avail unless there are powers to put them into effect. In that 
case the Assembly and its committees, although representative of peoples, will 
be deadlocked in the same way as all previous conferences of diplomats of 
experts.

The second risk, no less serious, is that of creating supranational technical 
agencies (like the military ones of the Five-Power Pact) and conferring on 
them powers of decision without any direction or control by a European polit
ical authority. This would undoubtedly result in the first beginnings of a tech
nocratic regime, presenting the most serious dangers.

Fiowever one views the future, it is certain that European federation should 
be the sole objective of all men and women who sincerely wish to build Europe. 
Such is the object of the EUF, underlined once again with the solemn insist
ence called for by the gravity of present events.

The objective being envisaged, we have to determine the first step towards 
it. It is of vital importance that a breach, however slight, should be made 
without delay in the rampart of national sovereignty. That breach can after
wards be enlarged to the measure of the federal powers that must be created.

The Central Committee of the EUF has therefore decided to draft without 
delay a federal pact to be concluded by European governments, on the basis 
indicated by the formula: a minimum of federalism embracing the maximum 
number of countries.

Europe will not be built on the political level without profound modification 
of its economic structures. Bilateral agreements and customs unions are not 
the way to bring about new structures; on the contrary, they may prevent 
them. It is of great importance therefore to carry on simultaneously studies 
regarding political power and the economic and social organization of 
Europe. These two objectives should engage the attention and energies of all 
Europeans.
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Without waiting for the results of these studies, all measures designed to 
widen the powers and democratic character of the Council of Europe should 
be sought and promoted with determination. It is therefore resolved:

(1) To campaign actively for elections to the European Assembly by direct 
universal suffrage.

(2) To recommend that voting in the Consultative Assembly and the Com
mittee of Ministers should be by simple majority.

(3) To uphold the principle of an autonomous budget for the Council of 
Europe by means of a tax on member states.

(4) To recommend a change in the name of the Committee of Ministers, 
which should become the ‘Assembly of States’.

(5) To recommend that the Committee of Ministers should no longer be 
composed of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, but of Ministers for European 
Affairs who should be deputy prime ministers in their national governments.

Finally, the Central Committee of the EUF considers it necessary to reaffirm 
its membership and support of the European Movement. However, it draws 
the latter’s attention to the danger that would affect its very existence if it were 
unable to persuade its members of the imperious and urgent necessity of a 
European federal pact.

When world events are developing with such alarming rapidity it would be 
a serious matter if the Assemblies, movements and individuals engaged in the 
campaign for Europe did not find in them fresh reasons for boldness and 
determination.

27. EUF Extraordinary General Assembly: Draft of a Federal 
Pact 29-31  October 1949

CEC Archives, EUF papers, Bulletin No. 4 (Paris) November 1949, ‘Les documents 
adoptés par l’Assemblée Générale Extraordinaire (Paris 29-30-31 octobre 1949) -  
Requête relative à l’élaboration d’un Pacte Fédéral (à présenter à l’Assemblée Consulta
tive du Conseil de l’Europe)’; Europa. Dokumente zur Frage der europäischen Einigung, 
vol. 1, Munich, 1962, pp. 587-94.

The European ‘constitutional' campaign soon gathered pace. On 19-22 September the 
Third Congress of the European Parliamentary Union re-affirmed the Interlaken proposals 
for a Constituent European Assembly'} Likewise, on 5-7 November; the Third Congress 
of the Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe adopted a federal pact' formula 
(proposed by André Philip and Spinelli), envisaging the transfer of key sovereign powers to 
a directly elected European legislature? In the meantime, the Extraordinary General Assem
bly of the EUF, convened in Paris on 29-31 October; formally adopted the Draft of a

1 EPU Congress Report, September 1949, Political Resolution, EM Archives. See 
doc. 43 (E).

2 MSEUE III Annual Congress Report, November 1949, EM Archives. See doc. 65.
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Federal Pact' for presentation to the Consultative Assembly. As Spinelli recorded, this crucial 
EUF meeting in Paris was ‘completely different’ to the Montreux Congress two years earlier, 
since it was now the European federalist point of view which completely triumphed over the 
integral federal one’?

Preamble
The Extraordinary General Assembly of the E. U. F., meeting in Paris from 

the 29th to the 31st October, 1949, being agreed that the political, economic, 
social and military position of Europe is rapidly approaching the critical point 
after which there will be no further possibility of preventing the final collapse 
of our civilization;

Believing
(1) that, up to now, the economic unification of Europe has failed because 

of the inherent ineffectiveness of O. E. E. C., which leaves national sovereignty 
unrestricted;

(2) that the standard of living of the masses of European workers cannot 
be raised to an adequate level without economic and social action on the Euro
pean plane;

(3) that the defence of Europe is impossible so long as each state remains 
sovereign, and is prepared to consider such defence only from a national 
standpoint;

(4) that the urgent problems created by the setting up of the German Federal 
Republic can be solved only by the establishment of a European Authority;

(5) that the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe has proclaimed 
the need for a Political Authority with real powers;

(6) that the time has come to put before the peoples of Europe a supra-na
tional statute in the form of a Federal Pact, which shall set out the respective 
spheres of competence of the European and national organs;

(7) that the states for which the disruption of Europe constitutes the most 
direct and serious danger should act at once, even if some governments still 
refuse to join a federal union; that these states must not wait, therefore, before 
setting up the nucleus of a Federal Europe, which would not only save them 
from ruin and lay the foundations of institutions which would be valid for 
Europe as a whole, but should establish particularly friendly relations with 
those democratic states of Europe which had not yet decided to adhere to the 
Federal Pact,

Proclaims
the following general principles of a European Federal Pact.
and Requests
the European Consultative Assembly, as a matter of real urgency, to work

3 A. Spinelli, ‘Storia e Prospettive del MFE’, in L ’Europa nel Mondo, s.l., 1953, 
pp. 164-5. See also Appendix 4, pp. 102-3, below.
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out in detail the text of such a Pact for recommendation to and approval by 
the States Members of the Council of Europe.

1. Urgency of the Federal Pact

1. The first session of the Council of Europe at Strasburg marked at the 
same time a beginning and an end. It marked the beginning of a real and 
organic co-operation between the nations of Europe; it marked the end of the 
illusion that the aim of European unity can be achieved without political 
machinery on a supranational level. The time has now come to draw the neces
sary conclusions.

2. The free countries of Europe have been driven towards co-operation by 
sheer economic and military necessity. They have now taken nearly all the 
steps possible without actually merging some part of their -  already highly fic
titious -  sovereign powers.

However, national interests, or so-called national interests, continue to play 
a decisive part, as the unilateral devaluation of the pound has shown, and 
Europe more and more finds itself facing an intermediate state of affairs 
which is neither one thing nor another, and which preserves the disadvantages 
of the old nationalist system without its historic advantages.

3. If we want to prevent the Strasburg experiment from degenerating into 
a series of technical discussions or bringing into power an international tech
nocracy at the same time irresponsible and all-powerful; and if, further, we 
want to get away from the framework of ‘diplomatic conferences’ or 
experiences of the League of Nations type: the democratic countries of 
Europe must join together in a Federal Pact for the common exercise of rights 
and functions which, in actual fact, no longer remain within the control of 
national sovereignties. This is the meaning which must be given to the 
following passage from the political resolution adopted at Strasburg: ‘The 
Assembly instructs its General Affairs Commission to draft, before the 30th 
April, 1950, for submission to the Assembly, a European Pact defining the 
guiding principles of the Council of Europe on the political, economic, social 
and cultural planes, which will bind the States Members or Associate 
Members, etc.’

The Assembly voted in the same sense for the adoption of the demand for 
‘the institution of a European Political Authority with limited functions but 
real powers.’

II. Content of the Federal Pact
A. Common Functions
(I) International Relations
Complete European unity demands the fusing of all diplomatic services and 

all foreign ministries, but this for the moment is impossible. Until such time 
as this objective can be progressively attained, we must set out upon the stage 
of co-ordination and common control of foreign policies. This means that the 
foreign policies of the member states must be co-ordinated, particularly as
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regards the positions they take up in the international organizations to which 
they belong, and that any treaties they may conclude must be ratified by the 
European Authority. Once a European Department of International Affairs 
has been set up, European diplomatic representatives should be accredited to 
non-member states side by side with the ordinary national diplomatic represen
tatives.

(2) Defence
It is essential that in the very near future responsibility for European defence 

shall devolve upon the European Authority instead of being left in the hands 
of a Military Commission which is not susceptible to public control. Until such 
time as it is possible to create European armed forces, there must at least be 
a High Command appointed and controlled by the European Authority.

The European Authority must take over full responsibility in this sphere as 
in the others. Therefore, the oath of allegiance for each of the armed forces 
(where it exists) must be taken not only to the national state, but also to the 
European Authority.

(3) Justice and the Rights of Man
So far as concerns the Rights of Man, the resolutions of the Juridical Com

mission adopted at Strasburg will have real significance only if disputes which 
are within the jurisdiction of the Commission or the Court of Human Rights 
can, in every case, be directly submitted to them.

This Court must be supplied with the necessary means for enforcing its 
decisions.

(4) Finance
The European Authority will not be able to achieve effective independence 

from the national governments unless it has control of its own budget. Its funds 
must be provided from such sources as a percentage grant from national taxes, 
the direct collection of certain dues, etc.

(5) Economic Co-ordination
The object of federalizing Europe is not only to establish a world 

equilibrium, but also to provide for Europe, together with its associated coun
tries and dependent territories overseas, a favourable place in the economy of 
the world.

This last result will not be achieved unless Europe, with its associated coun
tries and dependent territories overseas, develops all its resources so as to raise 
the standard of living of all the peoples concerned, and to re-establish the bal
ance of payments between Europe and the rest of the world.

To bring about this new development Europe will have to co-ordinate its 
methods of production, particularly in the basic industries, bring into harmony 
its different economic and social policies, and increase its productivity in all 
fields.

(6) International Trade
The European Authority must have the right: -
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(a) to get rid of quotas progressively with the object of abolishing them 
entirely within a given period which should be as short as possible;

(b) to forbid any increase in customs duties between the member countries, 
and to work concurrently with these countries, within the framework of a 
co-ordinated European economic policy, to reduce them gradually, and 
finally to abolish them within specified periods varying according to the 
industry concerned;

(c) to set up a single European tariff to apply to imports from countries out
side the Federation and their associated countries and dependent territories 
overseas, this tariff to come into force as quickly as possible.

The European Authority shall create the organizations necessary to achieve 
these ends.

(7) Monetary Measures
In monetary matters, the final objective of the European Federation must 

be the creation of a common European currency issued by a Federal Bank.
Until this end is achieved, the European Authority must have the power to 

take all measures necessary for the establishment of full convertibility between 
the national currencies, as well as of a European Reserve Fund for the effective
control of the issue of national currencies.%

(8) Economic Development of Europe
To help the European Authority in working out a plan of economic devel

opment, an Economic and Social Council, essentially federal in its constitu
tion, must be set up. Furthermore, for the effective realization of such a plan, 
a European Investment Board must be created.

There must be common control of basic industries. This applies particularly 
to the Ruhr, since the present statute will inevitably continue to arouse a legiti
mate grievance among the Germans if the economy of Europe is not directed 
towards federalization.

The European Authority must take over in their entirety the functions of 
O. E. E. C. in order to carry out the tasks which, by its very nature, it is incap
able of fulfilling, namely to bring into effect all those measures of economic 
co-operation or unification which the signatory states have already agreed to 
accept.

In the exercise of its economic functions the European Authority must also 
be able to develop in Europe every type of scientific research, particularly in 
the sphere of atomic energy (and the control of its use), and to reorganize, in 
agreement with the States Members, the communication and transport systems 
of Europe.

B. Essential Institutions
The transfer to a European Authority of the above-mentioned functions 

through the signing of a Federal Pact implies the creation, where such organi
zations do not already exist, of institutions capable of fulfilling them.

The only rights and functions which will be within the competence of the 
European Authority are those which will have been specifically assigned to it 
by the Federal Pact.
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(1) Legislative
The Council of Europe provides a first rough sketch of the future E u r o p t ^ ^ ^  , ^  

Legislature, since the Assembly is intended to represent the peoples and the 
Committee of Ministers the states.

The Federal Pact must provide for a European Assembly elected on a free 
universal suffrage by the citizens of Europe, and a States Chamber to which 
each state will send an equal number of representatives chosen according to 
whatever procedure it likes.

Procedure in both Chambers must conform to the normal practice in a 
representative system of government: majority vote, no imperative mandate, 
limited duration, right of initiative for both Chambers in their proper 
domains, etc.

The European Legislature shall be able to consult the economic and social 
Councils, territorial Councils, and cultural Councils able to advise it on mat
ters within their spheres of activity. These Councils shall have the right of 
recommendation. Their functions, competence and structure shall be fixed by 
federal law. They shall be called in to decide how the decisions of the Legisla
ture are to be applied, or, in certain cases, to carry them out themselves.

(2) Executive
Under the Federal Pact a European Executive will have to be set up.
Without prejudging the technical method by which this Executive will be 

created, we must insist on the following points: -
(a) The Executive must be of a type which will prevent competition between 

national interests for key positions.
(b) The Executive must be of a type which can be effectively controlled by 

the European Assemblies, without the essential effectiveness and continuity of 
its activities being jeopardized by the strict application of a system of so-called 
‘parliamentary responsibility.’

The Executive shall be assisted by a corps of Civil Servants independent of 
the national states and appointed by the European Authority.

(3) Judicial
A European Supreme Court, independent of parliament and government, 

must be set up, charged with the just interpretation and application of the fed
eral law, expecially as regards the Rights of Man; with the settlement of dis
putes on the question of the respective competences of the European 
Authority and the States Members; and with differences between the States 
Members. All individuals and groups of individuals must have access to it.

C. Special Questions
(1) Germany
The German Federal Republic must participate immediately and with full 

rights in the planning and creation of the institutions of the European 
Authority.

In the federal functions of government the German Federal Republic shall 
have the same rights and the same duties, and shall be subject to the same lim
itations of sovereignty as all other States Members.
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As regards the national functions which are at present under the control of 
thé Allied High Commission, the European Authority shall discuss with the 
states which participate in the High Commission ways and means of exercising 
these controls, and what sort of an authority should take them over.

Furthermore, the European Authority shall determine when and how the 
German Federal Republic shall participate in the common defence of Europe 
without becoming a new source of danger to her neighbours and herself.

(2) Associated countries and dependent territories overseas
Europe as an entity will be viable only if the links which unite it with coun

tries and dependent territories scattered all over the globe are taken into 
account.

The era of national ownership of colonial territories is past. In addition, dif
ferent dependent territories have reached different stages of self-government. 
There already exist independent and democratic states attached to the mother 
country by special links (for example, of origin or tradition), such as those 
belonging to the British Commonwealth and the French Union.

When the Federal Pact is drafted, special provisions will have to be included 
to allow for the maintenance of these links in such a way as to be reconcilable 
with the general interest. From now onwards a common European policy of 
development for certain regions of Africa should be taken in hand, for the 
benefit of all the peoples concerned.

For many European countries European federation would be inacceptable 
if it meant breaking the links which unite them with their associated countries 
and dependent territories overseas, thus facing them with a choice which 
would be as damaging to Europe as to themselves. It must be made possible 
for such countries to combine the old associations with the new structure of 
Europe, which is vitally necessary for all.

Once the Federal Pact is signed, the States Members shall be invited by the 
European Authority, and under its direction, to adapt the special links with 
their associated countries and territories overseas to the federal undertakings 
to which they will have subscribed. In the meantime, the Council of Europe 
must be asked to study as a matter of urgency, in consultation with all the 
interested parties, this question which is so vital for the successful building of 
Europe.

(3) European Citizenship
The Federal Pact shall establish a European citizenship, to be acquired as 

of right by all the citizens of the Member States, without prejudice to the 
national citizenships which will continue in force. European citizenship shall 
be granted to displaced and stateless persons of European origin.

(4) Europe and the World
The Federal Pact shall include an article drafted in the spirit of Article 11 

of the French Constitution, Article 12 of the Italian Constitution and Article 29 
of the German Constitution, providing for the transfer of part of the powers 
of the future European Federation, on equal terms with other participants, to
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other federal organizations, if possible, world-wide in character, which may 
be built up on the federalist principles of justice and liberty.

HI. Procedure for Achieving the Federal Pact
The European Union of Federalists requests the Consultative Assembly of 

the Council of Europe to draft during its next session the text of a Federal Pact 
setting up a European Authority with the organs and functions mentioned 
above, and to recommend it for ratification to the States Members. It should 
also be agreed that the Pact will come into force when it has been ratified by 
a number of states whose combined population amounts to at least 100 million.

Adherence to the Pact will remain open to every other democratic European 
state, it being understood that the Federation will not be truly European until 
all the states of our Continent are members of it. Especially friendly organic 
ties shall be formed, by means of special statutes, with those members of the 
Council of Europe who will not yet have judged it opportune to adhere to the 
Federal Pact.

28. EU F Executive Bureau: The Federalists and the Schuman 
Plan 3 June 1950

CEC Archives, EUF papers, ‘Resolution passed by the Executive Bureau of the EUF’, 
Paris, 3 June 1950, (BE/118).

The refusal of the Council of Europe's Ministerial Committee on 5 November 1949 to 
consider any changes towards setting up an effective supranational political authority1 both 
dented and reinforced the EUF case for a federal pact '. It dented any lingering hopes that 
Britain could be part of a 'contractual' approach and a more meaningful transnational polit
ical community. A t the same time, it was the final watershed in holding back progress by 
others along a contractual route. This is why in December 1949\ Frenay, as Chairman of the 
EUF, pressed forward the full case for a federal pact' to be \Concluded by all the democratic 
European countries who felt able to do so ’ whilst remaining open to others 'who wished to 
join later'.1

By now, however, just as the European federalist movement fully clarified its political stra- 
tegy, much of the steam and enthusiasm of the broader political campaign for the transforma
tion of the Council of Europe had evaporated. It was into this political vacuum that Robert 
Schuman stepped on 9 May 1950 in launching the functional'plan for a European coal and 
steel community.

The EUF welcomed the 'Schuman Plan ’ on the condition that the Higher (functional) 
Authority'proposed be subject to the democratic control of the European political authority 
envisaged at Strasburg. It was clear, none the less, that the 'possibilist' -  led EUF Executive 
Bureau also felt that the plan partly vindicated their 'organic'gradualist strategies of earlier 
years.

1 See doc. 99.
2 See doc. 100.
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The European Union of Federalists notes with the greatest satisfaction the 
proposal of M. Robert Schuman, French Minister of Foreign Affairs, ‘to place 
Franco-German production of coal and steel as a whole under a common 
higher authority, within the framework of an organization open to the partici
pation of the other countries of Europe’. This means that for the first time 
since the war we are entering the sphere of concrete proposals which, at one 
and the same time of a limited nature and of the highest importance, are of a 
type which can be put rapidly into operation.

The European Union of Federalists recalls with pride that at Montreux in 
1947 it declared: ‘What is needed is to set up the first nucleus of autonomous 
organizations for coal and heavy industry’, and that, at its Rome Congress in 
November 1948, it advocated ‘the creation of a European Coal-mining 
Organization, capable of insuring co-ordination of the production and distrib
ution of coal for all the countries of Europe’.

The satisfaction felt by the European Union of Federalists is the greater 
because the French Foreign Minister in his historic declaration stated 
explicitly and in two separate places that, in his view, the measure proposed 
was ‘the first step towards a European Federation which is essential for the 
preservation of peace’. Such a Federation, now declared officially to be the 
objective of the French Government, has been the aim of the European Union 
of Federalists since its inception.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that if a Franco-German agreement of this 
type is reached, all disputes between the two countries, and in particular the 
question of the Saar, will ipso facto disappear. The International Statute for 
the Ruhr, when adapted to the requirements of this new proposal, will cease 
to be an exceptional form of authority, and will become one of the constituent 
parts of the proposed organization.

It has to be remembered that such a project cannot come into full effect until 
all the European countries concerned agree to join in and to make their active 
contribution to its success. But at the same time we must not lose sight of the 
fact that time presses. Wisdom and daring must have their place in the 
inevitable phase of negotiation. It would be deplorable if the procedure should 
be so long drawn out that the enthusiasm aroused by the proposal is 
dissipated. Each Government must measure the exact weight of its own 
responsibility in this respect.

The reserve of the Foreign Office is understandable. It cannot, however, 
have any valid objection to a proposal which, in the eyes of the British them
selves, must have the rare merit of conforming, not to the political method of 
procedure, to which they have always objected, but to their traditional 
method of approach to such problems -  that is, the functional approach.

For the ‘Schuman Plan’ to have a chance of success, it is essential that, as 
a condition precedent to the negotiations, the countries concerned should 
come to an agreement in principle on the immediate objectives contained in 
the proposal of the 9th May.

If some of the Governments which have received invitations feel they cannot 
accept these principles, it must be remembered that the French proposal
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started from a Franco-German entente simultaneously extended to all the 
countries prepared to come in. The proposed Conference will, therefore, 
bring together those who are agreed on the objectives and willing to commit 
themselves, and who will pursue the negotiations with this end in view. Those 
who cannot even agree as yet to the objectives should be kept informed regu
larly by the Conference of the progress of the negotiations, and should, at any 
time, be able to join on the agreed conditions.

It has been wisely foreseen that the services of an arbitrator may be required 
to ensure the success of subsequent negotiations for applying the principles 
agreed upon in common and to which the interested parties subscribe. It 
cannot be stressed too strongly that such a decisive role can be entrusted only 
to a democratic European political authority. The body best qualified to 
assume this high responsibility, because it is the most representative of the 
European community of free peoples, would appear to be the Consultative 
Assembly at Strasburg, which, for this purpose, would have to be given special 
powers.

The European Union of Federalists considers it too early to specify exactly 
what should be the composition and powers of the Higher Authority suggested 
in the declaration of 9th May, but a certain number of guiding lines can 
already be laid down;

1) The Higher Authority must not prejudice the question of the present of 
future ownership of the enterprises concerned. This question must remain in 
the hands of the national states.

2) In the preliminary negotiations which will set up the Higher Authority, 
and also in its operation, a proper place must be reserved for all the interested 
parties, in particular for the trade unions and the users.

3) The minimum powers of the Higher Authority must include control of 
production, distribution, and the necessary investment.

4) The persons charged with carrying out the functions of the organization, 
once they have been nominated by their governments, must be entirely inde
pendent of them, their decisions being taken by a majority vote.

5) Since the Higher Authority thus set up will have to be endowed with very 
extensive powers, it must be subjected to the control of the European political 
authority envisaged by the Strasburg Assembly, whose first function this 
would be.

In conclusion, the E. U. F. expresses the hope that all the European 
Governments will, without reserve, support this project, which will be known 
to history as ‘the Schuman Plan5.

The E. U. F. appeals to European public opinion actively to support this 
great initiative, which is a step in the direction of European Federation, the 
pledge of future prosperity, liberty and peace.

The E. U. F. calls upon all the men and women of Europe to join the ranks 
of the European federalist movements.
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29. A ltiero  Spinelliï R eport on  the Proposal for  a E uropean A ssem 
bly to draft a Pact o f Federal U n ion  1 7 -1 9  N ovem b er  1950

CEC Archives, EUF papers, I I I  Congrès International de l'Union Européenne des 
Fédéralistes (Strasbourg 17-19 novembre 1950), report by Spinelli.

The separate Schuman Plan, in the words o f A. H. Robertson, ‘struck the popular imagi
nation and seemed to point the way out o f the difficulties in which the Council [of Europe] 
was floundering'} Indeed, after a year's reflection, the European Consultative Assembly 
lowered its sights. The French delegation, who had led the political federal campaign in the 
Assembly, were now seriously split over the British government's attitude. Other federalists, 
notably R. Mackay and Ugo La Malfa, managed to push through some pre-constitutional 
schemes, but they were again vetoed in the Ministerial Committee} Functionalism had 
become the order of the day.

Tired with the timidity of the European Assembly in failing to break out o f its 
intergovernmental confines, and frustrated by the lack o f vigour o f the European Movement, 
the Third Annual Congress of the EUF, held at Strasburg on 17-19 November 1950, heard 
the following report and plea by Spinelli to lead the break and take the campaign to the peo
ple.

The Extraordinary Assembly of the EUF in October 1949 was marked by 
the unanimous request of the federalist movements that a pact of federal union 
should be concluded among the European states prepared to become 
members.

The call for a federal pact was of decisive importance to the development 
of the federal idea in Europe during the past year, supplying the keynote for 
propaganda aimed at public opinion and action in the national parliaments and 
the Strasburg Assembly.

A federal pact does not signify something other than a federal constitutional 
law; for the pact, by creating organizations of supranational government, by 
transferring to them certain prerogatives of national sovereignty, and by 
creating a European citizenship, will, once it is accepted by states, become the 
supreme domestic law of the community, losing the character of a pact or an 
international treaty.

Nevertheless, during the whole period of its elaboration, adoption and rati
fication, until the moment when the federal organizations envisaged by the 
pact are set up, it is in reality a pact or international treaty among sovereign 
states.

1 A. H. Robertson, The Council of Europe. Its Structure, Functions and Achieve
ments, 2nd ed. London, 1961, p. 88.

2 See Council of Europe, Recommendations 1950, also Appendix II to Recommen
dation 54; W. Loth, Sozialismus und Internationalismus. Die französischen Sozialisten 
und die Nachkriegsordnung Europas 1940-1950, Stuttgart, 1977, pp. 270-3.
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As long as we spoke merely of a European federation, it might have been 
thought that our propaganda was of a general character; and the sovereign 
organizations of the different states could ignore our formulae as supposedly 
of no concern to them. But in speaking of a federal pact we have recalled Euro
pean governments to their historical responsibilities, by making it clear that 
the birth of the European federation depends in the last resort on their deci
sion to accede, or not to accede, to a certain type of international treaty.

The EUF did not confine itself to calling for a pact, but indicated the essen
tial minimum of what it should contain. We called for a common foreign 
policy and military defence, a joint human rights policy, and joint efforts to 
achieve by degrees a single market in a framework of social justice. We 
declared that these minimum functions should be entrusted to an articulated 
legislative power reflecting the social and federal characteristics of the new 
European community; an executive controlled by the legislature, but able to 
take effective and continuous action unhampered by too narrow an applica
tion of the system of ‘parliamentary responsibility’; and a federal Court to 
interpret federal law and ensure that it was equitably applied. We proposed 
that the pact should enter into force as soon as it was adopted by a number of 
countries with an aggregate population of at least 100 million, while 
remaining open to other signatories. (...)

At the Extraordinary Assembly we urged that the Consultative Assembly of 
the Council of Europe should ‘draw up at its next meeting the text of a federal 
pact creating a European authority with the above-mentioned institutions and 
functions, and should recommend it to member states for ratification.’

Today we have to record that the Strasburg Assembly has disappointed our 
hopes. The advocates of European federation in that Assembly fought bravely 
to achieve our purpose, but in vain. The reason for this must be sought in the 
very structure of the Council of Europe.

The Assembly has no authority to draft such a pact. Among its members are 
delegates of European countries which, even today, are not disposed to 
envisage a limitation of their sovereignty, and which do all they can to prevent 
the countries most disposed to take this step from doing so. Finally, the 
Assembly is paralysed by the tutelage imposed by the Committee of Ministers, 
which, being a conference of representatives of sovereign states, is automati
cally a jealous defender of national sovereignties.

The Council of Europe is useful as a place where the representatives of all 
European nations can meet and debate, but it is quite the wrong forum for the 
drafting of a federal pact. If we went on urging it to draw up a pact, we would 
waste the short period of precious time in which Europe may still work out 
its salvation, and would be wanting in our duty to work effectively for the fed
eral union of our countries.

The importance of our Congress at this time, in this place, lies in its ability 
to point out not only the goal but the way to reach it.

The bitter experiences of late years will make our task easier, since prece
dents have after all been created and it behoves us to make good use of them.

When M. Schuman, the French foreign minister, put forward his plan for
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a unified coal and steel market, he invited all European states to meet in con
ference in order to determine the forms and powers of the European coal and 
steel authority; but he stipulated that there must first be agreement on the 
basic issue. (...)

Relying on this precedent, we must ask that some country or countries 
should take the initiative of inviting all other European states to conclude 
a regular treaty in which they undertake to convene a European Assembly 
for the purpose of: (a) determining which of the functions at present exercis
ed by national states should be transferred to a European political authority, 
and the structure of that authority; (b) drafting a European pact of fede
ral union embodying its conclusions on these points; (c) submitting this plan 
to all democratic states for approval or rejection; (d) determining the mini
mum number of countries whose assent shall be necessary for the pact to 
come into force.

The treaty convening the Assembly which is to draw up the pact should not 
contain any stipulation as to the functions to be pooled or the institutions to 
be set up. These will be decided by the Assembly in the course of its work, 
taking account to all aspects of the problem -  political, legal, economic, social 
and psychological. However, the states that take part in working out the pro
posals must accept beforehand the principle that they are intended to limit sov
ereignty and transfer part of it to a new authority.

We realize that unfortunately not all states will accept this, just as all states 
have not replied favourably to the Schuman plan. But already three 
Continental countries of Western Europe -  France, Germany and Italy -  have 
declared in their constitutions that they are prepared to limit their sovereignty 
on terms of reciprocity. These countries cannot fail to respond to the appeal. 
Three others -  Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg -  have already shown in the 
context of the Schuman plan that they do not shrink from a partial limitation 
of sovereignty. It is very unlikely that they would reply negatively to our pro
posal once it is made.

Both in and after this preparatory stage, it should be open to all states to 
join in the project; but the Assembly to draft the pact should be convened and 
start its work without delay as soon as the first acceptances are received. Let 
us recall that M. Schuman addressed his proposal to all states but added that 
he was ready to discuss it with Germany alone if need be. We must urge that 
the same boldness be shown here.

At this point the analogy with the Schuman plan comes to an end, since 
when we come to determine the constitution of the organization which is to 
draft the federal pact, we must take care not to set up a body which may subse
quently turn out to be incapable of the task. (...)

There is a precedent thanks to which the proposal we are about to make will 
not appear altogether new. The creation of the Consultative Assembly has 
brought into international life an institution in which different countries are 
represented by their various currents of opinion, but states as such are not 
represented. We have seen that members of the Assembly were conscious of 
the passions and interests of their peoples, but, being free to vote according to
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conscience, and not obliged to represent any particular state, they were some
times able to ignore national divisions and adopt a European point of view.

The drafting of the pact of federal union should be carried out by an 
Assembly in which the participating countries are represented by delegates 
who speak for peoples and not for governments. The Assembly should have 
rules similar to those of ordinary parliaments. Each deputy should be free to 
vote according to conscience, and decisions should be taken by majority vote.

If we are obliged to ask for a new Assembly instead of addressing ourselves 
to the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, it is due, as we have 
said, to the sad fact that the latter is incapable of drafting the pact that we call 
for, because of its statute and the presence in it of delegates from countries 
which do not now agree to any limitation of their sovereignty.

We can no longer spare the time for exhausting struggles to bring about this 
or that modification of the statute, or sterile arguments between the partisans 
and adversaries of federation. Europe is in danger, and there is not a moment 
to lose.

The Council of Europe may well continue as a little League of Nations, in 
which friendly countries meet and discuss their common concerns. But the task 
of drafting a pact of federal union, the constitutional law of the European fed
eration, must be entrusted to an Assembly confined to the representatives of 
countries which have agreed in principle to work out such a pact, while 
reserving the right to accept or reject it once the complete text is submitted. 
Only in this way shall we have an Assembly with a common language, a 
common task and a common determination to carry it out.

This Assembly should remain in session until the draft of the pact of federal 
union is complete. (...) We must have the wisdom to confide the task to a 
European assembly of the parliamentary type and not a diplomatic conference 
of government representatives. (...)

The text drawn up and approved by the Assembly should be presented to 
European states for ratification. The invitation to ratify should go to all demo
cratic countries of Europe, including those that have not chosen to take part 
in drafting the pact, for it must be clear that the proposal for a federation is 
addressed to all democratic states without exception. However, the pact 
should contain a clause specifying that it will enter into force immediately 
upon ratification by a certain number of countries.

Once this strong federal nucleus has come into being, its political, military, 
economic and ideological advantages will be so manifest that other states 
cannot fail to join in. In any case the door should remain open to all, since, 
while a beginning must be made on a partial basis, we must remember that the 
family of European peoples will not be really complete until we are joined by 
the late-comers.

Such is the course to be followed if we wish to make a start with the federal 
union of Europe.
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30. EUF Third Annual Congress: M otion Concerning a Euro
pean Federal Constituent Assembly 19 N ovem ber 1950

CEC Archives, EUF papers, Les Documents du Illèm Congrès de l'UEF, Paris, 30 
November 1950 (173/SG), p. 1.

a-

The EUF went on to adopt the following Resolution, clearly calling for the setting up of 
an alternative European Constituent Assembly.

Together with the MSEUE and NEI, the federalist movement in turn launched at Stras- 
burg the so-called European Council of Vigilance' for the promotion of a concerted consti
tutional strategy in place of the 'impotent Assembly next door *.*

The Spinelli-Frenay dominated campaign for a federal pact and the convening of a Euro
pean Constituent Assembly subsequently battled, but in the final event failed, to bring about 
a qualitative change towards a more supranational political community. Inside the Council 
of Europe itself, they did manage to present an ambiguously worded draft before the Consul
tative Assembly in November 1951, but it was defeated and provoked the resignation of 
Paul-Henri Spaak as President of the Assembly. In turn, the A d  Hoc' Assembly of the Euro
pean Coal and Steel Community proved to be more receptive to the idea, but could not per
suade governments by then to adopt the same attitude. By the mid-1950s, the federalists, like 
the European Movement as a whole, slumped into the periphery of European political affairs. 
They have since become reinvigorated, not least by the Spinelli-led campaign, still some 40 
years after the founding of the movement, for a democratic supranational decision-making 
process and fora European Parliament worthy of the name.

The Third Congress of the European Union of Federalists:
Is of the view that the present position of Europe calls for the immediate 

institution of a federation open to all democratic states but consisting, for the 
time being, of those states that are already prepared to join it;

Reaffirms that, to put this federation into effect, a pact of federal union 
must be concluded among these states instituting a European government, 
parliament and supreme court and representative economic and social agen
cies, and transferring to these authorities certain attributes of national sover
eignty in the fields of foreign policy, defence, the progressive unification of 
the economy, finance, the protection of human rights and communities;

Points out that in order to achieve this aim it is essential that the states which 
are prepared to enter into a federal union should undertake to convene a 
European federal constituent assembly, representing peoples and not govern
ments, for the purpose of agreeing upon a pact of European federal union, 
which shall enter into force as soon as it has been ratified by a minimum 
number of states as specified in the pact itself, but shall remain open to acces
sion by others; and

Decides, with all the emphasis at its command, to urge upon peoples, parlia
ments and governments the need to convene a European federal constituent 
assembly for the purpose of agreeing upon a pact of federal union.

1 A. Spinelli, speech to the ‘European Council of Vigilance’, 21. 11. 1950, MFE 
Bulletin, November 1950. Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 274-5.
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31. Appendices: Lists of M embers and Statute

Appendix 1 Members Elected to the Provisional EUF Central 
Com m ittee
Amsterdam, 16 April 1947 

Lipgens, History, p. 377.

Allard (Antoine) Union fédérale Belgium
Brugmans (Henri) Europeesche Actie Netherlands
Buchmann (Jean) Rassemblement fédéraliste Belgium
Genet (Henri) Union européenne 

(Europa-Union)
Switzerland

Gérard (Francis) Comité international pour 
la Fédération européenne

France

Hopkinson (Henry L.) Federal Union Great Britain
Hytte (Claude-Marcel) Cercles socialistes, fédéralistes, et 

communautaires
France

Josephy (Frances L.) Federal Union Great Britain
King (Evelyn M.) Federal Union Great Britain
Koch (Henri) Union fédérale Luxemburg
Larmeroux (Jean) États-Unis du Monde France
Maas Geesteranus 

(Henry)
Mouvement pour un 

gouvernement mondial
Netherlands

Marc (Alexandre) La Fédération France
Milo di Villagrazia 

(Antonio)
Associazione federalista Europea Italy

Nord (Hans R.) Europeesche Actie Netherlands
Olsen (Thomas Hatt) Een Verden Denmark
Rifflet (Raymond) Action européenne Belgium
Riou (Gaston) Union européenne économique 

et fédéraliste
France

Schenck (Ernst von) Europa-Union Switzerland
Schiess (Henri) Europa-Union Switzerland
Silva (Raymond) Europa-Union Switzerland

Appendix 2 Members Elected to the EUF Central Committ<
Montreux, 31 August 1947

Lipgens, History\ pp. 591-2.

Adler (Ota) Federal Union Great Britain
Brugmans (Henri) Europeesche Actie Netherlands
Buchmann (Jean) Rassemblement fédéraliste Belgium
Genet (Henri), 

chairman 1947
Union Européenne 

(Europa-Union)
Switzerland
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Gérard (Francis) Comité pour une Fédération 
Européenne et Mondiale

France

Ghinst (J. van der) Institut d’Économie Européenne Belgium
Hermes (Wilhelm) Europa-Union Germany
Hopkinson (Henry L.) Federal Union Great Britain
Hytte (Claude-Marcel) Cercles socialistes, fédéralistes, et 

communautaires
France

Josephy (Frances L.) Federal Union Great Britain
Kasting (Wilhelm) Pan-Europa-Bund Germany
Koch (Henri) Union fédérale Luxemburg
Kogon (Eugen) Europa-Bund Germany
Lang (Revd. Gordon) Federalist Group of the House of 

Commons
Great Britain

Larmeroux (Jean) États-Unis du Monde France
Lewandowski (Rudolf) Europa-Union Austria
MacDermot (Niall) New Europe Group Great Britain
Marc (Alexandre) La Fédération France
Milo di Villagrazia 

(Antonio)
Associazione federalista Europea Italy

Nord (Hans R.) Europeesche Actie Netherlands
Olsen (Thomas Hatt) Een Verden Denmark
Rifflet (Raymond) Cahiers Socialistes Belgium
Rossi (Ernesto) Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
Schenck (Ernst von) Europa-Union Switzerland
Schiess (Henri) Europa-Union Switzerland
Silone (Ignazio) Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
Silva (Raymond) Europa-Union Switzerland
Usellini (Guglielmo) Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
Verkade (Willem) Europeesche Actie Netherlands
Voisin (André) La Fédération France

Appendix 3 M embers of the N ew  EUF Central C om m ittee
Paris (Extraordinary General Assembly), 31 October 
1949

EUF BulletinNoA, 14 Nov. 1949.
Adler (Ota) 
Badarau (Gabriel)

Brugmans (Henri)

Fédéral Union 
Groupement Roumain pour 

l’Europe Unie 
Beweging van Europese 

Federalisten

Great Britain 
France (in exile)

Netherlands
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Buchmann (Jean) Mouvement Belge pour les 
États-Unis d’Europe

Belgium

Carandini (Nicolò) Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
Dominedo Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy

(Francesco M.)
Frenay (Henri), Cercles Socialistes et Fédéralistes France

chairman 1949
Genet (Fienri) Europa-Union (Union 

Européenne)
Switzerland

Gérard (Francis) Comité pour une Fédération 
Européenne et Mondiale

France

Ghenadieff (Milka) Mouvement Fédéraliste Bulgare France (in exile)
Hopkinson (Henry L.) Federal Union Great Britain
Hytte (Claude-Marcel) C.E.T.O.P.E.S./Cercles 

Socialistes et Fédéralistes
France

Josephy (Frances L.) Federal Union Great Britain
Koch (Fienri) Mouvement Fédéraliste 

Luxembourgeois
Luxemburg

Kogon (Eugen) Europa-Union Germany
Lacha (Martin) Europa-Union Austria
Landaburu (F. Javier de) Mouvement Fédéraliste Basque France (in exile)
Lewandowski (Rudolf) Europa-Union Austria
Loader (Leslie) Federal Union (?) Great Britain
Lohest (Albert) Mouvement Belge pour les 

États-Unis d’Europe
Belgium

Marc (Alexandre) La Fédération/Cercles Socialistes 
et Fédéralistes

France

Milo di Villagrazia Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
(Antonio)

Nord (Fians R.) Beweging van Europese 
Federalisten

Netherlands

Olsen (Thomas Fiatt) Een Verden Denmark
Peyroles (Germaine) La Fédération France
Radvanszky (Antoine) Mouvement Fédéraliste Hongrois France (in exile)
Rifflet (Raymond) Mouvement Belge pour les 

États-Unis d’Europe
Belgium

Rossmann (Erich) Europa-Union Germany
Rougement (Denis de) Europa-Union (Union 

Européenne)
Switzerland

Schenck (Ernst von) Europa-Union (Union 
Européenne)

Switzerland

Schiess (Fienri)
F.

Europa-Union (Union 
Européenne)

Switzerland

Shillan (David) New Europe Group Great Britain
Silva (Raymond) Europa-Union (Union 

Européenne)
Switzerland
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Spinelli (Altiero) Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
Stocky (Julius) 
Tigerschioeld 

(Herbert)

Liga für Weltregierung Germany
Sweden

Troeller (Gordian) Mouvement Fédéraliste 
Luxembourgeois

Luxemburg

Usellini (Guglielmo) Movimento Federalista Europeo Italy
Van den Boeynants 

(Paul)
Mouvement Belge pour les 

États-Unis d’Europe
Belgium

Van Rij (Cornelius) Beweging van Europese 
Federalisten

Netherlands

Verkade (Willem) Beweging van Europese 
Federalisten

Netherlands

Voisin (André R.) La Fédération France

Appendix 4 M em ber Organizations o f the EUF
February 1948

EUF Brochure, L'Europe une Union Européenne des Fédéralistes dans 
monde uni, Geneva, 1948, pp. 10-12.

Germany
Bund deutscher Föderalisten
Europa-Union
Liga für Weltregierung
Austria
Europa-Union
Great Britain
Federal Union 
New Europe Group
Belgium
Mouvement Belge pour les États-Unis d’Europe 
Mouvement d’Action et de Propagande
Associated Organizations
Cahiers Socialistes
De Gids op Maatschappelijk Gebied
Les Documents de l’Action Sociale Catholique
Équipes Fédéralistes
Institut d’Économie Européenne
La Relève
Streven
Denmark
Een Verden
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France
Union Française des Fédéralistes (ancien Comité de 
Coordination)
Alliance Spirituelle des Femmes pour la Paix 
Centre d’Action Internationale 
Centre d’études fédéralistes européennes 
Cercles socialistes fédéralistes et communautaires 
Comité d’Action Fédérale et Sociale 
Comité d’Action Economique et Douanière 
Comité International pour une Fédération Européenne 

et Mondiale
Equipes Fédéralistes Françaises 
États-Unis du Monde 
La Fédération
Front humain des citoyens du Monde
La Démocratie Fédérative
Ligue pour les États-Unis d’Europe
Socialisme et Liberté
Union des Étudiants Fédéralistes
Union Économique et Fédérale Européenne
Union Fédérale Mondiale

Netherlands
Beweging van Europese Federalisten 
Mouvement pour un Gouvernement Mondial

Italy
Associazione Federalista Europea 
Movimento Autonomista di Federazione Europea per 

l’Unione Mondiale 
Movimento Federalista Europeo 
Movimento Italiano per la Federazione Europea 
Movimento Unionista Italiano 
Movimento Unionista Europeo

Luxemburg
Union Fédérale Luxembourgeoise

Switzerland
Europa Union 
Union Européenne
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Appendix 5 Statutes of the EUF
Montreux, August 1947

Rapport du Premier Congrès Annuel de l ’UEF, 27-31 August 1947, pp. 113-9.

Title I

Name -  Purpose -  Duration -  Headquarters 
Article 1

The European federalist movements, assembled in Paris on 15 Dec 1946, 
have decided to form together an association named the European Union of 
Federalists. This shall be open to all federalist organizations, that is to say all 
groups, movements and associations that accept its general orientation as 
defined by the federalist declarations of Hertenstein and Luxemburg and by 
the Amsterdam and Montreux resolutions.

Article 2
The European Union of Federalists proposes to work for the creation of a 

European federation as a constituent element of a world federation, in order 
to ensure lasting peace with respect for human rights, fundamental freedom 
for all, and social justice.

Believing that -  in accordance with principles of decentralization and 
democratic organization from the base upwards -  it is for the European com
munity itself to resolve any regional disputes that may arise among its 
members, it envisages as its principal tasks:

1. To help ensure that every European is conscious of the need for all Euro
pean nations to form a federation capable of working efficiently for the orga
nization of our continent and of a united world;

2. To prepare and promote the formation of new economic, social, adminis
trative and technical agencies, constituting the nucleus of federal structures, 
and of legal bodies which may in due course set a political seal on the new 
state of affairs;

3. To co-ordinate and intensify, in a federal spirit and with federal methods, 
the activities of different European movements or groups, without distinction 
of nationality, religious denomination or political tendency;

4. To seek the co-operation of all persons capable, by their intellectual 
influence or technical ability, of helping to popularize federalist ideas;

5. To represent European federalists in worldwide representative bodies as 
and when these are created;

6. To support, if need arises, the attempts of national federalist movements 
to bring about federal structures in their respective countries;

7. To develop federalist action and propaganda, especially by setting up 
bureaux of federalist documentation and supranational study groups and 
promoting the formation of national co-ordination committees.
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Article 3
The headquarters and general secretariat of the Union are in the Palais 

Wilson at Geneva.
Specialized sub-secretariats may be created in different countries, after 

consultation with the federalist organizations concerned.

Article 4
The Union is established for an unlimited period.

Article 5
The Union’s activity extends to all countries that belong to Europe by their 

economic, historical, geographical and cultural circumstances.

Title II 

Composition
Article 6

The association comprises active and corresponding members. It consists 
solely of moral persons, i.e. associations, groups and movements (professional, 
syndical, co-operative, parliamentary etc.), which are fighting for the victory 
of federalism in Europe and the world.

Article 7
Applications for membership shall be addressed, with a copy of the statutes 

of the applicant association, to the General Secretariat, Palais Wilson, Geneva.
An association, movement or group applying to join the EUF signifies 

thereby its acceptance of the present Statutes.
The general secretariat shall forward applications to the Executive Bureau, 

which shall rule upon them within three months of their receipt after 
consulting movements in the countries concerned, or co-ordinating commit
tees if they exist. In the case of a negative reply the applicant may appeal to the 
Central Committee, which shall likewise take a decision within three months 
of receiving the application.

As a final recourse, the applicant organization or the Executive Bureau may 
appeal to the General Assembly.

Article 8
Federal associations which do not wish to affiliate to the EUF or do not alto

gether meet the conditions of affiliation required by the present statute may 
request the Executive Bureau, within the conditions indicated in Article 7, to 
allow them to take part in the Union’s work as corresponding members, and 
as such may send observers to general assemblies in an advisory capacity.

Article 9
An association shall cease to be a member of the EUF in the event of (a) 

resignation, (b) expulsion, or (c) the winding-up of the Union.
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Article 10
An association that wishes to resign shall inform the general secretariat by- 

registered letter, which shall be duly receipted, three months before the end 
of the civil year; it shall be liable for immediate payment of all subscriptions 
and other dues in respect of the current year. If the letter of resignation is not 
sent within the appointed time, the association shall be liable for the subscrip
tions and dues of the following year.

Article 11
The central committee may pronounce the expulsion of a movement or 

group according to the procedure set out in the third paragraph of Article 7. 
The association concerned shall be informed at least one month in advance, 
by registered letter, of the grounds for expulsion, in order that it may present 
its defence to the Central Committee.

The Committee shall take a decision by an absolute majority of its members. 
The expelled association may appeal to the general assembly against the deci
sion.

Grounds for expulsion may be:
(a) Activity contrary to the interests, common discipline and orientation of 

the Union.
(b) Non-payment of the annual subscription or other dues accepted by the 

members of the Union at a General Assembly.

Title III 

Organization

Article 12
The union comprises:
A deliberative organization: the General Assembly of members.
An organization of direction and control: the Central Committee, which 

shall appoint the Executive Bureau from among its members.

Article 13
The Congress is the sovereign general assembly of the Union. It comprises 

duly authorized representatives of federalist movements and groups which are 
active members of the EUF.

Article 14
The Congress has the inalienable right:
(a) To adopt and amend the Statutes.
(b) To approve or reject the management report of the Central Committee 

and the annual accounts.
(c) To give, if appropriate, a financial discharge to members of the Central 

Committee.
(d) To approve the rate of subscriptions and other dues recommended by 

the Executive Bureau and the Central Committee.
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(e) To elect members of the Central Committee in accordance with Articles 
6, 7, 18, 21 and 22.

(f) To elect the Audit Board.

Article 15
The ordinary General Assembly shall meet annually at a place designated 

by the Central Committee.

Article 16
A notice of meeting, with agenda, shall be addressed to all member organi

zations at least a month in advance. In addition the meeting may discuss pro
posals notified to the general secretariat with at least two weeks’ notice, sub
ject to agreement by an Assembly vote comprising two-thirds of the mandats.

Article 17
The ordinary General Assembly shall take decisions by an absolute majority 

of votes cast.

Article 18
Mandates or voting papers shall be allocated as follows:
5 mandates for each affiliated federalist organization;
30 mandates for each delegation representing at least four-fifths of the affil

iated federalist movements and organizations of a particular country.
In the case of countries not represented by a single delegation, these 30 

mandates shall be distributed among the movements and groups of the country 
concerned which are members of the EUF.

The number of mandates for a particular country may not be less than 40 
or greater than 90.

In all matters other than those concerning the international organization of 
the Union, corresponding federalist associations, movements and groups have 
an advisory voice.

Article 19
For the purpose of merging with other movements, dissolving the Union or 

revising its Statutes, a majority of three-quarters of the votes shall be required.
Further, in the case of a revision of the Statutes, proposed amendments must 

be sent to each member organization at the same time as notices of meeting,
i.e. at least a month before the meeting of the Assembly. Any counter-proposals 
must reach the general secretariat with at least two weeks’ notice.

Article 20
An extraordinary general meeting shall be convened by the general secreta

riat, either at the request of several organizations comprising at least a quarter 
of the mandates actually presented at the last ordinary Assembly, or at the 
request of at least a third of members of the Central Committee or a majority 
of the Executive Bureau.
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Article 21
The Central Committee shall have a variable number of members, which, 

however, shall not be less than twice or more than three times the number of 
countries whose federalist organizations are regularly represented in the gen
eral assembly.

The Central Committee thus designated may include a certain number of 
members chosen by the delegates of approved movements whose countries are 
not yet represented in the EUF, in the ratio of one member per country.

Article 22
The Central Committee shall comprise two categories of members:
Members elected by an absolute majority of the General Assembly, to a 

number twice that of the countries whose federalist organizations are regularly 
represented; and

Members chosen by delegations, grouped in countries, in the ratio of one 
member per delegation.

Members of the first category shall be appointed, irrespective of nationality, 
for their qualities and competence and having regard to the amount of time 
they can devote to the Committee’s work.

Article 23
The Central Committee shall be responsible for the execution of the pro

gramme of the Union in accordance with the present Statutes and the decisions 
of the General Assembly.

The Committee shall meet when convened by its chairman or the general 
secretary, or at the request of at least a third of its members. It must be con
vened at least twice between ordinary sessions of the General Assembly.

The chairman shall be elected for one year from among the members of the 
Committee, and shall in principle be a member of the delegation of the country 
in which the Congress of the following year is to be held.

Article 24
The Central Committee shall nominate at least five of its own members to 

form the Executive Bureau.
The Bureau shall consist of the chairman, the director of the institutional 

department for political, social and economic affairs, the secretary general and 
one or more assistant general secretaries, together with a number of additional 
members who shall each have a clearly defined responsibility. It shall meet 
whenever the chairman or the secretary general thinks it necessary, either at 
the seat of the secretariat or at any other place agreed by its members. The 
chairman of the Central Committee shall attend these meetings as of right.

Article 25
The Union shall be validly committed, within the limits defined by the 

Statutes, by the signature of the secretary general and of one member of the 
Executive Bureau.
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All correspondence, communications etc. shall be duly brought to the 
knowledge of other members of the Bureau and, if appropriate, of the Central 
Committee.

Title IV

Funds and Financial Management

Article 26
The Union’s funds consist of:
(a) The annual subscriptions of member associations.
(b) Subscriptions to the Union’s publications.
(c) Any grants received by the Union.
(d) The proceeds of entertainments, conferences, collections etc. organized 

for the Union’s benefit.
(e) The income from its property and securities of all kinds.

Article 27
The amount of the annual subscription shall be fixed by the General 

Assembly on the recommendation of the Executive Bureau, and shall be due 
for immediate payment.

Article 28
Member associations shall not be liable for any dues but those to which they 

have agreed under the Statutes.

Article 29
The General Assembly shall elect an Audit Board to supervise the use of the 

Association’s resources. Legal persons, such as trust companies, may assist the 
Board at its request.

Article 30
A member of the Executive Bureau shall be responsible for managing the 

Union’s funds. He shall present his accounts, with all supporting documents, 
to the Audit Board, which shall report annually to the Central Committee.
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II. The European Parliamentary Union (EPU)

H eribert G isch 

Introduction

The origin, development and decline of the EPU1 are to a large extent 
bound up with its initiator and moving spirit, Count Richard Coudenhove-Ka- 
lergi,2 the creator of the Pan-European Movement. Founded between the 
wars, that movement enjoyed considerable attention in the 1920s, and during 
the Second World War was probably the sole institution of importance 
working for European union, although the Nazi regime had completely de
stroyed its organization in the occupied European countries. In 1943 the 
group surviving in exile in the USA under Coudenhove’s leadership held its 
fifth Pan-European Congress, which drafted a federal constitution for 
Europe and strove to win over American public opinion for a democratic Euro
pean federal state. Coudenhove himself, who had become a professor of 
history in New York, headed a ‘Research Seminar for Post-War European 
Federation’, which kept alive the European idea despite the basically unfavou
rable attitude of the American public. With the same object a ‘Declaration of 
European Interdependence’, signed by Coudenhove and fifteen other promi
nent European émigrés, was submitted to the US Congress in March 1945; its 
content, however, did not go beyond what was accepted between the wars.3

However, the position altered very soon after June 1946, when Coudenhove 
returned to Europe and realized what changes had taken place during his six 
years’ exile. It became clear that the Pan-European movement could not be

1 A basic source for the history of the EPU is M. Posselt, Richard Coudenhove-Ka- 
lergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier-Union. Die parlamentarische Bewegung für 
eine Europäische Konstituante’ (1946-1952) (thesis), Graz, 1987. For the period 
down to the beginning of 1948 see also W. Lipgens, A History of European Integra
tion, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982, pp. 435 ff. and 607 ff., and, from the older literature, O. 
Philip, Le problème de l ’union européenne, Neuchâtel, 1950, pp. 185 ff.

2 On Coudenhove see also R. Italiaander, Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi. 
Begründer der Paneuropa-Bewegung, Freudenstadt, 1969; E. Krieger, Große Europäer 
heute, Frankfurt, 1964; Th. Jansen and D. Mahncke (eds.), Persönlichkeiten der 
europäischen Integration, Bonn, 1981, pp. 25 ff.
On the development of the EPU as seen by Coudenhove: R. Coudenhove-Kalergi, 
Europe Seeks Unity, New York, 1948; id., Kampf um Europa. Aus meinem Leben, 
Zurich, 1949; id., Ein Leben für Europa, Cologne and Berlin, 1966.

3 Cf. Lipgens, History, pp. 435 f.
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so speedily reorganized, since Churchill and especially his son-in-law, Duncan 
Sandys,4 showed much reserve towards Coudenhove’s plans and did their best 
to restrict his influence in the new European groupings that were taking 
shape.5 On the other hand Coudenhove became aware of the widespread pop
ular interest in European union, as expressed e.g. by R.W.G. Mackay,6 one of 
the leading spirits of the future EPU, in an indirect criticism of the Declara
tion of March 1945 /  To take advantage of this trend Coudenhove developed 
the plan of mobilizing parliamentary majorities in favour of European union, 
so as to submit a co-ordinated appeal to governments. This was eventually to 
be the task of the EPU.

In the first place, Coudenhove sought backing for his idea in a questionnaire 
addressed to European members of parliament at the beginning of November 
1946, after his temporary return to New York, to discover their basic attitude

4 Sandys, Duncan (Lord Duncan-Sandys), 1908-87, educated at Eton and 
Oxford; diplomatic service 1930-4 (1930—3 at the British Embassy, Berlin), from 
which he resigned in protest against the British Government’s German policy. Con
servative MP for Lambeth, 1935-45, Streatham, 1950-74. Married Diana Churchill, 
1935. An important member of the anti-appeasement group formed around Chur
chill. 1939-40 on active service, Norway Expeditionary Force, disabled, 1941. Finan
cial Secretary to W ar Office, 1941-3; Parliamentary Secretary to Ministry of 
Supply, 1943-4; Minister of Works, 1944-5. Founding leader of the United Europe 
Movement (UEM), 1947. Founding Executive Chairman of the European Move
ment, 1948-50. Member of the European Consultative Assembly, 1950-1. During 
our present period he held no government office.

5 Sandys to Churchill, 11 Oct. 1946:
.. .‘2. As you know, Coudenhove’s pre-war organization has become entirely dissi
pated and he is now attempting to recreate it virtually from scratch. There is a 
serious danger that the approaches which we are going to make to European person
alities will become confused with Coudenhove’s parallel activities.
‘3. This could best be avoided by finding an honourable place for him and, if need 
be, his Organization, within the framework of our new movement.
‘4. Leo Amery and I thought that Coudenhove should be invited to be a Vice-Presi
dent of the International Council when it is formed and should be asked to under
take responsibility for the international propaganda section of the movement. I do 
not, however, think that he should be offered a position which would give him con
trol of the new organization.. .’ (EM Archives)

6 Ronald W.G. Mackay, born in Australia in 1902, lecturer in philosophy, history, 
and economics at Sydney University; settled in England as a solicitor in 1934; 
Labour Party parliamentary candidate, 1935-1942. His book Federal Europe (1940) 
provided the most thoughtful analysis, with a detailed constitutional draft, of a 
‘United States of Europe’ with a close definition of the federation’s ‘exclusive’ and 
‘concurrent’ legislative powers, built around the nucleus of a British-French- 
German federation. From 1942 to 1945 he worked in the Ministry of Aircraft Pro
duction; from 1945 to 1950 he was Labour MP for North-W est Hull, in 1950-1 for 
Reading North.
From 1947 to 1949, after King became a member of the British government, Mackay 
was vice-president of the EPU. He died in 1960.

7 Cf. Mackay to Coudenhove, 25 Nov. 1946 (Mackay Archives).
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to European federation. The enquiry was confined to members of Western 
parliaments, and particularly those of the countries that later formed the Coal 
and Steel Community. After initial difficulties the replies came in during the 
spring of 1947 and were decidedly favourable, clearly under the influence of 
world events such as the cold war and the Marshall Plan. Among those who 
replied were past and present members of government and party leaders cov
ering a wide political range.8 However, from the outset Coudenhove was to 
some extent isolated owing to his cool relations with Churchill and Sandys 
since his first feelers in 1946, and his authoritarian claim to leadership.9

The response to Coudenhove’s appeal made it possible to convert the theo
retical goodwill of parliamentarians into concrete political action. Thus Cou-

8 The results of the poll were as follows :

Country Parliament Total Answers % ’Yes’ % ’N o’
Members ‘Yes’ ‘N o’

Belgium Ch. of Deps. 202 98 1 49 1/2
Senate 167 42 0 26 0

Denmark Folketing 150 15 4 10 3
Landsting 77 13 1 16 1

France Natl. Ass’y 
Council of

598 301 6 50 1

the Rep. 310 105 0 35 0
Great Britain House of Com

mons (Non-govt.) 587 133 3 23 1/2

Greece Const. Ass’y 354 202 1 58 1/3
Ireland Dail Eireann 136 50 6 37 4
Italy Const. Ass’y 554 342 0 62 0
Luxemburg Ch. of Deps. 51 28 1 56 2
Netherlands Lower House 99 53 5 53 5

Upper House 49 25 1 50 2
Norway Storting 150 12 2 8 1
Sweden Lower House 230 19 5 8 2

Upper House 150 20 4 13 3
Switzerland Natl. Council 186 93 5 50 3

C. of States 44 20 1 45 2
Provisional results: 4,094 1,571 46 38 1

From R. Coudenhove-Kalergi, Rapport sur I’UPE, Gstaad, 7 Sep. 1947 (Mackay Archives).

9 Cf. H. Brugmans, ‘Trois questions à M. le comte Coudenhove-Kalergi’, 20 June 
1947 (BEF Archives, Brugmans Archives).
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denhove pressed for the formation of national parliamentary committees 
(doc. 32), which were set up in Belgium, Italy and Greece in the early summer 
of 1947. In France there came into being a ‘Groupe parlementaire fédéraliste 
français’, which was close to the Union européenne des fédéralistes (UEF; 
EUF in English) and similar to the Federalist Group of the House of Com
mons headed by Gordon Lang, a champion of world federation and a leading 
member of the EUF and the UEM (Churchill’s United Europe Movement).

Thus the impulse towards founding the EPU came basically from the 
Belgian, Italian and Greek groups,10 at whose instance a preliminary confer
ence was held on 4-5 July 1947 at Gstaad in Switzerland, where Coudenhove 
was then residing. It was there decided to create an umbrella organization for 
the national groups as soon as at least seven nationalities could be represent
ed.11 This was the case at the beginning of August,12 after a meeting in Paris on 
20 July13 between the EPU and the other European associations: there firm 
agreement was reached on the recognition of the EPU, and the French and 
British groups were invited to take part in the ‘preliminary parliament’ to be 
convened at Gstaad at the beginning of September (cf. doc. 34).

The first EPU congress, from 8 to 10 September 1947 (doc. 35),14 was at
tended, on the basis of these preparations, by 114 MPs from ten West Euro
pean countries.15 Besides questions of organization16 the congress developed

10 In a press conference on 20 June 1947 Coudenhove-Kalergi described the state 
of preparations and planning and the outlook as he saw it; without justification he 
included the formation of the French and British group (von Schenck papers, UEF 
file).

11 Cf. ‘Rapport sur les travaux de la Conférence Parlementaire Européenne à 
Gstaad, les 4 et 5 juillet 1947’ (BEF Archives, Brugmans Archives).

12 From August 1947 the governing body of the EPU was as follows: Leon Mac- 
cas, Socialist (Greece); Erik Arrhen, Conservative (Sweden); Ernst Boerlin, Radical 
Democrat (Switzerland); Georges Bohy, Socialist (Belgium); Enzo Giacchero, 
Christian Democrat (Italy); Gordon Lang, Labour (Britain); Edmond Michelet, 
Christian Democrat (France); Soren Olesen, Liberal (Denmark); E.G.M. Roolvink, 
Catholic (Netherlands). Mackay did not become a member until December. The first 
regular meeting of the Executive Council took place immediately before the first 
EPU congress at Gstaad on 6-7 September.

13 Cf. ‘Minutes and Agreement of a meeting of the European Liaison Committee in 
Paris on Sunday 20th July, 1947’ (EM Archives).

14 Statements that the congress continued until 11 September are incorrect: the 
opening session took place on the morning of the 8th, and the closing press confer
ence on the afternoon of the 10th.

15 J. Schwarz {Der Aufban Europas. Plane und Dokumente, 1945-1980\ Bonn, 1980 
pp. 5 f.) speaks wrongly of 150 participants from 12 states. The official list enumer
ates 114 parliamentarians, in very different strength from country to country. 
France alone sent 43 members (including such important names as E. Bonnefous, R. 
Coty, F. de Menthon, F. Gay, M. Guérin, F. Leenhardt, André Mutter, André Noël, 
P. Pflimlin, and Paul Reynaud), and Italy 39 (including L. Benvenuti, F. Colitto, 
Ugo Damiani, Enzo Giacchero, Guglielmo Giannini, G.Russo Perez and T. Zerbi). 
The French and Italians comprised almost three-quarters of the total; of the remain-
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Coudenhove’s basic conception: the creation, as soon as possible, of a Euro
pean assembly to bring about the United States of Europe; increased 
economic co-operation as a step towards co-operation in political matters, 
and organizational progress with the formation of further groups within the 
EPU.

The successful co-operation at Gstaad with the declared object of achieving 
a federal constitution and parliament gave a decisive impulse to further work. 
To formulate its aims more precisely the newly elected Council of the EPU 
met in December 1947 to prepare for its second congress, to be held in Sep
tember 1948 at Interlaken. A Committee under F. de Menthon17 was to draft a

ing 32, 10 w ere from  Brussels and 7 from  T h e  H ag u e , only 4 from  L ondon  (L abour 
M Ps E.M. K ing and R. M ackay, Conservatives Sir P e te r M acdonald  and Sir W alte r 
Smiles), 2 each from  G reece and D enm ark , and 1 each from  Sw eden and A ustria. In 
addition there w ere at least 80 ‘observers’ and journalists; am ong these w ere D u n 
can Sandys and Som erset de C hair from  Britain.

16 The newly elected ‘Provisional Executive Council’ was composed as follows:
President

Georges Bohy, chairman of Socialist party in the Belgian Chamber of Deputies
First Vice-President

Leon Maccas, ex-minister, Social Democratic member of the Greek National Assem
bly

Vice-Presidents
K. Bogholm , Conservative m em ber o f the Low er H o u se  o f the D anish  parliam ent 
E nzo  G iacchero , C hristian  D em ocrat m em ber o f the Italian  C onstituen t Assem bly 
E. M. K ing, British L abour M P (From  12-14 D ec. 1947: R. W . G. M ackay)

Parliamentary Secretaries
A. H. W. Hacke, Liberal member of the Dutch Lower House 
Anne-Marie Trinquier, MRP member of the French Council of the Republic

Delegates
Erik Arrhen, Conservative member of the Lower House of the Swedish parliament 
Ernst Boerlin, Radical-Democratic member of the Swiss National Council 
René Coty, ex-minister, Independent Republican member of the French National 
Assembly
Eduard Ludwig, ex-minister, chairman of Foreign Affairs Commission of the Aus
trian National Council, member of People’s Party
E. G. M. Roolvink, member of the Dutch Lower House (Catholic People’s Party)

Alternates
Arthur Gilson, Christian-Social member of Belgian Chamber of Deputies 
Francis Leenhardt, Socialist member of French National Assembly 
Sir Peter Macdonald, Conservative MP (Britain)
Soren Olesen, Liberal member of Lower House of the Danish parliament 
Guido Russo Perez, Qualunquist member of Italian Constitutent Assembly

Com m ittees w ere set up fo r econom ic m atters, culture , p ro p ag an d a  and social secur
ity; also a juridical com m ittee w ith the task  o f d rafting  statutes. T h e  C ouncil was in 
structed  to  prepare fo r a fu rthe r conference in Septem ber 1948.

17 François, com te de M enthon , born  8 Jan . 1900; 1940—2 professor of political 
econom y at Lyons; 1940, m em ber o f resistance o rgan izations Liberté, C om bat,
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‘Constitution of the United States of Europe’.18 At this time R.W.G. Mackay 
became vice-president of the EPU in place of Evelyn King (who became a 
member of the British government), and from then on had probably the chief 
voice in policy matters next to Coudenhove.19 In a series of lively initiatives fol
lowing the Gstaad meeting Mackay began by founding a Labour ‘Europe 
Group’; on 16 December 1947, in accordance with the EPU programme, this 
became an ‘All-Party Europe Group’,20 whose non-party character was 
increasingly plain until February 1948. It had as its base the still extant ‘Feder
alist Group’ in the House of Commons, which had, however, largely ceased to 
be active as it could not obtain support for its ideas of world federation.

In a similar fashion federalist groups took shape in the parliaments of the 
Benelux countries, as well as Italy and France.21 Thus in the spring of 1948 a 
foundation existed for political initiatives to be taken by the EPU: moreover, 
world conditions had meanwhile developed further in its favour22 (cf. doc. 36). 
Consequently, in the parliaments of France, Britain and the Netherlands 
motions in the sense of the Gstaad resolution were presented more or less 
simultaneously in March 1948 (cf. doc. 37) and gained considerable support. 
They were clearly co-ordinated by the EPU and, together with the resolutions 
of the Congress of Europe at The Hague in May 1948, were to form the basis 
of the initiative of the French and Belgian governments in the summer of that 
year.

While the EPU was developing its organization and policy, the UEM under 
Duncan Sandys was endeavouring to unify the organization of the different 
European associations and groups. Its object was to strengthen Sandys’ 
‘unionist’ position, implying a lesser degree of integration. The foundation of 
the Liaison Committee on 20 July 1947, and Sandys’ skilful integration of the 
federalist EUF from the point of view of organization and policy, were 
directed to the same end and therefore aroused mistrust and hostility on the 
part of the EPU leadership. Coudenhove refused to join a Committee in

Maquis; edited Cahiers politiques for the last-named. Minister of Justice from Sep. 
1944 to May 1945; presided over ‘purge’ of collaborators, and in 1946 was a 
prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials. MRP Deputy from 1946 to 1958; minister of the 
economy, 1946; 1952-4, president of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of 
Europe.

18 At that time there evidently existed a draft constitution prepared by Couden
hove, which may have been identical with the Coudenhove text of 1944 mentioned 
by Mackay (cf. his letter to Coudenhove of 27 Aug. 1947 (doc. 34)). The draft in 
question was discussed in Brugmans’s circle at the beginning of Dec. 1947 (cf. H. 
R. Nord, ‘Thoughts about a European Constitution’, dated 8 Dec. 1947 (BEF 
Archives, Brugmans Archives)).

19 Cf. ‘Rapport sur la réunion du conseil exécutif de l’UPE à Gstaad les 12, 13, 
14. 12. 1947’ (Giacchero papers).

20 Communication from Shawcross (Mackay Archives).
21 Cf. Lipgens, History, pp. 614-22.
22 Cf. letter of 22 March 1948 from Secretary of State Marshall to Coudenhove 

endorsing the latter’s aims (Duncan Sandys papers).
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which the federalist programme did not appear to be safeguarded; moreover, 
his exaggerated ambition and claim to leadership were jeopardized by the 
rivalry with Sandys. Subsequently, despite various attempts at co-operation 
this coolness continued to mark their relations, and Coudenhove became 
increasingly isolated and deprived of influence.23

Coudenhove maintained his contacts in the USA and spent some time there 
until the beginning of May 1948, pleading for the European cause in conversa
tions with members of the US government (cf. doc. 36) .24 Alarmed by Duncan 
Sandys’ activities, he endeavoured to keep the initiative. He joined in the prep
arations, which were going on successfully, for the Congress of Europe to be 
held at The Hague in May 1948, as may be seen from a lively correspondence 
with Churchill, Sandys and Mackay.25 Coudenhove and his friends were at 
pains to ensure that the EPU took part in shaping the Congress despite the 
points of policy and organization which separated them from the Committee. 
They also tried to play the role of mediator and to smooth over the party-polit
ical differences between British Labour and the Conservatives: thus Bohy of 
Belgium urged that Labour MPs should take part in the Congress although it 
was largely organized and dominated by Conservatives.26 After much uncer
tainty the EPU did take part in the Congress, but the coolness and personal 
mistrust persisted and increased, owing in part to unionistic resolutions and to 
the question of the European flag, which was much played up by Couden
hove.27

In consequence, the EPU leaders concentrated on preparations for their 
congress at Interlaken in September 1948, and continued to uphold their con
ception of Europe and plan of action.28 The Hague Congress aroused lively 
interest on the part of the European and American public, reflecting the fact 
that the attitude of the West European and American governments had shifted

23 Cf. letter of 15 Aug. 1947 from Silva to Naudin (in French):
. M. Coudenhove-Kalergi seems to take no account of the agreement reached 

between us on 20 July last. . .
‘As you know, many parliamentarians have strong reservations about M. Couden- 
hove-Kalergi’s personal initiative, and agreed to go to Gstaad only on condition that 
the Congress would be guided by the letter and spirit of our agreement. The course 
chosen by M. Coudenhove-Kalergi not only undermines the agreement but threatens 
the future of the Parliamentary Union itself.. . ’ (UEF Archives).

24 Cf. note 22 above.
25 Coudenhove to Sandys, 15 March 1948; Coudenhove to Churchill, 16 Feb. 

1948; Coudenhove to Sandys, 25 March 1948; Sandys to Coudenhove, 2 and 14 
April 1948; Coudenhove to Sandys and Churchill, 14 April 1948 (all in Duncan 
Sandys papers); Coudenhove to Mackay, 28 Feb. 1948 (Mackay Archives).

26 Cf. Bohy’s letter of 10 April 1948 to Labour MPs (Giacchero papers).
27 Cf. ‘Report of the meeting of the Executive Council of the EPU, London, 

9-10. 4. 1948’ (Mackay Archives) and Coudenhove’s letter of 14 April 1948 to 
Churchill (Duncan Sandys papers).

28 Cf. Council Meeting of the EPU at Château d’Ardenne, 12. 5. 48 (Mackay 
Archives) -  i.e. immediately after the Hague Congress.
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considerably in favour of European integration. The advance so far made was 
insufficient; more intensive activity and bolder proposals were called for. 
Such moves at government level were Bidault’s plan of 18 July 1948 for a Euro
pean Assembly, and the adoption of the Hague resolutions by the French and 
Belgian governments on 18 August.

In these circumstances the Interlaken congress -  with Mackay playing an 
increasingly important part in its preparation (doc. 38) -  was able to go far 
beyond the very general ideas expressed at Gstaad. On the basis of the drafts 
prepared by Mackay and the de Menthon Committee,29 a detailed plan was put 
forward for a European federal state, to be created by a Constituent Assembly. 
The documents produced at Interlaken were very specific in character and led 
to lively debate concerning the area of the federation, the question of colonies, 
the franchise, representation and so on;30 the resulting Tnterlaken Plan5 (doc. 
39) expressed a remarkably unambiguous and forward-looking concept, and 
may be regarded as the peak of the EPU’s activity.

Together with the Hague Congress and the memorandum of the nascent 
European Movement dated 18 August 1948, the Interlaken Plan completes 
the spectrum of integrationist ideas represented by the different associations. 
The enthusiasm of the European public led to the setting-up of a special com
mittee by the five signatories of the Brussels Pact, which met on 25-6 October 
1948. This ‘Comité d’étude pour l’Unité Européenne’ was to examine the feasi
bility of existing plans for integration, especially the Franco-Belgian govern
ment proposals for a Consultative Assembly and the British plan for a Euro
pean Committee of Ministers. To simplify the discussion the European Move
ment in concert with the EPU submitted a memorandum, which, however, 
was cautious in important respects in view of the British attitude, and 
remained unionistic in tendency.31

This co-operation between the EPU and the European Movement (the suc
cessor to Sandys’ Joint Committee) was short-lived, however,32 as the 
Interlaken Plan continued to govern the EPU’s attitude. It soon became clear 
that the British MPs with ideas based on Interlaken were decidedly isolated in 
their own country.33 Given the very reserved position of the British govern
ment, the plans of the European Movement -  dominated as it was by British

29 The Committee submitted the ‘Draft of a federal Constitution for the United 
States of Europe’ (Mackay Archives). Cf. W. Lipgens (ed.), 45 Jahre Ringen um die 
europäische Verfassung. Dokumente 1939-1984, Bonn, 1986, pp. 243 ff.

30 Cf. E. Mann Borghese, ‘The Interlaken Charter’, Common Cause, Jan. 1949, 
p. 224, and Philip, Problème, p. 187.

31 Memorandum of 23 Nov. 1948: ‘Assemblée Consultative Européenne et Conseil 
Européen des Ministres’.

32 On the attempts at union cf. the comprehensive review from Sandys’ point of 
view in EM Archives, Duncan Sandys papers, file ‘Formation of a parliamentary sec
tion May-July 1949’, and correspondence between Sandys and Bohy (EM 
Archives).

33 Cf. discussion of the Interlaken proposals in the London Times, Sept.-Oct. 1948.
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and unionist ideas -  fitted far better than the EPU into the narrow framework 
that was consistent with government policy.34

The breach between the British group and the EPU leaders, and the 
former’s increasing rapprochement with the European Movement, must be seen 
primarily in this context.35 Attempts at a merger between the EPU and the 
European Movement failed because of mutual disagreement and the unaccep
table conditions laid down by the EPU leaders; and the latter refused to accept 
an organizational reform proposed by the British group.36 The breach with 
the British was a grievous blow, from which the EPU never recovered, to its 
efforts to gain acceptance for the Interlaken Plan (cf. doc. 40); for the Euro
pean Movement took advantage of the showdown provoked by Coudenhove 
and Bohy in March 194937 to set up a vigorous and effective parliamentary sec
tion of its own.38

It is not surprising, therefore, that the EPU leaders largely fell into inactivity 
for a while, given the evolution towards a compromise in the form of the 
Council of Europe. They could not and did not wish to abandon the Interlaken 
Plan,39 but had to admit that it had led to no tangible result. On the other hand 
Mackay, although on distant terms with the EPU leadership since the breach 
with the British group,40 held to the Interlaken ideas which he had done much 
to formulate. On 5 May 1949 the representatives of ten European nations, 
after long negotiation, signed the treaty setting up the Council of Europe, 
which to some extent met the wishes of the European associations. From then 
on, the Interlaken Plan became for Mackay the basis -  though increasingly

34 Cf. Duncan Sandys’ comments in the Times of 21-22 Sept. 1948 (Assembly of 
Europe. French and British proposals’), where he sought to soften the negative atti
tude of the British government by emphasizing the ‘unofficial’ nature of the Interlak
en congress and drawing attention to the more feasible initiative of the French and 
Belgian governments.

35 The group could only be held together by keeping its programme open and loos
ening its ties with the EPU as far as possible (cf. meeting of the group on 9 Feb. 1949, 
Mackay Archives).

36 Cf. ‘Procès verbal de la Réunion du Bureau tenue à Londres les 29 et 30 
décembre 1948’ (Giacchero papers).

37 Coudenhove’s and Bohy’s definite opposition to the attempts at co-operation 
was evidently not shared by all in the EPU. Thus Giacchero left it for the European 
Movement: cf. Sandys’ letter to Giacchero, 15 Jan. 1949, (Giacchero papers).

38 After soundings in Oct. 1948, the Parliamentary Section of the European Move
ment was set up on 5-6 April 1949 or 16-18 June 1949 (cf. protocol E X /P /76 , EM 
Archives). Later the European Movement attracted to itself several national groups 
and individual members from the EPU (cf. Sandys-Bohy correspondence in Feb. 
1949 (EM Archives)).

39 The Executive Council of the EPU reiterated at its meeting at the beginning of 
Feb. 1949 ‘that the constitution of executive and deliberating organs with appropriate 
powers can alone create conditions for adequate, loyal co-operation among all Eu
ropean countries’ {Le Monde, 9 Feb. 1949).

40 Thus Mackay was one of the chief initiators of the conference at Versailles 
which set up the parliamentary section of the European Movement in July 1949.
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modified -  of a policy of further development using the opportunities 
afforded by the Council of Europe (cf. doc. 41).41 For this purpose he helped 
to initiate, and co-ordinated with the European Movement, a conference at 
Copenhagen of the British and Scandinavian parliamentary groups on 7-8 
May 1949, from which it was clear that the latter groups also were 
increasingly disaffected towards the EPU.42

The EPU leaders finally followed Mackay’s lead in conforming to practical 
realities. In July 1949, shortly before the opening of the first session of the 
Consultative Assembly at Strasburg, they made a public statement, the first for 
some time, welcoming the Council of Europe as an important step forward (cf. 
doc. 42). This was also the spirit of the EPU’s Third Congress held at Venice 
in September 1949, immediately after the first session of the Council of 
Europe. At that Congress the EPU -  whose members composed about a 
quarter of the Consultative Assembly43 -  reviewed the latter’s debates and 
called for a further implementation of the EPU programme within the frame
work of the Strasburg institutions.44 They also advocated the creation of a 
European currency, against the background of international economic and 
monetary problems (cf. doc. 43).

The limitations on progress towards European integration -  imposed by the 
British in particular, as had become clear in the debates on currency -  were 
confirmed as time went on by their growing resistance to moves by the Con
sultative Assembly to extend its own competence. Given the increasingly reluc
tant British attitude towards federalism as international tension escalated 
(creation of NATO; Korean war) it became clear that a progressive European

41 Mackay consistently subsequently adhered to this conception: cf. his plan of 23 
Nov. 1950.

42 The Swedish group formally transferred to the European Movement on 24 May 
1949 (Duncan Sandys papers); the Danish group on 28 June 1949 (EM Archives); 
and the British group on 29 June 1949 (EM Archives).

43 Cf. the Congress’s working papers and esp. the list on p. 50 thereof, giving the 
delegates’ names as follows: Bastianetto, Italy; Benvenuti, Italy; Bolifraud, France; 
Bonnefous, France; Boothby, Great Britain; Casati, Italy; Cassimatis, Greece; Cin- 
golani, Italy; Dominedo, Italy; De Felice, France; Giacchero, Italy; Fleyman, Belgi
um; Jacini, Italy; Jakobsen, Denmark; Kristensen, Denmark; Layton, Great Bri
tain; Maccas, Greece; Mackay, Great Britain; de Menthon, France; Parri, Italy; Rey- 
naud, France; Rozakis, Greece; Ruini, Italy; Schmal, Netherlands; Yetkin, Turkey. 
The differences between this EPU list and official ones are probably due to the un
certainty of relations between the EPU and its former national groups and members.

44 All in all, it appears beyond doubt that the EPU played an important part in the 
genesis and development of the Strasburg Assembly (cf. Council of Europe, Direc
torate of Information: Studies and Documents, no. 2 of 25 May 1950 (IP /64 /P L / 
YM ): ‘This is largely due to the important role played by inter-parliamentary organi
zations in the activities which led to the creation of the Council of Europe. In particu
lar, mention may be made of the European Parliamentary Union, which was 
instituted in Gstaad in July 1947, and the Congresses it has held since that date in 
Gstaad, Interlaken and Venice.’
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union would not be possible with Britain as a member (cf. doc. 44). This was a 
final blow to the EPU’s policy and organization, as is eloquently attested by 
the pessimistic tone of its last conference at Constance in September 1950 (cf. 
doc. 46).

It the spring and summer of 1950 attempts were made at the parliamentary 
level to promote European union in a new form on the basis of Franco-German 
understanding (cf. doc. 45). In this way it was hoped to bring the ideas elabo
rated by the EPU over nearly four years into harmony with the political situa
tion which had radically changed in the mean time, and with the new function
alist approach embodied in the Schuman Plan.

32. Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi: M em orandum on the O rgani
zation of a European Parliament 27 January 1947

EM  Archives; a fu rth e r specim en, dated  12 February  1947, in C E C  Ajrchives, C o u 
denhove-K alergi papers, File ‘M em oranden’.

Coudenhove's soundings in 1946 with a view to reviving the Pan-European Union led 
to little success. This was partly because of the realization that European unity was henceforth 
to be pursued at the level of government institutions rather than private association. By the 
end of 1946 Coudenhove came to attribute primary significance to parliaments in this con
nection. The poll of parliamentarians which he initiated on behalf of a ‘Committee for the 
European Congress' produced a favourable response to the conception expressed in the fol
lowing memorandum,1 which eventually led to the foundation of the EPU.

In view of the urgent necessity to take practical steps toward Federation of 
Europe, the Committee for the European Congress has recently addressed to 
all Members of the Parliaments of Belgium, Denmark, Eire, France, Great 
Britain, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and 
Switzerland, the following question:

‘Are you in favour of the establishment of a European Federation within the 
framework of the U. N.?’

The overwhelming majority -  over ninety percent -  of the numerous 
answers received until now are affirmative.

Thus has it become possible to carry on our initiative by the following steps:
1. In every Parliament the Members having given affirmative replies are 

invited to constitute immediately non-partisan Parliamentary Committees for 
European Federation, to study and promote the cause of European Union.

2. Each of these Committees should then be extended by the inclusion of 
all other Members of Parliament approving its objective.

Thus every Committee should aim at attracting a majority of Members of

1 Coudenhove presumably sent the text to Duncan Sandys, as it was among the lat
ter’s earlier papers (now in the EM Archives).
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its Parliament, to compel its Government to embrace the cause of European 
Union.

Every member of these Committees should try to include European Feder
ation into its party’s official programme.

3. To merge the activities of these various Parliamentary Committees, a 
European Congress is being organized for June, 1947 at Geneva.

Each of these Parliamentary Committees will be invited to send Delegations 
to this Congress, in proportion to the total of its national population, one 
Delegate corresponding to one million of his or her population.

4. This European Congress, attended only by Members of European parli
aments, shall take the lead in the campaign for European Federation.

It shall determine what other European Parliaments shall be invited to join.
It shall draft a European Charter.
It shall recommend to the European Governments practical steps to be 

taken to promote the political and economic union of Europe.
It shall submit to the United Nations Organization suggestions for the 

establishment of a Regional Organization for Europe, according to Article 52 
of the United Nations Charter.

It shall organize special Commissions to study the various problems of 
European Federation.

It shall examine the organization of a European Plebiscite on the issue of 
Federation.

It shall constitute itself as a permanent body, meeting periodically and 
representing a kind of preliminary parliament for Europe.

It shall elect a Council of Europe, to serve as a permanent advisory body 
to the Governments and to the U.N.

This Council, composed of leaders from various European nations and par
ties, shall constitute the Continent’s supreme moral authority and lead Europe 
toward a new era of peace, prosperity and liberty.

33. Richard Coudenhove-K alergi: Appeal to all Europeans
28 April 1947

D E N A  re p o rt o f 28 A pr. 1947; A rchiv fü r publizistische A rbe it/M unzinger-A rch iv , 
24 Ju ly  1947; EA A rchives, E 792.10.

A similar basic view as in his memorandum cited above (doc. 32) was expressed in 
Coudenhove’s little-noticed appeal on behalf of the Pan-European cause, issued from on 
board the Queen Elizabeth on 28 April 1947, when he returned from residing in the USA.

£( ...) Two years have elapsed since the collapse of the Third Reich, and our 
unhappy Europe still knows no peace. This tragic state of affairs will go on 
as long as the world tries to rebuild Europe on the same obsolete foundations
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which have twice ruined our generation: those of unrestricted national sover
eignty, national tariffs and currencies, nationalistic hatred and the arms race.

‘We urge you to put a stop to these conditions by at once inaugurating the 
United States of Europe -  with a Supreme Council and a Supreme Court, a 
joint police force, equal human rights for all, a European market and a Euro
pean currency.

‘Not all European states are at present free to unite. But Britain and France 
with some of their neighbours can and should take the lead, and in due course 
the whole of Europe will follow. The UN is obliged by its Charter to help us 
to set up a Continental regional authority, and the USA, our most powerful 
neighbour and a shining example of democratic federation, is prepared to 
assist our union.

‘The parliaments of Europe are destined to take the lead in this decisive bat
tle. Our poll of all West European parliamentarians has produced hopeful 
results. (...)

‘You must repeat again and again the simple truth that the division of Eu
rope must inevitably lead us into war and destruction, and only the union of 
Europe can save us.

‘Let a storm of public opinion sweep out of their offices all the little Hitlers 
who spread hatred and vengefulness in order to gain power. You must vote 
only for men and women who are determined to create a free united Europe 
that is all of one mind, imbued with faith, hope and love.5

34. Ronald W . G. Mackay: Thoughts on the Gstaad Conference
27 August 1947

M ackay Archives, E P U  file.

Following the inaugural meeting of the EPU at Gstaad at the beginning of July 1947; 
lively activity took place in preparation for the first conference of European parliamenta
r ia n  which was to be held in September also at Gstaad\ then Coudenhove's place of resi
dence. The present letter from Mackay to Coudenhove belongs to this period. It expresses his 
agreement to attend the conference: Coudenhove was anxious to achieve as wide a political - 
spectrum as possible and had invited Mackay as a prominent Labour MP and member of the 
British parliamentary group of federalists, one whose influence had been increasing since his 
notable speech in the ‘state of the nation' debate on 6 August 1947. Mackay was to become a 
vice-president of the EPU in December 1947 and thereafter had great influence on its policy.
In the present letter he outlined his ideas as they had developed over the years in favour of 
European union, and described Britain's role as he saw it.

(...) I am sorry that the British Parliament is not coming along as it should, 
and I will do what I can between now and the time to get people to come.

You see, so long as it is associated with a Churchill movement in people’s 
minds, and the Gordon Lang-Duncan Sandys association, it means that 
Labour people won’t get interested. However, I will do what I can. I will cer-
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tainly use this plane and I would be glad if you could let me know as soon as 
possible what arrangements have been made, if any, for the return trip. If I 
have to book a seat from this end I should know without any delay.

What worries me is that I fear we are going to conflict on fundamentals. I 
am sending you herewith a copy of a memorandum which I have recently cir
culated to Members of the Parliamentary Labour Party, and which seems to 
have had quite an effect on them; also a Constitution which Ivor Jennings 
drew up some time ago which I think is of importance at the present time. I 
don’t want to get this thing out of its proper perspective but I do want you to 
realize that the creation of a European Federation in the next five years is 
more in the hands of Great Britain than anyone else. If Bevin would only take 
the lead at Paris now he could convert the present Paris Conference1 into a 
Conference for European Federation.

I have been working hard for two years with the Labour Party people and 
I think I am now getting a majority of the British Labour Party to think along 
these lines, and I don’t want to do anything which is going to prevent them 
coming to a conclusion on this matter in the next months or so. That is where 
the Churchill business is so awkward. The things I want to put to you particu
larly and to the Conference are:

(1) That it must not be a Federation within UNO. That, in effect, means 
nothing. The Federation, to be of any value, must itself be a member of UNO, 
the States in the Federation dropping out of UNO. We must have a real 
merger of sovereignty.

(2) That any document issued should tie up with what is happening in Paris 
as far as possible, and be simple and something which the Members of Parlia
ment present can take back to their own Parliaments for approval.

(3) A Constitution, the length of one published by you in 1944, by me in 
1941 or even by Ivor Jennings in 1940, a copy of which I am enclosing, is far 
too long. I will go through the Ivor Jennings one and see to what extent it can 
be cut. But what we really want at this stage is a few sheets of papers containing 
the principles on which we want the Governments of Western Europe to act. 
For examples we might get a proposal on the following lines:

(a) That in order to secure the economic and political well-being of the 
peoples of Western Europe, including Great Britain, the United States of 
Western Europe should be established, comprising such of the States in the 
schedule as are willing to join.

(b) That the United States of Western Europe should be a democratic Fed
eration which (i) is based on and guarantees to the people of Western Europe 
the principles of civil and political freedom and social and economic security;
(ii) has a Government directly elected by the people and responsible to them 
for their common affairs, and (iii) has power to make laws for the peace, 
order and good government of the territory covered by the Federation, and in 
particular power to legislate with respect to external affairs, defence, essential

1 Conference of CEEC.
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services, money and finance, Customs and Excise, economic and industrial 
matters and social services.

(c) That a Constituent Assembly should be convened charged with the task 
of framing a Constitution for such a Federation, and that each State should 
be asked to send a representative to such Constituent Assembly for every mil
lion of its adult population, the representatives to be elected by the existing 
elected legislatures on the basis of proportional representation. (...)

35. European Parliamentary Union? Founding Congress at 
Gstaad? (A) Opening Address; (B) D eclaration of European  
Solidarity; (C) Resolution 8 -1 0  Septem ber 1947

(A) M ackay Archives; (B) R. C oudenhove-K alerg i, ‘T o w ards a C onstitu en t Assem bly 
fo r E urope’, G staad, 1948, p. 4 (M ackay A rchives); (C) M ackay Archives (typescrip t); 
C oudenhove-K alergi, ‘T o w a rd s .. .’, pp. 11-2. E x trac t in Dokumentation der Europäi
schen Integration, vol. 1, Bonn, V ienna and Z urich , 1961, p. 6; J. S chw arz (ed.), Der 
Aufbau Europas. Pläne und Dokumente, 1945-1980, Bonn, 1980, p. 57.

The invitation to the congress of parliamentarians in Gstaad, issued by the provisional 
executive of the EPU, was a response to the desire of groups that had come into being in the 
respective parliaments to form a joint organization and engage in joint action. It was aided 
by the, at this time, very co-operative attitude of the other pro-European associations, which 
in July recognized the EPU as an organization in its own right. The first parliamentary con
gress was attended by 114 representatives of ten European countries. The numbers varied 
greatly from one country to another, and scarcely any attended from Eastern Europe. The con
gress, which also discussed the organization of the EPU, approved the view outlined by 
Coudenhove in his opening address (A) that the mobilization of parliamentarians was the 
only effective way forward; it adopted the Declaration of European Solidarity (B) and a 
Resolution (C) drafted by the Executive Council.

(A) Opening Address

(.. .)We have assembled here to unite Europe according to the will of its 
peoples, whose legitimate representatives you are.

This is no propaganda meeting. Twenty-five years of propaganda were 
enough to convince the people of Europe of our cause. We have no time to 
lose: for the alternative to European Union is the third world war.

The question is no longer: ‘Shall Europe unite?5 The question is now: ‘How 
can Europe be united before it is too late?5 There are but three answers to this 
question:

by agreement among governments;
by a bloody revolution;
by parliamentary majorities.
Since a quarter of a century, we are waiting for a Union of Europe 

accomplished by its governments. But only a single attempt was made — and 
failed(. • •)
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(.. .)No European Federation is possible unless its Member States transfer 
some of their sovereign rights to a federal authority. Governments are not 
willing to make this sacrifice, because they consider themselves traditional 
guardians of this undisputed sovereignty, surrounded by a semi-religious 
prestige. (...)

Then we must call, as soon as possible, a Constitutive Assembly for Europe, 
elected by its Parliaments.

And, finally, we must have its charter accepted by our majority groups. 
There is nothing utopian in this programme and nothing impossible. Its reali
zation depends on you, my friends, and on you alone!(...)

We have every reason to fear that the Conference of the Sixteen, as soon 
as it will leave its present stage of statistics and Platonic recommendations, will 
meet with the same obstacles as Briand’s initiative. To wait until the European 
governments take the initiative to limit their proper sovereign rights would 
mean to wait for the outbreak of World War III.

Of course, there are many members of European governments sharing our 
views on the necessity of union. But as soon as they act as executives of their 
states, they are obliged to respect this proud tradition of sovereignty that para
lyses all their steps towards European Federation.

This organic incapacity of the governments to unite Europe involves a grave 
danger: The danger that one day peoples of Europe lose their patience and 
take the solution of the European question into their own hands. Such a revol
ution, even if it were to lead to European Union, threatens to destroy the foun
dations of our glorious civilization. On account of these difficulties of govern
mental action and these dangers of revolutionary methods, the only chance 
left for European Union is a parliamentary initiative. This is the background 
of the decisive battle that we are starting here and today. We must be well 
aware of the fact that it gives us a last chance to unite Europe without war and 
revolution, by peaceful and constitutional means.

Our programme is clear:
First, we must mobilize, throughout Europe, parliamentary majorities in 

favour of federation and organize them, beyond all party politics, into strong 
groups.

Second, we must co-ordinate these groups by means of the European Parli
amentary Union.

(B) Declaration of European Solidarity

We, elected representatives of Europe’s free peoples, assembled at a Euro
pean Parliamentary Conference, conscious of our responsibility towards the 
peoples, declare before the world:

War, that so often has shaken our continent that still is bleeding from its 
wounds, can be overcome only by transforming Europe into an indivisible and 
federal commonwealth, united by its civilization, its desire for liberty and its 
common destiny.

We appeal to all governments of Europe, to all its Members of Parliaments,
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to its journalists and to those who in other ways influence public opinion, to 
all its men and women: -

Help us to transform Europe, divided at present against itself, into a home 
of peace, of liberty and of prosperity!

We also address our appeal to all peoples of the world: -
Help us to accomplish our federal mission so that Europe may become one 

of the foundations of international peace and of world-wide understanding!
Let us act with speed and with courage to assure the spiritual, political, eco

nomic and social organization of our continent and to accomplish the task of 
our generation:

The Creation of the 
United States of Europe -  
by the will of the peoples!

(C) Resolution

The European Parliamentary Conference -

A) Appeals to all members of European Parliaments to use their power and influ
ence with governments and with people to attain the following objectives:

1. to set up as soon as possible a European Regional Group, according to 
the spirit of Article 52 of the United Nations charter;

2. to constitute a Commonwealth under the name of United States of 
Europe, embracing all States that are ready to join and aiming at the inclusion 
of all of Europe;

3. to call as soon as possible a Constituent Assembly for Europe, charged 
with the drafting of a Federal Constitution; this Assembly shall be elected 
either by the national Parliaments or directly by the people; its Draft Constitu
tion shall be submitted to the European States, who shall be free to accept or 
to reject it.

B) To assure these aims, the Conference invites Members of Parliaments

1. to organize in every Parliament non-partisan groups favouring federa
tion, destined to constitute powerful and dynamic majorities working for the 
federation of Europe;

2. to assure as strong a support as possible for all recommendations and dis
cussions towards an ever increasing economic co-operation, aiming at an Eco
nomic Union of Europe, and for all other measures assuring co-operation and 
collaboration among European States.

C) The Conference appeals

to all spiritual and moral leaders, to mothers and to teachers, to foster the 
spirit of international brotherhood and solidarity.

It appeals to journalists and to all those who in one way or another influence
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public opinion, to give their full support to the suggestions referred to above, 
inspired by the ideal of European Federation.

36. Richard Coudenhove-K alergi: M em orandum , ‘H ow  the E. R. 
P. [European R ecovery Program m e] can U nite Europe’

15 January 1948
G iacchero  papers.

After the success at Gstaad' and as the new trend in American foreign policy became 
increasingly clear in 1947\ at the beginning of 1948 Coudenhove made a second attempt - 
which this time aroused public interest in the United States1 -  to win over the US govern
ment to his ideas. It is typical of his conception of his own role that he saw himself as ‘the first 
ambassador from the United States of Europe to the USA’.2 In the following memorandum 
submitted to the US government he endeavoured to place his aims in the context of the Euro
pean Recovery Programme (the Marshall Plan) and emphasized the latter’s importance for 
European unity. The memorandum must be seen against the background of European devel
opments at the beginning of 1948. The attitude of the British government was a first success 
for pro-European policy at government level' and was regarded as such by European and 
United States public opinion. However; Coudenhove feared3 that the British idea of Europe 
was not very far-reaching (‘sim ilaire à l’un ion  panam érica ine’) and that unless further ef
forts were made the process of unification would stop half-way.

î'c

Europe's Relief is America's Defence

The E. R. P. is a huge relief programme for Europe and at the same time 
a wise defence programme for America.

As a relief programme it represents one of the most generous initiatives of 
history.

As a defence programme it is sound but inadequate.
Obviously ruined Europe cannot recover without American help and it is 

also obvious that hopeless misery is bound to lead Europe through civil war 
to Russian domination. A Soviet Europe would encircle the United States 
between the Azores and the Aleutians, while the Iberian Soviet Republics 
would try to conquer Latin America by a wave of propaganda.

Thus the idea of protecting America’s future by helping Europe is construc
tive national policy.

Europe's Political and Economic Recovery

Those who realize the close connection between Europe’s recovery and 
America’s security should also understand that Europe cannot recover eco-

1 Cf. New York Herald Tribune, 2 Jan . 1948.
2 Cf. le tte r from  C oudenhove to  G iacchero , 9 Feb. 1948 (G iacchero  papers).
3 Ibid.
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nomically without recovering politically; that even America’s billions cannot 
save Europe as long as it does not assure its own future by replacing its present 
state of international anarchy by a European Federation.

At present Europe is the world’s most dangerous firetrap. To invest billions 
in a firetrap wihtout urging its transformation into a fireproof building is bad 
business.

Therefore America is entitled to ask Europe to put its house in order if it 
expects substantial American aid. The people of America have a right to know 
whether they are supposed to spend billions on a dismembered or on a united 
Europe.

Until now the European governments have kept silent with regard to 
Europe’s future. They have responded to General Marshall’s generous offer 
with a list of specific demands and vague promises of economic co-operation.

The E.R.P. without European Union is Inadequate

Evidently the E.R.P. can save Europe and protect America only if combined 
with a policy of European Federation.

Europe needs political reconstruction as badly as it needs economic aid; it 
needs federation as badly as it needs dollars.

Without European Federation the E.R.P. would just lead Europe back to 
its prewar status and prewar prosperity -  a prosperity that would vanish, 
together with the American billions, within the first week of World War III.

It is evident that Europe’s political and economic integration are insepara
ble; no customs union is possible between states that might belong to different 
camps in case of war.

No economic recovery of Europe can be expected as long as political rivalry 
forces its governments to spend billions on armaments against one another 
instead of using them for reconstruction.

The Russian peril will continue as long as the European nations are not 
ready to stand together against aggression.

And nothing short of federation can prevent Europe’s sovereign states from 
joining individually the Russian camp after having enjoyed for a period of 
years the benefits of the E.R.P.

The E.R.P. Can Promote European Union

Europe can recover only if assisted by the E.R.P. and, at the same time, 
transformed into a United States of Europe; with a common economic, foreign 
and defence policy; with a common and stable currency; and with a Bill of 
Rights, protecting its nations and individuals against all forms of totalitarian 
tyranny.

The people of Europe, in their overwhelming majority, wish to see such a 
United States of Europe emerge from the ruins of war. A recent poll of all 
members of Europe’s free parliaments has given evidence of this.
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America, therefore, need not urge Europe to unite, but merely encourage 
such a union.

As soon as the European governments could be made aware that the degree 
of congressional support given to the E.R.P. depends largely on the degree of 
European unity, they would immediately start organizing a European Federa
tion.

The breakdown of the London Conference has established the political and 
psychological conditions for such a step. Encouraged by American support 
and backed by strong parliamentary majorities, fourteen European govern
ments would probably be ready to start right now a European Federation; the 
states represented at the Committee of the Sixteen, with the exception of neu
tral Switzerland and of occupied Austria. The states of Western Germany 
should be included from the start, while the doors should be left wide open to 
Spain and to the states of Eastern Europe, as soon as they are willing to accept 
a European Bill of Rights.

Such a United Europe would constitute a Regional Group within the United 
Nations, according to Article 52 of its Charter.

How the E.R.P. Can Assure Lasting Peace

Thus the aims of the E.R.P. can be assured only if Europe federates. The
E. R.P. gives America a unique chance to help Europe not only materially but 
also morally by paving the way to a United States of Europe. The E.R.P. can 
become a powerful instrument to promote European union and to assure not 
only Europe’s economic and political recovery but also its liberty and lasting 
worldpeace.

Thus would be fulfilled George Washington’s amazing prophecy addressed 
to General Lafayette:

‘We have sowed the seeds of liberty and union that will spring up everywhere 
upon earth. One day, taking its pattern from the United States, there will be 
founded the United States of Europe.’

37. N ational E P U  Groups: Parliamentary Initiatives
18-19  M arch 1948

(A) Great Britain (18 March)
(B) France (19 March)
(C) Netherlands (19 March)

(A) Hansard, Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, voi. 448, col. 2302; A. and
F. Boyd, Western Union, Washington, 1949, pp. 85 f.

(B) Assemblée Nationale, 1ère législation, session de 1948, Annexe au Procès-verbal de 
la séance du 19 mars 1948, No. 3889.

(C) Bijlagen van het Verslag der Handelingen van de Tweede Kamer der 
Staten-Generaal 1947-48, The Hague, 1948, No. 761/2.
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The Gstaad resolutions encouraged parliamentary groups of federalists to renew and 
intensify their activities, and also led to the formation of further such groups. By the 
beginning of 1948 the parliaments of France, the Benelux countries, Italy and Greece con
tained non-party pro-European groups capable of taking Ìevery initiative that may promote 
the cause of European federation'. The Italian group, it is true, did not do more than 
announce an interpellation designed ‘to lead to a debate on the federal union of European 
countries'.1 In the British, French and Dutch parliaments, however, motions in the 
appropriate sense were presented in March 1948 with fairly broad support, at the instigation 
of the British group headed by Mackay.2 The Council of the EPU, at its meeting on 9 April 
1948, formally endorsed the British motion and forwarded it to the other national groups 
expressing the wish that they should take similar initiatives; this, however, did not occur.

[For texts of (A), (B) and (C) see Voi. 3 of the present work, docs. 16 (France), 113 (Ne
therlands) and 206 (Britain).]

38. Ronald W. G. Mackay: Draft Memorandum on a European 
Assembly Summer 1948

M ackay Archives.

Compared to the political situation at the time of the Gstaad congress, events in 1948 con
siderably improved the prospects for a policy of European union. Demands for such a policy 
were now voiced at government level; attempts at purely economic co-operation in the 
OEEC context had proved insufficient as a foundation; and the desire fora European parlia
ment had found a broader basis thanks to the attention aroused by the Hague Congress of 
pro-European organizations. These developments coincided with the EPU's preparations for 
its congress at Interlaken in September, at which the main issue was the demand for a Euro
pean parliament. Mackay's memorandum, which belongs to the preparatory phase, summa
rized the main problems, ideas and opportunities and emphasized the importance of Britain 
in the process of unification.

1. At the Congress of Europe held at The Hague in May, 1948, a political 
resolution was unanimously passed which demanded, among other things, the 
convening, as a matter of real urgency, of a European Assembly chosen by the 
parliaments of the participating nations from members and others designed:

a. to stimulate and give expression to European public opinion;
b. to advise upon immediate practical measures designed progressively to 

bring about the necessary economic and political union of Europe;
c. to examine the juridical and constitutional implications arising out of the 

creation of such a Union or Federation and their economic and social conse
quences;

d. to prepare the necessary plans for the above purposes.

1 Cf. Die Friedenswarte 47 (1947), p. 309.
2 Cf. M ackay’s letter o f 17 M arch 1948 to  G iacchero : * (...) th a t a sim ilar m otion  

should be considered by o th er parliam ents of W estern  E u ro p e’ (G iacchero  papers).
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2. A European Assembly is a necessary step towards a united Europe, but 
unless the United Kingdom takes the lead, a united Europe will not occur; for 
no other country in Europe has the moral authority and the organizing 
capacity to bring it about. The recent striking success of the Foreign Secretary 
in taking the initiative after Mr. Marshall’s speech in June, 1947, and in nego
tiating both the Brussels Treaty and the Paris Convention, strongly confirms 
this view. And, in a lesser way, the experience of those who attended the 
Congress of The Hague and recent meetings of members of parliament from 
European countries shows that, if such an Assembly is to meet at all and 
to secure the necessary European support, the initiative must come from 
Great Britain.

3. If it is to be a British initiative, the next question to consider is, what 
countries should be asked to participate? If the Assembly is to be representative 
of the democracies it must be limited to Western Europe, for the other coun
tries of Europe would not favour such an assembly. Therefore, it is suggested 
that the Assembly should be constituted by representatives from the following 
seventeen countries, namely: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Eire, France, Gt. 
Britain, Greece, Holland, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, Norway, Portugal, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and Western Germany. On the basis of one 
representative for every million of the population, the Assembly would com
prise approximately 260 persons. Moreover, in view of the peculiar position of 
Great Britain, observers should be invited from all the British Dominions; 
with full rights to take part in the work of the Assembly, but without the right 
to vote.

4. The next questions to settle are, how the Assembly is to be convened and 
how the delegates to it are to be chosen, and these raise other questions. No 
government would be prepared at the present time to take part in an Assembly 
which would have the effect of undermining, in any way or to any extent, the 
control and authority of its national parliament. Thus it must be clear at the 
outset that the Assembly must have no legislative or executive authority what
soever: that the sole and express purpose of the Assembly must be to consider 
the matters referred to it and to report back to the governments of the partici
pating States. Moreover, it must be clear that the calling of the Assembly must 
be compatible with, and as far as possible express, both governmental benevo
lence and governmental non-commitment. The problem is to reconcile the 
need for some authority convening the Assembly without that authority, or 
the Assembly, in anyway committing the governments who are taking part.

5. From what body is the initiative to come? Any initiative from world-wide 
organizations such as the United Nations Organization (on the official level) 
or the Inter-Parliamentary Union (on the unofficial level) must be ruled out. 
Both organizations would be unable to reach agreement on a European 
Assembly, and in any event, it is for the peoples or the governments or the 
organizations of Europe itself to take the necessary steps for such an Assem
bly. There are three ways in which the Assembly could be convened:

A. On the initiative of the British Government prompted by a resolution of 
the House of Commons.
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B. By the consultative council created under the Brussels treaty of the 17th 
March, 1948.

C. By the organization created by the convention for European Economic 
Co-operation dated 16th April 1948.

6. In the case of the Brussels Agreement, it would be proper for the high con
tracting parties, under articles 1 and 3, to convene such an Assembly and to 
invite the remaining countries of Western Europe. Likewise, it would be 
proper for the council created under the convention for European Economic 
Co-operation to convene an Assembly of the countries party to the conven
tion. While there are enormous advantages in having an official organization 
to convene the Assembly, it may be considered that any resolutions passed by 
the Assembly would, in effect, be binding on the organization which convened 
it, or would raise questions for that organization to consider which would 
create official difficulties. It can be argued on the other hand, however, that 
neither of the organizations need be committed in any way to what the 
Assembly decides. If the authority of the Assembly is clearly defined and its 
terms of reference are such that it can only consider the questions referred to 
it and report back, no real difficulties should arise. Moreover, either of these 
organizations would have the necessary machinery at their disposal for the 
organization of the Assembly.

7. If, after consideration, it is not considered practicable for the Assembly 
to be convened by the two bodies referred to in the preceding paragraph, then 
it is suggested that the All-Party group in the House of Commons for Euro
pean Union should arrange for a motion to be put on the order paper in the 
terms of the draft attached, asking for a European Assembly, asking for the 
British Government to take the inititative in convening such an Assembly, and 
asking for the Speaker to act. If the initiative was taken in this way, there 
would be certain advantages; the Government would not be committed in any 
way; the Speaker could consult with his counterparts in the other European 
countries, and after an exchange of views, could set up the organization neces
sary for the Assembly and he could issue the invitation to it in his own name. 
This would enable the Assembly to be an official one in the sense that it would 
be properly representative of the different parliaments, but unofficial in the 
sense that it would not be connected in any way with the governments of the 
different countries. Of course the motion would have to be approved by the 
Government before it was put down, and it could only be put down with the 
approval of the Government, and the vote would have to be taken without the 
party whip on either side.

8. While it is important that the delegates should not be directly appointed 
by the Governments of each participating state, it is nevertheless important 
that the delegates should be representative of the parliament from which they 
come. Thus, in the case of the House of Commons, the Speaker, who is the 
servant not of the Government but of the House, could arrange the British 
delegation, through the usual channels as regards party members and directly 
as regards independents, and similar procedure could be adopted in the other 
countries.
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9. The agenda for the Assembly could be the agenda set out in the resolution 
for a European Assembly passed by the Congress of Europe at The Hague. 
If it was thought necessary, the whole of the three resolutions could be 
referred to the Assembly, though the agenda would be sufficiently wide if it 
were confined to the political resolution alone. It should be made clear, 
however, and the draft resolution does make it clear, that the sole and express 
purpose of the Assembly is to consider the matters referred to it and to report 
back to the governments of the participating countries.

10. It is unnecessary at this stage to consider the place for the Assembly or 
the procedure. Probably the Assembly would adopt its own procedure, but it 
could take as a guide the rules of procedure for the General Assembly of the 
United Nations Organization so far as they are applicable.

39. European Parliam entary U nion: Second Congress
at Interlaken 1 -5  Septem ber 1948

(A) Observer’s report by Brugmans
(B) ‘Covering letter to the Governments and Parliaments of the Nations of 

Europe’
(C) ‘Resolution setting forth the need for summoning a European Assembly’
(D) ‘Statement of Principles for a federation of Europe’
(E) ‘Measures to be taken by national groups to give effect to the Interlaken 

plan of action’
(F) Statutes

(A) Bulletin de l’Union Européenne des Fédéralistes, no. 5, 7 Oct.1948 (EA Archives, 
E 791.71).

(B) -  (D): R. Coudenhove-Kalergi, Europe Seeks Unity, New York, 1948, pp. 46 ff.; 
Common Cause, Jan. 1949, pp. 210 ff.; Giacchero papers. (D) only in Europa. Dokumente 
zur Frage der europäischen Einigung, vol. 1, Munich, 1962, pp. 137 ff.; J. Schwarz (ed.), 
Der Aufbau Europas, pp. 67 ff.; and Lipgens (ed.), 45 Jahre, pp. 248 ff.

(E) ‘La Fédération Européenne’, Gstaad, 1948 (EA Archives, E 792.10).
(F) ‘Troisième Congrès parlementaire présenté par la Chambre de Commerce, 

Industrie et Agriculture de Venise à l’Union Parlementaire Européenne’, Venice, 1949 
(EA Archives, E 792.10; Mackay Archives ; Giacchero papers).

In accordance with the decisions of the EPU Congress at Gstaad, the Executive Council 
met in Gstaad from 12 to 14 December 1947. The chief purpose of the meeting was to prepare 
for the second Congress to be held at Interlaken at the beginning of September 1948, which 
was to be made more representative by a revision of the rules for the appointment of dele
gates.1 The national delegations were to send one representative for each million inhabitants

1 In this connection ideas were taken up which had already been envisaged in 
planning for the Gstaad congress: cf. Coudenhove’s press conference of 20 June 
1947 (von Schenck papers, UEF file).
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of their respective countries. This was intended to justify the claim to constitute a ‘Parliamen
tary Congress for the Constitution of a United States of Europe';2 however,; this claim was 
not maintained in such a definite form, owing to organizational difficulties and because the 
position of the EPU was to some extent controversial? The Interlaken congress was attended 
by parliamentarians from 12 European countries4 and was preceded by intense preparations 
and numerous contacts; it sat from 1 to 5 September 1948? Its chief task was to take account 
of the changed situation since Gstaad and to expand or make more specific the demands put 
forward there for a parliamentary approach to European unity. After lively discussion, 
shrewdly analyzed in Brugmans's report (A), the Congress approved the Statutes of the EPU  
(F) and a ‘Statement of principles for a federation of Europe' (D), known in the history of 
European integration as the Interlaken Plan '. This plan, outlining the basis of a European 
constitution, originated in a draft of Mackay's; it was revised by the Congress to include ele
ments of a draft submitted by François de Menthon as chairman of the legal committee set up 
at Gstaad.6 Further documents were a ‘Covering letter' (B), explaining the context and inten
tions of the Plan, and a Resolution (C) on the necessity of a European Assembly. Finally (E) 
the Congress adopted a list of measures to be taken by members to give publicity and effect to 
its decisions.

(A) Brugmans’ report

European federalism has its own doctrine. It knows what it wants and why. 
After the great display of forces at The Hague, the way was mapped out once 
and for all: the goal was to convene a European Assembly, the first nucleus 
of the future federal democracy. The French government had made this initia
tive its own. It was now for the parliamentarians to speak.

Well, they have spoken out, and have said some true and useful things. At 
their Interlaken congress they have expressed themselves very clearly on 
immediate tactics and long-term prospects.

There were three dangers to be feared; they have firmly avoided all three.
The first was that this European Assembly might be a purely parliamentarian 

gathering.
The second was that they might produce a very anodyne draft of a European

2 Cf. R. Coudenhove-Kalergi, ‘Towards a Constituent Assembly for Europe’, 
Gstaad, 1948, pp. 13-4 (Mackay Archives).

3 Cf. ‘Meeting of EPU Council in Paris on 28 May 1948’ (Mackay Archives).
4 The numbers of delegates were: Britain 48, Italy 47, Germany 46, France 42, 

Turkey 19, Netherlands 10, Belgium 8, Greece 8, Austria 8, Denmark 4, Switzerland 
4, the Saar 1. Cf. La Fédération Européenne, Gstaad, 1948, pp. 23 f., and list in EA 
Archives, E 792.10.

5 Different dates have been given for its duration, as participants and observers 
sometimes had different ideas as to whether certain arrangements at the end of the 
session were officially part of it.

6 Both drafts in CEC Archives, Coudenhove-Kalergi papers, file II: ‘Congrès 
Parlementaire’; a German translation of de Menthon’s draft in Lipgens (ed.), 45 
Jahre, pp. 243 ff.
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constitution, very timid and prudent as regards the powers to be granted to 
the European institutions.

The third was that the parliamentarians might form a separate body and act 
on their own account, instead of being organically linked to the other groups 
working for European union.

It must be admitted that we came to Interlaken with some apprehension. In 
the gathering of MPs and senators we were neither entitled to sit among the 
delegates nor to speak as guests. No matter: our press cards were sufficient 
and we had a very friendly reception from our parliamentary colleagues. 
Often we found it hard not to intervene in the debates; but, since the results 
are all that count, and they are fully satisfactory to us, why should we com
plain? Interlaken was a great victory for federalism and an important step 
towards a united Europe.

The delegations varied a great deal in quality and character. A brilliant team 
came from Italy: politically ‘balanced’ (as they say in the more or less English 
jargon which is the language of international conferences), and all of them per
sonalities of the first order.

The French group (mostly fast friends of ours) had suffered a bit from the 
accidents of internal politics. Several deputies who were due to appear had to 
send excuses because of the government crisis (it is not too hard to work out 
which).

The British delegation too was very active and influential (...).
We were sorry to miss the Dutch and most of the Scandinavians. Only the 

Danes were present -  very hesitant about embarking on the road of European 
independence, very anxious to make clear that any concentration of our conti
nent is only possible under the umbrella of a US political and military guaran
tee.

Finally, it was very noticeable -  the more so as the congress was held in 
Switzerland itself -  that the Swiss, with their almost religious tradition of 
neutrality, were very thinly represented and took care to have the press report 
that they considered themselves merely ‘observers’.

There was no substantive debate as to whether non-parliamentarians should 
be members of the European Assembly. The EPU was content to endorse the 
Hague formula that delegates should be appointed by national parliaments 
from their own membership and from outside. One voice might have been 
raised against this principle, that of M. André Noël, but he was wisely silent. 
We may thus regard the principle as definitely established.

On the other hand there was a very thorough and interesting discussion 
about the nature of the European constitution, i.e. the political structure of the 
future. This was the point on which the British failed in the end to maintain 
their usual solidarity.

By contrast, when the constitution of the Assembly was at issue, the Labour 
representatives, with Mackay as their spokesman, firmly supported an 
amendment by Boothby (Conservative member for Aberdeen) to the effect 
that the future Constituent Assembly (or pre-constituent, if you like) should
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include delegates from the Commonwealth with full voting and other rights. 
This, as you may suppose, was a bombshell. It was easy to see that if the 
Dominions were represented on an equal basis in the Assembly, the Euro
peans would be in a minority on their own ground : Pakistan and India would 
suffice to create an Asian majority. The matter was debated hotly and with 
some confusion. Finally a more or less clear compromise emerged; once 
again, the British had shown a unanimity that surprised nobody.

But the great sensation came next day, when the Labourites -  were they in 
agreement with their friend Ernest Bevin? -  took a violently federalist line in 
the debate on the constitution, whereas the Tories argued for moderation.

Mackay took the initiative and put the question very forcefully. Did we or 
did we not, he demanded, want a real federal union, or were we to be content 
with a vague military alliance, sweetened by assurances of mutual benevo
lence?

The Conservatives and the National Liberal Macpherson put down a string 
of amendments all with the purpose of reassuring governments, not laying 
down too precisely the institutional form of a future Europe, going forward 
empirically and step by step. But all this failed: they were beaten at every turn. 
The parliamentary movement has definitely adopted a federalist plan as its 
basis of action and ultimate goal.

I must admit that, while I would almost call myself a ‘professional’ federalist, 
I felt some doubts about the Mackay text, which became in effect that of the 
conference. Perhaps Mackay, the member for Hull, who is Australian by birth, 
was thinking a little too much of his own continent, where the federating states 
were much less solidly formed by history and much more closely linked 
together by convergent interests and a common language and culture? Be that 
as it may, some of the clauses really go very far in the direction of Continental 
centralization.

But this is not of great importance. The texts of a congress serve to guide 
efforts during the militant phase, but the careful drafting of a real constitution 
is a different matter. And, I must say, people so often try to slow things down 
that it is quite pleasant when others are a bit over-enthusiastic...

Anyway, the draft was adopted unanimously. Or rather not quite. At the cru
cial moment a voice was heard from the back of the hall asking the chairman 
to count abstentions. It was André Noël, the French deputy, registering his sol
itary disagreement.

(B) Covering letter

The Congress of the European Parliamentary Union, founded at Gstaad in 
September, 1947, met at Interlaken from 1st to 4th September, 1948. The 
undersigned Members of Parliament, chairmen of the delegations of the 13 
States of Europe present at the Congress and representing almost all shades of 
political opinion, send you an urgent appeal to summon a European Assem
bly. They have realized that it is not sufficient to express this appeal, and that 
it can have consideration only if it is closely in touch with political realities.
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They have therefore endeavoured to determine as accurately as possible the 
conditions in which such an assembly should be convened and what would be 
its duties.

1. The Congress takes into consideration the initiative of the French 
Government calling on the five signatories of the Brussels Pact to convence 
and organize a European Assembly. A preparatory conference should meet 
before December, 1948, to make proposals to the Governments on all matters 
pertaining to the convening of this Assembly.

The Congress, however, wishes to associate with the work of this Prepara
tory Conference the representatives of all the nations of democratic Europe 
who so desire and who adhere to the draft Bill of Human Rights prepared by 
the United Nations Organization.

The Congress will warmly support every initiative taken to promote the 
convening through these channels of a European Assembly at the earliest pos
sible moment.

2. The summoning of a European Assembly is the necessary starting point 
for the constitution of a European Federation. Although in no wise presuming 
to take the place of this Assembly by anticipating its labours, the Congress 
considers it desirable to state a number of principles as the basis for the work 
of the future European Assembly, for which the main terms of reference would 
be to draw up a Constitution for a European Federation. A statement of these 
principles is annexed to the present appeal.

3. It would, however, be useless to deny the present difficulties in building 
up a European Federation. Congress seeks to create a Europe aiming at 
building up a civilization in the service of man, opposed to no one but deter
mined to act as a bulwark of peace and a stronghold of liberty.

Naturally those taking the initiative of convening an Assembly should first 
approach the States which have already shown a desire to unite, especially 
those within the framework of the Organization for European Economic 
Co-operation. However, such a procedure does not exclude the hope that the 
new organization will extend, step by step, until it embraces all the states 
which, in whole or in part, constitute Europe, geographically, historically and 
politically.

4. The European Federation can be strong and prosperous only if it secures 
the participation of the territories, peoples and nations which are the extension 
overseas of certain European States or are dependent upon them or are asso
ciated with them and the co-operation of which should be specially sought.

Such participation should in no way weaken the special links at present 
binding these territories to the European States in question. On the other 
hand, it implies, as well as duties, the right to fair representation in the future 
European Assembly.

The terms and conditions for such participation and representation can be 
determined only after consultation by the European countries concerned with 
the representatives of these various territories, whose agreement will have to 
be obtained in accordance with their special status.

The Congress therefore draws the particular attention of the future Euro-
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pean Assembly to the problems raised by the existence of these States and terri
tories, and calls on the Assembly to solve them bearing in mind alike the legiti
mate interests of the European Powers concerned, the overseas territories and 
Europe itself.

5. Obviously, the most satisfactory method for constituting such an 
Assembly would be by election based on universal suffrage. But any attempt to 
introduce such a step now would lead to an unacceptable delay in convening 
the Assembly, on account of the different methods of franchise prevailing in 
the different countries. The only practicable course is to make the existing 
legislative assemblies the electors. In countries where the legislature consists 
of two Houses elected by universal suffrage the delegation should be 
appointed by both Houses; where only one is elected, by that House.

As an example, the Congress suggests that each country should delegate to 
the Assembly two delegates for each million inhabitants, provided that the 
total number is not less than six nor more than 40 and provided also that 
account is taken of any decision that may be reached regarding the representa
tion of overseas territories.

These figures are suggested in order that due regard may be paid to the size 
of the population of each of the participating nations while at the same time 
avoiding the risk that heavy representation of the larger countries might hinder 
or vitiate the successful accomplishment of the undertaking.

6. On the basis of these considerations, the Congress has drawn up two 
texts:

The first is a resolution which defines the practical suggestions considered 
appropriate by the Congress in order that a European Assembly may be con
vened by the beginning of 1949.

The second constitutes, as mentioned above, the statement of principles 
which the Congress hopes will serve as a guide for the future Constitution of 
the European Federation.

The Congress is fully aware that the most arduous part of the task of the 
forthcoming Assembly will be to determine the extent to which each State shall 
continue to exercise its sovereignty, in order to ensure the full development 
of its own individual character and the extent to which it must inevitably 
abandon it in favour of the federal organization.

The Congress wishes to repeat that it has no desire that the texts which it 
has adopted should be treated as fixed and definite, as finality can only be 
reached by the Assembly which will make up its mind for itself.

(C) Resolution
Whereas:
(1) Experience has shown that the United States have enjoyed enormous 

political and economic advantages through the existence of a common 
government over a large continent with a large domestic market, a common 
currency, and no internal trade barriers; and it is considered that similar 
advantages could accrue to the peoples of Europe if an economic and political 
union of Europe were created;
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(2) By a Convention dated 16th April, 1948, the contracting parties, being 
states of Europe, pledged themselves to carry out certain general obligations 
for the economic recovery of Europe, and to set up an organization for Euro
pean Economic Co-operation; but it is realized that some further action must 
be taken;

(3) The time has come for the nations of Europe to create an economic and 
political union, and to transfer and merge in a new European authority some 
portion of their sovereign rights, so as to secure common political and eco
nomic action for the integration and proper planning and development of their 
common resources;

(4) The integration of Germany in a Federated Europe alone provides a sol
ution to both the economic and political aspects of the German problem;

(5) Any Federation of Europe should be designed to re-establish a 
prosperous democratic and independent Europe, founded on liberty and on 
the dignity of labour, to ensure the highest degree of social justice and the 
security of its constituent peoples. It should be free from outside control, and 
should not be directed against any other nation;

(6) The creation of such a Federation is an essential element in the creation 
of a united world.

It is Submitted to the Governments:
1. That they should summon before 31 st March, 1949, a European Assembly 

whose members shall be chosen by the parliaments of the nations participating 
in the convention referred to, from among their members and others.

2. That the Assembly be asked to submit to the governments proposals 
relating to immediate practical measures to be taken to bring about the eco
nomic and political union of Europe, in the form of a constitution for the 
United States of Europe, and to prepare and draft a multilateral agreement to 
implement such measures.

(D) ‘Statement of principles for a federation of Europe5 

Preamble:
We, the elected representatives of the free nations of Europe, bearing the 

responsibility for a common cultural heritage, determined
to preserve the liberties, political and spiritual, which we have inherited, 
to contribute to the realization of an international society administered by 

right and governed by the principles of law and based on those of solidarity, 
to consecrate in Europe the principles and the aims proclaimed by the 

Charter of the United Nations, to preserve peace and to prevent the armaments 
race,

to dedicate in common all our powers of reconstruction to constantly 
raising the standard of living and to the development of our common civiliza
tion,

to preserve for the States of the Federation the fundamental human rights 
of all their citizens, to formulate a common policy for the defence of the Fed
eration against aggression from without or from within, and
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to secure the maximum economic co-operation between the States within 
the Federation.

Propose to unite our states into a federation of the United States of Europe, 
in accordance with the following principles.

1. Original Members
A. A Federation of Europe should be formed by such of the following states 

of Europe, namely: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Eire, France, Germany 
(Western), Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Lux
emburg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,

(i) who accept the principles contained in the Declaration of Fiuman Rights 
prepared by the United Nations Organization, which will form part of the 
Constitution of the Federation; and

(ii) whose Constitution provides for a Parliament, one Chamber of which 
at least is freely elected by universal suffrage.

B. It should be open to any other state of Europe whose Constitution 
complies with the second condition in the preceding sub-paragraph to accede 
to the Federation at any time on its agreeing to accept the Constitution of the 
Federation.

2. Composition of Parliament
A. The legislative power of the Federation should be vested in a Parliament 

which should consist of two FFouses, a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies.
B. The Senate should be composed of the same number of senators elected 

by each state.
C. As a temporary measure the deputies of the European Chamber of Dep

uties should be chosen by the FFouses of Parliament of the member States 
elected by universal suffrage, in accordance with the strength of parties in 
those elected Parliaments.

3. The Powers of Parliament
A. As the aim of any European Federation is not to destroy the existing 

states of Europe but to provide political machinery which will enable them to 
attain ends impossible under present conditions, the states of Europe should 
retain sufficient autonomy to control their own affairs in such matters as are 
not common to all the states or within the general interests of Europe as a 
whole.

B. In accordance with that principle, the Parliament of the Federation 
should, subject to the Constitution, have such powers to make laws for the 
peace, order and good government of the Federation as are absolutely neces
sary to enable it to legislate in respect of matters relating to the Federation as a 
whole. Some of these powers will be exclusive, others concurrent.

C. The powers enumerated in the First Schedule hereto are an indication 
of the type of exclusive powers which might be granted by the Constitution 
to the Parliament of the Federation. The powers set out in the Second 
Schedule hereto are an indication of the type of concurrent powers which
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might be granted by the Constitution to the Parliament of the Federation. It 
must be clearly understood that the reference in this sub-paragraph to the two 
schedules is only by way of illustration and that the Congress is not necessarily 
recommending the powers set out in the two schedules.

4. The Executive
A. The executive power of the Federation should be vested in a Federal 

Council which should elect its Prime Minister.
B. The Federal Council should be elected by both Houses of Parliament and 

should be collectively and personally responsible to them.

5. The Judicature
The judicial power of the Federation should be vested in a Supreme Court 

and the Supreme Court should have both an original as well as an appellate 
jurisdiction. The original jurisdiction will deal with a number of matters but 
in particular with all questions of the interpretation of the Constitution and 
of breaches or violations of the Declaration of Human Rights.

6. Finance
A. No money should be drawn from the Treasury of the Federation except 

under appropriation made by law, and the Council should, in respect of every 
financial year, cause to be laid before the Parliament a statement of the esti
mated receipts and expenditure of the Federation for the year, which should 
distinguish expenditure on revenue account from other expenditure.

B. On the establishment of the Federation the collection and control of 
duties of customs and excise should pass to the executive government of the 
Federation.

C. Uniform duties of customs should be imposed as soon as practicable after 
the establishment of the Federation.

D. Upon the imposition of uniform duties of customs, trade, commerce and 
intercourse among the States, whether by means of internal carriage or ocean 
navigation, should be absolutely free.

7. The Rights of the States
A. The Constitution of each State of the Federation should, subject to the 

Constitution of the Federation, continue as at the establishment of the Federa
tion or as at the admission or establishment of the State, as the case may be, 
until altered in accordance with the Constitution of the State.

B. When a law of a State is inconsistent with a law of the Federation, the 
latter should prevail, and the former should, to the extent of the inconsistency, 
be invalid.

C. A State should not, without the consent of the Parliament of the Federa
tion

(i) raise or maintain any air, naval or military force;
(ii) impose any tax on property of any kind belonging to the Federation;
(iii) coin any money or make anything legal tender in payment of debts not 

approved by the Federation.
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D. The citizens of each member state of the Federation should enjoy the 
same rights and privileges in the territories of the other member states as the 
citizens of those member states.

E. All member states of the Federation have equal rights and common obli
gations.

F. All member states of the Federation should be guaranteed against the 
arbitrary use of majorities whose decisions may be unacceptable by other 
states.

8. Overseas Territories
The Federal Parliament should nominate a Commission to study the partic

ular problems which will arise from the association of any of the overseas terri
tories with the European Federation, and the terms of reference of the Com
mission shall take into account the aspirations and needs of the populations of 
such territories and the obligations that they are capable of undertaking in 
practice.

9. New Members
The Parliament of the Federation may admit to the Federation or establish 

new states, and may, upon such admission or establishment, make or impose 
such terms and conditions, including the extent of representation in the 
Parliament, as it thinks fit.

10. Alteration of the Constitution
The proposed law for the alteration of the Constitution should be passed 

by an absolute majority of each House of the Parliament, and not less than 
two years after its passage through both Houses, on being submitted to the 
electors qualified to vote for the election of Members of Parliament, be 
approved by a majority of all the electors voting for the same.

First Schedule: Exclusive Powers
1. External Affairs and Defence, including
(a) the relations of the Federation with other countries;
(b) the diplomatic and consular services;
(c) the military, naval and air defence of the Federation;
(d) the control of the forces of the Federation to execute and maintain the 

laws of the Federation;
(e) the control of the forces to execute and maintain the laws of the States 

within the Federation;
(f) the preservation of law and order within the Federation.
2. Essential Services, including
(a) postal, telegraphic, telephonic and other like services or forms of com

munication;
(b) broadcasting, television and other like services;
(c) lighthouses, lightships, beacons and buoys;
(d) astronomical and meteorological observations;
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(e) quarantine and public health;
(f) census and statistics;
(g) weights and measures
(h) naturalization and aliens;
(i) the people of any race in any State for whom it is deemed necessary to 

make special laws;
(j) immigration and emigration;
(k) the influx of criminals.
3. Money and Finance, including
(a) duties of customs and excise on the production, importation and/or 

exportation of any goods;
(b) bounties on the production or export of any goods;
(c) borrowing money on the public credit of the Federation;
(d) currency, coinage and legal tender;
(e) banking in all its forms and the incorporation of banks;
(f) the issue of paper or other forms of money and/or credit;
(g) bills of exchange and promissory notes.
4. Matters
(a) in respect of which the Constitution of the Federation makes provision 

until Parliament otherwise provides;
(b) referred to the Parliament of the Federation as exclusive matters by the 

Parliament of any State or by the Parliaments of any States, but so that the 
law shall extend only to States by whose Parliaments the matters are referred 
or which afterwards adopt the law;

(c) in relation to the seat of government of the Federation and all places 
acquired by the Federation for public purposes;

(d) relating to any department of the civil or public service the control of 
which by the Constitution of the Federation is transferred to the executive 
government of the Federation;

(e) declared by the Constitution to be within the exclusive power of the Par
liament.

Second Schedule: Concurrent Powers
1. Taxation.
2. Economic Questions, including: -
(a) trade and commerce and the relation thereto of all persons and enter

prises engaged therein;
(b) insurance in all its forms;
(c) the creation, dissolution, regulation and control of corporations;
(d) the dissolution, regulation and control of corporations formed under the 

law of a State, whether for the acquisition of gain by the corporation, or by 
its members, or formed for religious, charitable, scientific or artistic purposes;

(e) the regulation, dissolution and control of foreign corporations;
(f) the acquisition of any real or personal property, or any interest therein;
(g) the regulation, ownership and control of production, manufacture, dis

tribution or supply of any primary, secondary and tertiary industry;
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(h) the regulation, control, creation and dissolution of any trusts, combina
tions, monopolies, and arrangements in respect of any primary, secondary 
and tertiary industry or of any goods, commodities and services;

(i) transport in all forms, by road, by rail, by water, in the air or otherwise.
3. Industrial Matters, including
(a) labour;
(b) organization of employees and employers;
(c) employment and unemployment;
(d) the terms and conditions of labour and employment in any trade, indus

try, occupation or calling;
(e) the rights and obligations of employers and employees;
(f) strikes and lockouts;
(g) the maintenance of industrial peace;
(b) the settlement of industrial disputes;
(i) family endowments and allowances to parents and children.
4. Social Services, including
(a) invalid and old-age pensions;
(b) unemployment insurance;
(c) workmen’s compensation;
(d) health and sickness insurance;
(e) national insurance;
(f) maintenance allowances and benefits.

(E) Plan of action

The Congress,
Having debated and adopted the Interlaken Plan of Action for a European 

Assembly, which comprises a letter to the heads of governments and the Presi
dents of European Parliaments, in addition to a resolution and the basic princi
ples of a Constitution for the United States of Europe,

Decides:
1. That this Plan and letter shall be signed by the heads of all the parliamen

tary delegations that have taken part in the Interlaken congress.
2. To call on each delegation -  taking account, naturally, of the political and 

constitutional situation in its own country -  to take any initiatives in the polit
ical and parliamentary field which may seem likely to assist the realization of 
the aims set forth in the Plan.

3. That this Plan shall be sent simultaneously to the heads of government, 
presidents of parliaments and foreign ministers concerned.

4. That the Plan shall be translated into the national language of each dele
gation and printed as a booklet in that language, as soon as possible after each 
delegation returns to its capital; and that each delegation shall take all approp
riate measures to make the Plan known in its country.

5. That these printed documents shall be distributed by members of delega
tions to all their fellow-members of parliament in the course of this month.

6. That the resolution which forms part of the Plan shall be submitted to the
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Parliament of each delegation as soon as possible. The members of each dele
gation shall use their endeavours to cause the motion to be debated in their par
liament.

7. After the Plan has been communicated to heads of government, Presidents 
of parliaments and ministers of foreign affairs, and the motion has been 
debated in the respective parliaments, a press conference shall be held, if 
possible on the same day in each country.

8. Each delegation shall arrange for competent agencies to organize, during 
the period October-December, one or more public meetings to be addressed 
by representatives of all classes of the population, all political parties, com
merce and industry, trade unions and employers, so as to make the plan known 
and commend it to public opinion.

9. The chairman and secretary of each parliamentary group shall be respon
sible for carrying out these provisions. They shall submit to the Secretary-Gen
eral of the EPU a detailed monthly report on the progress made in their coun
try. A monthly meeting of the heads of national parliamentary groups will be 
necessary to review the work of the past weeks and decide on further resolu
tions.

10. At the same time, there shall be set up within the EPU a Watching Com
mittee (Comité de Vigilance) in order to seize every opportunity to promote 
the convening of a European parliament and particularly to take advantage of 
any meeting of European ministers as an occasion for urgent action, so that 
the initiatives envisaged in the Plan may be taken without delay by the govern
ments concerned.

11. The Council of the EPU shall convene in December 1948 to take note 
of the results of this action by the Watching Committee and to take any further 
decisions that may appear necessary.

(F) Statutes

Art. 1: The European Parliamentary Union is an Association open to all 
parliamentarians of European countries who accede to the present Statutes.

The headquarters of the EPU shall be located at a place determined by the 
Assembly. At present it is located at Gstaad, Switzerland.

Art. 2: The object of the EPU is to bring about a Europan federation at the 
earliest possible date. For this purpose the EPU will endeavour, with the assist
ance of all European countries willing to join in the same cause, to form a per
manent community under the title ‘United States of Europe’, with the firm 
intention of eventually embracing the whole of Europe.

Art. 3: Membership of the Union shall be forfeited by resignation, by expiry 
of parliamentary mandate or by expulsion pronounced by the national group 
or, if there is no such group, by the Council. In the last case the excluded 
member may appeal to a closed session of the Assembly.

However, former members of parliament who have been members of the 
EPU and have rendered special services may be appointed associate members,
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at first on a provisional basis by the Steering Committee, and finally by the 
Assembly on the Comittee’s recommendation.

Associate members shall take part in Assembly meetings on a non-voting 
basis.

They may also, on the same basis, be invited to join in the work of the other 
bodies referred to in Art. 5.

Art. 4 : The EPU consists of national parliamentary groups from the free 
countries. These groups must be recognized by the Council. In countries 
where there is no parliamentary group, membership may be on an individual 
basis. Accessions shall be received by the Council and validated by the next 
Assembly after the application. Each group shall be a purely parliamentary 
organization independent of any extra-parliamentary association, though it 
may co-ordinate its action with movements having a similar purpose.

Art. 5: The organs of the EPU are: the Assembly, the Select Assembly (As
semblée Restreinte) and the Council.

Art. 6: (a) The Assembly consists of all members of the EPU. It shall 
meet annually in August or September at a place fixed by the 
Council.
(b) Extraordinary sessions may be convened by the President at the 
Council’s decision or at the request of one-fifth of the members of 
the Assembly.
(c) The members representing each country shall have one vote per 
million inhabitants or fraction thereof exceeding 500,000.
(d) Countries with a population less than 500,000 shall have one 
vote.
(e) For each session of the Assembly, the national parliamentary 
groups shall decide on the allocation of seats among their respective 
members. If there is no national group, the members from the 
country in question shall decide, and if they cannot agree they shall 
inform the Council of the dispute and abide by its decision.

Art. 7 : The Assembly’s debates shall be public unless the Assembly decides 
otherwise.

Art. 8 : Any proposal which receives a majority of votes in the Assembly but 
does not secure a majority of two-thirds of the States represented shall be 
given a second reading, and adopted only if it gains a majority of two-thirds of 
the votes.

Art. 9 : In case of emergency, when it is technically impossible to con
vene the Assembly, a Select Assembly shall replace it between sessions. Dececi- 
sions of the Select Assembly shall be submitted to the next Assembly for rati
fication.

The Select Assembly shall consist of at most four delegates from each coun
try. Sections (c) and (d) of Art. 6 shall apply to voting in the Select Assembly. 
The chairmen of national groups, or their representatives, shall be members of 
the Select Assembly, which shall be convened by the President of the EPU. 
The other three national delegates shall be appointed by their group. In coun
tries where there is no national group, the four delegates shall be appointed by
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the members regularly mandated at the last Assembly. It is desirable that the 
members of a national delegation should belong to different parties.

Art. 10: The Council is the executive and administrative organ of the EPU. 
It shall draw up the annual budget and submit it to the Assembly for provisional 
approval. It is responsible for implementing the budget and shall render an 
annual account thereof. The Council shall be elected by the Assembly for one 
year and shall consist of one parliamentarian from each of the countries 
represented in the EPU. The members from each country shall designate a 
deputy, who shall only sit in the absence of the substantive member. The 
Council shall also include two parliamentary secretaries elected by the Assem
bly, which shall also designate two deputy secretaries. Members of the 
Council may be re-elected, but may not sit for more than three consecutive 
years.

Art. 11: The Council shall elect from its own members a President and four 
Vice-Presidents, who may be re-elected twice. The President shall act as 
chairman of the Council, the Select Assembly and the Assembly. He shall 
determine the date and place of Council meetings. If the President is 
temporarily incapacitated, he shall appoint a Vice-President to take his place. 
If he is incapacitated for a longer period, the Council shall appoint one of its 
members to carry out the President’s duties.

Art. 12: The Council shall appoint a secretary-general, who may be a non
parliamentarian. He shall serve for three years and be re-eligible. He shall also 
act as secretary of the Assembly and the Select Assembly, and shall be 
responsible for the implementation of the Council’s decisions. He shall choose 
his staff with the Council’s agreement.

Art. 13: Any modifications to the present Statutes shall be proposed by the 
Council or by a quarter of the national groups or a quarter of the countries 
represented. The Statutes may be modified by a decision of the Assembly in 
accordance with Art. 8.

Art. 14: The dissolution of the EPU may be decided upon in accordance 
with Art. 13.

40. Richard Coudenhove-K alergi, Ronald W . G. Mackay, 
D uncan Sandys and G eorges Bohy: Correspondence, and 
Failure o f Attem pts to unite the European M ovem ent and the 
E P U  January -  February 1949

(A) Mackay to Coudenhove, 1 January 1949
(B) Coudenhove to Mackay, 10 January 1949
(C) Mackay to Coudenhove, 18 January 1949
(D) Coudenhove to Sandys, 18 January 1949
(E) Coudenhove and Bohy to Sandys, 6 February 1949

(A) G iacchero  papers
(B) EM  Archives
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(C) G iacchero papers
(D) C E C  Archives, E P U  file, 1949-52; EA Archives, E 792.10; EM  Archives
(E) EM  Archives

From 1947 onwards attempts were made without much success to bring about unity of 
organization and if possible of policy between the EPU with its federalist orientation and 
the European Movement, which was strongly 'unionist' and dominated by the British. In the 
course of the Interlaken congress it was agreed to try to revive these efforts for the purpose 
of propaganda and joint action.1 It soon became clear; however (document E), that if the 
EPU leadership under Coudenhove and Bohy2 would agree to any organizational link it 
would only be on a footing of complete equality and without prejudice to the EPU's inde
pendent programme (the Interlaken Plan). A  large part was played by the personal ambitions 
of Coudenhove and Bohy and their dislike of Duncan Sandys3 the leading figure in the Euro
pean Movement. In addition,, the failure of the attempts at a merger was closely connected 
with the rift, which developed from the beginning of 1949 onwards, between the British 
group headed by Mackay and the EPU. The dispute concerning a reorganization of the EPU  
with more influence for the British group», which the latter thought necessary,J was only a 
symptom of a deep-seated conflict (documents A, B and C): the basic conflict was between 
the extreme federalist position of the EPU and the minimalist 'unionism'which prevailed in 
the European Movement (documents C3 D).

(A) Mackay to Coudenhove, 1 January 1949
(...)
b. Organization
This is dealt with fully in my memorandum. Nothing has been done to or

ganize groups in the different countries. Several of the people on the Council, 
as you know, represent no-one. I agree it is important to have the contact, but 
steps should be taken to organize the groups. It is not your job. I have never 
argued that it was, but do let us appoint an organizing secretary to go round 
and get these groups into being.

c. The European Movement
This, I know, is a thorny problem. I am not unaware of that, although I do 

not quite accept what you say entirely [jfc] in your letter to me that we have 
ever agreed that it must be fifty-fifty. At Interlaken we agreed on a liaison 
committee. By the time the Council met at Brussels, the European Movement 
would not have a liaison committee. They have gone ahead very fast, while we 
have gone back. There is a point of principle which must be faced: either we 
work with bodies who do not support federation or we do not work with them. 
If we don’t, then you have got to be prepared for the European Movement

1 Cf. ‘D écision du Conseil, deuxièm e C ongrès de l’U P E , In te rlak en ’ and ‘R éunion  
du Conseil à Bruxelles les 13 et 14 novem bre 1948’ (both  in G iacchero  papers).

2 Bohy, form ally P resident o f the E P U , was the chairm an o f the p arliam en tary  
group of the Belgian socialist party .

3 Cf. M ackay’s proposals fo r o rgan iza tional re fo rm  o f 20 D ecem ber 1948 
(M ackay Archives) and 2 Jan . 1949 (G iacchero  papers).
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creating parliamentary groups itself. Many of our groups in the different 
countries do not support federation at all and have much more in common 
with the European Movement than they have with our federal ideas. This 
question has got to be thought out very carefully. My own view is that we 
should join with the European Movement and try and convert it to federation. 
If we are not prepared to do that, then let us leave these negotiations alone 
and just work only with the federalists. But do remember that we went to The 
Hague, that we have backed the European Movement’s statement, that there 
is nothing about a federation in it and they particularly excluded a federation

in the paper which they submitted to the Committee. I just cannot under
stand this attitude. It seems to me inconsistent to support their memorandum 
and not become a member of the European Movement. We cannot be in and 
out all the time. (...)

(B) Coudenhove to Mackay, 10 January 1949

(...) We must never forget that the E.P.U. is a giant baby of less than two 
years. It has of course still to be developed. It will soon work perfectly, if all 
its branches and organs mind their own business -  the President, the Secretary- 
General, the Council and the National Groups.

I have been most satisfied with the efforts of our National Groups that have, 
under difficult circumstances, assured their national quotas at the Interlaken 
Congress. I am sorry to say that your delegation alone, among the major 
nations, was far from being complete.

I realize all your difficulties and know that plenty of hard work will still be 
necessary to assure a parliamentary majority in the House of Commons, equal 
to the majorities that have been assured by our groups within most of the 
Continental parliaments. I therefore suggest that you and your staff concen
trate all your dynamic energies on this national goal. You can be sure that I 
shall not try to interfere with this task, just as I shall not permit to any body to 
interfere in the task reserved by our regulations to the Secretary-General. (...)

(...) At our Council Meeting at the Château d’Ardennes you declared that 
we must try to eliminate Sandys from the Presidency of the Co-ordination 
Committee and to replace him by Bohy. Upon your insistence we took up ne
gotiations with the Federalists and other groups to assure this change. In Paris 
we pledged to these groups that we would help them overthrow Sandys, and 
you were charged with proposing Bohy as Chairman of the Co-ordination 
Committee. Without having consulted or informed anybody, you rose at the 
decisive meeting of the Co-ordination Committee to propose as its Chairman 
not Bohy but Sandys! This surprising action of yours violated the unanimous 
decision of our Council and also our pledges to the Federalists and other 
groups. No organization can be run with such methods !(...)
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(C) Mackay to Coudenhove, 18 January 1949

(...) I never agreed to displace Sandys as you suggest (...) It was you and 
the others who insisted on Bohy being proposed for chairman instead of San
dys. I would give my support at any time because I think highly of him, but this 
was the absurdest thing we could have done and it made us look ridiculous.

In short, it was a question of principle whether we, as federalists, could 
work with a group that includes non-federalists. We took the decision to 
become associated on condition that the other groups were in on an equal foot
ing. At the meeting, you and others made it a personal question between Bohy 
and Sandys, which was quite absurd. Nothing I did was contrary to any 
unanimous decision by the Council or to our promises to the Federalists, and 
remember that the Federalists voted for Sandys. It is quite wrong to say that I 
did not consult or inform anybody. (...)

We have never had a competent Secretariat since the EPU began to func
tion, and we have not now. As a member of the Council I have a perfect right 
to raise this question and try to find a solution. I think I have raised the ques
tion several times and many decisions have been taken, but never carried out. 
The proposals made in London for solving the problem are simple and practi
cal. I shall raise them again at the Paris Council, and I am entitled to do so.

(D) Coudenhove to Sandys, 18 January 1949

(...) 1. The European Movement is at war with the British Government, for 
reasons of party-politics.

I am in no position to compromise the relations of the Pan-European Union 
to the British Government by joining your organization.

2. Unity within the movement for European unity was desirable as long as 
its followers constituted a minority.

Since a great majority of Europeans are now in favour of some kind of 
unity, the issue has changed. It is no longer whether Europe shall unite or not, 
but what character this union shall take.

The Russians plan for a Soviet Europe;
The British plan for a European Commonwealth, without a Federal 

Constitution or Government;
The French and most other continental nations plan for a European Federa

tion under a Constitution and a Federal Government.
3. The European Movement is not neutral on this issue, since it is controlled 

by a British group holding most of its key positions. (...)
(...) 4. I know that you are not in favour of a European Federation. Also, 

your hands in this matter are bound by the fact that you are a Candidate of 
the Conservative Party for the coming elections. Thus you cannot oppose the 
basic policy of your Party, that rejects European Federation.

I realize that within your Committee there are supporters of a genuine
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European Federation. But it is obvious that, holding secondary functions, this 
minority is in no position to determine the policy of the European Movement.

5. At the present moment, when governments, parliaments and public 
opinion all over Europe acclaim unity, the organization of a new ‘European 
Movement’ seems to me an anachronism if this Movement does not work 
boldly for European Federation, in the spirit of the Interlaken Plan of Action.

6. The best service we all can render to the cause of European unity is to 
clarify and not to confuse the basic issue; whether Europe shall be orga
nized as a Commonwealth of Nations, or as a Federation under a federal 
Constitution and a federal Government. (...)

(E) Coudenhove and Bohy to Sandys, 6 February 1949

The agreement between the two groups may be summarized as follows.
1. The European Movement and the EPU have decided to establish close 

and constant mutual co-operation.
2. The EPU accordingly confirms its agreement to share in the activity of 

the Executive Council and the Steering Committee of the European Move
ment.

3. The EPU will do its utmost to apply, in its sphere of action, the decisions 
taken by the Executive Committee and will take care not to contradict or 
hamper the realization of the immediate aims jointly agreed on.

4. In return, the European Movement will refrain from organizing or 
instructing parliamentary groups to give effect to its decisions on the parlia
mentary plane.

5. There shall be no restriction on the right of the EPU (its Council, its 
Steering Committee or its members) to pursue the aim of European federation 
in accordance with the Interlaken Plan.

6. The two groups agree that really close and effective co-operation can 
only be obtained by the participation of the Council of the EPU in the proceed
ings of the Executive Committee of the European Movement.

7. Each group reserves the right to resume its freedom of action at any time 
after expressly informing the other party of its intention.

41. Ronald W . G . Mackay: Ideas and Plans Concerning the 
Council of Europe D ecem ber 1948 -  July 1949

(A) ‘Draft proposal5, 20 December 1948
(B) Memorandum, 1 March 1949
(C) Resolution, 31 July 1949

(A) ‘P ro je t de p ropositions p o u r être  discutées p a r  le B ureau dans ses réunions des 
29 et 30. 12. 48 à L ondres’, 20 D ecem ber 1948 (G iacchero  papers).
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(B) E uropean  C onsultative Assembly, ‘M em orandum  fo r consideration  by E uropean  
M em bers o f P arliam ent w ho are in terested  in converting  the C ouncil o f E u rope in to  a 
real political un ion’ (M ackay Archives).

(C) R. W . G. M ackay, Western Union in Crisis. Economic Anarchy or Political Union, 
O xford , 1949, pp. 118 f.

The Interlaken plan was so far-reaching that there was no chance whatever of its imme
diate implementation. To obtain support for its principles it was necessary to take account of 
the compromise on which the members of the Brussels pact reached agreement in the winter 
of 1948-9 concerning a European Assembly ’. In his comments and preparations in parallel 
with the government negotiations and in connection with the first session of the Consulta
tive Assembly in August 1949\ Mackay did his best to introduce elements of the Interlaken 
plan and to safeguard its major principles. A t the turn of the year 1948/9\ when the breach 
with the EPU was not yet complete, Mackay had tried in vain to persuade the EPU to adopt 
this course (A).1 Then, in his memorandum of 1 March 1949 (B) and his book W estern  
U nion in Crisis (C), he went ahead without the EPU, appealing direct to federalist-minded 
parliamentarians and to the public at large.

(A) ‘Draft proposal5, 20 December 1948 

(...) First resolution
The first resolution should repeat the expository part of the resolution in 

the first Annexe to the Interlaken plan with some changes and modifications, 
and should continue as follows: ‘It is resolved that this Congress is of the 
opinion that in order to give full effect to the aims and intentions of the Con
vention on European Economic Co-operation signed in Paris on 16 April 
1948, a political union of the states parties to the Convention should be estab
lished under the title United States of Western Europe.5

Second Resolution
In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Council for the establish

ment of the United States of Western Europe, it is resolved that the principles 
of the Constitution set forth in the second Annexe to the Interlaken Plan shall 
be examined separately by the Council, and -  with such modifications, 
changes or additions as the Council may think necessary -  shall be adopted by 
the Council as the basis of a Constitution for a United States of Europe.

Third resolution
It is resolved that the governments that are parties to the Convention and 

are represented on this Council of Europe shall forthwith be invited to prepare 
a treaty for the purpose of giving effect to these principles and of creating a 
federation under the title ‘United States of Western Europe5. They are also 
invited to take all necessary steps to bring about the signature and ratification 
of the treaty. (...)

1 Cf. also ‘D ra ft resolutions fo r consideration  by the C ouncil o f the E P U  at its 
m eeting in Paris on the 5th and 6th February  1949’, 2 Jan . 1949 (M ackay Archives).
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(B) ‘Memorandum’, 1 March 1949

( . . . )

22. The Power of the Assembly
The present indications are that the Consultative Assembly will not have any 

power and may even only be able to discuss matters referred to it by the 
Council of Ministers. This memorandum proceeds on the basis that it is impor
tant that the Consultative Assembly should, as soon as possible, become an 
effective parliament for the ten countries and that it should take whatever 
steps are necessary in order to bring that about. If the Consultative Assembly 
is really going to accept the role of being a body which can only discuss such 
matters as are referred to it by the Council of Ministers, then it might just as 
well not bother to meet.

23. What Steps N ow ?
What steps can such an Assembly take? And how should it proceed? The 

answer to this question is that the Assembly should at once consider the ques
tion of whether or not a Federation of Europe is to be established. If it agrees 
that it should be, then it should consider the steps to bring such a federation 
into being and should pass a series of resolutions, indicating how this can be 
done, which refer the whole question back to the governments of the coun
tries represented at the Assembly.

24. Agenda for the Assembly
It is proposed therefore, that the Agenda of the Consultative Assembly, 

apart from formal questions, should include resolutions covering the following 
five matters:

I. A resolution that it is desired to establish forthwith a European fed
eration of some kind.

II. A resolution that the Assembly should consider the main points on 
which such a Federation should be established under ten headings, 
namely:

1. Original members.
2. Composition of Parliament.
3. The Powers of Parliament.
4. The Executive.
5. The Judicature.
6. Finance.
7. The Rights of the states members of the Federation.
8. Overseas territories of the states.
9. New members.

10. Alteration of the Constitution.
III. That, having settled the principles on which a European federation 

should be established, the Consultative Assembly should appoint a 
Committee to draft a treaty embodying a constitution in accordance 
with these principles and should adjourn for three weeks while the 
constitution is being drafted.
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IV. That the Consultative Assembly, on resuming its sittings, should 
consider the treaty clause by clause and keep in session until it has been 
agreed.

V. That the Consultative Assembly should send an appeal to the 
governments of the ten countries participating in the Assembly, to 
which the draft treaty should be attached, asking the governments to 
enter into the treaty and to take steps to secure its ratification, and on 
its being ratified to give effect to it by creating the European state.

(...)

(C) Resolution, 31 July 1949

(...) I want to propose to the Assembly the following resolution.
Whereas : The aim of the Council of Europe is to achieve a greater unity 

between its members for the purpose of safeguarding and realizing the ideals 
and principles which are their common heritage and facilitating their economic 
and social progress, and whereas: The Consultative Assembly has discussed 
how a greater unity between its members can be secured for the purposes of 
the aims of the Council of Europe, this Assembly respectfully recommends to 
the Committee of Ministers :

(1) that to secure greater unity between the members of the Council of 
Europe there should be established a democratic federation of Europe based 
on the principles of civil and political liberty and economic and social justice 
and security; that the federation of Europe should be open to Germany; that it 
should be independent and strong enough to protect the security of its constit
uent peoples; and that it should be free from outside control and not directed 
against any other nation.

(2) that the Committee of Ministers appoint from the members of the Con
sultative Assembly a Commission charged with the duty of making a full 
report on the whole project of the political union of Western Europe; of ex
amining the implications, political, economic and constitutional, of such a 
union; of drafting a constitution in the form of a treaty for such a union; and 
of preparing draft proposals of a practical character for bringing the union 
into being; and that the Commission be asked to report by the 31st March,
1950.

(3) that the report of the Commission be submitted by the Committee of 
Ministers to the respective members of the Council of Europe; that the Com
mittee of Ministers ask the respective governments to have it debated in their 
parliaments; and that the report, together with such observations, draft pro
tocol or other instrument which the Committee of Ministers may prepare, be 
placed on the agenda of the meeting of the Consultative Assembly in 1950.

(...)
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42. European Parliamentary U nion: Attitude to the Council of 
Europe 2 July 1949

(A) £The Structure of Europe5
(B) Motion

(A) ‘T ro isièm e C ongrès parlem entaire  eu ropéen , p résen té p a r  la C ham bre de C om 
m erce, industrie  et agricu ltu re  de V enise à l’U P E ’, V enice, 1949, p. 47 (EA A rchives, E 
792.10)

(B) EA Archives, E  792.10; C E C  A rchives, E P U  file, 1949-52.

After it was announced that the first session of the Consultative Assembly would open 
in August 1949\ on 15 June Coudenhove broke a long silence on the part of the EPU leader
ship by calling an extraordinary meeting of its enlarged governing body for 2 July in order to 
define the EPU's attitude towards the Assembly and contribute \a number of practical pro
jects' to its labours. The leadership took a similar line to Mackay's (cf. doc. 41) though inde
pendently of him, but maintained the Interlaken positions, as is clear from a document of 
probably about this date (A), the style of which shows no readiness for compromise.1 The 
chief proposals and conclusions of the meeting were summarized in a motion (B). The rejec
tion of the invitations by the British and the Scandinavian groups, and the hesitation of the 
French,2 show how far the EPU had disintegrated in consequence of its leaders' inflexibility 
since the crisis at the beginning of 1949.

(A) £The Structure of Europe5

In each country, Members of Parliament -  that is to say, men who have both 
the experience and responsibility of power -  have created federalist national 
groups, then, by collaboration between those groups, have founded the Euro
pean Parliamentary Union.

At its Congress at Interlaken in September 1948, this European Parliamen
tary Union established the manner in which its ideal is to be carried into effect: 
the United States of Europe.

To this end, its programme follows the lines of three guiding principles:

1. No Ostracism with Regard to the Member States
The United States of Europe shall include the States which are members of 

the Organization for European Economic Co-operation and accept the Dec
laration of Human Rights as drawn up by the UNO. All other European 
States shall be free at all times to join the Federation after having agreed to 
accept its Constitution. The affiliation to the European Federation of certain

1 T h e  docum en t should  n o t be confused  w ith  the m em orandum  o f the sam e title 
d a ted  17 O ct. 1949 (cf. doc. 44 below ). I t  was annexed th e re to , b u t can be found  as 
a supplem ent to  the  w ork in g  papers p rep ared  fo r  the V enice congress (cf. doc. 46). 
T his, and  the fac t th a t the  p resen t tex t w as m uch used as a leaflet by the P an -E u ro 
pean  m ovem ent in D ecem ber 1949, m ake it possible to  dissociate it from  the texts 
com posed in the au tum n  o f 1949 and  to  re la te  it to  the tim e o f the V ienna congress.

2 This accounts for the phrase ‘profound gratitude to the French government’.
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overseas territories is envisaged, with due consideration for legitimate inter
ests of the European Powers concerned, the population of such territories and 
Europe herself.

Member States of the Federation have equal rights and common obligations. 
The citizens of each member State of the Federation shall enjoy the same 
rights and privileges in the territories of all the other member States.

2. Constitution of European Powers
Three orders of powers are stipulated :
Firstly, a Legislative Power to be vested in a Parliament consisting of two 

Houses, a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies.
The Senate shall be composed for each country of an equal number of Sena

tors, irrespective of the size of the country. The Chamber of Deputies shall be 
composed, in proportion to each population, of delegates of the national Par
liaments, in accordance with the political parties which make up those assem
blies.

Secondly, an Executive Power: this shall be vested in a Federal Councilwhich 
shall elect its President. The Federal Council shall be elected by both Houses 
of Parliament and shall be responsible to them.

Lastly, a Judicial Power. This shall be vested in a Supreme Court which shall 
be competent -  in addition to certain matters which still remain to be specified 
-  in all questions pertaining to the interpretation of the Constitution, and to 
all breaches or violations of the Declaration of Human Rights.

3. Rational Allocation of Competence
With a view to maintaining peace, order and good government of the Feder

ation, the Parliament of the Federation shall be vested, subject to the Constitu
tion, with power to enact laws which are absolutely necessary to enable Parlia
ment to legislate in respect of matters relating to the Federation.

On the establishment of the Federation, the collection and control of duties 
of customs and excise may pass to the Executive Power of the Federation. 
Uniform duties of customs shall be fixed as soon as practicable, with a view 
of preparing the way for complete freedom of trade between the States.

On the other hand, the States of Europe shall preserve sufficient autonomy 
to be able to manage their own affairs in the spheres which are not common 
to all the States, or do not involve the general interests of Europe. Each State 
shall retain its Constitution, subject to such amendments as it agrees to accept 
as a result of the adoption by it of the Federal Constitution.

However, should the legislation of a federated State be inconsistent with the 
federal law, the federal law shall prevail to the extent of the inconsistency. Mo
reover, no federated State without the consent of the Parliament of the Federa
tion, shall raise or maintain any air, naval or military force, impose any tax on 
property belonging to the Federation, coin any money or make anything legal 
tender in payment of debts not approved by the Federation.

It is with a view to achieving the above ends that the European Parliamen
tary Union urges the summoning of a Constitutent Assembly, elected by the 
national Parliaments, for the purpose of drawing up a European Constitution.
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(B) Motion

The European Parliamentary Union, which launched the idea of a European 
parliament at its first Congress at Gstaad in September 1947 and has defended 
it ever since, welcomes the creation of the Council of Europe as a first official 
step of capital importance towards the realization of its ideal, the federation 
of Europe.

The EPU expresses its profound gratitude to the French government, which 
has taken the first initiatives in this direction, and the other governments that 
have associated themselves with this work.

In order to contribute to the success of the Council of Europe which consti
tutes this first stage, the EPU feels bound to make the following suggestions:

(1) The Council of Europe should be inspired by one dominating principle: 
to work for a limitation of national sovereignty for the purpose of the Euro
pean constitutional arrangements to be devised by the Council.

(2) The effective working of the Council of Europe requires confident and 
effective collaboration between the two bodies of which it is at present com
posed: the Committee of Ministers, representing states, and the Consultative 
Assembly, representing peoples. In order that the representatives of peoples 
may express their views freely, the EPU hopes that the Committee of Minis
ters will voluntarily abstain from using its right to veto the agenda proposed 
by the Assembly. It calls on the parliamentary groups belonging to the EPU to 
use their influence with their respective governments in this sense.

(3) As regards the functioning of the Committee of Ministers, the EPU 
suggests that there be appointed in each country a member of the cabinet or 
an under-secretary of state with special responsibility for European affairs, 
who can act as deputy for the minister of foreign affairs and make possible fre
quent meetings of the Committee of Ministers in liaison with the permanent 
Commissions.

(4) As to the functioning of the Consultative Assembly, the EPU urges that 
there should be appropriate rules of procedure to ensure the effectiveness of 
debates, and that permanent Commissions be set up, having as their members 
alternate members of the Consultative Assembly.

(5) The EPU asks that the Committee of Ministers should not object to the 
Assembly, if it so desires, appointing a secretary-general of its own.

(6) The EPU would be especially glad if the Assembly were to devise 
practical solutions to such matters as:

(a) European citizenship based on a declaration of the rights of man and a 
European Court of Justice.

(b) Measures to facilitate the movement, throughout the associated part of 
Europe, of members of parliament and journalists, on a basis of reciprocity 
among states, and to encourage frequent meetings among parliamentarians of 
the countries represented in the Consultative Assembly.

(c) Co-ordination of the foreign policy of European nations.
(d) Economic unification, the problem of currency, in particular the crea

tion of a European credit institution; the co-ordinated raising of living stan-
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dards; the adoption and development, in all European countries, of the widest 
possible measures of social and economic justice.

(e) The identification and study of legal problems that lend themselves to 
a degree of unification.

(7) The whole territory of the states represented in the Council of Europe 
should be placed under a single denomination.

43. European Parliamentary Union: Third Congress in Venice
19-22  Septem ber 1949

(A) Report by Coudenhove
(B) Report by P. de Felice
(C) Report by L. Benvenuti
(D) Report by É. de la Vallée Poussin
(E) Political resolution
(F) Economic resolution

T ro is ièm e C ongrès parlem entaire  E uropéen , présen té  p ar la C ham bre de C om m erce, 
industrie et agriculture de V enise à l’U P E ’, V enice, 1949 (EA Archives, E 792.10).

The EPU had planned for its third Congress to meet at Venice immediately after the close 
of the first session of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe. The British 
All-Party Group was no longer represented' and only one deputy came from the Federal Re
public of Germany\ as the date conflicted with the inaugural declaration of Adenauer's 
first government. About 180 attended in all\ of whom France and Italy made up some 140; 
other delegations of several members were from Belgium, Greece; the Saar and Turkey.1 
Since about a quarter of the members of the Strasburg Assembly belonged to the EPU, it was 
understandable that Coudenhove and his colleagues, despite their inward reservations, 
sought to take credit for that body's relative success (A). Thus the Congress took as its central 
theme the proceedings and results of the first Strasburg session and the lessons to be learnt 
from it. Under the watchword From the Strasburg Assembly to a European Constitution' 
(cf. reports by de Felice (B) and Benvenuti (C))2>3 the Congress adopted a Political Resolu
tion (E) reaffirming the EPU's federalist aims. A t the same time, it attempted to translate the 
basic political aim into concrete economic terms. On the basis of a report by de la Vallée 
Poussin (D)4 an Economic Resolution (F) was adopted\ proposing measures to do away with 
currency imbalances. Like other proposals at this time (cf. Chapter on the European League 
for Economic Co-operation), this was a reflection of the problem created by the British deval
uation of sterling on 18 September 1949, contrary to existing agreements and without consul
tation with the OEEC. This event showed clearly what narrow bounds were set to the pro
cess of European unification.

1 Cf. M. Posselt, Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi und die Europäische Parlamentarier- 
Union. Die parlamentarische Bewegung für eine Europäische Konstituante' (1946- 
1952)  (thesis), G raz , 1987, pp. 418 ff.

2 P ierre de Felice, F rench senator, m em ber of the E uropean  Assembly.
3 Lodovico Benvenuti, Italian deputy , m em ber o f the E uropean  Assembly.
4 Etienne de la V allèe Poussin, Belgian senator, m em ber o f the E uropean  A ssem 

bly.
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(A) Coudenhove

(...) At Strasburg, our friends formed the vanguard of the European Parlia
ment inspired by our ideas.

This triumph of the EPU in the short space of two years is not a miracle. 
It springs from the fact that throughout free Europe it is parliamentarians who 
hold the real keys of power (...)

The second event which profoundly changed the character of our Union 
was the Interlaken Plan (...) It turned our Union into the advance guard of 
all those who regard the Council of Europe as a necessary stage, a first step 
towards the United States of Europe which alone can solve the European 
problem.

We have no time to lose. The integration of the German nation into the new 
European system is on the tapis and admits of no ambiguity or delay. A solu
tion is only possible within a federation. (...)

The creation of the Council of Europe and the adoption of the Interlaken 
Plan confront us with fresh tasks. (...)

Our function is not to duplicate this official institution with private gather
ings, but to do all we can to help the European Parliament in its great and 
arduous task. Here, my friends, we can play a decisive part.

For the European Assembly has no power: it is under the tutelage of the 
Committee of Ministers, that is to say of governments, which are free to reject 
its recommendations.

At the national level, it is governments which are under the tutelage of their 
parliaments, without whose confidence they cannot continue to function.

That is why there must be close co-operation between the European Parlia
ment and national parliaments, and it is for the EPU to form the link between 
the parliament of Europe and the parliaments of the European nations. (...)

The EPU’s second task is to transform the Council of Europe, as rapidly 
as possible, into a true United States of Europe. (...)

The Interlaken Plan is the clearest and boldest yet conceived for the solution 
of the European question. It has transformed our Union from a clearing-house 
into a political army. (...)

Our Congress will confine itself to examining two specific questions that go 
beyond the present Strasburg agenda: first, the transformation of Europe into 
a federal system; second, the creation of a European currency. These are the 
two great problems of tomorrow. (...)

(B) de Felice

(...) I must tell you of the stage we have just seen at Strasburg. It is no longer 
the mere conception, but the actual birth of Europe in the form of the Council 
of Europe. (...)

The General Affairs Committee concentrated on three objectives:

(a) A larger Assembly?
You will see at once the huge problem raised by this legitimate desire: the
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question of the admission of new states into the Council of Europe and -  why 
not speak plainly? -  the problem of Germany in the first instance.

Having seen the workings of the Assembly, I will speak frankly on this deli
cate subject to you who are parliamentarians, that is to say the constituents of 
the Strasburg deputies in many countries.

There were three schools of thought on this crucial problem -  not as to the 
principle of German membership, which everybody accepts, but as to the con
ditions that should be attached to it. (...)

The solution finally adopted was as follows. In the first place, the Committee 
of Ministers is asked to study the question of the admission of new members 
or associate members before the next ordinary or extraordinary session of the 
Assembly, so that it may be placed on the agenda of that session. Secondly, 
the Assembly requests that any invitation to new member states by the Com
mittee of Ministers should require the prior agreement of a simple majority of 
the Consultative Assembly. This seems to me a thoroughly wise solution. (...)

(b) A freer Assembly?
You can also easily imagine the problem, for the General Affairs Commit

tee, of securing greater freedom for an Assembly whose rights were carefully 
limited from the outset. (...)

(...) That is why the Assembly asked for the appointment of an assistant 
secretary-general responsible to itself alone. (...)

It was decided to recommend to the Committee of Ministers, by way of 
modification of Article 23 of the Statute of the Council of Europe, that while 
the Assembly was required to discuss any question referred to it for advice by 
the Committee of Ministers, it should also be permitted to debate and formu
late its own recommendations on any matter within the aim and scope of the 
Council of Europe. Need I emphasize the importance of this decision? If the 
recommendation is adopted -  and I am sure it will be -  the Assembly will be 
completely independent as to the subject of its debates.

(c) A more effective Assembly?
(...) Effective remedies were proposed by the General Affairs Committee 

and endorsed by the Assembly.
In the first place, a permanent Committee (...) will function between ses

sions, co-ordinating resolutions voted, preparing for the next session and 
taking all possible measures to expedite its work. In short, the Committee will 
be an active and permanent emanation of the Assembly while the latter is not 
in session. (...)

Secondly, this permanent committee may convene an extraordinary session 
of the Assembly, since, on behalf of the President, it is empowered to consult 
with the Committee of Ministers on the possible convening of an extraordinary 
session. (...)
Finally, (...) it was decided that proposals for the creation of a European po
litical authority with limited functions but real powers, as well as proposals to en
dow the Committee of Ministers with intergovernmental or supragovernment-
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al rights and powers, and to create a European civil service should be immediate
ly studied by the permanent committee for submission to the Assembly.

Thus the work of the Assembly is to be made permanent by the semi-official 
work of its permanent committee and special sub-committees, and approval 
has been given in principle to the creation of a supranational European 
authority. (...)

(C) Benvenuti

(...) Each of us is called on to reaffirm at Venice the pledge solemnly given 
at Interlaken, to defend federalist policy in our respective parliaments.

The policy of European unity cannot be regarded by us as merely an aspect 
of the foreign policy of our country, and still less as a secondary issue. It 
represents the central element of such a common policy, and is thus the axis 
on which all relations among our countries must be centred. As far as imme
diate action is concerned, our urgent task is clearly to support the Strasburg 
recommendations in our parliaments and with our governments, particularly 
as regards the modification of the Statute of the Council of Europe.

Secondly, our draft resolution raises the most serious problem that the fed
eralists have to face -  that of the economy of a united Europe.

The Strasburg Assembly has boldly illustrated the evils we suffer from. It has 
envisaged the necessary solutions on broad lines, but these solutions encounter 
very grave obstacles of all kinds, especially political ones. In our opinion the 
task of our Economic Commission should be to consider practical steps so that 
no solution which appears necessary to our survival and prosperity may come 
up against political obstacles.

Thirdly our resolution strongly affirms that the powers of the European 
Assembly must be more and more firmly based on universal suffrage. (...)

Only an Assembly with its roots in universal suffrage, whose democratic 
legitimacy is beyond question, will have proper authority to promote the estab
lishment of a European executive power. The other branch of the European 
parliament would not be the present Committee of Ministers, which in any 
case could not become the government of Europe. Instead, alongside an 
Assembly representing the people, there should be a second Assembly repre
senting the member states of the European federation. (...)

(D) de la Vallée Poussin

(...) I. Europe’s present troubles are due to two main causes:
(1) Obstacles to intra-European trade. These are due to quantitative restric

tions on the exchange of goods, monetary quotas, and the burdening of pro
duction by excessive regulation. All this hampers production and increases 
costs, so that economic miscalculation often leads to unsound investments.

(2) The permanent economic imbalance between the USA and Europe (...) 
This is due to (a) US tariff policy, (b) US monetary policy and (c) US invest
ment policy. (...)
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II. Europe’s internal difficulties must to some extent be resolved simultane
ously, since the obstacles to the exchange of goods and to the convertibility of 
currencies are only two sides of the same fundamental disequilibrium. Hence 
there is a threefold problem:

(1) to facilitate the intra-European exchange of goods;
(2) to bring about the interconvertibility of currencies;
(3) to restore free movement of capital.
As a corollary, these objectives involve the free movement of labour and the 

granting to foreigners of all social benefits enjoyed by the nationals of a given 
country. (...)

The interconvertibility of European currencies requires two conditions:
(a) A realignment of currencies, replacing artificial rates by those corre

sponding to the present real value of currencies.
The pound sterling has just given a lead to this preliminary operation. Let 

us hope it will be carried out advisedly and lead to a true equilibrium.
(b) A common denominator for currencies -  either a money of account or 

gold, with free convertibility. In other words, the European countries must 
have a common currency or at least a common monetary system.

What should that system be?
IV. None of the currencies at present in use possesses the qualities of an 

international currency. (...)
VI. What possibilities of common monetary systems are available to 

Europe? Three are theoretically possible:
(1) A world monetary system to which the dollar would be subject. This was 

attempted at Bretton Woods, but would not work owing to the monetary dis
order of the postwar period.

(2) A European monetary system agreed on by all Europeans.
(3) A return to gold as the European or international standard of value.
The first solution might be revived following the devaluation and realign

ment of European currencies.
The third is perhaps premature, but many economists think it the best in 

itself.
A European monetary system seems the most adequate solution for the time 

being. (...)
(1) The Committee of Ministers must be asked to appoint a group of experts 

to approve the statutes, aims and programme of a European monetary 
authority.

(2) Once the return to free trading in Europe is under way and is starting 
to bear fruit in economic stabilization, the European countries should collec
tively propose to the Americans an overall plan for reforming the commercial 
and monetary relations of the USA with the rest of world and Europe in partic
ular. (...)

(E) Political Resolution
The Congress of the European Parliamentary Union, meeting at Venice in 

September 1949:
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Welcomes the meeting at Strasburg of the European Consultative Assembly, 
which, by affirming its full competence, has taken an important step towards 
the organization of Europe. The Congress considers, however, that its true 
aim will not be realized until the Assembly is endowed with legislative powers.

Calls on its members, in their respective parliaments, to emphasize the 
political unification of Europe as the central issue of all foreign policy.

Invites national groups and members of the European Parliamentary Union 
-  in order to give the maximum effect to the Strasburg recommendations -  to 
take the necessary initiatives without delay so that their respective parliaments 
may endorse these recommendations and that they may be adopted at an early 
date by the states members of the Council of Europe.

Requests the Committee of Ministers to accept all the modifications to the 
Statute of the Council of Europe, proposed by the Strasburg Assembly.

Observes that the economic disarray denounced at Strasburg can only be 
effectively remedied by the constitution of a supranational political authority.

Reaffirms its programme adopted at Interlaken and once more presses 
urgently for a decisive advance towards a European federation with an execu
tive power which should be instituted by a European Constituent Assembly.

Decides to communicate to the rapporteur of the General Affairs 
Committee of the Consultative Assembly, not later than 1 November, a report 
showing that only the creation of a federal United States of Europe can gua
rantee the peaceful and prosperous future of our continent.

Recalls that the construction of Europe cannot be accomplished unless and 
until its representatives in the Consultative Assembly are all elected by their 
parliaments, pending the final stage of direct election by the peoples them
selves.

(F) Economic Resolution 

Preamble

The Congress, while confining its discussions to the European monetary 
problem,

Thinks it necessary to recall in what spirit this problem should be examined 
and solved, and in particular:

That the object of European union is to stimulate production in each 
country so as to institute an economic regime which will do away with the dis
order, deprivation and destruction due to war and will also guarantee to all 
citizens of Europe the satisfaction of their essential needs and a just distribu
tion of the fruits of labour among states and among all the people of each 
state.

That this increase of production can only be achieved by a systematic 
general policy and in particular by the close co-ordination of investment in 
basic industries; and that the achievement of its human ends requires a frame
work of social legislation that will assure one and all of effective protection 
against the risks of life.
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That the co-operation of all workers is necessary to this work of progress, 
whereby the living standard of the masses should be raised so that they may 
have free access to all forms of culture.

That the steps to be taken immediately in order to develop European 
solidarity should include a study of the bases of a customs union so that the 
excise duties of European countries may be progressively unified.

Without prejudice to these general principles, the Congress proposes the 
following resolution:

I

A return to free trade is at present gravely hampered by the lack of an ade
quate system of exchange.

The devaluations that most states have had to carry out have abolished cer
tain artificial rates, and if these devaluations are technically sound they should 
make possible a general realignment of currencies at rates calculated to bring 
about a general equilibrium of prices.

In these circumstances it is a matter of urgency to provide Europe with a 
sound monetary system administered independently of any narrowly national 
economic policy.

The EPU accordingly proposes that the European authorities should 
appoint a committee of experts for the purpose of:

(a) Producing a plan for a European monetary authority to which all 
member states of the Council of Europe would belong, and which would 
define the technical rules to which all national European banks should con
form.

(b) Studying the possibility of establishing this monetary system, at once or 
after a certain interval, on the basis of a freely convertible gold standard.

II

The economic balance between Europe and the dollar area will not be 
automatically restored when free trade is re-established in Europe.

For a time there will have to be some regulation of the movement of capital 
and goods between Europe and the USA.

The committee of experts may study the possibility of confining this regula
tion to monetary measures, accepted equally by all European countries.

In order to place on a sound footing Europe’s economic relations with the 
rest of the world, the European authorities must -  while taking account of the 
needs of the overseas territories of the federated nations -  endeavour to con
clude joint agreements for economic co-operation with the USA and, as far as 
possible, with countries of the Eastern bloc.
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44. European Parliam entary U nion: ‘The Structure of Europe’
17 O ctober 1949

‘T h e  s tructu re  o f E urope. M em orandum  presented  to  the C om m ittee o f G eneral 
A ffairs o f the E uro p ean  C onsulta tive A ssem bly by the E uro p ean  P arliam entary  U n io n ’, 
G staad , 1949 (EA Archives E 792.10). E x trac t in Europa. Dokumente, vol. 1, pp. 608 ff., 
and J. S chw arz (ed.), Der Aufbau Europas, pp. 101 ff.

In accordance with the resolution of the Congress at Venice Coudenhove, as secretary- 
general of the EPU, communicated to the General Affairs Committee of the European Con
sultative Assembly an extensive memorandum supplementing the Congress's conclusions 
and placing them in a historical and topical context. Taking account of the increasing opposi
tion of the Committee of Ministers to the federalist tendencies of the Consultative Assembly, 
the memorandum sought to provide the latter with arguments to strengthen the cause of feder
alism in the Council of Europe. It was addressed above all to the reluctant BritishJ By this 
time, however; the EPU was already in decline. Coudenhove was increasingly transferring 
his activity to the Pan-European Union, which was entirely under his influence, and which 
was, at this time, organizing a campaign of its own for the ‘creation of the United States of 
Europe before the expiry of the Marshall Plan in 19 52'.2

(...)

1. Security

(...) Thus, a semi-federal system in Europe would run the risk of placing 
the national powers in opposition to the federal authority and would be a 
source of inter-European conflicts.

Therefore only a genuine European Federation would be able to ensure the 
permanent peace of the continent.

Integration of the German nation into a European system would seem pos
sible only within the frame of a federation. (...)

(...) If the States of Europe were to maintain their sovereign rights in the 
field of foreign policy, they would be unable to withstand advances or pressure 
from the outside, and this might in the long run transform Europe into the bat
tle-field of the Third World War, in the course of which no doubt Europeans 
and their civilization would be annihilated.

The most effective guarantee against such a diaster would be the establish
ment of a European Federation, peaceful by reason of its very diversity, but 
strong by its defensive unity, the consolidated foreign policy of which would 
be vested in a single Federal authority.

1 A ccordingly , one docum ent annexed to  the M em orandum  was the ‘D eclara tion  
o f F ranco-B ritish  U n io n ’ o f 1940.

2 Cf. docum ents o f 13-14 O ct. 1949 in EA A rchives, E 792.10.
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It would therefore be necessary to unify likewise the defence system of 
Europe, which is at present in a chaotic state.

It should be mentioned, at this point, that hitherto the Council of Europe 
has refrained from discussing the problems relating to European security.

Consequently, to ensure the peace and independence of Europe, it would 
require a unified system of defence, a federal army under a supreme command, 
a rational armament production and a European military budget.

This cannot be carried out by compromises between a dozen sovereign 
Governments and Parliaments, but solely through the intervention of a Federal 
Government, which would be responsible before a European Parliament. (...)

(...)

2. Liberty (...)

(...) Europe requires a Supreme Court to establish violations of Human 
Rights. But a Court without a police would soon prove powerless; and a Fed
eral police force could not function without the possible support of a Federal 
army.

Only a federated Europe would be able to guarantee Human Rights to 
Europeans, without causing civil strife or wars of secession. (...)

(...)

3. Prosperity (...)

(...) It is widely recognized that economic recovery of devastated Europe 
can be accomplished only by the creation of a European market which would 
enable production to be increased and the standard of living of the population 
to be raised.

After the periodic devaluations of national currencies, only a currency of 
a European character could inspire the necessary confidence for the establish
ment of a stable and prosperous economic system.

Organization of the European market cannot be the result of compromises 
between Governments who are dominated by regional and particularistic 
interests; it will be the achievement of a Federal authority, capable of 
removing by stages the economic barriers between European States, despite 
all particularistic opposition and obstruction. (...)

4. Organization of Europe

It is therefore obvious that the European question cannot be solved merely 
by a union of sovereign States, but solely by the establishment of a Federation, 
and by the creation of the United States of Europe. (...)

(...) The ‘Interlaken Plan’ provided for a federal system of Europe based 
on an executive, a legislative and a judiciary Power, a common foreign, mil
itary, economic and monetary policy, and on the guarantee of Human Rights 
for all Europeans. Implementation of this programme brooks no delay. The
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economic situation of Europe requires that it be carried into effect before the 
final conclusion of the Marshall Plan in 1952. The political situation calls for 
the establishment of this federal structure prior to the signature of the Peace 
Treaties with Germany, to obviate that the German people lose hope in a 
European future, and, similarly to the Chinese people, turn towards Moscow.

5. The European Constitution

The European consultative Assembly is a first step towards federation.
It would appear, however, that the authority of this Assembly would be 

enhanced when all its Members are elected by their national Parliaments. It 
would also seem appropriate to double the number of delegates, simply by 
associating the Substitutes in the work of the Assembly.

Whilst preserving its consultative character, the Assembly should be given 
forthwith the mandate of preparing a Draft European Constitution. This 
Draft would then be submitted for consideration by the national Parliaments.

In drawing up this Draft Constitution, the Assembly would be well advised 
to avoid that a minority vote overrule the majority. Thus the texts should be 
adopted by simple majority vote.

On the other hand, to ensure its entry into force for the benefit of States 
who had ratified it, it would be advisable to adopt the condition that approval 
should be secured for it from States representing at least two-thirds of the 
population represented in the Assembly.

The Council of Europe should continue to function for the purpose of 
serving as a framework for associating the non-federated States of Europe 
with the federated States, thus ensuring maximum European solidarity.

6. Declaration of European Union

In Europe’s most tragic hour, on 16 June 1940, the most outstanding 
Statesmen of Great Britain and France adopted the text of a declaration of 
Franco-British Union, which could still serve as a guide in carrying into effect 
a European Federation. (...)

45. European Parliam entary U nion: C onference of Germ an and 
French Parliamentarians 19-20  June 1950

(A) Coudenhove’s speech
(B) Resolution of the Political Committee
(C) Resolution of the Economic and Social Committee

‘D eu tsch-französische P arlam en ta rie rk o n feren z , 19.-20. Jun i 1950, R heinfelden, 
T ag esu n te rlag en ’ (EA Archives, E 792.10).
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The British showed increasing coolness towards the endeavours of the Consultative 
Assembly to obtain wider powers, and this led to a certain stagnation in Strasburg. A t the 
same time, the newly-founded Federal Republic of Germany was clearly of increasing impor
tance in the European context. These developments led Coudenhove to alter the direction of 
his efforts and lay increasing stress on Franco-German understanding as the nucleus of a 
united Europe.1 For this purpose he organized two Franco-German conferences of parlia
mentarians in the first half of 1950.2

The first conference, on 7-8 January 1950, was attended by 31 German and 32 French 
members of parliament. It voted for the immediate admission of the Federal Republic of Ger
many to the Council of Europe and the transformation of the Strasburg Assembly into an 
effective political authority. It also discussed housing and economics, youth and education, 
and the problem of refugees in Germany. The second conference, held at Rheinfelden near 
Basle on 19-20 June, was attended by 33 French Deputies including René Coty, 
Pierre-Henri Teitgen and André Philip, and by 37 Germans including Hermann Schäfer; 
Franz-Josef Strauss and Paul Lobe.3 By this time, as Germany had been admitted to the 
Council of Europe and, most importantly, the Schuman Plan was beginning to take shape, 
the emphasis for the future had shifted to a potential community of six states: France, Federal 
Germany, Italy and Benelux. Coudenhove 's opening speech (A) and the conclusions of the 
Political Committee (B) and the Economic and Social Committee (C) reflect reactions to the 
changed situation brought about by the Schuman Plan.

(A) Speech by Coudenhove

My friends,
Two fortunate events, decisive for the future of relations between our two 

countries, have recently occurred: Germany’s entry into the Council of 
Europe, and the Schuman initiative.

Our first conference, which met in January in Basle, was concerned with 
Germany’s entry into the Council of Europe. Today we can welcome the fact 
that the Bundestag responded to the recommendations of our conference, and 
we congratulate its members, present here, on that courageous decision. From 
now on German delegates will fight alongside their French colleagues in Stras- 
burg for a radical revision of the European Statute, so as to free the Assembly 
from the tutelage of the Committee of Ministers and give it real power.

But the great event that has transformed the basis of Franco-German rela
tions is the Schuman Plan. This is a political initiative of historic importance in 
the guise of an economic plan. It starts a new page in the relations between our 
peoples, on a basis of equal rights and solidarity.

1 In his appeal o f 1 Jan u a ry  1949 C oudenhove had  already  re ferred  to  F ranco- 
G erm an reconciliation  as an essential step tow ards E uropean  in teg ra tion  (EA 
Archives, E 792.10); cf. also the aw ard o f the first C harlem agne P rize  to  C o u d en 
hove by the city o f A achen in 1950.

2 T he fact th a t the initiative fo r this conference cam e from  C oudenhove, and the 
location of its papers in the archives, justify  its inclusion am ong the activities o f the 
EPU .

3 List in Posselt, Coudenhove-Kalergi, doc. 26b.
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Naturally this great event will decisively affect the work of our conference.
I am certain of expressing the unanimous feelings of this assembly when I 

tender our heartfelt thanks and congratulations to the great statesman to 
whom this initiative is due: Robert Schuman.

If such a wise, bold and generous policy had been proposed and accepted 
in 1927, there would have been no Third Reich and no Second World War.

Over and above the importance of the Schuman Plan for Franco-German 
relations, it is also a great step towards the United States of Europe -  more 
important even than the foundation of the Council of Europe. For Strasburg 
created the framework of the United States of Europe, but the Schuman Plan 
has forged its central nucleus by bringing together the six states that have 
undertaken to give up part of their sovereignty to a common High Authority.

This new grouping of states under the Schuman Plan will soon be one of 
the largest and greatest communities that have ever existed. It comprises a 
population in Europe and Africa of 216 million, with a territory of 15 million 
square kilometres. Closely linked to the great Anglo-Saxon powers by the 
Atlantic Pact, this vast federation will soon be rich enough to ensure a steady 
increase of general prosperity, and strong enough to guarantee lasting peace 
based on personal freedom.

The Schuman Plan is the first step towards the rebirth, in a modern, social 
and democratic spirit, of the mighty realm which Charlemagne built up around 
the triangle of Rome, Paris and Aachen, and whose collapse was the greatest 
disaster to Europe since the fall of the Roman Empire.

That is why I recently suggested in my speech at Aachen that this new group 
of states should be called the Union Charlemagne -  the Union Karls des Grossen 
-  so as to give it a name worthy of its greatness and of the hopes it inspires.

For these six countries which, albeit in a limited sphere, have abandoned the 
outworn principle of unrestricted national sovereignty, will one day be to the 
United States of Europe what the famous first three cantons were for Switzer
land or the Thirteen Colonies for the United States of America. For without 
doubt the growing prosperity of this group will exercise a magic attraction on 
all its neighbours: East Germany and Austria, the British Isles and Switzer
land, Greece and Turkey, Scandinavia and Iberia, Eastern Europe and the 
Balkan countries.

Thus the United States of Europe will gradually take shape around this new 
centre: the declaration of solidarity proclaimed by the six governments on 3 
June 1950 will one day be recognized as the birth certificate of the European 
federal state.

That declaration acknowledges the revolutionary principle that the six sig
natories will recognize as binding the decisions of a common High Authority 
in matters of coal and steel production. Thus, in this limited area, the High 
Authority will be superior to national governments and parliaments.

Thus the future of the Schuman Plan and Europe depends on the character 
of this High Authority. If it were responsible to the six parliaments it would 
be impotent and short-lived; yet if it were made independent of peoples and 
their representatives, it might soon become a dangerous instrument of private
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interests. The only way to prevent the High Authority being either impotent 
or a threat is to anchor it in a federal system within which it is responsible to 
a federal parliament. This means that the union of six states must be trans
formed into a federal state.

This federal solution must necessarily result from the negotiations over the 
rights and responsibility of the High Authority. For no one doubts that the 
High Authority will not always be confined to matters of coal and steel. It will 
have to concern itself with questions of profitability, standards of living and 
social policy. Its sphere of activity will widen from year to year, not only in 
economic but in political and social matters.

That is why the Schuman Plan must be considered first and foremost as a 
great political initiative. It would be wrong to leave its development to eco
nomic experts; parliamentarians from the six countries must be involved from 
the outset. As these parliaments will be called upon to ratify the pact, it will 
be better to secure their co-operation from the beginning instead of 
confronting them one day with an agreement worked out by an impersonal 
technocracy.

Before parliamentarians confer with their governments and experts about 
the Schuman Plan, they should first reach common ground among themselves. 
This calls for close co-operation among the parliamentarians of the six states, 
and I hope our conference will lay the foundation of that new organization. 
For the experience of recent years has shown that while the European frame
work is too large for a federal state, that of France and Germany is too nar
row. The time has come therefore to create a federation of these six states, 
which belong together geographically and which share a great tradition.

Such a federation would also put an end to the state of war that, paradoxi
cally, still exists between Germany and France, without waiting till the Rus
sians are ready for a peace conference. For it would be much better for the 
new Franco-German relations to be based on constitutional provisions than 
on treaties.

Our conference will examine the various political and economic aspects of 
the Schuman Plan in a positive and constructive spirit. We must support 
governments in their efforts to set up the new organization as soon as possible. 
For time presses: the Marshall Plan expires in 1952 and must be replaced by 
the Schuman Plan.

Our committee on refugee matters should also study the effect of the 
Schuman Plan on this vital problem. The development of one of the greatest 
world empires of all ages will provide work and homes for many of these vic
tims of a blind and inhuman policy. But in order finally to solve this tragic 
problem we must remember that it was the Potsdam agreement that created 
the provisional Oder-Neisse frontier and sanctioned the policy of wholesale 
expulsion. To France’s honour she never signed that agreement, which has 
been repeatedly violated by its signatories. So France is free one day to take 
the initiative for a revision of the Potsdam agreement, and thus make possible 
a final and humane settlement of the refugee problem.

The Schuman Plan also offers new hope in matters dealt with by the Youth
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Committee. The future of Europe will depend on the outlook of the young gen
eration. We have seen how China, after defying the armies of Japan, fell a 
victim to the ideas of Lenin. The parade of the Stalin Youth in Berlin has 
shown that the same danger threatens Germany and Europe.

For no one can deny that Bolshevism is a powerful idea, well designed to 
captivate a youthful population that is unhappy and disoriented. This danger 
cannot be averted by Atlantic Pacts or atomic bombs; in the battle of ideas, 
it is only ideas that count.

We must therefore counter the grandiose, frightening world of Bolshevik 
ideas with another grandiose idea that is also fascinating. This cannot be the 
idol of nationalism, which has lost its power to attract since world politics have 
come to be swayed by conflicts of ideologies.

Only the idea of a rejuvenated Europe with growing prosperity, developing 
its glorious cultural tradition in a spirit of social justice, and protecting human 
rights and human dignity in an area stretching from the Baltic to the Congo 
-  this vision of a young yet majestic civilization is alone capable of winning 
the battle of ideas launched by Lenin.

A month ago I spoke on the main square of Aachen to thousands of young 
people from Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. When I spoke of 
Europe, its great past and its great future, their enthusiasm was unbounded: 
for the European idea is the supreme hope of these young people, who hate 
war but love greatness.

The idea of a constructive and generous policy putting an end to the thou
sand years’ war that has brought Europe and its civilization to the verge of 
ruin, and saving the West by uniting the national cultures of our continent -  
this is a glorious and exciting task for our young generation.

This is the prospect opened up by the Schuman Plan: let us advance with 
determination towards this great aim, and the youth of Europe will follow us 
with all its courage and all its enthusiasm.

Such is the programme of our Conference.

(B) Resolution of the Political Committee

At their meeting in Basle on 7-8 January 1950 the French and German par
liamentarians already expressed the wish that Germany might become a 
member of the European Consultative Assembly. Accordingly they welcome 
with great satisfaction the resolution by the German parliament whereby the 
Assembly will become more representative of democratic Europe, particularly 
as the German delegates will be members of the Bundestag selected by their 
own parliament, in the same manner as the French delegates are selected by 
theirs.

However, the members of this Conference note with regret that the Council 
of Europe is vested with inadequate powers, especially seeing that decisions 
of the Committee of Ministers have to be taken by a majority of votes, that 
a two-thirds majority is necessary for recommendations by the Assembly, and 
that there is no supranational political authority.
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They consider that the Assembly’s recommendations, so far as these can be 
formulated by a majority of votes, should be refered by the Committee of 
Ministers to the parliaments of the individual countries, unless the Committee 
of Ministers should decide otherwise by an absolute majority, so that the 
matters in question should be debated in each parliament as soon as possible.

The French and German parliamentarians warmly welcome the creation of 
a mixed commission which will include members of the Committee of Minis
ters -  the future European Chamber of States -  as well as members of the Con
sultative Assembly -  the future Chamber of Peoples -  and which constitutes 
the first step towards the creation of a truly representative political authority 
for the whole of Europe.

They expess the wish that the Commission may develop organically and be 
equipped with increasingly wide powers, and that Germany may be 
represented on this body on a footing of completely equal rights with the 
other free countries.

They believe that the countries which endorse the same recommendations 
will be able to reach agreement on the conclusion of a federal pact open to 
accession by all states of democratic Europe.

They are unanimously of the view that the Strasburg Assembly should, in 
the presence of a delegate of the Committee of Ministers, debate all specific 
matters that are calculated to facilitate the creation of a European federation, 
while taking account of all difficulties that may present themselves.

They consider it desirable that the European Assembly at Strasburg should 
appoint a Commission to examine under what conditions member countries 
can ensure the fullest possible representation of the overseas territories with 
which they are linked by treaties or other political ties of any kind.

The German and French parliamentarians of the Political Committee who 
have examined the plan of Prime Minister Robert Schuman for the unification 
of coal and steel production are unanimously of the view that it is essential, 
within the framework of the European Assembly in Strasburg, to set up a par
liamentary supervisory body or a special group of delegates of states which ac
cept the Schuman Plan, with the provision that other members of the Assem
bly may attend its sessions as observers.

It would be appropriate to guarantee a possibility of legal appeal for private 
economic interests which may be thought to be impaired by decisions of the 
international High Authority.

(C) Resolution of the Economic and Social Committee

The Economic and Social Committee has successively examined the prob
lems of:

The Schuman Plan,
European co-operation in agriculture, and
Wage equalization as between France and Germany.
On the first question, views were exchanged on the Schuman Plan as now 

known and the condition of the coal and iron industry in the two countries.
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After discussion of the problems of creating a single market, prices and pro
duction levels in France and Germany, and the structure of the proposed new 
Authority, agreement was reached on the following points :

I
(1) It is necessary to unify the markets of all participating countries, so as 

to expand production and the division of labour by a harmonious development 
in each country. Prices should be reasonable and uniform for all consumers.

(2) The development of a new cartel and a new monopoly under the Plan 
is to be avoided.

(3) All necessary steps should be taken so that all enterprises, both public 
and private, in the participating countries may compete under the same con
ditions.

(4) Within the scope of its powers and subject to the contemplated rights 
of appeal, the High Authority should take decisions by a qualified majority; 
such decisions should not be subject to veto by any participating country.

(5) The High Authority should be subject to the political supervision of an 
assembly elected by the parliaments of the participating countries.

(6) It is desirable from the outset to unite as many countries as possible in 
accordance with the above principles.

II
The Committee has taken note of the desire of the National Association of 

French Farmers for the Schuman Plan to be extended to agriculture, and of 
the joint declaration issued by the German and French farmers at Saltsjobaden 
[near Stockholm, Sweden] on 7 June 1950 in favour of a unified market. It has 
also noted the motion proposed in the French National Assembly for the 
intra-European organization of the wheat market. It expresses the wish that 
European parliaments and governments will at once undertake a thorough 
study of these proposals, so that long-term agreements may be reached and 
European organizations created as soon as possible, especially for the wheat 
market.

III
Finally the Committee discussed the question of a comparison of industrial 

labour costs in European countries, especially France and Germany.
As there are several views on this subject, the Committee thinks it necessary 

that the statistical institutions of the two countries should, in consultation with 
the International Bureau and the European Economic Commission in Geneva, 
make a detailed study, after exact definition, of the whole incidence of charges 
on the respective industries.

Only practical investigation will make it possible to identify clearly the ways 
and means of ensuring that the different enterprises can compete on equal 
terms.

(. . .)
IV
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46. European Parliamentary Union: Fourth Congress at C on
stance 18-20  Septem ber 1950

(A) ‘The European question, 1950’
(B) Resolutions

(A) Congress documents (EA Archives, E 792.10); Europa-Archiv 5 (1950), 
pp. 3453 ff.; Europa. Dokumente., vol. 1, pp. 614 ff.

(B) CEC Archives, EPU file, 1949-52.

From the outset, the Congress at Constance took place under quite different conditions 
from the Venice meeting a year earlier. The British refusal to go further towards European 
integration, which was only adumbrated in 1949, had now hardened into fact. This was 
reflected in the formal withdrawal of the British representatives from the EPU, to which they 
had till then remained more or less attached; they thus completed a move, which had been rec
ognizable since the beginning of 1949, towards the unionistic European Movement. The neg
ative British attitude weakened the Council of Europe, which suffered from a continual con
flict between the Consultative Assembly and the Committee of Ministers, and disappointed 
the hopes that had been placed in it only a year before. Meanwhile the Atlantic Pact and the 
Korean war foreshadowed political changes leading further and further away from the ideas 
of Interlaken.

Coudenhove’s address to the Congress (A) clearly reflected the dominant effect of world 
events. A t the same time it had become clear that the Schuman Plan, with its concentration 
on states willing to accept integration, offered a possibility of adapting to the changed condi
tions without giving up the principle of European federation. Coudenhove’s plan for a 
Charlemagne Union’is to be seen in this context.

Although this final EPU Congress produced a resolution after laborious debate, it could 
not be overlooked that in view of the Schuman Plan -  even if Coudenhove did not fully 
recognize this -  the development of Europe was bound to follow a different course than that 
charted by the EPU, which thus largely forfeited its raison d’etre.

(A) ‘The European question, 1950’

Since our Congress in Venice, four decisive events have altered the character 
of the European question:

The defeat of the federalist idea at Strasburg 
The signature of the NATO Pact 
The Korean war, and 
The Schuman Plan.
As you know, the Council of Europe owes its existence to an Anglo-French 

compromise, placing a powerless Assembly under the tutelage of a Committee 
of Ministers whose decisions require a unanimous vote. The Council is now 
deadlocked by a conflict between the Committee of Ministers and the Consul
tative Assembly, which is itself paralysed by the opposition between federalists 
and anti-federalists.
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Two obstacles bar the way to any reform of the Council of Europe: First, 
the requirement of a two-thirds majority of the Assembly, which enables an 
anti-federalist minority to block any federalist resolution. Secondly, the prin
ciple of unanimity in the Committee of Ministers, which enables any minister 
present to defeat any proposal for reform.

The deeper cause of this tragic situation is the basic difference of opinion 
between France and Britain on the question of European union.

For six centuries France has been the Piedmont of Europe -  from the days 
of Pierre Dubois, Sully and the Abbé de Saint-Pierre to the initiatives of Aris
tide Briand, Georges Bidault and Robert Schuman. By the creation of a 
Council of Europe the French hoped finally to realize their old dream of a 
united Europe -  a dream that is in the vital interest of the French nation. For 
France’s security depends on her relations with Germany. Only a European 
federation can avert the danger of another Franco-German war. A confedera
tion of states will not suffice. After the experience of 1914 and 1940 French 
public opinion will not tolerate a rebirth of the German army, even if it were 
allied with France under the control of the Council of Europe. On the other 
hand, an honourable and lasting reconciliation between France and Germany 
is only possible on a footing of equal rights. Without such equality of rights, 
any reconciliation would only be hypocrisy and any co-operation would be 
short-lived. It would not survive the day when the Russians proposed to Ger
many a new partition of Poland, with the deportation of the Polish population 
to Siberia, as the basis of a new triple alliance between Berlin, Moscow and 
Peking.

For this reason any formula of Franco-German union, community, alliance 
or co-operation is insufficient. Peace between the two nations can only be 
ensured by a federal state with a single constitution and a federal government 
supported by a unified army, economy and currency. This is the only formula 
which can save Germans and Italians from the tragic fate of becoming satel
lites and slaves of Moscow. That is why Rome and Bonn are ready to support 
the French policy of a European federal state with all their strength.

From London, the European problem presents a different picture. Britain 
belongs to three groups of states: the Commonwealth, the Anglo-Saxon 
world, and Europe. Its history links it with the Commonwealth, its language 
with the USA, and its geography to Europe. Britain’s policy is based on 
striking a balance among these three : it will not sacrifice any one relationship 
to the others; it is determined to remain British, Anglo-Saxon and European, 
without having to choose.

This threefold tie is the explanation of Britain’s policy, which is only the log
ical consequence of her special position. She wants to develop her association 
with Europe, provided it does not become closer than her association with 
India and the US. Therefore she opposes the idea of a European parliament, 
just as she opposes the idea of a Commonwealth parliament or an Anglo-A
merican one. For Britain does not want to be outvoted by Europeans, Indians 
or Americans. For the same reason she is opposed to constitutional links with 
the Commonwealth, the US or Europe.
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Britain wants to maintain her sovereignty intact and at the same time to 
enjoy close ties with her Dominions, America and Europe. She genuinely 
wants a European union, but refuses to be bound to the Continent by a consti
tution and a federal government. Another reason for this is that the Channel 
seems broader to the average Englishman than the Atlantic, because he can 
speak English to the Americans and not to the Europeans. A nation that has 
been mistress of the seas for generations does not think of the ocean as a gulf 
separating continents, but as a great bridge uniting them.

For these political and psychological reasons it is impossible for the British 
to join a European federal state. This national policy reflects the attitude of 
a great majority of the British people. British foreign policy is above party 
controversy: Eden will continue Bevin’s policy one day, just as Bevin has con
tinued Eden’s. Anyone who expects a change in British foreign policy as a 
result of a change of government is living in an illusion. Europeans would do 
better to try to understand this British attitude instead of criticizing it, for it 
corresponds exactly to Britain’s international situation: it is logical and unas
sailable. And it is impossible to think of solving the European problem without 
understanding the British viewpoint.

The last session of the European Assembly did much to clear the air. It 
showed that certain European states were already prepared to enter into a fed
eration, while others insisted on their unimpaired sovereignty. Above all there 
is an important group of federally-minded states in the heart of Europe: 
France, Germany, Italy, the three Benelux states and the Saar, with a popula
tion of 156 million Europeans and 60 million Africans and a territory of 15 mil
lion square kilometres. A federation comprising these seven states would have 
a larger population and territory than the USA; it would be able to ensure 
world peace and endow its citizens with personal freedom and unexampled 
prosperity.

The group has no name as yet -  since we will have none of such absurd, arti
ficial names as Tinebela’ or ‘Afritalux’. To give it a worthy name we prefer to 
invoke the memory of Charlemagne, who united Frenchmen, Germans and 
Italians in a single realm and who, after the great migrations, laid the founda
tions of present-day Europe, as king of France, Roman emperor and 
Germanic hero. If for any reason the memory of that great European makes 
no appeal to public opinion, the group may equally well be called the United 
States of Europe: for the Thirteen Colonies took the name ‘United States of 
America’ at a time when their territory comprised only a small part of the 
American continent.

This federal state would be conceived as the nucleus of a still greater federa
tion, open to all free European states: it would be to Europe what the original 
three cantons were to Switzerland. The creation of this regional, Carolingian 
federation would not detract from the Council of Europe but strengthen it. 
The Council would become a link between the federated and non-federated 
states of Europe, that is to say between the Continent, the British Isles and 
Scandinavia.

The New World has set a great example to the Continent and Britain in the
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friendship between the US and Canada. Their relations go back to the days 
of the Declaration of Independence, when the Thirteen Colonies left room in 
their midst for the fourteenth, namely Canada, which, however, did not join 
the revolution. A hundred and fifty years have since elapsed without Canada 
seeking to avail herself of the empty seat; but political, economic and military 
relations between the two neighbours have become so close that a war between 
them is unthinkable. The moral unity of North America has become a factor 
of the first order in world affairs, even though Canada has not formally joined 
the US. If the US had resolved to postpone their federation until Canada was 
ready to join, it would never have come about. But the Americans preferred 
a partial federation to a state of anarchy in their continent, and history has 
proved them right.

The strongest argument against a continental European federation is that 
it would sooner or later be dominated by Germany. For Germany, after its 
necessary union, will number 70 million inhabitants against Italy’s 48 million 
and France’s 42 million. This argument would be decisive if we were speaking 
of a confederation, where the strongest power would no doubt play the 
leading role. But the same argument operates in favour of a federal solution, 
which alone can put an end to national rivalries, as the Swiss example has 
shown. Switzerland has a strong German-speaking majority of 72% as com
pared with the Latin minorities. But the Alemannic majority is of no impor
tance in practice, as it never affects political, economic and social matters. In 
the parliament at Berne there are conflicts of ideology, but there is no opposi
tion between Alemannic and Franco-Italian Switzerland.

Switzerland has a Germanic majority, but in the Carolingian union the 
Germanic element would be only a minority. This German minority will play 
an important part in cultural matters, but not in social, economic or political 
life. For party issues in the European parliament will not be national in charac
ter. There will not be a ‘German’, ‘French’ or ‘Italian’ party, but a single party 
based on Christian principles, together with a Socialist, a Communist and a 
Liberal party. The Germans will never vote as a single body, but in accordance 
with the ideological group to which they belong. Moreover the parliament 
would be subject to a supranational government, supported by a European 
army and economy. Such a system would completely and finally avert any 
danger of national hegemony.

The conclusion of the Atlantic Pact makes it much easier to create a 
Continental federation: for the Pact has put an end to Britain’s centu- 
ries-long nightmare of a Continental union directed against herself, the 
fear which lasted from the days of Philip II to those of Adolf Hitler. Thanks 
to NATO, the Continental states are now Britain’s allies under the guarantee 
of the USA.

One of the first consequences of this great change was seen at the last Euro
pean Assembly, when some British delegates declared that their country had 
no objection to a Continental federation. These men understood that a new 
chapter of world history has begun, and that it is in Britain’s interest to have 
between itself and the Soviet Union a friendly, allied great power which can,
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by its own strength and with American help, defend the Channel coast against 
attack or invasion.

Another consequence of the Atlantic Pact is that the idea of Europe as a 
‘third force’ between America and Russia is finally buried. In future there will 
be only two world powers: the Atlantic union and the Russo-Chinese alliance.

The peoples of the West have realized that they face a common danger; they 
have at last remembered that they share a single culture, rooted in the Greek 
idea of a free personality and the Christian idea of human brotherhood. Thus 
the Atlantic Ocean has become the Mediterranean of our day; and the Atlantic 
union will soon be completed by the accession of Latin America and Africa.

Co-operation between Europe and America should rest on a basis of equal 
rights and equilibrium. A united America, associated with disunited European 
states, would soon reduce them to satellites; and there is no way these nations 
could be both friends and satellites of America. Only a strong and united 
Europe, joined with America in full equality, can be its friend and ally in peace 
and war.

We cannot predict today whether the Atlantic union will develop into a dual 
alliance of Eurafrica and Panamerica, or a triple one of Europe, America and 
the Commonwealth. In the latter case, the Commonwealth would be a bridge 
between the two continents, with Britain and Canada as bridgeheads. In any 
case, the union between Continental Europe and Britain is today secured by 
the Atlantic Pact and the Council of Europe. This is the basis of mutual rela
tions.

Once the Carolingian federation is created, the British will find a 
compromise that will enable them to stand with the federation although not 
belonging to it. Britain’s genius is for compromise: she found one between Pro
testantism and Catholicism, between monarchy and a republic. Undoubtedly 
some paradoxical formula will be found so that Britain can be both a Euro
pean and a non-European power.

While Europe has been debating the form of its unity, war has broken out 
between the two worlds in Korea. America’s heroic and generous help to the 
invaded South Koreans has changed the face of the world and may have 
averted the immediate danger of a world war. For from now on it is certain 
that America would come to the assistance of any European state that might 
be attacked, so that any aggressor would automatically find himself at war 
with the US.

We may infer from past events, and from Stalin’s character, that he would 
scarcely take this risk. For Stalin is neither an adventurer nor a fanatic; he is 
a wise statesman, a man of foresight and caution. He has every hope of ending 
his long period of rule in an atmosphere of unassailable power and 
incomparable fame, provided he avoids war with America. For such a war, 
after transient Russian successes, would certainly end with the devastation of 
Russia, the collapse of Bolshevism and the tragic death of Stalin.

A man of Stalin’s wisdom will not commit such folly. He has conquered 
China without risking a war. He will try to achieve the same master-stroke in 
India and in Europe. But his behaviour since the American intervention in
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Korea is such as to reassure us concerning the danger of war. For he seems to 
be perfectly clear as to the fatal consequences of a war with America, and to 
be unwilling to risk it. Moreover, he can afford to ignore considerations of 
prestige such as have often plunged statesmen into war. Protected from for
eign propaganda by the Iron Curtain, he can always make his subjects believe 
that a diplomatic reverse is really a sacrifice to peace and a victory for the 
peace-loving USSR.

A preventive war or attack by the US is inconceivable. There is therefore 
a good chance that World War III can be avoided, so long as Stalin lives. His 
death is the great danger that hovers over Europe. If his successor is more 
ambitious and less wise than he, or feels obliged to strengthen his regime by 
conquests; if he were tempted to eclipse the glory of Lenin and Stalin, or if he 
were reckless or impulsive by nature -  then there would be an acute danger of 
world war.

Therefore Europe must be prepared for everything and must in good time 
build up an invincible military power as the surest guarantee of lasting peace; 
and it must unite at once so as to be ready for the fateful hour that lies ahead.

In this dark picture there is one hopeful feature: the Schuman Plan. This 
new French initiative promises to be the starting-point for the European fed
eral state.

The way to the United States of Europe, which was blocked by the Statute 
of the Council of Europe, is once more opened by the Schuman Plan. For this 
plan involves a truly federal system, albeit in a restricted field: with a suprana
tional executive under parliamentary control and a supreme court of justice. 
The essential point is that the six participating countries have recognized the 
principle of transferring national sovereignty to a supranational High Authori
ty*

If the Schuman Plan becomes a reality, the way is open for a federation of 
its member states. For the federal principle cannot possibly remain confined 
to coal and steel. Questions of wages and prices will be involved -  agriculture 
and currency problems, and finally political, social and military questions. 
Thus the Schuman Plan is destined to develop into the Carolingian Union and 
the core of the United States of Europe.

If we do our utmost to make the Schuman Plan a reality with all its conse
quences, then we shall soon achieve our great aim of a European federal state.

This programme confronts us with a double task:
(1) To strengthen the Council of Europe by majority votes in our national 

parliaments in support of the resolution of the European Consultative Assem
bly.

(2) To lay the basis of a continental federation based on the Schuman Plan, 
closely linked with Britain in the framework of the Council of Europe and the 
Atlantic Pact.

To carry out this programme we need the support of parliamentary majori
ties. This calls for a reorganization of the EPU. For our present organization 
goes back to the years before the Council of Europe. Since it played a decisive 
part in bringing the Council into existence, it has grown out of its old organiza-
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tional form. What we must do today is to work for our radical programme of 
federation as expressed in the Interlaken Plan.

Since our British friends make it clear that they have neither the wish nor 
the power to join in a European federation, we are compelled to erect the 
United States of Europe on a new foundation. The Schuman Plan gives us the 
assurance that this aim is not Utopian.

Let us go forward therefore with courage and determination, so that Con
stance may become a decisive stage on the road towards a United States of 
Europe!

(B) Resolutions 

Political resolutions 

I

The Fourth Congress of the European Parliamentary Union, meeting at 
Constance on 18-20 September 1950,

(1) Expresses its conviction that only a Federation, endowed with a 
constitution and a common Authority with limited but real powers, can ensure 
the economic and political well-being of a peaceful Europe;

(2) Welcomes the progress made in this direction in several countries of 
Western Europe;

(3) Notes with regret that certain delegates at the Strasburg Assembly, 
including a majority of the British representatives, raised serious objections to 
a federal solution;

(4) Understands and respects the reasons advanced by British delegates in 
support of these objections;

(5) But perceives with anxiety that, given the immediate state of the prob
lem, Europe may have to choose between renouncing the union that it regards 
as a vital necessity, or accepting the prospect of achieving it only on a limited 
and strictly Continental basis.

(6) The Congress appeals to Great Britain not to place the Continent in this 
tragic dilemma, and instead to join in the efforts to establish a European feder
ation.

(7) If, nevertheless, Great Britain should consider such a policy incompatible 
with her national interests, those Continental countries that are already pre
pared to federate would have no alternative but to take the first step towards 
setting up a Continental federation capable of functioning before 1952, in the 
hope that Britain may associate herself with this initiative.

II

The Fourth Congress of the European Parliamentary Union at Constance 
is convinced that owing to the negative attitude of the Committee of Ministers, 
only the effective support of the majorities of the national parliaments
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represented in the Consultative Assembly at Strasburg can give effect to the 
decisions of that Assembly.

It calls on the national groups of the EPU to endeavour to organize solid 
majorities in the different parliaments in order that it may achieve the above- 
mentioned objective.

It expresses the desire that these majorities should, as a first step, introduce 
into the Constitutions of all their countries an Article accepting the limitation 
of national sovereignty on a reciprocal basis in the same manner as in the 
French, Italian, German and Greek Constitutions.

Ill

The Fourth Congress of the EPU desires that its members, representing the 
freely expressed political opinions of the inhabitants of the democratic nations 
of Europe, should henceforth, in their respective parliaments, refuse to sup
port any European policy that does not have as its essential aim the urgent uni
fication of the continent.

Economic Resolution

The Fourth Congress of the European Parliamentary Union, meeting at 
Constance on 18-20 September 1950,

Convinced of the necessity and urgency of achieving the political co-ordi
nation of the various initiatives for the economic integration of Europe;

Considering that, pending the creation of a European federal government, 
it is necessary to take particular account of the present situation of the different 
states, their economies and governments, and of the progress already made in 
Europe in the field of economic and social collaboration;

Having taken note of the results of the work of the Strasburg Assembly, and 
particularly of its committees for economic and social affairs,

Recommends:

(1) That, within the Council of Europe, increased powers should be given 
to the Office of Economic Problems attached to the Research Department 
(Secretaries) so as to convert it into a real technical agency of economic co-or
dination.

(2) That the Consultative Assembly, acting through that agency and in 
accordance with the advice of its committees of economic and social affairs, 
should forthwith collaborate directly, even if only on a consultative basis, with 
all the major economic organizations that already exist -  such as the Organiza
tion for European Economic Co-operation, the Economic Commission for 
Europe, the European Payments Union, Benelux, the Universal Postal Union, 
and the Berne Railway Union -  for the sole purpose of politically 
co-ordinating the various initiatives.

(3) That the Committee of Ministers, taking note of this collaboration -  
which is entirely within the scope of the Statute of the Council of Europe -
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should urgently recommend that governments give official recognition to such 
an ‘Organ of Economic Co-ordination attached to the Consultative Assembly 
of the Council of Europe’.
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III. The European League 
for Economic Co-operation (ELEC)

H eribert G isch

Introduction

Efforts to do away with, or at least alleviate, the burden imposed on Euro
pean national economies by customs barriers led between the wars to the foun
dation, mainly under French auspices, of an association of experts entitled the 
Union Économique et Douanière Européenne. The French section of this 
organization, in particular, succeeded in resuming its activities immediately 
after the war. However, by the end of 1945 it had split into two bodies with dif
ferent programmes: the Union Économique et Fédérale Européenne, aiming 
at action on a broad front, and the Comité d’Action Économique et Doua
nière, led by Lacour-Gayet and, increasingly, Daniel Serruys,1 which concen
trated on advocating specific and limited measures of economic policy.2

Paul van Zeeland, formerly prime minister and subsequently foreign 
minister of Belgium,3 who took part in the specialized meetings of the Comité

1 Jacques L acour-G ayet: d irec to r o f econom ic studies a t the B anque de F rance, 
1930; C hef de lTnspection G énérale des F inances, 1939; D aniel Serruys, H ig h  
C om m issioner fo r the N ational Econom y.

2 Cf. W . Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, O x fo rd  1982, 
pp. 334 ff., and the follow ing publications by the C om m ittee: H . A lphand , La 
Coopération Economique en Europe libérée, Paris, 1945; L. Baudin, Qu'est-ce qu'une 
nationalisation?, Paris, 1945; H . C allender and A. Istel, L'économie de guerre des 
États-Unis, Paris, 1945; E. G iscard d ’E staing, Nationalisations, Paris, 1945; H . H e l- 
b ronner, France et Occident européen. Conférence prononcée le 10 juillet 1945, Paris, 
1945; E. M ercier, La Conférence de Rye (novembre -  décembre 1944), Paris, 1945; G. 
N o rm an  and A. G oldet, L'Économie de guerre de la Grande-Bretagne, Paris, 1945; R. 
P icard , La Reconversion économique aux États-Unis. De l'Économie de guerre à l'éco
nomie de paix, Paris, 1945.

3 Paul van Z eeland, born  11 N ov. 1893; p ro fessor of econom ic sciences at L o u 
vain (Leuven), 1928-40 and from  1945; prim e m inister o f Belgium, 1935-7 , and fo r
eign m inister, 1935-6. In  L ondon during  the G erm an occupation  o f his coun try , he 
directed the Belgian research  centre fo r postw ar questions. M em ber o f the P arti 
Social C hrétien  (PSC ) from  1945. Foreign m inister, 1949-54.
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d’Action from the end of 1945 onwards,4 sympathized with the initial limita
tion of its aims (doc. 47) and, on that basis, took the initiative towards 
expanding its organization and increasing its influence in other countries; this 
eventually led to the foundation of the European League for Economic Co-op
eration.5 In a letter addressed to Belgian politicians, economists, members of 
parliament and trade unionists, and also to friends from his years of exile in 
London,6 van Zeeland urged the need for a non-governmental initiative to 
bring about a European economic and cultural union, the main emphasis 
being laid firmly on economic affairs.7 Thanks to his international contacts 
and the positive reaction to his approach, during 1946 and the first half of 
1947 he was able to enlist heads of national sections: Motz in Belgium, Kons- 
bruck in Luxemburg, La Malfa in Italy, Kerstens in the Netherlands, and Sir 
Harold Butler in the UK.8 The process of founding these sections was not 
completed till 1948, or 1950 in the case of Italy; but the nucleus of the British 
section, which was to become so important, already existed by the autumn of 
1946: its members, besides Butler, were Sir E. Beddington-Behrens, Lord ( 
William) Beveridge, Sir C. Gubbins and Sir W. (afterwards Lord) Layton.9 
However, the British section was not formally constituted till the spring of 
1947. Serruys’ Comité d’Action, after unsuccessful attempts to found a French

4 Cf. Comité d’Action Économique et Douanière, Paul van Zeeland: Belgique et 
Occident Européen. Conférence prononcée le 15 octobre 1945 sous la présidence de D. 
Serruys, Romainville/Seine, published by SPID, Paris, 1945. Cf. also L. de Sainte- 
Lorette, L'idée d'union fédérale européenne, Paris, 1955, p. 114, which dates van 
Zeeland’s participation from 1946 only.

5 For this and the further development of ILEC/ELEC cf. O. Philip, Le Problème, 
de l'union européenne, Neuchâtel, 1950, pp. 178 ff.

6 See especially J. Retinger, Memoirs of an Eminence Grise, Brighton, 1972; for 
Retinger’s career see Lipgens, History, p. 336n.

7 Cf. the prospectus La LECE, Paris, 1951, p. 5; Philip, Problème, p. 178; de Sain- 
te-Lorette, L'idée, pp. 114 f. It has unfortunately not been possible to trace the letter.

8 R. Motz, senator, president of the Parti Libéral Belge; G. Konsbruck, former 
Luxemburg minister; U. La Malfa, co-founder of Partito d’Azione (Action Party), 
1942, afterwards member of the Republican Party; P. Kerstens, senator, former 
Dutch minister for the economy; Sir H. Butler, public servant and diplomat, director 
of the International Labour Office from 1932 to 1938.

9 Sir E. Beddington-Behrens, Permanent Secretariat of the League of Nations, 
1921-4. Sir C. Gubbins held important positions in industry after a military career. 
Lord (William) Beveridge, economist and statistician, assistant to Winston Churchill 
at the Board of Trade from 1908; having studied German practice, he introduced 
labour exchanges and unemployment insurance; director of London School of Eco
nomics, 1919-37; master of University College, Oxford, 1937-44; report on Social 
Insurance and Allied Services, 1942, and Full Employment in a Free Society, 1944 (the 
‘Beveridge plan’). Cf. E. Beddington-Behrens, Look Back, Look Forward, London, 
1963, pp. 177 f.
The plan to set up national committees in Portugal, Switzerland, Austria and 
Sweden, also in Czechoslovakia, was unsuccessful (Retinger, Memoirs, p. 212).
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Committee, transformed itself by June 1947 into the French section of the new 
organization.10

On the basis of the British, Dutch, Belgian and Luxemburg groups in exist
ence early in 1947, an umbrella organization was founded on 7 March under 
the title of the Ligue Indépendante de Coopération Economique (LICE; 
ILEC in English),11 with a provisional Central Committee which drafted and 
published a statement of its aims (doc. 48).

When the European Recovery Programme (ERP) came into being only 
three months later, ILEC, which had established firm contact with a committee 
of economists in the United States,12 saw a welcome opportunity to fill in the 
outline provided by the Marshall plan by publicly advocating specific proposals 
for co-ordinated action by European countries in key economic sectors.13 For 
this purpose van Zeeland, Retinger (former assistant to the Polish prime min
ister Sikorski), and key members of the British group met in London on 20 
June 194714 and drafted a memorandum which was amended and adopted in 
Paris ten days later, together with a resolution welcoming the Marshall offer 
and calling in particular for the abolition of restraints on trade (doc. 51). This 
reflected the economic liberalism of most members of ILEC, a factor which 
also accounts for the caution with which matters of social policy were referred 
to in the memorandum.15 ILEC’s authority was enhanced by the fact that its 
members included international personalities and acknowledged experts, who 
had been in close touch with their governments since the organization was 
founded. At the same time, the Paris memorandum confirmed the limitation

10 Cf. Retinger, Memoirs, p. 211; Philip, Problème, p. 178; de Sainte-Lorette, L'idée, 
p. 115.

11 The foundation of the League is dated May-June 1946 by Philip (Problème, 
p. 178) and Retinger (Memoirs, p. 210: T h e  League was started in Brussels in June 
1946’). This is correct in so far as the establishment of a Belgian group by Spaak, 
Motz, van Zeeland and Retinger gave the signal and provided the model for groups 
in other countries.
For the organization of the League and its method of operation cf. the pamphlet 
ELEC 1946-1950\ pp. 4-6 (ELEC Archives) and Lipgens, History, p. 340.

12 Cf. Retinger, Memoirs, pp. 212 f., according to which van Zeeland, Konsbruck 
and Kerstens met with the American group in New York in March 1947. However, 
the record of this meeting in the ELEC Archives is dated 1 April 1947; it names the 
Americans concerned as A. Berle (chairman at certain sessions), Franz Leemans and 
Nelson Rockefeller.

13 Cf. Retinger, Memoirs, p. 213.
14 Cf. Notes on ILEC Meeting held at 99 Park Lane, W .l, 20th June 1947 (ELEC 

Archives). Those present were Butler, Beddington-Behrens, Layton, Harold Mac
millan, Price, Retinger, Salter, Tewson (TUC) and van Zeeland.

15 Philip (Problème, p. 179) speaks of the French team as ‘une association groupant 
l’élite du libéralisme moderne en France’; similarly van Zeeland in his speech of 8 
May 1947 (doc. 50): ‘a liberal independent organization’. The ELEC never regarded 
itself as tied to any political party, however, including as it did such personalities as 
van Zeeland (PSC) and Tewson (Labour).
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of the organization’s terms of reference to Europe (it had originally been con
ceived as worldwide in scope), and the US section was accordingly dissolved. 
At the Hague Congress in June 1948 the League, which had largely deter
mined the course of the Congress’s discussion of economic policy, officially 
changed its name to Ligue Européenne de Coopération Économique (LECE, 
in English ELEC).16 In November 1948 the organization was formally regis
tered under Belgian law, with Statutes including a precise statement of its aims 
(doc. 54).

The association was from the start a body of experts, intended to remain a 
small group and not seeking mass support.17 On this basis, and given its rela
tively early origin -  ILEC was already functioning by mid-1947 -  the associa
tion played a part from 1947 onwards in the first attempts to co-ordinate 
other European federalist bodies.18 Thus the European Liaison Committee on 
20 July 1947, and the Joint International Committee of the Movements for 
European Unity on 11 November 1947,19 entrusted to ILEC, functioning as a 
sub-committee on economic questions, the task of studying such questions 
and proposing solutions.20

The members of ILEC enjoyed close relations with the European Liaison 
Committee and the Joint International Committee, which were precursors of 
the European Movement. However, the formal subordination of ILEC, which 
continued until mid-1949, meant that its activity was very largely transferred 
to the upper levels of the European Movement, so that it was virtually eclipsed 
as an independent body.21 Apart from personal contacts through the increas
ingly dominant British section of ELEC,22 the limitation of its aims facilitated

16 Retinger officially informed La Malfa of this on 17 June 1948 (EM Archives, 
ELEC file).

17 Cf. Philip, Problème, p. 179.
18 From the beginning of 1947 onwards various contracts and attempts at merger 

took place with the EUF, the EPU and the UEM: cf. Minutes of 8 May and 28 Sept. 
1947 and report of 10 May 1948 by the British section, all in EM Archives.

19 Cf. Minutes of a Meeting held in Paris, July 20th, 1947 (EM Archives). The ILEC 
representatives, who had met in Paris on 30 June 1947, had already made a move 
towards co-operation with the organizations for European union. Cf. also European 
Liaison Committee, Minutes of Meetings held in Paris on 10th and 11th November 
1947(JEM Archives); ILEC was represented at these meetings by Serruys, Retinger, 
Gubbins and de Sainte-Lorette. For the organizations which eventually formed the 
European Movement see chapter l.V. in this volume.

20 According to Philip, Problème, p. 179, this was one reason for the change of 
name in June 1948.

21 Cf. Philip, Problème, p. 180
22 In 1948 the British section was composed as follows: Sir H. Butler; Sir E. Bed- 

dington-Behrens; A. Greenwood, CH, MP; Lord Layton, CH, CBE; Harold Mac
millan, MP; S.P. Chambers (director, Imperial Chemical Industries); W. Manning 
Dacey (economic adviser to Lloyds Bank) ; Piers Debenham (economist) ; H. East- 
wood (general secretary, United Rubber W orkers); S.H. Frankel (professor of 
colonial economic affairs, Oxford); B. Gardner (general secretary, Amalgamated 
Engineering Union); Sir C. Gubbins (major-general); Lord Hailey; R.F. Harrod
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its co-operation with, and absorption into, the increasingly dominant United 
Europe Movement (UEM). By concentrating on the need for such practical 
measures as tariff reductions and the convertibility of currency, the League 
deliberately excluded more ambitious ideas of a federalist kind, which it evi
dently regarded as premature.23

In accordance with the remit of November 1947, and within the framework 
of preparations for the Hague Congress, the Economic Sub-committee, which 
was in practice identical with ILEC,24 produced in March 1948 a full analysis 
of a whole range of economic and social problems, with proposals for the 
creation of a European economic union. This foreshadowed the ‘functionalist’ 
approach to which ILEC/ELEC remained faithful within the European 
Movement. Its recommendations (doc. 52) comprised a number of individual 
measures and put forward for the first time ideas of great importance, which 
were to lead to the first institutional steps being taken towards European 
union: the European Payments Union and the Coal and Steel Community. 
The League thus showed both economic expertise and a keen sense of what 
was politically and technically possible.

An Economic and Social Report embodying the League’s proposals (doc. 
53) formed the basis for the deliberations of the relevant section of the Hague 
Congress in May 1948. This document brought into clearer focus the basic 
decisions that required to be taken and the political conditions imposed e.g. 
by British hesitations, and concentrated on a few essential measures. In the 
Congress’s final resolution the ILEC proposals were adopted with few amend
ments : these were mainly in the direction of laying greater emphasis on social 
problems, no doubt reflecting the views of the other associations concerned.25

In the ensuing months ELEC, as directed by the Congress, concentrated on 
preparations for the economic conference held by the European Movement at 
Westminster in April 1949. The League dominated this preparatory work to

(economist); J. Haworth (national treasurer, Railway Clerks Association); Sir L. 
Hore-Belisha; E. Hulton (managing director, Hulton Press); F.V. Jenkin (general 
secretary, Amalgamated Union of Asphalt W orkers); A. Loveday (fellow of Nuffied 
College, Oxford); Miss P. Elton Mayo (sociologist); Sir H. Price; Lady 
Rhys-Williams (Hon. Sec., Economic Research Council); P. Rykens (Lever Bros, 
and Unilever); Sir A. Salter, MP; P. Thorneycroft, MP; Sir R. Waley Cohen 
(managing director, Shell Transport and Trading Co.); R. Hall.
Philip’s statement in Problème; p. 179, that ELEC was essentially a Franco-Belgian 
group is wide of the mark; it can only be explained in the light of the increasing 
detachment of the British group in 1949-50, when Philip’s book went to press.

23 Beddington-Behrens, for instance, was a unionist and nothing more (cf. Look 
Back, passim). For a further account of the League’s political approach see Lipgens, 
History, p. 340; cf. also ELEC’s draft pamphlet of 1950 (ELEC Archives).

24 Cf. ELEC pamphlet, London, 1948, pp. 5 f. (Mackay Archives) and Draft Pam
phlet of 1 Nov. 1948 (EM Archives, ELEC file). The sub-committee consisted essen
tially of members of ILEC, together with a few economically-interested members of 
the other associations responsible for the Hague Congress.

25 Cf. chapter 1. V. in this volume.
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an even greater extent than it had in the case of the Hague Congress26 (docs. 
55 and 56). Not surprisingly, its reports and proposals were largely adopted 
by the conference, which was presided over by Sir H. Butler and composed 
mainly of industrialists, trade unionists, economists and MPs.27

The Westminster conference outlined the scope of economic measures that 
were practicable in the near or somewhat more distant future. The next task 
was to work for the realization of individual objectives, and also to present the 
results of the Westminster conference to the Council of Europe at its first ses
sion in August 1949, where they served as the basis of discussion in the Eco
nomic Commission of the Consultative Assembly.28 In the general discussion 
against the background of, inter alia, the problems of sterling, the complex 
issue of convertibility soon came to the fore.29 The problems were analysed by 
a group of British, French and Belgian experts appointed by the European 
Movement and chaired by S.P. Chambers, a British member of ELEC who 
had reported on this subject at Westminster.30 ELEC did not fully share his 
views, however, as appeared from the British group’s opposition to the 
Chambers report.31 The special position and the increasing difficulties of ster
ling (which was devalued on 18 September 1949) led to the rejection of the 
report by the Assembly. This must be regarded as the first sign of the formal 
dissociation of ELEC from the European Movement, based on a divergence 
of views which became clearer as time went on.

The problem of sterling was also the occasion of an initiative by the British 
group of ELEC, endorsed by the Grand Council of the League in Brussels on 
10 November 1949.32 Besides the British submissions, the ablest of which was 
by R.F. Harrod, the Council discussed a Belgian paper which showed that the 
currency problem was also affected by Belgian and French difficulties. The 
Council thereupon appointed a Monetary Sub-Committee to examine the 
whole question. After several meetings of British, French, Belgian and Dutch

26 For the conference cf. chapter l.V. in this volume. The European Movement set 
up an ‘International Economic and Social Section’ based on corresponding national 
groups, but the latter at all levels consisted chiefly of members of ELEC. In Britain 
the ELEC group played so important a part that no additional section was found 
necessary.

27 Cf. chapter l.V. in this volume.
28 Cf. Mouvement Européen, Mémorandum du Président de la section économique et 

sociale sur l'œuvre économique de l'Assemblée, SEES 25 (ELEC Archives).
29 Cf. Draft Resolution for the European Assembly: The Dollar Problem by S. P. 

Chambers, 10th August 1949 (ELEC Archives).
30 Cf. Draft Proposals for the Co-ordination of Financial Policy by S. P. Chambers, 

2nd October 1949 (ELEC Archives). The report appeared under the heading Euro
pean Movement, Proposals for the establishment of the free convertibility of currencies in 
Europe, 29th October 1949(ELEC Archives).

31 Cf. British Section of ELEC, Minutes of 26 Oct. 1949 (Mackay Archives).
32 Cf. LECE, Procès-verbal de l'Assemblée Générale Extraordinaire du 10 novembre 

1949, tenue à Bruxelles (ELEC Archives), and letter of 8 Nov. 1949 from the British 
section to its members (Mackay Archives).
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experts in Brussels, Paris and London in November-December 1949,33 the 
Sub-Committee put forward proposals which, after formal approval by the 
European Movement, were submitted to the Economic Commission of the 
Consultative Assembly at the opening of its session on 13 December (doc. 57). 
The proposals, which largely followed the lines of Harrod’s paper, offered a 
practical solution which expressly took account of the various national posi
tions and identified the points that still needed to be resolved. ELEC thus con
formed to its original purpose as an advisory body; in mid-1950, after further 
discussion in the Council of Europe and the OEEC, its proposals took con
crete shape in the form of the European Payments Union.34

ELEC in this way reasserted, after a long period, its independence of out
look vis-à-vis the European Movement, while continuing to co-operate with 
that body. Thereafter it successfully maintained its separate status.35 The 
Grand Council on 10 November 1949 approved changes in the leadership36 
and a reorganization of the League on a footing of greater administrative inde
pendence.37 As it had done over the question of currencies, the League concen
trated increasingly on its role as an informal adviser to the Council of Europe, 
for which purpose it adopted further organizational changes.38 This accounts 
for the remarkable speed with which ELEC was able to comment on the ideas 
outlined in the Schuman plan (doc. 58). The general lines of its analysis and its 
suggestions for compromise provided important guidance in the ensuing nego
tiations; it also drew attention to points at which resistance was to be expect
ed.

33 Cf. Meeting of the British section, 23 Nov. 1949 (Mackay Archives).
34 Cf. pamphlet La LECE3 Paris, 1951, pp. 7 f. (ELEC Archives).
35 Ibid.; cf. also Philip, Problème, p. 180, and the rejection of a merger with the 

Economic and Social Committee of the European Movement (Central Council min
utes of 25 March 1950, ELEC Archives).

36 After van Zeeland became foreign minister in Aug. 1949 the leadership was com
posed as follows: P. van Zeeland (honorary president); P. Kerstens (president, N e
therlands); E. Beddington-Behrens (vice-president, UK); Baron R. Boël (vicepresi
dent, Belgium); Sir H. Butler (vice-president, UK); D. Eccles (vice-president, UK); 
E. Giscard d’Estaing (vice-president, France); G. Konsbruck (vice-president, Lux
emburg); E. Monick (vice-president, France); J. Retinger (vice-president, European 
Movement); D. Serruys (vice-president, France); E. Falck (vice-president, Italy); 
L. Camu (secretary-general); L. Sermon (deputy secretary-general).

37 Cf. LECE, Procès-verbal de l'Assemblée Générale Extraordinaire du 10 novembre 
1949\ tenue à Bruxelles (ELEC Archives).

38 Cf. La LECE3 Paris, 1951, p. 7 (ELEC Archives). Thus commissions were set up 
to deal with monetary, economic and institutional affairs respectively: cf. Procès- 
verbal du Comité Central of 25 March 1950 and draft pamphlet of 14 March 1950, 
both in ELEC Archives. In line with the adaptation of the League to the activity of 
the Council of Europe, stronger emphasis was laid on social questions: cf. Mouve
ment Européen, Mémorandum de Sir Harold Butler et de Mr Bob Edwards sur la confé
rence sociale envisagée, dated 6 Sept. 1949 (ELEC Archives).
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Altogether, both on currency questions and in regard to the problems of key 
industries, ELEC cultivated a realistic, practical and unspectacular approach 
which proved relatively effective and a clear guide to the future. To have 
pointed the way in this fashion is its significant contribution to the first stages 
of European integration.

47. Paul van Zeeland: ‘An Economic Approach’ 15 October 1945

P. van Zeeland, Belgique et Occident Européen. Conférence prononcée le 15 octobre 
1945, Paris, 1946.

*

Immediately after the Liberation, the French Comité d  Action Economique et Douanière 
was responsible for a lively series of publications and meetings. A t a meeting on 15 October 
1945 the former Belgian prime minister Paul van Zeeland made a speech of which extracts 
are given below, and in which he outlined for the first time the conception of economic 
co-ordination and co-operation which was to form the basis of ELEC ’s activity.

-c

(...) I suggest that we should tackle the problem from a specific and limited 
point of view. We shall avoid needless difficulties if we adopt an economic 
approach, which is the best way to achieve tangible, practical and concrete 
results. We shall soon find, moreover, that economic issues cannot be 
separated from political and social ones.

1. Basic ideas
We shall only overcome the miseries of war if we succeed in basing the 

world economy on two fundamental principles. The first is that of increasing 
the production of wealth in all its forms, using all the resources of modern 
technology to produce more goods. The second principle is to free trade from 
all the obstacles that are paralysing it: this, in my view, is a sine qua non of 
increasing economic production. (...)

If we plan to form an association in which sources of energy, markets, 
resources and means of production are pooled in order to create more goods 
for a greater number of people, then I am satisfied that we are on the right 
road.

2. Methods
In present circumstances I believe that a regional grouping, in order to 

achieve all its economic aims, must go straight for radical solutions, namely 
a customs union and a monetary union. Of course I know all the objections 
that will be raised and all the difficulties that have attended efforts to bring 
about a customs union. But I also know that they are not insurmountable -  
some monetary and customs unions have been a success. (...)

Wherever it has been possible to extend the benefits of free trade to large 
areas, the result has been a general increase of wealth. (...)

All I have said about the difficulties and possibilities of a customs union also 
applies, mutatis mutandis, to a monetary union. Such a union is possible and
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beneficial in any well-knit regional grouping where there is a sufficient balance 
of resources, capital and methods. (...)

Externally as well as among its members, the group should practise the same 
policy of economic expansion and the liberalization of trade. (...)

Among members of the group, there must be a minimum degree of co-ordi
nation of economic and financial policy. (...)

Labour regulations, fiscal policy, economic and social policy -  all these are 
fields in which there must be a minimum of harmony and co-ordination. But 
how can this minimum be achieved except by creating a common authority, 
a co-ordinating committee?

The Committee’s functions would of course be strictly defined, but it must 
have the powers necessary to carry out its task. Let us be clear about this: such 
a body is definitely political in character, even if its functions are purely eco
nomic.

This is a far-reaching conclusion. We had better accept it, for it is inevitable.
(...)

Economically, [a Western group] has become an absolute necessity for all 
of us.

The war has profoundly changed the world. The great fighting nations have 
perfected their production techniques to the point where most of our national 
markets have become too small. Relatively speaking, they were so even before 
the war, but I think it is now true in an absolute sense. (...)

We must lose no time. Our chance has come. It is within our power to create 
this Western economic association, but we must act at once, without delay or 
shilly-shallying. In a year or two it may be too late. (...)

48. Independent League of European Co-operation: Basic R esolu
tion and Program m e 7 M arch 1947

Ligue Indépendante de Coopération Européenne, press communiqué, preamble, 
Mémorandum préliminaire (EM Archives).

By the beginning of 1947\ as a result of the initiative of van Zeeland and Retinger, com
mittees of economic specialists had been or were being formed in the US, Britain, the Nether
lands, Belgium and Luxemburg. Their members hoped for a new order in Europe, primarily 
in economic but also in cultural matters, not extremist but transcending the nation state. 
Their intention was to exclude consideration of 'political aspects'as being a hindrance in the 
initial stage. In this way they largely anticipated what was to become known as the function
alist' approach to integration. The new order was to take account of world economic condi
tions; national governments were to co-ordinate their activities closely while remaining 
independent. To achieve these ends, at the beginning of March 1947 representatives 
assembled in The Hague set up a Comité Central Provisoire of the Ligue Indépendante de 
Coopération Européenne (which was thus re-founded), and issued a press communiqué (A), 
comprising a Preamble (B) and a Preliminary Memorandum' (C), explaining the purpose of 
the re-foundation and the association's aims and methods.
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(A)
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For many years now, international public opinion has been stirred by pro
found arguments in favour of reorganizing economic, cultural and even 
political activities on a new basis.

While admitting the value, indeed the necessity of traditional feelings of 
patriotism and properly understood nationalism, more and more people recog
nize the imperious economic necessity of doing away with the absurd 
frontiers that divide us into watertight compartments. (...)

The common concern of all of us is to further international co-operation 
on a level higher than the nation state. (...)

During the past months a group of international personalities have met sev
eral times in order to further the cause of Europe as a whole by expressing it in 
a more precise and up-to-date form. Their discussions have led them to plan 
the establishment of an Independent League of European Co-operation. (...)

(B)

If there is any truth that the last war has once again cruelly emphasized, it 
is the interdependence of nations and the impossibility for any of them to iso
late themselves from one another’s fate.

Keeping the world in separate economic compartments means ensuring the 
failure of all efforts to achieve peace and prosperity.

Everyone admits this in principle; but what has happened so far in practice, 
in the world at large and especially in Europe?

It is nearly two years since the guns fell silent in the everlasting battlefield 
that is Europe. Who would dare to say that the spectre of misery, of economic 
and moral decline has ceased to haunt the Continent?

Now, in the world and perhaps especially in Europe, there is a growing 
number of men of good will, urged by inescapable necessity and gradually 
throwing off the shackles of the past, who seek to rediscover, redefine or rein
force the material and spiritual elements that may draw them closer together 
and provide a basis for wider economic organizations and closer cultural affin
ities.

Why in Europe more than elsewhere? Because of all continents Europe is 
most grievously wounded at the present time and most at risk in the future. 
(...)

From whatever angle one approaches the European question, a twofold 
aspiration makes itself felt. There is a longing, firstly, to multiply the opportun
ities and strengthen the possibilities of co-operation among European peo
ples, and, secondly, to revive the virtues and traditions that have in past ages 
made this little continent the home of a great civilization that has spread over 
the whole world.

To work for this double ideal is not only to serve European interests but at 
the same time to serve the interests of all mankind. For what country is not 
concerned, directly or indirectly, by the prosperity of a continent where
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hundreds of millions live and work; and who, throughout the world, is not 
interested in preserving and strengthening civilization in the regions where it 
originated and has developed with such brilliance?

Our plans have nothing to do with autarky -  on the contrary. True, they 
are intended to strengthen Europe and all the European nations, but not in an 
exclusive or negative spirit. We are no less concerned to improve relations 
between Europe and the rest of the world.

Europe as we conceive it is not simply a group of nations but also in the 
fullest sense a group of regions.

The nation state is the basis of any international structure, but at the level 
immediately above it comes the region -  for example Western Europe, Scan
dinavia, the Balkans and the Slav countries. In the same way, Europe itself 
must be integrated into a larger complex so as to take its place in the mosaic of 
nations and regions whose unity is assured by the United Nations Organiza
tion.

This gradual reconstruction of the world must be carried out with the flexi
bility of approach that all living things require, and we wish it to be supported 
by forces of every kind, whatever their origin. (...)

The nations of the continent -  large, medium or small -  must be restored 
to the fullness of their responsibilities. Directly interested and convinced that 
this is the greatest moment of their history -  joining with others to read the 
riddle of the future, they will assuredly display all the clear-sightedness, 
courage and discernment that the gravity of the situation demands.

To sum up, our aim is to do everything possible to encourage economic 
co-operation among the countries and regions of which Europe consists, and 
at the same time to emphasize, in its profound unity and in its diversity of ex
pression, the essence of that civilization that has shone forth from Europe 
over the whole world.

For the double ideal to become a reality, those who believe in it must show 
their faith by appropriate means, throughout the range of human activity.

(C )

I. Aims of the League
1. (a) To promote closer relations among European nations.
(b) To develop among them a spirit of co-operation or collaboration.
2. (a) For this purpose, to approach problems from the cultural and eco

nomic points of view.
(b) Deliberately to leave aside, at least for the present, the political aspects 

of these problems.
3. To develop relations between Europe, thus restored, and the rest of the 

world, especially the Atlantic region and the Western hemisphere on the one 
hand and the USSR on the other.

4. To strengthen by such means the links which should unite national states 
and economic regions within the framework of the United Nations Organiza
tion.
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II. Nature of the League

1. It is an independent organization consisting of men of good will, desirous 
of acting in a disinterested and impartial manner and in a spirit of realism and 
tolerance. Its resources are to be provided by voluntary contributions from pri
vate individuals or groups.

2. (a) Its purpose is to help Europe recover its former greatness both in cul
tural and in material respects.

(b) It will have nothing to do with any political manoeuvre against any single 
power or group of powers whatsoever. (...)

49. Lord Beveridge (?): ‘The German Problem’ April-June 1947

The German Problem (ELEC Archives).

On 1 April 1947\ shortly after the official establishment of ILEC on 7 March, Retinger 
and Gubbins, as members of its provisional Central Committee,1 and Kerstens as chairman 
of the Netherlands group, met in New York with Franz Leemans, representing the US 
Committee, with the object of planning the first congress of the new League; this was to take 
place in Luxemburg at the end of June and beginning of July 1947 and to constitute a formal 
inauguration. A  list of subjects for the agenda was agreed unanimously; besides questions 
of finance, raw materials, coal, transport, labour and the world economy, the unsolved 
German problem occupied a prominent place.2 The document below, unsigned and undated, 
certainly originated in the preparatory discussions from April 1947 onwards.3 It dealt with 
the pressing economic problems of 1947 in a European context, treated of Germany in the 
same way and outlined possible solutions on the lines of West European economic integra
tion. Such ideas were soon placed on a much more concrete footing by the inauguration of 
the ERP. Thereafter the League's proposals and the plan for a congress were superseded by 
contacts with other European associations and preparations for the Hague congress of May 
1948.4

Reasons for believing Beveridge to be the author of the present document are (a) his special 
knowledge of German conditions and (b) the fact that he was commissioned to write a paper 
on the subject at the meeting on 1 April.5

1 Cf. Minutes of 8 May 1947 (ELEC Archives).
2 Cf. Minutes of 1 April 1947 (ELEC Archives).
3 The draft is filed in the ELEC Archives among the papers dating from those 

months, and the supposition is confirmed by internal references.
4 Cf. Minutes of 8 May, 20 and 30 June and 28 Sept. 1947 (all in ELEC Archives); 

thereafter the plan for a congress was repeatedly postponed.
5 Cf. Minutes of 1 April (ELEC Archives), also biographical details in note 9 to 

the Introduction to this chapter.
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The German Problem

Survey
1. The destruction of Germany has caused a break-up of European econo

my.
2. The division of Germany into two Zones has completely upset her means 

of existence. In the past the Eastern provinces supplied food in exchange for 
manufactured products from the West. At present the Western Zone cannot 
feed its enormous industrial population.

3. The fact that Russia has not agreed to the organization of Germany as 
one economic unit necessitates immediate steps being taken to organize the 
Western Zone as a unit in European economy, pending the possibility of Rus
sian co-operation at some future period.

4. Problem of surplus population in Western Zone which is largely due to 
influx from the East.

Resolutions of the Luxemburg Congress dealing with:
1. Moral Disarmament. Setting a date to German penance.
2. Desirability of British, American and French Zone becoming one eco

nomic unit; also relation of this unit to the rest of Europe, particularly Great 
Britain, Scandinavia and Italy.

3. Desirability that this economic unit should be linked to France, Belgium, 
Holland and Luxemburg. This is a constructive opportunity of preventing the 
erection of the usual trade barriers.

50. Paul van Zeeland: ‘Econom ic Rapprochem ent’ 8 May 1947

Speech by Senator Paul van Zeeland May 8th, 1947 (ELEC Archives).

The chairmen of the existing national committees and the president o fILE Q  van Zeeland' 
met in London on 8 May 1947. On that day Beddington-Behrens arranged a dinner to which 
leading personalities in British public life were invited. Sir H. Butler and the other key 
members of the British committee, then about to be formed, hoped to find potential members 
and active support among those present.1 van Zeeland's speech at the dinner was intended 
to introduce ILEC to an interested public. He briefly analysed the postwar economic and 
cultural situation in Europe and proceeded to outline the conception and principal objectives 
of the League.

(...) There is another reason for hope -  probably some good comes of bad. 
At the present time, in Europe especially, and also outside Europe, a growing 
number of people are beginning to realize that there is no way out unless there

1 Cf. Minutes of 8 May 1947 (ELEC Archives).
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is increased co-operation, increased rapprochement -  an increase of unity 
inside Europe...

(...) What can we do? That is where our problem lies. Something has to be 
done; to be done in the direction of unity, and in the direction of rapprochement 
inside Europe. Our League is favourable to all those who are trying to act in 
that direction. Actually, most of the organizations outside the offical United 
Nations Organization and parent organizations, are trying to tackle the 
problem from the political angle, and meet all sorts of difficulties. Whether 
these difficulties will be overcome or not I do not know, but I think they will 
be sooner or later, for what is absolutely necessary is bound eventually to 
come. But I feel strongly the necessity for quick action; we have no time to 
waste -  already two years have been wasted. We should try to find a way out, 
where we will meet the least resistance and where the greatest pressure can be 
brought to bear. The way out to my mind is an economic approach to the prob
lem, and that is why a group of men of good will, with nothing to offer but a 
very strong conviction and full devotion, have come to the conclusion that it 
would be at the same time opportune and useful to tackle the problem of Euro
pean unity from the economic angle, leaving aside the thorny aspects of 
political controversy and devoting our efforts to economic rapprochement. 
What is important is whether to-day, without waiting any longer, we can 
make some headway in this direction. How this can be done is the second part 
of this short speech.

Economic rapprochement. -  There are many ways, official organizations are 
doing their best, we should support them, and we shall; but is it enough? Evi
dently not. Therefore, we have thought that there was room for a new organi
zation, and we have formed it and given it the name -  change it if you wish -  
for the moment we have called it the Ligue Indépendante de Cooperation 
Européenne. I will outline its characteristics, and explain the methods we 
want to employ.

It is to be an organization with a limited scope, emphasizing the economic 
aspects of the problem. We are deliberately limiting ourselves; we will try to 
be very modest and pick up a few points on which we think it will be possible 
to arrive soon at some positive results. These results will probably not be very 
important. They will probably not raise enthusiasm among idealists, but in the 
words of the French philosopher -  ‘it is better to do something concrete 
immediately than to dream of perfection.’ We dream of perfection, but we will 
try to do something immediate as well. I will show you a few paths. You can 
take others, and we are open to any suggestions.

(1) As regards Transportation, it is evident to those who have travelled in 
Europe that the problem of transportation, with all the formalities, all the 
licences that are needed, is a problem which has to be solved as soon as 
possible if any headway is to made at all. If we could bring people together I 
think we could arrive at a very rapid solution. I am not ignoring the fact that 
there are official organizations dealing with the problem.

(2) To give you another instance. In 1937, at the request of the British and 
French Governments, I offered to report on the possibilities of reducing the
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obstacles to trade. These are as great today as they were at that time. Let us 
see if our Organization cannot deal with some immediate and actual obstacles, 
for we probably do not realize how many people would be glad if something 
direct were done.

(3) Let us take still another aspect. At the present time in many European 
countries there is a surplus of labour. Other countries cannot meet their neces
sities because of the lack of labour. Can labour be transferred in some simple 
way to solve immediate problems? Many Europeans think so.

We have to do something; we have to do it as quickly as we can; we cannot 
wait. Each of us is doing his best studying a little programme without looking 
at what others are preparing. It seems to me that just by bringing about rap
prochement between programmes of reconstruction, and by showing to intelli
gent people what is being aimed at, we will help to find where the gaps are.

I will now consider the question of official organizations. We must support 
them. I know UNESCO and a European Economic Committee are working 
already, but I would gladly call upon every one of you who has been active 
in the field of international official organizations, to support me when I say 
that to be fully useful they must lean upon private organizations, because pri
vate organizations have at least three services to render; (1) when official 
organizations have come to some definite results, they must publicize it, they 
must make it known, they must make it understood. We can help. (2) When 
official organizations have undertaken to do something, they need the help of 
public opinion; it is private organizations which can help and encourage them. 
(3) More important is the fact that very often official organizations, because 
they act with authority, must be careful, and sometimes more careful than 
time or circumstances allow. Very often it is, if not necessary, at least 
extremely useful, for independent organizations to do the pioneer work and 
to call attention to matters which need taking up.

We want to be absolutely independent and absolutely non-partisan, and we 
are trying to bring together every side of political opinion from every country 
and from all parties, in order that the organization shall be non-political and 
non-sectional. We will definitely not include anyone who is a member of any 
Government, so as to avoid suspicion of partisanship. We will keep in touch 
with the authorities, yet help them by retaining the necessary independence. 
It is the only way to get actual useful results.

These are the characteristics of the Organization. I told you that we had to 
find a compromise between national and international aspirations; between 
national and European aspirations; between European and World aspira
tions. I am convinced myself that the organization of the world must be one, 
but this one world is made up of several storeys, each part of the whole build
ing. I would be strongly against anything which would resemble an autarky. 
Europe must be a better member of the community of nations outside Europe. 
In other words, we are trying to prepare stepping stones to a better organiza
tion for world unity.

How are we going to work it out? The methods we plan are very simple. 
We can try to bring about the necessary atmosphere in Europe among the
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people who are born to or who acquire leadership -  people who have some 
authority in Europe. (...)

We should like to have some cultural views of general interest developed at 
the Conference, to show Europeans what they are sometimes inclined to 
forget: that in spite of divisions, in spite of wars, they have a lot in common 
throughout history. Away from Europe they do feel what they have in com
mon, in spite of all antagonism. Under the bright light of a common culture 
these economic steps, in the form of economic rapprochement, would 
gradually help to create a better atmosphere and a deeper conviction.

I want to meet two objections. The first one is, ‘Why one more organiza
tion?5 Well, as far as we can see, along simple economic lines such as I have 
just stated, we know of no organization whose aims and methods meet the case 
exactly. Otherwise, why is the conviction of those people that I have talked 
about not finding other means of expression? Europe at the present time is in 
a sort of inertia, and the difficulties are so heavy that we must be careful to 
approach them at the very point of least resistance.

Second and last objection. ‘What is Russia going to think about it?5 Well, 
I don’t know. We have men of good will. Our purpose is absolutely clear, we 
want to be constructive. We are disregarding and discarding anything which 
is negative. I am personally absolutely convinced that it is in the broad interest 
of Russia, as well as of America and any other part of the world, that Europe 
should again be powerful and prosperous; otherwise in the world there would 
be only two big groups. Would it not be better to have three or more partners? 
Would it not help to arrive at the necessary compromise? Where there is a will 
there is a way. I will never give up the idea that a compromise is possible, and 
I am still looking for the best ways to make that compromise a possibility. (...)

To conclude. As I told you we want to have a Europe as strong as possible. Eu
rope is an essential part of the world, so the world is interested in Europe, as much 
as Europe is interested in the rest of the world. It is a two-way street; let us have 
two-way traffic. Let us do everything we can; we cannot be wrong. Do not ask 
me whether we shall succeed or not. You surely remember the famous Pascal’s bet?

If we are able to bring something, even a little, into the scales on the side 
of peace, we are doing something tremendous. If we could help to avoid any 
more war, isn’t it worth anything? What do we risk? If we do not succeed 
nothing is lost, and if we succeed we shall have the right to look at each other 
with the conviction that we have been doing our duty.

Our duty is greater than it has ever been before in history. We have been 
talking a lot about a better world for years. Many of us fought in the first war 
in order to avoid war for our children, and many of us have again done our 
best in the second war. We must have the conviction that we will succeed in 
giving mankind better conditions. It is strange that with all our technical and 
scientific discoveries, we have not in our hands the means of giving the 
common man throughout the world a better standard of life. It is no longer 
possible to escape our duty; it is our direct responsibility. We have the means 
at our disposal; let us take them, let us use them. Let us try to build through 
Europe a better world, and our duty will have been done.
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51. Independent League of European C o-operation: ‘O n Marshall’s 
O ffer’ 30 June 1947

Independent League of European Co-operation, ‘Action to be taken on Marshall’s 
offer’, 23rd June, 1947 (EM Archives).

The announcement of the European Recovery Programme in the speech by General Mar
shall the US Secretary of State, at Harvard on 5 June 1947 offered an unexpected and com
pletely new opportunity for action by ILEC', which had only just been constituted. Its leaders 
quickly realized the major importance of this, especially as Marshall's offer coincided with 
their own ideas; and the agenda for the long-planned meeting of the national committees (in
cluding the French Comité d Action), set to take place in Paris on 30 June 1947, was altered 
so as to provide for a full discussion of the Marshall proposal. On 20 June, in preparation for 
the meeting, a small working group consisting of van Zeeland, Retinger and other leading 
members of ILEC drafted a resolution summing up the main features of the new situation 
created by the Marshall offer. This resolution was designed to be a \dramatic response ' to the 
Marshall plan, which it described as the \only hope of salvation' in view of Europe's 
economic and political instability. The ILEC representatives considered such a response to 
be necessary on account of the mood of expectation in Europe and also not least because of ele
ments of resistance in the USA itself.1 However; while welcoming the US offer in principle, 
the draft emphasized the need for an independent European partner with its own views and 
policy. This was intended to counteract the tendency for the US to interfere in European eco
nomic affairs, which the ILEC believed to be inherent in Marshall's conception, based as it 
was on the wartime economic background.2 For the same reason the ILEC group drafted an 
outline of institutional and economic measures and laid emphasis on an economic policy 
directed towards the removal of restraints on trade.

Apart from some changes which stressed this point even more strongly, the resolution as 
adopted in Paris painted a still clearer picture of current economic problems and not least 
the fact that a solution of those problems was in America's own interest. It also defined the 
basic powers of the proposed institutions, probably so as, inter alia, to make accession to the 
programme as free as possible.

1. The necessity for economic co-operation became apparent at the end of the war 
and inspired the sponsors of the League with certain ideas and plans to which the 
Marshall offer has today lent a new urgency. It is because of the delay in achieving 
some degree of solidarity that, after two years of peace, Europe is still in a state 
of economic crisis.

The devastation and dislocation produced by the war have been more fatal 
than anyone had foreseen in breaking down standards of life and thwarting 
hopes of recovery in Europe. It spite of courageous efforts all over the Conti-

1 Cf. Notes on ILEC Meeting held at 99 Park Lane, W .I., 20th June, 1947 (ELEC 
Archives).

2 Ibid.
(In the following text, handwritten alterations and additions to the British draft are 
distinguished by italics).
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nent, there is no way out of the present situation, unless some radical change 
in policy and outlook can be brought about. Moreover there is a serious danger 
of a general economic recession if Europe is no longer able to pay for American 
manufactured goods and raw materials. Any recession arising from this cause 
would seriously endanger American prosperity besides gravely prejudicing 
recovery of Europe.

2. This position might appear hopeless but for the fact that for the first time 
Europe has a real opportunity to reorganize its economic life on a new basis. 
For this purpose two conditions are essential:-

(a) The determination of the European peoples to co-ordinate their plans 
of reconstruction on common lines, so that both their existing resources and 
equipment, and any assistance they receive from without, can be put to the 
most effective use for their common good.

(b) The collaboration of the United States with Europa in working out 
practical means to restart its economy on lines which will promote the 
prosperity of America, Europe and the world at large.

3. For that reason we believe all Europeans should warmly welcome Mr 
Marshall’s speech. In order to meet its challenge the Governments and peoples 
of Europe must work together in framing without delay a comprehensive 
scheme for common action. By showing themselves capable of organizing Euro
pean self-help they will provide the best justification for American aid. Such a 
scheme must meet the following requirements:

(a) Industrial production. A complete survey of Europe’s present possibili
ties of production, how far they could be immediately increased by putting its 
equipment, its communications, its hydroelectric power, its supplies of food 
and fuel, to better common use.

(b) Consumption Goods. A survey of Europe’s ability to meet its own imme
diate needs by its own efforts so as to reduce its demand for outside assistance 
to a minimum.

(c) Agriculture. A survey of the means (i) of immediately increasing the 
output of food by the provision of fertilizers, tractors and other farm equip
ment, (ii) of ensuring long-term improvement of the productivity and living 
standards of the agrarian countries by better roads and railways, drainage 
schemes, technical education etc.

(d) European Planning Board. The immediate establishment of a European 
Planning Board or group of Boards

(i) to carry out the surveys proposed above,
(ii) to determine the extent to which Europe can meet its own immediate 

requirements, and
(iii) to formulate Europe’s needs for food, fuel, steel, machinery and con

sumer goods, which cannot at present be met from European resources.
(e) A European-American Board to check and co-ordinate the findings of 

the Planning Board, to fix priorities and allocations, and to regulate questions 
of distribution and finance.

It will be the responsiblility of these Boards to recommend the measures to be 
taken by each individual country according to its own economic system. But in any
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case the Governments concerned must be prepared to delegate such executive 
authority as may be necessary to ensure the effective execution of the plan.

4. Such a combined effort will require the removal of trade prohibitions both 
for the products of Europe and imported products covered by the above plan, and 
the total or partial suspension of customs duties; otherwise no system of 
pooling can be genuine or effective. Such suspension might, however, be modi
fied within narrow limits -  say, 10 per cent to meet fiscal exigencies or to 
allow existing preferential arrangements to be maintained.

5. The two great purposes to be kept in view are to restore the productive 
power of Europe and to raise the living standards of all its peoples, particularly 
those who have suffered most severely from the war. Europe must once more 
become self-supporting, and sufficiently prosperous to offer a great market 
for the products of America and Asia, as it did in the past. It does not want 
and cannot expect to remain dependent on the help of the United States, but 
must once more be able to buy and sell on terms of equality with the rest of 
the world.

6. Europe has now an unexampled opportunity. If by combining and co-or
dinating the exertions of all its peoples it can get the forces of recovery in mo
tion, it may quickly emerge from its present depressed condition; that is the 
short-range objective. But once the benefits of Continental planning have 
been demonstrated to everyone, the way may be opened to more far-reaching 
projects. The fundamental ideas outlined above, which were further emphasized 
by Mr Marshall's lead, will remain true in all circumstances and can be disregarded 
only at the cost of irreparable economic decline for the peoples of Europe. If the 
economic life of Europe can be conceived on freer and more co-operative, on 
more systematic and more organic lines, Europeans may achieve not merely 
greater prosperity, but a greater sense of common destiny than they have 
known in the past. Instead of being divided by ancient fears and rivalries, they 
will be joined in a common enterprise, which will offer them a brilliant future 
and the sure prospect of peace on this continent.

52. Econom ic Sub-com m ittee of the Liaison C om m ittee: ‘Eco
nomic Aspects of European U nity5 M arch 1948

Aspects économ iques de l’unité européenne, m ém orandum  p rép aré  p a r le sous-com ité 
économ ique du M ouvem ent p o u r l’E urope unie sous la présidence de L ord  L ayton, 
London, 1948 (EM  Archives).

a-

Within the framework of moves for the co-ordination and fusion of the European associ
ations, ILEC as the nucleus of an economic sub-committee was given the task of ‘studying 
and advising upon economic matters' in the light of the decision, reached on 11 November 
1947, to hold a joint Congress at The Hague in the spring of 1948.1 As a result ILEC

1 Cf. E uropean  Liaison C om m ittee, M inutes o f m eetings held in Paris on  10th and 
11th Nov. 1947 (EM  Archives).
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devoted its activity almost exclusively to that purpose. Working intensively under Lord Lay
ton's chairmanship from January 1948 onwards,2 it submitted a basic memorandum in 
March. This examined from the economic point of view the ideas of European union which 
were coming increasingly to the fore and were being intensively discussed by the European 
associations. Starting from the necessity of economic union on the basis offered by the Mar
shall plan, the memorandum contained a full analysis of all relevant economic, social and po
litical factors, within the limits, however, of a co-operative, unionistic concept covering only 
particular sectors. Already at this early stage the memorandum singled out what were in due 
course to prove central problems. It ended with a summary of the situation and proposals for 
institutional planning.

(...) X. Economic Responsibilities of National 
Governments in the Union

National sovereignty must be maintained.
96. This report does not deal with the detailed structural problems of 

government, but rather with those elements of government that are essential 
to the proper functioning of economic union.

Powers to be conferred on the European Economic Council
97. We assume, further, that existing national governments will continue to 

exercise sovereign power in a great many economic matters, but that they will 
be prepared to enter into freely negotiated agreements conferring specific 
powers on the European Economic Council, comparable for instance to those 
conferred on the International Monetary Fund.

98. It would be a mistake to ignore the profound conflict between the wishes 
of the peoples to whom governments are responsible and the inevitable 
requirements of the situation that the planned union is intended to satisfy. 
(...) But we do not doubt that the responsibility for ensuring stability of 
employment must to a large extent fall upon the governments of the union, 
acting collectively.

Member governments must undertake to do nothing that is incompatible with 
the aims of the Union.

99. Moreover, member governments must consent to limit themselves, in the 
economic sphere, to individual measures of intervention and coercion that are 
compatible with Union policy. (...)

XI. Summary of proposals

105. The considerations set out in the preceding section are sufficient to 
indicate the lines on which progress might be made towards the objective of a 
closer economic union among West European countries. The principles that 
emerge may be summarized as follows.

2 Cf. the num erous series o f ‘Avant-projeti num bered  from  C E /0 1  to  C E /1 9  bis, 
all in EM  Archives.
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(a) Territory
The territory to be covered by the economic union will consist in the first 

place of the sixteen nations taking part in the European Recovery Programme 
(ERP), together with their colonial dependencies. The overseas nations of the 
British Commonwealth must clearly be closely associated with the European 
Economic Union, with the UK as a pivot between them and the other Euro
pean countries.

(b) Union must be achieved by degrees
The Union cannot be brought about all at once. It will clearly be a gradual 

and organic process, moving by stages towards the freeing of trade in the terri
tory in accordance with a co-ordinated plan.

(c) Nature of the Union
The participating countries would retain their existing sovereign rights but 

would of their own accord delegate certain rights to the Union agencies men
tioned below, and would undertake not to exercise their rights in matters not 
so delegated, in such a way as to destroy the Union. In addition the members 
of the Union must adopt a common attitude on the main questions of interna
tional relations.

(d) Principal aims
Certain aims are immediate, others for the long term. Among the former are 

the administration of the Marshall plan so as to secure permanent advantages 
for the whole territory, the suppression of inflation, the abolition of quota 
restrictions on trade, a common energy plan, and a plan for steel and the 
international control of the Ruhr. Among long-term aims are an agreed policy 
on the movement of capital and labour within the territory and between it and 
the rest of the world, a co-ordinated policy of full employment, and the co-or
dinated relocation of industry within the territory, also the co-ordination of 
tariffs.

106. Matters that urgently require joint study are:
(i) Co-operation in the administration of Marshall aid.
(ii) An interim multilateral monetary agreement.
(iii) Stable exchange rates, and abolition of all restrictions on foreign 

exchange transactions within the territory.
(iv) Abolition of quota restrictions on trade.
(v) Co-ordination of credit policy.
(vi) A plan for energy and a plan for steel.
(vii) International control of the Ruhr industries.
(viii) Co-ordination of equipment programmes.
(ix) Free movement of capital within the territory.
(x) General principles of the regulation of capital movement between coun

tries of the Union and those outside.
(xi) Mobility of labour.
(xii) Customs policy.
It is recognized, however, that the execution of some of the less important 

proposals will take a considerable time and call for long and patient negotia
tions.
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XII. Mode of Execution

107. The United Nations Organization has set up an Economic Commission 
for Europe (ECE), which has taken over the functions of the ECO (European 
Coal Organization) and ECITO (European Central Inland Transport 
Organization). Much good work has been done by these UN agencies, which 
continue to perform an important international function, and have already 
done much to restore the economic health of Europe. Nevertheless they do 
not appear to be the right agencies to perform the work of the European 
Union.

108. Although the ECE is so constituted that decisions can be taken by a ma
jority, and cannot be blocked by its non-Western members, it is clear that if it 
were tempted to broaden or unduly accelerate its activity, the present har
mony and usefulness of these bodies might be compromised. It would be bet
ter to have an organization which would not depart from the immediate objec
tives of co-operation, in respect either of the territory covered or of subject- 
matter. This means in practice that the sixteen nations that are to benefit from 
ERP, and the overseas British Dominions, must have an organization of their 
own. Once the major principles and purposes of the organization have been 
established, other European countries can be invited to join. If the organiza
tion is made too large before the principles are established there is a risk of 
compromising those principles; and it would be wiser to leave to the ECE the 
onerous task of providing an economic link between Western and Eastern Eu
rope, which it would be difficult to combine with the task of administering the 
means of co-operation in Western Europe.

109. Something is required over and beyond the ECE or the ad hoc commit
tees created by the sixteen countries receiving Marshall aid. There must be a 
permanent European Economic Council on a ministerial level, with the task 
of (a) drawing up detailed plans for close economic co-operation and (b) 
supervising the executive bodies that will be set up to co-ordinate policy on 
important questions such as foreign exchange, monetary policy and credit. 
We expect that other executive agencies will be set up under the authority of 
the European Economic Council to co-ordinate such matters as the location 
of industry, large-scale equipment programmes, movement of labour and 
social insurance.

110. The European Economic Council should have a Charter formulated 
with care and subscribed to by each member country, and should be financed 
on a permanent basis like the UN and UNESCO. It should have a permanent 
secretariat and a permanent headquarters at a location to be agreed upon.

111. Once the European Economic Council has begun to function success
fully in particular spheres, the question of the broadening of its Charter will 
arise. It is to be hoped that this will take place from time to time as co-opera
tion improves and internal barriers are done away with.
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53. The H ague Congress: Econom ie and Social C om m ittee. Eco
nomie and Social Report (A); Speeches by Layton (B) and Ser- 
ruys (C) 8 May 1948

(A) : Econom ie and Social R eport subm itted to  the C ongress of E urope by the In te r
national C om m ittee o f the M ovem ents fo r E uropean  U nity , L ondon , 1948 (EM  A r
chives); (B) and (C ): C ongress o f E urope , M ay 1948, V erbatim  R ep o rt III, E conom ic 
and Social C om m ittee, T h e  H ag u e , 1949, pp. 2 -10 .

The ‘Aspects économ iques’ presented by the economic sub-committee in March 1948 
were evidently revised by the International Committee of the Movements for European 
Unity before the Congress opened in May. Given the subject-matter and the unquestionable 
expertness of the preliminary work, the editing was less extensive than in the case of the 
Political Report, but the representatives of other associations nevertheless made their views 
felt.1

As a result of editing, the analysis was made more concise and confined to essential consid
erations and problems. The revised version listed the most essential measures as set out in the 
March memorandum and classified them from the viewpoint of long-term aims. The 
resulting report (A) formed the basis of discussion in the Economic and Social Committee of 
the Congress, in which members ofILE C  were again prominent. Under van Zeeland's chair
manship the debate opened with reports by Layton (B) and Serruys (C) explaining the 
origin and purpose of the report; they described the principles and problems that underlay its 
recommendations and dealt with specific British reservations and difficulties.2 A  comparison 
between these documents and the Congress's decisions3 illustrates the very substantial part 
played by ILEC's preliminary work, despite certain changes of emphasis.4

' r

(A) Economic and Social Report

I. Collapse of European Economy
1. At the end of the second world war, the liberated countries of Europe 

were filled with a great hope of achieving economic recovery and social pro-

1 This did no t involve m uch a lteration  o f substance, bu t was ra th e r reflected  in 
changes o f p resentation . O n  the o th e r hand  it can be seen th a t considerations o f 
social policy, w hich had certain ly  and quite p roperly  figured  in the p relim inary  
w o rk  (N B the title ‘Econom ic and Social R ep o rt’), w ere d ropped  from  the final v er
sions. O n  this, cf. the British C om m ittee’s D ra ft P am phlet o f 1 N ov. 1948 (EM  
Archives); also van Z eeland’s rem arks in the p lenary  session on M onday  10 M ay 
1948, on the final reso lu tion  o f the E conom ic and Social C om m ittee: ‘Several dele
gates have poin ted  o u t the need to  em phasize the social considerations th a t w ere p u t 
fo rw ard  by the rapporteu rs in the p rep ara to ry  w o rk  o f the C om m ittee’ (C ongress 
of E urope, M ay 1948, V erbatim  R ep o rt III, E conom ic and Social C om m ittee, T h e  
H ague, 1949, p. 134).

2 Cf. ‘D ocum ents annexés au R ap p o rt économ ique et social’ by the F rench partic i
pants in the C ongress (EM  Archives).

3 Cf. doc. 77.
4 Cf. n. 1 above.
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gress. But they were soon brought face to face with the grim fact that the war 
had left them exhausted and weakened, and that its repercussions on their 
social structure were disastrous.

2. The whole economy of Europe has been shattered to its foundations by 
the war. The collapse of agriculture throughout Europe has been followed by 
the appalling food crisis through which we have been passing. The industries 
of Western Europe -  left without raw materials or fuel and deprived not only 
of industrial equipment but of the means of replacing or restoring it -  have 
been unable to supply even the most urgent needs of the impoverished peoples. 
The European market has been split up by the zones of military occupation 
and its fragments isolated commercially by the chaos of their currencies. The 
world market is inaccessible because of the shortage of hard currencies. The 
old economic system of Europe has been completely destroyed.

II. Reconstruction
3. The inability of the individual nations to restore their economy by them

selves is so manifest that the need for unity has become apparent even to those 
who formerly opposed it, and they now make it the condition for their 
generous help.

4. Even if the resources of the Continent are pooled and its efforts united, 
Europe will not be able, in the immediate future, to subsist unaided, still less 
to reconstruct and re-equip. American aid will simply be a monetary relief if 
Europe remains disunited. If, on the other hand, its peoples agree to work for 
the common recovery by accepting entirely new ideas and methods and a new 
economic structure, American aid will provide the initial impetus and element 
of stability. At the same time it will ultimately create a new source of prosperity 
for the United States. The nations of Europe can only be saved by a complete 
economic union, providing a single market for labour, production and trade.

5. It has been shown that small national economic units do not permit the 
application of mass-production methods by which the great producing coun
tries, which supply expanding markets over wide areas, provide their people 
with abundant goods at low prices.

It has become clear that the integration of European industry and the 
opening up of markets without regard to national frontiers are as 
indispensable as the modernization of production methods. Continual 
pooling of scientific inventions and their technical application, the specializa
tion of industries, making them complementary, and the maximum utilization 
of each country’s resources according to the aptitude of its people, will give 
Europe, not merely the chance, but the certainty of prosperity.

6. Re-deployment of work and labour resources must result from this 
reconstruction. The workers should be the first to benefit from the reorganiza
tion of Europe. Only in a United Europe can the general standard of living be 
raised, by expanding the field of employment and raising wages.

7. The boundaries of the European area cannot yet be defined. Germany, 
whose economic restoration is one of the conditions of European recovery,
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must be included. The union of Europe must remain open to all peoples who 
seek through it the security and liberties without which their economic life is 
in peril.

8. Western Europe, including Great Britain, has a population of more than 
250 million people, intelligent, enterprising and hardworking. If the facts and 
figures are looked at as a whole, an entirely different picture is given from that 
obtained by looking at each of the countries separately.

III. Overseas Territories

9. It has long been obvious that the natural resources of Europe are not suf
ficient to provide food and full employment for its people. They must be sup
plemented by trade with the rest of the world. The British Commonwealth, 
and the French, Belgian and Dutch Unions, are natural extensions of the Euro
pean economy.

10. The associations which have resulted from the economic ties between the 
metropolitan countries of the West and their overseas territories have brought 
about an expansion of world trade, as valuable to the overseas territories as 
to the European Continent. European union has everything to gain from the 
maintenance and progressive adjustment of the ties which at present unite the 
overseas territories with the countries of Western Europe. In fact, the 
well-being of Europe will always be specially linked with that of the Domin
ions, Colonies and dependent territories.

IV. Union and Sovereignty

11. The economic union of Europe cannot be realized without the accep
tance of some degree of discipline by the constituent nations, and the establish
ment of a number of joint organizations. The Union cannot be subjected to 
the constant changes and reversals of local policy which would result from 
attempts to conduct financial and economic affairs without regard for the 
needs of the whole community.

12. The Economic Commission for Europe set up by the United Nations 
Organization, and the special Committees set up by the Sixteen Nations Con
ference, have already done much good work, but their efforts will only bear 
fruit to the fullest extent if our further recommendations are adopted. The uni
fication of Europe must be entrusted to an Economic Council of Europe com
posed of responsible Ministers appointed by its component States, and must 
provide for a permanent economic Secretariat in order to ensure continuity of 
action. There should be no delay in proclaiming a common determination to 
institute both this Union of Europe, and also the machinery without which it 
cannot function.

13. The degree to which the States accept central direction for that part of 
their economic development which must henceforth be concerted with that of 
other members, must depend upon the balance to be established between the 
sphere in which free enterprise and individual initiative alone can assure sue-
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cess, and that in which the accomplishment of the aims of the Union implies 
common plans and the common assumption or delegation of responsibilities.

V. Programme and Immediate Measures
14. Even if, at the outset, the Union of Europe provides some unexpected 

results, some disturbance of existing conditions, even perhaps some local 
injury, the possibilities opened up are so immensely greater than the risks that 
it is unlikely that the interests affected would fail to draw from it, directly or 
indirectly, substantial and lasting advantage.

15. As already stated, the first step to be taken by the individual nations is 
to proclaim immediately their common determination to achieve a United 
Europe. Since Article 44 of the Charter recently adopted at Havana implies 
the acceptance by the United Nations Organization of a regional European 
group, the individual nations are thereby justified in reducing the barriers 
which they have maintained hitherto in order to make possible the operation 
of an isolated economy. The resolution to unite should therefore be followed 
immediately by measures designed to achieve the following:

(a) To abolish the obstacles to the trade of Western Europe which result 
from quotas and import or export prohibitions;

(b) To set up a system of mulilateral clearings in order to re-establish the 
free flow of trade among the states of Western Europe, and to prepare the way 
for the complete convertibility of currencies;

(c) To lay down a common programme of development for the basic indus
tries of the whole area, and especially for the production and distribution of 
the coal resources of Western Europe, for the expansion of electric power and 
the rationalization of communications;

(d) To take agreed steps to establish an international régime for the control 
and development of the resources of the Ruhr;

(e) To promote mobility of labour to the maximum possible extent;
(f) To provide the fullest facilities for the free movement of tourists and tra

vellers throughout the whole of the Western European area.
(g) To reduce, and wherever possible to abolish, customs duties between the 

states, and to adopt a common tariff applicable to third parties, of which the 
level should not exceed that of the existing duties levied by the participating 
states, and which might ultimately be lowered by agreement.

VI. Ultimate Objectives
16. In addition to the urgent measures outlined above, the Council of 

Europe should also take steps to achieve, within the Union :
(h) Free circulation of capital in order to ensure the utilization of savings 

throughout the union to the best advantage ;
(i) The complete unification of currencies;
(j) Co-ordination of budgetary and credit policy;
(k) Elimination of double taxation;
(l) Abolition of all customs barriers to the circulation of goods.
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VII. Europe in Relation to World Economy
17. The achievement of European union is a fundamental contribution to 

the rationalization and development of world economy.
18. European union is not an autarkic conception. On the contrary, by 

raising its productivity it will increase its purchasing power and so become a 
better market for the rest of the world.

19. Re-creation of economic equilibrium in the Continent of Europe, which 
throughout its history has provided one of the basic factors of the world’s 
economy, would itself be an earnest of prosperity to the peoples of the whole 
world.

20. Collaboration of the Economic Council of Europe with the economic, 
social and commercial organizations of U.N.O. and of Bretton Woods will 
ensure the harmonious working of the various bodies concerned with the eco
nomic co-operation of the nations of the world.

21. The exceptional circumstances which now make the unification of 
Europe a vital necessity also provide exceptional opportunities. The condi
tions required in order to establish an economic union therefore exist. If the 
nations of Europe fail now to evoke the faith and energy necessary to achieve 
this great aim, the consequences will be disastrous. Without unity, they will 
fall one by one a prey to the advance of a totalitarian imperialism which is 
directly opposed to their real desires.

(B) Speech by Layton
(. ..)  .
The first section of the Report is headed:
‘Collapse of European Economy’. Those are very strong words indeed, but 

they in no way exaggerate or overstate the plight of Europe.
There is no need to elaborate or describe to a meeting of this kind the nature 

of the disaster that has overtaken Europe. Industrial plant and dwelling houses 
have been destroyed, in both the liberated and in the ex-enemy countries; but 
there are no statistics which can estimate either the loss of human life or the 
effect upon morale, or measure the amount of human suffering. The structure 
of economic and social life has been destroyed, and the complexities which 
link the countries of Europe with countries overseas have been dislocated. The 
Report does not put the matter one whit too high when it says that the econo
my of Europe is shattered.

But I would like to say very briefly here this word: it would be a mistake
-  particularly for this Committee -  to suppose that that is merely the result of 
the war. Part of the situation in which we find ourselves is the result of trends 
that have been in operation for several decades. What we are talking about 
now is the integration of the economy of Europe, which is something which 
should have been attempted years ago...

(...)
The Report proceeds -  and we have reproduced the list in the Resolution

-  to deal with the things that should be done in this situation, and it may be con-
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venient in this Commission would think of those items in three major groups.
There are what may be called the negative problems of removing the obsta

cles from trade and movement of persons and of capital, the clearing the way 
for a union. Secondly, there are a group of propositions related to finance, for 
the creating of the means of exchange to enable trade to develop. Thirdly, 
there are the propositions concerned with the development of trade and indus
try, and in each of those three cases there are immediate propositions and 
long-range propositions. I think if the discussion could, as far as possible, fol
low the line of dealing with finance, trade and commerce and production, it 
would help to bring some order to the discussion.

When we come to that third group, there will be undoubtedly some issues 
as between those who conceive of planning on a scale that should influence 
a very large part of the continent of Europe, and those who conceive it as a 
temporary provision, and if you look at the Report you will see that the Report 
does not express a definite opinion about the degree of division which may be 
required in the new Western economic union. That is deliberate, because we 
felt that if we attempted to sharpen up that issue we should never get agree
ment -  and I believe that we shall have the whole support of this Commission 
in the view that in present circumstances -  perhaps always, but certainly in the 
present situation, and in any foreseeable future -  it is essential that there 
should be some kind of planning of production, joint positive action in the 
direction of developing power, looking after the development of the coal 
resources of Europe as a whole, and particularly the Ruhr, and there must be a 
steel plan for Europe. We were all agreed that those things must take an impor
tant part in any picture of the economy of Europe.

That last brings me to refer to Germany. The Report of course assumes that 
Germany must be economically a part of Western Europe, but may I say two 
things only in that connection. Germany looks both East and West, and we 
should never forget, certainly in this discussion, that Western Germany has the 
complement of many of its industrial activities in Eastern Germany, and 
therefore in any formula or phrase we may use about Germany, and in any 
picture we use about Germany, we must always assume the ideal is that Ger
many should be again ultimately united.

At the same time, on the short view we must on the other hand take the view 
that Western Germany is part of Western Europe as a whole, because, as 
everyone accepts, the Ruhr and its industries are part of a single coal and iron 
field, and to separate them out would be an act of vivisection.

I have only one more point to add in general terms, and that is as to the posi
tion of Great Britain in relation to Europe: six months ago when we started to 
draw up these reports there was considerable feeling of anxiety as to whether 
Britain might feel more pulled towards the Empire than towards Europe. I 
have in various ways endeavoured to expound and explain the opposite view. I 
will only say three things about that, that opinion has moved considerably in 
that regard, and that I personally do not consider that the Commission needs 
unduly concern itself, with the question whether Europe is or is not in 
Western Union.
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We are not asking the nations of Western Europe to make a sacrifice. We 
are asking them to pull themselves together and march forward to much 
greater prosperity on the only road on which they can march to such a goal. 
(...)

(C) Speech by Serruys

(...) Europe has been chiefly distinguished in the past by its diversity and 
adaptability to the traditions with which different peoples were endowed by 
nature and history. It has also been distinguished by a spirit of curiosity which, 
I believe, has never been seen in any other continent, in respect of its own pos
sibilities, means and resolutions.

Within this diversity Europe achieved a structure that has now been de
stroyed by internal and other causes. (...)

America, on the other hand, can point to a tremendous upsurge that has 
been amplified by succeeding generations and that the war has perhaps 
extended to the utmost. As a result she now enjoys an overplus of equipment 
and economic power to a degree unparalleled anywhere in the world. (...)

We must not now quibble over the details and conflicts of private interests 
that must be taken into account in any European settlement. We must have the 
courage to pass over all that and to take an immediate decision in response to 
an urgent problem.

What is the main idea of the report before you? It is that we cannot go on 
with the method of petty disputes, quarrels and bargaining, all of which can 
only prolong a period of impotence that is politely called a transition period. 
(...)

What we want is for Europe to proclaim here and now that economic union 
is a reality. After that we can see what time-limits are necessary, what excep
tions must be made -  and that is what the report recommends, that is what I 
venture to emphasize.

We are confronted by approaches and approximations that are more a 
source of fear than of practical accomplishment. While we may have to mis
trust certain excesses that pass for signs of generosity, certain anticipations 
that, we are told, are unprecedented -  if we need such imprudences, what we 
need above all is boldness.

As Lord Layton has just pointed out, this boldness may involve less danger 
and fewer sacrifices than you think. The chances for an economic constitution 
of Europe are much better now than they may be in a year’s time, because 
hardship and shortages are still so widespread. We may still -  if, for instance, 
we could recover the trading facilities that are being refused us with ill- 
considered zeal -  we could clearly re-establish the system of intra-European 
trade, taking account of all countries’ needs, which is only obstructed by state 
regulations. (...)

We must therefore lose no time in adopting the main principle of a solution. 
Governments must declare here and now that they will co-operate more
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closely, that they will try to increase quotas to some extent, to double or triple 
the volume of exports and imports that are now no more than a trickle. Eco
nomic union must be declared, for both practical and legal reasons: we have 
here a confrontation between an original creation and a world system. By one 
of those acts of generosity that the hardships of war always bring forth, by one 
of the gestures which, on the morrow of every conflict, seem able to cancel in 
a day the miseries of years, we possess the framework of a system that pre
scribes a duty and points the way to prosperity for the whole world. (...)

We do not demand the whole of that duty or doctrine, and we wish for 
practical results. But to achieve such results we must realize that to form a 
resolution and to be determined to carry it through does not mean the end of a 
beginning, and that fine words and triumphal declarations are not the whole 
of the matter. We must get to work.

This is where difficulties arise. In the first place, account has had to be taken 
of national positions, in particular the hesitations of the British Empire. The 
British were uncertain whether they should be 100% European in political 
matters and 100% members of the Commonwealth in economic matters. We 
are now over that hurdle, and we can only thank Lord Layton for the 
assurances he has brought us; but the hesitation weighed heavily on our work.

One of the recommendations we ask you particularly to support is the 
recognition that Europe cannot live without the overseas extension of its activi
ties and resources that it has built up over the centuries. If it withdrew from 
these associations it would be a disaster first and foremost for the oveseas peo
ples themselves. Certain recent events have afforded melancholy proof of this. 
On the other hand, Europe herself must recognize that, without wishing to re
store a colonial regime that is over and done with, it must continue to develop 
and fructify the main trade routes and communications of the world, the dis
ruption of which is bound to create grave disorder. (...)

Another compromise we have had to accept is this. How can we hope to 
restore world trade without talking of currency? It would be useless to abolish 
quotas or reduce tariffs -  how can one buy and sell without the means of 
exchange? Thus the question of a European currency arises. (...) We must by 
degrees restore convertibility, at suitably stable and permanent rates of 
exchange. After that we may envisage either a European unit of account, or a 
European coinage pure and simple. (...)

We offer you a programme. We submit resolutions for you to adopt at once, 
to demonstrate your will to change the order of things in Europe. We did not 
want to offer new institutions. It would be too easy to say: ‘Here is Europe, 
sprung fully armed from the head of Jupiter.’ Such a claim would be vain and 
somewhat ridiculous. We are not offering an institutional blueprint. The 
institutions of Europe, as far as economics are concerned, will reflect such pos
sibilities as Europe may recognize. But we must lay the basis for certain institu
tions, and that is why we have spoken of the waiver of sovereignty, or, as it 
would be better to call it, the use of sovereignty. Anyone who enters into a con
tract forfeits part of his autonomy. It takes two to make a contract. Each party 
must give up part of his freedom and personal initiative. This applies to con-
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tracts in international law as well as between individuals. If Europe wants to 
live, it must give up part of what is called national sovereignty.

We have looked at the matter from this point of view, but also in the belief 
that the abandonment of sovereignty must not be a kind of passionate sacrifice; 
it must be limited to what is necessary. We must above all maintain private initi
ative, the freedom of contract, competition and consequent adjustment. Who 
will draw the line between constraint and economic freedom? The committee 
did not decide this point, but we do not wish to dodge the question either, and 
it is under study.

Such is the resolution of principle and the compromise that we have 
adopted. We offer you simply a point of departure, not a conclusion. When 
you have approved this resolution you will have to continue your own efforts. 
You must not be content to ask governments to act for you. But you must 
show them the way, while making clear your readiness to go along with them. 
(...)

To establish a European economy we must solve such questions as those of 
currency and social security. Our aim, after all, is to give the whole of Europe, 
all its human elements, an assurance of prosperity and recovery. (...)

54. European League for Econom ic Co-operation: Statutes
20 N ovem ber 1948

Annexe au Moniteur Beige du 20 novem bre 1948, no. 2497-2500, p. 1245 (ELEC  
Archives).

Although a fusion of the British Committee of ELEC with the UEM appeared especially 
indicated on both theoretical and personal grounds from the autumn of 1947 onwards, it had 
not been achieved by the spring of 1948. This did not prevent the closest co-operation in 
national and international committees, but the problems of effecting a merger also became 
clear in the run-up to the Hague Congress. In these circumstances the leaders of the British 
Committee of ILEC, who were on the fringe of the Congress, decided to reactivate their sec
tion. They did so, however, on the clear assumption of further close co-operation especially 
with the UEM and, in accordance with earlier agreements, among the pro-European associa
tions, based on the division of labour and, as far as ILEC was concerned, concentration on 
economic and social questions.1 This restriction was definitely embodied in the reorganiza
tion, and in line with this the section's title was modified first to Economic League for Euro
pean Co-operation' and finally to European League for Economic Co-operation'.2 Its scope

1 Cf. rep o rt o f session o f 10 M ay 1948 (EM  A rchives), accord ing  to  w hich those 
present w ere Butler, L ayton, Loveday, H a rro d , B eddington-B ehrens, G ubbins, 
Price, M acm illan and T horneycro ft. T rad e  unions w ere invited to  co -o p era te  in the 
section’s activities, evidently as a response to  criticism  o f the lack  o f a tten tion  given 
to  social policy in the prelim inary  docum ents fo r the H ag u e  C ongress, w hich w ere 
m ainly the w o rk  o f ILEC.

2 T he first o f these form s is still used in a letter from  R etinger to  La M alfa dated  
17 June 1948 (EM  A rchives); the second form  in the p resen t S tatutes.
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and purposes as thus defined were duly expressed in its Statutes, published in the M oniteur 
Beige on 20 November 1948 in connection with its formal registration under Belgian law. 
The ELEC was described as an organization with \scientific aims \ i.e. not a mass organiza
tion but, in the minds of its organizers, a body of specially qualified experts offering impar
tial and constructive advice as a contribution to forming opinion and especially influencing 
the views of governments.3

*

European League
for Economic Co-operation (E.L.E.C.), in Brussels, 

International Association having scientific aims 
Statutes

Section I.
Legal Form, Object, Powers, Registered Office, Duration

Article 1. The European League for Economic Co-operation (E.L.E.C.) is 
founded in compliance with the Belgian Law of October 25th 1919 concerning 
international associations having scientific aims.

Art. 2. The E.L.E.C. which is a non-profit making concern, aims at the fol
lowing objects:

a) To encourage and held to link culturally and economically the States 
which compose Europe;

b) To develop between the States which compose Europe, the spirit of 
co-operation and of collaboration from the cultural and economic point of 
view.

Art. 3. To attain its object, E.L.E.C. may employ all appropriate means and 
notably:

a) By periodical congresses or conferences;
b) By continuous co-operation in the works of national committees, and in 

the preparation of their congresses;
c) Miscellaneous publications including inter alia a review and a directory;
The financial means of the E.L.E.C. are derived from:
1. Regular subscription fees of its members;
2. Grants from public or private institutions;
3. The retribution [sic] for its services in general, sale of, or subscription to 

its publications;
4. Gifts and legacies.
Art. 4. The Registered Office of E.L.E.C. is in Brussels, 6, rue d’Egmont. 

It may set up sub-offices abroad.
Art. 5. The organs of the E.L.E.C. are: the General Meeting, the Central 

Council and the Secretariat Office.

3 Cf. D ra ft P am ph le t o f 1 N ov. 1948 (EM  Archives).
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Art. 6. The Association is created for an unlimited duration; it may be dis
solved at any time.

Section II. -  Members
a) Admission

Art. 7. As members of E.L.E.C. may be admitted National Committees 
which pursue the same aims as E.L.E.C.

Ajrt. 8. The Central Council deliberates provisionally on applications for 
membership to E.L.E.C., and its decisions thereupon [sic] are subject to ratifi
cation by the next General Meeting.

b) Resignation

Art. 9. Any National Committee wishing to withdraw from E.L.E.C. must 
inform the Secretary of its decision to do so, by registered letter, at least six 
months before the expiration of the business year then current.

Any resigning National Committee must pay the full amount of subscription 
for the business year in which its letter of resignation becomes effective and 
must bear its share in the eventual losses of the said business year which losses 
are determined at the next Ordinary General Assembly.

c) Exclusion

Art. 10. Any National Committee which does not comply with the condi
tions of the present articles of Association, especially by not meeting its finan
cial responsibilities, maybe excluded from E.L.E.C.

Its exclusion will be decided at the General Meeting on a motion of the 
General Council, and the General Meeting will fix the financial obligations to 
which the excluded National Committee is to be held.

For the validity of resolutions, the Meeting must unite at least three quarters 
of the National Committees and the motion to exclude will only be adopted 
on the condition that it obtains at least three quarters of the votes expressed.

Each of the National Committees will be informed of the proposal to 
exclude at least one month before the date of the General Assembly.

Any National Committee which is the object of a proposal of exclusion has 
the right to be present, and to state its case.

Art. 11. Any National Committee which is excluded, or which resigns, loses 
all rights to the distribution of the assets of E.L.E.C.

Section III. -  Organs 

a) The General Meeting
Art. 12. All National Committees of E.L.E.C. have the right to be present 

at General Meetings.
The General Meeting, properly constituted, represents the whole of the 

Shareholders. It is invested with the widest powers to take or ratify all decisions 
which concern E.L.E.C.
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Art. 13. Each year, before the 31th December, at the date, time and place 
decided upon by the Central Council, an Ordinary General Meeting will be 
held for the following purposes:

a) To close the accounts for the business year which has expired since the 
previous Ordinary General Meeting, and to deliberate on the adoption of the 
said accounts;

b) To examine and determine the budget of receipts and expenditure for the 
period up to the next Ordinary General Meeting;

c) To examine the yearly report of the Central Council;
d) To nominate the Chairman, and to ratify admissions or exclusions of 

National Comittees.
Art. 14. The Central Council may convene Extraordinary General Meetings. 

It is bound to convene an Extraordinary General Meeting within the delay of 
three months, if such a request is made by members numbering at least one 
fourth of the total number of National Committees. The request thus made 
must indicate clearly and precisely the questions to be put on the agenda.

The Central Council must convene an Extraordinary General Meeting two 
months before the Congress mentioned in article 3, a) and b).

Art. 15. Convening notices to Ordinary or Extraordinary General Meetings 
will be sent to National Committees at least two months in advance.

The Board of Directors will draw up the agenda, taking into consideration 
the resolutions which must be submitted to the General Meeting in virtue of 
article 13.

The Board of Directors will put on the agenda any question raised by a 
National Committee member, provided that the question proposed reaches 
the Board at least two months before the Ordinary General Meeting.

Art. 16. National Committees may be represented at the General Meeting 
by one or several mandatories, duly appointed for that purpose.

Those who are hindered from making such a delegation may be represented 
by another National Committee which is properly authorized in writing to do 
so.

No delegation may, in itself, represent a total of more than one fourth of 
the total number of National Committees.

Art. 17. Each National Committee has the right to one vote.
National Committees which are only provisionally admitted by the General 

Council will only be allowed to vote after their admission has been ratified at 
the General Meeting.

Resolutions are adopted by the majority of votes of National Committees 
represented at the Meeting except in the cases where a fixed quorum is laid 
down.

In the case of the number of votes for and against being equal, the proposal 
is considered as rejected, except in the case of an election.

Should a quorum be laid down and not attained, a new Meeting will be con
vened within the delay of one month, and, at such Meeting, resolutions shall 
be validly adopted whatever may be the number of National Committees 
represented.
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Art. 18. Voting on all questions concerning the admission or exclusion of 
National Committees, as well as on all questions concerning persons attached 
to the Association, will be held by secret ballot.
(...)

Section IV. -  Members’ Subscriptions
Art. 26. All National Committees will pay an annual subscription, the 

amount of which is determined each year by the General Meeting deliberating 
on a resolution of the Central Council. All subscriptions must be paid by the 
31st December of each year.

Section V. -  Languages to be Employed
Art. 27. All communications and discussions will be in English and [sic] in 

French.
All publications of E.L.E.C. will appear in English and in French. The Cen

tral Council, however, may decide upon the use of other languages for certain 
communications and publications.

Section VI. -  Business Year

Art. 28. The business year of E.L.E.C. commences on the 1st January and 
ends on the 31st December of each year.

Section VII. -  Modifications of the Articles of Association -  
Dissolution -  Liquidation

Art. 29. No modification whatever brought to the articles of Association is 
valid unless it has been voted by an Ordinary or Extraordinary General 
Meeting composed of at least three quarters of the National Committees and 
unless the resolution has been adopted by three fourths of the number of valid 
votes.

Modifications of the articles of association take effect after having been 
approved by a Royal Order in compliance with the Law of 25th October 1919. 
All resolutions concerning changes in the Articles of Association will be 
brought to the notice of National Committees at least 3 months in advance.

Art. 30. The dissolution of E.L.E.C. may be decided at any time by a decision 
taken at a General Meeting held and composed in compliance with the forms 
and general conditions laid down for modifications to the articles of associa
tion.

Unless the General Meeting decides otherwise, the Central Council has full 
powers to liquidate the assets of the Association.

After full settlement of all debts and charges, the General Meeting will 
decide on the manner in which the net assets of the association are to be dis
posed of, but, in so doing, must continually bear in mind that the disposal of 
the said net assets must be made in a manner which is related as closely as 
possible to the objects for which the association is founded.
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The following are nominated for the first time as members of the Central 
Council:

Sir Harold Butler, K.C.M.G., former director of the International Labour 
Office, former Minister, Amb. in Washington, Chairman of the Brit
ish Committee of the European League for Economic Co-operation; Little 
Court, Sonning, Berkshire, England, of British nationality.

M. Kerstens, Pieter, Adriaan, former Minister, Senator, Chairman of the 
Netherlands’ Committee of the European League for Economic Co-operation. 
15, Scheveningseweg, The Hague, Netherlands, of Dutch nationality.

Mr Konsbruck, Guillaume, former Minister, Chamberlain of H.R.H. The 
Grand Duchess of Luxemburg, joint Chairman of the Arbed Steel Works in 
Luxemburg, Chairman of the Luxemburg Committee of the European League 
for Economic Co-operation. 10, rue d’Orange, Luxemburg, of Luxemburg na
tionality.

Mr Motz, Roger, Senator, Engineer, Chairman of the Belgian Committee 
of the European League for Economic Co-operation. 9, avenue Maréchal 
Foch, Schaerbeek (Brussels), of Belgian nationality.

Dr Retinger, Joseph, former collaborator of General Sikorski. 16, West
minster Palace Gardens, Artillery Row, London S.W. 1, of Polish nationality.

Mr Serruys, Daniel-Jean-Louis-Alphonse-Marie, former High Commis
sioner for the National Economy, Chairman of the French Committee of the 
European League for Economic Co-operation, 15, rue de l’Université, Paris, 
of Belgian nationality.

Mr van Zeeland, Paul, Minister of State, former Prime Minister, Senator, 
7, avenue Charles-Albert, Boitsfort (Brussels), of Belgian nationality.

Mr Paul van Zeeland, above mentioned, has been nominated as Chairman.

55. European Econom ic C onference o f W estm inster, Prepara
tions: M arch-April 1949

(A) British Report, (B) French ditto, (C) Belgian ditto; (D) Draft Resolu
tions

(A) Sum m ary  o f R eports fo r the E uropean  E conom ic C onference o f W estm inster, 
20th to  25th A pril 1949. P rep ared  by the E conom ic Section o f the U K  C ouncil o f the 
E uropean  M ovem ent, including the British section o f the E conom ic League fo r E u ro 
pean  C o -o p era tio n  [iic] and the U nited  E u rope M ovem ent (E conom ic Section), L on
don , 1949 (EM  A rchives).

(B) M ouvem ent E uropéen , C om m ission E conom ique et Sociale F rançaise, P ré p a ra 
tion  de la C onférence E conom ique E uropéenne de W estm inster, R ap p o rt G énéral, 
établi p a r  M. A ndré Philip au nom  de la C om m ission E conom ique et Sociale Française, 
Paris, 1949 (EM  Archives).

(C) F ernand  B audhuin , P o u r l’un ion  économ ique européenne. En m arge d ’un rap p o rt 
( La L ibre Belgique, no. 107/108 , 17-18 A pril 1949, p. 1).
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(D) M ouvem ent E uropéen , Section cPÉtude É conom ique et Sociale, P rép ara tio n  de 
la C onférence É conom ique E uropéenne de W estm inster (avril 1949) /  SEES 13, P ro jets 
de Résolutions, 26 M arch 1949 (A C D P Archives, N E I no. V I-004-044).

*

The economic resolution passed at The Hague was so sketchy that it was almost impossible 
to translate into practice. It was clear that it would have to be supplemented by a detailed 
discussion of particular topics with the object of presenting concrete proposals for a European 
economic union within the framework of an overall concept. For this purpose the European 
Movement organized an economic conference which was held at Westminster in April 1949\ 
preparations having begun in earnest in the previous October.1 An International Economic 
and Social Section' of the European Movement2 was set up under the direction and practical 
leadership of the chairman of the British section of ELEC;3 this conducted a lively exchange 
of views within the national Economic and Social Sections of the European Movement, 
resulting in numerous reports on various subjects.4 A ll these discussions and reports were 
within the framework of a working programme and overall concept that had been agreed on

1 Cf. E uropean  M ovem ent, E uropean  E conom ic C onference o f W estm inster, A pril 
10th—15th 1949, G eneral A ccount and R esolutions IN F /4 /E ,  p. 3 (EA A rchives, E 
791.904) and ELEC , British Section, P rogress R ep o rt o f 20 O ct. 1948 (A C D P  
Archives, N E I no. V I-004-044).

2 Cf. M em orandum  no. 2 of 24 Jan . 1949 (PW 7) and Note pour le Comité Exécutif 
dated 4 Feb. 1949 (S E E S /5) (both A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-004-044).

3 T he leading role o f the British Section is clear from  the fact th a t besides the 
o rganizational p repara tion  and the transm ission o f p relim inary  docum en ta tion  on 
a large scale, it was also responsible fo r p reparing  the agenda o f the conference. Cf. 
ELEC , British Section, P rogress R ep o rt o f 20 O ct. 1948 (A C D P  Archives, N E I 
no. V I-004-044).

4 T he m eeting of 20 O ct. 1948 also agreed on a prelim inary  list o f subjects fo r re 
ports and their au thors on the British side. By M arch the fo llow ing had been com 
piled :
Unification of Currencies in Europe (S. P. Chambers)
European Unity (Bob Edwards)
Free T rad e  A rea (R oy H arro d )
Removal of Obstacles to Trade in Western Europe (Alexander Loveday)
European Union and Economic Organization (Sir Robert Waley Cohen)
The Relations of Associated Overseas Countries and Colonies to the European 
Economy (Professor S. H. Frankel)
C om m ents on the above (L. S. Am ery)
Economic Development and Social Security in the Colonial Territories of Europe 
(Lady Rhys-Williams)
Survey of the E uropean  C oal and Steel Industries (H . J. K lare)
Tourist Traffic instead of Gold (E. Beddington-Behrens)
M obility of L abour in W estern  E urope (Miss P. E lton  M ayo).
Cf. Sum m ary of R eports, L ondon, 1949 (EM  Archives) and ELEC , British Section, 
Progress R eport o f 20 O ct. 1948 (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-004-044). T h ere  
w ere 42 reports altogether: cf. L EC E, 1950 (ELEC  Archives).
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at a meeting between Butler and the French section on 20 October 1948? The lively discus
sions in the months leading up to the conference showed with increasing clarity that the two 
main issues were those of basic industries and currency: significantly, each of these was the 
subject of reports by different national sections.6 In general, despite the supranational orienta
tion of the debates, the preparatory work at national level made it possible to take due 
account of the special circumstances, difficulties and interests of the participating countries.7 
The individual reports and records of discussions were embodied in the national General 
Reports: these summarized the various measures proposed, the criticisms expressed and the 
points on which agreement had been reached.8

Three international meetings were also held on 6-7  January, 23 February and 26 -7March 
1949 with the object of finding common ground among the various economic, political and 
national viewpoints and working out compromises that could be immediately translated into 
practical measures (cf. (D) below).9 A ll this preliminary work was of decisive importance to 
the success of the conference.10

(A) British Report

The point of departure of the European Economic Conference is the state
ment of principle contained in the preamble to the Economic Resolution 
adopted at The Hague. This report is therefore based on the belief that Euro-

5 Cf. Section  d ’É tudes É conom iques et Sociales, Mémorandum pour les groupes 
nationaux préparant la conférence économique européenne, dated  26 O ct. 1948 (EM  
Archives) and E L E C , British Section, P rogress R ep o rt o f 20 O ct. 1948 (A C D P  
Archives, N E I no. V I-004-044).

6 As fa r as the non-B ritish  con tribu tions could  be traced , C ham bers’s re p o rt on 
currency  was paralle led  by one on  the sam e subject by G iscard  d ’E staing (EA 
A rchives, E 791.904); K lare’s re p o rt on  coal and steel was supplem ented by the 
Belgian G eneral R ep o rt and B ertieaux’s study  (cf. E u ropean  League fo r E conom ic 
C o -o p era tio n  (1946-1966), p. 6; E L E C  Archives).

7 F or instance the problem  o f B ritain’s overseas territo ries and the F rench 
em phasis on ta riff  reduction .

8 Cf. (A), (B) and  (C). W hile it is n o t clear w ho  finally fo rm ula ted  the British 
rep o rt, the F rench and Belgian repo rts  w ere draw n up by A. Philip and L. Serm on 
respectively. U n fo rtu n a te ly  it has n o t been possible to  trace the tex t o f S erm on’s 
re p o rt (L. Serm on, L'Union économique européenne, Brussels, 1949), perhaps 
because o f its late date. (Cf. M ouvem ent E uropéen , Note pour la réunion de Paris du 
26 mars 1949 sur les rapports présentés à la conférence, S E E S /10 dated  15 M arch  1949 
(A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-004-044). H ow ever, a sum m ary by F ernand  Bau- 
dhuin , a m em ber o f the Belgian section, appeared  in the C hristian  D em ocratic  
o rgan  La Libre Belgique on 17-18 A pril 1949 : see (C) below.

.9 Cf. Procès-verbal de la Réunion du Comité Préparatoire held in L ondon on  6 -7  
Jan . 1949 (SEM  2) and  Procès-verbal de la Réunion du Comité Préparatoire, 23 Feb. 
1949 (both  EM  A rchives); also Note pour la réunion de Paris du 26 mars 1949 sur les 
rapports présentés à la conférence, S E E S /10 dated  15 M arch  1949 (A C D P  Archives, 
N E I no. V I-004-044).

10 F or the im portance o f the C onference cf. doc. 93.
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pean recovery cannot be achieved by each country striving ‘to rebuild its 
national economy by the old methods’ and that ‘Europe can only achieve the 
standard of living which it ought to enjoy if its industrial and natural resources 
are developed on continental lines.’ The aim of the Conference is to examine 
these principles in the light of the economic and social realities of the present 
day, from which political considerations cannot be dissociated, and to suggest 
by what successive steps progress can be made in their practical application. 
For this purpose, it is necessary to take into account not only the general 
advantages which economic union undoubtedly offers, but also the special dif
ficulties arising out of the past and present circumstances of the various coun
tries of Western Europe which stand in its way. Only by this method can a real
istic course be charted, which will command the assent of public opinion and 
avoid shocks which might cripple the nascent movement towards European 
unity.

Since the Hague Congress, substantial advances have undoubtedly been 
made. The O.E.E.C. have provided the first opportunity for approaching the 
economic problems of Europe from a European standpoint. Though the plans 
presented for the next four years are necessary national plans, they are being 
collated and will no doubt be modified, with a view to framing a collective plan 
for the sixteen countries concerned. This is a very significant departure, the 
first step towards building a European economic system. But, as the work of 
the O.E.E.C. proceeds, nothing has occurred to invalidate the principles laid 
down at The Hague. On the contrary, it is evident that on the present pro
gramme, even with the continuance of the generous and massive aid of the 
United States, Europe will not be self-supporting by 1952. Though there was 
a marked improvement last year, solvency and economic independence can 
only be regained by a greater and better concerted effort. Without American 
aid, the total collapse of Europe’s enfeebled economy would have been inevita
ble. Its continuance will afford a further breathing space, which must be used 
to the utmost if the living standards of the peoples of Europe are to be main
tained even at their present low level, and a sound foundation laid upon which 
they can be raised to higher levels in the future. These goals can only be 
reached by the expansion of European production and intra capita trade and 
the reduction of its costs of production, which will permit real wages to be 
increased, social services to be extended and a reasonable amount of leisure to 
be enjoyed by all sections of the community.

It is more than ever certain that these goals cannot be attained by returning 
to the economic warfare which characterized the economic relationship of the 
states of Europe in the past. It can only be built by a great co-operative effort 
inspired by the ideal of European unity.

On these objectives, there was general agreement in the British Committee, 
but there was a good deal of divergence of view as to the ultimate structure 
necessary to achieve them. It has been suggested that nothing could in the end 
be effective short of a Customs Union which would imply free trade within 
Europe and a common European tariff against the rest of the world. The 
Committee did not regard this as being within the range of practical politics.
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Some members believed, however, that Western Europe should endeavour to 
constitute a modified form of Customs Union, which by one means or another 
should include its associated overseas territories. It was suggested for instance 
that a system might be elaborated under which the whole area of Western 
Europe plus associated overseas territories would have a common tariff 
vis-à-vis the rest of the world and that the European countries should aim at 
establishing free trade among themselves, and a preferential system with the 
overseas territories. Alternatively there might be a common European Tariff 
combined with overseas preference, the overseas territories maintaining the 
same measure of Tariff autonomy as they now enjoy. It is not necessary to 
enter upon a discussion of these alternatives or other possible combinations 
here. What is important is that there was general agreement that European 
countries could not afford to establish a system which would divert their 
exports from overseas towards each other. Some preferential system with the 
overseas territories which furnish Europe with so much of the raw materials 
and foodstuffs it needs was considered indispensable.

All were agreed also that for this constitution of any form of Customs Union 
a lengthy transitional period during which trade within Europe would be con
ducted on a preferential basis would be required.

If a Federal Government of Europe were established by acclamation tomor
row, it would find it impossible to sweep away the barriers behind which the 
industrial structure, the wage and price levels, the social services of each 
country have been built up, without producing violent economic and social dis
turbances. As federation is, in any case, a more or less distant goal for which 
public opinion in Britain, at any rate, and probably in other countries, is not 
yet prepared, it is even less likely that the existing governments would be 
willing to face the consequences of any such drastic measures.

The constitution of Europe as a Free Trade Area without a uniform tariff 
against the rest of the world was offered as an alternative to a modified Cus
toms Union. Under this system, trade barriers between European countries 
would ultimately be abolished, so that goods and capital would flow freely 
and all the advantages of a great European market would be reaped. On the 
other hand, each country would be free to maintain what tariff or preferential 
arrangements it pleased with countries outside the European system. This sys
tem would avoid the necessity for low tariff countries raising their tariffs to a 
higher common level and would, it was argued, most easily accommodate mut
ual beneficial arrangements with overseas territories.

A third proposal discussed was the establishment of preferences within 
Europe and between Europe and Associated Territories, not as a transitional 
phase towards a modified Customs Union or a Free Trade Area, but as a per
manent system. Such a preferential system would of course run contrary to 
most favoured nation obligations and to the I.T.O. Charter and would necessi
tate the assent of parties to commercial treaties and of the International Trade 
Organization or the abrogation of existing treaties and of the Charter.

Whatever the ultimate objective, it was agreed that some preferential system 
would be necessary in the early stages of European Union, not least in order
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to dovetail into it the existing arrangements between the associated nations of 
the British Commonwealth or the overseas territories of France and other 
European countries to which reference will be made later. Before the preferen
tial stage is reached, however, a number of preliminary measures are neces
sary to remove the existing instabilities of currencies and prices and the obsta
cles created by import quotas and other quantitative restrictions, all of which 
at present render the operation of any regular economic system impossible in 
Europe. The Committee accordingly decided to concentrate on these imme
diate difficulties before embarking upon the doctrinal controversies which the 
consideration of the ultimate European structure is bound to evoke.

The construction of a European Economy

1. The Immediate Evils and their Remedies.
The present position of Western Europe as a whole and of most of the coun

tries which compose it is sufficiently well known to need no lengthy exposi
tion. Its three outstanding features are: -

(i) the total unbalance of trade between Europe and the dollar area;
(ii) currency restrictions in many forms, including the prohibition of cur

rency transactions except under licence, import quotas designed to limit de
mand for particular currencies, both in Europe and the dollar area, differential 
rates of exchange, and prohibition of capital movements;

(iii) as a consequence, restrictions on intra-European trade, which is 
expanding too slowly and in some cases even declining, bilateral trade agree
ments and uneconomic attempts to attain self-sufficiency; restriction of 
tourist traffic, which might help to balance intra-European payments.

All these evils are the natural and inevitable consequences of the devastation, 
loss of overseas investments, dislocation of the channels of trade, of industry 
and of agriculture which the war produced. In order to remedy them, three 
types of effort were suggested.

(a) The O.E.EC.
The fullest co-operation in the European Recovery Programme is the 

starting point. If that fails, recovery cannot be achieved, still less the economic 
integration of Europe. The successful operation of the O.E.E.C. is the first test 
of the possibility of attaining European Union. Already two important and 
promising measures have been taken. The first is the decision to draft a 
common programme and co-ordinate policies for executing it for the next 
four years. If that objective is reached, the first and perhaps the most difficult 
stage in building a European system will have been accomplished, for the first 
steps on an unfamiliar road are usually the hardest. The second measure is the 
adoption of the Intra-European Payments and Compensations Agreement, 
which enables creditor countries under E.R.P. to put their surpluses at the dis
posal of debtor countries, thus enabling the latter to procure the currency 
needed to increase their exports. By this means, a first move has been made 
towards discouraging bilateral agreements and stimulating multilateral trade.
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(b) Monetary measures.
This healthy process cannot be greatly accelerated, however, until curren

cies have become freely convertible and prices stabilized within reasonable lim
its. The manufacturer or the merchant cannot be expected to undertake unlim
ited risks. He must be able to rely on the value of the foreign money which he 
is to receive for his goods and to calculate the approximate level of future pri
ces. Neither of these conditions of free and confident commercial enterprise 
can be guaranteed as long as the value of currencies and the level of prices are 
liable to violent fluctuation, owing to internal inflation. The next 
indispensable measure, therefore, for restoring the trade, and with it the living 
standards of Europe, is to arrest the inflationary tendencies which are under
mining the economic and social stability of most European countries. Before 
much further progress can be made, therefore, the internal finances of each 
country must be restored to a sound stage, i.e., their budgets must be balanced 
and inflation arrested. Until stability has been achieved, the risk of further 
depreciation of the external value of national currencies will continue to exist 
as a threat to trade. Moreover it is impossible to adjust the parities of exchange 
of the different European countries to what should be their proper level in rela
tion to existing wage-structures, if any such adjustment carries the danger of 
aggravating internal inflation.

When external stability has been achieved in all the members of European 
Union, comparison between the price levels of the different States will become 
possible and the adjustment of currency values on the basis of their real pur
chasing power. This process of adjustment will be effected in agreement with 
the International Monetary Fund and, once it is completed, conditions will 
exist for removing currency restrictions and restoring the free convertibility of 
European currencies. On this basis, the resumption of normal trade will 
become possible and a great impetus will be given to the tourist traffic, the 
importance of which is now being realized as a means of helping the balance 
of payments between Europe and the dollar area and between surplus and 
deficit countries in Europe itself.

(c) Commercial measures.
Before the War, a number of conventions were drawn up for facilitating 

trade, which are in force as between some Western European countries, but 
have not been ratified by others. If a common commercial policy is to be 
pursued by the Union, these conventions should be enforced by all its 
members. They deal with such matters as the simplification of customs for
malities, commercial arbitration, veterinary questions and the unification of 
laws on bills of exchange, cheques, etc.

The two most important steps, however, would be the removal of quantita
tive restrictions on trade and the elimination of tariffs between States 
Members of the Union. When currencies are once more freely convertible, 
and multilateral clearing restored, the need for balancing accounts under bilat
eral trading agreements will progressively disappear. Nevertheless, countries 
who still find difficulty in balancing their payments owing to war damage, or 
the loss of foreign investments, may still be compelled to divert their trade
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from home to overseas markets to a greater or lesser extent. Such measures 
should not, however, be framed on a purely national basis, but should be 
co-ordinated on a European basis. By these means, quotas and restrictions on 
imports will gradually be removed, but it should be found possible to begin the 
process of reducing customs barriers before all quantitative controls on trade 
have been abolished, following the example set by the Benelux countries. 
Whether the European Countries vote ultimately in favour of a Customs 
Union or a free trade area as their ultimate objective, the first step towards 
freeing European trade from internal tariffs should be the declaration of a 
tariff truce, by which members undertake to abstain from increasing their 
tariffs against each other, though they would still be free to maintain their 
tariffs or preferences as against countries outside the Union. The existence of 
such a truce, however, would facilitate the negotiation of the reduction of 
quotas and the abolition of restrictions on movement of labour. These negotia
tions will probably have to be undertaken, in the first instance, bilaterally 
between countries or among small groups of countries.

As has already been emphasized, the process of reducing existing restrictions 
and limiting controls is bound to be gradual in order to avoid violent distur
bances of the existing economic and social structure of some countries which 
might create a strong revulsion of feeling against the whole idea of European 
Union. At this point, it may therefore be considered what dangers of this kind 
may be expected and how they can be circumvented.

2. Some special problems.
(a) Relations with overseas associated countries and dependencies.
The economy of all the countries of Western Europe has been built up in 

a greater or lesser degree on their trade with the overseas world, and particu
larly with the constituent parts of the British Commonwealth and Empire and 
of the Belgian, French and Netherlands Unions. Both for Britain and for 
France, the maintenance of their long-established economic relationships 
with their overseas associates is a matter of vital importance, not only from an 
economic, but also from a political standpoint. The extent to which Great Bri
tain is dependent on these trade relationships may be seen from the fact that, 
before the war, her exports to the Dominions and Colonies, including India 
and Pakistan, amounted to 44% of her total exports, while her imports 
amounted to 36%. Since the war, these figures have tended to increase, so 
that British trade with the associated nations of the Commonwealth and with 
the Colonies constitutes a source of foodstuffs and raw materials on the one 
hand, and markets for her manufactured products on the other, which are 
vital to her national economy and to the maintenance of the standard of living 
of her people. By the sale of a considerable part of her overseas investments in 
order to finance the war, Great Britain has lost much of her purchasing power 
in the dollar area, and therefore requires closer economic relationships with 
Europe in the future than in the past. The problem posed by her membership 
of European Union is therefore how to reconcile the economic obligations 
which it entails with the existing commitments to the Commonwealth and 
Empire which remain vital to her well-being.
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This is not an insoluble dilemma. In fact, the revival and expansion of the 
economy of the United Kingdom depends on finding a solution. The search 
for it is facilitated by the fact that all the British Dominions have developed 
considerable trade with Western Europe, in addition to their trade with the 
United Kingdom. Their prosperity is to some extent bound up with the 
prosperity of Europe, and the converse is equally true. In regard to the imme
diate measures referred to in the previous section of this report, no special dif
ficulty is likely to arise from the preferential obligations which exist between 
Great Britain and the Dominions. It is, however, necessary to consider how 
these obligations are likely to affect the participation of the United Kingdom 
in a European Economic Union when more or less normal conditions have 
been re-established. At the present stage, it is impossible to foresee what shape 
such a union might take. What is clear is that Western Europe cannot afford 
to take any action which would impede its trade or the trade of any of its 
members with its associated overseas territories. On the contrary it should pro
mote such trade by affording some form of preference to their territories. 
Whether the existing preferences should be extended over a wider area (e.g. 
the British Commonwealth preferences extended to the whole of Western 
Europe) or whether a distinct system of preferences should be established 
leaving the British system in force and whether these preferences should be an 
end in themselves or a step towards a closer Union are problems on which it 
may be premature to attempt to reach a definite view now. We would, 
however, insist on two principles which seem to us of basic importance: (a) 
Measures must be designed to stimulate the trade of the whole of Western 
Europe with all European associated territories; (b) Neither European coun
tries nor associated territories must raise their tariffs against the rest of the 
world.

A customs union with a high tariff against the outside world would do more 
to restrict trade than to promote it, as was illustrated by the Hawley-Smoot 
Tariff of 1929, which dealt a heavy blow at world trade and helped to set in 
motion the heavy depression of the c30s. If Europe became a high-tariff cus
toms union, it would damage the economy of the rest of the world and, in the 
end, affect adversely her own standards of living.

It is improbable that the Dominions would be willing to enter a rigid customs 
union, which would require them to impose a European tariff against the rest 
of the world and to abolish their duties on manufactures of Europe. This diffi
culty would be felt by all of them in a greater or lesser degree, but particularly 
by Canada, owing to its special economic relations with the United States. 
Moreover, apart from the purely commercial aspect of such a union, it would 
require common policies as regards capital investment, mobility of labour, 
and the maintenance of prices which might be applicable in the more industri
ally developed countries of Europe, but would not be suitable to the econo
mies of newer countries overseas.

As has been suggested above, it will be necessary to pass through a transi
tional stage during which the countries of Europe will accord preferential 
treatment to each others’ products either generally or in particular fields.
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During this stage, no great difficulty seems likely to arise as regards overseas 
countries and dependencies. It is improbable that European countries would 
in any case be prepared to abolish the protection of their agriculture and to 
admit all agricultural products of the Dominions duty-free. On the other 
hand, European countries may seek to increase the supply of their foodstuffs 
and raw materials from the British Dominions and colonies, and the Belgian, 
Netherlands and French Unions. Closer association between all the members 
of European Union and all the countries associated with its members overseas 
is a necessary factor in solving Europe’s balance of payments problem. It may 
therefore be found advantageous, both to Europe and to the overseas coun
tries, that the European Union should establish a multiple system of preferen
ces. It is not difficult to conceive a system of special preferences continuing to 
exist between the United Kingdom and the nations of the Commonwealth, or 
between France and the members of the French Union, within the framework 
of a general system of preferences between members of the European Union. 
A system of this kind might pave the way to some system of closer economic 
association in the near future, but is as far as is likely to be found practicable in 
the first instance. At the same time, an arrangement of this kind is not at 
present admissible under the I.T.O. Charter, and would therefore require a 
new principle regarding exceptions to the most favoured nation clause to be 
worked out and agreed.

Colonial Territories.
At the same time distinctions must be drawn between the different categories 

of associated countries based on the different degrees of their economic devel
opment. Some of them, like the British Dominions, are nation states with com
plete political and economic independence and already industrialized to a 
greater or lesser extent. Others enjoy some measure of economic autonomy, 
while others again are economically dependent on the metropolitan country. 
These two latter categories, which comprise the colonial dependencies of Bel
gium, Britain and France, are still based mainly on an agricultural economy, 
providing foodstuffs and raw materials in exchange for their essential require
ments in manufactured goods.

It is clearly necessary for the expansion of the economy, both of Europe and 
of the world, that the productivity of the colonial dependencies should be 
increased. It is equally necessary in order to raise the living standards and 
social welfare of their inhabitants. In its early days colonial development was 
inspired by the economic interests of the metropolitan countries. During the 
last fifty years this old colonial system has been gradually giving way to the 
modern notion that the primary aims of colonial development should be to 
increase the prosperity of the world as a whole and to enhance the social and 
economic status of the native inhabitants. To these aims has been added the 
political aim of preparing the colonial territories by stages for an increasing 
measure of autonomy and ultimate independence.

The future of the colonial territories can only be planned in the light of the 
above principles and objectives, which are now accepted by all the
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metropolitan countries. It is evident, however, that progress will not always be 
rapid; its pace will vary from territory to territory in accordance with its 
natural resources and the availability of capital and technical equipment for 
their exploitation. Each of the metropolitan countries -  Belgium, Britain, 
France and Holland -  is pursuing the path of colonial progress on its own lines 
in accordance with practices and traditions evolved by long experience.

None of these countries, however, is at present able to provide all the capital 
and equipment -  roads, railways, agricultural and other machinery -  needed 
for the rapid development of their territories. It is therefore necessary that the 
available resources should be wisely and economically used, not on competitive 
lines, as so often in the past, but on co-operative lines. Moreover, President 
Truman has suggested the important contribution which American scientific 
and technical assistance could afford in developing the natural resources and 
the social services of the Colonies. Consultation between the metropolitan 
countries and the United States has already been initiated under the auspices 
of the O.E.E.C. The time now seems ripe for a further step forward by estab
lishing a Joint Development and Welfare Board, consisting of European and 
colonial experts familiar with the problems of backward regions. Such a 
Board might give considerable impetus to the advancement of the colonial ter
ritories and to the utilization of their resources for the benefit of their inhabi
tants and of the world as a whole. It would furnish a striking guarantee to the 
colonial peoples that they will be treated, not as subject races, but as potential 
partners in a common enterprise.

(b) Social Security.
It is generally agreed that European Union would fail in its principal object 

if it did not succeed in maintaining a high level of employment and in gradually 
expanding the social services and standards of living of its participating coun
tries. It would, therefore, risk condemnation at the start if its first effects were 
to produce widespread dislocation in industry or agriculture, with consequent 
unemployment and distress. In order to preserve economic and social 
stability, it will not be enough to restore the convertibility of currencies and 
the free flow of multilateral trade. Some co-ordination will also be necessary 
as regards budgetary policy, long-term capital development plans, price 
policy and labour movements.

Under modern conditions, budgetary policy is necessarily bound to take 
into account the whole economy of the country. Defence requirements or 
heavy commitments for social insurance can only be met after the best utiliza
tion of the whole resources of the country has been carefully surveyed. In such 
a survey the importation of foreign capital or the exportation of national 
capital must form an important element. If one country is aiming at a budget
ary surplus while others aim at a substantial deficit, as a means of combating 
under-employment, it might become impossible to maintain the existing 
pattern of trade within the Union.

Moreover, without some co-ordination of capital programmes, wasteful 
diversion of resources to duplicate productive capacity in different countries 
or for the erection of uneconomic units is bound to occur. The need for
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co-operation in the development of hydroelectric power and in the distribution 
of coal has already been recognized, while the co-ordination of long-term 
plans is already under consideration by the O.E.E.C. As will be seen later in 
this report, the need for planning the development of the steel industry on a 
European scale is already becoming evident. By co-ordinating capital pro
grammes, the best use can be made of the diminished capital resources of 
Europe and disturbances caused by flights of capital can be avoided. By this 
means, too, a rational system of local specialization can be encouraged and 
cut-throat competition based on depressing wages and prices avoided.

A further danger to social security is thought to lie in increasing the mobility 
of labour from one country to another. This fear has probably been exagger
ated. Before the first war, the conditions for complete mobility within Europe 
existed. Currencies in Western Europe were completely stable, and converti
ble, and in order to pass from one country to another a migrant worker did 
not even require a passport. In spite of this, emigration, though considerable 
towards the Western hemisphere, was small in Europe. The incentives to emi
grate were in fact counterbalanced by other factors of great weight. The 
average worker is reluctant to leave the familiar surroundings of his own coun
try, in order to take his chance in a foreign country, where he is handicapped 
by ignorance of the language, dislike for the climate and unfamiliarity with 
local habits and traditions. Under modern conditions, moreover, it is 
practically impossible for workers to move in any numbers, or even 
individually, from one country to another, except under government auspices, 
while the introduction of large numbers of foreign workers is likely to 
encounter strong opposition from the trade unions. Nevertheless, it is impor
tant that the present restrictions on movement should gradually be removed in 
order that the manpower of Europe may be used as economically as possible 
and that large numbers of workers should not remain idle at a time when 
greater production is imperative. Pending the achievement of uniform Euro
pean standards, it would of course be understood that any migrant worker 
would receive the same wages and social conditions as those generally 
obtaining in the country to which he moves.

Fear is also frequently expressed as to the effect of the competition of lower 
wage countries on those with higher standards of wages and living, in the event 
of trade barriers being removed. This fear is also apt to be exaggerated, though 
it must not be regarded as purely chimerical. Within the United States, great 
differences of wages and standards of life can be found, although movement 
is entirely unrestricted. It is probable that in a United Europe, similar 
differences will continue to exist. Moreover, the level of money wages is only 
one factor in the cost of production, which is apt to be offset by others of 
greater weight. Although American money wages are considerably higher 
than those obtaining in any European country, American products are sold at 
prices competitive with European prices. The same will probably be found 
true in the case of Europe. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that wages might 
remain so depressed in some or all of the industries of certain countries as to 
constitute a serious menace to other countries, in which higher wages and
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better social conditions were enjoyed by the wage earners. These risks will 
almost certainly necessitate some agreed plan, so as to lessen the impact of the 
competition of lower paid labour. On the other hand, the closer association of 
countries of different standards of living and in different stages of social 
advancement is likely to effect a gradual rise of the less advanced countries, as 
is happening in the United States.

Carefully handled, movement of labour could encourage rather than dis
courage the development of social security. Freer utilization of workers 
throughout Western Europe, supported by enforced minimum conditions of 
work and pay, could provide a stimulus to improved conditions and to 
increased production.

(c) Planning and Free Enterprise.
At times, it has almost seemed that the fair prospects of a United Europe 

were destined to founder on its internal divisions. The battles between capital 
and labour and between the protagonists of planned economy and of free 
enterprise have tended to obscure the issues, which by far outweigh these doc
trinal and, to a large extent, theoretical controversies. It is a fact that, in 
modern Europe, there is no country which still retains a regime of undiluted 
free enterprise, or has yet adopted a totalitarian economy. In practice, com
promises between the two principles are being worked out every day. When it 
comes to projecting a European Union, it is obvious that it cannot be con
ceived or realized without a great deal of concerted planning on the part of 
the Governments, which is now being initiated in the O.E.E.C. At the same 
time, there is ample room for an individualist economy within this planned 
framework. It is, however, necessary that the framework should be 
constructed on principles acceptable to all parties in the field of industry and 
production. If the building of a European Union is to be delayed until it can be 
built as a purely collective economy, it will never be constructed, because 
Europe will have collapsed before the time arrives. On the other hand, it is 
impossible to conceive a European Union which is not imbued with the belief 
in the maintenance of full employment and a minimum standard of social 
security. In other words, any European structure must be based on some com
promise between the extremes of complete liberty and total State control -  a 
mixed economy in which the organizations of capital and labour will be pre
pared to collaborate for the general good and the rehabilitation of Europe.

3. The Basic Industries.
The success of any European economy must depend on the functioning of 

its basic industries. Western Europe has potentially a large steel industry and 
is rich in coal, but hitherto its resources have been used more for the purpose 
of arming Europeans against each other than for promoting their common 
prosperity. The steel consumption in Western Europe is far below that of the 
United States. To remedy this deficiency would be one of the aims of European 
Union.

According to present plans, the total production of steel in Western Europe 
will be 56.5 million tons in 1952. Of this figure, Western Germany, excluding
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the Saar, is to provide 10.7 million tons, as compared with a production of 
about 18 million tons in 1938. To reach this figure will imply considerable in
crease of their present production by the United Kingdom, France, Belgium 
and Luxemburg, while German production remains at about 60% of its pre
war level. The pre-war consumtion of steel in Western Europe was 46 1/2 mil
lion tons in 1938, so that an increased consumption by 10 million tons is envis
aged. It may be asked whether such a consumption is likely in fact or whether 
these expanded programmes of production do not reflect the desire of the 
countries concerned to expand their exports and reduce their imports of 
heavy industrial products. It will increase the competition for coke, iron ore 
and scrap and may result in the not very distant future in a surplus production 
which can only produce unemployment, and in all probability, ill-devised pro
tective measures, intended to stave it off. This might be avoided, however, in 
so far as the steel-using industries are developed and the general standard of 
living raised.

It is in these basic industries -  coal and steel -  that co-ordinated investment 
and development is clearly most needed. Without such co-ordination, all the 
evils pointed out in the previous section of this report are liable to occur. There 
are two alternatives -  either a renewal of the old battles between the national 
steel industries of Western Europe or a new regime which will ensure their har
monious development for the general European goal.

Once the logic of this situation is realized, there can hardly be any doubt 
as to the right choice between these alternatives. A European plan for coal and 
steel is essential, all the more because there is a lively fear of the revival of 
German military power based on heavy German industry. This fear is shared 
by all the adversaries of Germany in the last war, particularly by those whose 
territory has been overrun by German armies for the second time in a genera
tion. Their people are not prepared to accept an unconditional revival of 
German heavy industry without any guarantees for their future security. On 
these grounds, severe restrictions have been placed on the level of German 
industry since the Armistice. But, at the same time, it is becoming 
progressively evident that the recovery of Western Europe cannot be effected 
without a considerable contribution from Western Germany as the repository 
of the largest coal strata and the largest metallurgical industry on the conti
nent. In the long run, it is evident that quantitative restrictions on output 
cannot be maintained on a discriminatory basis against Germany. In so far as 
they are maintained, they may be expected to produce strong opposition on 
the German side. It will be open to extremists to claim that these restrictions 
are not imposed for security reasons, but in order to limit German competi
tion and, therefore, the hopes of Germany recovering a reasonable standard 
of living. On the other hand, it may be deemed necessary to maintain certain 
restrictions on the production of armaments.

What, then, are the conclusions which this situation suggests? In the first 
place, there must be a Western European Steel and Coal Authority. The object 
of this Authority will not be to integrate the coal and steel industries of Europe 
into a single internationalized European enterprise, but to ensure their devel-
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opment on lines which will prevent ruinous competition and which will best 
meet the needs of Western Europe. It will be said that such an organization 
existed before the war in the shape of the steel cartel. That body, however, 
was interested in the maintenance of prices and the allocation of markets as 
between competitors. It was not concerned with the direction or extent of 
investment in the basic industries or with their long-range prospects in rela
tion to the welfare of Western Europe. Some attempt to take these two factors 
into account is essential, if European Union is to be built on a sound founda
tion of basic industry. What seems to be needed is a new kind of organization, 
which combines representatives of governments, of nationalized industries 
where they exist, of private industrialists and of the workers. Such a combina
tion of interests may require a new structure to give it expression, but the 
whole European structure will be new and will require to try experiments in 
many directions. It will have to devise an organization which will allow a great 
deal of decentralization of function and freedom of action in the field of pro
duction, but which will keep the basic industries moving along lines which 
have been agreed towards objectives which are acceptable to all members of 
the European enterprise.

The Committee believes that on some such lines, the present Ruhr Authority 
can be superseded by a European body, which will plan and organize the two 
great basic industries of the continent for the benefit of Europe as a whole, 
and which will surmount the psychological obstacles now standing in the way 
of this development.

(B) French Report 
Part I

The Necessity of the Economic Union of Europe

The economic union of Europe is no longer merely an ideal or a hope: it 
is a practical and vital necessity, a condition of our continent’s existence.

If Europe is to survive it must lose no time in carrying out a complete reform 
of its structure, which cannot be confined to the old national framework.

The impoverishment of Europe is due in part to the consequences of war: 
the destruction was greater than in World War I, and was more concentrated 
on key industrial targets.

Under enemy occupation, the whole of Europe was for four years cut off 
from the rest of the world. Its equipment was badly maintained and underwent 
no renovation at a time when the other continents were benefiting from great 
technical progress and numerous scientific inventions.

Finally the prewar economic balance was destroyed by the loss of most of 
the investments that Europe possessed in overseas countries.

This is especially true of Britain, but it must be remembered that before the 
war London was the focal point of all intra-European and international trade, 
and most European exchanges were on a triangular basis. Germany, in partic
ular, fed its population by means of imports from across the Atlantic, in return 
for which it exported manufactured products to Britain, or to other European
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countries which in their turn exported to Britain. This whole system was based 
on a trade deficit of $600 million per annum between Britain and the rest of 
Europe, a deficit covered by Britain’s foreign investments which are now lost. 
The Cripps plan in its original form no longer envisaged a deficit but a credit 
balance vis-à-vis other European countries.

Thus there can be no question of a return to normalcy. A completely new 
balance has to be achieved as regards intra-European trade.

The impoverishment of Europe is not solely a consequence of war. It is also 
the result of a long-term movement which began early this century but was 
concealed by accidental circumstances until 1940.

In the 19th century Europe occupied the first place in world trade as an 
exporter of manufactures. As a result of the two wars, the new countries 
began to use their own raw materials and to do without European goods. The 
trend towards the industrialization of these countries is now so strong that 
most of our traditional exports will have the greatest difficulty in recovering 
their prewar position.

Besides modernizing old industries, we in Europe have to create entirely 
new ones -  major industries capable of providing the equipment needed by 
countries that are industrializing themselves.

For a long time the decline in Europe’s position was concealed by the fact 
that Europe sold its manufactures at a high price and paid cheaply for raw 
materials and foodstuffs produced by the new countries, of which it was a 
creditor thanks to its investments.

Here again the loss of investments will affect the balance of forces, and it 
is unlikely that we can obtain the same products on such favourable conditions 
as before the war.

For thirty years the impoverishment of Europe has been aggravated by the 
increase in national autarky and the erection of higher barriers between Euro
pean countries.

The monetary unity that our continent enjoyed in the 19th century was 
destroyed in 1914. Since the crisis of 1929 one country after another has prac
tised commercial and military autarky; this has interfered with the healthy di
vision of labour, intensified economic inequalities and put up industrial costs 
everywhere.

The simple reality we must face today is that an American worker can pro
duce four times as much in 40 hours as a European worker in 45 hours. Hence 
his standard of living is four times as high, and, in spite of high wages, 
American industry is gradually occupying the commanding heights of interna
tional trade.

But the economic weakening of Europe is far from signifying irreversible 
decadence.

Europe possesses advantages that will enable it once more to play a first- 
class role in the international economy.

First of all its culture, the skill of its workmen, and technicians, the incom
parable quality of its inventors.Yesterday and today Europe remains the foun-
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tain-head of great scientific and technical inventions, even if it lacks the mate
rial means to put them into practical use.

And those means, too, can be ours if we choose to seek them. The present 
superiority of the US is essentially due to the fact that American industry 
enjoys a huge market of 150 million customers, so that goods can be mass-pro
duced at a minimum cost per unit.

If Europe unites economically it can constitute an economic bloc extending 
from Iceland to Sicily with a population of 240-260 million -  more than the 
US, nearly as many as Russia, and with almost as many natural advantages as 
the USA.

A rise in the standard of life of our working masses, a high degree of tech
nical progress, full employment, a revival of European exports to the rest of 
the world -  all this is possible if we can take advantage of the breathing-space 
of a few years, afforded by the Marshall plan, to convert our Western conti
nent into a single market within which a great modern industry can develop.

Part II
Customs union

For this purpose a customs union is (a) necessary but (b) insufficient.

(a) Necessity of a customs union
1. In order to create a unified European market we must provide for the 

completely free circulation of goods, persons and capital in Europe.
If this aim is not realized fairly quickly, and if countries remain isolated by 

commercial or monetary restrictions, we shall encounter the same insurmoun
table difficulties that have beset us for half a century.

The preferential agreements and free-trade zones tolerated by the Havana 
Charter can only be regarded as stages leading towards a single continent-wide 
market. The idea of special arrangements of indefinite duration is dangerous 
and contrary to our international obligations.

2. Experiments have been tried with a view to setting up short-term agree
ments limited to certain European countries.

The experience of Benelux and that of the Franco-Italian discussions has 
shown that bilateral negotiations encounter greater difficulties than multilat
eral ones. The narrower the field of negotiations, the harder it is to agree on 
mutual compensations. It is not in our interest to create a patchwork Europe: 
we need a customs union for the whole of the West, as soon as possible.

3. This union should be open to any overseas territories that wish to join it; 
in this respect, and in accordance with Chapter XI of the UN Charter, the 
interests of the inhabitants of these territories are paramount. The French Ter
ritoires d’Outre-Mer, which are directly administered by the metropolis, will 
be associated with the Union in accordance with their traditional ties. Those 
which are politically autonomous will be invited to join; if they cannot accept, 
more flexible arrangements would be offered whereby they would enjoy pre-
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ferential treatment for their products in Europe and would in return grant 
preferences to European goods. Thus a unified Europe might, on a reciprocal 
basis, grant to the Territoires d’Outre-Mer a reduction of, say, half the tariff 
that would be applied to similar goods from other parts of the world.

4. The object of a customs union is not to create a new autarky on a 
continental scale, which would raise the same problems and difficulties as 
national autarky. Initially, Europe will consist of the free Western countries; 
the door must be left open to the East European nations, and efforts must be 
made at once through the ECE to develop East-West trade to the maximum 
by means of multilateral negotiations. Europe must also accept the obligations 
of the Havana Charter in respect of international trade; its object must be to 
raise the living standard of its population and once more take an increasingly 
important part in international trade.

5. To bring about the necessary customs union, different methods may be 
envisaged:

Some would prefer to begin by abolishing quantitative restrictions, keeping 
customs duties in being for a transitional period but reducing them by a fixed 
percentage at intervals.

Others would set a time-limit of five or ten years at most during which cus
toms duties would be reduced each year by a fixed percentage, while quotas 
would similarly be raised each year by a percentage agreed in advance.

Others again envisage the complete abolition of quotas and tariffs after a 
certain period, during which the professional organizations of each industry 
would have to carry out the necessary adaptation and reorganization.

6. Whatever method be adopted, it is essential that decisions should no 
longer be entrusted to national governments. Immediately after the first world 
war, praiseworthy efforts, based on what was then unanimous opinion, were 
employed to reduce customs barriers; but they failed because as soon as diffi
culties were encountered, the national governments were exposed to pressure 
from interest groups whose opposition proved insurmountable. If the method 
of negotiations and agreements among governments is once more employed, 
another failure is to be expected. Hence authority in respect of quotas and 
tariffs must from the start be delegated to an international institution, which 
would have sole authority to extend time-limits or grant special exemptions if 
that should prove necessary.

(b) A customs union is not sufficient in itself
1. It does not guarantee the free circulation of persons, which is hampered 

by national regulations either directly (passport control) or indirectly (ex
change control), or by economic difficulties (housing shortage).

2. It does not suffice to ensure the free circulation of goods, owing to the 
diversity of fiscal regulations, currency control, and measures that often 
reflect fundamental aspects of national economic policies.

A customs union is one means of creating the large market that is our object. 
It is not the only such means, and to some it does not even appear the most 
important; what must be sought is all-round economic unification.
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Part III
Economic unification

Do the existing social, monetary and economic disparities constitute an 
insurmountable obstacle to economic unification?

If we believe that the economic unification of the continent requires more 
than a customs union, and indeed a profound transformation of existing eco
nomic conditions, the first question that arises is this: are the differences of 
general policy that at present divide nations, insurmountable obstacles to that 
union? Must we first aim at legal uniformity? Where can economic unification 
begin despite these disparities?

The question must be examined separately from the social, monetary and 
economic points of view.

(a) Social disparities

There are at present in Europe large disparities in wages and salaries and 
in labour conditions.

It may be feared that the free movement of labour would have the effect, 
in some countries that are at present favourably off, of rapidly attracting a 
large number of immigrants, thus lowering real wages and bring about unem
ployment.

It may also be feared that the terms of competition would be falsified to the 
advantage of industries in countries where labour is abundant and real wages 
particularly low.

Others consider that these fears are baseless and that there is no need to har
monize social conditions in the initial phase. The movement of persons would 
be kept in check by migration habits and housing conditions; a balance will 
only be arrived at by slow degrees, with inevitable transition stages.

Moreover, different wage levels often correspond to differences of produc
tivity. Even now, in a single economic unit such as France together with Alge
ria, there are appreciable regional and professional differences that do not 
interfere with freedom of movement.

It would seem that certain distinctions should be made here:
1. It does not matter much if one country’s welfare budget is allocated dif

ferently from another’s, provided the overall amounts are more or less the 
same. Thus, in a European union, one country might have a shorter working 
week and make up for it with lower real wages; or it might have higher family 
grants and lower individual salaries. Finally a country might increase indirect 
remuneration (social insurance) at the expense of direct -  the total of real 
benefits enjoyed by the average worker remaining the same from country to 
country although made up in a different way.

2. On the other hand, there will be difficulties if wage levels and the living 
standard as a whole differ appreciably from one country to another.

Here again a distinction must be drawn according to the monetary system 
in force. If countries have different currencies but an international authority
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is empowered to adjust the exchange rate taking account of the balance of pay
ments, there may still be appreciable differences in wage levels, but they will 
be compensated by price movements and currency variations.

If, on the other hand, a full monetary union is created for the continent as 
a whole, there will certainly have to be a higher degree of unification of social 
conditions.

To conclude, it seems that in order to bring about the European Market, 
it is not indispensable first to unify social conditions, but it is highly desirable 
to align them to some extent.

For this purpose it would seem necessary to set up as soon as possible a 
European Section of the International Labour Office, whose task, in conjunc
tion with the Social Affairs Commission of the Consultative Assembly, would 
be progressively to unify the different systems of labour legislation and 
organize the regulations governing the movement of labour within Europe. 
Many people also think that trade unions should take active steps to draw up 
collective agreements covering whole industries, superseding the former 
national framework.

(b) Monetary disparity

The problem of monetary disparity is more complex. Here it seems quite 
impossible to create a large European Market as long as there are national con
trols which nullify the neccessary supports of the exchange system, maintain 
artificial disparities that preclude any valid comparison between selling prices 
and costs, hamper the circulation of capital, and impede foreign investment. 
The difficulties of achieving a payments agreement in the context of the 
OEEC are a proof that monetary equilibrium is impossible as long as 
exchange rates are pegged at arbitrary levels.

In this year 1949 the time seems to have come when it is possible to achieve 
monetary equilibrium in most countries and to guarantee a stable pattern of 
exchange rates among European currencies. There appear to be two alterna
tive methods:

First method

Some believe that general conditions in Western Europe are such as to pre
clude large-scale speculative dealings among the different European curren
cies, provided only that fixed arbitrary rates do not bring about the very move
ments of capital that it is desired to prevent. Consequently:

(a) Those who hold this view advocate the immediate convertibility of 
European currencies at the free market rate. They point to the effectiveness of 
the first measures in this direction that have been taken in Italy and France, 
particularly as regards the gold market.

(b) The large sums that the OEEC devotes to European settlements under 
the Marshall plan would make it possible, if necessary, to take action to 
counter any sudden movement of a purely speculative kind. Moreover, if
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necessary the banks authorized to deal in currencies could for a time demand 
proof that large sales or purchases were occasioned by real commercial needs.

(c) As between Europe and the rest of the world such immediate 
convertibility might not be possible, so that there would have to be a uniform 
system of exchange regulation between Europe and America. The Marshall 
plan credits afford such an important relief to the balance of payments prob
lems of European countries that, while the plan is still in being, those countries 
should be able to build up sufficient holdings to ensure the subsequent stability 
of their currency vis-à-vis the dollar.

(d) Finally, on this view, the free exchange of European currencies at the 
market rate would soon result in the creation of a Europe-wide currency 
issued by an institution whose decisions would be independent of all control 
by governments and based exclusively on principles of sound monetary and 
economic doctrine.

Second method

Others take the view that a European currency can only be achieved as the 
result of a process whereby the present control of currency by national 
authorities would be gradually transferred to an international agency. They 
argue that:

(a) It appears that in any case Europe will need, throughout the intermediate 
period, to maintain exchange controls vis-à-vis the transatlantic countries. 
Hence national controls can only be abandoned after the establishment of an 
intra-European body which would unify customs procedures and would in 
particular control the movement of capital between Europe and the rest of the 
world.

(b) Within Europe itself it would seem impossible and dangerous to do away 
with the control of capital movements in the initial phase: to do so would 
create undesirable oscillations among different countries and would hamper 
the quest for a new equilibrium. It is important that banks should not provide 
unlimited foreign exchange for any other purpose than paying for imported 
goods and services.

(c) Everyone recognizes that the present exchange rates do not correspond 
to any reality. Even if they were modified, the progressive achievement of 
European economic union, with the resulting changes in the location and spe
cialization of enterprises, may well bring about shifts in prices that cannot at 
present be foreseen.

It would thus seem that for the present it is impossible to fix stable and 
definitive exchange rates, or to let them evolve freely and without any form of 
control.

(d) To achieve a single currency it is important first to unify not only the 
issuing system but the entire credit policy: i.e., to create a European system 
analogous to the American federal reserve banks, which could lay down a 
general credit and currency policy for the whole continent.
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(e) Complete monetary unification also presupposes a considerable degree 
of co-ordination of budgetary policies. It is important that one country should 
not base its policy on a budget deficit while another’s is based on a surplus. 
The taxation systems of different countries need not be identical, but should 
not be too different either. In particular there should be a common policy in 
regard to taxes on articles of consumption, which bear directly on the cost 
price.

Altogether, those who take this view conclude that the first stage should be 
to set up a European authority empowered to fix rates of exchange between 
the various currencies, in co-operation with the exchange control agency that 
should govern relations with other continents.

Whichever of the above two views be adopted, it seems to be agreed that 
the unification of Europe presupposes the convertibility of currencies and the 
creation of a European issuing authority, thus depriving national governments 
of their present power to manipulate currency dealings for the sake of strictly 
limited interests.

(c) Economic disparities

Finally there is the problem of economic disparities. Differences of general 
economic structure and policy are at present the main obstacle to be surmount
ed.

Some countries have embarked on a system of economic liberalism, trusting 
to competition and the law of supply and demand to bring about a fresh 
equilibrium. Others, by contrast, have adopted an extreme form of national 
control of prices, imports, exports and investments.

The abolition of customs barriers would be of no effect if two neighbour 
countries were pursuing two contradictory policies.

Hence the general problem of economic policy must be reviewed on a 
European scale so as to weigh up the different approaches and endeavour to 
find a balance and eventually a synthesis between them, with a common doc
trine for the whole continent.

Part IV
European economic policy

What will be the features of a European economic policy?
If we try to define the general characteristics of such a policy, three points 

become clear at the outset:
(A) It must provide for an institutional sector.
(B) It must provide for a private sector.
(C) It must deal with the problem of investments.

(A) The institutional sector
The problem is already posed by the politico-economic question of the 

Ruhr. The Statute adopted in London seeks to combine the necessary political
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guarantees with the needs of sound technical management by introducing an 
intra-European control of the Ruhr coalmines and steelworks. Clearly such 
a system cannot long be confined to a single region; if it proves effective it must 
soon be extended, in its present form or with modifications, to the coal and 
steel industry of Western Europe as a whole.

In the same way particular reports have argued for a common policy with 
joint agencies for electricity, transport, and in fact all the basic industries of 
Europe, wherever the concentration of enterprises and the need for large-scale 
investment makes it difficult for competition to operate freely.

As to the form of the institutional sector, divergent views have naturally 
been expressed.

(1) One view is that the institutional sector should essentially be a public 
sector as among representatives of the community. It is not a question of 
merely extending the nationalization experiments of different countries, but 
of inventing new structures on a European scale with the maximum degree of 
technical déconcentration. A distinction must be made between the organiza
tion of production, which should remain primarily national, and that of sales, 
which should transcend frontiers. Finally it must be discovered how to main
tain in such a system a spirit of emulation among all elements in the produc
tion process, without necessarily linking it to the profit motive or to competi
tion.

(2) Others believe that the institutional sector should remain a private sector 
subject to control by European authorities. The latter may take the form of 
a concession accompanied by specifications, of State participation in private 
enterprises, or of simple external control by a European body laying down 
general rules with which professional organizations would be bound to 
comply.

(3) In fact, the institutional sector will very probably display varying types 
of structures and administration, a different solution being adopted in each 
case and perhaps in each country, having regard to the industries involved and 
the techniques they employ. But all are agreed on one point: these institutions 
must function in the interest of consumers; they must be designed to maximize 
production for the common good of Europe and not merely that of the pro
ducing countries.

(B) The private sector
The European economy must include a private sector, the proper scope of 

which varies according to different schools of thought.
According to one view it should essentially comprise consumer goods 

industries; according to others, it should extend to all except basic industry.
In the private sector, progressive liberation should be achieved by the 

methods discussed above : the abolition of quantitative restrictions and the pro
gressive lowering of customs barriers.

During the transitional period there will certainly be difficulties of adapta
tion calling for interim measures. Here come the problems of labour organiza
tions and industrial cartels, as to which different views have been expressed.
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According to one view, the new adaptation requires such a complete struc
tural change that it can only be achieved by the conclusion of special agree
ments with the professional bodies of each industry, so that inefficient enter
prises can be closed down, and others transformed and specialized, before cus
toms duties are abolished.

Those who take a different view are above all apprehensive of cartels. They 
put their trust in competition and would prefer to see some slowing down of 
the reduction in tariffs rather than allow industrial organizations to conclude 
price-fixing and market-sharing agreements.

In any case, it will apparently be necessary to set up a European agency for 
the control of private cartels, to break them up if they appear harmful and 
supervise them if they are useful. This might be achieved by a judicial body 
like the Cartels Court in Weimar Germany, or administratively as by the Fed
eral Great Commission in America.

Agriculture

European agriculture presents a particular problem. It would seem that our 
continent will long continue to suffer from food shortages and will have to go 
on importing some basic products, while developing to the utmost, by way of 
compensation, the export of certain quality goods.

In any case there will have to be a great effort to increase agricultural pro
duction, and it would seem that France can play a role of the first importance 
in this.

Agriculture, at least as far as basic products are concerned, will not give rise 
to difficulties in the context of the economic unification of Europe. An expan
sion of agriculture will take place in all countries, albeit to an unequal extent, 
if national protectionism disappears while sufficient protection is maintained 
for European farm produce as a whole.

Here again there are two schools of thought. Some believe that maximum 
agricultural productivity can only be obtained by free competition in Europe 
as a whole, which does not exclude the standardization of production. Others, 
who emphasize the seasonal character of harvests and consequent sharp varia
tions in price, as well as the particular difficulties of adaptation of agricultural 
production, advocate a policy of stable agricultural prices. Calling attention 
to the efforts of the FAO and the chapters of the Havana Charter on agree
ments concerning basic products, they favour instituting a European storage 
and price-guaranteeing organization so as to assure farmers of a stable 
market despite crop fluctuations from year to year.

All are agreed, however, on the need for commodity councils (conseils depro- 
duits) in certain cases, whose exact powers would be subsequently discussed.

In this connection it appears that current US policy should be carefully stu
died for such features as may be adaptable to the specific conditions of 
Europe.
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Part V.
Investments

One of the most important problems of the European economy is that of 
the direction to be given to major investments. At present countries differ 
widely in policy: some exercise strict control over investments in general, 
others prefer a return to the freedom of private investments.

Here again two arguments conflict.
1. Some believe that the creation of a European economy presupposes 

investment control so as to concentrate resources on products that are particu
larly necessary in order to restore the balance of payments -  viz. agriculture, 
basic industries and equipment for the purpose of establishing fresh outlets, 
also organized investment in overseas territories -  and in order to create full 
employment and so make use of labour from the more deprived parts of 
Europe.

Those who take this view argue for a European investment commission 
which, without going into details of structure, would establish priorities with 
substantial advantages for favoured investments.

2. Others believe that even a flexible control of European investments would 
encounter insuperable difficulties:

(a) It would take time to set up, and meanwhile all private initiative would 
come to a standstill.

(b) The priority given to certain industries would in practice hamper others, 
and decisions would be taken without precise knowledge of their consequen
ces.

(c) Administrative agencies would tend to favour existing industries to the 
detriment of new ones which might be highly valuable in the long run.

3. It seems possible, however, to agree on several points:
(a) At a given time, there is in any country a maximum investment potential. 

If it is not used to the full there is a waste of productivity; if it is exceeded, there 
is a serious risk of inflation. To define any investment policy it is important 
to know the exact amount and composition of the national income; Europe 
should promote every form of statistical research for this purpose.

(b) Investment must essentially come from existing savings. The use of 
credit, while indispensable for short or medium-term advances, must be 
exceptional for long-term investments and must remain strictly limited.

(c) The re-creation of savings must be pursued and encouraged in different 
countries by combating inflation, balancing budgets and stabilizing currencies.

(d) In so far as needs cannot be met by voluntary saving, a series of invest
ments may be continued by forced saving. (Taxes providing a budget surplus; 
self-financing of public and private enterprises as far as may appear neces
sary).

(e) Co-ordination of investments seems indispensable in basic industries, 
especially transport and harbours and, generally speaking, all industries 
requiring massive investment.

(f) It is desirable to work out on a European basis a juridical regime
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governing foreign participation in European enterprises and those of the 
French overseas territories.

(g) Where investments are under state control, this should as soon as 
possible be transferred to an intra-European authority. At the present time a 
purely national control of investments is liable to produce overlapping and the 
revival of national autarky which would soon lead to a crisis of the European 
economy. Hence it is important and urgent to transfer to a reorganized 
OEEC the power to control investments of Marshall plan counterpart funds, 
so as to provide Europe with a multilateral clearing system.

Conclusion
To sum up, in the case of investment as of the other questions discussed in 

this report, two main schools of thought have emerged. On the one hand are 
those who lay the main stress on destroying the barriers between states and 
who trust to private initiative to achieve maximum productivity. On the other 
are those who emphasize the creation of European economic institutions, 
designed to ensure that production is channelled in the direction that seems 
most in accordance with the common interest.

But both groups agree that the present danger to be averted is that of a 
return to national autarky. Nothing is to be looked for from negotiations 
among sovereign states; we must move from the sphere of contract to that of 
institutions, and transfer from national governments to European agencies 
the function of exercising certain specified rights of sovereignty for the 
common good.

(C) Belgian Report
(...) One of the original features of the [Belgian] report is that it does not 

attempt to conceal the objections to union and the difficulties it may present. 
On balance the advantages are much greater, but it is interesting to note that 
there are disadvantages too. The report even admits that it will mean economic 
ruin for some and that in general the process of adaptation will have its painful 
side.

The first question, before one begins to weigh up the pros and cons, is that 
concerning the geographical area of the proposed union. The provisional 
answer is that it will comprise the fifteen countries on this side of the Iron Cur
tain, viz. Britain, Ireland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, 
Luxemburg, West Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, Italy, Greece and 
Turkey. The union would be open to accession by any other states that 
accepted its economic regime.

There is one complication here. What of the colonies or associated territo
ries which, like those of Britain, at present enjoy preferential treatment? The 
report is clear: this treatment must extend to the whole union and not only the 
metropolitan countries. This confronts the British with a very serious deci
sion, which is liable to delay the formation of the union. Britain is caught 
between its solidarity with the Dominions and colonies and its desire for inte
gration with Europe.
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The report then raises the question whether it is sufficient to form a customs 
union which would merely abolish tariffs among the countries concerned, or 
whether there should be a complete economic union. The report takes the view 
that the former is no longer sufficient in our time and that it is essential to aim 
for the second.

Let us then consider the pros and cons of economic union. The main advan
tage is clearly the creation of a vast internal market which, on the above basis, 
would comprise 250 million inhabitants, with a huge area of large-scale pro
duction and consumption. The area would be far less dependent on export 
markets, which is a weakness of its component countries at the present time. 
Many transactions that previously counted as imports or exports would hence
forth be part of internal trade.

Compared to 1938, external trade would diminish by half, or even less in 
the case of a small country like Belgium, whose exports outside the Union 
would amount to only one-third of its 1938 exports.

This would have the advantage of freeing part of what is now foreign trade 
from the dangers of national protectionism, which are especially severe in 
times of economic depression. Secondary, but still important advantages 
would be the free movement of labour and the abolition of customs formalities, 
or the whole customs system altogether.

Alongside these immediate objectives the report points out some substantial 
ones in the longer term. Competition among the different countries would 
continue, leading to the elimination of producers and middlemen who were 
less efficient or less well located. This would considerably raise the average 
level of productivity, and would lower costs and sales prices.

In our opinion this is the main advantage to be hoped for from an economic 
union or even a customs union. That is how the US have achieved their present 
incomparable power, and it would be possible for Europe to emulate them to 
a large extent.

As to the disadvantages of union, some would be permanent. Competition 
would eliminate some enterprises that are insufficiently productive and are 
only kept alive by artificial government measures. The report also points out 
that the excessive division of labour might produce a concentration of insuffi
ciently diversified industries in particular areas.

Other temporary disadvantages are mentioned. During the transitional 
phase there might be temporary unemployment of labour and enterprises. The 
redistribution of labour might lead to precipitate migration and the desertion 
of less favoured regions. Finally the equalization of living standards might be 
harmful to countries whose standard is at present high, like Switzerland or Bel
gium.

As to procedure, the report envisages a series of stages to facilitate transi
tions and reduce the element of risk. Four stages are contemplated, and the 
abolition of internal customs barriers is not to take place until the third stage. 
The fourth, that of economic union pure and simple, would not come about 
for some years and would be crowned by a monetary union, with a European 
currency replacing the present national ones.
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As we have said, the document summarized here presents the most construc
tive programme that we know of. It is the work of men of intense faith who 
have not hesitated to face the most redoubtable obstacles. Its recommenda
tions go to the extreme limits of logic and do not hesitate to call for changes of 
mentality or tradition.

The future will show whether this absolute method has a chance of success. 
We for our part would hesitate to claim as much; we would think it a great 
success even to achieve a customs union, though the authors of the report 
consider this far too modest an aim. In our view a customs union that would 
leave each country autonomous and free to manage its internal affairs would 
secure almost all the advantages claimed for a complete economic union. At 
any rate we regard it as a necessary first step, and the Belgian committee’s 
report also considers it from this point of view. For our part, and until further 
notice, we would confine our ambitions to the first two of the proposed 
stages, and then see if it were desirable to go further.

Apart from this, we remain opposed to the idea of a common currency, at 
least until such time as there is a politically united Europe. Without asserting 
that such a union is impossible, we think it would be imprudent to take it as 
a basis for the planned reorganization of our continent. (...)

(D) Draft Resolutions

1. The economic union of Europe no longer appears to be a more or less 
fanciful hope, a distant ideal. Today it is a necessity for Europe itself and for 
the rest of the world.

2. Europe needs economic union, not only in order to complete by her own 
efforts her recovery from the present state of ruin, or to counterbalance the 
strong competition that she must face now and in the future. She needs union 
above all so as to make rational use of all her latent resources, to develop mass 
production, to maintain her present rank and safeguard her opportunities in 
all fields of scientific invention and technology, and in this way to preserve and 
steadily improve the standard of living of all Europeans.

3. Far from causing or perpetuating a rift between countries that are linked 
by geography and history, the economic union is and will be freely open to 
accession by all nations of Europe. It can and must provide a means of uniting 
them all in a fruitful community of complementary markets.

4. Far from cutting Europe off from the rest of the world, the economic 
union can and must enable it to accelerate the progress of associated overseas 
countries and dependent territories, to increase its own participation in world 
trade, and to counterbalance the antagonistic tendencies that threaten world 
economic relations.

5. We must therefore warmly welcome the initiatives taken by the govern
ments concerned to study and apply the principle of European economic 
co-operation. But, while applauding their action, it is still incumbent on Euro
pean public opinion to suggest to its rulers wider objectives and more effective 
measures.
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6. It is no less proper to recognize the importance of the unprecedented aid 
that the USA has extended to Europe. In the short time before it comes to an 
end, this aid provides an opportunity and a practical means of laying the 
foundations of economic union. It would be a waste of these resources to use 
them for purposes that failed to cure the divisions of the European market or 
increased the dangers that they present to coming generations.

7. The problems of economic union are not due to any particular doctrinal 
conception: they do not admit of theoretical or partisan solutions. They are 
concrete problems, offering a practical challenge to all men of ability and 
goodwill. They are intermingled with other, still more complex problems of 
a moral, political or social kind, to such an extent that it would be artificial 
and dangerous to try to solve them in isolation. But it would be a no less serious 
error to hold up every kind of economic action by making it depend on the 
prior achievement of other conditions. Nor, as is too often suggested, should 
we give priority to various mutual adaptations of European markets which are 
impossible except within the framework of an overall system.

8. An economic union of Europe is necessary, and it is possible provided that 
the states concerned agree to surrender to European institutions a portion of 
the rights that have hitherto been part of national sovereignty. In addition, the 
peoples concerned must make the necessary effort to adapt to a new system 
which will involve special difficulties and temporary sacrifices, no less certainly 
than general and lasting advantages.

9. Economic union will mean that the European countries will form a single 
labour market, a single unit of production and exchange, within which individ
uals, goods and capital can circulate as freely as they now do between the pro
vinces of a single country.

10. This final objective can be reached only by stages, each of which will 
involve a combination of numerous measures, both public and private, in the 
national and international field, in every domain of legislature and economic 
regulation. These will affect economic life in every form -  tariffs, quotas, com
mercial treaties, foreign exchange, currency, budgetary equilibrium, taxation, 
basic manufactures, the general pattern of credit, savings and investment, and 
the transport system. All these matters will call for joint decisions and even 
joint institutions, so that by degrees the markets will coalesce in such a way 
that all Europeans will benefit more and more abundantly from the resources 
of all Europe, until finally they enjoy them wholly and without restriction. At 
each stage towards the ultimate objective it will be a matter of co-operation, 
no longer occasional but statutory, not merely regional but general, no longer 
diplomatic but technical. Essential features will be the intensification and spe
cialization of production, the reduction of costs, the expansion of trade and 
consumption, the re-creation of savings -  in short, all that nations formerly 
tried in vain to obtain for themselves by autarkic policies without regard for 
their neighbour’s interests, but which in fact can only be achieved by a broad 
co-ordination of European efforts.

11. It does not seem necessary to standardize the social legislature of the 
countries concerned before embarking on the first stages of economic union.
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But a considerable degree of alignment would be highly desirable, and for this 
purpose a European section of the International Labour Office should be set 
up, to liaise with the Social Affairs Commission of the European Consultative 
Assembly so as to regulate the conditions governing the movement of labour 
and to prevent or cure unemployment.

12. The progressive fusion of European markets into a single market does 
not mean that the countries concerned would simply grant one another cus
toms preferences that they would refuse to the rest of the world -  such dis
crimination would in any case be incompatible with current international 
agreements. Nor does it mean the creation of a Tree trade area’ such as is 
rather vaguely contemplated by the Havana Charter. It does involve, among 
other measures, a customs union -  which is very often thought, but wrongly, 
to be sufficient in itself. The customs union would mean the abolition of 
quotas and tariffs within Europe and the application of a single tariff to Eu
rope’s external trade. A European customs agency would be required to effect 
the necessary transitions and to see that the reform was carried through in a 
reasonably short time.

13. But a customs union will not enable goods to circulate freely in Europe 
if exchange controls prevent the circulation of means of payment. The Con
ference denounces the arbitrary manner in which intra-European rates of 
exchange are fixed and the fatal complications that this involves for European 
markets. European countries must check inflation and balance their budgets 
so as to permit a general adjustment of the value of their currencies, and hence 
a degree of stability such that convertibility can be introduced at any time. 
(...)

14. The Conference considers it possible and necessary to institute a single 
European currency, with an issuing authority completely independent of 
governments. (...)

15. By relaxing the customs and monetary restrictions that hamper the cir
culation of goods, Europe will develop fresh possibilities in the sphere of trade 
and consumer standards. However, production will in many cases be 
adversely affected by the abolition of traditional protective measures and the 
appearance of fresh competition. It is important to avoid causing business fail
ures which, even if local and temporary, would conflict with the objective of 
ensuring a better standard of life for the peoples of Europe. The Conference 
therefore recommends that the European institutions should embody an 
active professional element to ensure the direct representation of employers’ 
associations and workers’ unions, who should be closely involved with the for
mation of the European economic union and with the formulation of its poli
cies in due course.

16. The Conference emphasizes the need to provide the European economy 
with a basic institutional sector whereby production would be organized in the 
exclusive interest of European consumers and for the common benefit of all 
countries associated in the union. This could be a public sector managed by 
the official representatives of the European community, or a private sector 
functioning under the control of European authorities; and it could be
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extended to a more or less wide range of products. But the Conference is 
already of the view that the international status of the Ruhr coal and steel 
works should not continue to constitute a regional exception, but that, if it 
proves efficient, it should be generalized, with any suitable modifications, to 
cover the whole European coal and steel industry. In the same way the Confer
ence recognizes the need for a common policy with common institutions for 
electricity, transport and European ports.

17. The Conference states with no less conviction that the European 
economy must comprise a private, free enterprise sector covering the whole 
production of consumer goods, or, more generally, all other than basic indus
tries.

18. The Conference recommends the institution of a European control of 
private cartels, either to break them up if they prove contrary to the aims of 
the economic union, or, if not, to co-ordinate their activity with Union policy.

19. The Conference fears that if there is not some co-ordination of invest
ment programmes there will be an exacerbation of the harmful effects of 
national policies which squander capital in uneconomic investments and 
unprofitable competition. As a minimum it calls for the joint examination of 
national programmes involving mass large-scale investment in transport and 
harbours, and the transfer to a European agency of the powers of control at 
present exercised by the various states.

20. [Overseas territories]
21. [Agriculture]

56. European Econom ic C onference of W estm inster: Speeches by 
van Zeeland (A) and Serruys (B) 19 April 1949

(A) : Mouvement Européen, Conférence Economique Européenne de Westminster, 
Séance d’ouverture, P.S./13 (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-044); (B): Mouvement 
Européen, Conférence Economique Européenne de Westminster, Séance Plénière, 
mercredi, 19 avril, 1949, P.S./16 (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-044).

*

Given the technical complexity of the draft resolutions resulting from six months' prepara
tion for the Westminster conference, it was necessary to explain their importance and basic 
objectives to the conference itself and above all to the European public, and to place them in 
a broad political context. Thus, in the opening session and the first plenary session of the con
ference, the speeches by van Zeeland and Serruys respectively were devoted to illustrating 
the major importance and pioneering role of economic ideas within the movement for the 
unification of Europe.

*

(A) Speech by van Zeeland

(...) To those who say we are too bold, I will reply at once that Fortune 
smiles on the bold.
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Others will say we are idealists. To them I will say that no great deed is ever 
done unless it springs from a high and noble idea.

But most upright men, men of good sense, and all who demand that the 
rulers of human communities should achieve the aim they were created for, 
that is to say prosperity and peace -  such people will very probably say that it 
is we who are the realists, since we have the courage to look difficulties in the 
face and offer the solutions they call for.

I do not delude myself. Our task is indeed a big one. I do not wish to 
minimize it, but a true realist is neither optimistic nor pessimistic. He sees the 
bright side as well as the dark. He sees difficulties, but also ways of solving 
them. And I would like now, very briefly, in a few words, to remind you of 
things you all know but which it is well to bear in mind: the greatness as well as 
the difficulty of our task, the height of our ambition and the factors that, in 
spite of everything, make for our success.

Europe -  this grand old continent that has brought the world into the state 
of civilization that it has enjoyed for so many centuries -  is in ruins as a result 
of the war. To you who know the difficulties of everyday life all over Europe 
I need not speak of the universal material and moral destruction, the general 
dislocation of trade and economic links, or the mutilation caused by the Iron 
Curtain. You know all this as well as I do, and you know that we have to pull 
ourselves up from a very low level.

But even before the war, Europe was about to forfeit its ruling position. (...) 
Why was this?

When we survey the explanations, we always come back to the same point. 
The Americans, who are only an offshoot of West European civilization, were 
united, while Europe was hamstrung by divisions, whether political, economic 
or social. And, having reviewed all the explanations and laid our finger on the 
sore spot, we must conclude that the true remedy is union, the opposite of 
division.

Our recent difficulties are not the whole story. At present not only Europe 
but the whole world is confronted by a profound difficulty -  that of adapting 
our political and economic structures to a great onward movement of man
kind. At the same time we have the opportunity to use in full the magnificent 
advances of science and their application to industry during the last few 
decades.

Behind this onward movement there is a profound aspiration of the masses 
who want a better standard of life and who, very rightly, would not understand 
it if their leaders were unable to apply the discoveries of science so as to change 
the quality of people’s lives all over the world.

There are difficulties of adaptation throughout the world, in Europe as 
elsewhere.

To look matters fully in the face, I believe I should also mention a less pro
found but very real difficulty.

If it is the case that we are at the beginning of a downward cycle, we shall 
once more be faced by the usual difficulties known not only to economists and 
specialists but, alas, to all men and women. (...)
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We want to remake Europe, we want to give it peace and prosperity and 
restore it to what it was. We want to create a huge market in which goods can 
be exchanged freely, or almost so. We want a large area in which capital can 
be used wherever it is of most benefit to the masses. We want to see men freed 
from the present hindrances so that they can move wherever they like, 
wherever they will be happiest and most useful. Finally, we want the free inter
change of ideas of all kinds, provided they are sincere.

Do we want these things in a distant future? No -  we want them tomorrow, 
since we know there is no time to waste.

The task, huge and lofty as it appears, is not enough, since we well know 
that if Europe is to serve the Europeans it can only do so by being an element 
of peace and prosperity in the world. In other words Europe, tomorrow as yes
terday, must serve not only European interests but worldwide ones.

We have not allowed this to discourage us. We have tackled the problem, 
and as you know we have already made some progress. We are still at the pio
neering stage, but happily the first steps have been taken, or at least mapped 
out.

I would like now to end on a more hopeful note by mentioning two or three 
facts which give ground for hope and which have inspired me, as they will you, 
with the conviction that we shall succeed.

In the first place we have awakened a great hope in men’s hearts, and that 
hope will not be disappointed.

If you listen to echoes from all parts of the world, you will be aware that 
the hope of a revived Europe once more playing its full part in the world com
munity has aroused enthusiasm everywhere, in North and South America, in 
the remotest parts of the globe. Europe at the present time has the great advan
tage that in trying to recover by her own efforts she is certain to enjoy support 
of the most widespread and effective kind.

On the one hand, practical steps have already been taken. As has been said 
just now, the responsibility falls on national governments, and they have 
embarked on bold and courageous measures. The Council of Europe is 
coming into being. And it may be pointed out here that our task is facilitated 
by the institutions of the Marshall plan, both because of their success and 
because of their limitations. By their success, because thanks to them Europe 
has already achieved a far from negligible output. At the same time, as M. Jou- 
haux has emphasized, the very limitations of the Marshall plan agencies have 
shown that something else is needed, something more effective and far-reach
ing. Europe must no longer be a mosaic but a living, coherent, definitive pic
ture.

Finally, my great cause for hope is that there is no other way out. Our duty 
is clear: we must do what is in the interest of Europe and the world, that is 
to say a united Europe, united economically to begin with -  that is our task 
for today, and that is why I emphasize it. If we do not, we shall fall back into 
difficulties of all kinds.

But when one is in a country such as England, in the heart of London, in 
this city of Westminster, one is reminded that it is possible to fight against all
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risks and difficulties, even when there appears to be only one chance in a thou
sand -  to fight and to win in the long run. We shall not forget that example.

We have before us obstacles that might frighten less courageous people. But 
we have memories, hopes and convictions. We shall not disappoint the world. 
No doubt it is much harder to find technical solutions to immediate, specific, 
complicated problems than to indulge in vast, foolish hopes. For that reason 
our task will require from you a great effort and probably a great deal of self- 
sacrifice. We are realists and do not delude ourselves. We know that Europe 
cannot be created without sacrifices. We know that everything that is great 
must be paid for. We know that we must be worthy of the purposes that we 
intend to pursue.

You will succeed, gentlemen. It is not for me to anticipate your work. But 
what I can say is that by working together we shall find the right course for 
Europe without abandoning any of our profound convictions. As we advance 
from the national to the European level and eventually plan for the whole 
world, we do not expect, and probably should not even desire, some miracle 
that would wipe out our doctrinal differences and prevent us from fighting or 
opposing one another in good faith. But we know what binds us together. We 
are pursuing a common aim. We are all equally sincere, all devoted to the same 
ideal. That being so, we cannot fail -  I am convinced that we shall succeed. 
(...)

(B) Speech by Serruys

(...) I spoke of our common convictions, because during the years of pre
paratory work they have taken on a precise and rational form.

The first of these convictions is that we must conceive and create Europe 
not as a mere collection of national economies, independent and often nation
alistic: we must see it as an area of concerted production and co-operative 
labour, in which persons, goods and capital can circulate freely.

The work so far done at government level has certainly been intensive and 
useful from this point of view, but it represents a different conception by 
reason of a procedure that was in fact inevitable.

The Marshall plan led to the creation of international agencies. The confer
ence of sixteen, afterwards nineteen states set up an association of the recipi
ents of American generosity. The agencies in question collated national plans 
which, as M. Jouhaux rightly said, do not add up to a European economy.

The preparatory work of our national committees has led to agreement that 
an organization must be planned not on the basis of associations and agree
ments among the states of Europe, but as a single European economic union. 
That is the first of our desiderata.

The second is that this European economy must take account of every 
variety of opinion in political, economic and social matters. Europe cannot be 
created in the image of a party, a section or a single nation. No party, group 
or nation is entitled to monopolize the idea of Europe, but each must be 
allowed to make its voice heard at the formative stage. For that reason, within
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the national committees that paved the way for this conference, care was 
taken to allow the most diverse tendencies to express themselves and some
times to confront each other with all the generosity of conviction, since the 
future Europe must be built on a compromise, a choice among all the tenden
cies that prevail.

Our third conviction is that (...) this Westminster conference will only be 
successful if it proves once and for all that our common aim is attainable. That 
aim is to create a Europe in which anyone can go from one country to another 
to settle there, to buy and sell, to work and produce goods. Our common aim 
is that all European currencies should be interchangeable. Our common aim 
is that we should be able to expand production by calling on all the resources 
of Europe.

Such are the objectives we have in common. Anyone who rejects them is not 
a European.

Such are our aims. I do not say they can be achieved in a day, but they 
represent the common aspirations of all the national committees. (...)

57. Monetary Sub-Committee of ELEC: Proposals for the Con
vertibility of European Currencies 2 6 -2 7  November 1949

ELEC/EM , Plan for Intra-European Convertibility, Dec. 1949 (ELEC Archives).

The plan, put forward by the European Movement on 29 October 1949, to solve the cur
rency problem by a system of free convertibility encountered criticism from ELEC\ both on 
the part of the British Section and of the League as a whole:1 this was the central theme of the 
latter's General Council meeting in Brussels on 10 November 1949? A  main objection was 
that the European Movement proposal did not take sufficient account of the different circum
stances affecting the various national currencies? Accordingly at Brussels a Monetary Sub- 
Committee was set up to examine the position and prospects of European convertibility in 
the light of British and Belgian views and in consultation with the national committees.4 
After several sessions in London, Brussels and Paris the Sub-Committee produced its

1 ELEC, British Section, minutes of 26 Oct. 1949 (Mackay Archives), and LECE, 
Procès-verbal de l’Assemblée Générale Extraordinaire du 10 novembre 1949, tenue 
à Bruxelles, p. 4 (ELEC Archives).

2 In addition to a reorganization of the League, the General Council also voted to 
endorse an OEEC resolution of the beginning of November (ELEC, British Section, 
‘The Most Favoured Nation Clause’, 7 Nov. 1949 (Mackay Archives)).

3 E.g. the problems of sterling in connection with British war debts, pointed out in 
a memorandum by H arrod and a further British document: cf. ELEC, British Sec
tion, ‘Sterling Balances’, 7 Nov. 1949 (Mackay Archives), and LECE, Section britan
nique, ‘Convertibilité européenne’ par R. F. H arrod (French translation in ELEC 
Archives).

4 The representatives of national Sections were: Janssen and Sermon (Belgium), 
Giscard d’Estaing and Monick (France), Beddington-Behrens, Chambers and H ar
rod (UK), and Bentz van den Berg and Klaasse (Netherlands).
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proposals for a practicable solution (A), accompanied by statements emphasizing the 
national problems of Belgium (B), Britain (C) and France (D). The proposals were 
submitted through the European Movement to the Economic Commission of the Consulta
tive Assembly of the Council of Europe, whose rapporteur; D. Eccles, had been a member of 
the British Section of ELEC associated with the discussions in the Commission. Under the 
title of the \Reynaud-Eccles plan) the ELEC proposals in a slightly modified form became 
the basis for the European Customs Union?

(A)

Experts have studied the particular problems of their respective countries 
for the purpose of working out a scheme for intra-European convertibility. 
The following plan, presented by E.L.E.C., is designed to offer a practical sol
ution to the main difficulties confronting many of the participating countries.

1. Extent of Convertibility.
For current transactions the currencies of the participating countries (and 

their overseas territories and associated countries) would become freely con
vertible between each other. Each participating country would guarantee that 
this convertibility could not directly or indirectly serve the purpose of thereby 
converting the currency of a participating country into dollars or into the cur
rency of a non-participating country.

By current transactions is meant: -  (a) Commercial debt settlement (imports 
and exports in response to current demand for production and consumption, 
and for capital equipment), (b) Invisible transactions: (i) personal expenditure 
while abroad; expenses involved by commercial transactions and settlements; 
other normal expenses; tourist traffic, etc. (ii) profits earned abroad; remun
eration for services; service of capital investment abroad; (iii) insurance and 
re-insurance.

Capital transactions would, in principle, be excluded from the system of 
convertibility, with the exception of those of a routine character, such as 
donations and legacies, capital bonuses, etc.

For the above current transactions foreign exchange will automatically be 
provided. On the other hand, capital transactions will be excluded from auto
matic convertibility and will require previous authorization.

In conjunction with the introduction of intraconvertibility of the currencies 
of the participating countries, a long term settlement of large balances which 
were built up as a result of the war is highly desirable in the general interest.

2. European Monetary Fund.
A European Monetary Fund should be established to operate the monetary 

clearing between the participating countries. This Fund might be managed by 
an organization such as the Bank for International Settlements. This Fund 
would be constituted principally by local currencies. Dollars or gold would be

5 Cf. LECE, 1950 (ELEC Archives).
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contributed by the Member States as a guarantee for payments that might 
become due in accordance with the following paragraph. The sums already 
reserved under the Marshall Plan for monetary stabilization, or other dollar 
funds available for this purpose, would be paid into this Fund to assist 
intra-European payments, and credited to each participating European 
country in proportions which might, for instance, be based on their respective 
allocations under the Marshall Plan.

3. Settlement of Balances between Participating Countries.
The settlement of balances between participating countries would be on a 

multilateral basis. The net debit and credit balances (after clearance of 
mutually cancelling items) resulting from payments on current account would 
be established at the end of each accounting period. A small percentage of the 
net debit balances would be settled at once in gold or dollars. The accounting 
period would have to be as short as possible, for instance, one month, to check 
the accumulation of unduly large balances. The contribution in gold or dollars 
would give an incentive for the efficient working of these proposals and would 
act as a further deterrent to a country acquiescing in the continuance of a 
large debit position on current account.

In order to preserve the multilateral character of the system, the gold and 
dollar funds thus made available at the end of each accounting period for the 
liquidation of debits outstanding would be distributed among the participating 
countries in proportion to the size of their outstanding net credit with the 
other participating countries taken as a whole, and regardless of the amount 
of the particular currencies of which they had a credit balance. Each creditor 
country, as a contribution to European recovery and unity, would continue to 
hold the remainder of these balances so long as this stood below its initial con
tribution to the European Monetary Fund, for a limited period to be agreed 
upon which should be sufficiently long to give the general scheme of converti
bility a fair chance.

In this way all currencies of the participating countries would be made 
equally acceptable to creditor participating countries. This would remove the 
reason for the development of black markets within the ambit of the intra-Eu
ropean system. It follows that all existing bilateral monetary agreements 
between participating countries, as, for instance, those containing a gold 
clause, would need to be abrogated.

If the outstanding net credit of a particular country exceeds its initial con
tribution to the Fund (in gold and local currency together), that country 
should be entitled to a higher proportion than the other creditor countries of 
the gold or dollars available at each settlement date, provided that the country 
in question were willing to increase its contribution to the Fund, so as to main
tain in being the system of multilateral convertibility.

4. Exchange Rates.
The parities of the currencies of the participating countries would be in 

direct relation to the exchange rate of each particular currency with the dol
lar, thus eliminating a different cross-rate.

It would be desirable to consider whether there should be narrow fixed
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limits above and below these parities between which the Central Banks would 
establish their prices for currencies of other participating countries from time 
to time, having regard to supply and demand, the range of variation being 
always such as would not risk any distortion of the channels of international 
trade.

The question of the alteration of the parities themselves in appropriate cases 
is dealt with below.

5. Co-ordination and Control.
No policy of convertibility, however technically excellent, can survive 

without a close co-ordination of the monetary, budgetary and commercial pol
icies of the countries concerned.

On the national as well as on the European plane confidence in the curren
cies can only be established if the ratio between the volume of the means of 
payment and that of the goods and services on offer remains reasonably con
stant, or, at any rate, varies similarly in the different countries. From this it fol
lows that the introduction of free convertibility must necessarily be 
accompanied by the effective co-ordination of the monetary and financial poli
cies of the States concerned.

The scope of such co-ordination must include: -
(a) The national policies of the participating States in relation to credit, rates 

of interest, and capital formation.
(b) The Budgetary policies not in their detailed provisions, but in regard to 

those aspects which entail inflationary or deflationary consequences.
The power to control the volume of currency should not be used in such a 

manner as to undermine the financial stability of the country concerned or to 
conflict with the financial policy mutually agreed upon by the states which 
have introduced intra-convertibility. Borrowings by the national Treasuries 
from the Banks of Issue, which might lead to an unjustifiable expansion of the 
means of payment, must be avoided.

Reference was made in paragraph 2 to the institution which would be 
responsible for the management of a European Monetary Fund.

It is also recommended that there should be constituted a Committee of the 
Finance Ministers of the participating States which would meet periodically 
to discuss and co-ordinate the European monetary problems and to harmonize 
the financial policies of their respective countries.

If any participating country remained in persistent debit or credit in such 
a way as to indicate fundamental disequilibrium, the Committee of Finance 
Ministers would, in consultation with the Council, recommend an alteration 
of parity with the approval of the International Monetary Fund.

The above proposals are submitted to the Economic Commission of the 
Consultative Assembly of Europe as a general plan, subject to such technical 
improvements and amendments as the Governments. O.E.E.C., the Treasuries 
and Banks of Issue of the different countries would devise.
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(B)

259

The wishes of the Belgian delegation so far as a reform of the system of 
international exchange is concerned, are simple. The delegation would like to 
see the free exchange of goods, services and currencies taking place as soon as 
possible. Belgium has no reason to wish for procrastination in regard to or re
strictions on such freedom provided everything is on a reciprocal basis. She 
has no fears for the day when her production will be in open competition with 
foreign rivals provided that the latter refrain from using unfair practices such 
as double prices, subsidies, dumping, forms of customs protection, etc.

Indeed, the balance of payments of the Belgian-Luxemburg Economic 
Union is stable without the aid of either customs or currency restrictions and it 
seems that nothing should alter this position since the inside economy of Bel
gium and Luxemburg, (i.e. wages and prices) is balanced and has attained a sa
tisfactory stability. Moreover, the volume of means of payment which has also 
been practically stabilized, corresponds to the normal needs of the economy 
when the actual level of national revenue is taken into account. Public budgets 
being balanced and credit policy well in hand, no cause for the deterioration 
of the purchasing power of money could arise.

The relation between Belgian prices and foreign prices -  actual prices for 
deliverable goods -  was, before the series of currency devaluations, quite 
favourable to Belgium, as was illustrated by her having a commercial credit 
balance. This position, too favourable to be able to continue, has given way 
since the devaluations, to a moderate deficit which is normal when the credit 
balance in regard to other current factors in the balance of payments is consid
ered. It is to be presumed then that at present the mean level of prices in 
Belgium are the same as, or very slightly higher than those of world prices. 
This does not imply that the position is equally satisfactory for all articles of 
merchandise. Some Belgian industries to-day export without making a profit 
or they may even sustain a small loss. But others make important profits. In the 
opinion of many industrialists it is still possible to reduce production costs pro
vided social service costs do not increase, these being in Belgium already 
amongst the highest in the world, and provided wages which are already high 
do not increase, their level having risen more since the war than in any other 
country in Europe. Fortunately an increase in productivity and in the quality 
and the excellence of goods manufactured has enabled these higher wages to 
be met, except in some lines where a new effort must be made.

In any case it is from this effort that Belgian industries must look for their 
consolidation and not by means of a Customs Wall or currency protection 
which the government certainly will not accord. It goes without saying, how
ever, that if certain foreign countries should continue to discriminate against 
Belgian goods or to falsify international competition by unfair methods the 
Belgian government would be forced eventually to take measures of reprisal 
and self-protection.

In order to counter a frequent disbelief in the equilibrium of the Belgian 
economy, which is met with abroad, it should be pointed out that the unem-
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ployment as it appears from official statistics does not represent the real situa
tion. There are more workers than before the war and the level of production 
has also risen. The definition of unemployment has however, become more 
lax and to-day includes more persons than should reasonably be included.

Belgium’s economic situation being thus briefly described one will be able 
to understand without difficulty that the currency and customs policies of the 
Belgian-Luxemburg Economic Union tend to restore complete foreign 
exchange freedom.

In practice, custom’s obstacles to imports have been reduced to very slender 
proportions: Belgians import what they want to import.

There is only one drawback: exports to the dollar area do not cover imports 
from that area. That causes no inconvenience if the excess of credit balances 
with other zones are paid for in dollars or in currencies which can be converted 
into dollars. Temporarily such is the case thanks to Marshall Aid. But when 
that aid ceases it will be necessary for Belgium to limit her imports from the 
U.S.A. to correspond with the total amount of convertible exchange which the 
total of her foreign exchange transactions brings in. This will be brought about 
in one way or another without controlling the exchange

By the rise in the rate of exchange of dollars which have become rare, 
reducing importations to within strictly indispensable limits and stimulating 
exports to the United States.

By the return of countries formerly trading with Belgium to their normal 
levels of productivity. It is, in fact, because the latter have not been able since 
the war to offer to Belgium at world prices the goods of which she has need, 
that she has been obliged to buy them in the United States.

Belgium’s importations from the United States have as a result abnormally 
increased. But if former suppliers of Belgium regain their old economic 
capacity then Belgium’s importations from America will descend to former lev
els.

The ending of Marshall Aid will then reorient commercial currents into old 
channels -  which moreover at present are already being gradually restored -  
but this will in no way represent a catastrophe. It will at worst bring about a 
small lowering of the standard of living, which later will be recompensed by 
a new increase in productivity.

Belgium has already reintroduced free quotations for the dollar and the 
Swiss franc on the Belgian market, and these currencies can be bought in 
limited quantities to meet current transactions. In actual fact the National 
Bank supervises effecively this market in which it intervenes as buyer or seller 
and the rate of exchange has only fluctuated within very narrow limits since 
freedom was reintroduced. There are very few obstacles to the importation of 
Swiss and American goods into Belgium. Export of Belgian capital is still con
trolled. Swiss and American capital can enter freely and leave with equal free
dom. The circulation of bank notes is less restricted but is still to some extent 
limited.

If Belgium came to adhere to a system of European intra-convertibility, 
such would in no way be incompatible with the continued functioning of the
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present system of dollar and Swiss franc quotations. In fact, the national bank 
would be in a position to prevent nationals of the adherent countries to the 
Monetary Fund buying dollars in Belgium with their currencies.

In every currency clearing agreement having a basic Monetary Fund partly 
in European currencies, Belgium must insist on a guarantee that she will not 
be obliged to accumulate too extensive credits in soft currencies. For the 
accumulation of a soft currency means that goods are being sold to a country 
which is unable to supply sufficient goods in exchange as a means of payment. 
It makes up the difference in a currency by means of which Belgium can pur
chase nothing at world prices. This practically amounts to giving away goods 
in exchange for credits of doubtful value which in turn must lead to a lowering 
of the standard of living and to inflation. It is for this reason that Belgium has 
up to the present demanded payments in gold or in surplus exports. This atti
tude has not been inspired, as certain foreigners appear to believe, by a thirst 
for gold which would be out of date, but because with such gold Belgium 
could buy goods where they were to be had and thus make up by such imports 
the excess of exports she was sending elsewhere.

In order to avoid the accumulation of important credit balances in foreign 
currencies it is necessary that one of the following conditions be realized in 
regard to multilateral exchanges

Currencies which are admitted to the Convertibility Scheme are convertible 
into dollars or into gold (that is to say balances are payable in dollars or in 
gold).

Rates of exchange of currencies fluctuate in accordance with supply and 
demand.

If the functioning of an exchange agreement concluded is such as to restrict 
or to delay fluctuations in the rate of exchange during each period of 
accountancy, such periods must be brief in order that dates of payment when 
parities can be modified to correct serious maladjustments are not long 
delayed.

It is also clearly understood that a Monetary Fund by its intervention can 
play a role in allaying seasonal and erratic variations in the relation between 
supply and demand of each currency.

The Belgian delegation considers that quantitative restrictions should be 
suppressed when intra-convertibility of Western European currencies is 
inaugurated. It is true such suppression is not a condition absolutely necessary 
for convertibility, but to maintain quantitative restrictions would offer a 
means of discrimination between countries and goods which could only serve 
to damage the equilibrium of multilateral transactions and equitable competi
tion between all industries.

If the suppression of rights of entry appear at the moment of relatively 
secondary importance, it is necessary nevertheless that the nations undertake 
not to replace abolished quotas by higher tariff walls.

There is a particular point on which the Belgian delegation wishes to renew 
the proposals which they have already made since the Westminster Confer
ence. Belgium hopes that Great Britain will adhere to an intraconvertibility
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agreement to which she should be a party. It is necessary to this end that the 
pound sterling should be accepted as a sound currency. For such it is necessary 
that parity with the franc should be a genuine economic parity, that is to say 
that with the pound one can procure at all times goods at world prices.

Such can only be realized if the offer of goods in the sterling area is happily 
balanced with means of payment in the said zone. As a consequence it is 
necessary to be certain that inflation in the sterling area will be eradicated. 
The principal factor causing inflation is the existence of the external war debts 
of Great Britain upon which creditor nations can draw too easily.

Long term funding is essential. Moreover it would be equitable if all nations 
which owe their independence to the military effort of Great Britain shoul
dered at the present time a part of this war debt. They would assure thereby 
a strengthening and convertibility of sterling as well as the restoration of 
greater freedom of commercial transactions with the sterling area.

From calculations made by the Belgian delegation on what is a reasonable 
hypothesis, it is evident that that part of the British war debt to be taken over 
by Belgium would only constitute a light charge on Belgium’s national econo
my.

(C )

Introduction
The question of the convertibility of European currencies, which every 

country, in principle, agrees would be desirable, presents immense difficulties 
in practical achievement. As a result of many E.L.E.C. discussions it was felt 
that a step forward might be made if the general monetary problems of each 
country were presented. In this way the complicated issues at stake might be 
narrowed down to a few alternate lines of action, and the risks they involve. 
Each country would then be in a position to appreciate what concessions she 
would reasonably have to make to meet the basic needs of other countries, and 
what advantage she might derive from the greater convertibility of her Curren
cy-

Obligations as Banker of Sterling Area.
Great Britain is the centre and pivot of the sterling area, still the largest mul

tilateral trading area of the world. As banker of this area she bears the responsi
bility of supporting any of its weaker members, of maintaining the prestige of 
its currency, and safeguarding its central gold and dollar reserves. For these 
reasons Great Britain is not able to take decisions in monetary matter without 
taking into full consideration their possible effect on the whole sterling area. 
To fulfil these responsibilities Britain has made great sacrifices. Despite her 
enormous post-war liabilities, her budgets have always been balanced (in the 
last two years with a considerable surplus). Fler present food rationing and irk
some high personal taxation is an expression of the national desire to meet her 
obligations to the outside world to the utmost possible limit.

A Strong Sterling is Flelpful to Europe.
Nor would Western Europe have any advantage in any monetary arrange-
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ment with Great Britain which weakened the sterling area. On the contrary, 
other European countries can only benefit by the strengthening of sterling. 
The exchange of goods and services between the sterling area and other
O.E.E.C. countries at present amounts to nearly £1,000 million a year each 
way.

Sterling also has wide uses as a means of multilateral trade outside the ste
rling area. British exchange control regulations by means of the ‘Sterling 
Transferable Account’ permit the use of sterling for the settlement of accounts 
between a number of non-sterling countries, such as the Dutch monetary 
area, Italy, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. For instance, Norway is at 
present running a surplus of several million pounds on transactions with the 
rest of the sterling area and is able to use this surplus to help finance a deficit 
with Great Britain. Italy buys wool from Australia and covers this deficit out 
of a surplus with other members of the sterling area. Denmark, by selling agri
cultural produce to Great Britain, pays for her imports of rubber and tin from 
Malaya and cocoa from West Africa.

The Dollar Gap.
The greatest difficulty facing Great Britain, as with other Western European 

countries, is the immense European Dollar Gap ($3,300 Million), at present 
temporarily and partly bridged by the generosity of Marshall Aid. This creates 
a general incentive for the countries trading with the Sterling Area to sacrifice 
other advantages to the urgent need of securing hard currencies. Therefore, 
those in Britain who are strong advocates of a sterling convertibility with 
Europe must be satisfied that a convertibility scheme can be worked out which 
will not lead to greater leaks in the Sterling Area currency reserves by others 
using Sterling to convert it into dollars.

Were a combination of circumstances to occur that would reduce the dollar 
gap to manageable proportions, the question of convertibility, even into gold 
currencies, would be easy of solution. These circumstances might be (i) greater 
facilities for European imports into the U.S.A.: (ii) increased overseas soft 
currency food imports; and (iii) the liberation of Eastern Europe, enabling 
agricultural exports from that area to balance reduced American food imports. 
This combination of helpful circumstances is not yet in process of realization, 
and thus prevents the free convertibility of sterling and dollar currencies.

Sterling Balances
Few realize the immense sacrifices Great Britain has shouldered in post-war 

years to assist the sterling area position, as, for instance, in the case of sterling 
balances. The sterling balances at the end of the war were approximately 
£3,700 million. A part of these were the normal working balances held by 
members of the sterling area (about £500 million in 1939) and expenditure 
incurred by these overseas countries for their common defence during the 
war. In principle these sterling balances were frozen. But in practice, when 
any member of the sterling bloc required some additional assistance, whether 
to pay for dollar wheat for a distressed population or for the erection of plant, 
a call was made on these sterling debts.

The releases in recent years were 1946, £5 million; 1947, £156 million;
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1948, £267 million; January-September, 1949, £206 million. In the last two 
years India and Pakistan have drawn £351 million, of which £77 million have 
been in hard currencies. There thus remains some £3,200 million. Leaving, say, 
£1,000 million as normal sterling balances, and setting aside the question of 
whether these balances should be scaled down in certain cases, should a 
funding of the balance be arranged on, say, a fifty year basis on even a 3 l/2°/o 
(i.e., 2°/o Interest. 1 l/2°/o Sinking Fund), the yearly cost would be under £80 
million a year, or less than a third of the present cost. The size of this problem 
can be measured against a yearly budget of approximately £3,500 million. 
This would not preclude special assistance to India or other members, for spe
cial needs, with or without external co-operation.

Steps to Strengthen Sterling.
A funding of sterling balances would greatly enhance sterling. So would the 

honouring of the banks’ notes abroad. At present bank notes held abroad can 
only re-enter the country at the rate of £5 per individual, so that naturally they 
stand at a discount, which has a bad psychological effect. Many other measures 
to strengthen sterling cannot probably be adequately dealt with until the forth
coming elections are decided. Instead of the fixed rate of exchange of dollars, 
2.80 to the £, a wide variation is advocated. A fixed rate, which cannot be 
changed without a political crisis, is an invitation for competitive devaluation. 
Also a fixed rate after a devaluation means that if the rate cannot rise above a 
fixed figure, the only risk is that it may fall. A fluctuating rate as before 1939 
would enable the £ to rise with favourable circumstances and would enhance 
its value as an international currency.

Steps to strengthen sterling would greatly facilitate inter-European conver
tibility, and generally enhance European currency.

Multilateral Trade.
A real sacrifice is required from all European countries to increase the 

volume of multilateral trade amongst themselves and their associated overseas 
territories. Until convertibility of currencies is achieved over a wide area, 
trade will continue to be restricted and the standard of living in all countries 
will be in danger of being further reduced. Britain is prepared to share the sac
rifices and risks entailed to face these problems. Should the risk endanger the 
maintenance of the sterling area, and its existing multilateral trade, the price 
would prove a disaster to all the countries concerned.

Conclusions.
The above summarizes certain monetary factors which British political par

ties must take into consideration in examining proposals for the inter-converti
bility of sterling with other European currencies.

Certain queries present themselves:
(1) Without greatly weakening sterling by a further drain into dollars, can 

a limited convertibility be operated between, say, the sterling bloc and France, 
Scandinavia, Italy and the Dutch monetary area?

(2) Would Belgium and Switzerland be willing to enter such a system and 
be prepared to accept balance payments other than in gold or dollars, or partly 
in other than gold or dollars?
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The plan for Intra-European convertibility submitted by a special sub-com
mittee of the Economic League for European Co-operation [sic/, is a com
promise designed to meet the special points of view of the sterling area, the 
French and Belgian positions. It forms a basis for the discussion of the whole 
problem on a European basis.

(D)

1. The possibility of instituting a system of convertibility for the various 
European currencies is at the present time a consequence of reorganization 
policies followed by the countries of Western Europe. The situation it is true is 
far from being stabilized, but a solution of the currency problem does not 
demand complete internal stabilization. That which during the years imme
diately following the war was impossible is now within our grasp.

2. It will be convenient to state with precision the actual limits within which 
a solution of the currency problem is possible, the aim of general international 
convertibility being the end towards which all efforts should be directed 
although it is not at present attainable.

(a) Current currency transactions which can be freely countenanced are:-
(1) Commercial settlements (imports and exports concerned with current 

needs both of production and consumption, and imports of capital equipment).
(2) Invisible transactions (A. -  expenditure abroad; expenses in connection 

with commercial settlements; tourism. B. -  profit and interest from abroad; 
wages and return on capital: C. -  insurance and reinsurance).

No authorization should be necessary for transactions of the above type. 
Necessary controls should operate only a posteriori when declarations eventu
ally made have been verified.

(b) On the other hand capital transfers could remain forbidden as between 
participating states which so desired this. Prior authorization would in this 
case be necessary before such could take place.

3. A determination of the geographical extent of the currency zone raise two 
principal problems

It appears premature to extend free interconvertibility to monetary transac
tions between Europe and the United States.

(1) The existence of the Marshall Plan (which consists in furnishing for 
nothing American products for which otherwise Europe would have had to 
pay) is a matter of such importance in the balance of payments between 
Europe and the United States that there is actually a contradiction in speaking 
of a free inter-convertibility when such is only possible as a result of all these 
gifts.

(2) The dollar shortage is likely to be much less permanent than is generally 
supposed. When European countries have once again those vast commercial 
transactions with each other which existed prior to the war, and they will have 
at the same time to pay for American goods which at present they prefer to 
European goods, their need for dollars will have greatly diminished, while 
means of exchange of a non-commercial nature, such as expenditure on tour-
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ism, will provide an important factor to meet a part of this deficit from com
mercial transactions.

(3) It would be a grave limitation to the European economy and a grave set
back to world economy, should the European currency zone be restricted to 
exclude Great Britain or those overseas territories which are closely connected 
with European mother countries.

It will be convenient therefore, to examine without hesitation the problems 
posed by the relationship between countries and their associated overseas ter
ritories in order to solve them, and after that the relationship between Great 
Britain and the countries of Western Europe.

When considering the participation of Great Britain in a European currency 
scheme it is necessary to bear in mind that Great Britain being the banker of 
all the currencies of the Commonwealth, has to balance not only the internal 
sterling balances of the countries of the Commonwealth, but also all the dollar 
accounts of each of those countries.

There is no doubt whatever that British currency problems are, on account 
of economic and political factors which cannot be avoided, more difficult to 
solve than those of the other Western nations.

It is possible, moreover, that the problem of sterling balances which are 
more or less blocked in Great Britain, must be disposed of by a definite solu
tion. There is no doubt it would be impossible to institute complete currency 
convertibility for future accounts, without such leading to a change either in 
regard to legal or actual status of these blocked accounts which are being pro
gressively liberated. This question is of especial interest to England. But in so 
far as it affects free convertibility between sterling and other currencies of 
Europe, that is to say in effect the introduction of sterling into the monetary 
zone of Western Europe, its solution is also of interest to all the European 
countries.

It is necessary to remember that this vast debt of Great Britain to the Com
monwealth and other countries (which exceeds at the present time £3,200 m.) 
is very largely due to her action in a war, the results of which have been to the 
common benefit of the United States and to countries of the Commonwealth 
and of Western Europe.

4. The system we have in mind to deal as far as possible with the various diffi
culties should take into account the following considerations: -

If it is a fact that in the present state of Intra-European relations, the com
plete liberation of current currency transactions should not of itself involve 
important fluctuations in the rates of exchange, and only a certain irregularity 
in supply and demand should need to be eliminated. On the other hand, mea
sures must be taken in case of a permanent disequilibrium in the balance of 
Intra-European payments.

(a) It is proposed that European currencies (and the latter term should 
include the currencies of all countries of Western Europe, not excluding that 
of Great Britain and of associated overseas territories) should be allowed to 
fluctuate slightly, within limits fixed by general agreement, around definite 
parities corresponding to the rate of exchange of these currencies with the dol-
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lar. The Central Banks of the European countries would automatically fur
nish the necessary currency to supply the market; the fluctuations foreseen 
within fixed limits would allow of a certain adjustment between supply and 
demand and discourage movements of currency which were purely specula
tive.

(b) To meet the needs of exchange of the European market and to allow of 
European currencies remaining within the limits fixed, a European Fund could 
be established, its object being exclusively to counteract certain seasonal or 
temporary deviations, but never to sustain a currency which would be in a state 
of constant disequilibrium on the open market.

This Monetary Fund could be composed essentially of national currencies 
supplied by each country, but it should also contain a subscription by each 
country of gold or dollars.

The Monetary Fund would provide currency which it would hold under its 
constitution to countries in need, but it could, in accordance with conditions 
to be determined, exact as a counterpart currency of nations remaining in 
credit or becoming creditors on balance to other European countries, part of 
which payment the debtor nations would have to cover in gold or dollars.

The system could be such that one would avoid excessive accumulations of 
credits in local currency accruing to countries which were becoming more and 
more in credit and which might otherwise never see their advances met by a 
flow of currency in the opposite direction. The partial payment in gold or dol
lars would act as a brake on debtor countries not to exaggerate their demands 
from the Fund. It would also act as a sort of recompense for countries which 
were creditors of other European countries, as they would thereby find a 
means of increasing their resources in dealings with the outside world.

(c) To prevent the initial subscription in gold or dollars being too onerous, 
it might be opportune to request the International Monetary Fund to refund 
to this European Monetary Fund a part of the deposits made by its members, 
because this European Monetary Fund would in actual fact assume a part of 
the stabilizing function for the entire world assumed by the International 
Monetary Fund.

(d) In the same way, dollars from the Marshall Plan could be applied to this 
European Monetary Fund to be thus used for paying, to an extent to be deter
mined, Intra-European debts, so as to make this international currency play its 
proper role of a compensating currency operating between European countries.

5. On the other hand rigorous measures should be taken to prevent the 
extension of a financial disequilibrium which would necessarily have as a con
sequence a growing disparity of currencies making the maintenance of 
currency intra-convertibility impossible without a change in the ratio.

These measures of co-ordination and budgetary control, both commercial 
and financial, have been the subject of special study by the Economic League 
for European Co-operation [sic], and we have already expressed ourselves in 
regard to the action which should be taken to prevent inflationary depressions 
and deflationary pressures which would fatally throw out of balance a Euro
pean currency economy.
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It suffices here merely to refer to these studies and earlier conclusions. They 
should be pursued with energy, as they constitute an essential factor for the 
re-establishment of confidence in the different currencies of Europe.

58. European League for Econom ic Co-operation: ‘O n the 
Schuman Plan’ 10-11 and 27 July 1950

(A) Translation of Note on the Schuman Plan adopted at the meeting of the Interna
tional Executive Committee of ELEC, held in Paris on the 10th and 11th July 1950 
(ELEC Archives); (B) ELEC British Section, ‘Preamble’ (ELEC Archives).

Immediately after the French government's proposals were published in June 1950\ na
tional sub-committees of ELEC were set up in Belgium, France, the UK and the Federal Re
public of Germany1 to consider them in detail and submit reports as a basis for discussion by 
the Central Council of ELEC in Paris on 10-11 July 1950} The members of ELEC wel
comed the general concept of the Schuman plan as being in accordance with their own long
standing position, and elaborated on it in an extensive comment (A). However; there was 
considerable criticism of the proposed form and scope of the plan, especially its institutional 
aspects and the political problems to which they gave rise. This evidently related first and 
foremost to British reservations against a too strong element of supranational authority, 
which might jeopardize further political development. A t the instance of Beddington- 
Behrens,3 the British Section used the occasion of the renewed discussion in the national com
mittees4 to formulate a Preamble (B) -  drafted in a small circle after consultation between 
Lord Layton and Giscard d'Estaing -  which was incorporated in the main report but which 
reflected the substantially different British position. The Preamble was drafted by Lady 
Rhys-Williams, using some central passages from an extensive report by the British commit
tee. While the two parts of the League's report were basically contradictory, their conjunc
tion reflected the range of views and the basic problem that had dominated the discussion of 
the Schuman plan.

*

(A) Note on the Schuman Plan

1. The Central Council of the European League for Economic Co-operation 
approves without reserve the proposal made by the French Government to set 
up, at the earliest possible moment, a single competitive market for coal and

1 A West German Section of ELEC had been formed at the beginning of 1950, 
with the banker Abs as its principal member.

2 Cf. LECE, Plan Schuman, Note introductive du Secrétariat Général de la Ligue 
(ELEC Archives).

3 Cf. letter from Lady Rhys-Williams to Camu, secretary-general of ELEC, dated 
27 July 1950 (ELEC Archives).

4 Cf. letter from French Section to Sermon, deputy secretary-general, dated 
13 July 1950 (ELEC Archives).
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steel, whose development should be ensured through the expansion of pro
duction and the reduction of prices.

In the opinion of the Council, to begin by discussing questions of the reten
tion, delegation, or abandonment of sovereignty, except in the narrow con
text of the precise problems to be solved, would merely raise irrelevant 
political difficulties; the political aspects of the question will therefore be con
sidered at a later stage.

In its examination of the approvements [sic] proposed in the Schuman Plan, 
the Council has been guided by the fundamental conception which underlies 
its entire work, namely that the economic unification of Europe is from now 
on an unavoidable necessity, and one which is, in any case, in process of popu
lation. A series of measures are involved, both simultaneous and successive, 
which must be taken in every sphere of activity in order that the barriers which 
at present divide Europe may be swept away. Those steps must be taken with 
the greatest possible speed compatible with present conditions, which are the 
customs of the long years of through which the countries of Western Europe 
have passed. They must be taken with the express aim of creating a single 
market within Europe, and must avoid being in any way complicated or 
watered down as a result of political doctrines or prejudices.

E.L.E.C. considers that the freeing of the principal basic products, in partic
ular of coal and steel, represents the first essential stage in the direction of that 
general unification of markets towards which we are tending. Consideration 
has therefore been given first to those measures of a strictly practical nature 
which must be taken in order to achieve, by rapid stages, the objective in view. 
It is not possible to decide on the constitution and powers of the bodies which 
it will be necessary to create, until the measures themselves have been clearly 
defined.

2. In the opinion of E.L.E.C., the economic principles involved apply equally 
to both coal and steel, but the technical problems associated with the two 
industries should be treated separately.

The fundamental part played by coal, and its relationship to the provision 
of power, as well as the overriding effect of the geographical distribution of 
the pits, make the coal industry an entirely separate economic problem. The 
large number of members employed, the far-reaching character of the social 
repercussions involved, and the existence of vast capital costs which are, gen
erally speaking, useless, except in connection with the actual extrusion of coal 
in the particular pit for which they were designed, represent additional rea
sons why the problems concerning coal should be treated separately.

3. The Coal Industry
The production of coal in Western Europe is at present tending towards an 

excess over requirements, but this situation may prove to be only temporary. 
Future industrial developments, notably in the chemical industry, as well as the 
necessities of defence, may well demand the maintenance in operation, or the 
re-opening, of pits now placed on a care and maintenance basis.

Within a unified market, the selection of areas of production would be
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achieved by competition. It is plain that the European economy cannot sustain 
the burden of uneconomic production of either coal or steel without seriously 
reducing the present standard of living of the population.

The selection of the most suitable areas of production by means of 
competition is only possible if the basic factors in production costs are compar
able, which is not the case in the Europe of 1950. It is therefore necessary to 
distinguish between the permanent differences caused by the very nature of 
certain mines, and the temporary differences resulting from the various 
national system of wages, social security, taxes, money, etc.

4. The coal undertakings which would be threatened under the competitive 
conditions of a single market may be classified under the three following 
heads:

a) Those which would certainly be unable to compete except under the 
system of protection or of subsidy which allowed them to develop in the first 
place;

b) Those where conditions are unfavourable, but which cannot finally be 
closed down, in view of possible future requirements;

c) Those which, under the impact of free competition, would be faced with 
temporary difficulties, but which are capable, as the result of intelligent 
modernization, of adapting themselves to new market conditions.

5. Undertakings in category (a) are destined to close down; those in (b) to 
be placed on a care and maintenance basis; those in (c) to survive, if they take 
the necessary steps to adapt themselves to the situation.

6. The charges resulting from the final or temporary closing of undertakings 
under category (a) or (b) should be spread over the European coal industry 
as a whole. The place of those forms of activity which are no longer required 
must be taken by others which are more economic, and which will therefore 
benefit by their abolition. It is therefore those undertakings which are able to 
carry on which must furnish the resources required for necessary compensa
tion, without recourse to public funds, nor to subsidies derived from other 
branches of industry.

In the case of undertakings in category (a) or (b), it is obvious that every 
possible step must be taken to provide alternative forms of employment by the 
creation of new industries in place of the old, whether of an entirely new type 
or associated with the coal industry.

Undertakings in category (c), and in fact, all those which may require to 
develop their plant or modernize their equipment should depend upon their 
own resources.

7. The creation of a single European market presupposes that every pro
ducer should fix his scale of prices without any discrimination whatever 
between different consumers, to whatever country they may belong. Every 
price-list must be identical in respect of the same quantities and qualities (re
ductions made on account of large orders would not constitute discrimina
tion, however.)

Every form of discrimination, whether direct or indirect, should be forbid
den, as should subsidies and tariffs. The Government should consequently
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abolish all customs duties on coal, all restrictions, and all special methods of 
assisting particular areas or undertakings.

8. In the preceding paragraphs, measures of compensation have been out
lined which are required to cover the transition from a sub-divided market into 
a single market. Such a market cannot, however, be considered to exist until 
all the other conditions necessary to real unification have been carried into 
effect.

It is obivous that the fiscal charges which now exist are very different in dif
ferent areas, and that they will tend to remain so for a long time yet. The 
recent devaluations have lightened the interest charges for those countries 
which have devalued, but have left them unchanged in the case of those which 
did not devalue. The standard of living of the workers, although in the course 
of development towards the same level, is still not identical in different areas. 
Finally, however great the progress achieved in monetary matters, the present 
rates of exchange still contain a large element which is purely arbitrary.

It is also true that it is not possible to speak of a single market for coal until 
the conditions relating not only to its production, but also to that of all pro
ducts derived from coal, or making use of coal in their manufacture. As long 
as quotas and tariffs remain in connection with these derivatory products, the 
position of producers of the basic material will remain unequal, even if the con
ditions of its production have become entirely equable.

9. E.L.E.C. therefore considers that it is necessary to propose a system 
designed to bring about an approximate equalization of prices, in so far as vari
ations are due to the temporary factors referred to in paragraph 3, above.

10. The system of compensatory taxation and subsidy which is proposed 
should be progressively reduced, and should come to an end within a period 
which could be fixed at, say, five years. It would be reasonable to suppose that, 
at the end of this period, sufficient progress will have been made in other 
directions to allow for the necessary mutual adjustments to take place. The 
system of equalization which is necessary in the initial stages would then have 
no further function.

11. The following is a summary of the system which is proposed:
(1) Coal bought from a country with a low price-level (due to the general 

conditions which prevail there) by a consumer in foreign country would be 
paid for to the producer at the price brought about by competition, on a free 
market basis. It would, however, cost the purchaser not only this market price, 
but the price plus the equalization tax imposed by the importing country (if 
that country should be a high-cost producer as a result of the general condi
tions prevailing there). The process of this equalization tax would be used to 
reduce the price of all coal produced within the country concerned.

The system proposed would not constitute, in any sense, a method of equal
izing prices between these producers whose prices differ either on account of 
the nature of their mines, or because of individual difficulties encountered in 
their exploitation. It is essential that the equalization tax should only operate 
in respect of those artificial inequalities which are the result of the varying 
social legislation or other similar factors at present in operation in Europe.
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(2) In order to accelerate the unification of the European market, it is desir
able what the selling prices quoted to all European consumers should approxi
mate fairly closely in order to avoid the wide disparities in price, which would 
provoke measures of discrimination between one country and another.

It is therefore proposed that in those countries in which the cost of produc
tion is low, the price of the coal should be increased in order to bring it up to 
the approximate level of other European countries. This supplementary 
charge, paid by the consumers (and not merely pocketed by the producers), 
would make possible the creation of a national fund within the low-cost coun
try, which could be devoted to the most suitable objects. It is by virtue of such 
a fund that a country might be able to develop its social services, increase 
wages, construct workmen’s houses, and help Displaced Persons or refugees, 
etc.

12. It will be clear that the equalization payments would not give rise to any 
fluctuation of the currencies concerned. They would not have any permanent 
characteristics or effect, their period of operation being merely proportional 
to the duration of the present legislative enactments which have brought about 
the subdivision of Europe. The sums received or distributed by the scheme 
would provide merely an approximate compensation for the inequalities which 
it is desired to abolish, and which would in fact disappear when the unification 
of Europe had been carried through.

I'b.The Steel Industry
The general principles set out above in relation to the production of coal 

are applicable, mutatis mutandis, to the production of iron-ore, pig-iron and 
steel, but E.L.E.C. considers that the system of equalization proposed above 
is necessary only in the case of iron-ore.

The establishment of a free market in coal and iron-ore, and the equaliza
tion of the price of these raw materials, would make possible the creation of a 
free European market in the products of coal and iron, without the need for 
further adjustment.

14. Institutions Required
E.L.E.C. considers that, in order to put into practice the principles and 

proposals outlined above, adequate institutions will be required, the nature of 
which will be largely determined by the principles themselves :

15. (a) The Coal Committee would be concerned with all those questions 
arising from the creation of a free European market for coal.

It would assess the compensation payable to undertakings which must be 
closed, or put on a care-and-maintenance basis.

It would have the duty of watching, and of taking steps to prevent, the 
imposition of any measures of a discriminatory character, whether direct or 
indirect, which might affect the free market in coal.

It would study the structure of the various production areas, with a view to 
setting up equalization funds of limited duration, the length of their existence 
being determined by the Coal Committee.

It would fix the amount of the temporary equalization taxes required by the
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needs of the European economy, on the one hand, and yet which would not 
prove burdensome to the various national economies on the other.

It would examine the investment programmes submitted by the Govern
ments or undertakings concerned, with a view to obtaining for them financial 
support from Government or municipal sources; investments accompanied by 
risks which would be greater than normal in the case of Government invest
ment programmes are not envisaged in this connection.

It would study all measures conducive to the rationalization of markets and 
of production, and also to the improvement of the standard of life, not merely 
of the workers in the coal industry itself, but also of the whole population, and 
it would put forward recommendations on these subjects to the Governments 
and public or private interests concerned.

16. (b) A similar Committee would be concerned with all matters relating 
to the steel industry, on the lines set out above in respect of the coal industry.

17. (c) A third Committee would be composed of representatives of the 
producers, of the trade unions, and of the consumers, and would watch the 
interests of the public in relation to the proposals of the other two committees.

18. (d) A High Authority would co-ordinate the work of these three Com
mittees, giving them their general instructions, within the framework of the 
powers delegated by the Governments concerned, and would ensure that the 
actions of the various bodies concerned were guided by purely social and eco
nomic criteria, and acted on in all cases with the minimum of delay.

All countries participating in the Schuman Plan would be treated upon a 
footing of rigorous equality.

19. (e) The members of the Committees would be chosen by the Govern
ments concerned, but would, in their turn, be responsible for the selection of 
the members of the High Authority.

20. The High Authority would itself be subject to the supervision of the var
ious Governments concerned.

21. The Executive organizations of the High Authority and its committees 
should be financed by a levy fixed on a geographical and not a national basis.

22. The States concerned would take such legislative action as might be 
required to implement the decisions of the High Authority and of its Commit
tees within the limit of their own constitutions.

Arrangements would be made to secure adequate recourse to arbitration by 
the States and undertakings concerned.

Conclusions
23. The Council of E.L.E.C. considers that a unification, brought about in 

this way, of the two most essential basic industries, namely coal and steel, 
would constitute a step, but only a step, towards the institution of that single 
European market which it holds to be an inescapable necessity.

24. It also considers that the institution of a High Authority of a type 
corresponding to the needs of the coal and steel industries does not preclude 
the consideration of the further institution or development of a Political Au
thority for Europe, endowed with precise and supranational powers, an objec-
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tive which remains essential, and without which all the partial achievements, 
such as that now proposed, run the risk of remaining powerless and ineffec
tive.

(B) Preamble

1. Objectives of the Plan
The primary objectives of the Schuman Plan may be summed up as fol

lows
(a) to ensure the supply of the products of the coal and steel industries of 

Europe in sufficient quantities and qualities to meet the economic needs of the 
participating countries and their overseas markets;

(b) to assist in modernizing and developing these industries, and to co-ordi- 
ante investment policy so as to enable the most efficient methods of produc
tion to be used throughout (subject only to overriding social and strategic con
siderations) ;

(c) to secure and maintain, at the lowest possible level, fair, non-discrimina- 
tory, and stable prices;

(d) to raise the standard of living, both of the workers in the industries con
cerned, and of the rest of the community, by increasing productivity and 
reducing costs of production;

(e) to assist in the promotion of full employment in the general economies 
of the countries concerned.

2. Constitution of the Authority
Considerations has been given to the question of the constitution of the 

Authority, and proposals are outlined below which are designed to obviate sev
eral dangers, shown by recent experience to lie in the path of international 
bodies formed in advance of any real degree of public desire for the abroga
tion of sovereignty on the part of national governments.

These dangers are:-
(a) that, if the international body is composed of experts required (as in the 

case of O.E.E.C.) to refer back every important decision to the several govern
ments of which its members are delegates, the possibility of prompt and effec
tive action is greatly reduced;

(b) that, if the body is itself composed of government delegates of such high 
rank that they could be responsible for action without reference to their 
governments (e.g. the Committee of Foreign Ministers), powers of veto would 
tend to be used in such a way as to prevent all effective progress (as in the 
U.N.O. committees) ;

(c) that, if an attempt is made to introduce democratic control over the 
Authority through the medium of an Advisory Council, on which the various 
interests are represented, the result is likely to be unsatisfactory. In practice, 
such Advisory Councils have proved completely ineffective, since they lack 
the power to enforce their recommendations. The Authority would be little 
affected by their existence or composition, and would in fact have unlimited 
powers;
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(d) that, if the body is composed of experts, and set up on an autonomous 
basis (for example the International Monetary Fund), and is not directly 
responsible to any other international body, its rules must of necessity be so 
rigidly defined and observed as to prevent flexibility, which is essential in the 
case of an organization in charge of the day-to-day-activities of major indus
tries. Even if, in spite of the difficulties imposed by rigid rules, some effective 
action were to be proposed by the Authority, there would be a grave risk that 
the national governments in whose hands the enforcement of the Authority’s 
decrees must inevitably rest, would refuse or fail to carry them out, having had 
no say in their formulation, and being, perhaps, in disagreement with their 
aims.

It is therefore proposed that there should be two bodies, in vertical, and not 
parallel, relationship, namely:

(a) a Ministerial Body, composed of representatives of governments (either 
identical with, or analogous to, the Committee of Foreign Ministers) which 
should have the duty of creating and defining, and where necessary altering 
or extending, the powers of the second, namely:

(b) a Coal and Steel Authority, which should itself consist of representatives 
of the various interests concerned, including employers, trade unions, and 
consumers, nominated by their respective governments, with an independent 
chairman nominated by the Ministerial Body.

A detailed plan for the further organization of the Authority is contained 
in the body of the report.

2. Juridical Powers of the Authority
The juridical powers of the first Ministerial Body would be derived from the 

governments whose representatives compose it, on the analogy of the Council 
of Europe. It is suggested that the Committee of Ministers of the Council of 
Europe is, in fact, the proper body for the purpose. The Consultative Assembly 
would also play an important part by representing and mobilizing Parliaments 
and public opinion in each country, and exerting pressure to enlarge the extent 
of the delegated powers.

The juridical powers of the Authority itself would be derived from an enact
ment of the Ministerial Body, agreeing to entrust the powers described therein 
to the Authority. Inasmuch as powers to act without reference to further 
approval by a national or international body were granted by the Authority, 
they would be derived from the National Governments concerned acting 
through their representatives on the Ministerial Body, and would be similar in 
their juridical nature to those granted to and exercised by any international 
body set up by treaty or other instrument of international agreement.

4. Conclusion
The plan proposed seeks to avoid the difficulties described above. By 

adopting a position midway between too great or too small a delegation of 
powers by the governments concerned, it avoids the dangers of rigidity, and 
reduces the risk of non-co-operation or veto by one or other of the govern
ments. By being itself composed of representatives of the various interests, it
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will retain touch with public opinion, and will therefore maintain public confi
dence and support, even if some difficult steps have to be taken.

By making its Executive Committee, the active instrument of its policy, 
responsible to, and not merely advised by, the full body consisting of the 
various interests in proper proportion, the Authority comes as close as is at 
present possible to the adoption of a genuinely democratic system of control.

The alternative risk, that all but complete paralysis will develop as a result 
of insufficient autonomy for the new organization, is obviated by the assign
ment to it by the Ministerial Committee of strictly limited, but, within these 
limits, real powers.

By making the new Authority responsible to an already existing European 
body, such as the Council of Europe, the nationalistic elements in it will tend 
to be reduced in power, and the possibility of developing a truly European out
look in those in charge of the coal and steel industries will thus be enhanced.
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IV. The Mouvement Socialiste pour les 
États-Unis d’Europe (MSEUE)

WlLFRIED LOTH

Introduction

From 1947 onwards the Mouvement Socialiste pour les États-Unis d’Europe 
(MSEUE) had as its members leading socialists and independent intellectuals 
of various backgrounds who regarded European federal union as a precondi
tion of the socialist transformation of society. The idea of such an association 
had been, so to speak, in the air since the war years, when a number of 
socialist politicians had independently evolved schemes for political union;2 
but most of those who thought in this way concentrated their hopes on a 
revival of the Socialist International, so that in the immediate postwar years 
no steps were taken to create a special institution to promote the European 
idea. Only after it became clear -  especially because of the British Labour Par
ty’s insistence on maintaining absolute freedom of action -  that it would be 
some time before an effective International of social-democratic parties could 
be set up,3 were efforts made to form an association of those Socialist forces 
that were actually in favour of European union. The lead was taken by social-

1 This documentation is based on the materials relating to the history of the 
MSEUE in the archives of the International Institute for Social History in 
Amsterdam and those of the European Movement in Bruges, together with docu
ments from the archives of the German Council of the European Movement in 
Bonn, the Document Centre of the Research Institute of the Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Auswärtige Politik in Bonn, and the papers of Ronald W. G. Mackay in the 
archives of the London School of Economics. For assistance in Amsterdam I am 
much indebted to Daisy E. Devreese; other material was kindly placed at my 
disposal by the late Professor W alter Lipgens.

2 Cf. the representative selection in W. Lipgens (ed.), Documents on the History of 
European Integration (cited as Doc. Eur. Integr.), vols. 1 and 2, Berlin and New York, 
1985 and 1986.

3 Cf. W. Loth, Sozialismus und Internationalismus. Die französischen Sozialisten und 
die Nachkriegsordnung Europas 1940-1950\ Stuttgart, 1977, pp. 65-71 and 113-8; 
R. Steininger, Deutschland und die Sozialistische Internationale nach dem Zweiten 
Weltkrieg, Bonn, 1979, pp. 40-59; also W. Loth, T h e  Socialist International’ in the 
present volume.
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ists who stood outside, or were only marginally connected with, the main 
socialist parties, whom they accused of being too much involved with national 
institutions; but by degrees the movement was joined by established party 
leaders who carried political weight as individuals.

The initiative for the creation of a Socialist European movement was taken 
by the British ILP (Independent Labour Party) led by Bob Edwards, Francis 
Ridley and John McNair, who since the end of the war had argued that the 
decline of Britain as a world power made it necessary to work for a socialist 
community of European states.4 Their chief associates on the Continent were 
Marceau Pivert of the SFIO executive, who before the war had headed the 
revolutionary and pacifist wing of French socialists,5 and Henri Frenay and 
Claude Bourdet of the ‘Socialisme et Liberté’ group, who had led the 
powerful resistance organization known as ‘Combat’ and had adopted a 
policy calling for a revival of democratic socialism and European federal 
union.6 In addition, a number of less well known socialists from Britain, 
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain and Greece, all of international or 
libertarian views, accepted the invitation to a conference of European social
ists held in London on 22-3 February 1947, at which Bob Edwards was 
elected chairman of a provisional ‘International Committee for the United 
Socialist States of Europe’.7 In a second phase, marked by the congress of 
Montrouge on 21-2 June 1947,8 the participants included representatives of 
the left wing of the Labour Party (Richard Crossman, Fenner Brockway, 
Michael Foot), prominent speakers from the left wing of the SFIO (Léon Bout- 
bien, Jean Rous, Yves Dechezelles), and EUF leaders including Alexandre 
Marc and Henri (Hendrik) Brugmans, together with sympathizers from Bel
gium, Luxemburg, Italy, Switzerland, Austria and Norway, and some Polish 
and Yugoslav exiles.

These groups soon reached agreement as to their common objective. The 
anachronism of national sovereignty, ‘generator of hatred, misery and war’, 
was to be replaced by a federal peace-keeping system; the centres of economic 
power were to be socialized on a European basis, economic life in general was 
to be harmonized and jointly directed; a fully autonomous, united Europe was

4 Cf. F. A. Ridley and B. Edwards, The United Socialist States of Europe, London, 
1944, and the campaign in the ILP weekly Socialist Leader; also references in 
O. Dankelmann, Die Genesis sozialreformistischer Integrationspolitik 1914-1951 
(thesis), Halle, 1975, pp. 180-3.

5 For Pivert and his associates in the French socialist movement cf. J.-P. Joubert, 
Révolutionnaires de la S.F.I.O., Paris, 1977; on his ideas of Europe see also W. Loth, 
‘French Political Parties and Pressure Groups in the Discussion on European 
Union’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 3, doc. 21.

6 Cf. H. Frenay, La nuit finira. Mémoires de Résistance 1940-1945, Paris, 1973 (tr. 
The Night Will End, London, 1976); C. Bourdet, L'Aventure incertaine. De la 
Résistance à la Restauration, Paris, 1975; also docs. 79, 83, 104, 105 in W. Lipgens, 
‘Ideas of the French Resistance’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 1.

7 Cf. doc. 60.
8 Cf. doc. 61.
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to cultivate good relations with both the US and the USSR. There was wide 
agreement that conquered Germany must soon be integrated, with equal 
rights, in a supranational European community of states, and that colonial 
peoples must be brought rapidly to complete independence. After the Soviet 
government’s definite refusal to take part in the Marshall plan, it was agreed 
without dispute that the process of federation should be begun in Western 
Europe and with US aid. The exiles from Eastern Europe themselves believed 
that their countries would only be able to play a part if unity were first 
achieved in the West.9

On the other hand, there were differences of opinion over political strategy 
as soon as it became clear that it was not feasible to create a broad popular 
movement of the kind that many of the initiators had hoped for, and that was 
necessary if a ‘revolutionary5 conception of European unity was to prevail. 
From July 1947 onwards the EUF, with a good deal of hesitation, had decided 
to co-operate with Churchill’s United European Movement, the Ligue Euro
péenne de Coopération Economique and the Conseil français pour l’Europe 
unie, and had thus implicitly shelved the idea of a ‘revolutionary5 road to uni
ty;10 but the left-wing members, in particular, of the great socialist parties con
tinued to set their sights on winning over the whole socialist camp. At a 
meeting in Paris on 25-6 October 1947 a majority of the ‘International Com
mittee for Study and Action for the United Socialist States of Europe’, which 
had been set up at Montrouge, firmly rejected the proposal of the EUF leaders 
for co-operation with the ‘bourgeois’ associations for European unity.11 The 
MSEUE was likewise not prepared to follow the EUF in joining the Joint 
International Committee of the Movements for European Unity or to take 
part in the Congress organized by it at The Hague on 7-10 May 1948.12

The socialists and federalists were thus in a minority at The Hague, but the 
socialists for their part did not succeed in organizing a rival demonstration. 
Consequently at the next annual meeting of the socialist Committee at 
Puteaux on 22 June 1948 the moderate elements represented by Pivert, 
Frenay and Bourdet were able to put through a resolution that the group 
should henceforth seek observer status at meetings of the Joint Committee.13

9 Cf. the programmatic statements in docs. 60 and 61; the words quoted at the 
beginning of the paragraph are from the General Resolution passed by the M ont
rouge congress.

10 Cf. W. Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982, pp. 657- 
78.

11 There were present: from Britain, Edwards, McNair and Brockway; from 
France, Pivert, Limon, Frenay, Bourdet, Robin and Wichené; also Leopold, 
Zaremba, Braun, Foscarinis, Witte, Solano, Gironella, Palach, Pinni, Faravelli, 
Last, Schroeder and Klopf stein; minutes in the EM Archives.

12 According to O. Philip, Le problème de Vunion européenne; Neuchâtel, 1950, 
p. 190, the vote against taking part in the Hague Congress was passed by 9 votes to 
7. However, Edwards and three others attended the Congress as representatives of 
the ILP: cf. Dankelmann, Genesis, pp. 321 f.

13 This was passed by 25 votes to 16: cf. doc. 62.
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Even then, however, a majority of the socialist Committee was hostile to any 
. more direct form of co-operation.

The basic refusal to co-operate with ‘bourgeois’ associations for European 
unity was first reconsidered when the plan for a European parliamentary 
assembly, evolved at the Hague Congress, began to take shape in negotiations 
between the British and French governments. There was no longer any pro
spect of a Europe-wide socialist association in opposition to that dominated 
by the ‘bourgeoisie5, now that representatives of the Labour Party and the 
SFIO were engaged in government-level discussions based on the ‘bourgeois5 
project. Accordingly the socialist Committee had no choice but to opt for that 
project if it was not to dwindle into a faction without influence and abandon 
the European cause to its ideological opponents. The decision to compromise 
with ‘bourgeois5 forces of course meant giving up exaggerated hopes of a 
socialist transformation of Europe in the near future, and most members of 
the Committee accepted it with reluctance. None the less, in November 1948 
the Committee appointed at Puteaux reconciled itself to seeking full member
ship of the ‘European Movement5, the successor to the Joint Committee. At 
the same time, to signify the limitation of its hopes, it changed its own name 
from ‘Mouvement pour les Etats-Unis socialistes d’Europe5, the form adopted 
at Puteaux, to ‘Mouvement socialiste pour les Etats-Unis d’Europe5.14

In line with the change of aspirations and political strategy, the centre of 
gravity in the movement shifted from predominantly Marxist to reformist ele
ments. Among left-wing Labour politicians, since as far back as 1947 only 
Fenner Brockway had continued to be a firm adherent of the socialist Commit
tee, and after the Puteaux congress members of the left wing of the SFIO also 
drew away from it. Their place was taken by prominent deputies and foreign 
affairs specialists from the SFIO executive such as Jacques Piette and Gérard 
Jaquet, also finally André Philip, the former economic minister. The SFIO 
executive threw its weight officially behind the MSEUE, and official represen
tatives of the former enjoyed voting rights on the latter’s committee of man
agement.15 From Italy the MSEUE was joined by prominent parliamentarians 
of the PSLI and PSU, including the latter’s secretary-general, Ignazio Silone, 
and Altiero Spinelli, the secretary-general of the federalist MFE.16 Altogether 
the MSEUE was given a considerable stimulus by its adherence to the ‘official5 
movement centred on the Council of Europe. National sections came into

14 Cf. Philip, Union européenne, pp. 191 f. The application for membership was 
addressed to the International Secretariat of the European Movement on 2 Dec.
1948, but was subjected to delay: cf. protest by Gironeüa, secretary-general of the 
MSEUE, to the International Secretariat, dated 24 Dec. 1948, copy in EM Archives. 
The MSEUE did not become a member association of the European Movement until
1949.

15 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 255 f.; and, for the changing character of the member
ship, the list of members and participants in the records of the congresses at M ont
rouge (doc. 61), Puteaux (doc. 62) and Paris (doc. 65).

16 Cf. doc. 65.
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being, particularly in France17 and Great Britain,18 as well as West Germany 
from the end of 1950;19 statutes were adopted,20 and a permanent organiza
tion created with its headquarters in Paris.21 The process of consolidation was 
in a sense completed at the end of August 1949 by the resignation of Michel 
Rasquin, president of the Luxemburg Workers’ Party, who had been elected 
chairman of the MSEUE Committee in 1948: he had only agreed reluctantly 
to the decision to co-operate with the European Movement, whereas André 
Philip, who now became his successor, had not joined the MSEUE until after 
that decision was taken.22

After the change of policy towards the Council of Europe, the MSEUE’s 
principal aim was to work for the creation of federal structures by means of 
the first European parliamentary assembly. At the beginning of September 
1949 its representatives, along with others of like mind, succeeded in carrying 
a resolution affirming the Assembly’s view that ‘the aim and goal of the 
Council of Europe is the creation of a European political authority invested 
with limited functions but real powers.’23 Next, in alliance with the EUF, the 
MSEUE launched the ‘federal pact campaign’ to induce the deputies at Stras- 
burg to urge their governments to conclude such a pact as soon as possible.24 
The campaign, however, did not have much success. The Labour Party 
remained unconvinced of the need for a link with Europe and the Continental 
socialists,25 and, after the British refusal, public opinion on the Continent was 
no longer sufficiently pro-federalist to overcome the stagnation of the 
Council of Europe; moreover, the leaders of the Social Democratic parties re-

17 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, p. 226, and id., Trench Political Parties’ in Doc. Eur. 
Integr., vol. 3, doc. 24.

18 Cf. the Mackay papers, esp. those relating to a national conference of the 
MSEUE in London on 22-3 Oct. 1949.

19 Statement of 3 June 1954 by Hermann Brill, member of the MSEUE Executive, 
EA Archives, E 791.73.

20 At the third annual Congress in Paris, 5-7 Nov. 1949. It was there decided that 
the MSEUE should henceforth be composed of individual members who should be 
combined in national sections; it was to have an Executive Committee with a bureau 
and a control commission, and was to hold annual congresses; external relations 
were to be handled by the president and a secretary-general. See Annex to Protocol 
of the Third European Congress, EM Archives.

21 This was headed by Enrico Gironella, who had been secretary-general since 
1948.

22 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 226 f., and documentation in Bulletin du Mouvement 
Socialiste pour les Etats-Unis dEurope, No. 6, Sept. 1949; hectograph copy in EM 
Archives.

23 Text of resolution of 5 Sept. 1949 in Council of Europe, Consultative Assembly, 
Documents, 1st Session, Strasburg, 1949, doc. 73, p. 168; German translation in 
Europa. Dokumente zur Frage der europäischen Einigung, vol. 1, Munich, 1962, 
p. 386. For its adoption cf. Loth, Sozialismus, p. 246.

24 Cf. doc. 65.
25 Cf. Philip’s bitter comment in doc. 66.
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strained the ardour of the MSEUE in the hope of reaching a compromise with 
their British friends. On 28 August 1950 the Consultative Assembly of the 
Council of Europe rejected André Philip’s proposal to call on the national 
governments to conclude a federal pact; in November 1950, in the second half 
of the session, the MSEUE, the EUF and the Christian Democratic federalists 
of the NEI tried in vain to secure a reversal of this decision by means of a ‘Con
seil de Vigilance’.26

The hope of a federal pact of like-minded countries was not wholly aban
doned after the disappointments of 1950, but in practice the MSEUE concen
trated on encouraging such ‘functional’, partial organizations as the Euro
pean Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and the European Defence Com
munity (EDC), which were now being mooted at government level.27 Given 
the Movement’s limited means, this was as much as could be aimed at. As Enri
co Gironella cautiously phrased it at the annual congress in 1951, there con
tinued to be ‘a trend of opinion in favour of the unification of Europe and the 
participation of socialist and progressive forces therein.’ However, the Move
ment ‘was a reflection of the curiosity and sympathy of leftist circles for the 
European cause rather than any desire on the part of the great working- 
class organizations, in politics or the trade union world, to intervene or assist 
in the creation of such a Europe.’28 Within these limits, the MSEUE made its 
own contribution to the creation of the first European institutions.

59. Preliminary Conference in London 22 -2 3  February 1947

Report of an International Conference held in London, February 22-3, 1947, in support 
of a campaign for the United Socialist States of Europe, London, 1947; extracts from 
pp. 3-5 (A), 6-7 (B), and 16-7 (C).

The initiative for the creation of the MSEUE came from the British Independent Labour 
Party (ILP), which on 22-3 February 1947 organized a conference in London of socialists 
of libertarian and internationalist views to discuss the possibility of uniting all socialist forces 
in favour of European union. France was represented by Marceau Pivert of the Marxist wing 
of the SFIO,1 by Henri Frenay and Claude Bourdet, leaders of the resistance group known 
as Combat’ who in July 1946 had founded the federalist organization \Socialisme et li
berté\2 and also by Jacques Robin, Robert Jospin and Simon Wichené; the Netherlands by 
Jef  Last of the ‘Vlam’ group; the British Zone of Germany by Heinz-Joachim Heydom,

26 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 270-7; id., Trench Political Parties’, in Doc. Eur. 
Integr., vol. 3, docs. 37-9.

27 Cf. doc. 67.
28 Enrico Gironella, ‘L’Avenir des [îîc] M.S.E.U.E.’, in Bulletin de discussion No. 2, 

15 Sept. 1951, hectograph copy in EM Archives.
1 Cf. W. Loth, Trench Political Parties and Pressure Groups in the Discussion on 

European Union’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 3, doc. 21.
Cf. W. Lipgens, ‘Ideas of the French Resistance’, in Doc. Eur. Integr:, vol. 1, doc. 
83.

2
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president of the Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund, Wilhelm Dittmer and Grete Meit- 
mann; the Spanish socialists by Enrico Gironella, and the Greeks by Henry Polydefkis and 
S. Witte. The British; besides ILP members, included trade unionists and representatives of 
the Fabian Society, the ‘Common Wealth'group and the Revolutionary Communist Party. 
Bob Edwards, chairman of the ILP, gave the opening speech, while the draft resolutions 
were introduced by his colleagues on the executive, Francis A. Ridley and John McNair?

The participants reached agreement with little dissent on the lines aimed at by the ILP  
leadership. It was common ground that Europe could only achieve socialism by means of 
supranational institutions, and that the fragmentation of European nations, if allowed to con
tinue, might well lead to armed conflict between East and West. Q uestions as to the method 
of integration and the frontiers of a united Europe were touched upon but not thoroughly dis
cussed. There was much enthusiasm for the creation of an international organization to pro
mote the idea of European unity in socialist circles. As a first step, a Provisional Committee 
was set up under Edwards's chairmanship with the task of preparing for a foundation confer
ence in the near future.4

(A) Opening Speech by Bob Edwards

Welcoming the delegates to the Conference, Bob Edwards, the Chairman, 
said that they came together as socialists, as equals and without any social 
hatred. He wanted the German delegates in particular to feel they were 
present as partners and with the same rights as every one else.

‘The Independent Labour Party’, he went on, ‘felt that it was necessary for 
some organized political group in Britain to take the initiative in organizing 
a Conference of this character. We have some right to call a Conference aimed 
at creating the will for socialism and unity in Europe, because even during the 
dark days of the second world war we did not hesitate to proclaim to this 
country, and the world, the necessity for the socialist reconstruction of Europe 
and, indeed, we published pamphlets and books during the war aimed at 
spreading information in this country and abroad for the socialist unity of 
Europe.

‘We regret that the delegations from abroad are in Britain at this critical 
period in the history of this country. But there are lessons to be learned from 
the crisis which has hit Britain to-day. The lessons are, briefly, that this 
country is witnessing the complete failure over many decades of the system 
based on private profit making. And although the crisis is a crisis of coal and 
electricity shortage it indicates, nevertheless, the fundamental weakness of a 
capitalist economy as far as these islands are concerned.

‘It also demonstrates the necessity for a completely new approach for Bri
tain in its foreign policy. Britain can only escape the crisis it now faces by bold

3 Cf. C. A. Wurm, ‘British Political Parties and Pressure Groups in the Discussion 
on European Union’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 3, pp. 640-1.

4 For details of the conference cf. the Report subsequently issued by the ILP Execu
tive.
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socialist planning with the continent of Europe. It is important for British 
socialists to appreciate that never in the history of this country was the need 
clearer for Britain’s close alliance with the European countries.

The British Empire is a declining force, Britain is no longer the great centre 
of world trade and if Britain is to play any part at all in the advance of 
humanity to a better world it can do so only by breaking with the past and 
moving closer and closer to the European countries.

This country owes millions of pounds to America. This country, based on 
capitalism, is broke. The standard of the British workers can be maintained 
only by revolutionary socialist changes together with revolutionary changes 
throughout Europe. Although we are here to discuss the unification of 
Europe, our aim, as international socialists, is for a federated socialist world, 
but we now see possibilities in our life-time of making the first step to world 
socialism by unification of Europe with a policy of socialist rebuilding.’

It was nearly two years, he continued, since the unconditional surrender of 
Japan and Germany, yet despite that fact there were more young men in the 
armed forces of the world to-day than ever before in the history of mankind 
during a period of peace. Despite the pledges of the statesmen and politicians, 
the countries of the world were spending more on researches into the means 
of destruction than ever before in this world.

‘It is important that this first beginning of the campaign for the United 
Socialist States of Europe should take place here in London, because from 
London over past decades have come the forces which have kept Europe 
divided. The traditional policy of this country centred here in London has 
always been to prevent the unification of the continent of Europe.

‘We have fought wars over the centuries whenever a country has moved 
towards dominant power in Europe, and Britain’s policy has always been to 
create the balance of power and keep Europe divided. Britain’s interests in the 
past have been centred in its Empire and in its dominant position in the 
markets of the world, but the end of the second world war has created a new 
position and new problems for Britain. Russia now dominates political affairs 
in Europe and the United States dominates economic power in the world. The 
United States challenges Britain for supremacy in the markets of the world 
and this country has no chance of winning.’

It was necessary for the British Labour Government to make a new 
beginning as it related to Europe. That was the only hope of the working 
people of Britain. Their standard of life could be maintained only by the 
United Socialist States of Europe.

Monopoly capitalism had been shattered throughout Europe and capitalism 
could make no comeback there if Europe were based upon a revolutionary 
socialist programme. Sovereign states had arisen out of capitalism; the decline 
of capitalism must see the decline of the power of the sovereign states and the 
disapperance of the frontiers. It must see socialist unity.

‘Out of capitalism came nationalism and the sovereign state. Out of 
socialism must come a socialist continent and internationalism. It is for this 
that all of us fight and work. The task of building up socialist unity
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throughout the continent of Europe may seem a great one, but we are con
vinced that the future of Europe rests on the ability to unite that continent. We 
must build up in Europe an organization capable of expressing the will for this 
historic task if we are to save future generations from dying in droves from 
atomic death.’

(B) Political Resolution

1. This Conference of representatives of Socialist Organizations and 
members of various tendencies in the Socialist Movement from Great Britain, 
Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Greece, Holland and other European coun
tries, pledges itself to work unceasingly for the attainment of the United 
Socialist States of Europe.

2. Europe, to-day, has come to the cross-roads of history. Twice in our 
life-time she has been devastated by war. A Third World War, waged with the 
‘total’ destructiveness of the atomic age, will finally obliterate her civilization, 
and such a war, between the U.S.A. on one side and the U.S.S.R. on the other, 
represents the probable outcome of present-day political, economic and stra
tegic rivalries.

3. If freedom is not to perish, the unity of Europe must be based upon liber
tarian socialism, which is incompatible with any totalitarian regime. If eco
nomic progress is to continue, a planned economy is equally essential, but this 
planning must be carried out through the organic structure of a real social and 
economic democracy, based on workers’ control, and not by any authori
tarian medium of either monopoly capitalism or totalitarian state bureau
cracy. Its object must be the personal freedom necessary to the full enjoyment, 
by all, of the fruits of planning. In this way the peoples of Europe can make 
their unique contribution towards the prevention of war and the building of a 
reasonable and civilized order of society.

4. The United Socialist States of Europe would in no way form part of any 
bloc based on power politics. It would, on the contrary, be a powerful instru
ment for ensuring friendship with and between the peoples of the U.S.A. and 
the U.S.S.R. It would remove the national rivalries of the past, as it would be 
based on international socialist co-operation rather than upon national 
capitalist and imperialist oppositions. Finally, it would demand the liberation 
of all subject peoples, granting them complete independence from any form of 
imperialist oppression and calling upon them at the same time to work 
together with European workers in laying the foundations of a world-wide 
Socialist Commonwealth.

5. It therefore calls upon the peoples of all countries to assist in this imme
diate task of saving humanity from the universal destruction inherent in the 
continuance of the capitalist and imperialist system of society.

6. It appeals specially to all organizations whose aim is to further Socialism, 
Freedom, and Peace, particularly Trades Unions, Co-operative Societies and 
Socialist Parties, to use all their influence and the means at their disposal 
towards promoting this vital and urgent task.
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(C) Resolution on Organizational Matters

This Conference decides to take the following steps to implement the deci
sions reached and to further the attainment of the goal of the United Socialist 
States of Europe, as a step towards the World Socialist Commonwealth.

1. An international committee to be formed of representatives of all coun
tries present at the inaugural conference.

2. This committee be given powers to add to its numbers by the inclusion 
of representatives from countries who were unable to be present and to 
appoint sub-committees for specialized work.

3. Inclusion in this committee to be governed by an acceptance of the 
general principles outlined in Resolution No. 1.

4. National Committees to be formed in order to carry on the work in the 
various countries. The immediate task of the National Committees would be 
to develop action in favour of the U.S.S.E. by the following means:

(a) Create a broader basis for the movement by establishing national and 
local U.S.S.E. Councils comprising both delegates of organizations and indi
vidual members interested in the promotion of this work.

(b) Build up the intellectual and technical basis of the movement by creating 
special committees for the study of the different ideological, political, eco
nomic and technical problems involved in the creation of the U.S.S.E. The 
programme of this work shall be co-ordinated by the International Committee 
once it has been drafted by the different national committees.

5. A further international conference to plan future action to be held at a 
convenient early date in a continental centre. The International Committee to 
make all arrangements for this conference.

6. All work, including international circulation of literature, propaganda 
material, speakers, raising of funds etc., to be carried through by this 
committee and specially the issuing of a Bulletin as a permanent link between 
the members of this Conference and all the newcomers to the U.S.S.E. move
ment.

7. A full report of this conference to be prepared by the International Com
mittee for widespread distribution and the reports of various national commit
tees to be prepared and submitted to the next Conference.

8. This committee shall consist of a Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary and 
Deputy Secretary specially in charge of the preparation of the next Confer
ence, to be appointed at this present Conference together with two members 
from each of the countries represented.

9. All elective positions are subject to reconsideration at the next Interna
tional Conference.

10. This International Conference should appoint sub-committees to deal 
specifically with concrete problems arising from the Conference.
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60 . Report of the Provisional Committee May 1947

Report of the Second International Conference for the United Socialist States of Europe, 
Paris, 21-2 June 1947, L ondon , 1947, pp. 112-43; ex trac t below  from  pp. 135-43; 
F rench version ibid., pp. 134-42.

5J-

In preparation for the second international conference, intended as the inaugural congress 
of a socialist movement for European unity, the provisional committee elected in London1 
prepared a lengthy document which for the first time set out in detail the principles of a 
socialist policy for Europe and the ways in which they could be put into practice.

Co-operation with non-socialist forces working for unity was not expressly rejected, but 
it was clearly the committee's view that European unity could only be brought about on a 
socialist basis.

The United Socialist States of Europe 
Programme, Forces, Means

Programme: A Socialist Europe should reconcile a planned economic unifi
cation with a social and democratic policy.

1. Socialist measures will differentiate Europe from American Capitalism.
The first task will be to end the chaos of closed national economies by 

drawing up a plan of production based on the needs of the people which will 
previously have been ascertained.

The general lines on the European plane would be:-
(a) Complete the agrarian reforms which will definitely supplant the 

remaining old feudal systems.
(b) Socialize the production of industrial raw materials, all key industries, 

and the basic structure of Capitalism.
(c) Harmonize production and consumption.
Such a European transformation would
Bring to an end traditional national contradictions. Raise the standard of life 

of all the European peoples. Allow the organization of a free association with 
overseas peoples without fear on their part.

From a practical point of view, in the first stage, the following measures will 
be necessary

(a) The abolition of tariff walls.
(b) The rationalization of transport.

1 Its m em bers w e re : fo r Britain, Bob E dw ards, F. A. R idley, W ill B allantine and 
Jo h n  M cN air; fo r F rance, Jacques R obin , C laude B ourdet and Sim on W ichene; fo r 
G erm any , H e in z  H e y d o rn  and W illi D ittm er; fo r Spain, E nrico  G ironella  and 
W ilebaldo  S o lano ; fo r the N etherlands Je f Last, and fo r G reece S. W itte. Cf. list in 
Report of an International Conference held in London, February 22-3, 1947 (doc. 59), 
p. 23.
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(c) The cancellation of debts between European nations.
(d) The creation of a European banking system with a standard currency.
2. The principle of liberty will differentiate Europe from Soviet totalitarian

ism.
(a) The conquests of science and technology offer to mankind the possibility 

of emancipation from social and economic slavery. But at the same time, the 
political and economic centralization necessary to utilize these conquests 
threatens to substitute for the old domination a new form of oppression of the 
Totalitarian State.

(b) Further, the economic nationalizations of to-day have only been realized 
within the national and capitalist framework of the old Europe. They also 
threaten, very gravely, human liberties, in the event of their becoming the 
future structure of totalitarian oppression.

Therefore political democracy should become a genuine social democracy, 
all the forces of production and consumption should be directed and con
trolled by the workers themselves, as well as the plans and measures for 
realizing a true Socialist economy.

In effect, only socialization from below, that is to say, at the point of pro
duction, is the decisive factor in the suppression of class domination, without 
permitting the emergence of a new class. Further, it is a decisive factor in main
taining peace by leaving real economic power, which is the key to peace or 
war, in the hands of the people themselves.

Therefore, removed as it will be from the old liberal capitalism and from 
pseudo-democratic Stalinism, the political and social organization of the 
U.S.S.E. will be founded on the following principles: -

1. Establishment of a democratic, federated, European organization.
2. Simplification of administration.
3. Maximum decentralization of all branches of activity and the taking over 

by regional authorities of all powers which they are capable of administering, 
delegating only to central bodies powers which cannot be exercised regionally.

4. Giving to all European youth the possibilities of technical and university 
education in the highest degree possible.

It will be necessary to promulgate a charter of the rights of citizens and 
European peoples which will include : -

(a) Individual liberty of speech, of the press, of public meeting and of reli
gion.

(b) Liberty for the expression of national traits and characteristics.
Internationalism has nothing in common with anti-nationalism. One cannot

ignore or minimize the concrete forms of national culture and traditions. One 
of the great riches of Europe is the immense diversity of national characteris
tics. Without national autonomy, other liberties signify little. This liberty, 
threatened to-day from all sides, will find its greatest safeguard in a voluntary 
European federation. Human liberties can only be established and safeguar
ded by a libertarian and democratic socialist society.

The position of a Socialist Federated Europe vis-à-vis the two blocs.—
If, as we have the absolute certitude, the idea of the constitution of the
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U.S.S.E. meets with a profound response in our continent, it is imperative that 
this idea does not create any justified hostility in one or the other of the two 
blocs or the allies which they have in all European countries. If it were other
wise it is probable that the idea would be stifled without even the commence
ment of material development.

It is thus essential that in the minds and activities of its promoters there 
should be nothing which will give rise to any suspicions on the part of one or 
the other of the blocs that the U.S.S.E. would be used or directed against it.

It follows, therefore, that the U.S.S.E. should stand forth as an economic, 
political, ideological, autonomous force, obeying its own laws and desirous of 
being, not a rampart, but a bridge between the two peoples. It will be by our 
democratic will that we can take from the U.S.A. any justification of their 
eventual hostility; it will be by our socialist will that we can arrive at the same 
result with the U.S.S.R.

Forces :
The idea of European unity is as old as Europe itself. It is necessary to 

realize that, at the moment, there are encouraging signs of it being more alive 
and articulate than ever. At the same time one must not forget the lessons of 
the past, some of which are as follows : -

1. The unity of Europe will not be achieved by force, but only by the willing 
consent of the peoples of Europe. Napoleon and Hitler both tried the experi
ment!

2. It will not be forged simply on vague and generous ideas of the type of 
the Pan-European Union of Kalergi-Briand [sic].

3. It will not be formed on a simple political basis which leaves the oppo
sitions of classes and States. Such is the Federal European Movement based 
above all on federal aspirations, apart from the economic and social operations 
necessary at the base. Such is the United States of Europe Movement proposed 
by Winston Churchill on the model of the United States of America, which 
seeks to organize European bourgeoisie -  incapable of maintaining its situa
tion in purely national planes -  into a continental framework.

For its establishment a United Europe needs a sociological force, 
numerically important and politically conscious.

Actually one can see in all European countries the veritable decomposition 
of the bourgeoisie, the dominant class during recent centuries, which 
supported the Nazi adventure, and which is now endeavouring to regroup its 
forces. One can also note a proletarianization of the middle classes and a tech
nical rehabilitation of the workers.

Therefore one is driven to the conclusion that it is the workers, the peasants, 
the technicians and youth who must be called upon to become the driving force 
of the struggle which is opening. It is the mass of the workers in the widest 
sense of the term, who must be called upon to construct the United Socialist 
States of Europe.

Above all it is of prime importance that this action should be called for from 
certain organized political organizations in Europe. In the actual state of
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European parties, it is evident that only the Socialist Parties, Co-operative Par
ties, and the trade unions can assume this historic task.

How it is that the Socialist Parties, to-day the leading parties in numerous 
European countries, have not yet assumed this concrete role of the formation 
of the U.S.S.E. ? This appears to be caused by the following principal reasons :

Their contradictions: Their conception of Socialism is international, but 
their practice (due to the necessities of political reality) is national.

They represent, traditionally, an opposing force to the bourgeois capitalist 
society and they have a tendency to maintain this attitude when the imperative 
needs of to-day demand that they become a creative force in presence of a 
crumbling bourgois capitalist society.

Their weaknesses. They have fallen victims to organic divisions. They are 
not able to rid themselves of their inferiority complex vis-à-vis:

(a) The Communist Parties in the various European countries which try to 
make the workers believe that they represent the spirit of the Russian Revolu
tion while actually they are simply the representatives of a world-wide totali
tarian force ;

(b) The various official groupings of socialist parties which seek to excuse 
the lethargy and the lack of dynamism, unfortunately too evident in all great 
organized parties.

Their failings: They have often kept to the phraseologies of the past and 
have not dared to give new thought and reflection to the problems in the reality 
of their historic setting of to-day. They have kept to the old methods of work 
and propaganda, the heritage of their oppositional period. They have not 
realized that the masses of the workers are waiting for new and practical slo
gans and concrete ideas which should emanate from a socialist party pledged 
to the establishment of peace and well-being.

We are convinced that the urgent and practical task of these Socialist Parties 
is to bring forward a European programme of social transformations and the 
practical methods of carrying this through.

In fighting for the U.S.S.E. the Socialist Parties of to-day are fighting for 
their own existence. The absence of this socialist European policy is certainly 
one of the principal causes for the emergence in the political field of the two 
following extremes, completely separated from the Socialist Parties :-

1. On the Right the parties behind which are grouped those who seek only 
to erect a barrier against Stalinist dictatorship.

2. On the Left the Communist Parties, behind which are grouped those who 
seek to erect a barrier in defence of the U.S.S.R.

One can conclude by stating that, before the war, the idea of a European 
Socialist Federation depended upon Socialism; now it is Socialism and all the 
future of Socialism which depends, in a great measure, on the formation of 
a European Socialist Federation.

Methods. As we have postulated a Federated Socialist Europe as our goal, 
we must think and act on the European plane. It is necessary, therefore, to 
create immediately :-

An International Committee of Study and Action for the United Socialist
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States of Europe, examining permanently the totality of the problems con
fronting us, acting in liaison with similar committees in the different countries 
and providing and publishing all the necessary information for widespread 
distribution.

The National Committees will have as their tasks
(1) To bring together all the isolated individuals and forces and all move

ments and parties which agree with our perspectives and ideals and are pre
pared to work with us.

(2) To stimulate and develop through all possible means European public 
opinion in support of the idea of the United Socialist States of Europe.

(3) To participate in the work called for by the International Committee. 
Such is the first stage to be attained at once and which will open the way

to further efforts.
Upon our efforts depends that this vast movement of human thought 

becomes to-day a vital fighting force and tomorrow a world-wide reality and 
the principal guarantee of world peace.

61. Inaugural Congress at M ontrouge 2 1 -2 2  June 1947

Report of the Second International Conference for the United States of Europe, Paris, 
21-2 June 1947\ L ondon , 1947, pp. 6 5 -9  (ex trac t A) and 87-91 (ex trac t B). B oth reso lu 
tions here u nab ridged ; F rench  versions, ibid., pp. 64-8  and 86-90. T h e  English version 
o f tex t A also in A. and F. Boyd, Western Union, L ondon , 1948, pp. 80-1 .

The attempts to bring about a representative assembly of European-minded socialists led 
to mixed results. In none of the countries concerned was it possible to win over the Executives 
of the major parties for a socialist movement of European union; however; the circle of sup
porters was appreciably widened. In Britain the organizers enlisted members of the Labour 
left wing who opposed Bevin’s foreign policy as a form of Tory pro-Americanism: these in
cluded Richard Crossman, Fenner Brockway and Michael Foot.1 In France, following Pi
vert, the movement was joined by other prominent SFIO politicians such as Léon Boutbien, 
Jean Rous and Yves Dechezelles, independent left-wingers such as Emmanuel Mounier; 
Maximilien Rubel[ Gaston Goldschild and Charles Hernu,2 and EUF representatives3 such 
as Alexandre Marc, André Voisin, Claude-Marcel Hytte and Henri Koch. For the first time 
supporters were present from Belgium (Ernestan), Luxemburg (Michel Rasquin), Italy (.Mat- 
teotti, Monbello, Ferrarini), Switzerland (Gonde), Austria (Peter Strasser) and Norway, as 
well as exiled socialists from Poland and Yugoslavia.4

The Congress, which met at Montrouge near Paris on 21-2 June 1947, was organized 
by the Fédération Seine ’ of the SFIO. It agreed without much argument to support Western

1 Cf. E. J. M eehan , The British Left Wing and Foreign Policy, N ew  B runsw ick, N J, 
1960, pp. 66 -114 , and D ankelm ann , Genesis, pp. 256-64  and 185-287.

2 Cf. Loth , Sozialismus, pp. 162-4.
3 Cf. A. H ick , T h e  E uro p ean  U n ion  o f Federalists’, in the p resen t volum e, P a r t 1, 

ch. I.
4 Cf. list in Report of the Second International Conference, pp. 2 f.
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integration on the basis of the Marshall plan-, and for the first time clearly endorsed the 
principle of supranationality. On traditional internationalist lines the participants declared 
their support for the independence of colonial peoples and agreed to hold a further conference 
on the problems of decolonization. They also approved a message to the German people, 
urging them to reject anti-democratic traditions and holding out the prospect of equal rights 
in a future integrated Europe. Only the Polish representatives opposed this move and finally 
refused to support the resolution presented by Henri Frenay. Finally the congress set up an In 
ternational Committee for Study and Action for the United Socialist States of Europe' 
( ’Comité international d'étude et d'action pour les Etats-Unis socialistes d'Europe'), of 
which Pivert was made chairman, with Edwards as his deputy and Robin and McNair as 
joint secretariesd

(A) General Resolution
’The Conference for the United Socialist States of Europe, conscious that 

the objectives which it seeks constitute the first and indispensable step towards 
the United Socialist States of the World, sends its fraternal greetings to the 
workers of the entire world, particularly of the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R. and 
Europe, and calls upon them to take part in the struggle for the overthrow of 
all the forces of reaction and oppression.’

It declares
T. That Europe, unless it desires to acquiesce in its now division, is incon

ceivable without the totality of the peoples which have constituted its 
historical community. In consequence, it includes the European territories 
placed under Soviet influence, and which form the indispensable link with the 
U.S.S.R.

‘In the first stage, and bearing in mind the actual circumstances, these coun
tries, half-European, half-Asiatic, cannot be included in the framework of the 
socialist and democratic Europe of to-morrow.6

5 For the proceedings of the conference cf. Report, repr. by the ILP; also Philip, 
Union européenne, p. 190; Dankelmann, Genesis, pp. 279 f., and Loth, Sozialismus, 
pp. 164 f.

6 After the Soviet Union definitely rejected the Marshall plan, the bureau of the 
Committee set up at Montrouge commented that its attitude could not be justified 
by the Soviet desire for security. ‘It was understandable that the economic and diplo
matic offensive that the US has been carrying on for the past eighteen months 
around the periphery of the USSR should have given the Russians the impression 
that they were being systematically encircled. The Polar expeditions, MacArthur’s 
policy in Japan, the turnabout in Iran, military aid to Turkey and Greece, US policy 
in Germany and Austria all bear the signs of a dangerous imperialism. ( ...)  There 
were also fears that American aid to the East European countries might be designed 
to alter their economic and hence their political structure. ( ...)  [But] if the Soviet 
Union wished to lessen the misery of peoples by raising their standard of living, and 
not to make use of them for its own political ends, it could easily have found in the 
Franco-British proposals ways and means of eliminating any real risk of the increase 
of American imperialist influence in Europe.’ (Cahiers Socialistes, No. 18, Nov. 
1947, p. 45).
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‘2. That the transfer of national sovereignties to a federal organism is essen
tial in order to bring to an end the political and economic chaos of Europe. It 
makes an appeal to socialists, to trade-unionists, to federalists, to workers, 
and, in general, to all peoples who desire the renovation of the political, eco
nomic and social structures, and who are prepared to struggle together, using 
all the means at their disposal, against the out-worn principle of national sover
eignty, generator of hatred, misery and war.

‘3. Its resolute opposition to all forms of state totalitarianism. To all 
bureaucratic, therefore oppressive, nationalizations, it opposes socializations 
on a democratic foundation, placing in the hands of the workers and techni
cians the control of industry.

‘4. That the offer made by General Marshall of aid to Europe corresponds 
to a vital need but it will only constitute a factor for peace if it is 
unaccompanied by any form, avowed or unavowed, of political or economic 
domination.

‘The plan for the regeneration of Europe can only be conceived and realized 
by the Europeans themselves, linked on an international basis with the mass 
of the workers who will constitute the dynamic force of this reconstruction.

‘5. That a socialist, therefore peaceful Europe, which will have no hostility 
towards any country, will not serve as the instrument of any policy of hege
mony, no matter from whence it comes. In face of the growing dangers it 
makes an appeal to the peoples of Europe to realize their community of inter
ests and destiny, of their essential unity in order to bring to the actual prob
lems the imperative solutions which present themselves and which may be 
summed up in two words: Socialism and Federalism.

‘6. That it is a vital necessity for the overseas peoples as well as for the 
European peoples to establish between themselves the links which will form a 
close and confident collaboration, from which will be henceforth excluded all 
forms, open or disguised, of colonization or imperialism. The overseas peo
ples have the right to attain their independence and to determine the degree of 
their co-operation with a Europe which will have become socialist.

‘On the basis of the preceding considerations the Conference gives a man
date to the International Committee which will be formed at the end of the 
Conference to

‘(a) Form an Economic Committee which will prepare the reply to be given 
to the Marshall propositions in the general line of a socialist organization of 
Europe.

‘(b) Place on the Agenda of the next Conference the problem of the peoples 
of Eastern Europe and the overseas peoples and invite their qualified represen
tatives to join us in our work and to be present at the next international Confer
ence.

‘(c) To enter into relations with the international organizations which 
pursue a similar aim, in order to arrive at, in the framework of the resolutions 
adopted, the best and most effective means of working and acting in common.’
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(B) Appeal to the German People

(Socialists from fourteen European countries, assembled in Paris in June to plan 
common action for a United Socialist States of Europe, issued this appeal to the 
German people.)

On the morrow of the Second World War, the peoples of Europe, pover
ty-stricken and starving, are weighed down by anguish at the possibility of a 
Third World War which will surpass in horror and destruction the two 
preceding wars.

Around American Capitalism and Stalinist Totalitarianism two blocs are 
being formed at the price of the enslavement of the conscience of the peoples 
and the peoples themselves. This division will bring to the problems 
confronting the world none of the solutions which are vainly expected.

Although all countries and all peoples, particularly in Europe, are threa
tened by this mortal antagonism, it is in Germany that the two rival policies 
oppose each other with greatest sharpness: it is in your country that, even now, 
the line of demarcation is being traced on which the vanguards of the 
approaching conflict will be established.

The problem of Germany, placed by destiny in the centre of the drama, is 
of paramount interest not only to the Germans, but to all those who refuse irre
vocably to be the harbingers of a world-wide oppression and the victims of the 
next atomic war which will be the prelude to such oppression.

It is for this reason that we base ourselves upon fundamental moral and eco
nomic positions, which alone will allow us to escape from the mortal dilemma 
which confronts us and form a compulsory choice between one or the other of 
the two blocs.

Whilst admitting the responsibility of all German Parties and the majority 
of the German people in the accession of Hitler to power, we realize, never
theless, that the Western democracies, one of the instruments of world-wide 
capitalism, in refusing to Germany the right to live, forced it along the road of 
accepting Nazism as their final, despairing solution.

We solemnly warn the people of Germany against the mentality and the 
methods which during the twelve years of the Hitlerian régime penetrated 
deeply into large sections of German opinion. Only the will of the German 
people, translated into acts breaking definitely with this past, can and should 
create the atmosphere of confidence necessary for the integration of Ger
many in the European community.

We proclaim that it is not by compelling a whole people to remain in a state 
of physiological misery that we can enable them to escape from the climate of 
nationalist hatred in which Hitler had made them live: If we do not give food 
to Germany, there will be no solution to the German problem.

We proclaim that the basis of the discussions established at Potsdam and 
Moscow by the ‘Big Four’, so far as Germany is concerned, is a criminal 
absurdity. Placed in the out-of-date perspectives of previous treaties, they can 
result only in helping the warmongers to the detriment of the peoples.

We proclaim that the reduction or destruction of the economic strength of
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Germany is a crime against Germany and Europe, which, in order to live, must 
have the raw materials, the industry and the technical genius of Germans. This 
policy of economic Malthusianism is born in the fear, on the part of the two 
world imperialisms and the attitude of certain European nations, that a resus
citated Germany will give support to one or the other of the two blocs.

We denounce any treaty which includes territorial annexations.
We denounce any policy which, holding in contempt human personality and 

the right of peoples to control their own destiny, leads to the degrading migra
tions of peoples, thereby sacrificing them to either racism or nationalism.

We affirm that the denazification, the democratization and the re-education 
of the German people can only be the work of the German people themselves, 
under the leadership of the German resisters to Hitler, seconded by all the 
democratic peoples, and not, in any case, the work of armies of occupation.

It is not by mutilating Germany that we shall avoid war; but, on the contrary, 
by integrating her in a wider community>, with other peoples, into which she will 
merge the larger part of her sovereignty.

We proclaim that, in no case, the presence of troops of occupation on her 
soil can be considered as a means of reviving the socialist and international 
conscience of the German people.

Finally, we adjure the Germans to awaken to the fact that the two dangers 
which threaten them, as they threaten us, are capitalism and a pseudo-social- 
ism, nationalist or totalitarian. To the one and to the other we shall oppose 
together and with the same determination our ideal of Socialism and Liberty.

Having entered the epoch of Powers, which has succeeded that of Nations, 
we are compelled, in order to ensure the triumph of this ideal, to seek the geo
graphical basis which will permit its political and economic expression, that is 
to say which will make it into a world reality.

Conscious of the historic hour in which we live, we proclaim the necessity 
and the urgency for the constitution, on a federal basis, of the United Socialist 
States of Europe. Placed between the two blocs, without antagonism to either, 
only this can give to the world the basic socialist and international bulwark of 
equilibrium which to-day is missing -  in a word, constitute a rampart against 
the final war which threatens our liberties and our lives.

By the method of fundamental socialization on the basis of workers’ control 
and in the framework of a planned European economy, the peoples will insist 
upon holding in their own hands, and not in those of the State, all economic 
power, that is to say, the keys to war or peace.

The United Socialist States of Europe, having safeguarded the cultural 
autonomy of the peoples of which it is composed, makes an appeal now, in the 
name of its promoters, to the overseas populations which are shaking off the 
yoke of their imperialist spoliators.

We invite them to form with us, without distinction of race, religion or 
colour, a union of peoples, which by the immensity and the wealth of their terri
tories, their abounding vitality, their common ideals of social justice, liberty and 
peace, shall have the will and the strength to form an invincible barrier to all in
ternational trusts and dictatorships, in a word to all those forces leading to war.
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Such is the aim proposed by the men and women who have participated in 
the Paris Conference for the United Socialist States of Europe, a historic and 
decisive step towards peace. It is in order to attain this goal that they fraternally 
invite the German people to join with them in a common effort of liberation 
of all peoples.

Certain of representing the desires, articulate or silent, of the immense 
majority of the peoples placed by destiny beneath the two rods of oppression; 
strong in the mutual support which they will freely give and receive in the 
struggle which now commences; inspired by the grandeur of the perspective 
which opens out before them; conscious of the importance and urgency of 
action, they call:

For the strengthening of our solidarity: The United Socialist States of Europe.
For peace against war: The United Socialist States of Europe.
Against all oppressions: The United Socialist States of Europe.
For Socialism and Liberty: The United Socialist States of Europe.
Let us advance together then in mutual trust and confidence and inspired 

by our ideal, towards the United Socialist States of Europe!

62. Second Congress at Puteaux 22 June 1948

Assemblée générale du Comité d’étude et d’action pour les États-Unis Socialistes 
d’Europe, Puteaux: 22 juin 1948, Compte rendu (typescript), EM Archives, MSEUE 
papers (extracts).

s?-

The next plenary assembly of the MSEUE followed the ‘Congress of Peoples’ organized 
at Puteaux from 18 to 22 June 1948 by the International Committee in accordance with the 
Montrouge decisions. The Congress enabled many socialist leaders from dependent overseas 
territories to discuss questions of decolonization with European internationalists; being 
partly sponsored by the SFIO, it made an appreciable impression on the French public.1 The 
discussions on the unification of Europe were less spectacular; they reflected the crisis 
brought about in the socialist-federalist ranks by the formation of a ‘Western ’ camp and by 
the British Labour Party’s negative attitude. A  majority of the 52 delegates were mistrustful 
of the Joint International Committee of the European Movements, dominated as it was by 
conservative and non-socialist forces of the UEM under Churchill’s leadership and the 
ELEC; but, while opposed to seeking membership of the Committee, they wished to be asso
ciated with it on an observer basis. The MSEUE, which at this time styled itself ‘Mouvement 
pour les Etats-Unis Socialistes d ’Europe’ elected as its new president Michel Rasquin, the 
chairman of the Socialist Workers’ Party of Luxemburg, who had previously expressed cate
gorical opposition to any co-operation with the Joint Committee.2

1 Cf. report in Le Populaire, 23 June 1948.
2 Details in the Record cited above; cf. also Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 200 f., and Dan- 

kelmann, Genesis, pp. 326-8.
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After reviewing the history of the Comité d’Étude et d’Action pour les 
États-Unis socialistes d’Europe, M. Henri Frenay gave an account of their [sic] 
position as compared with that of the traditional Socialist party. He drew 
attention to the Social Democrats’ current weakness: participation in coali
tion governments had reduced them to a defensive and wholly tactical posi
tion which had gravely depleted their strength.

The E.U.S.E. were loyal to socialist ideas but must remain autonomous; 
they were an advance guard, but must continue to pay heed to the party’s 
voice.

As regards recruitment, M. Frenay emphasized that there was a large body 
of progressive and internationalist opinion which refused to commit itself to 
any single party. The E.U.S.E. might succeed in tapping this source if it 
presented its case on broad, non-sectarian lines, and did not rely solely or 
mainly on personalities who had had their day. It would be good propaganda 
to emphasize the commitment of future recruits to the European cause; the
E.U.S.E. were not a federation of national movements (...) but a single inter
national movement (...). Immediate courses of action were: to form an inter
national information centre and to work for the adherence of existing groups, 
for instance in France the RDR (Rassemblement Démocratique Révolution
naire), Socialisme et Liberté, the Cercles socialistes, fédéralistes et communau
taires (CSFC), and so on. It should be the policy to recruit cadres or existing 
groups rather than individuals on a mass basis.

There had been differences of view in the outgoing committee as regards 
relations with other pro-European movements. M. Frenay advocated the fol
lowing tactics :

(a) Organic relations should be established with all federalist and European 
associations that accepted the following five points:

(1) The creation of a European union must provide an opportunity for 
socialist progress.

(2) It must be open to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe to join 
the union on a democratic basis.

(3) The union must be independent of the US and the USSR, and should 
develop means of collectively defending that independence.

(4) It must put an end to the exploitation of peoples and reach agreements 
for effective co-operation with them.

(5) It must provide for a minimum of economic planning with collective 
ownership of key industries : coal, steel, transport, finance etc.

M. Frenay thought these points would be agreed to by the UEF, the Forces 
Ouvrières syndicalistes européennes, the Nouvelles Équipes Internationales 
and the European Parliamentary Union.

(b) These various bodies should adopt a common attitude towards the Joint 
International Committee of the Movements for European Unity. Uncondi
tional membership of that body would be no less dangerous than exclusion 
from it. He believed they should be associated with it as observers and present 
a united front in that capacity. In this way they could take part in joint action 
in particular circumstances while avoiding the danger of their common aims
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and enthusiasm being weakened by association with groups whose objectives 
were too dissimilar to theirs. (...)

Dr Brugmans, representing the UEF, urged that the E.U.S.E. should seek 
full membership of the Joint Committee, for two reasons:

Tactically, they should support the progressive federalist elements who 
were at present in a minority on that Committee.

As a matter of principle, the alternative between a Churchillian and a 
socialist Europe was a false one: it was a question of European concentration 
versus the perpetuation of nationalist chaos. He emphasized three points:

(a) Socialism was a minority creed in Europe (25% of public opinion), and 
they must seek to create European institutions in which everyone would feel 
at home.

(b) The UEF had thought the British Labour Party might take the lead in 
the European movement, being the only one in full control of its national 
government; but at its last congress Labour had adopted a reserved attitude.

(c) The Continental socialist parties were in a state of crisis and must evolve 
from the reformist to the federalist phase. Hence the first thing to do was to 
solve the prior question of European union. They must be associated with the 
control of the movement towards union and present a concrete programme 
of their own; otherwise they would be a mere sect without influence. (...)

After a further speech by M. Frenay the report was put to the vote. The 
Dutch amendment introducing the words ‘with observer status’ (in relation to 
the Joint Committee) was rejected by 25 votes to 16; the report was then 
adopted unanimously. (...)

63. ‘Programme for European Socialist A ction’ Autum n 1948

Cahiers socialistes (Brussels), No. 22, Dec. 1948, pp. 17-20 (unabridged).

The decision of the pro-European socialists against co-operation with the Joint Interna
tional Committee became untenable when the French government, in July-August 1948', 
decided to support the plan for a European parliamentary assembly, thus providing a nucleus 
around which the various federalist movements could gather.1 The Executive Committee 
elected at Puteaux soon came to the conclusion -  not least under the influence of Jacques 
Piette and Gérard Jaque t2 of the SEIO executive, who were involved for the first time -  that 
the movement must go along with this plan or be deprived of influence altogether. In the 
autumn of 1948 the MSEUE adopted a programme which not only welcomed the initiatives 
for a European parliament but also put forward proposals for a socialist policy at the Euro
pean level. In November; consistently with this change of course, the Committee altered the 
association's title to \Mouvement socialiste pour les États-Unis dEurope3 and resolved to 
seek full membership of the Joint International Committee?

*

1 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 211 f.
2 Cf. list of members of the Committee in the record of the Puteaux assembly 

(doc. 62), p. 6; on Piette and Jaquet see Loth, Sozialismus, p. 188.
3 Cf. Philip, Union européenne, pp. 191 f.
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The European nations have shown that they cannot, left to themselves, 
overcome the economic and social crisis resulting from the war. The produc
tion levels of 1938 have been achieved, but the standard of living of the Euro
pean nations is collapsing. The increasing gap between prices and wages 
threatens to bring about general chaos. A small minority become very rich, 
while the mass of producers live from hand to mouth. Unemployment and pov
erty are reappearing in the same tragic form as they presented in most of Con
tinental Europe between the wars.

On the Continent at least, national parliamentary institutions are unable to 
cope with the crisis, and the future of democracy itself is jeopardized. The 
situation is made even more dangerous by state administration of nationalized 
industries and the regulation, by law, of wage levels, working hours, social 
security, family allowances etc. Both Communist and reactionary forces seek 
to destroy the democratic institutions that in some measures enable society to 
control the state, in order that they may set up the dictatorship of a single man 
or a totalitarian party. In France the situation is already perilous.4 Three 
political groups alone make it possible for parliamentary democracy to survive 
after a fashion: the socialists, the Christian Democrats, and the non-Commu- 
nist trade unions. But this last defence against totalitarianism may be under
mined by the worsening economic crisis. The parliamentary regime will enter 
its last phase of decomposition when the pressure of events leads to a conflict 
between the non-Communist unions and the state. The bases of the system 
will be swept away and totalitarianism will be victorious. European 
nationalism will be exacerbated, and the next war will be historically inescapa
ble. This disaster can only be avoided if the convergent pressure of Commu
nist and reactionary forces is opposed by elements which no longer present 
themselves as the impotent defenders of an outworn system but as the pioneers 
of a new conception of democracy based on the true economic and social 
forces of the nation.

All efforts to combat the economic and political crisis within the traditional 
limits of parliamentary and national structures are doomed to failure.

Socialist, trade union and democratic forces must be on their guard against 
the mirage of temporary solutions. Britain’s Labour experiment with all its 
truly positive features; the participation of French and Italian socialists in co
alition governments, squeezed between Communism and reaction; the 
desperate efforts of German and Austrian socialists to recover some freedom 
of action -  all these will be of no avail unless they are united in an 
all-embracing political, economic and social plan at the European level.

Conscious of the gravity of the hour, we call upon all European socialists, 
trade unionists and democrats to shake off the fetters of national impotence 
and work out their salvation by means of a collective solution of the great

4 This refers to the combination of (a) the hardening of the Communist line 
dictated by the Cominform and (b) the spectacular success of de Gaulle’s Rassemble
ment, with its attack on the constitution of the Fourth Republic.
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European problems. Along with national programmes and national action, we 
must have a programme for Europe and action on a European basis. It must 
include:

(1) A minimum wage based on the cost of living in each country, geared 
automatically to any rise in the future. Professional gradings to be established 
by collective conventions. Efforts to extend throughout Europe the achieve
ments of British Labour, particularly in the field of social welfare and the 
equitable distribution of foodstuffs. Organization of community life, 
including if necessary the strictest measures to ensure that all classes, and not 
only the proletariat as hitherto, make the requisite sacrifices for the recon
struction of their war-torn countries.

(2) Increased production, the only real means of raising the living standard 
of the peoples of Europe. What is needed is no longer the self-sacrifice of the 
individual, working harder and taking poverty for granted, but the collective 
organization of the European economy: economic planning, modernization 
of equipment, mass production and a fair distribution of income. American 
financial aid must not be wasted in shoring up old-fashioned national econo
mies; it must be devoted to the provision of up-to-date plant and the economic 
co-ordination of Europe.

(3) The socialization of the Ruhr. Germany’s key industries must cease to 
be private property, coveted by all imperialist forces; they must be collectively 
owned by the whole German nation within an overall plan of European 
reconstruction. Reparation payments and the dismantling of factories 
engaged in non-warlike production must be stopped once and for all. This 
socialization should be accompanied by that of the key industries of all other 
countries, and not by transforming them into state enterprises.

(4) Unshakeable solidarity with all those who are oppressed or threatened 
in their liberties, in Berlin5 or Eastern Europe, in Spain or in Greece. Such 
people are the vanguard of the new Europe. The crisis of parliamentary 
democracy at the national level cannot be solved by totalitarian regimes but 
only by a new conception of democracy based on economic and social forces. 
The economic and social unification of Europe is, first and foremost, a fight 
for liberty.

(5) A European Assembly, elected on a direct and democratic basis. Among 
its tasks would be to define the general principles of European reconstruction, 
to appoint executive agencies and to lay the foundations of the social constitu
tion of a free Europe. With this in view the MEUSE will support all initiatives, 
governmental, parliamentary or of any other kind, that constitute a genuine 
advance towards the immediate objective, the beginning of a new epoch in the 
history of Europe and of world civilization.

5 The Soviet blockade of land access to Berlin had begun on 24 June 1948.
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64. On the Work of the Council of Europe 3 September 1949

Press release by the International Committee of the MSEUE, Strasburg, 3 Sept. 1949; 
published in Bulletin du Mouvement socialiste pour les Etats-Unis d'Europe, No. 6, Sept. 
1949, pp. 12 f. (hectograph; a copy in EM Archives). Unabridged.

' r

In the winter of 1948/9 the supporters of the MSEUE at first feared that the plan for a 
European parliament would be defeated by British resistance.1 However; after the Council 
of Europe was set up, and particularly after the Consultative Assembly began its first session 
in August 1949, they placed great hopes in the parliamentary road to unity. A t a meeting 
in Strasburg on 2-3 September 1949, as the proceedings of the Assembly were drawing to 
a close, the MSEUE executive reaffirmed its support for the creation of a political authority 
for united Europe and for early German participation on a footing of equality. A t this 
meeting André Philip, by now the most noteworthy pro-European statesman of the SFIO, 
was elected chairman of the MSEUE in succession to Michel Rasquin, who had resigned in 
protest at the attacks on Labour Party representatives by 'capitalist'politicians in the Euro
pean movement.2

The International Committee of the Mouvement Socialiste pour les États- 
Unis d’Europe, meeting in Strasburg on 2-3 September 1949, accepted the 
resignation of Michel Rasquin as president of the Movement and elected in his 
stead Comrade André Philip.

Although the work of the European Assembly is not yet complete, the Com
mittee welcomes the general results that can already be expected. The Assem
bly’s resolve to control its own agenda, the decision to set up permanent com
missions, the European spirit that has for the most part characterized the 
debates -  all this indicates that a definite step has been taken towards Euro
pean union.

Despite the importance of the resolutions voted on, it should not be 
forgotten that the primary objective is to create a European political authority 
as the basis of the necessary federal power. The urgent need for this has been 
underlined by certain differences that have come to light during the session.

The unification of Europe can only be pursued if Germany is associated 
with the relevant institutions without delay. Any measures directed specifically 
against Germany, in particular the dismantling of her factories, can only 
intensify nationalist opinion which is in any case exacerbated in the van
quished countries. The integration of a democratic Germany in the European 
Community, followed by the waiver of part of her national sovereignty, is the 
only remedy for such feelings, which, if allowed to develop, would be fatal to 
Europe and to Germany herself.

1 Cf. the statement of 25 Jan. 1949 by the executive committee of the French sec
tion of MSEUE: Loth, Trench Political Parties’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 3, doc. 24.

2 Record of meeting in Bulletin du Mouvement socialiste pour les Etats-Unis d'Eu- 
rope, no. 6, Sept. 1949, pp. 2-11; cf. also Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 226 f.
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From this point of view it appears undesirable, and even dangerous, for the 
question of the representation of Germany in the European Assembly to be 
linked with that of the Saar.3 For the Germans as for all Europeans, German 
unity must be a matter of common consent and a factor of peace.

The present division of the Continent, far from permitting us to forget the 
countries under totalitarian regimes -  including Spain -  is a constant reminder 
that the full unity of the European community must be restored. For this to 
be clearly manifested, the Assembly should consider what means are politically 
necessary and juridically acceptable so that authorized democratic representa
tives of these countries may take part in its work to some extent at least.

The interests of Europe and of its associated overseas territories call for a 
joint effort to create a demographic and economic unit that will extend to all 
four continents and will, by its wealth and power, constitute an element of 
peace and well-being. The European Assembly should therefore pursue the 
plan for an Overseas Commission to study ways and means of associating 
these territories with the constructive work now in progress.

Finally, the Assembly’s debates have shown the need for a clear and forceful 
expression of the unanimous views and determination of those whose 
particular task it is to defend the interests of the working class, over and above 
narrowly nationalistic policies. The internationalist spirit of socialism must be 
restored, and this is one of the objectives that the MSEUE has set itself.

65. Third Congress: Launching of the Campaign for a Federal 
Pact 7 N ovem ber 1949

Third European Congress of the Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe. Full 
text of all resolutions, published by the British C en tre  o f the S.M .U .S.E ., L ondon , 1949, 
pp. 2 -10  (unabridged). French version in Documents Européens, N o. 8, Jan . 1950, 
pp. 19-32; G erm an in Europa-Archiv 5 (1950), pp. 2837-42 , repr. in Europa. Dokumente 
zur Frage der europäischen Einigung, vol. 1, M unich, 1962, pp. 547-57.

The third annual congress of the MSEUE, held in Paris on 5-7 November 1949; reflected 
the strengthening of the movement as a result of the hopes aroused by the Council of Europe. 
The French delegation in particular had gained by the adherence of further SFIO members 
with an interest in foreign affairs, including Paul Alduy and Francis Leenhardt, as well as 
an MRP group (Christian Democrats) led by Léo Hamon, also the Trotskyist Gérard Ro
senthal and the writer David Rousset.1 The Italian delegation had become much more repre
sentative by the accession of numerous deputies of the two 'Western' socialist parties, the 
PSLI and PSU.2 With Ignazio Silone, secretary-general of the PSU, and Altiero Spinelli,

3 As the French governm ent w anted.
1 O n  the strengthening o f the F rench section, and the personalities concerned , cf. 

Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 225 f.
2 For the developm ent o f socialism in postw ar Italy  cf. W . FI. Y oung, The Italian 

Left. A Short History of Political Socialism in Italy, L ondon and N ew  Y ork , 1949, 
pp. 163 ff.
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secretary-general of the MFE (Movimento Federalista Europeo), it now included the 
principal leaders of the Italian federalist movement. The German delegation included an 
important group of Social Democrats from Hamburg, including Anna Siemsen, a member of 
the German Council of the European Movement; Senator Karl Schiller; then minister for 
Economic Affairs in Hamburg and Helmut Schmidt, who in 1947-8 was president of the 
Socialist Union of German Students. The Saarland was also represented for the first time 
with its own delegation of Social Democratic ministers and provincial deputies. Altogether 
136 delegates attended the congress?

The discussions proceeded along two main lines. In the first place, at Spinelli’s instance,4 
it was decided to mobilize European public opinion so as to put pressure on the Strasburg 
Assembly to opt for the creation of supranational institutions (the Federal Pact’ appeal). 
Secondly, in accordance with André Philip's opening speech5 the congress considered a 
number of measures for gradual integration in the economic sphere, in order to make the idea 
of European unity acceptable to the hesitant socialists of Britain and Scandinavia. The con
gress finally issued a statement enlarging on the proposed federal pact, and also enumerating 
steps that could and should be taken in the economic field. The congress, however, did not dis
cuss the interrelation between political federation on the one hand and gradual economic 
integration on the other; and it remained uncertain what would happen if neither of these 
objectives had the effect of inducing the British and Scandinavians to modify their objections 
to European integration.6

(A) Resolution on the European Political Authority

The aim of the Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe has not 
altered since its foundation: the creation of a United Socialist States of 
Europe, which shall own the basic industries and organize them 
democratically on a European scale, and shall plan the economy of Europe as 
a whole.

The actual balance of the political forces in Europe will probably not allow 
of this aim being attained immediately.

The Socialist Movement none the less declares itself willing to contribute 
to the building of a European Federation which will not realize, at the time 
of its formation, the objectives for which the Movement is working.

To its active and loyal participation it places only one condition, namely that 
the powers conferred upon the European Federal Authority not only do not 
prevent but, more than this, give to this Authority the constitutional means of

3 A ccord ing  to  the list in pp. I - IX  o f the h ec tog raph  reco rd : Illème Congrès Euro
péen du Mouvement Socialiste pour les Etats-Unis d ’Europe; Paris, 5 -7  novem bre 1949, 
EM  Archives.

4 Spinelli had subm itted  a re p o rt en titled  ‘Le P acte fédéral eu ro p éen ’: hectograph  
copies in EM  Archives, and the In te rn a tio n a l Institu te  fo r Social H isto ry , A m ster
dam.

5 Illème Congrès... (n. 3), pp. 3 -7 .
6 Cf. also P hilip ’s accoun t in Union européenne, pp. 192 f., and Loth , Sozialismus, 

pp. 266 and 258.
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realizing the socialist objectives indicated above when the balance of the 
political forces in Europe well democratically allow the possibility of so doing.

To move through the first stage it is urgent and indispensable that the 
National States consent to exercise in common certain of their sovereign 
rights.

In the present state of things there can be no question of elaborating a Euro
pean Constitution but simply of fixing the general principles of a pact to 
which the Governments of Europe will be invited to adhere.

Such a pact must include on the one hand the definition and the limits of 
the powers conferred upon the European Authority, and on the other hand 
the minimum institutions necessary in order that this authority can exercise 
these powers effectively and democratically.

I. The Powers

Among all the powers conferred on the European Authority, those which 
deal with the organization and the development of European economy are of 
decisive importance in order to ensure for the community of European peoples 
a stable future and a satisfactory standard of life.

A. Economic Powers
The European Authority must have the power of controlling and developing 

basic industries and to decide upon the general policy concerning the produc
tion and the utilization of raw materials, as well as the production and the 
exchange of agricultural products, including food. With this end in view it 
must create the necessary European public services. These powers include par
ticularly

The movement and control of investments.
The convertibility of European currencies by means of a European mone

tary fund assuring stable rates of exchange.
The control of the national banks of emission; first stage before the creation 

of a Federal Bank of emission.
Such an economic and financial policy should be linked up with the neces

sary commercial measures governing the exchanges both in the interior of the 
European Federation as well as in the relations of this Federation with the rest 
of the world. These measures should be the following

A common policy concerning exchanges with non-member countries.
The progressive but rapid suppression of the quota system and the progres

sive lowering of customs tariffs between the member states.
These financial and commercial measures must be accompanied by arrange

ments aiming at the harmonizing of the social legislations of the member 
states tending towards establishing them at their highest actual level.

The existing economic organizations such as the O.E.E.C. must be placed 
under the direction of the European Authority.
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B. Foreign Policy
The object should be the creation of a Department or Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs common to all the member states.
In the first stage envisaged, the two following measures should be taken
Co-ordination of the different national policies in order particularly to for

mulate a common attitude of all the member states in the international confer
ences in which they will be called upon to participate.

The maintenance of the right of each member state to enter into treaties or 
agreements with non-member states but the ratification by the European 
Authority to be obligatory.

C. Common Defence Policy
Without prejudging what may be the military policy of the European Fed

eration, and while affirming that it must tend by its independence to be a 
factor for peace, the following measures should be taken

The definition of the Defence Policy by the European Authority and with 
this end in view the placing at its disposition of the common military organiza
tions actually existing.

The nomination and control of the High Command by the European 
Authority.

Double allegiance of the armies vis-à-vis the national authorities and the 
European Authority.

D. Judicial Powers
The European court of Justice provided for by the Strasburg Assembly 

should have the following powers
To judge, in appeal, on differences between private individuals and the 

member states relative to the Charter of Human Rights.
To judge differences between the member states and between the member 

states and the European Authority.
The European Court must have the means to ensure the carrying out of its 

verdicts.

II. Institutions

The European Authority must dispose of the institutions necessary to the 
exercise of the powers which will have been conferred upon it by its member 
states.

Legislative power will be exercised by two Chambers, the Assembly of the 
Peoples elected by universal free franchise and an Assembly of States ensuring 
an equitable representation to the small states.

Executive power will, at the beginning, be derived from the Assemblies, and 
in all cases responsible to them.

Judiciary power, confided to the European Court of Justice, will be com
pletely independent of the executive as of the legislative.

In order that these institutions enjoy the required independence, the Euro-
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pean Authority must dispose of the necessary autonomous budgetary resour
ces.

III. Citizenship

The establishing of a double citizenship, national and European, imposes 
itself immediately on the constitution of the European Authority both from a 
juridical and moral point of view.

In order to demonstrate clearly the solidarity of the European peoples and 
to give to the refugees from the totalitarian countries of Europe a legal status, 
it is decided that European citizenship will be conferred upon them. This will 
be a clear proof to the popular masses that a decisive step has been taken 
towards European Federation.

The measures proposed in the present resolution should be adapted to the 
special circumstances of European States linked overseas with associated 
countries or dependents in such a manner that these latter can, if they express 
the desire, be invited to participate in the common task of which the supreme 
objective is well-being and peace.

It is highly desirable that the present federal pact receive the support, at least 
in its essential features, of all the democratic European states. If, for reasons 
which are particular to itself, one or another of the States is unable for the time 
being to sign the pact, it will nevertheless be necessary to put it into operation.

It goes without saying, however, that the pact should group a number of 
States of which the economic and human resources are such as to confer on 
the new community its justification and its means of existence. It will be open 
permanently to all the States which were not able to join at its origin.

Actions to be Undertaken by the Movement
Each member of the Movement must consider it his duty to undertake a 

campaign in his own circles and by all the means in his power in order to make 
known the necessity and the urgency of such a pact. He should undertake the 
immediate organization of a vast popular campaign in its favour.

It is decided that the above project of a Federal Pact will be examined and 
discussed by the Socialist Movement with the other movements working for 
European Unity.

Mandate is given to the Executive Committee elected by the present Con
gress to envisage unity of action with those of the movements which accept the 
essential points of the Pact, in particular the points referred to in paragraph 4 
of page 2 of this document.

This unity of action could have in particular the organization, in common, 
of a great popular compaign in support of the Pact, without which the adhe
sion of the masses, which alone can prevail against the governments, will not 
be obtained.
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(B) Resolution of the Economie Commission

The International Congress of the Socialist Movement for the United States 
of Europe, meeting at Paris on November 5, 6 and 7, 1 9 4 9 1 -

Takes note that the campaign which is actually being waged for the integral 
convertibility of European currencies and the abolition of all restrictions on 
the liberty of currency exchanges in Europe is inspired by a purely laissez-faire 
capitalist conception. This conception artificially separates the monetary and 
commercial problems from the totality of the economic and social life and 
proceeds from ideas of which the fundamental errors and the catastrophic 
results were clearly demonstrated in the period between the two wars.

Congress warns the European masses against the dangers which will arise 
in the actual circumstances if the return to the convertibility of currencies and 
the liberty of currency exchanges is carried out in isolation without being pre
ceded by the setting up of institutions and the essential machinery for a 
general system of planning in the right direction towards the unity of Europe. 
These measures themselves are simply a return to the capitalism of the past. 
They can only engender new economic crises, unemployment, restrictive car- 
tellization, the exploitation of the feeble by the strong, misery in the midst of 
abundance, and will end in economic catastrophes and social troubles in a po
litically dislocated Europe.

To this conception, which compromises the European idea by placing it in 
the service of particular interests, the Socialist Movement for the United States 
of Europe opposes its conception of a Europe organized by a planned 
economy for the satisfaction of human needs, established on the wise utiliza
tion of human and material possibilities, full employment and the equitable dis
tribution of the wealth produced in common.

With this end in view it demands that these institutions and this machinery, 
which it persists in thinking must be established before the return to monetary 
convertibility and free currency exchanges, shall be set up at the earliest 
possible moment, viz.

1. The European organizations to be formed, destined to ensure a 
permanent co-ordination and a progressive integration of monetary policies, 
credit, investments, external European commerce, and given the necessary 
powers to accomplish these tasks.

2. The institutions necessary for ensuring the planning of European 
economy in its totality, and more particularly the planning of basic activities 
including the production and the distribution of agricultural products and 
food supplies.

3. The indispensable dispositions for the transition period, which, under 
present conditions, will safeguard, in the immediate circumstances, the legiti
mate interests of the workers and the industries which the anarchic re-estab
lishment of a greater freedom of internal exchanges will place in undeserved 
difficulties.

We must guarantee to the workers their effective right to work and, at least, 
the maintenance of their standard of life. We must give to the industries
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reasonable conditions for adapting themselves to a new situation and over
coming the perturbations which will not fail to exist locally.

The economic and political unification of Europe will create a new situation 
in the world, independent of the past. It must not run the risk of the possibility 
of failure by the too rigid application of international agreements previously 
concluded.

Planning of Key Industries

Definition of Socialist Planning
We consider that planning has no economic or political virtue of itself. All 

interpretations are possible, from the neo-liberal planning of industrial 
ententes to capitalist, totalitarian state planning. It is, therefore, necessary to 
define the essential elements of socialist planning

In the economic sphere, the raising of the standard of life of the workers, 
obtained principally by the increasing of the total revenue (production of 
goods and services) linked up with the amelioration of the productivity of 
workmanship and invested capital, the opposition to all attempts at economic 
restrictions.

The development of all forms of technical knowledge and the using of them 
with the will and desire to produce practical efficiency.

In the social sphere, the movement recognizes that the development of the 
economy towards production will entail inevitably a certain tension between 
man and the machine; it affirms that while the well-being of mankind is at once 
the present object and final aim of planning, the idea of the aim takes prece
dence over that of the object.

The final objective of socialist planning is the radical transformation of the 
social structures and relationships alone capable of surmounting the contra
dictions of the capitalist world and of founding a society where the exploitation 
of man by man becomes impossible and where capital, even collectivized, is 
subordinated to labour and to the needs of the community.

The Movement recognizes that any policy of planning contains a real 
danger of economic and political totalitarianism, against which it must be 
defended by economic and social structures which are essentially democratic 
and by the constant vigilance of the citizens against any attempt at the usurpa
tion and the abuse of power, whether on the part of functionaries, technicians, 
or professional or other types of organizations.

General Incidences of the Planning of Key Industries
Without rejecting the possibilities of an immediate partial realization of 

planning, the Movement takes note that the planning of basic activities, that 
is to say key industries, implies a plan covering the economic system, stretching 
from the budgetary policy up to the foreign economic policy of the United 
States of Europe.

These observations do not exclude the possibility of progress by stages, with 
the reserve that each intermediate operation shall be carried through as for as 
possible with a view to its integration subsequently in the plan as a whole.
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The Idea of Basic Activity
The idea of basic activity is susceptible to diverse and vast interpretations. 

The Movement considers that the defined basic activities should at the min
imum be agriculture, sources of energy, i.e. electric and other, transport, 
mineral resources. None of the branches or specialized activities entering into 
one of these sectors should be treated in isolation but in relation to the whole 
of the sector.

Structures of the Basic Activities
The Movement insists on the exceptional difficulties created by any project 

of structure of a basic activity integrated on the European plane.
It demands that in the definition of the new structures there should be 

clearly distinguished problems of general policy (the global level of wages, the 
prices of production, the investments, the external economic policy) which 
depend on the European Government, and the problems of the internal man
agement of a particular industry.

With these reserves, it proposes the formation for each basic industry of an 
Industrial Council composed of representatives of the producers (workers, 
technicians and administrative and executive staff) of the industry in question, 
of the consumers and the European Public Authorities.

The essential task of these specialized councils will be to discuss and define 
in public the internal policy of their industry, to nominate and to propose to 
the European Government the Directing Committee of the particular industry.

Once the policy of the industry has been laid down the Directing Committee 
will have full powers to carry on to satisfactory completion the task of man
agement and will only be responsible to the Council.

Each Industrial Council will delegate its representatives to the European 
Economic and Social Council, having the power of making decisions within 
the limits assigned to it by the European Political Parliament.

These propositions are not exclusive and will allow the formation of a 
bureau of the European plan functioning as an administrative service of the 
European Government.

Apart from the economic powers of the European Government defined 
elsewhere, the Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe thinks that 
in the sphere of operations, bearing in mind the actual situation, the following 
objectives should be attained by priority

The elaboration of a European Policy of Energy including atomic energy. 
The researches concerning this should be made in common, with the view to 
an economical and peaceful utilization thereof.

The extension to the whole of Europe of the internationalization of heavy 
industries, as has been started by the Ruhr Statute, and more precisely the 
rapid formation of a European Coal Authority as well as a European Steel 
Authority.

The Council and later the Energy Authority (and) the Coal and Steel 
Authorities should be organized in conformity with the principles defined 
above.
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The Congress does not judge it useful to enter into the numerous technical 
problems, which it transmits for study to the permanent international com
mittee which it has decided to set up.

It adopts, however, the following propositions concerning the organization 
of European Agriculture.

The Organization of the Production and Distribution of 
Agricultural Products

The Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe affirms that in the 
general framework of the planning of the basic activities of Europe, the or
ganization of the production and the distribution of agricultural products must 
be considered as of the first priority.

The food approvisionment of Europe presupposes a nationalization 
assuring the intensification of agricultural production. This can only be 
obtained by a European Agricultural Plan.

The problems of the exchanges of agricultural products with the countries 
linked to the European Union and with countries which are external to this 
Union can only be solved by a European Authority.

The importance of the natural wealth brought into being in European agri
cultural production, the number of workers engaged in Europe in this 
activity, the high degree of permanent productivity obtained in Europe neces
sitate socialist planning.

The importance, on the one hand, of agricultural revenue as an element of 
economic prosperity, and on the other hand, the proportion of the expenditure 
on food in the budget of the less favoured classes, necessitate socialist plan
ning.

As in the other basic activities, it is essential that the planning be carried out 
in the interests of the workers participating in the particular production and 
the consumers, and not with the object of obtaining the maximum profits for 
particular groups. This planning must extend to the supplying of the means of 
production, in particular, fertilizers. In addition to this, the food standard of 
the peoples is so important for their health, particularly for that of the vulner
able groups, i.e. children, pregnant women and young mothers, heavy 
workers, etc., that the organization of the production and distribution of food 
supplies must be governed by human needs which can only be attained by a 
socialist policy.

Consequently, having approved the Report on European Agriculture and 
Food Supplies, the Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe 
demands

That the agricultural sub-committee of the European Assembly takes up the 
problem of the organization of the production and the distribution of food 
supplies and brings into effect at once:-

(1) A European Food Board charged to lay down the general European 
Policy concerning the production and the distribution of food supplies.

This Board should be constituted by:
(a) Representatives of European agricultural producers.
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(b) Representatives of European consumers including the delegates of 
co-operative societies, women’s associations, trades unions, etc.

(c) Representatives of the general public interests indicated by the European 
Assembly or by the European Economic Council, if it exists.

(2) The convocation of Product Groups charged with the task of proposing 
the necessary organisms to work out the policy laid down by the European 
Food Board and in particular the administration of stocks, to make out the 
reports and to proceed in general to the operation of the international distribu
tion of the products in question.

Finally, it approves a resolution on disorganization of a European co-op
erative centre, presented to the Congress by the French Section.

Special Resolution of the Economic Commission

The Socialist Movement for the United States of Europe, meeting in Inter
national Congress at Paris on November 5, 6 and 7,1949:-

Decides upon the institution of a Permanent Economic Commission of the 
Movement.

Submits to this Commission for study the special problems raised by the 
general Economic Resolution.

Calls upon the Executive Bureau to take the necessary steps immediately.

66. André Philip: ‘Socialism and European U nity5 Septem ber 1950

A. Philip , Le Socialisme et l'Unité européenne. Réponse à l'exécutif du Labour Party, 
Paris, 1930; also in Cahiers Socialistes, N o. 27, N ov. 1950, pp. 1-15. G erm an version 
Der Sozialismus und die europäische Einheit. Eine Antwort an den Vorstand der Labour 
Party, published by Sozialistischer deu tscher S tuden tenverband , G elsenkirchen, 1950, 
(E xtracts).

After the conclusion of the first session of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of 
Europe, members of the MSEUE still entertained vague hopes of support from their comrades 
in the Labour Party, which was then in power in Britain. But in June 1950[ if not before, 
these hopes were finally destroyed when the Labour Party executive published a statement 
on European Unity condemning all supranational constructions, and particularly the idea of 
developing the Council of Europe into a supranational parliament, as anti-socialist and con
trary to the interests of the working class.1 In his reply to the British statement André Philip 
for the first time openly put forward the idea which had been implicit in the MSEUE commit-

1 European Unity. A  Statement by the National Executive Committee of the British 
Labour Party, L ondon , 1950; extracts in W urm , ‘British Political P arties’, in Doc. 
Eur. Integr., vol. 3, doc. 227. T h e  sta tem en t was d ra fted  in A pril-M ay 1950 w ith  re f
erence to  ideas o f ex tending  the pow ers o f the C ouncil o f E urope. S upplem ented by 
a passage opposing  the sup ranationa l aspect o f the Schum an p lan , it was approved 
by the Executive on  24 M ay and published on  13 June. Cf. S tein inger, Deutschland, 
pp. 150, 154-5.
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merit to a 'federal pact', viz. that of beginning the process of federation without the British. 
A t the same time he accused the Labour leaders of infringing the international solidarity of 
the working class, uncritically echoing Tory dreams of grandeur, and failing to confront the 
problems that arose at the European level. Among the deeper causes of the Labour Party's atti
tude he mentioned, in line with ideas put forward by Ignazio Silone,2 the increasing involve
ment of socialism with the fabric of the nation state -  a tendency which, he observed, was 
still alive in the Continental parties also.3

The Labour Party seems to have spoken out clearly. It does not want Euro
pean union; it wants an Atlantic community. If this is really its attitude we 
must, to our great regret, draw the necessary conclusions without delay. We 
shall continue to seek the support of our British friends for specialized eco
nomic institutions, especially those designed to pave the way for the planning 
of basic industries. But in the political sphere we must no longer be held up by 
their hesitations and reservations, or waste time searching for impossible com
promises. Together with all who share our aim, we shall work for a truly 
federal Europe. At the same time we shall endeavour to integrate this unified 
Continental Europe with the Atlantic community, within which we shall 
rejoin our American friends and the British Commonwealth. (...)

The real problems are no longer national, but European and international.
(...)

As a united Europe and the Atlantic community take shape, we shall be 
faced with decisions that far transcend the national sphere and will lead to a 
technocratic dictatorship subject to no parliamentary control. It will be the end 
of any true democracy if we do not re-establish popular representation at the 
stage where the real problems are being discussed, those of Europe and those 
of America.

Thus we firmly believe for our part that, whatever the regional framework 
of our efforts, nothing can be done without institutions that transcend the old 
system of state sovereignty. These institutions must be capable of taking 
majority decisions and must as soon as possible be made responsible to parlia
mentary assemblies elected directly by the peoples without any national inter
mediary.

On these fundamental points the Labour Party has adopted an attitude 
which for many years in France was that of M. Déroulède and, after him, 
Poincaré and Tardieu and other right-wing nationalists. We must declare 
plainly that it has nothing to do with either socialism or democracy.

But there is a graver question. For the past few years, the Labour Party has 
applied its own conception of national sovereignty and the right of veto to the 
matter of relations among socialist parties.

2 I. Silone, ‘La missione europea  del socialism o’, in F. P arri e t al., Europa federata, 
M ilan, 1947, p. 44.

3 Cf. also S teininger, Deutschland, p. 158, and references to  sim ilar statem ents by 
Philip and o ther m em bers o f the M SE U E  in Loth , Sozialismus, p. 382.
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(1) COMISCO [the Committee of the International Socialist Conference] 
is not a true socialist International. At every meeting we have found that we 
were not dealing with political parties but only with government representa
tives defending official viewpoints. As regards Labour in particular, European 
delegates to COMISCO found that with the single exception of Mr Dalton 
they never had to do with responsible statesmen who were members of the Par
ty’s executive, but only with salaried officials bound by instructions that they 
had no power to alter. Every COMISCO meeting turned into an exposé of the 
views of His Britannic Majesty’s Government, and there never appeared to be 
any chance of effective negotiations.

(2) In so far as any resolutions were adopted at COMISCO meetings, the 
Labour Party never took them seriously or considered itself bound by them. 
At the London conference on the internationalization of the Ruhr, and the 
Paris conference on the organization of Europe, decisions were adopted 
which state the precise opposite of what we now read in the Labour Party’s 
manifesto.4 At Strasburg the Labour delegates joined us in voting for a supra
national European authority with ‘limited functions but real power within the 
limits of those functions’.5 Here again the Executive has reneged on the under
takings of its representatives at Strasburg. Not only that: at the recent London 
conference6 M. Guy Mollet, the secretary-general of the French party, put the 
question squarely and was faced with a blank wall, the Labour Party refusing 
to commit itself in any way as to the future. The inference is clear. In the 
Labour Party’s view, COMISCO meetings do not infringe the ‘sovereignty’ of 
national parties any more than international conferences affect that of govern
ments. It all amounts to no more than desultory chatter in which nobody is 
committed, no one has to keep their word, no discipline must on any account 
be exercised. In other words, there is at the present time no such thing as a 
socialist international, and we are wasting our time at meetings where there is 
nobody ‘responsible’ on the other side.

These remarks are not a criticism of the Labour Party alone. What is impor
tant and serious about the Executive’s statement is that it frankly and clearly 
affirms a doctrinal deviation that each of our national parties suffers from 
without daring to admit it. (...) Schumacher’s SPD has likewise taken up nar
rowly national positions; in France the SFIO is theoretically committed to 
Europe, but it trembles and hesitates every time there is a proposal that 
threatens to offend local or vested interests. The trouble is the same every
where : in all the experiments in nationalization that have taken place since the 
end of the war, the socialist parties have been by far the most successful. The 
tragedy of socialism is exactly the same as what befell the Catholic church at 
the end of the Middle Ages. The church had gradually managed to humanize

4 Cf. below, Loth, ‘Socialist International’, docs. 106 and 107.
5 Resolution of 5 Sept. 1949; cf. Introduction to this chapter, n. 23.
6 That of 16-18 June 1950: cf. Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 157 f., and Loth, ‘So

cialist International’, doc. 114.
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medieval institutions and imbue them with its spirit, and as a result it became 
identified with them. When the evolution of economic life made those institu
tions obsolete, the church failed to dissociate itself in time and so became 
clerical and reactionary. In just the same way, the various socialist parties have 
come to power within a national framework, either directly or as members of 
coalition governments, at the very time when that framework was becoming 
an obstacle to the necessary evolution of productive forces. The doctrine of 
‘socialism in one country’, which Trotsky denounced as inevitably harmful in 
Russia, is by now a total absurdity in the small nations of the West. Those who 
cling to it with the praiseworthy object of safeguarding social achievements 
are perforce led to adopt more and more conservative foreign policies, con
trary to the spirit of socialism and the democratic ideal.

Socialists who remain loyal to proletarian internationalism; Christians 
aware of the profound implications of their faith; republicans who uphold the 
ideals of Jaurès, Briand and Léon Blum -  all of us must draw the necessary 
conclusions. Since there is at present no socialist international, we must create 
one. Socialist parties who feel the need for this and are determined to throw 
off the domination of national bureaucracies; sincere republicans and pro
gressives of all kinds, to whatever organization they may belong -  it is for them 
to take the necessary steps to unite internationally-minded socialists wherever 
they may be, and join with them in creating the true ‘European Socialist Party’.

67. Fourth Annual Congress in Strasburg 17-19  November 1950

Resolutions o f the F ourth  E uropean  C ongress o f the M SE U E , 17-19 N ov. 1950, 
hectograph, in EM  Archives; published in La République fédérale, vol. 3, N o . 15, 
pp. 24 ff .; G erm an version in Europa. Dokumente, vol. 1, pp. 557-61. (Extracts).

Hr

After the Labour Party's refusal to co-operate, the MSEUE leaders found to their great 
disappointment that the idea of a supranational union of the Continental countries would 
not command majority support unless Britain were also a member. On 28 August the plan 
for a federal pact\ which had been put forward in several motions by André Philip, was 
severely defeated in the second session of the Consultative Assembly.1 The MSEUE dele
gates, now nearly 200 in number, held their fourth annual congress in Strasburg on 17-19 
November, at the beginning of the second part of the Assembly's session. While reluctant to 
abandon the call for an early union of such countries as were willing to join together, they 
concentrated their attention on partial and functional' forms of association, which seemed to 
them of doubtful efficacy but which they had to recognize as the sole practicable alternative. 
They thus saw it as their primary objective to ensure that in the negotiations over the

1 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 270 -2 ; id., ‘F rench Political P arties’ in Doc. Eur. 
Integr., vol. 3, docs. 3 7 -9 ; also the con tem porary  accoun t by E nrico  G ironella , 
secretary-general o f M SEU E: Le 'Serment'de Strasbourg, les raisons d'un échec, Paris, 
1951.
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Schuman plan for a European Coal and Steel Community as much weight as possible was 
given to supranational or proto-federal ideas.2

5 ’<■

(A) Resolution on the Appointment of Special European Authorities

The Congress,
Noting that at the present time one of the most effective means of uniting 

Europe is to set up at an early date special supranational authorities, 
responsible to a European Assembly, for the main sectors of economic life,

Is of the opinion that these institutions should be planned on the following 
lines:

European authorities should be created for major economic sectors such as 
steel, coal and other forms of energy, as well as agriculture and transport. It 
will be the task of these authorities :

To draw up and propose a European policy for the sector in question.
To ascertain the necessary conditions for the application of such a policy, 

and to put them into practice with the aid of a European institute for statistics 
and the study of economic trends.

To represent the collectivity of member states vis-à-vis third countries.
In pursuit of these aims, the governments which are prepared to co-operate 

in the sectors in question will, by a basic treaty, confer on the special authori
ties general powers of negotiation, information, supervision and the possible 
application of sanctions, as well as powers relating to their particular spheres 
of operation.

The determination of tasks and general powers shall be contained in the 
basic treaty and shall suffice for the creation of the authority and the exercise 
of its functions.

All the Authorities shall be responsible to a European parliamentary assem
bly. They shall be assisted in the planning of their policy and any decisions 
regarding the adoption or recommendation of technical measures by one or 
more consultative committees on which all interested parties shall be 
represented, in particular the working class through its trade unions.

Each Authority shall submit an annual report to the Assembly. All members 
of the Assembly shall be entitled to debate the report, but only the states

2 This change of line was based on a report by Sébastien Constant on the subject 
of the ‘European Authority’ : ‘The fact that such an Authority is actually to be set 
up, whatever its shortcomings, gives us a certain leverage. W ithout tangible measures 
of this kind, to which we should contribute at their initial and formative stage, we 
shall be fighting with words alone and Europe will get no further than innumerable 
resolutions and plans.’ (S. Constant, ‘L’Autorité européenne. Problème et esquisse 
de solution’, hectographed MS, p. 2, EM Archives). A report on the debates dated 
5 April 1951 by Otto Bach, German member of the executive, is in the Archives of 
the German Council of the European Movement, Akte  9.
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members of the Authority shall have the right to vote on it. Rejection of the 
report shall entail the resignation of the director or directors of the Authority.

Any measures proposed by the Authorities, or supplementary powers 
required by them, may form the subject of an addition to the basic treaty. The 
treaty and the status of the Authorities will thus be subject to continuous devel
opment in such a way as to confirm the lessons of experience and the mutual 
confidence born of co-operation.

(B) Resolution on the European Political Authority

The Congress,
Noting once again the urgent necessity for the economic and political uni

fication of Europe;
Recognizing that the failure of recent intergovernmental attemps to achieve 

unity has been mainly due to the lack of a supranational political authority;
Considering that it is desirable that the European countries should preserve 

their special political interests and the essential features of their civilization;
Reaffirms its desire to create as soon as possible a supranational political 

authority with responsibility for all sectors in which united activity is urgently 
necessary, even though present political conditions compel the Congress for 
the time being to support a purely functional approach to the question of unifi
cation.

The Congress accordingly urges:
That the governments members of the Council of Europe which are pre

pared to set up a truly supranational political authority among themselves 
should be encouraged to achieve this object without delay;

That these governments should associate their peoples with the task of 
creating this supranational European authority;

That for this purpose the same governments should conclude a diplomatic 
convention providing for the convocation of a European Assembly and 
defining its powers; such Assembly to be elected directly or indirectly, by uni
versal suffrage, not later than July 1951 by the nations whose governments 
have decided to set up a supranational political authority;

That this European Assembly should be dissolved after a period of three 
months, during which it shall communicate to the governments concerned the 
draft of an instrument establishing a European government;

That a diplomatic conference should at once be held on the basis of this 
draft, to prepare a governmental agreement setting up a supranational political 
authority;

That, finally, this agreement should be submitted to the prospective member 
nations in a referendum with a time-limit such that the European supranational 
political authority may be in existence not later than 1 January 1952.
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V. The ‘European Movement’

Alan H ick

Introduction

‘When the impartial history of [the] efforts to unite Europe comes to be 
written it will recognized that it was thanks to the Hague Congress and to the 
subsequent campaign of the European Movement that the Council of Europe 
was established/

This opening statement, issued by the Belgian Premier Paul-Henri Spaak1 
at the height of the European political campaign in the Summer of 1949, was 
one of the many distinguished references made at that time drawing attention 
to the vital role of the European Movement in the setting up of what was then 
identified as the essential political apparatus of the united Europe of the 
future, namely the Council of Europe. For the ‘historic’ Congress of Europe, 
held at The Hague in May 1948, leading directly only one year later to the 
founding of the Council of Europe, an integral part of which was a unique 
transnational European Assembly representative of and recognized by all the 
member states, was indeed a remarkable achievement. It was, without doubt, a 
testimony to the ‘certain creative freshness’ and ‘strange driving passion’ 
which, in the words of Denis de Rougemont,2 inspired the whole undertaking, 
and which depicted so well the zeal and optimism which permeated the move
ment for European unity in that immediate post-war ‘clean slate’ era.

Forty years on, however, it has become fashionable to deride the political 
campaign led by the European Movement in the late 1940’s as either inconse
quential or simply a sham operation. The Council of Europe -  specifically the 
Consultative Assembly -  did, it is admitted, do some useful work at times, but 
was devoid of real political teeth, lacking in sustained impact, and unable, in 
the final event, to muster any real influence or popular support. The Euro
pean Movement itself was, at best, a minor political distraction from the real 
work at hand, and at worst, a ‘confused’3 array of political dreamers represen-

1 P.-H. Spaak, Foreword to European Movement and the Council of Europe, Lon
don, 1949.

2 D. de Rougemont, T h e  Campaign of the European Congresses’, in Government 
and Opposition 2 (1966-1967), pp. 329-34, here pp. 330 and 329.

3 See, for example, J. Monnet, Mémoires, Paris, 1976, p. 323.
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tative of no official constituency, and with a rather bloated view of their own 
self-importance. In short, neither the Hague Congress nor the European 
Movement, nor, apparently, the European Assembly itself, contributed signifi
cantly to the ‘making of Europe5. Instead, it was the sage and pragmatic inter
governmental co-operative process, it seems, which effectively prepared the 
ground for practical Western European unity, first in the security field with 
the Brussels Treaty and later NATO, and secondly in the economic sphere 
through the OEEC. Without such a firm initial basis, so the argument goes, 
Monnet’s ‘functional5 integration of Europe would have been inconceivable.4

Clearly, the vital military consolidation and spectacular economic recovery 
of Western Europe, in the face of the perceived Soviet threat and looming eco
nomic crisis after the war, were essential steps in the overall integration pro
cess. The crucial question propounded and articulated by the European Move
ment, however, was that such European regional measures dealing with imme
diate security and reconstruction needs did not in themselves hold out the 
germ of further integral development, and how therefore was the remaining 
transnational gap, casting a shadow over lasting united action and sustained 
joint recovery, to be filled?5 The answer proffered, albeit in varying degrees of 
elucidation, was the need for some sort of supranational political consolida
tion; and it is in this sense that the documents which comprise this chapter 
must be understood.

Indeed, despite its considerable diversity of action and expertise, the central 
and overriding theme of the European Movement in the years in question was 
political. The political campaign which led to the official setting up of the 
Council of Europe, it is true, eventually proved to be immobile when 
confronted by the unforeseeable rigidity of Britain’s opposition to any real 
supranational political commitment in Europe, and was in turn eclipsed by 
Monnet’s ‘back-door5 technocratic approach to supranational integration, 
based initially round the ‘Europe of the Six’. But, nevertheless, the political 
campaign of the European Movement in the years prior to the Schuman Plan 
did successfully place the fundamental issue of supranationalism firmly at the 
centre of the Europe debate, which official intergovernmental action had 
hitherto failed to do, and without which even Monnet’s more judicious 
approach would not have gained an audience. Herein lies the crucial role 
which the European Movement momentarily played in the ‘making of 
Europe5. Moreover, its main creation, the European Consultative Assembly, 
despite all the tight governmental controls in the Council of Europe Statute, 
set an historic precedent in transnational political unity of action. In a more 
popular and convincing way than either the Brussels Treaty or OEEC, it 
bridged the gap between nations previously at war, it broke the ice existing 
between France and Germany, it expressed as had never been done before a

4
5

Cf. the General Introduction to this volume, p. 2.
This question was also put in relation to the purely co-operative limits of the
U. N. Charter.
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common identity and sense of purpose in Europe, and thereby boosted the psy
chological and moral breakthrough between peoples without which the pres
ent-day European Community -  for all its faults -  could not have been built. 
Indeed, had not this first unique step been taken over thirty years ago, the 
European Parliament of today, itching to establish its supranational political 
credentials, would have remained a pipedream. Herein, also, lies the historical 
relevance and current value of the immediate post-war European political 
campaign led by the European Movement.

Besides the EUF, the EPU, the ELEC and the MSEUE, there were in July 
1947 two national associations which belonged to no transnational movement, 
but consisted of notable political figures in their respective countries.6 In Bri
tain the United Europe Movement, under the presidency of Winston Chur
chill, was founded by his son-in-law Duncan Sandys (now Lord Duncan-San- 
dys) in January 1947, and in the middle of July a similar body, the Conseil 
Français pour l’Europe Unie, was set up by René Courtin7 and Raoul Dautry.8

‘ To ensure co-ordination between the various movements a meeting was held 
in Paris on 20 July between H. Brugmans and A. Marc for the EUF, L. Maccas 
for the EPU, J. Retinger9 and D. Serruys10 for the ELEC, D. Sandys for the 
United Europe Movement and R. Courtin for the Conseil Français. It was 
there decided to set up a joint Liaison Committee, with no chairmanship or 
secretariat, to agree ‘common lines of action’. The EPU withdrew from the 
arrangement immediately afterwards, but the other four associations agreed 
on 14 December 1947 to replace the loose Liaison Committee by a more effec
tive Joint International Committee of the Movements for European Unity.

6 For a full account, see A. Hick, The European Movement and the Campaign for a 
European Assembly 1947-1950 (thesis, European University Institute) Florence, 
1981. For the Movement’s official account, written at the time, see European Move
ment and the Council of Europe, while from the federalist point of view, see H. Brug
mans, L'idée européenne 1920-1970; Bruges, 1970. For an introductory account, see
W. Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982.

7 Courtin, René: Born 1900 (France). Professor of Law at Paris University. 
Former Secretary General at the Ministry of the National Economy. Editor of Le 
Monde and later of the Révue d'Economique Politique. Leading member of the Euro
pean Movement International Executive Committee, 1948.

8 Dautry, Raoul: Born 1880 (France). Economic National Council, 1926. Director 
of National Railways, 1936-1937. Minister (Independent) of Armament, 1939— 
1940. Minister of Reconstruction, 1944-1946. Head of French Atomic Energy 
Department, 1947. Chairman of the CFEU, 1948.

9 Retinger, Joseph: Born 1888 (Poland). Director of the Polish Bureau, London, 
1912-1914, working for Polish independence during World W ar I. Adviser in 
Mexico, 1918-1926, and then in London as agent for General Sikorski and the 
Polish Socialist Party in opposition to Pilsudski. Close collaborator of Prime 
Minister in exile, Sikorski, 1940-1943, and worked clandestinely in Poland, 1944. 
Founding Secretary General of the European Movement, 1948. Later, founder of the 
Bilderberg organization.

10 Serruys, Daniel: Born 1875 (France). Civil Servant and aide to Clemenceau, 
then Poincaré. Chairman of the inter-war League of Nations Economic Council.
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This was empowered to take binding decisions on specified types of joint 
action, each of the associations having four votes (despite their very unequal 
size); an Executive Committee was elected consisting of Sandys (chairman), 
Retinger (secretary), Brugmans, Silva, Dautry and Serruys.

The first joint action was the Congress at The Hague from 7 to 10 May 
1948, presided over by Churchill and attended by 800 leaders from all West 
European countries, including several former premiers and foreign ministers 
as well as ministers in office. It provided an impressive demonstration of the 
will to unity, and formulated concrete proposals. These called for ‘union or 
federation’ of the European nations which ‘must transfer and merge some 
portion of their sovereign rights’; a common market and a human rights con
vention, and a ‘European Assembly chosen by the Parliaments of the partici
pating nations’ with the task of recommending ‘practical measures’. Proposals 
for a directly elected or constituent Assembly were, however, rejected. The 
proposal for an Assembly was presented by delegations to their national 
governments and endorsed by the French government in July 1948. In January 
1949 it was endorsed by the Council of Ministers of the Brussels Pact organiza
tion over the objections of the UK, which for a long time was only prepared to 
agree to a European Council of Ministers. A year, almost to the day, after the 
Hague Congress the proposal became a reality with the establishment on 5 
May 1949 of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, though 
this body had only advisory powers.

In October 1948 the Joint International Committee adopted the name 
European Movement, under the honorary presidency of Léon Blum, Chur
chill, De Gasperi and Spaak. Retinger had created an efficient secretariat with 
offices in London and Paris. In each of the countries concerned a National 
Council of the European Movement was set up, including members of the 
‘pressure groups’ and political parties, the churches and social organizations, 
the academic world etc. For countries under dictatorial rule, such as those of 
Eastern Europe and Spain, ‘National Committees’ were formed by politicians 
in exile.

The four founding associations were joined in 1948 by the (Christian De
mocratic) Nouvelles Équipes Internationales under Robert Bichet11 and the 
Mouvement Socialiste pour les États-Unis d’Europe under Michel Rasquin 
and André Philip.12 The federalist trend within the EM was reinforced by

11 Bichet, Robert: Born 1903 (France). Editor of Christian Democrat resistance 
journal Cahiers du Témoignage Chrétien. M. P. (MRP) for Seine-et-Oise, 1945. 
Secretary of State for Information, 1946. Founding President of M s/, 1947, then 
Secretary General. Vice-Chairman of the European Movement International Exe
cutive Committee, 1948. Member of the European Consultative Assembly, 1949.

12 Philip, André: Born 1902 (France). Professor of Political Economy, 1926. M. P. 
(Socialist) 1936. Opposed to Vichy capitulation. Reached London and Tree French’, 
1942. Resistance co-ordinator for the French National Committee, 1942-1943, and 
subsequently on the National Council of Liberation. Finance Minister, 1946. 
Minister of National Economy, 1947. Chairman of the MSEUE, 1949. Delegate 
General of European Movement, 1949. Active member of European Consultative 
Assembly, 1949.
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these accessions and by more decisive assertion of numerical strength on the 
part of the EUF. This was reflected in the resolutions of the Brussels confer
ence of the International Council on 25-28 February 1949, at which the new 
institutions of the EM were inaugurated under the presidency of Churchill 
and Spaak, and the same federalist trend was seen in the work of the study 
committees. The Economic Committee under Sir Harold Butler approved 
detailed plans for a customs union and common market at its conference at 
Westminster in April 1949. The Legal Committee under Pierre-Henri Teit- 
gen, with Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe and Fernand Dehousse as rapporteurs, in 
July 1949 submitted to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe 
the draft of a European Convention on Human Rights, to be upheld by a su
pranational Court. The Cultural Committee under Denis de Rougemont at a 
conference at Lausanne in December 1949 passed important resolutions on 
educational and scientific matters and on the creation of the Centre Européen 
de la Culture in Geneva and the Collège d’Europe at Bruges. A social confer
ence held at Rome in July 1950 under the chairmanship of L. Jouhaux made 
recommendations on social techniques, the free movement of labour etc. and 
emphasized that only a European Political Authority with the necessary 
powers could overcome existing divergences. Finally, the Central and East 
European Commission under the chairmanship of Harold Macmillan worked 
out the principles of a supranational policy towards the Soviet bloc.

After the humiliating outcome of the first session of the Council of Europe 
at Strasburg in November 1949, when the UK and Scandinavian representa
tives in the Committee of Ministers vetoed all recommendations of the 
Assembly that had any constitutional bearing, Continental member associa
tions of the European Movement became increasingly discontented. In 
January 1950 Sandys had to acquiesce in a decision by the Executive 
Committee of the EM accepting the principle of a ‘Pacte fédéral’ for the crea
tion of a ‘European Political Authority with limited functions but real pow
ers’; the Committee at the same time recognized the possibility that 
Continental countries might go ahead on their own if others were not yet 
ready to pool their sovereignty. When the UK refused to agree to any modifi
cation of the Statute of the Council of Europe Sandys resigned from the chair
manship of the International Executive of the EM, and was succeeded in 
November 1950 by Paul-Henri Spaak. The organization of the Movement 
was simplified, and from then on the Executive was predominantly federalist.

By 1950 the European Movement had indeed passed its heyday as a united 
political force with impact. Major activities followed under the chairmanship 
of Paul-Henri Spaak, such as the Ad Hoc Assembly campaign of 1952, but this 
could not prevent the fact that the great political campaign for a supranational 
Europe which had emerged so strongly in the late 1940’s had been eclipsed. 
In the end, there were no ‘miracles’, and a crucial and opportune time for 
‘making Europe’ gave way to the ‘functionalist approach’. But the passing of 
time can never fully destroy the appeal and the significance of views and ideas 
which have been so forcefully and passionately expressed. In the light, perhaps, 
of the re-emergence of a European political initiative, it will be left to the
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reader to decide whether these views of the recent past have real meaning for 
today.

68. ILEC, EUF, EPU, UEM: European Liaison Committee
20 July 1947

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational C om m ittee’; p rin ted  by W . Lipgens, A History of 
European Integration, vo\. 1, O xfo rd , 1982, pp. 662-3 .

By mid-1947 the multiplicity of European pressure groups which had emerged in the emo
tional aftermath of World War IIa n d  in response to post-war East-West tensions and the 
economic crisis ran the risk of causing confusion and potential discouragement in the 
developing European unity campaign. For this reason some sort of co-ordination was impera
tive. Both Count Coudenhove-Kalergi and the EUF leadership, in this connection, initially 
saw it as their respective task to lead an umbrella movement.1 It was Sandys, however; deter
mined to use the Anglo-French based UEM as a central launching pad for co-ordinated Euro
pean action, and relying on his influential acquaintances and his tenacious organization 
skills to force the pace of linkage under his lead, who seized the initiative at a mainly Anglo- 
French federalist sponsored meeting held in Paris on 17-20 July 1947.2 There, he proposed 
and pushed through the following tentative agreement setting up a Liaison Committee for 
the Co-ordination of International Movements for European Unity, thereby inaugurating 
what was to become the European Movement ’. (The agreement was signed on behalf of their 
respective organizations by Joseph Retinger and Daniel Serruys for the ILEC; Henri Brug- 
mans, Alexandre Marc and Raymond Silva for the EUF; Léon Maccas for the EPU; Gordon 
Lang and Duncan Sandys for the UEM/British Committee and René Courtin and André 
Noël for the UEM/French Committee).

1. In order to secure concerted action and to avoid unnecessary duplication 
between the principal Movements which are working in the international field 
to promote the cause of European unity, it has been decided to set up a Euro
pean Liaison Committee composed of the following organizations: 

Independent League for European Co-operation 
European Union of Federalists

1 See, fo r exam ple, R. C oudenhove-K alerg i, *United Europe’: memorandum on the 
planned merger of the British Committee for a United States of Europe and the Pan 
European Union, G staad, 1 N ovem ber 1946, EM  Archives, File ‘M em ber G ro u p s’. 
T he EU F leaders had talks w ith Sandys in L ondon in F ebruary  1947, laying dow n 
the ‘conditions’ fo r the U E M  to  ‘adhere to ’ the EU F, and w ere la ter at the launch 
m eeting of the U E M  at the A lbert H all in M ay 1947. See Note sent by B rugm ans, 
M arc and N o rd  to  Sandys on 3 F ebruary  1947, EM  Archives, File ‘M em ber G ro u p s’; 
W . Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, O x fo rd , 1982, pp. 366-7 .

2 See Lipgens, H isto ry , pp. 659-61 ; E U F Lettre Circulate, N o. 13, 22 Ju ly  1947, 
C E C  Archives, File ‘E U F ’; Federal News N o. 149, A ugust 1947, EM  A rchives, File 
‘M em ber G roups’.
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European Parliamentary Union
United Europe Movement (and associated Movements).
2. The four organizations have accepted responsibility for different spheres 

of work as follows: -
a) Independent League for European Co-operation.

The formation of a body of international experts on economic questions; 
the conduct of expert economic studies; the preparation of reports on 
economic subjects; the organization of conferences to discuss economic 
problems.

b) European Union of Federalists.
The co-operation internationally of the national movements affiliated to 
it; the organization of conferences of representatives of these national 
movements; generally the work of assisting these national movements to 
build up a mass membership.

c) European Parliamentary Union.
The organization of inter-parliamentary action; inter-parliamentary con
ferences; the initiation of action in the various Parliaments to secure sup
port for the European cause.

d) United Europe Movement (and associated Movements).
The formation of a body of prominent public figures in each country; the 
organization of large public meetings of an international character; the 
direction of large-scale international propaganda (radio, films, newspa
pers, exhibitions, etc.).

3. The Movements will give to each other all possible assistance in 
discharging the responsibilities allotted to them. In the event of a Movement 
wishing to undertake activities other than those mentioned above, it will 
notify the others of its intention.

4. The Movements will, through the European Liaison Committee, 
exchange views upon the political situation and will seek, as far as possible, to 
agree upon the adoption of a common line of action.

5. The Committee will have no official staff or offices.
6. The Movements will endeavour in all important matters to act in consul

tation and agreement with each other. However, membership of the Euro
pean Liaison Committee will, in the event of disagreement, not prejudice the 
freedom of action of the individual Movements.

69. ILEC, EUF, U E M , C FE U : European C o-ordinating Com m it
tee 11 N ovem ber 1947

EM Archives, File ‘International Committee', Doc. IC/P/1; printed by Lipgens, 
History, pp. 674-5.

f  ■ ***
The draft liaison agreement of July 1947 took another four months to materialize into 

a tighter accord between the member groups. It was a difficult process, causing rifts within
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the EUF -  only temporally healed by Brugmans’ assertion that unity in the European cam
paign was more important than sectarian autonomy>, and resulting also in the withdrawal by 
the EPUProvisional Council -  under Coudenhove's brooding influence -  from the whole 
liaison undertaking. The less adventurous membership of the ILEC, however.; many of 
whom also belonged to the UEM\ stood solidly behind Sandys’ forceful and pragmatic leader
ship, as did the slightly more reluctant representatives of the French UEM Committee.

A t the joint liaison meeting held in Paris on 10-11 November 1947 Sandys, as a priority 
tightened his tactical grip and numerical advantage in terms of organization by securing the 
agreement documented below. The new Co-ordinating Committee to be set up, along with 
the joint Executive Committee, assured Sandys a permanent majority, insomuch that the 
annexed Protocol defined the British and French UEM Committees as separate movements 
both entitled to their full quota of votes, while in addition the ILEC would also side with 
Sandys. The result was a 3 to 1 majority in the Committee against the EUF. It was not sur
prising that Sandys in turn secured the Chairmanship of the Executive Committee, while his 
faithful ILEC colleague -  Retinger -  secured the post of Secretary. Together, this Sandys-Re- 
tinger axis would effectively shape the Hague Congress campaign mentioned at the 
beginning of the text.1

*

1) Participating Movements.
Representatives of the undermentioned movements, met together in Paris, 

have decided to recommend to their organizations the arrangement set out 
below:

European Union of Federalists
Independent League for European Co-operation
United Europe Movements. (British and French Movements)

2) Joint Activities
The following activities will be organized jointly:
a) A conference of representative Europeans to be held at The Fiague in 

the spring of 1948.
b) A European Youth Rally to be held in the late summer of 1948.
c) A general campaign of propaganda, meetings, etc. in support of the 

above items.
d) Other activities which it may be agreed to undertake together.

3) Co-ordinating Committee.
The direction of the above-mentioned joint activities will be undertaken by 

a Co-ordinating Committee composed of not more than four representatives 
of each participating movement, together with such additional members as the 
Committee may decide to co-opt in an advisory capacity.

1 See Lipgens, History, pp. 662-75; Official Minutes of EUF Central Committee 
meeting, 31 August 1947, CEC Archives, File ‘EUF’; Official Minutes of European 
Liaison Committee meeting, 10-11 October 1947, EM Archives, File ‘International 
Committee’; also see EM Archives, File ‘Correspondence 1947’; R. Courtin, ‘Après 
les réunions fédéralistes franco-anglaises’, Le Monde, 23 July 1947.
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The Co-ordinating Comittee will have no formal Chairman. The function 
of Chairman will be performed by the Chairman of the Executive Committee.

The Co-ordinating Committee will appoint from among its number a 
secretary of the Committee.

4) Executive Committee
Between the meetings of the Co-ordinating Committee, the responsibility 

for taking any necessary decisions beyond the normal competence of the 
secretary will be entrusted to a small Executive Committee, which will be com
posed of representatives of the participating movements and the secretary.

The Executive Committee and its Chairman shall be appointed for a period 
of one year.

5) Economic Committee.
The task of studying and advising upon economic matters will be 

undertaken by the Independent League for European Co-operation, which 
will have a separate economic secretariat for this purpose.

6) General Secretariat
A General Secretariat will be constituted under the direction of the Secre

tary. In deciding the composition of the Secretariat, he will endeavour to 
ensure that the various movements and nationalities are adequately represent
ed.

The offices of the General Secretariat will be in Paris and London.
In the event of the Youth Rally being held in Switzerland, the necessary 

local organization will be established in Geneva.

7) Accession of additional Movements.
The Committee may decide to admit to membership additional movements 

(such as the European Parliamentary Union and the United Socialist States of 
Europe Society) on such terms as it may think fit.

8) Confirmation of agreement.
This agreement will enter into force as soon as confirmation in writing has 

been received from a majority of the participating movements, which must in 
any case be received not later than December 1st 1947.

Protocol
Representation and voting powers.
In the event of voting being necessary, each of the movements named in 

paragraph 1 of this agreement, will be entitled to four votes without regard to 
the number of representatives present at the meeting.

For this and all other purposes connected with this agreement, the French 
and British United Europe Movements will be recognized as separate Move
ments. (This paragraph will not, however, be regarded as constituting a prece
dent for the future).
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Interim Arrangements.
Pending confirmation by the participating movements, this agreement will 

be put provisionally into effect forthwith and all necessary business will be 
transacted by the following provisional Executive Committee:

Mr Sandys (Chairman)
Dr. Brugmans
M. Courtin
M. Serruys
A second representative of UEF.
Dr. Retinger (Secretary)

70. Duncan Sandys: Organization of the H ague C ongress1
11 D ecem ber 1947

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational C om m ittee’.

The idea of organizing a major European conference, though officially adopted at the 
European Liaison Committee meeting of 11 November 1947 (doc. 69), had been aired for 
some time, notably at the EUFMontreux Congress held on 27-31 August. It was there, in 
fact, that Sandys and Retinger consolidated an alliance in favour of convening an interna
tional assembly of 'prominent public figures' who would publicly acclaim the cause of Euro
pean unity and in turn propel the campaign into the realms of governmental attention. This 
was in complete contrast to the federalists' idea, launched at Montreux, in favour of calling 
a mass corporatist-oriented international congress on the lines of an \Estates-General of 
Europe’ composed of mainly unknown personalities representing the so-called ‘living for
ces'. Despite considerable pressure from EUF militant ranks, Brugmans finally agreed to sup
port Sandys' formula, quoted below, which was in due course approved by what was now  
officially called the Joint International Committee of the Movements for European Unity' 
at its meeting on 13-14 December 1947.2

1. Purpose of Conference.
(■••)
Ultimately, the action required to bring about the unification of Europe is 

such as can only be taken by Governments. But Governments are, of course, 
susceptible to public opinion and pressure. The objective of the whole Euro-

1 T he original title o f Sandys’ docum ent was Organizational Arrangements for the 
Conference, w ritten  in advance o f the m eeting o f 1 3 -14th D ecem ber.

2 See Lipgens, History, p .6 8 2 ; J. R etinger, Memoirs of an Eminence Grise, 
Brighton, 1972, pp. 215 -6 ; D. de R ougem ont, ‘T h e  C am paign o f the E uropean  
C ongresses’, in Government and Opposition 2 (1966-1967), pp. 332 -8 ; also see 
O fficial M inutes o f E uropean  Liaison C om m ittee m eeting, 10-11 O c to b e r 1947, EM  
Archives, File ‘In ternational C om m ittee’, plus O fficial M inutes o f Jo in t In ternational 
C om m ittee, 13-14 D ecem ber 1947, ibid.
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pean campaign is to encourage and stimulate Governments to take this neces
sary action.

The immediate purpose of the Conference is (a) to demonstrate in striking 
fashion the powerful and widespread support which already exists for the Euro
pean idea; (b) to produce material for thought, discussion and propaganda; and (c) 
to provide a strong new impetus to the campaign in all countries.

2. Countries to be represented.
The aim of the campaign is to bring about the effective unification of all 

Europe. However, owing to the ideological opposition of Russia and of the 
Soviet-controlled Governments in the Russian spheres of influence, it is unfor
tunately probable that in practice it will be possible to secure truly representa
tive delegations only from the countries of Western Europe, Greece and Tur
key. However, care should be taken to avoid giving the impression that the 
aim of the Conference is the creation of a Western bloc.

There are various ways in which this could be done. My own suggestion is 
that a letter should be addressed to every European Government (including 
the Governments of the Soviet Union and Turkey) informing them of the 
proposed Conference and asking (a) that, where necessary, visas and other 
essential facilities should be granted to representatives of the Co-ordinating 
Committee to visit the country in question for the purpose of consulting with 
individuals, groups and organisations and, with the latter’s help, of drawing 
up a truly representative delegation embracing all phases of the national life 
and reflecting all shades of political opinion; and (b) that the delegations thus 
chosed should be granted any necessary permits and facilities to enable them 
to attend the Conference.

All countries whose Governments grant facilities for the unrestricted selection 
of delegations and agree to allow the delegates freely to attend the Conference, 
should be represented without distinction. Countries who refuse to grant such 
facilities should be represented only by a small number of observers chosen by 
the Co-ordinating Committee.

3. Allocation of Invitations.
It will be necessary to agree upon some basis for the allocation of invitations 

among the various countries. The simplest and most democratic method would 
be to accord representation to each country in proportion to the size of its pop
ulation in Europe. However, this formula might in practice give to the less pop
ulous countries an insufficient number of delegates to enable the various 
phases of their national life to be adequately represented. It seems therefore 
desirable that the representation of the smaller nations should be increased by 
the addition of some basic minimum number of delegates.

(On the assumption that full delegations are not obtainable from Eastern 
Europe and Spain, and that a number of places are reserved for international 
bodies, the... formula would result in a Conference of about 8 50 persons).
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4. Composition of Delegations.
The Conference must be composed in such a manner as to be able to speak 

with authority in the name of Europe and to represent all that is most impor
tant in the material life and spiritual aspirations of her peoples.

In order to ensure the representative character of the gathering, delegates should,' 
with rare exceptions, be chosen not as individuals, but as heads or leading figures 
in a particular profession, organization, political party, etc. (...)

5. Responsibility for Selection of Delegates.
The question as to whether or not the Conference is, in fact, fully represen

tative of Europe, will be decided by the impression formed by the press, and, 
through them, the general public of the world. That impression will depend 
entirely upon the actual composition of the assembly, and not upon the 
methods adopted to issue the invitations.

If the composition of the delegations is inadequately balanced or inferior 
in personal standing, the press reaction will certainly be unfavourable, and the 
fact that we might be able to say that the delegations had been selected by 
impeccably constituted committees in each country will not make the slightest 
difference.

Numerous consultations will, of course, have to take place and advice will 
have to be sought from individuals, organizations and groups in the various 
countries. If, however, the European Co-ordinating Committee is to be respon
sible for the success or failure of the Conference, it must itself retain full control of 
the selection of the delegates, and cannot affort to delegate this vital function to 
any outside bodies.

71. Duncan Sandys: Suggested Outline of the Political Report 
for the Hague Congress 21 December 1947

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational C om m ittee’, D oc. IC/P/4.

The main organizational framework for the Hague Congress was to be divided into three 
main working committees: -  political, economic and cultural.1 The drawing up of reports 
and the selection of draft resolutions to be submitted to these committees was, therefore, of 
the utmost importance. This point was clearly appreciated by Sandys who, with his past min
isterial experience and political talents, was well aware that a major international confer
ence lasting for only a few days could be fixed in considerable part beforehand, providing the 
documentary preparation was sufficiently clear in form and suitably vague in contents so as 
to warrant a general approval for plans which could later be defined in a more intricate and 
perhaps more compelling manner than initially indicated. The draft memorandum 
concerning the Political Report which he drew up and circulated among his Committee col-

1 O fficial M inutes of Jo in t In ternational C om m ittee, 13-14 D ecem ber 1947, EM  
Archives, File ‘In ternational C om m ittee’.
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leagues at the end of 1947 did' in this sense, appear rather cautious, concentrating mainly on 
future intergovernmental or co-operative political measures at the European level. A  closer 
inspection of the document, however; (particularly Section 2a), would show that Sandys was 
careful to couch his proposals in terms prescribing a more organic evolution of European 
Union in the long term.

*

The Political Report should be divided into two phases, the distant and the 
immediate.

1. Ultimate Goal
The first section should point to the ultimate goal of European unity, and 

should explain in extremely general terms the various forms which this unity 
might take, and the political advantages which might be expected to flow from 
it. It should be stressed that no far-reaching measures of economic integration 
are possible without some corresponding unification in the political and mil
itary spheres. This section should end with a resolution urging Governments 
to make a joint Declaration to the effect that they accept European unity as 
one of the vital aims of their national policy, and that whilst there may be 
obstacles and delays, they engage themselves to take no action which might 
obstruct or render more difficult the eventual attainment of this objective. 
(The resolution might include a draft text of the Declaration which the 
Governments would be invited to sign.)

2. Immediate Steps
The second half of the report dealing with the immediate steps to be taken 

should be divided into two parts: -
(a) Action to be taken by Governments.
(b) Action to be taken by the public.
(a) European Council. The goal of a United Europe will, obviously, not be 

reached overnight. Barriers of suspicion must first be worn down and a 
common European outlook built up. This will be brought about only by devel
oping among the Governments of Europe the habit of regular consultation 
and joint action upon matters of common concern. If this process of joint con
sultation and joint action is to be effective, permanent international 
machinery will have to be established for this purpose.

The nations of North and South America have, in the creation of the Pan- 
American Union, provided a precedent and an example which could, to some 
extent, be followed by the nations of Europe. The essential features of the 
consultative machinery required are: -

(i) a system of regular conferences between European Ministers upon cur
rent economic, political, defence and cultural problems, with the object 
of developing as far as possible a common European point of view, and

(ii) a permanent international secretariat financed jointly by all the 
Governments concerned, whose function it would be to undertake 
joint studies of current European problems and formulate proposals 
for common action upon questions referred to it.
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This sub-section should end with a resolution formally asking the Govern
ments of Europe to set up an Inter-Governmental Council on the above lines.

(b) Popular Campaign. The last section of the Political Report should stress 
the important part to be played by private citizens and unofficial organizations. 
It should announce the launching of an intensive international campaign to 
secure the sympathy and support of public opinion without which effective 
Government action will be impossible.

The Report should end with a Declaration to be passed as the final act of 
the Conference. In this the delegates assembled in plenary session would 
solemnly affirm their faith in Europe and dedicate themselves to its cause.

72. Duncan Sandys: Towards a European Pooling of Sovereignty
28 January 1948

D uncan Sandys papers, File T re ss  Statements*, ex tract from  a sta tem ent p rin ted  in 
Streatham News,1 28 Jan u ary  1948; Lipgens, History; p. 669.

A t this early stage, it is probable that Sandys did not have a clear picture himself of how 
the evolution from an intergovernmental to a supranational European political structure 
would actually take place. He was clear; however; in maintaining that a gradualist strategy 
was called for if the European movement was not to fall at the first hurdle. The following 
extract from a press statement which he issued in January 1948 is one of the few instances 
in which he expressed publicly both his personal adherence to the idea of some form of supra
national European political entity and his view that a pragmatic strategy was required in 
order to attain this goal.

(...) the European nations (...) cannot be effectively or lastingly united 
without some pooling, to a greater or lesser degree, of their separate national 
sovereignties. My own view is that the more the rights of sovereignty can be 
merged and shared the greater will be the prospect of peace and prosperity.

But at the same time, we must face the fact that the nations are not, and 
rightly, prepared straight away to entrust their safety and stability to new and 
untried international institutions. The first pre-condition of any union of 
nations is mutual confidence and a common outlook. These cannot be 
created, they must grow. The first stage in this process is to foster the habit of 
regular consultation between Governments on inter-European and interna
tional problems. These include trade, finance, defence, foreign affairs, culture 
and education. For this purpose, it is urgently necessary that formal intergov
ernmental consultative machinery should be set up. Out of this process of con
sultation there will emerge, I believe quite quickly, a sense of European soli
darity and common purpose.

1 Sandys was the C onservative P arty  candidate fo r S treatham . H e  w on the seat in 
1950.
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When a firm basis of confidence and joint experience has been laid, it would 
be reasonable to ask the nations of Europe to abate at any rate some part of 
their separate sovereignties.

(...) However, to skip the essential preparatory stages would be to ignore 
the very real psychological and practical difficulties which exist, and would 
destroy all hope of bringing this great project to fruition. If, on the other hand, 
without immediately pressing for the irrevocable surrender of national rights, 
we first create an atmosphere of mutual trust and a realization by the European 
peoples of their common interests, I am convinced that it will thereafter be pos
sible to bring about some effective and far-reaching form of organic union. 
Moreover, it may well be that all this will be accomplished within a space of 
time which will surprise even the most optimistic supporters of the cause of a 
United Europe.

73. International C om m ittee: Congress of Europe -  Political 
Report May 1948

EM  A rchives, File ‘In te rn a tio n a l Com m ittee*, C ongress o f E urope 7 -10  M ay 1948; 
European Movement and the Council of Europe, L ondon , 1949, pp. 42-7 .

Taking into account new official initiatives, the Political Report submitted to the Hague 
Congress in May 1948 broadly conformed to Sandys' view and strategy (outlined in docs. 71 
and 72). The various draft reports drawn up by the member-groups of the International 
Committee1 and discussed in detail prior to the final agreement on the text,2 together with 
the fact that the British, French and Benelux Governments had actually set up an 
intergovernmental consultative ‘Council of Foreign Ministers ’ in keeping with Article 7 of 
the Brussels Treaty signed on 17 March 1948,3 had, none the less, made their mark. In short, 
the Political Report submitted to the Congress of Europe remained pragmatic in scope if 
idealistic in tone, cleverly emulating Bevin’s ‘step by step'policy towards European unity 
but reaching out a long step ahead, proposing to build upon existing intergovernmental 
foundations though conceiving them in a broader and more evolutionary light. On specific 
institutional points, the Report called for an enlarged ‘Council of Europe'with clear; if only

1 T h e  d ra ft repo rts  w ere as follow s: -  (1) EU F, Rapport sur La Politique Générale 
(IC/P/13); (2) C FE U , Projet Français de Rapport Politique (IC/P/14); (3) U E M  and 
All P a rty  G ro u p  fo r E uro p ean  U nity , Draft Political Report {IC/P/13); (4) G eneral 
S ecretaria t, Points for Inclusion in the Political Report (IC/P/12); (5) E. V erm eil 
(C F E U ), Congrès de l'Europe -  Avant Propos, EM  A rchives, File ‘In ternational C om 
mittee*.

2 T h e  above rep o rts  (1) to  (4) w ere subm itted to  the Jo in t In ternational 
C om m ittee m eeting  o f 5 M arch 1948, O fficial M inutes (IC/M/4). V erm eil’s tex t was 
subm itted at an inner m eeting  held in Paris on 12-13 M arch. T h e  results w ere 
em bodied in a new  d ra ft, (IC/P/16) leading to  the final Political Report, EM  
A rchives, File ‘In te rn a tio n a l Committee*.

3 F or full Brussels T re a ty  text, see A. and F. Boyd, Western Union, L ondon, 1948, 
appendix  E ; R. V au g h an , Post-War Integration in Europe, L ondon, 1976, pp. 24-30 .
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advisory; constitutional functions. It also called for a European Deliberative Assembly. The 
specific influence which these European institutions should have, however, was not 
explained, though the ultimate European unity goal was indeed outlined in more detail than 
Sandys had originally thought necessary.

1. Assailed by economic and financial difficulties which, within the limits of 
their national frontiers, are well nigh insurmountable; weighed down by mil
itary expenditure altogether out of proportion to their resources and even so 
quite insufficient to preserve their separate independence; obliged to contem
plate a progressive decline in their standard of living; menaced with the subver
sion of their democratic institutions and the destruction of their free way of 
life; increasingly resigned to the possibility, if not the probability, of another 
war -  the peoples of Europe are faced with the prospect of moral and material 
ruin.

2. Their peril is great and immediate. But so too is their opportunity.
3. The Sixteen Nations alone comprise some 250 millions of the most 

civilized and intelligent people in the world. Their soil is fertile. Their com
bined resources, supplemented by those of the overseas territories associated 
with them, are rich and varied. Their productive potential is as great as that 
of the United States of America. Yet all these immense possibilities cannot be 
realized so long as Europe allows herself to remain enfeebled by internal div
ision.

4. Judged from any standpoint -  political, economic or cultural -  it is only 
by uniting herself that Europe can overcome her immediate difficulties and go 
forward to fulfill her mission for the future.

I. Principles and Objectives
Political Union
5. It is impossible to keep problems of economic collaboration and defence 

separate from those of general political policy. Economic and defence plans 
having been made, political power is required to implement them. The pro
cesses of industrial and military integration, even in the early stages, inevitably 
give rise to conflicts of national interests. These difficulties can only be 
resolved and the necessary compromises accepted when the problem is viewed 
in the light of wider political considerations. If therefore the policy of mutual 
aid, adopted by the Governments of the Sixteen Nations, is to bear any sub
stantial fruit, it must be accompanied step by step with a parallel policy of 
closer political union. Sooner or later this must involve the renunciation or, to 
be more accurate, the joint exercise of certain sovereign powers.

Spiritual Values
6. Whether in the economic or the political field, the aim is not merely to 

build a defensive combination against bankruptcy or totalitarianism. An asso
ciation resting solely on such negative foundations would possess no guiding 
principle nor power of endurance. The forces which alone can provide a solid
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and lasting basis for unity are moral and spiritual -  our common belief in the 
dignity of man, our common heritage of civilization, our common pride in the 
contribution which Europe has made in the past to the progress of humanity, 
and our sense of continuing mission in the future. There is the inspiration that 
brings us, and will hold us, together.

Democratic Basis
7. The spiritual values of our free civilization clearly cannot thrive or be 

defended except under conditions of freedom. The admission of a nation to 
membership of a European Union must therefore be conditional upon its 
acceptance of democratic principles and its assurance to its citizens of the fun
damental rights of the individual.

Independence and Diversity
8. Independent but not isolationist, pacific but not pacifist, Europe must 

pursue her own destiny. United and strong, she must play her part as a leading 
member of a world society.

9. Among Europe’s precious possessions is the rich diversity of culture, cus
toms and institutions of her peoples. One of the aims and advantages of a 
European Union, achieved by consent, will be to preserve these national tradi
tions and distinctive characteristics which, under forceful totalitarian unifica
tion, would assuredly be obliterated.

German Problem
10. One of the most crucial problems is to restore the economic life of Ger

many, without thereby exposing her neighbours to the danger of renewed 
aggression. This risk will inevitably recur if the formidable war potential of 
the Ruhr and Rhineland is allowed to revert to the exclusive control of a 
German State.

11. The integration of Germany into a European Union provides a solution, 
and the only solution, to this dual problem and might even, in addition, enable 
the period of military occupation to be reduced. Through such a Union Ger
many’s resources would become freely available to the rest of Europe. On her 
side, Germany would gain full access to the resources of other European 
nations and to the raw materials of their overseas territories.

Britain and the Commonwealth
12. No scheme for European Union would have any practical value without 

the effective participation of Great Britain. The United Kingdom is an integral 
part of Europe. At the same time she is the centre of a worldwide common
wealth. But Britain’s dual position need raise no insurmountable difficulties.

13. Economically, both Europe and the Commonwealth would be greatly 
strengthened by being closely associated with one another. Politically, the 
Dominions have as much to gain as the peoples of Europe. Twice in a genera
tion they have had to send their young men to die in wars which originated in 
Europe; and they will certainly wish to help remove the causes of conflict at 
their source.

Overseas Territories
14. The European Union must, of course, include in its orbit the extensions, 

dependencies and associated territories of the European Powers in Africa and
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elsewhere, and must preserve the existing constitutional ties which unite them.
Unity of all Europe
15. For immediate practical purposes, all that is left of Europe are the Six

teen Nations and it is upon them that we must for the present found our plans. 
However, we refuse to accept as permanent the barriers which now separate 
us from our fellow Europeans in the rest of the Continent. We must continue 
ceaselessly to hope and work for the unity of all Europe.

World Organization
16. United Europe would constitute a Regional Group of the kind expressly 

provided for in the Charter of U. N. O. and would give its fullest support to 
all efforts aiming at the creation of an effective world authority.

II. Immediate Measures
17. The full unification of Europe can only be achieved progressively. But 

the circumstances of the present situation do not allow us to wait for this pro
cess to be completed. Immediate action must be taken to revive the economic 
strength of Europe, to defend her independence and to preserve the liberties 
of her peoples.

Emergency Council
18. There should be formed forthwith an Emergency Council of Europe. 

The Governments of France, Britain and the Benelux Group have already laid 
the foundations for this Council in the recent Brussels Treaty. All the other 
free countries of Europe should at once be invited to accede.

19. The Council should be responsible for directing joint action to secure 
not only economic recovery and military defence but also to preserve demo
cratic freedom. It should furthermore be charged with the task of planning the 
subsequent stages of the political and economic integration of Europe.

20. The Council will, of course, only be effective if Governments are pre
pared in practice to implement its decisions, even though these should involve 
sacrifices of national or sectional interests.

Administrative and Planning Staff
21. The Emergency Council of Europe should be provided with a permanent 

staff of its own, whose functions would be to prepare the data on which the 
Council could base its decisions and to supply the administrative machinery 
to execute them. This staff should be divided into four sections:

(a) Political Section, to develop a common European policy; to secure 
combined action to uphold and strengthen the democratic way of life; and to 
examine the constitutional problem of bringing about the organic unity of 
Europe.

(b) Economic Section, to study the immediate problems of postwar recon
struction and organize mutual aid; and to formulate longer-range proposals 
for the permanent unification of the European economy.

(c) Defence Section, consisting of a Combined Military Staff, to organize 
the common defence of the territories of the participating nations and the joint 
production of war material.
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(d) Colonial Section, to study measures to develop in common the economic 
potential of dependent overseas territories, to raise the standard of life of their 
peoples, and to assist them in their progress towards self-government.

Declaration of Rights
22. Governments should, as a condition of membership of the Council, sub

scribe to a common Declaration guaranteeing the fundamental personal and 
civic rights essential for the maintenance of democracy, and should recognize 
the authority of the Council to enforce them.

23. An independent European Court should be created, to which any 
Member of the Council could refer cases in which it appeared that the Declara
tion of Rights has been violated. The Court should have power to send repre
sentatives to investigate any relevant matter, such as the conduct of elections 
or political trials.

24. In the event of the Court deciding that there had been a flagrant or per
sistent infringement of the provisions of the Declaration, the Council would 
request the other Member-States to take appropriate action. This might 
include the application of sanctions. In cases where the Council deemed it 
appropriate and practical, a mixed European armed force might be sent to 
assure conditions in which free elections could be held, and so afford to the 
population the possibility of electing a new Parliament that would restore 
their liberties.

European Deliberative Assembly
25. The success of all these emergency measures will depend upon making 

the parliaments and general public European-minded. The best way of 
achieving this would be to create immediately a European Deliberative 
Assembly through which views could be exchanged and a common European 
opinion expressed on the problems of the day. This Assembly, whilst it could 
not in present circumstances exercise legislative powers, would be able to give 
valuable support and advice to the European Council. The quickest way of 
bringing such an Assembly into being would be for each parliament to nomi
nate the necessary representatives. Later, a system of popular election should 
be instituted.

III. Subsequent Stages
26. All the above measures are necessary and urgent. But they are in the 

nature of provisional expedients. Plans must be prepared for the permanent 
and organic unification of Europe. These should include:

(a) The grant of a Common Citizenship, without loss of original nationality;
(b) The creation of a single European Defence Force;
(c) The development of a unified economic system; and finally
(d) The conclusion of a complete Federation with an elected European 

Parliament.
27. Under the pressure of circumstances, the nations of Western Europe are 

taking concerted action to meet immediate difficulties and dangers. But it 
cannot end there. There can be no turning back from the road which must
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lead us on step by step to complete union. The rate of progress will be greatly 
quickened and the dangers reduced if, instead of waiting for events to compel 
us, we recognize not only the unavoidable necessity of the first steps, but the 
eminent desirability of the ultimate destination.

28. Let governments and peoples boldly proclaim that their aim is nothing 
less than the full and permanent unity of Europe and dedicate themselves to 
work unremittingly for its realization.

74. International Com m ittee: Congress of Europe -  A  European 
Deliberative Assembly May 1948

EM Archives, File ‘International Committee’, Congress of Europe 7-10 May 1948, 
excerpt from Draft Resolution (Political Section), Doc. T 28/T 29.

The principles, objectives and proposed measures set out in the Political Report submitted 
to the Hague Congress were also summarized, for debating purposes, into a Draft Political 
Resolution, drawn up by R. W. G. Mackay, André Noël and Brugmans.1 The most sensitive 
points covered in the Report, including for example the German problem’ the question of 
overseas territories, the free and democratic nature of the Union proposed and the need for 
a European Court and Charter of Human Rights, were all listed and debated. Without 
doubt, however; the most interesting proposal with regard to the precise politico-institutional 
framework envisaged at the European level was the projected European Deliberative 
Assembly’ put forward in clause 4 of the Draft Resolution and put into context by clauses 1, 
2 and 3. Under Mackay '*s influence,2 this projected transnational Assembly, rather then the 
intergovernmental Council, was now at the fore of the political campaign to be launched at 
The Hague?

(...) The Congress
1. Recognizes that the nations of Europe are unable any longer to survive 

as isolated economic and political units and are incapable of assuring security 
and social progress to their peoples.

2. Notes with approval recent steps which have been taken by some Euro
pean Governments in the direction of economic and political co-operation, 
but believes that in the present emergency the organizations created are inade
quate to provide any lasting remedy.

1 Official Minutes (IC/M/12) of the Joint International Committee meeting held at 
The Hague, 3 May 1948, EM Archives, File ‘International Committee’.

2 Mackay had, in fact, pressed the British Parliament to support the idea of setting 
up a ‘European Constituent Assembly’ barely two months earlier, with the support 
of nearly 200 MP’s. See Hansard, 18 March 1948, pp. 2302-4. This was in conjunc
tion with a similar initiative in the French Assembly led by Edouard Bonnefous. See 
Documents Parlementaires Assemblée Nationale, 19 March 1948, annex no. 3889.

3 This was with Sandys’ full approval. See doc. 81.
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3. Declares that the time has come when the European nations must transfer 
and merge some portion of their sovereign rights so as to secure common pol
itical and economic action for the integration and proper development of 
their common resources.

4. Demands the convening as soon as practicable of a European Deliberative 
Assembly chosen by the Parliaments of the participating nations, from among 
their members and others, designed

a) to stimulate and give expression to European public opinion;
b) to advise upon immediate practical measures designed progressively to 

bring about the necessary economic and political union of Europe;
c) to examine the juridical and constitutional implications arising out of the 

creation of such a union or federation and their economic and social conse
quences;

d) to prepare the necessary plans.
Such an assembly must have full right of access to all sources of information 

and must be adequately staffed for the carrying out of all its functions.

75. The Hague Congress: Political Debates 7 -9  May 1948

EM  Archives (and in several libraries), excerpts from  the h ec tog raphed  H ag u e  C o n 
gress Verbatim Report, O pen ing  P lenary  Session pp. 5 -2 5 ; Political C om m ittee 
pp. 2 -1 1 , 2 0 -4 , 2 7 -8 , 30, 47 -6 1 , plus D oc. E 791 902; H . B rugm ans, Vingt ans d'Eu
rope, Bruges, 1966, pp. 69 -7 6 , ‘La Q uestion  P réa lab le’.

The Political Debate at the Hague Congress was a complicated and at times unruly affair. 
The following excerpts trace the main debate stemming from the points listed in doc. 74 
(above), notably the issue of European Sovereignty and the proposed European Assembly. 
These extracts are taken from the Opening Plenary Session (7 May), in which the pragmatic 
views of the elder statesmen -  Churchill, Ramadier and van Zeeland -  were challenged by 
the more radical -  Coudenhove-Kalergi, Nicolô Carandini, and Henri Brugmans; and in 
turn from the Political Committee Debate (8-9 May), in which Courtin's and Mackay's 
attempt to extract an open if slightly vague commitment from the Congress was partly frus
trated by a variety of fusionist or corporatist federalist demands, only aiding in the final 
event the more cautious ‘unionist' side.

[Opening Plenary Session]
(...) Winston Churchill
(...) This is not a movement of parties but a movement of peoples. There 

is no room for jealousies. If there is rivalry of parties, let it be to see which one 
will distinguish itself most for the common cause. No one can suppose that 
Europe can be united on any party or sectional basis, any more than that one 
nation can assert an overweening predominance. It must be all for all. Europe 
can only be united by the heartfelt wish and vehement expression of the great 
majority of all the peoples in all the parties in all the freedom-loving countries, 
no matter where they dwell or how they vote.
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(...) The movement for European Unity, as our draft Report declares, must 
be a positive force, deriving its strength from our sense of common spiritual 
values. It is a dynamic expression of democratic faith based upon moral con
ceptions and inspired by a sense of mission. In the centre of our movement 
stands a charter of human rights, guarded by freedom and sustained by law. It 
is impossible to separate economics and defence from general political struc
ture. Mutual aid in the economic field and joint military defence must 
inevitably be accompanied step by step with a parallel policy of closer political 
unity.

(...) this involves some sacrifice or merger of national sovereignty. I prefer 
to regard it as the gradual assumption by all the nations concerned of that 
larger sovereignty which can alone protect their diverse and distinctive customs 
and characteristics and their national traditions.

(...) On the other hand it would not be wise in this critical time to be drawn 
into laboured attempts to draw rigid structures of constitutions. That is a later 
stage, and it is one in which the leadership must be taken by the ruling 
Governments in response no doubt to our impulse, and in many cases to their 
own conceptions. We are here to lay the foundations upon which the 
statesmen of the Western Democracies may stand, and to create an atmos
phere favourable to the decisions to which they may be led. It is not for us who 
do not wield the authority of Governments to confront each other or the 
world with sharply-cut formulas or detailed arrangements.

The task before us at this Congress is not only to raise the voice of Europe 
as a united whole during these few days. We must here and now resolve that 
in one form or another a European Assembly shall be constituted which will 
enable that voice to make itself continuously heard and, we trust, with ever 
growing acceptance through all the free countries of this Continent.

(...) Paul Ramadier
(...) It is the duty of those who interpret public opinion or govern states to 

establish institutions that will outlive transient circumstances.
Europe cannot be created by a kind of federalist revolution, which would 

weaken governments without strengthening the community.
(...) Coudenhove-Kalergi
(...) The creation of this national union of Europe goes beyond the mandate 

of our governments.
To achieve an immediate and radical solution of the European problem, we 

must have a Continental constituent assembly.
(...) This parliamentary initiative is necessary because, under our constitu

tions, supreme political power lies with parliamentary majorities. When these 
majorities organize to unite Europe, Europe will be united.

(...) Nicold Carandini
(...) the preliminary and essential guarantee of a collective political agree

ment and a supranational discipline that will incorporate them into a uniform 
system and give them a definitive justification and value.

(...) The way to achieve a genuine and fruitful economic unification of 
Europe lies, in our opinion, in a genuine and disciplined political federation of
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European states -  a federation transcending sovereignty and conferring on 
federal authorities the task of ensuring that each nation accepts the initial sacri
fices required for the establishment of a genuine European community.

(...) Henri Brugmans
(...) An assemblage of sovereign states will never save us from nationalism. 

(...) We welcome the co-operation of the Sixteen and the Brussels pact; but 
we go on to say that nothing will have been achieved until the dogma of sacro
sanct national sovereignty has been overthrown and until peoples have 
exerted real pressure on their governments.

(...) This first Congress of Europe is a political act. The federation of 
Europe is not a dreamer’s ideal or an academic theory -  it is the immediate 
objective of the present generation of Europeans, an aim of the first impor
tance and one which can be achieved.

It seems unrealistic to speak of a united Europe without envisaging a Euro
pean government and a European parliament.

(...) European federalism is not solely a political matter, it is functional as 
well. When we advocate European integration we are thinking not only of 
governing human beings but of organizing affairs. (...) And for that purpose 
nothing is more urgent than to create specialized bodies, autonomous but 
interconnected.

(...) Paul van Zeeland
(...) We have no illusions, however, as to the part that we must play -  we 

who are simply men of good will, assembled here by the desire to serve peace 
and justice. Most of us are convinced that the salvation of Europe, and there
fore the equilibrium of the world, is to be found in the prompt and effective 
creation of European union. But -  let us be warned -  however just and pro
found that conviction may be, it does not in itself alter the major difficulties 
that must be solved if we are to achieve our aim.

The Political Committee
(...) René Courtin
(...) This Assembly must very soon become the conscience and the mind of 

Europe, before taking on the task of inspiring and organizing it.
(...) R.W . G. Mackay
(...) we must at the outset get clear of these illussions: collective security, 

illusions of disarmament, illusions which prevented realization that, if 
Government is to be effective, it must have power, and if there is any Euro
pean authority to be created which is to be a United Europe and which is 
going to be effective, it must be in terms of power and of Government that it is 
to be thought.

(...) Let us realize that if the Union of Europe is to mean anything, it must 
mean a political organization which has power; which has power in respective 
matters such as external affairs, defence, currency, probably customs, and the 
planning of trade and development of production within the trading area. It 
must have specific powers of that kind, which it can exercise itself and which 
cannot be exercised in conflict with it.
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(...) I don’t think it greatly matters whether you talk of a surrender of sov
ereignty, of a merger of sovereignty, of a transfer of sovereignty or of an en
largement of sovereignty, so long as it is quite clear at all times that the 
individual states of Europe are giving up some of the rights to exercise powers 
which they cannot exercise without interfering with the other states of 
Western Europe.

M. le Président, I think that this is really the most fundamental issue we must 
face today. It may be a matter finally of drafting, but the point we have got 
to decide is that if we mean to unite Europe, if we mean that there is to be a 
government of Europe of some kind, if there is to be a political authority which 
can exercise power over problems which are common to all the European 
states, then that must involve of necessity the giving up of the exercise of those 
powers by the individual parliaments of the existing European states.

(...) The second fundamental is that we must have at the earliest possible 
moment, or the earliest practicable moment, an Assembly of people chosen by 
the different Parliaments of the different states of Europe to work out the full, 
the new political organization of Europe. I am trying to avoid getting into such 
phrases as ‘constituent Assemblies’; that seems to be a waste of time. What we 
want is an Assembly that can do something, and therefore let us just call it an 
Assembly.

(...) That Assembly shall be convened by the different governments of 
Europe: it will be chosen out of people, it will be chosen by the existing Parlia
ments of Europe and will consist of people in the Parliaments and outside the 
Parliaments.

(...) Paul Reynaud
(...) According to the decision you take concerning this European Assem

bly, and particularly the method of its composition, the Hague Congress will 
either be a date of the first importance in European history or a disappoint
ment after so many other disappointments.

(...) The Assembly we are offered cannot be a European Assembly with a 
European spirit: it can only be a club of national members of parliament.

(...) In our view, what is needed is to tap a new source of sovereignty by 
appealing to the sovereignty of Europeans. We believe that electors must vote 
as Europeans and not as citizens of Britain, France or Holland; and we believe 
that the answer to the problem is to make a strong impression on the popular 
imagination.

[Reynaud-Bonnefous Ammendment]
( . . . )
1. That there shall be established a European consultative assembly charged 

with formulating solutions to the problems of European revival and with 
advising on the best distribution of American aid;

2. that those members of the Congress who belong to parliaments in those 
countries which are receiving American aid shall bring in and support a Bill 
to elect the members of this Assembly before the end of this year;

3. election being by universal suffrage and according to the electoral régula-
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tions in each country, on the basis of one representative for every million of 
population or any fraction of a million greater than one half.

(...) Coudenhove-Kalergi
(...) I consider Paul Reynaud’s plan so revolutionary that all who seek an 

immediate solution to the European question ought to share his views and 
endorse what he proposes. Even if a European Assembly elected by peoples 
were no more than deliberative or consultative, it would still have immense 
authority. From the moral point of view it would be the strongest authority in 
Europe, and no government would dare oppose it.

(...) Miss Josephy
(...) Either we mean what we say, or we don’t. If we mean what we say it 

is no use just talking about joint exercise of sovereignty, we’ve got to admit 
that we have to transfer and merge some of our sovereignty in a common 
authority.

Anybody can talk about joint exercise of sovereignty. If a government body 
wants to give some powers to a joint organization, they can do so. And that 
is a joint exercise of sovereignty. What we want is that every country that joins 
the European Union, or Federation, as I prefer to call it, shall legally transfer 
some of the rights that it now exercises by itself to a common democratically 
elected authority which shall represent it and its partners in the union.

(...) If you have an elected European authority, it does not represent the 
states, it represents the people. (...) The thing we must have is a representation 
of people as people, and that is where you get your equality in your Federation. 
Not through trying to give equality to a small State in relation to a large State. 
It is every person as a person that we say has rights. And that is why we want 
to see this idea of federal government depending on the people, and not on 
the States.

(...) E. Lussan
(...) We ask that the governments of Europe should within six months con

vene a European assembly to be elected by the parliaments of participating 
countries, but also by representatives of various professional, cultural and so
cial organizations, trade unions and so on, such representatives to be freely de
signated by the organizations in question.

(...) E. Bonnefous
(...) Do you believe that an assembly that has not been elected by universal 

suffrage can play a part in creating, let alone expressing public opinion, if that 
opinion has not first been consulted?

(...) Harold Macmillan
(...) Flow are they to do this within a year? By what machineries, by what 

legislative actions? We all have our different systems, but I should be very 
much surprised if any of the Governments of any of the European Parliaments 
would in fact introduce legislation, and pass it by the end of the year, which 
introduced a system of a European Parliament to be elected upon this basis. 
It does not seem really to me to be practical politics. Who is to make the list 
of voters, how is the voting to be? Is it to be on proportional representation? 
Who is to be the returning officer? Under whose authority are the elections
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to be held? What is to be its juridical basis? Why, all these great questions have 
got to be decided if we are to do anything except write constitutions in the air. 
It is quite easy to write constitutions. What is difficult is to make them effective 
and durable.

(...) André Noël
(...) There is in every country a section of the establishment that is strongly 

opposed to the idea of European federation. If we here adopt resolutions that 
simply prove that our assembly lacks the necessary political maturity, it will 
be playing into our adversaries’ hands. I do not think we should succeed in 
imposing our will on governments or parliaments, and we should be gravely 
endangering the cause that we have sworn to promote.

(...) Pierre Bourdan
(...) But let no one come and tell us -  this is not the point -  that we are 

seeking to overthrow governments and parliaments with a stroke of the pen. 
No one here has suggested that we should override the decisions of govern
ments and parliaments. It is simply a matter of putting to them proposals that 
will then be submitted in written form to the various countries concerned.

What frightens me a little is that at a time when we are gathered here, as 
we think, to try to give up a share of our national sovereignty, we are 
confronted by arguments based on that very sovereignty, I would even say on 
governmental particularism.

We must strike while the iron is hot. For once in a way, all the events of the 
past year have been calculated to convince, not only an élite but every section 
of the population, that survival depends on European union. If you choose to 
follow a complex procedure involving governments and parliamentary com
missions, so that the desire for union will finally penetrate to the masses as no 
more than a distant echo of itself, you will be weakening the European cause.

(...) Henri Brugmans
(...) We have misgivings as to the idea of ‘one deputy per million inhabi

tants’. Such a method would be lacking in due regard for what we may call 
basic communities, whether regional, national or functional, and it might lead 
to the creation of a super-state. I believe that such a procedure, by its revolu
tionary character, would revive prejudice in favour of constitutional formulae 
that we would for our part reject.

(...) R .W . G. Mackay
(...) Let us look what we are asked to do now. The French Parliament has had 

a resolution down for an Assembly for a European Federation for the best part 
of the last three months (...) but I have yet to learn that it has been debated 
by the French Parliament. Why does not M. Reynaud go to the French Parlia
ment to have a little action there instead of coming here and bewitching 
people and trying to ask them to come to some idea of trying to get this 
through within six months in this silly way? If they mean action, why don’t 
they take action in their own Parliament? We have at least done it in Britain, 
we have at least debated it in Britain, we put our resolution down within two 
months. And we have debated it now and what has the Government said? The 
Government said: ‘We agree with the ideas of your European Union, we
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agree that sovereignty must be pooled. But we are not prepared to convene a 
constituent assembly at the present time.’ And yet, in the face of that, in the 
face of the strongest socialist and the strongest federalist Government of 
Europe having decided that they are not prepared to take this step at the 
moment, we, who are here planning a Union of Europe, have been asked to 
fly in the face of that and say that we want this done within six months. I do 
ask the members of this Congress to really face this problem with a little reali
ty.

76. The Hague Congress: Political Resolution 10 May 1948

EM  Archives (and  in several libraries), excerp t from  the hec tographed  H ag u e  C o n 
gress Verbatim Report, Political C om m ittee P lenary  Session, pp. 8 7 -9 ; A. and F. Boyd, 
Western Union, L ondon , 1948, appendix  H , pp. 159-61; R. V aughan , Post-War Integra
tion in Europe, L ondon , 1976, pp. 3 5 -7 ; European Movement and the Council of Europe, 
pp. 4 7 -8 ; S. P atijn  (ed.), Landmarks in European Unity, Leyden, 1976, pp. 37-41.

Jr

The final Political Resolution approved by the Political Committee on May 9, (with less 
than a dozen votes against), and in turn voted 'unanimously' at the Plenary Session of May 
10, was to provide the main policy-plank of the campaign conducted by the European Move
ment after the Hague Congress. The Resolution, demanding in particular the official conven
ing of a representative European Assembly with some juridical and constitutional’ func
tions, was indeed a historic document, well reported in the press, and indicating -  in the 
words of Carole Webb -  ‘the emergence of a new political current ’ seeking ‘to capture wides
pread public interest in the European idea 'J The document is quoted in full below:

*<•

Preamble: The ravages wrought by six years of war and by the occupation, 
the diminution of world food production, the destruction of industrial capac
ity, the creation of huge debts, the maintenance of military expenditure out of 
all proportion to the resources of the people, the shifting of economic power, 
the rancours left by war, the progressive evils of nationalism and the absence, 
despite the work of U. N. O., of an international authority sufficiently strong 
to provide law and order, constitute an unprecedented menace to the 
well-being and the security of the peoples of Europe and threaten them with 
ruin.

1 C. W ebb, ‘E uropean ism  and the E uropean  M ovem ents’, in M. K olinsky and 
W . E. P aterson  (eds.), Social and Political Movements in Western Europe, L ondon, 
1976, p. 316.
F or the (m inority) R eynaud-B onnefous view  o f the R esolu tion  and clause on the 
E uropean  Assem bly, see P. R eynaud, Unite or Perish, N ew  Y ork , 1951, pp. 192-3; 
E. B onnefous, LEurope en face de son destin, Paris, 1952, p. 100.
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In accordance with the principles and objectives set out in the Political 
Report submitted by the International Committee:

The Congress
1. Recognizes that it is the urgent duty of the nations of Europe to create 

an economic and political union in order to assure security and social progress.
2. Notes with approval the recent steps which have been taken by some 

European Governments in the direction of economic and political co-opera
tion, but believes that in the present emergency the organizations created are 
by themselves insufficient to provide any lasting remedy.

3. Declares that the time has come when the European nations must 
transfer and merge some portion of their sovereign rights so as to secure 
common political and economic action for the integration and proper develop
ment of their common resources.

4. Demands the convening, as a matter of real urgency, of a European 
Assembly chosen by the Parliaments of the participating nations, from among 
their members and others, designed

a) to stimulate and give expression to European public opinion;
b) to advise upon immediate practical measures designed progressively 

to bring about the necessary economic and political union of Europe;
c) to examine the juridical and constitutional implications arising out 

of the creation of such a union or federation and their economic and 
social consequences;

d) to prepare the necessary plans.
5. Considers that the resultant union or federation should be open to all 

European nations democratically governed and which undertake to respect a 
Charter of Human Rights, and resolves that a Commission should be set up 
to undertake immediately the double task of drafting such a Charter and of 
laying down standards to which a State must conform if it is to deserve the 
name of a democracy. Declares that in no circumstances shall a State be 
entitled to be called a democracy unless it does, in fact as well in law, 
guarantee to its citizens liberty of thought, assembly and expression, as well as 
the right to form a political opposition.

Requests that this Commission should report within three months on its 
labours.

6. It convinced that in the interest of human values and human liberty, the 
Assembly should make proposals for the establishment of a court of justice 
with adequate sanctions for the implementation of this Charter, and to this end 
any citizen of the associated countries shall have redress before the court, at 
any time and with the least possible delay, of any violation of his rights as 
formulated in the Charter.

7. Declares its conviction that the sole solution of the economic and 
political problems of Germany is its integration in a federated Europe.

8. Considers that any union or federation of European should be designed 
to protect the security of its constituent peoples, should be free from outside 
control, and should not be directed against any other nation.

9. Assigns to a United Europe the immediate task of establishing progres-
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sively a democratic social system, the aim of which shall be to free mankind 
from all types of slavery and from all economic insecurity, as political 
democracy is intended to protect it against the exercise of arbitrary power.

10. Declares that the union or federation must have as one of its objectives 
the improvement of economic, political, social and cultural standards of or in 
independent or associated territories, without prejudice to the ties which now 
bind its constituent parts to other countries beyond the seas.

11. Declares that the creation of a United Europe is an essential element in 
the creation of a united world.

77. The H ague Congress: Econom ic and Social Resolution
10 May 1948

EM  Archives (and in several libraries), excerp t from  the h ec tog raphed  H ag u e  C o n 
gress Verbatim Report, E conom ic and Social C om m ittee P lenary  Session; A. and F. 
Boyd, Western Union, appendix  H , pp. 161-4.

s:-

In addition to the Political Debate, the Hague Congress also held an extremely interesting 
and far-seeing Economic Debate, pre-viewing much of what later became reality in the 
European Economic Community, set up nearly a decade later. A  lot of the points in the docu
ment were more directly related' however; to the shortcomings of the newly-instituted 
OEEC.

Preamble
Europe is now confronted by a great crisis and a great opportunity. Its old 

economic system has been shattered by the war. Thanks to the generous assist
ance of the United States of America there is a unique opportunity to build a 
new and better Europe if Europeans work together under a common plan to 
develop the economic strength of the Continent. There is no hope of recovery 
if each country simply strives to rebuild its national economy by the old 
methods. Under modern conditions Europe can only achieve the standard of 
living which it ought to enjoy if its industrial and natural resources are devel
oped on continental lines. But progress in this direction will only achieved if it 
is accompanied at every step by a parallel policy of ever closer political union. 
Europe must unite if it is to regain and surpass its former prosperity and to 
re-assert its economic independence.

The exigences of modern economic development must be reconciled with 
the integrity of human personality. In any economic organization such as we 
envisage it must be decided where the responsibility rests; and in order to avoid 
any tendency towards totalitarianism and to safeguard the economic inde
pendence of the individual, the workers and their representative organizations 
should be closely associated with the setting up and development of the 
economy of United Europe.
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Resolution
The Congress:
1. Recognizes that no attempt to rebuild the economy of Europe upon the 

basis of rigidly divided national sovereignty can prove successful.
2. Affirms the urgent need for an economic union in Europe.
3. Declares that this union must maintain and progressively adjust the eco

nomic ties which at present link the countries of Europe with the Dominions 
and associated states or dependent territories overseas.

4. Welcomes the initial measures taken by certain Governments towards 
closer economic co-operation, or towards regional groupings; and expresses 
the hope that the work of the Conference of the Sixteen Nations will lead to 
conclusions favourable to the success of European Union.

5. Urges all the Governments concerned forthwith to proclaim their deter
mination to promote economic union and to put into effect the immediate eco
nomic measures required.

These should include measures designed:
(a) Trade
1. To remove step by step and, as soon as possible, finally abolish the obsta

cles to trade within the Union which result from quotas and import or export 
prohibitions.

2. To reduce and, wherever possible, completely eliminate customs duties 
between the member States.

(b) Currency
1. To restore budgetary equilibrium which is a first essential for the stability 

of currencies in each country and to reduce by all available means -  including 
monetary policy -  the disparities of prices and wages which are incompatible 
with the freedom of the exchanges.

2. To take early steps to establish multilateral clearings or, through the 
adjustment of exchange values, to set up areas within which the exchange of 
goods shall not be handicapped by currency controls.

3. Thus to pave the way for the free convertibility of currencies and the 
gradual restoration of freedom of trade among the countries of Europe.

(c) Production
1. To promote a common programme for the development of agricultural 

resources and the provision of the necessary equipment, in order to provide 
Europe with the highest possible nutritional standard.

2. To encourage technical or regional industrial specialization and the 
renewal and modernization of the technical means of production.

3. To draw up and carry into effect a programme of development and pro
duction for the basic industries of the whole area; this should include:

(i) the production and fair distribution of the coal resources of united 
Europe as well as the expansion of its electric power;

(ii) the co-ordination and rationalization of communications;
(iii) the utilization in general of resources and equipment of European 

countries in conformity with the needs of their peoples;
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(d) Labour
1. To raise to the greatest possible extent the standard of living of the popu

lations of Europe, in particular by all the above measures which are designed 
to increase production, and to invite the professional, economic and social 
organizations of the various countries to study together ways and means of 
increasing production still further and rationalizing distribution while 
improving social conditions and ensuring a fair distribution of the product of 
economic activity.

2. To promote the mobility of labour to the maximum possible extent, while 
assuring to migrant workers and their families the standards of wages, social 
security, living conditions, and conditions of employment prevailing in the 
country to which they come.

3. To co-ordinate their economic policies so as to secure full employment.
Ultimate Objectives

6. The Congress considers that in addition to these first measures, steps 
should also be taken to achieve, progressively, within the Union:

(e) The free circulation of capital.
(f) The unification of currencies.
(g) The co-ordination of budgetary and credit policy.
(h) A full customs union, involving the abolition of all barriers to the move

ment of goods between the countries of the Union and the application to non
member countries of tariffs low enough not to interfere with the normal flow 
or hinder the development of world trade.

(i) The co-ordination of social legislation.
The Congress emphasizes that all the measures herein proposed for the 

economic organization of Europe should be carried out in accordance with 
the agreements reached or to be reached under the auspices of the UN or of 
the affiliated organizations dealing with world economy.

Conclusion
Such is the economic basis on which the people of Europe will find the 

opportunity -  and the duty -  not only to put a stop to the present decline in 
their standard of living, but also to ensure that all shall enjoy better conditions 
of life, both material and cultural, which is the ultimate and sole aim of every 
economic activity.

Under these better conditions, when the petty rivalries of national states 
have been laid aside, we may look forward to the development of a harmonious 
society in Europe, respecting the rights of the family, and guaranteeing the 
free association of individuals and groups -  as well as the protection of the 
weak and infirm, a society in which, and through which, scope may be given 
to all to develop in freedom and in concord a full and balanced personality. 
We look forward to a social and economic existence, in which Europe may 
play her proper role in the world as a constructive and pacific force.
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Matters for Future Study
In addition to the points embodied in the foregoing resolution, the Congress 

is of opinion that certain other proposals submitted to it might be usefully 
brought to the notice of the appropriate special bodies in order that their sub
stance and the means of giving effect to them may be examined. These 
proposals may be briefly summarized as follows:

1. Establishment of an Emigration Commission to organize migration in 
Europe and to take steps to promote the absorption and reinstatement of the 
one and a half million Displaced Persons into European communities and 
overseas.

2. Economic and social contribution towards the fulfilment of the Marshall 
Plan.

3. Study of the laws concerning inventions within the sphere of United 
Europe.

4. Free movement of travellers throughout Europe.
5. Elimination of double taxation, co-ordination of the taxes falling on pro

duction and trade.
6. Institution of an inquiry as to the means of progressively eliminating com

petition based on disparities arising from low standards of real wages and con
ditions of employment, which in the past have led to the erection of high 
tariffs and other barriers to international trade.

7. Study of the economic aspects of the problems of the Ruhr.

78. The Hague Congress: Message to the Europeans 10 May 1948

EM  Archives (and in several libraries), excerp t from  the hec tog raphed  H ag u e  C o n 
gress Verbatim Report, C losing P lenary  Session, p. 38; D . de R ougem ont, T h e  C am 
paign of the E uropean  C ongresses’, in Government and Opposition 2 (1966-1967), 
p. 345; European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 37-8 .

The Closing Plenary Session of the Hague Congress did not lack its moment of drama. 
Scheduled to deliver a final Message’ to the Congress, after which a mass 'pledge' was to be 
taken, the militant federalist ideologue -  Denis de Rougemont -  found himself outma
noeuvred by Sandys,1 who, as organizing chairman, gave a summary of his own concerning 
the results of the gathering and the scope of the future campaign (see doc. 79). Despite various 
cuts in his text, de Rougemont none the less managed to deliver at the end of his '.Message’ 
the following 'pledge’ approved and applauded by all:

1 de R ougem ont, ‘C am paign’, pp. 344-5 . D e R ougem ont was R ap p o rteu r o f the 
C ultural C om m ittee and had p resen ted  a long re p o rt to  this body, p roposing  chiefly 
the setting up of a E uropean  C ultural C en tre , institu ted  in G eneva in 1950.
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( . . . )
1. We desire a United Europe, throughout whose area the free movement 

of persons, ideas and goods is restored;
2. We desire a Charter of Human Rights guaranteeing liberty of thought, 

assembly and expression as well as the right to form a political opposition;
3. We desire a Court of Justice with adequate sanctions for the implementa

tion of this Charter;
4. We desire a European Assembly where the live forces of all our nations 

shall be represented;
5. And pledge ourselves in our homes and in public, in our political and reli

gious life, in our professional and trade union circles, to give our fullest sup
port to all persons and governments working for this lofty cause, which offers 
the last chance of peace and the one promise of a great future for this genera
tion and those that will succeed it.

79. D uncan Sandys: Results o f the H ague Congress: Future
Plans 10 May 1948

EM  Archives (and in several libraries), excerp t from  the h ec tog raphed  H ag u e  C o n 
gress Verbatim Report, C losing P len ary  Session, pp. 3 0 -3 ; European Movement and the 
Council of Europe, pp. 90-1 .

*

The Hague Congress was without doubt a huge success, having given authority and 
impetus to the European political campaign. Sandys5powerful contribution to the conference 
was described by Retinger as follows: ‘. .. he was superb at the Congress, displaying his 
organizing talent, energy, tenacity and' for once, admirable tact.’1 It was only fitting and 
proper; therefore, that Sandys, as the chief organizer, delivered a summary of the main 
political and strategic points arising out of the Congress. The three official objectives for 
which the Congress had been conceived to propagate, namely: to show widespread support 
for European unity, to exchange views and to plan concerted future action, had been 
achieved, despite what Sandys chose to describe as differences of opinion'. The process of uni
ting Europe had :now passed out of the theoretical stage\ The continuing campaign, 
however; would neither be easy nor straightforward, as Sandys tried to argue in the rest of 
his speech, summarized in the following excerpts:

(...) But let us not in our enthusiasm exaggerate the progress that has been 
made or underrate the distance we have yet to travel. We are still a long way 
from the setting up of an international European authority endowed with 
effective powers and that is ultimately the real test of our sincerity and our 
determination.

It is also well for us to recognize that as we move forward from the stage 
of proclaiming principles to the stage of putting them into practice the difficul
ties will increase.

1 R etinger, Memoirs, p. 221.
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We know that the union of Europe will bestow untold benefits upon all 
people in all lands. But there is no good in pretending that this can be achieved 
without some temporary interference with certain national and sectional 
interests. We must, I am afraid, expect that vigorous resistance will be put up 
by those whose interests are adversely affected and that they will make every 
effort to mobilize and misuse patriotic sentiment, with the object of holding 
back their Governments. If the Governments are to be able to withstand these 
pressures, they must have the solid backing of informed and convinced public 
opinion.

(...) We who have been privileged to play some small part in the initial stage 
are the first to recognize that it is no longer appropriate that this great Move
ment should continue to be confined to a limited circle of pioneers.

If our Movement is to be equal to the magnitude of its responsibilities, it 
must rest upon the broadest and surest foundations. The international orga
nism which directs the campaign must derive its mandate from authoritative 
bodies in each country, which are representative of all that is important in the 
political, economic and cultural life of the nation.

(...) The campaign must be conducted through every channel open to us. 
Parliamentary action will become increasingly important. The European Par
liamentary Union provides an effective instrument for the initiation and co-or
dination of efforts in this vital sphere.

Outside Parliament we must employ methods available to us -  public meet
ings, national and international youth rallies, studies and conferences upon 
special subjects, continuous contact with the press and every medium of mod
ern propaganda. (...) We must seek the co-operation of organized bodies of 
every kind -  political parties, trade unions, professional and learned societies, 
youth movements and so forth.

(...) Our only adversaries are the timidity which arises from lack of imagi
nation, the scepticism which springs from a restricted national outlook, the 
obstruction of sectional interests based upon a failure to comprehend the 
larger and overriding benefits to be derived by all, and lastly, the general 
inertia which throughout the ages has always been the chief obstacle to all 
great causes. These we can and shall overcome, by the strength of our own 
faith and the revolutionary zeal with which we proclaim it.

80. The Hague Congress: Permanent Organization of the Con
gress 10 May 1948

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational C om m ittee’, C ongress o f E urope 7 -10  M ay 1948, 
D oc. T/35

The campaign which Sandys envisaged (doc. 72) was to be given practical form by the 
decision of the Hague Congress to support the continuing activities of the International 
Committee, with a view to setting up a more organic and tighter organization. In this sense,
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the ‘European Movement" as such was launched with the approval of the following document 
at The Hague on 10 May:

The Congress recommends that
1. The various organizations that are working for European Union should 

co-ordinate their activities in the most effective organization.
2. A co-ordinating body representing all tendencies in Europe in accordance 

with democratic practice should follow up the resolutions of the Congress and 
prepare additional measures for furthering the purpose which we are striving 
to attain, a United Europe.

3. This central organization should include
a) A general Council consisting of representatives of the different move

ments and of eminent persons chosen for their special qualifications;
b) An executive Committee assisted by a General Secretariat;
c) Such special Committees as the Council or the Executive Committee shall 

appoint to study matters or carry out tasks which the Congress may entrust 
to them or which may come to the front as the European problem unfolds.

81. Duncan Sandys: Organization, Objectives and Plans for the 
European Campaign May 1948

EM Archives, File ‘International Committee’, Doc. EXJM/1 :IC/P/24 (A) and IC/P/25
(B ) .

In the wake of the Hague Congress and the call for a 'permanent organization ’ to lead 
the European campaign (doc. 8Of Sandys quickly set to work in order to submit his own 
proposals to the next meeting of the International Committee, held in Paris on 29-30 May 
1948.1 Divided into two texts,2 both printed in full below, Sandys sought and gained 
approval for the organization of a broader but more tightly controlled European pressure 
group, with special emphasis being given to the primary goal of securing a European Assem
bly.

1 Official Minutes (EX/M/1) of International Committee meeting, 29-30 May 
1948, EM Archives, File ‘International Committee’.

2 Organization for Future Campaign: proposals submitted by Chairman of Executive 
(IC/P/24) Objectives and Plans for the Campaign: proposals by Chairman of Executive 
(IC/P/25), accompanying papers to EX/M/1, ibid.
See also in this context Alexandre Marc’s proposals submitted, before the Hague 
Congress, on behalf of the EUF: Projet d ’une Organisation Européenne, 29 April, 
1948, CEC Archives, File ‘EUF’; Silva, letter to Sandys, 12 April 1948, UEF 
Archives, File ‘Correspondence 1948’.
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(A)

Joint Campaign
1. The co-operation which has been secured in recent months between the 

different movements working for European unity has been of unquestionable 
advantage for the general cause.

2. The Congress of Europe, which was held under their joint auspices, has 
provided them with a common mandate and programme of action for whose 
implementation it is essential that they should continue to work together as 
closely as, and if possible even more closely than before.

3. Each participating movement must make its contribution to the realiza
tion of the Hague decisions in its respective sphere of action. But if the cam
paign is to make its maximum effect upon public opinion, parliaments and 
governments, it must be conducted as a single concerted operation.

4. For this purpose it is necessary that the participating movements should 
agree that the functions to be carried out in common through an international 
co-ordinating body should include:

(a) the formulation of the policy to be jointly pursued and the overall 
planning of a common campaign in all spheres to secure its realization.

(b) the co-ordination of the activities of the participating movements in their 
various spheres, with particular regard to policy, timing and tactics.

(c) the organization of important international activities, such as congresses 
of a general character, international campaigns of meetings, radio talks, press 
appeals.

(d) the conduct of relations with Governments, press and radio authorities 
on matters concerning the realization of the objects of the common campaign, 
with a view to avoiding duplication and inconsistencies.

(e) the formulation of proposals for the constitution of the European 
Assembly, the planning of a concerted popular and parliamentary campaign 
of action to secure the adoption of these by Governments; the drafting in 
common of the popular manifestos, parliamentary resolutions, press state
ments, etc. necessary for this campaign; and, finally, the practical organiza
tion of such an Assembly in the event of Governments declining to take the 
initiative.

(f) the conduct of economic, social, juridical and cultural studies and activi
ties, and the creation of any international bodies required for these purposes.

Division of Responsibilities
5. The various participating movements have different characteristics and 

have been constituted to perform different functions, all of which are essential. 
Provided the distinctive responsibilities of each organization or group of 
organizations are clearly defined, their continued autonomy in their respec
tive spheres should be maintained.

6. The study of the economic and social problems of European unity should 
be undertaken by a technically qualified body composed of economists, indus
trialists, trade-unionists and others drawn from different countries. The
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organization of these studies and the presentation of the resulting proposals 
to the international co-ordination body should continue to be the 
responsibility of the Independent League for European Co-operation.

7. The international co-ordinating body should recognize the European 
Parliamentary Union as the appropriate organism for carrying out the parlia
mentary aspects of the common campaign and as the channel for 
co-ordinating and directing action inside parliaments and between parliamen
tary groups, and for organizing international gatherings of a parliamentary 
character in support of the cause of European unity.

8. The other movements which are not of a specialized character should be 
jointly responsible for winning the support of public opinion outside the 
parliamentary sphere.

9. If it is decided to establish a European Cultural Centre, the latter should 
be entrusted with responsibility for all activities in that field.

Co-ordinating Machinery
10. The international co-ordinating body referred to above should consist 

of four elements:
(a) a Council to lay down the broad lines of the policy to be followed;
(b) an Executive to plan and direct the action required to implement that 

policy;
(c) a number of Committee to be set up by the Council or Executive to con

duct studies or plan action in specific spheres;
(d) a General Secretariat to provide the secretarial services for the above 

bodies and to take the necessary action to put their decisions into effect.

Council
11. The respect and attention which will be paid to the decisions of the 

Council and the publicity they will obtain will depend upon the personal 
standing of its members and upon the extent to which it is truly representative 
of different nationalities and political opinions. It is suggested that the Council 
should be composed of three elements:

(a) leading figures in their respective countries chosen by recognized 
national groups, with due regard to the maintenance of a proper balance 
between different shades of political opinion and other elements in public life 
on the Council as a whole;

(b) representatives of participating movements which are campaigning for 
European unity;

(c) further persons whom the Council may decide to co-opt in an advisory 
capacity.

Executive
12. Since the practical task of implementing the policy laid down by the 

Council will largely have to be carried out by the participating movements, the 
Executive should be composed mainly of representatives of these movements, 
due care being paid to ensure an adequate representation of the different 
nationalities and political opinions. The existing International Co-ordinating
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Committee is, in fact, constituted on this basis and could, until such time as a per
manent Council is constituted, suitably discharge the functions of the Executive.

13. However, since it will have to meet at frequent intervals, it is desirable 
that the number of representatives which each organization is entitled to 
nominate should be reduced from four to three. If necessary, two or three ad
ditional members from countries at present unrepresented should be added. 
This would make a total of about twenty-four persons.

Committees
14. A number of Committees will be required to carry out special studies and 

to draw up plans for the campaign. The International Councils of the Indepen
dent League for European Co-operation and of the European Parliamentary 
Union fulfill these requirements in their respective spheres. New Committees are, 
however, needed to deal with such matters as press and radio; the popular cam
paign; the formulation of precise proposals for the constitution and terms of 
reference of the European Assembly; cultural activities; publications; and finance.

Secretariat
15. The General Secretariat would be responsible for providing the neces

sary Secretarial services for the Council, the Executive and the various Com
mittees and for performing the necessary administrative and organizational 
work to put their decisions into effect.

16. The Secretariat should continue to be centred in offices in Paris and 
London. The staff will require to be increased and strengthened.

(B)
Objectives of Campaign
1. The decisions and recommendations embodied in the three Resolutions 

passed by the Congress of Europe should be regarded as the objectives of the 
campaign to be conducted jointly by all the participating Movements.

2. The Congress Resolutions should be adopted as the basis for all general 
propaganda and should be used as a guide to those responsible for preparing 
publications or material for speeches and articles.

Distribution of Resolutions
3. The Resolutions passed by the Congress, together with a short intro

duction, are being printed in pamphlet form in French and English. The Gen
eral Secretariat is making arrangements for distribution to Congress dele
gates, governments and members of parliaments in all the free countries of 
Europe. The participating Movements should be encouraged to distribute the 
Resolutions in the spheres in which they operate as part of their own cam
paign. Where these is a possibility of duplication, the programme of distribu
tion should be co-ordinated at the national level. (Copies can be obtained 
from the London Secretariat at the cost price of about three pence, payable in 
the currency of the country; orders should be placed not later than June 8th.)

4. Translations of the Resolutions into Italian and German are in hand. 
The production of versions in other languages should also be considered;
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however, for practical reasons, it will probably be necessary to leave the 
printing of such pamphlets to be done in the country requiring them.

Representations to Governments
5. Each national delegation should be asked to form an influential and 

representative deputation to call upon the Prime Minister or Foreign Minister 
of their respective country.

These deputations should explain the contents of resolutions and urge the 
adoption of the specific recommendations made to Governments by the 
Congress. Special emphasis should be laid upon the request for the immediate 
creation of a European Assembly.

Special Committees
6. In accordance with the decisions of the Congress special committees 

should be set up without delay for the following purposes:
(a) to draft a Charter of Human Rights and to lay down the standards to 

which a state must conform if it is to deserve the name of a democracy;
(b) to consider the nature and constitution of a European Cultural Centre 

to perform the tasks enumerated in Section (I) of the Cultural Resolution.
7. In addition, there should be set up technically qualified Committees to 

consider and make detailed proposals upon the recommendations of the Con
gress relating to the creation of (a) a Supreme European Court of Justice, and 
(b) a European Institute for Childhood and Youth Questions.

8. The Economic and Social Resolutions contained many specific recom
mendations and indicated a number of additional questions which require to 
be studied. The International Council of the Independent League for Euro
pean Co-operation should be asked to consider forming any necessary Coipi- 
mittees to study these problems and generally keep in touch with the 
economic situation as it develops.

European Assembly
9. Whilst all the decisions of the Congress are of importance, the demand 

for the immediate creation of a European Assembly is the one which is most 
capable of striking the public imagination. Moreover, such an Assembly, once 
created, would provide a most powerful instrument through which continuous 
pressure could be exerted to secure the realization of all the various other 
objectives adopted by the Congress. The demand for a European Assembly 
should therefore be made the central and dominant feature of the whole cam
paign which should be pursued with the utmost energy through every channel 
that is open to us.

10. The European Parliamentary Union should be asked to draft a suitable 
resolution and arrange for this to be moved without delay in every freely 
elected European Parliament. The resolution should

(a) apply in general principle the creation of a European Assembly,
(b) request the immediate convoking of an International Preparatory Con

ference to decide upon the composition, method of selection and terms of ref
erence of the proposed Assembly.
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11. Simultaneously, a vigorous popular campaign in support of this project 
should be launched in all countries through public meetings and demonstra
tions, the press and the radio.

12. Considerations should also be given to the desirability of organizing in 
each country through the press or by canvassing method, a mass petition to 
Parliament. The text of such a petition or manifesto would require to be 
co-ordinated with the text of the parliamentary resolution referred to above.

13. It is probable that several parliaments will adopt such resolutions and 
that a few governments will declare their readiness to co-operate in convoking 
the necessary Preparatory Conference, provided other governments do the 
same. But it should be recognized that, in present circumstances, it is unlikely 
that sufficient governmental and Parliamentary support will be obtained to 
assure the early establishment of the desired European Assembly.

14. It is therefore essential that, in addition to the parliamentary and popular 
campaigns designed to secure the official co-operation of governments, paral
lel action should be initiated to prepare for the convocation of a representative 
assembly through unofficial channels, in the event of the official co-operation 
not being forthcoming.

15. A Committee should be set up forthwith to formulate proposals for the 
composition, method of selection, and the terms of reference of the desired 
Assembly. In view of the nature of the subject, about two thirds of the Com
mittee should be members of parliament. This Committee should complete its 
work within two months so that its proposals could be considered by the Inter
national Committee early in August and could go forward to the Interlaken 
Congress of the European Parliamentary Union in September, as a project 
agreed by all the participating movements.

16. The International Committee, after having considered any amendments 
recommended by the Interlaken Congress, would submit this project to the 
official Preparatory Conference (referred to above) if the Governments 
should convene one. Otherwise, it would be adopted as the Constitution for 
the unofficial Assembly to be independently established.

17. To establish an authoritative European Assembly on an unofficial basis 
will require about twelve months intensive preparatory work. If, therefore, the 
Assembly is to meet before the winter of 1949, the organizational planning 
should be put in hand at once. This work can of course, at any time be aban
doned, should the European Governments decide to support the establish
ment of an official Assembly.

18. If the general plan is approved, the general secretariat should be asked 
to prepare for consideration at the next meeting of the International 
Committee a list of suitable situated towns in which appropriate buildings and 
adequate lodging accommodation would be available together with an approx
imate budget of the expenditure likely to be involved.

19. In any statement which it may be decided to issue to the press at the 
end of the meeting of the International Committee on May 29th, and 30th, 
special predominance should be given to the Campaign for the European 
Assembly.
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82. International Executive C om m ittee: European Assembly
18 July 1948

EM  A rchives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’, excerp t from  
D oc. EX/M/2.

The post-Hague European campaign in favour of achieving the primary objective of a 
European Assembly resulted in three memoranda being drawn up on the subject and in turn 
approved at the International Executive Committee meeting of 18 July.1 The first memoran
dum, sent to the Prime Ministers of the 16 OEEC States, was the most cautious, emphasizing 
that the proposed European Assembly would not interfere in any way with the authority of 
national governments.2 The second memorandum, sent to the 16 Western European Parlia
ments, on the other hand, put more stress on the practical role of the Assembly envisaged, and 
the need to set it up by 1949,3 The most pertinent memorandum in terms of immediate proce
dural difficulties over convocation and general duties was, however, despatched for the immi
nent attention of the five Brussels Treaty Foreign Ministers, meeting at The Hague the next 
day.4 The text, delivered personally by the Dutch Senator Kerstens, read as follows:

1. The Congress of Europe held at The Hague in May 1948 unanimously 
adopted a Resolution which called for the convening, as a matter of real 
urgency, of a European Assembly chosen by the Parliaments of the 
participating nations, from among their members or others, in order:

(a) to stimulate and give expression to European public opinion
(b) to advise upon immediate practical measures designed progressively to 

bring about the necessary economic and political union of Europe
(c) to examine the juridical and constitutional implications arising out of the 

creation of such a Union or Federation and their economic and social conse
quences

(d) to prepare the necessary plans for the above purposes.
2. Membership of the European Assembly, at any rate at its first Session, 

should be limited to representatives of nations who are participating in the 
European Recovery Programme (including Western Germany).

3. The Parliament of each participating country will be invited to pass a 
Resolution asking for the convening of the above-mentioned European 
Assembly.

4. It is considered that the Assembly should meet not later than the 
beginning of 1949.

1 O fficial M inutes (EX/M/2) In ternational Executive C om m ittee m eeting, 18 July  
1948, EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’.

2 Ibid., accom panying  p ap e r (EX/P/1, A nnex A).
3 Ibid., (EX/P/1, A nnex B).
4 This d irec t political initiative was taken  only  afte r na tional delegations had 

already  delivered in person  the H ag u e  C ongress R esolutions to  the various W estern  
E uropean  G overnm ents concerned.
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5. Agreement will have to be reached between the participating nations upon 
the following points:

(a) definition of the precise terms of reference of the Assembly
(b) procedure to be adopted in selecting the members of the Assembly
(c) organizational and administrative arrangements
(d) budget of the expenditure envisaged and an equitable assessment of the 

share of the expenses to be contributed by each participating nation.

83. International Executive C om m ittee: European Assem bly
18 August 1948

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. EXJMI 
3:EXJP/11; European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 51-2.

In a dramatic diplomatic opening, the retiring French Foreign Minister, Bidault, on 20 
July, declared his support for the European Assembly memorandum submitted to the Brussels 
Council meeting (doc. 82), and went on to argue that the European governments should 
indeed facilitate the realization of the \great movement of opinion launched at The Hague'.1 
Subsequently, in a statement to the Belgian Senate on 29 July, the Premier-Foreign Minister, 
Paul-Henri Spaak, also declared that he was in favour of a European Assembly, and that 
upon receipt of detailed recommendations from the International Committee he would be 
willing to approach other governments with a view to securing their agreement.2 In 
response, the leaders of the International Executive Committee prepared a Preliminary 
Memorandum' to be submitted to the five governments, signatories to the Brussels Pact. The 
document was drafted early in August, and was mainly the work of Sandys and Ramadier 
(Chairman of the key Institutional Section'), along with de Menthon and Reynaud, and in 
consultation with Brugmans and Bichet? Things moved to a head when, on 15 August, 
Ramadier -  now a Cabinet Minister -  said that he was willing to put the European 
Assembly proposal before the French Government, asking it to take the initiative in calling a 
meeting of Foreign Ministers in order to promote the idea at an official diplomatic level.4 The 
International Executive Committee Bureau accordingly approved the text in question on 18 
August,5 sending it off to the 16 OEEC governments, and having it delivered within hours 
by Ramadier and Schuman to the full meeting of the French Government held that same day 
under the chairmanship of President Auriol. The memorandum, in which the main 
procedural proposal was for the convening of a 'preparatory conference' by the Brussels 
Treaty Powers, was endorsed by the French in less than four hours.6 The diplomatic break-

1 See Chronique de Politique Étrangère 1948, Vol. 1, No. 3, p. 36; Vol. 1, No. 5,
pp. 18-20.

2 Ibid., Vol. 1, No. 3, p. 36; European Movement and the Council of Europe, p. 51.
3 Sandys, letters to Bohy and Brugmans, 6 and 8 August 1948, EM Archives, File 

‘Correspondence’.
4 See Retinger, Memoirs, p. 222.
5 Official Minutes (EX/M/3) Bureau meeting, 18 August 1948, EM Archives, File 

‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’.
6 Among the best press reports, see Manchester Guardian, article and editorial, 19 

August 1948. Also consult Creation of the Council of Europe, European Movement 
publication (INF/10/E), London, 1949, p. 5.
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through of the campaign for a European Assembly had been achieved in just over three 
months since the Hague Congress.

The Congress of Europe, held at The Hague last May under the auspices 
of the International Committee of the Movements for European Unity, 
unanimously called for the creation of a representative European Assembly. 
Following upon the Congress, deputations presented the text of the Hague 
Resolutions to the Prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers of most of the Euro
pean countries.

Certain Governments asked that a precise scheme should be submitted to 
them regarding the method of convening the Assembly. The French and Bel
gian Governments publicly declared their support for the project. Monsieur 
Spaak stated in the Belgian Parliament that, on receipt of detailed proposals 
from the International Committee of the Movements for European Unity, he 
would be willing to initiate diplomatic negotiations with other Governments 
to secure their implementation.

It is in response to these requests that the International Committee submits 
the following recommendations for the consideration of Governments.

Countries to be Represented.
1. The European Assembly will, it is hoped, ultimately embrace all the 

nations of Europe. However, since there are a number of countries which, for 
political or other reasons, cannot at present participate, it will be necessary 
initially to limit the scope of the Assembly to the representatives of those 
nations which have demonstrated their desire for collaboration by adhering to 
the Organization for European Economic Co-operation.

Terms of Reference.
2. Until such time as the nations should decide to transfer some part of their 

sovereign rights to an international European authority, the Assembly could 
have no legislative or executive powers. On the other hand, it could perform 
important functions of a deliberative and advisory character. Such functions 
would include:

a) To give expression to the desire of the European peoples for unity and 
peace.

b) To consider practical measures to secure the progressive political and 
economic integration of Europe.

c) To study the constitutional, economic and social problems inherent in the 
creation of a European union.

d) To consider methods of developing closer understanding among the 
European peoples in the spiritual and cultural spheres.

e) To approve a Charter of Human Rights, and to make proposals for the 
establishment of a European Supreme Court, with adequate sanctions to 
secure the implementation of the Charter.

f) To make recommendations for action in regard to the above matters to 
the Governments of the participating nations, and to appropriate European 
intergovernmental Agencies.
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Finance.
3. It is recommended that the costs of the Assembly, including the travelling 

and necessary expenses of the representatives, should be defrayed by the 
Governments of the participating nations.

Convening Authority.
4. For reasons of speed and administrative convenience, it is suggested that 

the five Governments, signatories to the Brussels Treaty, 1948, should be 
asked to undertake responsibility for convening and organizing the Assembly.

Preparatory Conference.
5. For the purpose of advising these Governments, there should be called, 

as soon as possible, a Preparatory Conference, to be attended by representative 
delegations from the five countries, as follows:

France 25, Britain 25, Benelux Group (Belgium 11, Netherlands 11, Luxem
burg 3) 25 = 75 delegates

6. The Governments should secure from their respective parliaments the 
designation of the appropriate number of delegates. These should be chosen, 
without restriction, from among Members of Parliament or from outside the 
parliamentary sphere.

7. The terms of reference of the Preparatory Conference should be to make 
recommendations to the five Governments upon all matters relevant to the 
convening of the European Assembly, including in particular:

a) The countries to be represented in the Assembly.
b) The number and allocation of seats.
c) The method of selection of representatives.
d) The Rules of Procedure.
e) The place and date of First Session.
f) The Agenda for First Session.
8. This Preparatory Conference should be held in Brussels not later than the 

month of November, 1948. Assuming due preparation, the Conference should 
be able to complete its work in three days.

9. The International Committee of the Movements for European Unity is 
preparing a draft Constitution for the European Assembly and draft Rules of 
Procedure which it will be pleased to submit to the Conference as a basis for 
discussion. The Committee is also ready to place the services of its General 
Secretariat at the disposal of the Preparatory Conference, if this should be 
thought useful.

84. Duncan Sandys: Assembly for Europe: Initial Com m itm ents
Septem ber-O ctober 1948

Sandys’ letters to The Times,, 22 September (A) and 18 October 1948 (B); EM 
Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. EX/M/5:EX/P/30.

*
By 2 September both the French and now also the Belgian Government had officially 

endorsed the European Assembly campaign. The British Government, however; refused to
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be drawn, seeking refuge in its broader commitment to the Commonwealth, and deliberately 
choosing to interpret the memorandum in question as a call for a European ‘Constituent ’ 
Assembly,1 as was indeed the view of the EPU Interlaken Conference under Mack ay's influ
ence.2 Sandys, in the following extracts from two letters he wrote consecutively to The 
Times, attempted to clarify the issue as best he could in the circumstances:

(A) 22 September
From his speech in Parliament on September 15, analysed in your article 

entitled ‘Step by Step,’ it would seem that the Foreign Secretary is disposed to 
reject, at any rate for the present, the proposal for a European assembly. How
ever, the arguments which he advanced appear to be based upon some confu
sion as to the nature of this proposal.

He said: ‘We are asked now to call an assembly to draft a constitution for 
western Europe. (...) These suggestions will not stand the test of examination 
for a moment/ He went on to say: ‘When one starts constitution-making in 
this way, one raises a lot of problems/ Mr Bevin explained that he was referring 
specifically to the proposals of the recent conference at Interlaken. (This was 
a meeting of members of Parliament from a number of countries, including 
some 15 from Britain, which recommended the calling of an assembly to frame 
a federal constitution for a ‘United States of Europe/)

It is surprising that Mr Bevin felt able to devote such a substantial part of 
his speech to criticizing the opinions of this unofficial conference, and yet did 
not find time to make even a passing reference to the fact that the French and 
Belgian Governments had jointly placed upon the agenda of the Brussels 
Treaty Permanent Commission an official proposal for the creation of a 
European assembly of an altogether less ambitious nature. The memorandum 
submitted by the two Governments makes it clear that, in present circumstan
ces, the functions of such an assembly could only be of a ‘deliberative and advi
sory character,’ and they certainly do not suggest conferring upon it any con
stitution-making powers. Furthermore, they recommend that, before 
convening it, a preparatory conference should be called, at which all relevant 
issues could be discussed. The Foreign Secretary clearly could not have 
intended his criticisms of the Interlaken project to apply to the much more 
limited but more realistic proposal of the two Governments. At the same time, 
the latter cannot be passed over in silence without giving the impression of, if 
not hostility, at least lukewarmness towards this historic initiative.

Almost every one will support the British Government’s policy of 
proceeding ‘step by step’ with the conclusion of agreements for practical col
laboration in such spheres as economic recovery and defence. But the pursuit 
of this policy, which incidentally is equally the policy of the French and 
Belgian Governments, is surely not inconsistent with acceptance of the latter’s

1 See Bevin, Hansard, Debate on the Address, 15 September 1948, pp. 90-107.
2 For Interlaken Conference, see doc. 39.
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proposal for a deliberative assembly? Far from being mutually exclusive, the 
two ideas are in fact complementary.

Mr Bevin indicated that when Governments had ‘settled the matters of 
defence, economic co-operation, and the necessary political developments 
which must follow, it may be possible to establish some kind of assembly to 
deal with the practical things which Governments have accomplished.’ It 
would be a serious error to try to keep all initiative in the hands of govern
ments and to exclude parliaments and peoples from any kind of participation. 
The agreements which governments are making for mutual assistance, if they 
mean anything, must involve mutual sacrifices, risks, and obligations. Since 
these agreements will sooner or later have to be endorsed by parliaments and 
electorates, it would be an act of elementary political wisdom to provide some 
machinery through which the peoples can be associated with the process of dis
cussion and planning in its formative stages.

The creation of a deliberative European assembly entails no consequential 
commitments and certainly no constitutional changes of any kind. It is, of 
course, right that the Commonwealth Governments should be consulted. At 
the same time, it is certain that none of them will wish to deter the Government 
of the United Kingdom from supporting a project which can so powerfully 
encourage and consolidate the forces of freedom and peace not only in 
Europe, but throughout the western world.

(B) 18 October
(...) A European union of whatever nature will be nothing but an illusion 

unless it obtains the effective participation of Great Britain. However, Britain 
could not enter any continental system which tended to separate her from her 
partners in the Commonwealth. Even looked at from the standpoint of purely 
European interests, it would be a disaster if Britain, in seeking to create a new 
union in Europe, were in any wise to weaken the union of British nations 
which is already an established reality and which, together with the United 
States, constitutes the only proven bulwark of peace and freedom.

The problem is therefore to devise arrangements for the integration of 
western Europe of such a nature as will enable Britain to participate effectively 
without prejudice to the maintenance and further consolidation of her Impe
rial connexions. In the sphere of military defence, which is in the last resort 
inseparable from that of foreign policy, Britain and the Empire are already 
inextricably linked with western Europe through the Brussels Pact. Simultane
ously, close economic co-operation between the Commonwealth and the 
western European countries has been brought about by the Marshall plan. 
Until such time as a full economic union becomes a practical possibility (and 
judging by the rate of progress in the Benelux group it may be long) no con
flict with the principle of Imperial preference can arise. Meanwhile, provided 
the obstacle of the most-favoured-nation clause can be overcome, there is no 
reason why mutually preferential trading relations should not be established 
between the Dominions and the western European countries, as is suggested 
by Professor Bonn.
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It is when we come to consider the question of future constitutional struc
ture that opinion is most divided. At one extreme there are those, like Mr 
Mackay, who see no insurmountable difficulty in the early creation of a 
‘United States of Europe’ with a central federal government to which the 
member States would irrevocably transfer their sovereign powers in a number 
of important spheres. Others, like Lord Brand, dismiss the idea of our ever 
being able to do more than extend the scope of the existing arrangements for 
intergovernmental co-operation. Most people will agree that we must advance 
step by step and not in one giant stride. But is is well to remember that anyone 
who two years ago had had the audacity to predict that by now western 
Europe would have a joint economic planning organization and a combined 
military staff would have been taken seriously by no one. Under the mounting 
pressure of danger and necessity, conceptions which seem unrealistic today 
may quite possibly be thought obvious and inevitable in a few years’ time.

We should take Sir Duff Cooper’s advice and not attempt to define too pre
cisely the constitutional form which may ultimately emerge. It is as though we 
were looking up at a high and unfamiliar mountain. Some are confident that 
they will be able to scale the rocky peak: others think it would be rash to ven
ture above the snow line. The truth is that it is still too far away to say what 
will be possible or impossible. Can we not therefore agree for the moment to 
keep an open mind and concentrate our energies upon first climbing the foot
hills, whence we shall get a clearer view of the further prospects?

Apart from the gradual expansion of the existing machinery for inter
governmental consultation and planning, there is one immediate step which 
could well be taken. I refer to the creation of a European assembly. This has 
recently been proposed by the French and Belgian Governments, who have 
suggested the holding of a small international conference to examine the idea 
and make recommendations. Since the assembly would be purely deliberative 
in character and would be given no legislative or constitution-making powers, 
the project raises none of the difficult issues of sovereignty which have been 
discussed in your columns. As Lord Brand says: ‘We must do more still if we 
want to create a unity of soul and spirit; to make all western Europeans ‘good 
Europeans’.’ It is in this very task of creating a European public opinion and 
the sense of being ‘Europeans’ that the deliberative assembly could perform 
such a valuable function.

On November 23, 1945, Mr Bevin, speaking as Foreign Secretary in the 
Fiouse of Commons, said that he would be ‘quite willing to sit with anybody, 
of any party, of any nation, to try to devise a franchise or a constitution (...) 
for a world assembly.’ There are many who will for the present not feel able 
to go all the way with Mr Bevin in his very far-reaching proposal. On the other 
hand, it would seem that if the Foreign Secretary is willing seriously to con
sider the creation of a world assembly and even to participate himself in the 
work of drafting its constitution, he should not find it difficult to accept the 
much more modest and more immediately practicable proposal put forward 
by the French and Belgian Governments. To refuse would, both in Europe 
and America, cast doubts upon the British Government’s sincerity. To accept
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would give new hope and encouragement to all, on both sides of the Iron Cur
tain, who look to the creation of a ‘United Europe’ as the next essential step 
towards the creation of a free and united world.

85. Duncan Sandys: European M ovem ent 25 O ctober 1948

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’, Press Release 
N o. 4, D oc. EX/M/5 :EX/P/33.

On the eve of the crucial Brussels Council meeting of 25-26 October 1948 at which the 
Five Foreign Ministers jointly considered the European Assembly memorandum, the Interna
tional Executive Bureau formally brought into being the European Movement’. 
Concluding that the Movement would operate both at a national and international level' it 
was clear from the beginning that the current International Executive Committee, under 
Sandys' strong leadership, would retain effective policy-making powers for at least another 
year, since the projected International Council would not only be expected to ‘confirm’ the 
existing Executive, but would itself be mainly selected from among, or according to the 
choice of, the latter body, together with some representation of the National Councils and 
associated organizations.1 In the opinion of Jacques Freymond, the new European Move
ment fully intended to assume complete control of operations: Its creation implied a real con
centration of forces. ’2 It is in this basically fusionist context that Sandys delivered the official 
launch speech of the European Movement in the Town Hall of Brussels on 25 October, ex
tracts of which are printed below:

(...) The next urgent step in the building of this new Europe is, we believe, 
the convening of a deliberative European Assembly, whose task it will be to 
create a European public opinion and a sense of solidarity among the peoples 
of our continent. Here again the Belgian Government has, in conjunction with 
the Government of France, given a bold lead to the rest of Europe.

Side by side with governmental action, independent organizations -  some 
national, some international -  have been preaching the message of unity 
throughout the free countries of Europe. Among these is the Economic 
League for European Co-operation, founded here in Brussels upon the initia
tive of M. van Zeeland. These independent organizations, acting through an 
international co-ordinating committee, convened the now famous Congress 
of Europe which was held at The Hague last May. The enormous public 
interest which the Hague Congress evoked, opened a new phase in the pro
gress of the European campaign. Since the Congress, the volume of support in 
every country has increased beyond our most optimistic hopes. At the same 
time, the International Co-ordinating Committee has acquired much aug-

1 Official M inutes (EX/M/5) of In ternational Executive B ureau m eeting, 24 
O ctober 1948, (plus accom panying papers), EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational E xecu
tive Com m ittee and B ureau’.

2 J. Freym ond, Western Europe Since the War, N ew  Y ork , 1964, p. 51.
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merited influence through the fact that it has been privileged to receive the 
constant co-operation of a number of European governments.

The great increase in our responsibilities and in the scope of our activities 
has placed upon us the obligation to broaden and strengthen the basis of our 
international organization. The time has now come when we are able to an
nounce the broad lines of the new organism which will direct the European 
campaign.

A new body is being formed which will be called the European Movement. 
We appeal to all those who are actively working for the cause of European 
Unity, to join this Movement. In doing so, they will not lose their individual 
identity, but will be united as independent organizations in the same way as 
the Europe which we hope to build will be a union of independent nations.

The policy of the European Movement will be formulated by an 
International Council, composed of representatives designated by National 
Councils which are in process of formation in all the free countries of Europe. 
The members of this International Council will reflect all shades of 
democratic political opinion, as well as the economic, social and spiritual 
aspects of the life of Europe.

We have invited four great Europeans to assume the leadership of our 
organization and I am happy to be able to announce today that the Prime Min
ister of Belgium Monsieur Spaak, Mr Winston Churchill, Monsieur Léon 
Blum and the Italian Prime Minister, Signor de Gasperi have consented to 
become the Presidents of Honour of the European Movement.

(...) The main task of this new body will be to promote the unity of Europe 
by every means available. It will work for the unity and freedom, not only of 
Western Europe, but of all Europe, and means will be found of associating 
with it in the campaign, the peoples of Eastern Europe who are for the present 
separated from us.

Upon the outcome of this momentous crusade for the unity of Europe, 
everything depends : life itself and all that makes life worth living. Unity offers 
us the only sure prospect for prosperity, freedom and peace. If we fail in this 
eleventh hour in the cause of reason, we shall be faced not merely with 
poverty, but with starvation; not merely with war but with defeat and infla
tion. We have it in our power, not merely to save ourselves and our civiliza
tion, but to open up vast new prospects for human happiness and endeavour. 
Our urgent task is to explain this vital theme to the people of every land and to 
call for their support. If we do our part successfully, we can trust the people to 
do theirs.
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86. European M ovem ent Executive Com m ittee: European Consul
tative Assembly and European Council of Ministers

23 N ovem ber 1948

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’, D ocs. EX/M/6, 
EX/M/7:EX/P/44; European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 54-5 .

In view of the unexpected approval by the meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers 
of 11-12 October in favour of the European campaign, and under pressure not only from 
France and Belgium but now also from the Netherlands and Luxemburg, Bevin felt obliged 
to offer a concession at the Brussels Council meeting of Foreign Ministers held on 25-26 
October. In response to the call for a European Assembly, he accordingly put forward the 
idea of an intergovernmental European Assembly, or ‘Consultative European Council of 
Ministers' as he chose to call it. It was no compromise, but it did at least provide an opening 
for further discussion, Bevin in turn agreeing to the setting up of a Five Power Study Com
mittee which would consider both projects and make recommendations to the next regular 
ministerial meeting at the end of January 1949.

Sandys and the European Movement Executive Committee were quick to seize upon this 
opening, viewing -  as did the French Government -  the Study Committee to be an inde
pendent and representative substitute for the originally envisaged ‘preparatory conference'. 
When the Study Group, or ‘Herriot Committee' as it came to be known under the latter's 
chairmanship, finally met, however, on 26 November, the British delegation failed to con
form to this model.1 Despite this calculated attempt by Britain to diminish the status and role 
of the Study Group, the European Movement Executive none the less pushed ahead in sub
mitting a new memorandum (23 November), trying to allay British fears about the eventual 
constitutional and legislative potential of the proposed Assembly, as well as its representative 
basis, together with proposing a \compromise' whereby both an Assembly and a Ministerial 
Council could be set up together. It was a difficult balancing act and one also fraught with 
risks of gradually sliding away from an effective supranational political strategy; but it was 
in effect the only possible opening by which Britain could be accommodated:2

(...) The publication of the International Co-ordinating Committee’s Mem
orandum last August and the debates of the Congress of the European Parlia
mentary Union in September aroused keen public interest throughout Europe 
in the proposal for a European Assembly. The membership of the Special

1 T he ‘H e rrio t C om m ittee’ was finally com posed as follow s: F rance -  E. H e rrio t 
(Ex-President, Radical P arty  L eader), Paul R eynaud (E x-Prem ier, Independen t); 
G uy M ollet (Socialist P arty  Leader), F. de M enthon  (M R P), C. C orb in  (fo rm er 
A m bassador to  L ondon); Britain — H . D alton  (E x-C hancello r), S ir G ladw yn Jebb, 
Lord Inverchapel, Sir E dw ard Bridges (senior Civil Servants), T . H . Gill (C o-op ), 
Prof. E. C. S. W ade; N etherlands -  J. W . A lbarda (L abour), P. K erstens (C atholic  
People’s Party), J. Bruins Slot (A nti-R evolu tionary  P arty ); Belgium -  M. Buset (S o
cialist P arty  P resident), A. de Schryver (PSC  P resident), F. D ehousse (Socialist); 
Luxem burg -  M. Rasquin (Socialist), F. Loesch (PC S).

2 See Official Minutes (EX/M/6) of E uropean  M ovem ent Executive B ureau m eet
ing, 11 N ovem ber 1948, EM  Archives.
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Committee constituted by the Brussels Treaty Governments is, by its origin, 
necessarily confined to representatives of these five nations. Some appropriate 
means should be found of securing the collaboration of other interested coun
tries. It is accordingly suggested that any other governments which so desire 
should be invited to appoint representatives to attend the Special Committee 
in a consultative capacity. Again, at a later stage, after the Committee has pre
sented its report, the governments of the Five Powers will, it is assumed, seek 
the opinions of other European Governments before formulating their final 
proposals.

Whereas the Memorandum adopted by the French and Belgian Govern
ments had proposed a ‘Preparatory Conference5 composed of twenty-five re
presentatives from France, Britain and the Benelux group (total seventy- 
five) appointed by their respective parliaments, the Special Committee is com
posed of five French, five British, three Belgian, three Dutch and two Luxem
burg members (total eighteen) appointed by their governments.

The question of numbers is not of primary importance and there is a certain 
advantage in keeping them low. On the other hand, the decision that the 
members of the Committee should be selected by governments instead of by 
parliaments raises an issue of principle. But the practical significance of this 
range depends upon the actual composition of the delegations. In fact, the 
governments have designated persons of high public standing who, taken 
together, cover a wide range of political opinion. The authority, independ
ence and representative character of the Committee as a whole, appears thus 
to be assured.

From the above, it will be seen that, notwithstanding some alterations in 
term, the newly-appointed Five Power Special Committee fulfils the essential 
requirements of the Preparatory Conference suggested by the French and 
Belgian Governments and should be accepted as an entirely satisfactory sub
stitute for it.

European Consultative Assembly
1. European unity in one form or another is the declared aim of most of the 

governments of the free countries of Europe, and this policy is actively sup
ported by all the principal democratic parties. The question is whether the 
achievement of this aim should be left entirely to governmental action, or 
whether the peoples should, through some form of democratic assembly, be 
associated with this work.

2. It is, of course, true that no practical steps can be taken for the closer pol
itical or economic integration of the European nations except by formal agree
ment between governments. Intergovernmental studies and negotiations must 
not only continue but must be intensified and accelerated.

3. However, it would be a serious error to keep all initiative in the hands 
of governments and to exclude parliaments and peoples from any participa
tion. The agreements which governments may make in order to obtain the 
moral and material benefits of closer unity will involve the sharing of risks, the 
undertaking of mutual obligations and the subordination of individual interests
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to the realization of a common purpose. Since these agreements will sooner 
or later have to be endorsed by parliaments and electorates, it would be an act 
of political wisdom to provide some machinery through which the peoples 
who are so intimately affected can be associated with the process of European 
discussion and planning in all its stages.

4. A consultative European Assembly may at times criticise the action of 
governments or show impatience with the rate of progress which is being 
achieved. On the other hand, it will, by the publicity it provokes, create a body 
of informed opinion throughout the Continent, which will support the action 
of governments and help to overcome the opposition of interests which seek 
to obstruct the policy of unity. Governments have, therefore, far more to gain 
than to lose by the creation of the proposed Assembly.

5. The provision of constructive criticism of and popular support for the 
action of governments is in itself of considerable importance. But a European 
Assembly has still other and wider functions to perform.

6. It can examine the varied proposals for European unification and can sift 
that which is practicable from that which is impracticable. It can focus atten
tion on urgent and immediately realizable projects and can, by public discus
sion, dispel doubts and misconceptions. Through the reports of its proceed
ings in the Press and on the radio, it can develop a common European outlook 
and a common policy on the main international issues of the day. By giving 
expression to the deep desire of the European peoples to live together in 
friendship and peace, the Assembly can provide a powerful moral impulse to 
the movement towards unity. It can promote among the peoples of our Conti
nent a consciousness of being Europeans, a pride in Europe and a sense of 
brotherhood and mutual obligation. In short, the European Assembly can 
help to lay the foundations of that spiritual unity which must grow in the 
hearts of the peoples, and upon the existence of which the success of any mea
sures of political or economic unity must ultimately depend.

Title and Terms of Reference
7. Recent pubR discussion has given rise to a certain amount of apprehen

sion based upon misconceptions regarding the powers and functions of the 
proposed Assembly. If and when the nations should decide to transfer some 
part of their sovereign rights to an international European authority, it will 
doubtless be necessary to set up some form of federal parliament with certain 
legislative powers. However, these future prospects should not be confused 
with the much more limited but immediately realizable proposal under consid
eration.

8. In order to avoid possible misunderstanding, it is desirable that the 
Assembly should be given a title and terms of reference which will make it 
quite clear that it is not a federal parliament, nor even a constituent or pre-con
stituent assembly, and that it possesses no legislative or constitution-making 
powers. It is accordingly suggested that it should be officially called the ‘Euro
pean Consultative Assembly’ and should be given the following terms of refer
ence:
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(a) To consider the relations of European nations with each other and with 
other outside countries with a view to formulating a common European poli
cy;

(b) To examine practical measures designed to promote closer unity among 
the European nations in the political and economic spheres; and, in particular, 
to study the creation of international organisms for the direction in common 
of important services or activities;

(c) To study the social and juridical problems which are raised by such 
measures of integration;

(d) To consider methods for developing among the European peoples a 
better understanding of the principles which form the basis of their common 
civilization, and for promoting cultural exchanges;

(e) To define the democratic liberties of the European peoples in a Charter 
of Human Rights; and, for the purpose of guaranteeing these Rights, to 
examine the problem of creating a European Supreme Court backed with ade
quate sanctions;

(f) To consider means of associating in the solution of European problems 
States and territories in other continents which are linked with European 
countries; and, in particular, to consider the representation of these countries 
in the European Consultative Assembly;

(g) To make recommendations regarding the above matters to the govern
ments of the participating nations, either direct or through the medium of a 
European Council of Ministers.

Convening Authority
9. For reasons of speed and administrative convenience the Five Govern

ments signatories to the Brussels Treaty should undertake responsibility for 
organizing the first session of the European Consultative Assembly. The aim 
should be to convene this inaugural meeting as early as possible in 1949.

Countries to be Represented
10. The European Consultative Assembly will, it is hoped, ultimately 

embrace all the nations of Europe. However, existing political conditions 
make it necessary initially to limit the scope of the Assembly to those countries 
which are in a position to designate their representatives by democratic 
methods, namely, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Eire, France, Great Britain, 
Greece, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey and the Western Zones of Germany.

11. The Assembly should initially be constituted by the representatives of 
such countries as are willing immediately to participate. The fact that the 
governments of some countries may wish to postpone their decision should 
not delay the convening of the Assembly.

Finance
12. It is recommended that the costs of the Assembly, including the travelling 

and necessary expenses of the representatives, should be defrayed by the 
governments of the participating nations in proportion to the representation 
of their countries in the Assembly.
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Selection of Representatives
13. Ultimately, it may be decided that the members of the Assembly should 

be chosen by some form of popular election. However, in existing circumstan
ces, it would seem that the only practicable method of securing balanced 
national representations is to entrust the responsibility for selection to the 
respective parliaments. It should be left to each parliament to decide the pre
cise procedure to be adopted.

14. In making their nominations, the parliaments should, as far as possible, 
select persons of high standing in public life. Each national element should 
reflect the relative strengths of the political forces and should include leading 
figures from the spheres of religion, economics and culture. The field of selec
tion should, of course, not be confined to Members of Parliament.

15. The fact that the members of the Assembly will be selected by their 
respective national parliaments should not detract from their independent sta
tus. Whilst they will in most cases have been chosen on account of their posi
tion in public life, they should be regarded not as delegates of parties or spe
cial interests acting upon instructions, but as representatives free to give 
advice to the Assembly in accordance with their own judgment. The fact that 
they are dependent upon the goodwill of their respective parliaments for their 
re-election when their term expires should provide a sufficient check upon 
irresponsible action.

Allocation of Seats
16. A variety of formulae could be devised to govern the allocation of seats 

among the participating nations. As a guide, the following principles are 
suggested:

(a) The Assembly should have a total membership of between 300 and 400;
(b) As in the case of all democratic assemblies, the allotment of seats should 

be related to the size of populations;
(c) However, in order to enable the less populous nations to secure an ade

quate representation of the various political parties and other aspects of their 
economic and cultural life, the formula should provide for minimum figures 
or, alternatively, an equal basic allocation for all countries.

17. The following alternative examples are put forward as a basis for discus
sion :

(a) Each country to be entitled to two seats per million of population, with 
a minimum of six and a maximum of forty.

(b) Each country to be entitled to a basic allocation of five seats, plus two 
seats per million of population, with a maximum of fifty.

Assuming that all the free countries of Europe participate, the first formula 
would result in a total membership of about three hundred, whilst the second 
would produce a total of about four hundred. To these totals there must be 
added any representation which may be accorded to associated countries out
side Europe.

Plenary Sessions, Committees and Secretariat
18. If it is desired to secure as members of the Assembly persons holding
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positions of responsibility in their own countries, it will be necessary severely 
to restrict the frequency and duration of Plenary Sessions. It is suggested that 
the meetings of the full Assembly should not exceed three periods of two 
weeks each year.

19. The greater part of the work should be conducted through the medium 
of Standing Committees. These would continue to hold meetings during the 
intervals between the Plenary Sessions and would submit their reports and 
recommendations to the full Assembly.

20. The meetings of the Assembly will give a powerful impetus to the move
ment for European unity in the countries in which they are held. It is, there
fore, suggested that the Plenary Sessions should be convened successively in 
different capital cities.

21. The Assembly will require a small permanent Secretariat. It is proposed 
that the Assembly Secretariat should be established in Brussels. For reasons of 
administrative convenience the meetings of the Standing Committee-should be 
held at the seat of the Secretariat.

Rules of Procedure
22. At its first session, the Assembly should set up a Committee to draft its 

rules of procedure. Meanwhile, the rules of procedure of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations should be provisionally adopted with such 
modifications as maybe necessary.

European Council of Ministers
23. The British Government has proposed that there should be formed a 

Council of Ministers of the European States. This is in line with the recom
mendations of the Political Report submitted to the Congress of Europe. This 
Report proposed the creation of two international institutions, namely a 
Council of European Ministers and a Consultative European Assembly.

24. The Council would constitute an efficacious medium for intergovern
mental co-operation. In addition, it would provide a suitable organism 
through which the governments could jointly consider the action to be taken 
upon the recommendations of the Assembly.

25. Provided that it is clearly regarded as an addition and not as an alterna
tive to the Consultative Assembly, the British Government’s proposal for a 
European Council of Ministers should certainly be adopted.

87. European M ovem ent D elegation: Statem ent to the
Five-Power C om m ittee 9 D ecem ber 1948

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’, D oc. EXJMI 
7:EX/P/56y Summary of Statement by the Delegation of the European Movement to the 
Five-Power Committee on European Unity.

i

Invited by the Five-Power Committee to submit their views in person, a delegation of 
the European Movement, consisting of Sandys, Bichet, Brugmans, Dautry, Vallée Poussin,
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Leenhardt and Retinger; presented a statement (9 December), stressing again -  if somewhat 
ambiguously -  the juridical limits of the proposed Assembly, while once more stating the case 
for setting up both an Assembly and a Council of Ministers. The following text is a summary 
of this statement:1

*
Introductory
1. Since the European Movement presented its Memorandum on 23rd 

November, there has been much discussion in the press and in political circles 
in regard to the proposals for the creation of a European Consultative 
Assembly and a European Council of Ministers. The Executive Committee of 
the European Movement accordingly considers it desirable to emphasize and 
amplify certain points contained in its Memorandum, and is grateful to the 
Intergovernmental Committee for receiving a Delegation for this purpose.

Scope of Debates of the European Assembly
2. There has been discussion as to whether the Assembly should by its 

statutes be precluded from discussing certain topics such as constitutional 
issues, military matters or subjects already under consideration by the Organ
ization for European Economic Co-operation and other intergovernmental 
bodies.

3. The European Movement considers that the Consultative Assembly 
should be entirely free to discuss any subject which is of common concern to 
the nations of Europe, whether the question has been referred to it for consid
eration by governments or has been placed upon the agenda by members of 
the Assembly.

4. Since it will be a ‘Consultative’ Assembly, it will clearly not be the function 
of the Assembly to draw up a European Federal Constitution, though it would 
be neither possible nor desirable to prevent discussion upon the constitutional 
problems of European union.

5. The Assembly would not possess the experience or qualifications to 
express a valid opinion upon the technical aspects of military co-operation, 
and would, of course, receive no secret information from governments. The 
Assembly would, however, be a most suitable body to discuss the broad prob
lems which arise from the adoption by the Western Democracies of a policy of 
common defence. It could, better than any other institution, inspire among 
the peoples of the free countries of Europe a readiness to make the personal 
sacrifices and to accept the national obligations which this policy of mutual 
protection will involve.

6. Similarly, the Assembly would not be an appropriate body for the prepa
ration of detailed economic plans, which can only be undertaken by expert

1 On background debate, see Official Minutes (EX/M/7) of Executive meeting, 4-5 
December 1948, EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and 
Bureau’. The EPU was also invited to send a delegation, and submitted a separate 
memorandum on 8 December rather similar to that of the European Movement.
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government staffs with access to all official information. Nevertheless, the 
Assembly may in discussing the general problems of economic integration be 
able to promote a more truly European outlook than is possible in purely inter
governmental negotiations. Since the Organization for European Economic 
Co-operation directly or indirectly touches upon most of the important 
aspects of Europe’s economic life, it would in practice be impossible to 
exclude discussion of matters under consideration by the O. E. E. C. without 
in fact stultifying all economic debates in the Assembly.

7. The main functions of the Assembly will be:
(a) to study and discuss and broad issues of European policy as they affect 

the relations of European nations with each other and of Europe as a whole 
with other outside countries;

(b) to examine practical measures designed to promote closer unity among 
the European nations in the political and economic spheres, and to study the 
social and juridical problems involved;

(c) to make recommendations to governments on the above matters;
(d) generally, to create in all European countries an informed public opinion 

which will encourage and support governments in taking action to promote 
European unity and will help to overcome the opposition of interests which 
seek to obstruct this policy.

8. The Assembly will, in most cases, not possess the technical facilities or 
expert knowledge to enable it to make proposals of a very detailed or 
technical character. It will be wiser for it to leave such responsibilities to the 
qualified professional staffs of governments and intergovernmental organiza
tions. But on major issues of European policy the considered opinion of an 
Assembly composed of leading and representative figures from the 
participating countries will provide valuable guidance to governments in their 
deliberations and will give them confidence to take the bold action which the 
situation requires.

Countries to be Represented
9. There have been suggestions that it would be best to confine representa

tion in the European Assembly in the first place to the five countries signato
ries to the Treaty of Brussels.

10. It is proper and convenient that the Assembly should be organized by 
the governments of these Five Powers which have advanced further than any 
other group in the direction of unity and which have already established a per
manent secretariat. However, the Brussels Treaty is rightly or wrongly asso
ciated in the public mind primarily with the question of defence, and it would 
be unfortunate to give to the new Assembly what might be interpreted as a pre
dominantly military character.

11. It is, therefore, essential to associate in the Assembly from the start any 
other of the free countries of Europe, such as Italy, whose governments are 
willing to participate. In fact, it is desirable that other interested European 
governments should be consulted before the governments of the Five Brussels 
Treaty Powers announce their final plans for the Assembly.
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Selection of Representatives
12. There has been considerable discussion upon the procedure for the 

selection of representatives to sit in the Consultative Assembly.
13. If the Assembly is to be a responsibly minded and influential body its 

members must be persons of high standing in public life. Each national element 
should reflect the relative strengths of the political forces and should also 
include leading figures from the spheres of religion, economics and culture. 
The field of selection should, of course, not be confined to Members of Parlia
ment.

14. It would not be practical to attempt to lay down any precise rules 
regarding the composition of delegations, but the above principles should be 
clearly stated in the invitations convening the Assembly, and the latter should 
reserve to itself in the last resort the right to ask for reconsideration in cases 
where these principles have been ignored.

15. The procedure to be adopted in the preliminary consultations between po
litical parties and other interests which will doubtless be necessary must be left 
to be decided in each country according to custom. But it is important that final 
approval of the national lists shall be formally given by parliaments, which 
alone are capable of assuring the authority of the national representation.

The Communist Problem
16. The fact that the Assembly might include a number of Communist repre

sentatives has been advanced as an objection to the whole proposal. This diffi
culty appears to be unduly magnified. In the countries participating in the Mar
shall Plan the relative strength of the Communist parties amounts to little 
more than ten per cent. Assuming that the Assembly will have a membership of 
about three hundred of which possibly one-third may be chosen from outside 
the political field, the Communist representation on a proportional basis 
would amount in all to not more than about twenty members.

17. It is true that in some parliaments it has been possible for small groups 
adopting filibustering tactics to create considerable confusion. However, if 
this danger is foreseen in advance, it can be greatly reduced by the adoption 
of appropriate rules of procedure.

18. The inclusion in the Assembly of Communists who are avowed oppo
nents of the whole policy of European unity has its drawbacks, but it also has 
its advantages. The presence of this element of fundamental opposition will 
undoubtedly have the effect of promoting a greater sense of solidarity 
between the other members of the Assembly, and will stimulate among them a 
stronger determination to bridge their differences.

19. Whatever view may be taken of the desirability or otherwise of the par
ticipation of Communists, any idea of introducing a formal regulation for 
their exclusion would be undemocratic and undesirable.

Standing Committees
20. It has been suggested that the activities of the Consultative Assembly 

should be confined to plenary sessions and that no standing committees should 
be established.
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21. Unless the plenary sessions have before them careful reports prepared 
in committee, the Assembly will quickly degenerate into an irresponsible 
debating society which would do more harm than good to the European 
cause. If, therefore, the Assembly is to do serious work and if its recommenda
tions to governments are to be properly considered, the creation of study com
mittees, which will meet in the intervals between the plenary sessions, is abso
lutely essential.

Relations between Assembly and Council of Ministers
22. The recommendations of the Assembly would normally be addressed to 

the Council of Ministers, which would provide an organism through which the 
governments could jointly consider the action to be taken upon them.

23. It is assumed that the Assembly will receive from the Council of Ministers 
some reply to its recommendations. The Council may send to the Assembly a 
written communication or, alternatively, may depute a representative to 
address the Assembly in person.

24. At times the Council will itself wish to refer certain matters to the 
Assembly for consideration in order to obtain an expression of European 
public opinion upon the issues involved.

25. It will be essential for the success of both institutions that confidence and 
mutual respect shall be established between the Council and the Assembly. 
However, the relationship between the two bodies cannot at this stage be pre
cisely defined. It must be left to evolve gradually in the light of experience.

88. European Movement International Council: European Consul
tative Assembly 28 February 1949

EM  A rchives, File ‘Brussels C ongress’, E xcerp t from  Final R ecom m endations A d o p t
ed, D oc. C/P/4.

After much discussion and dispute, the Five-Power Study Group, with the exception of 
the British delegation, advised acceptance of the European Movement's 'compromise'pro
posal setting up both a European Consultative Assembly and a Council of Ministers. A t the 
subsequent Foreign Minister's meeting in London on 27-28 January 1949; Bevin reluctantly 
agreed to the joint formula,1 though the eventual composition of the Assembly and its consul
tative scope still required precision. The initial recommendations of the Brussels Treaty Per
manent Commission, under the sceptical chairmanship of Sir Gladwyn Jebb, took a 
similarly cautious line,2 and it was still far from clear just how representative (in the parlia
mentary sense) the Assembly would finally be.

It was in this ambiguously successful context that the inauguration of the European Move
ment International Council took place on 25-28 February, in Brussels, at a Congress less 
spectacular but possibly more 'businesslike' than the previous one at The Hague. The recom-

1 See Keesings Contemporary Archives 7 (1949), pp. 9765-7 .
2 Ibid., p. 9795.
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mendations adopted by the International Council on the issue of the European Assembly, in 
turn to be submitted to the governments concerned, were as follows:

(...) 1. The delegates to the Assembly should be nominated by the various 
national Parliaments in such a way as to represent the vital forces in each coun
try.

2. Each Parliament should, however, be free to nominate only those dele
gates who undertake to contribute loyally to the establishment of democratic 
institutions in a United Europe.

3. The number of delegates, chosen to represent the countries which at 
present enjoy democratic government, should be at least 300.

4. It is highly desirable that each national representation should include both 
Parliamentary and non-Parliamentary elements. The Parliamentarians should 
(subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 above) be designated in such a way 
that the parties constituted within each interested Parliament are appropriately 
represented. A due place should be accorded to active supporters of European 
co-operation.

5. The Assembly should, from the outset, be composed of representatives 
from all European countries enjoying democratic government, and should 
include representatives from Western Germany.

6. Apart from national delegations, another form of representation should 
be provided. The Assembly should elect personalities chosen for their repre
sentative European character, including citizens of countries which are at 
present unable to express themselves democratically.

7. In order to emphasize the fact that it is the function of the Assembly to 
represent the whole of Europe, it is suggested that a certain number of places 
in the Chamber of the Assembly should be reserved for representatives of the 
countries which cannot express themselves democratically. These empty places 
would demonstrate the solidarity of all the peoples of Europe.

8. The Assembly must have the right to discuss any questions of interest to 
the European community. Any issues which affect the organization of Europe, 
should be referred to the Assembly by the Council of Ministers for discussion.

9. The Assembly should, each year, hold two or three sessions and should 
sit for not less than forty-five days.

10. The Assembly should set up a certain number of Standing Committees.
11. The Assembly should be provided with an adequate Secretariat.
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89. D uncan Sandys: Brussels Congress Speech 25 February 1949

EM Archives, File ‘Brussels Congress’, Plenary Assembly, Doc. Speech No. 1.

*

The Brussels Congress, marking not only the full formal launch of the international move
ment -  now including also the MSEUE and NEI, but concentrating too on policy formula
tion and organizational matters, was perhaps the high-point in Sandys' executive chairman
ship of the European Movement. The opening speech which he delivered' and which is 
quoted in full below, helps to pinpoint the scope and responsibilities for the European cam
paign which the post entailed.

*
Our first task today is to confirm our own existence. That is, officially to 

register the birth of the European Movement. You can see for yourselves that 
it is already a very flourishing child.

The European Movement is the outcome of the now famous Congress of 
Europe at The Hague last May. We are, in fact, its heirs and executors and 
ours is the responsibility for securing the implementation of its historic deci
sions. It is well to emphasize the difference in character between the Hague 
meeting and the meeting here in Brussels today. The Hague Congress was a 
gathering of eminent personalities invited in their individual capacity, whereas 
the distinguished men and women who are assembled here today have come as 
the delegates of constituent organizations to form the Council of a great inter
national Movement, whose strength and influence is growing every day.

Organizational structure. In the organizational proposals, which we are 
submitting for your approval, we have sought to integrate and blend the prin
cipal elements from which the European Movement derives its strength: -  the 
militant societies working for the European cause, who are the spearhead of 
our campaign; the National Councils representing the political parties and 
other important aspects of public life; the exiled leaders of the democratic 
forces in the countries with totalitarian regimes; and, finally, the specialized 
Study Sections to which we look for counsel and inspiration in regard to the 
economic, social, cultural and juridical activities of our Movement. Our new 
organization, which is the result of much discussion and consultation, does, 
we believe, offer to all in these diverse spheres the widest opportunity to play 
an effective part in the advancement of the common cause which has brought 
us together.

The International Executive Committee readily admits that the Movement 
has still important gaps in its structure and serious deficiencies in its organiza
tion. But this is hardly surprising when one remembers that it is only exactly 
four months today since the European Movement was founded at a meeting at 
the City Hall here in Brussels on the 25th October last. But during these 
months we have not just been busying ourselves with the internal structure of 
our Movement. Without waiting for the completion of our organization we 
have been initiating important political action. As we say in England, we have 
tried to run before we could walk. We have done this deliberately because we
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felt that there was no time to be lost, and I think we can claim to some extent 
to have succeeded.

European Assembly. The most pressing and insistent demand made at The 
Hague was for the creation of a European Assembly. Immediately following 
the Congress we organized deputations to the Prime Ministers and Foreign 
Ministers of most of the free countries of Europe. We also submitted Memo
randa setting out the arguments in favour of creating the Assembly and sug
gesting procedure for convening it.

The proposal for an Assembly has now been adopted officially by govern
ments and it will soon be an accomplished fact. This heartening decision is due 
in large measure to the far-sighted statesmanship of M. Spaak and M. Schu- 
man. But I believe that they would be the first to agree that if there had been 
no Hague Congress and no European Movement to follow it up the idea of a 
European Assembly would today still be in the sphere of academic discussion.

But our task does not end there. Having had some share in creating it, the 
European Movement has a special responsibility for making the Assembly a 
success. First, we must use our influence to ensure that the composition and 
size of the Assembly, the method of selecting its members and the organization 
of its Sessions and Standing Committees are such as to render it an effective 
institution capable of giving wise advice to governments and bold leadership 
to the European peoples.

Secondly, we have a continuing responsibility to intensify our studies upon 
the problems of European union so that we may be in a position to submit 
well-considered and authoritative proposals both to the Assembly and to the 
European Council of Ministers.

Study Sections. The Economic Study Section, under the chairmanship of Sir 
Harold Butler, has already made much progress and we are convening an 
important Economic Conference at Westminster in April to consider the con
structive propositions which are now being elaborated.

The cultural Section, under the chairmanship of Professor de Madariaga, 
is studying means of bringing the peoples of Europe closer together on the 
spiritual and cultural plane and is preparing to establish in Switzerland the 
European Cultural Conference recommended by the Hague Congress.

We hope shortly to constitute a third Study Section, the Juridical Section. 
Its first main task will be to follow up the decisions which the International 
Council may take in regard to the establishment of a European Court of 
Human Rights.

Court of Human Rights. The European cause is becoming more and more 
identified with the defence of human rights. But it is not enough merely to 
declare our love of liberty. We must create efficient machinery for its joint pro
tection. Wherever the rights or dignity of man are threatened, free men every
where must combine to preserve them and, if need be, restore them. An attack 
on one man's freedom is an attack on the freedom of all. It is in that spirit that 
the International Executive is submitting to you for your consideration a draft 
Convention for the creation of a European Court of Human Rights. Encour
aged by our experience over the Assembly, we confidently hope that, between
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now and the next Annual Meeting of our Movement, a second great European 
institution -  the European Court -  will have been constituted.

A Step ahead of Governments. The influence of our Movement with govern
ments, which is already considerable, depends upon our always showing a 
sense of responsibility. That means that we must resist the natural temptation 
to advocate projects which, though theoretically desirable, are politically 
impossible. Nevertheless, the European Movement must not hesitate to lead 
the way, a long step ahead of the governments, and must fearlessly and insist
ently demand all measures which are necessary and practicable.

The Iron Curtain Countries. There is one important field in which the action 
of governments is unavoidably restricted and that is in regard to the totalitarian 
countries with which they have official diplomatic relations. Our Movement, 
in its independent and unofficial position, is not obliged to show the same cau
tion.

On the contrary, we have a duty ceaselessly to proclaim our determination 
to see all the peoples of all Europe united in freedom.

In all these countries, the European idea is more and more becoming the cen
tral theme and inspiration of the resistance against tyranny. Exiled leaders 
from these countries have formed Provisional Councils of the European Move
ment. Through them we must endeavour to bring hope and encouragement to 
the democratic forces outside and inside their countries, and let them never 
doubt that, in the Europe we are building, places will be kept for the absent 
members of the European family.

Popular Campaign. I have spoken of the approaches we have made to 
governments. We must at the same time address our appeal to the broad 
masses. Our Movement must give to the peoples of Europe the means of 
voicing their determination to live together in unity, freedom and peace.

We must in the months ahead launch a popular campaign on a great scale 
-  a campaign which will recognize no frontiers, and which, as it spreads across 
Europe, will light a flame of hope in the hearts of countless men and women 
in every land.

We are today formally inaugurating a great Movement in which we can all 
be proud to serve. Our Movement is much more than an organization. It is a 
faith -  a faith which brings strength, inspiration and a sense of brotherhood 
to all who adopt it. Together we have dedicated ourselves to a common mis
sion. Together we are going to make history. We, and the millions who will 
join us, will go forward together until the objective of United Europe shall 
have become an accomplished reality.

90. European M ovem ent International Council: O rganization of 
the European M ovem ent 28 February 1949

EM Archives, File ‘Brussels Congress’, Excerpt from Statement Approved by the 
International Council, Doc. INF/l/E, Origins, Objectives and Organization.
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In conjunction with the Sandys’ text above (doc. 89), it is worth noting how the European 
Movement was officially organized by February 1949. The following excerpts from a text 
approved by the International Council provide a good overview:

(...) Ill -  Organization
23. At the Hague Congress the desire was expressed that the International 

Committee of the Movements for European Unity should take the initiative 
in creating a permanent organization to promote the union of Europe.

24. It was clear that the militant organizations would have to continue to 
be the spearhead of the campaign. However, with the growing importance of 
the European issue, it was essential that the organism directing this great 
enterprise should derive its authority not only from these organizations, but 
also from bodies of a widely representative character in all the participating 
countries.

25. It was these considerations which determined the structure of the new 
organization, which was formally inaugurated under the name of the ‘Euro
pean Movement’ in the City Hall at Brussels on October 25th, 1948. At this 
meeting it was announced that M. Blum, Mr Churchill, Signor de Gasperi 
and M. Spaak had accepted to be Presidents of Honour of the Movement, 
thus assuring from the outset its international and all-party character.

National Councils
26. In each participating country there is being formed a National Council 

of the European Movement, composed of delegates of the organizations in 
that country working for European unity, as well as leading representatives 
of democratic political opinion and other important aspects of public life.

27. Under the auspices of each National Council, specialized Study Groups 
are being constituted for the purpose of examining the economic, social, cul
tural, and juridical problems of European Union.

28. In the case of European countries which have a totalitarian regime and 
in which it is, therefore, impossible to constitute a representative National 
Council of the Movement, it has been decided to form Provisional Councils 
composed of democratic leaders in exile.

International Organization
29. On the international plane, the policy and activities of the European 

Movement are directed by an International Council, an International Execu
tive Committee, and International Study Sections.

30. The International Council will hold in each calendar year an ‘Annual 
General Meeting’. In addition ‘Extraordinary Meetings’ will be convened 
upon the written request of one-third of its members or upon the initiative of 
the International Executive Committee.

1 For designation of posts, etc., see European Movement and the Council of Europe, 
pp. 39-41; plus Annex to this chapter.
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31. In the interval between the meetings of the International Council, the 
International Executive Committee is responsible for the action necessary to 
implement the policy enunciated by the International Council.

32. The funds required to defray the cost of the international activities of 
the European Movement (including the International Council, the Interna
tional Executive Committee, the International Study Sections and other activi
ties organized internationally by the Movement) are raised from three 
principal sources:

(i) contributions from National Councils of the Movement,
(ii) contributions from Affiliated and Associated Organizations, and
(iii) special appeals, etc.
The International Executive Committee decides from time to time the total 

amounts required and fixes the contributions to be made by each National 
Council and Affiliated or Associated Organization.

International Council
33. The International Council of the European Movement is composed as 

follows:
(i) Representatives of the National Councils of the European Movement in 

the countries participating in the Organization for European Economic 
Co-operation (in proportion to population, with some weighting in favour of 
the less populous countries):

France (8); Great Britain (8); Italy (8); Western Zones of Germany (8); 
Turkey (5); Austria (4); Belgium (4); Greece (4); Netherlands (4); Portugal 
(4); Sweden (4); Denmark (3); Eire (3); Norway (3); Switzerland (3); Iceland 
(1); Luxemburg (1).

(ii) Two representatives of each Provisional Council of the European 
Movement, in respect of the under-mentioned countries:

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Spain, Yugoslavia.
(iii) One representative nominated by the Holy See.
(iv) One representative from each of the organizations admitted to Associate 

Membership of the European Movement. (These are at present: the Liberal In
ternational and the International Peasant Union.)

(v) Members of the International Executive Committee of the European 
Movement.

Approximate total membership 140
34. Persons whose advice on particular problems is desired, may be invited 

to participate in the meetings of the International Council in a consultative 
capacity.

International Executive
35. The International Executive Committee, which is included in the total 

membership of the International Council as shown above, is composed as fol
lows:

(i) Representatives of the Organizations affiliated to the European move
ment. (These are at present: European Union of Federalists; United Europe 
Movement; Economic League for European Co-operation; French Council
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for United Europe; Nouvelles Équipes Internationales; Socialist Movement 
for the United States of Europe.)

(ii) One representative of each National Council of the European Move
ment in the countries enumerated in paragraph 27 (i).

(iii) Additional persons co-opted on to the Executive Committee in order 
to provide representation for nationalities or important spheres of activity not 
otherwise represented.

Approximate total membership 45

International Study Sections
36. The International Executive Committee has constituted an Economic 

and Social Study Section under the chairmanship of Sir Harold Butler. This 
Section, with its Secretariat in Paris, co-ordinates the results of the work of 
the Economic Study Groups set up by the various National Councils of the 
Movement.

37. The International Executive Committee has likewise constituted a Cul
tural Study Section under the chairmanship of Professor Salvador de 
Madariaga. An office has been opened in Geneva as a first step towards the 
establishment of the European Cultural Centre envisaged in the Resolutions 
of the Hague Congress.

38. A Juridical Study Section has also been formed. Its immediate task will 
be to study the problems involved in the establishment of a European Court 
of Human Rights.

91. European M ovem ent International Council: Principles of a 
European Policy 28 February 1949

EM Archives, File ‘Brussels Congress’, Final Policy text adopted, Doc. INF/3/E; 
European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 48-50; Vaughan, Post-War Integra
tion, pp. 37-9.

Despite strong Italian federalist protests as to the lack of a clear supranational-constitu
tional commitment,1 the following policy document, setting out the subsequent course of the 
European Movement's political campaign, received the overwhelming approval of the Inter
national Council at Brussels:2

1 See Brussels Congress Doc. 3 7 AM  8; N. Carandini, ‘Final Declaration’ for the 
Italian Delegation, Doc. No. 103, EM Archives, File ‘Brussels Congress’.

2 The Political Committee debate on policy was held under the chairmanship of 
Boothby, who regarded the final text both as ‘revolutionary’ and ‘practical’; 
Boothby, Brussels Congress, Closing Statement, Doc. No. 114, 28 February 1949, 
EM Archives, File ‘Brussels Congress’.
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1. In a world dominated by political and economic units of continental 
dimensions, the European nations cannot hope to survive on a basis of political or 
economic independence. Europe must unite, not merely to preserve the peace 
and freedom of her peoples and to recover and augment her material prosper
ity, but to assort once more those principles which are now menaced and which 
must be preserved and given new life by being enshrined in a new structure.

2. Love of freedom, hostility to totalitarianism of every kind, the humble and 
conscientious search for truth and, above all, respect for the human personal
ity and for the individual as an individual -  these are the essential characteristics 
of the true spirit of Europe. From them there springs, not a grudging toleration 
of diversity, but a glad recognition of its merit. These moral values, which are 
the product of two thousand years of civilization and were reaffirmed in 
the resistance to Nazism and Fascism, must inspire the organization of Europe.

3. European culture is expressed through that tradition of democracy which 
is shared by all our nations. All of us believe in a rule of law which is 
independent of the State, and which at the same time provides the foundations 
and fixes the limits of State authority. We believe that the human personality is 
sacrosanct and that the fundamental liberties attaching to it must be guaran
teed against all forms of tyranny. We further believe that the individual exists 
only in relation to his fellows and as a member of organic communities. Such 
communities must, within the limits of their competence, enjoy a considerable 
degree of autonomy, provided always that the necessary collective discipline is 
maintained. Finally, we believe that the concept of democracy implies 
freedom of criticism and therefore the right of opposition.

4. A political institution or an economic and social system is never an end 
in itself; it is merely a means of creating favourable conditions in which the 
human personality can develop and expand. Economic power should be 
regarded as a responsibility, to be discharged in the best interests of all. The 
methods employed, as well as the political and economic institutions to be 
created, must, above all, inspire a sense of personal responsibility and must 
encourage individual initiative to the maximum.

5. Europe is being born at a time when its constituent nations are undergoing 
a profound social transformation. Within the new organisms the workers must 
play their part in management and in the exercise of authority to the full extent 
of their technical and political capacity.

6. It is not a question of choosing between liberty and authority, nor 
between a free and a collective economy, but of creating a synthesis of the 
two, which, far from being in opposition to one another, can be combined for 
constructive purposes.

7. No State should be admitted into the European Union which does not 
accept the fundamental principles of a Charter of Human Rights, and which 
does not declare itself willing and bound to ensure their application. In conse
quence, the official adherence of certain European nations both in the West 
and in the East cannot be counted upon for the present. But the barrier which 
divides the free States from the other European nations must not be accepted 
as permanent. Our aim is the union in freedom of all the peoples of Europe.
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8. Western Germany must be invited forthwith (and the rest of Germany 
when possible) to become an integral part of this new community, in which 
the citizens of all nations will have the same rights and the same duties.

9. Any Union must take account of the special ties which unite certain 
nations with countries overseas. The traditional links between European 
States and other self-governing countries overseas must be preserved and 
extended for the mutual benefit of all. Europe must also actively help territo
ries which are now dependent to evolve towards a régime of autonomy. They 
must be permitted to participate fully in the political, economic and social 
benefits of the European association, and to be represented in European 
organizations according to the constitutional practices in each country.

10. European values can only be preserved in so far as they are given new 
life and substance through the medium of new political institutions. In the 
absence of such new institutions, the European organizations and services, 
which are already in being or in process of being created, will rapidly become 
ineffective, or will be driven by force of circumstances to ursup the functions 
of government by setting up in their place an uncontrolled technocracy.

11. The International Council of the European Movement notes with grati
tude and satisfaction the decision taken by the Governments of the Five Brus
sels Treaty Powers to create a European Council of Ministers and a European 
Consultative Assembly, in accordance with the recommendations of the 
Hague Congress. This decision constitutes an important step towards the 
common exercise of certain defined sovereign powers.

12. In view of the propound structural alterations in world economy during 
the past quarter of a century, accentuated by two world wars, Europe cannot 
find a new stability without adopting a new economic policy. This policy 
should be directed towards the most harmonious and rational exploitation of 
Europe’s resources with a view to improving steadily the standard of living of 
the European population. Only thus can Europe rehabilitate herself, 
contribute to universal prosperity, and provide for her own defence.

13. Such a new economic policy, in the establishment of which the
O. E. E. C. at Paris can be of very great assistance, implies at least an overall 
plan of production for the basic industries of Western Europe and the pro
gressive removal of the existing national barriers against the free movement 
of persons, goods and capital. The integration of the heavy industries of 
Western Europe is urgently required, for it is the necessary foundation of the 
economy of the Union as a whole. From this standpoint, the Ruhr Statute must 
not remain as an exceptional régime, but should be regarded as a step towards 
the creation of common institutions for Western Europe.

14. There are, thus, both moral and material considerations which demand 
the union of Europe. The tolerance of diversity, which has enabled her to play 
so notable a part in history, will find expression in a new order in which liberty 
joins hands with discipline. From this there will flow a fresh vitality, which will 
assure to Europe her independence and continued existence as a vital force for 
civilization in world affairs.
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92. European Movement International Council: European Court 
of Human Rights 28 February 1949

EM  A rchives, File ‘Brussels C ongress’, D oc. INF/2/E.

sf-

The other main policy document approved by the Brussels Congress, and reaching out 
beyond the immediate political campaign, related to the important proposals put forward by 
the Juridical Committee, meeting under the chairmanship of Fernand Dehousse, calling for 
a European Court. The recommendations adopted were later amplified into a ‘Draft Con
vention of Human Rights ’ submitted by the European Movement to the Council of Europe 
in July 1949 and officially accepted and brought into being in 1950}

if-

1. Whilst it is of importance that the Rights of Man should be effectively gua
ranteed in all European countries, the juridical protection of these rights is 
capable of being immediately assured in the States participating in the Council 
of Europe.

2. With this object, a European Court of Human Rights should be estab
lished by a Convention concluded between the Member States of the Council 
of Europe, regard being had to the undermentioned considerations:

3. The rights to be assured by the Court shall be those individual, family and 
social rights of an economic, political, religious or other nature in the United 
Nations Declaration of Human Rights which it is necessary and practical to 
protect by juridical process. (A list of Rights is annexed hereto as a basis for con
sideration.)

4. The Court shall have jurisdiction to determine all cases concerning the 
infringement of the above rights arising out of legislative, executive or juridical 
acts. If the Court determines that there has been an infringement, it may either 
prescribe measures of reparation, or it may require that the national authori
ties shall take penal or administrative action in regard to the persons 
responsible for such infringement, or it may demand the repeal, cancellation 
or amendment of the act.

5. The Governments of the Signatory States, as well as all natural or corpo
rate persons, being either nationals of or domiciled in one of these States, shall 
have the right to appear before the Court.

6. Petitions shall not be considered by the Court until the internal juridical 
processes of the States concerned have been exhausted, provided that these 
function without unreasonable delay.

7. The Court shall be composed of nine members chosen from among per
sons of high moral and professional character.

8. There shall be constituted a European Human Rights Commission com
posed of seven members who shall be independent of any Government. The 
Commission shall supervise the observance of the above-mentioned Conven-

1 F or m ore details, consu lt European Movement and the Council of Europe,
pp. 111-28.
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tion. It shall present an annual report to the Council of Europe. The Commis
sion shall receive and investigate all petitions. It may carry out enquiries 
within the territory of the States concerned, which shall afford all facilities 
necessary for the efficient conduct of such enquiries.

9. If the Commission considers that a petition is well-founded, it may make 
appropriate recommendations to the parties concerned, with a view to 
resolving the matter by conciliatory methods. If conciliation cannot be 
achieved, the Commission may, whether it has made a recommendation or 
not, initiate proceedings before the Court, or it may authorize the parties con
cerned to submit to the Court any question or point of law raised by such peti
tion.

10. In the event of failure to comply with a recommendation of the Commis
sion or a judgment of the Court the matter may be brought before the Council 
of Europe. The latter shall call upon the party concerned to comply, and shall, 
in the event of continued non-compliance, decide upon such measures as may 
be appropriate.

The Juridical Section of the European Movement is preparing a draft Conven
tion, embodying the above principles, for submission to the Council of Europe.

List of Human Rights to be Assured by the European Court
(Submitted as a basis for consideration)
1. Security of life and limb.
2. Freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention and exile.
3. Freedom from slavery and servitude and from compulsory labour of a 

discriminatory kind.
4. Freedom of religious belief, practice and teaching.
5. Freedom of speech and of expression of opinion generally.
6. Freedom of association and assembly.
7. Freedom from arbitrary interference with the family.
8. The sanctity of the home.
9. Equality before the law.

10. Freedom from discrimination on account of religion, race, national 
origin or political or other opinion.

11. Freedom from arbitrary deprivation of property.
12. Freedom of petition in respect of any infringement of the Rights guaran

teed by the Court occurring within the territory of any State adhering to the 
Convention.

93. European M ovem entî European Econom ic U nion
25 April 1949

EM Archives, File ‘Westminster European Economic Conference’, Doc. INF/4/E, 
General Account and Resolutions; European Movement and the Council of Europe, 
p p .97-109.
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In addition to the central political campaign and developing Human Rights campaign of 
the European Movement, another crucial aspect of the Movement's activities was of course 
in the economic sphere. It was in this context that a major conference was organized by the 
Economic Section of the Movement, under the chairmanship of Sir Harold Butler; at West
minster on 20-25 April 1949. The list of resolutions adopted by the conference indeed make 
fascinating reading for researchers interested in the pre-Schuman Plan stage of the campaign 
for economic union. The clear references to some sort of functionalist approach in the text -  
be this in the section on ‘basic industries' or in the proposal for an Economic and Social 
Council' -  should not deflect the reader; however; from the fact that political union and a 
European political authority were still seen as the essential apparatus within which function
alist experiments should operate.1

Si-

Currency and Finance
1. This Conference affirms that no scheme for a European Economic Union 

can be fully realized unless it is organized as a zone within which there is free 
convertibility of currency.

2. It expresses the view that:
the efforts already made by the different countries of Western Europe to 

halt inflation;
the assistance which is reaching Europe under E. R. P.;
and the results achieved by O. E. E. C.
make it now possible for a Ministerial Conference to be held to draw up a 

policy designed to bring into operation the mutual convertibility of the various 
European currencies at appropriate rates of exchange.

This free convertibility may, during a transitory period, be limited to 
exchange requirements originating from current transactions. During this 
period capital movements may continue to be controlled.

3. The participating countries should co-ordinate their financial policies 
with regard to:

(a) the extent to which provision is made for budgetary surpluses or deficits 
affecting monetary equilibrium;

(b) capital movements from one country to another, in order to prevent such 
movements from upsetting the balance of payments of the countries con
cerned;

(c) credit policy.
Thanks to these measures, capital investment, whether public or private, will 

be made possible in each country, in accordance with the system prevailing in 
that country.

4. A Commission, composed of High Monetary Authorities, should be set 
up to assist in co-ordinating the policies of the separate Governments on all 
technical monetary matters.

1 I t m ust be adm itted , how ever, th a t this was m ore true  fo r leading F rench dele
gates to  the conference, such as A ndré Philip, than  fo r m any o f the ir British co u n 
terparts . See conference file, EM  Archives.
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5. When the policies referred to above have achieved their results, all 
monetary reasons for restricting the free circulation of capital between the 
participating countries will be removed, without upsetting the rates of 
exchange which will remain subject to the regulations of the Bretton Woods 
Agreement.

6. Finally, if the progress of European unification in political matters 
renders it possible and desirable the measures proposed above will permit the 
ultimate creation of a monetary system, comprising a single currency, which 
would be made the responsibility of an appropriate European Organization.

Economic Union
A. The Need for Union
1. Europe needs Economic Union in order to build a stronger, more efficient 

and more productive economy on the ruins and rubble left by the last war. This 
strength, efficiency and productive capacity can only be attained if Europe 
makes a rational use of all its resources, if it creates a market large enough to 
give it full scope to the economies of mass-production and if it allows all to 
share equally in the advantages of scientific invention and technical progress. 
Thus, and thus only, can the standard of living of Europe’s peoples be raised 
as rapidly as respect for inalienable human rights requires that it should be.

2. Europe needs Economic Union moreover in order to promote a fuller and 
a better understanding among its peoples by removing all those international 
impediments which to-day restrict their freedom to seek work, to undertake 
business, to travel and to live where they will. Thus, and thus only, can Europe 
create a civilization composed of distinct but integrated elements.

B. Conditions necessary for the formation of a Union
3. The realization of such a Union is a complex undertaking which can only 

be completed by gradual stages.
4. The Union can only be achieved if the necessary powers are granted as 

soon as possible to a European Authority. The functions and the powers of this 
authority should be determined by a European Charter which should be 
agreed by all the countries concerned action in unison.

C. Scope of the Union
5. Because the very purposes of the Union are economic integration and 

better understanding, the Union must be open to all European nations which 
are in a position to accept and which practise democratic principles of self-go
vernment. It must be open also to their politically associated countries over
seas.

D. The Purpose and Nature of the Union
6. The purpose of the Union must be to constitute within Europe an area 

in which men, goods and capital may move with no more difficulty than is 
experienced to-day within the frontiers of any single country.

7. This implies a full customs union, from which both customs barriers, 
tariffs and quotas and all currency obstructions to economic efficiency would 
be eliminated.
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8. The final aim is thus to do away with all customs barriers and all customs 
administration on the internal frontiers of Europe.

E. The Steps towards Union
9. The Conference recalls that impediments of a quantitative character: 

prohibitions, quotas, import and export licences and all administrative mea
sures of a restrictive character, whether open or disguised, are obstacles par
ticularly detrimental to trade, because they split up markets by 
insurmountable barriers and cause de facto discrimination between countries, 
products and interested parties.

10. The measures taken in most of the countries concerned in order to con
trol inflation having already had important results, and some progress having 
already been achieved in the reduction of the more serious price disparities, it 
would be advisable to complete this process by all appropriate measures more 
especially by a suitable adjustment of exchange rates. It will then be possible to 
establish the free convertibility of European currencies and to take measures 
with a view to the gradual conclusion of a customs union.

11. The decision to constitute such a Union should take the form of a 
binding International Agreement, sufficiently clear as regards the final objec
tive, and the steps by which that objective must be reached, to render possible 
the acceptance of the Union by parties to commercial treaties enjoying 
M. F. N. rights, and by the International Trade Organization.

12. The first measure to be adopted as a result of this Agreement should be 
a declaration of a truce both as regards tariffs and as regards quantitative trade 
restrictions. No modification of this truce should be permitted excepting in 
accordance with the procedure foreseen in paragraph 28 below.

13. The second task which should be initiated forthwith, and accomplished 
while the truce is in force, must be the elaboration of a common tariff, vis-à-vis 
the rest of the world, which in accordance with the accepted principles of 
commercial policy must not be higher than the average of the tariffs of the par
ticipating States.

14. Without waiting for the completion of the common tariff an immediate 
effort should be made to reduce the quantitative restrictions in order to 
develop intra-union trade, at first by bilateral negotiations aided by the advice 
and stimulus of the European Council. As soon as possible the negotiations 
should be conducted on a multilateral basis and the concerted removal of 
quantitative restrictions still in existence and the reduction of tariffs should be 
carried out in accordance with the procedure foreseen in Article 28 below.

15. The procedure foreseen in paragraph 28 below will be adapted:
(a) to decide by what means the reduction and final abolition of all tariffs 

among the participating States should be effected;
(b) to watch the situation in order to prevent all forms of indirect or direct 

commercial protection which might involve unfair competition and especially 
in order to prevent discriminatory transport tariffs, it being understood that 
the measures taken by the Governments with a view to improving the living 
standards of the workers or their professional value must not be considered
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as having a protectionist character; as long as they are not disguised subsidies 
aimed at artificially lowering the cost price.

16. The foregoing paragraphs do not fail to take into consideration certain 
difficulties arising from existing preferential systems which certain countries 
deem necessary to maintain for the time being. The widest possible extension 
on a basis of reciprocity of these preferences to all the members of the Union 
which is felt to be highly desirable will allow these difficulties to be overcome.

F. Periods of Transition
17. The general annual lowering of customs barriers (quotas and tariffs), 

whether by bilateral or multilateral negotiations, should permit the effective 
removal among the participating European States of quantitative restrictions 
in a period of two years and of tariffs in a period of ten years. To this end min
imum annual rates for the reduction of the customs barriers created on the 
one hand by quantitative restrictions, and on the other hand by tariffs, should 
be determined in accordance with the procedure foreseen in paragraph 28 
below, without any discrimination as regards either countries or goods.

18. These periods and rates of reduction will be fixed in the first instance 
in accordance with the procedure foreseen in paragraph 28 below, and only 
modified thereafter in accordance with that procedure.

19. In the initial determination or subsequent modification of these minima, 
due account should be taken of the need to ensure full and productive employ
ment in each country, and to maintain a satisfactory standard of living: and 
for these purposes, transitional measures should be adopted to facilitate the 
adaptation of national economies to the new conditions of the Union.

20. In exceptional cases, derogations should be allowed to the rate of 
reduction in the case of countries whose tariffs are unusually low.

G. Social and Fiscal Policy
21. During this same period, every effort should be made to bring fiscal and 

social policies into line in a manner as favourable as possible to the workers, 
taking into account relative productivity.

22. Collective European agreements should be discussed between the repre
sentatives of employers and workers in order to afford the latter minimum gua
rantees based on common principles. The Conference is of the opinion that 
the condition of life of the workers is an element of vital importance for the 
realization of European unity.

H. Circulation of People
23. The full employment of labour must be regarded as a moral, social and 

economic necessity.
As far as possible, and taking into account family needs, each country 

should aim at providing possible adequate employment for its nationals 
through the intensive exploitation of its natural resources and the development 
of its industry; this development will be promoted by the free movement of cap
ital in the European Union.

Since however, it is not possible in all cases to utilize the entire labour force
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on the spot, each individual should, at all times, be able to move about freely 
within the framework of the European Movement to find work, and be able 
to enjoy satisfactory living conditions.

These are the final aims of European Union.
24. This complete freedom of movement should be achieved gradually 

within a period of time which can only be fixed by experience; the supervision 
of the movement of population will be carried out in accordance with the 
procedure foreseen in Article 28 below. This liberation must be initiated 
without delay. During a first phase a minimum emigration must be made 
possible between one country and another. The amount shall be fixed in pro
portion to the populations of each pair of countries concerned, in accordance 
with a standard percentage which must be fixed by common agreement 
between all countries of the Union. This percentage can only be modified in 
the future in accordance with the procedure laid down in paragraph 28 below.

25. Henceforth the laws of each country of the Union should give to the 
nationals of all the other countries, as well as to displaced persons of Euro
pean origin, exactly the same economic and legal rights as those enjoyed by 
the ilationals of the country concerned.

26. It is particularly important to remove without delay all the obstacles to 
the movement within Europe of any young people undergoing training (ap
prentices, workers or students).

27. Subject to agreement by these overseas countries which enjoy political 
autonomy, the possibility for all Europeans of the Union to trade, make 
investments and to establish themselves on a footing of equality and in accor
dance with reciprocal agreements between the European countries in the dif
ferent countries of European Union and in Associated Overseas Territories, 
must be considered the final objective at which the economic organization of 
Europe should aim after a suitable transition period.

I. Procedure
28. All the decisions foreseen in this statement should be taken first by means 

of common agreement between the governments concerned, reached through 
the medium of the European Council and later by such European Authority 
as may be created for this purpose.

Travel
1. One of the first aims of any policy of European Union is to achieve the 

right of the European to travel freely from one democratic European country 
to another.

2. As an interim measure, pending the solution of larger problems raised by 
the Conference, reasonable currency facilities should be made available to 
permit the European citizen to travel within Europe for at least one month in 
the year.

3. The increase of tourist traffic from North America to Europe would 
greatly reduce the dollar gap. To assist this end it is proposed that:

(a) The Travel Development Commission of the O. E. E. C. should be given
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wide powers to initiate and co-ordinate policy on a European co-operative 
basis, including Travel to Europe’ propaganda in the United States.

(b) Frontier formalities between the participating countries should be 
greatly simplified and be made uniform.

(c) Inducements should be given to increase off-season travel to Europe. At 
the same time Europeans should be encouraged to take holidays in off-peak 
periods. This would insure better comfort and accommodation to overseas vis
itors, as well as assisting the development of the hotel industry.

This series of measures should also greatly assist the increase of travel 
amongst the lower income groups.

Displaced Persons
This Conference views with deep concern the present plight of the hundreds 

of thousands of displaced persons of European nationality. Many of these are 
still confined in camps, whilst others are subjected to legal restrictions which 
deny them freedom to ply the trades and professions for which they have expe
rience and aptitude, or to complete the studies and training already started in 
their own countries.

The Conference considers that these homeless Europeans who are unable 
to return to their own countries should cease to be treated as stateless refugees 
and should, instead, as European citizens, be afforded rights and opportunities 
comparable to those of the citizens of the countries in which they reside.

The International Executive Committee of the European Movement is 
invited to consider the whole problem of finding permanent asylum and 
normal employment for these displaced Europeans with a view to submitting 
detailed recommendations to the European Consultative Assembly at its first 
Session.

Productivity, Living Standards and Real Wages
A comparative study of productivity, living standards and real wages of the 

different European countries should be undertaken as soon as possible, with 
reference either to themselves only, or to standards in the non-European 
countries.

However difficult such an undertaking may be, and however approximate 
its conclusions, it appears to be an absolutely essential element in the informa
tion on which any effective policy, aiming at the realization of the Economic 
Union in Europe, must be based.

This study should be entrusted to O. E. E. C. now, and eventually to an 
Institute of Statistics and European Market Research, the creation of which is 
suggested by this Conference in another resolution (Displaced Persons).

Basic Industries
In its study of the four industries, Coal, Iron and Steel, Electricity and 

Transport, the Committee does not imply that its conclusions only apply to 
these industries nor to every one of them to the same degree. In fact the Com
mittee has been thinking of the industries which are most important for Euro-
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pean recovery and where there is a technical concentration of enterprises and 
the need for considerable investments. Because these particular industries 
fulfil these vital conditions, the Committee has drawn from them these 
general conclusions, it being understood that in each case they will have to be 
adapted to the special needs of every one of them.

The study has revealed a variety of problems which are common to a 
number of industries such as:

Co-ordination of Investment.
Study of Markets.
Co-ordination of Production Plans.
Standardization.
Vocational Training.
Co-ordination of Research.
Co-operation in the prevention of unfair trade practics by commercial 

undertakings or Governments.
The Committee was convinced that the solution of some or all of these 

problems on European lines would provide immense benefit to the European 
economy.

The Committee, therefore, proposes that the following resolution should be 
adopted by the Conference.

It is resolved that in each of the four Basic Industries of Coal, Iron and Steel, 
Electricity and Transport three kinds of organizations should be created.

These would be:
(i) A European governmental body which would have as its function 

the definition of general policies in the industry concerned, in 
particular the policies concerned with investment, volume of produc
tion, and prices, in order that it shall always be in line with the general 
interest and with the economic and social aims of the Union.

(ii) A consultative body consisting of employers, labour and representa
tives of the public interest whose task would be to advise the European 
governmental body on matters of general concern to the industry, 
including the objectives enumerated in paragraphs 3 (a), (b) and (c).

(iii) One or more organizations of employers (whether in public or pri
vate industry) on whom would fall, amongst other things, the task of 
carrying out the general directions and guidance given by the European 
body. These organizations would be formed with the following objec
tives :
(a) To develop production to meet requirements.
(b) Progressively to increase productivity by means for specializa

tion, standardization, etc.
(c) The lowering of prices by reductions in cost in order to raise 

the general standard of living.
Such employers’ organizations would be formed by international agreement 

which would be registered with the appropriate European governmental body. 
These agreements would have to conform to the principles laid down by the 
Havana Charter setting up an International Trade Organization. The organi-
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zations would be under legal obligation to publish their statutes, regulations 
and rules of procedure.

In case of an organization acting contrary to these principles, the govern
mental body would have power to institute proceedings with the competent 
judicial authorities, which could apply sanctions such as:

Cancellation of certain decisions.
Damages with interest awarded to injured parties.
Suppression of the organization.
Note: The organizations which are envisaged may consist of entirely new 

bodies but they may also include organizations already in existence. The 
Committee does not propose to decide whether such organizations shall be 
compulsatory or not.

European Economic and Social Council
This Conference proposes:
1. That the European Consultative Assembly should be invited to establish 

during its first Session a European Economic and Social Council.
In the opinion of this Conference:
2. This Council should be composed of representatives of employers and 

employees, in equal numbers, of European industries and of representatives of 
agriculture; and of persons chosen for their special qualifications whose 
number should not exceed one third of the total membership. The latter 
should be chosen by the European Assembly, after consultations calculated to 
secure that those designated shall have the necessary competence and inde
pendence.

3. The purposes of this Council would be to make recommendations for the 
progressive unification of the economy of Europe as a whole and to ensure 
its development and social progress.

4. The Council should keep under continuous review the effects of monop
olies, cartels, tariffs, quotas, capital investment policies, currency regulations, 
travel and other restrictions on the economy of Europe as a whole.

5. The Council should, for example, make proposals for improving produc
tion and distribution, for facilitating the movement of labour, for the mainte
nance of full employment, for promoting good industrial relations, for the 
raising of standards of living and of working conditions, and for bringing 
about a growing uniformity of economic practice between the nations, as for 
instance the transferability of rights to social services.

6. The recommendations of the European Economic and Social Council 
should be published and submitted to the European Consultative Assembly for 
study during its next Session. If the Assembly decide not to take them into con
sideration it should give explanations to the Council.

7. The European Economic and Social Council should have a permanent 
fully equipped Secretariat.

European Institutions
The Institutional Committee has prepared a project for a European Eco

nomic and Social Council whose function it will be to make recommendations
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to the European Consultative Assembly on the whole field of Economic and 
Social policy.

Since then the Committee has received proposals from the other Commit
tees of the Conference and from certain delegations and delegates recom
mending the creation of a number of specialized organs dealing with the prob
lems of particular industries, of agriculture and related activities. It is the 
unanimous opinion of the Institutional Committee that to avoid duplication 
and confusion the relationship between these bodies and the European Eco
nomic and Social Council should be clearly defined.

In the cases where other Committees have proposed the creation of consul
tative bodies covering the Economic and Social field, the Institutional Com
mittee recommends that, whenever possible these bodies be under the control 
of the European Economic and Social Council, or appointed under the aegis 
of this Council by procedure similar to that by which the Council is constitut
ed.

As there is no time for the Institutional Committee to study the constitution 
of the new bodies recommended by the other Committees, it recommends to 
the Conference that all proposals for the institution of such particular bodies 
should be submitted to the European Economic and Social Council, as soon 
as it is established in order to enable this Council to make considered and 
co-ordinated recommendations to the European Consultative Assembly to 
whom it will be responsible over the whole field of Economic and Social poli
cy.

Agriculture
The Conference, having noted with interest the work done by the existing 

Organizations, recommends that the Agricultural and Food Commission of the 
European Assembly should institute Commodity Councils which shall :

(i) consider the steps to be taken to promote a European agricultural 
policy in respect of production and distribution of agricultural pro
ducts;

(ii) frame the necessary measures for stabilizing European markets for 
these products at a level which will ensure to European farmers and 
agricultural workers a secure livelihood and an adequate standard of 
living in well managed enterprises, provided their existence is justified 
from an economic and social point of view;

(iii) propose, when the time comes, the establishment, in conjunction 
with the professional agricultural organizations, of the agencies 
required for the stabilization of markets which might, if necessary, be 
entrusted with the task of handling stocks, effecting any carry-over 
and generally administering international distribution schemes on 
behalf of the European Authority.

Overseas Territories
1. The economy of Europe and that of its Associated Countries have always 

depended to a large extent of their reciprocal trade with one another. These
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countries include the nations of the British Commonwealth as well as the 
Overseas Countries associated with Belgium, Britain, France, Italy, the 
Netherlands and Portugal.

2. The economic policy of European nations in relation to their Overseas 
Countries, which are not yet self-governing, should aim at raising the standard 
of living and promoting the welfare of their populations.

3. If Europe and its Associated Overseas Countries are to raise their 
standard of living, they cannot afford to take any action which might impede 
the mutual trade which exists between them. On the contrary, it is necessary 
for them to stimulate and develop such trade. This action will be one of the 
most effective and speedy means of restoring the balance of payments 
between Europe, the Associated Overseas Countries and the dollar areas.

4. As regards certain Overseas Countries which now produce mainly food
stuffs and raw materials, this development cannot be achieved without the 
technical advice and capital necessary to expand the production of these coun
tries, increase their markets, and raise their standard of living. In this connec
tion, President Truman’s important offer of assistance is greatly welcomed.

5. It is strongly urged that European nations associated with Overseas 
Countries should establish forthwith, if they have not already done so, a 
suitable procedure for frequent and regular consultations with regard to eco
nomic and social development overseas. These consultations, which would 
include representatives from Overseas Countries, would facilitate the co-ordi
nation of economic, scientific, and welfare plans for the countries concerned. 
Representatives of other countries making available technical assistance and 
capital resources for the development of these countries should also be invited 
to take part in these consultations.

6. The Associated Overseas Countries, in particular those of the Continent 
of Africa, offer possibilities of constructive development and the creation of 
conditions favourable to the well-being of the native peoples. These develop
ments may also offer opportunities for European settlement where such settle
ment is not detrimental to the interests of the indigenous populations.

7. An increase in trade between the European countries themselves would 
at the same time benefit the economy of their Associated Overseas Countries, 
which is so largely complementary to that of Europe. In fact they need the 
European market as much as Europe needs theirs. In any system of closer 
European Economic Union the existing links with the Associated Overseas 
Countries should be maintained and developed whilst taking into account 
their growing trade relations with the rest of the world.

8. To avoid unnecessary dislocations, it should be permissible for those 
nations which consider such steps desirable to maintain the existing preferen
tial systems and economic ties between themselves and their Associated Over
seas Countries. In order to further the interests of European Economic 
Union, it is desirable to extend to all other members of the Union, on a mutual 
basis, and as far as practicable, the benefits which members of existing prefer
ence systems now enjoy.

9. The advantages of such an extension of the existing preferential systems
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would be negatived by the fact that under present agreements non-European 
States could claim similar benefits by virtue of the Most Favoured Nation 
Clause. It is, therefore, recommended that negotiations should be entered into, 
through the World Trade Organizations, to secure some relaxation in the 
application of the Most Favoured Nation Clause and similar treaty obligations 
insofar as this is necessary to facilitate the progressive Economic Union of 
Europe and the Overseas Nations associated with it. Such a modification 
would also facilitate the formation of similar Economic Union by other 
groups of countries if they so desire.

10. At the same time it should be emphasized that the aim of a European 
Economic system linked with the Associated Overseas Countries is not to build 
up high tariffs against the rest of the world. On the contrary, its aim must be 
to promote the fullest flow of trade between Europe, the Overseas Territories 
and all other countries, as a necessary condition to achieving the highest level 
of general well-being in the world as a whole.

94. European Movement Deputation: European Consultative 
Assembly 6 April 1949

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. EXJMZ 
11 :EX/P/74; European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 57-61.

The campaign for a European Assembly had now attained its most exciting phase. A t the 
official level[ following the London Agreement of 28 January and the subsequent draft re
commendations submitted by the Brussels Treaty Permanent Commission, Bevin sent out in
vitations to, and in turn received positive replies from, the Danish, Irish, Italian, Norwegi
an and Swedish Governments to take part in a Ten-Power ‘Conference of Ambassadors', 
along with the Brussels Treaty States, in order to thrash out final recommendations for the 
Council of Europe and European Assembly project. The meeting was convened in London, 
under the chairmanship once more of Sir Gladwyn Jebb, on 28 March, with a view to sub
mitting proposals to the definitive inter-Ministerial meeting held eventually on 3-4 May.

The European Movement was again invited to submit its views, and on 6 April a Deputa
tion composed of Sandys, Bichet, Brugmans, Rasquin, van Zeeland, Philip, Retinger, Giac- 
chero, Wistrand and Mackay presented the following memorandum based upon the decisions 
of the Brussels Congress:1

The European Movement has noted with gratitude and satisfaction the 
recent official decision to create a European Council of Ministers and a Euro
pean Consultative Assembly, in accordance with the proposals made by the 
European Movement following the Congress of Europe held at The Hague in 
May, 1948.

1 See Docs. 88 and 91; Official Minutes (EX/M/11) of European Movement Execu
tive Bureau meeting, 5-6 April 1949, EM Archives, File ‘International Executive 
Committee and Bureau’; European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 56-7.
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The European Movement desires to submit to the Governments concerned 
the following recommendations regarding the composition and organization 
of the Assembly:

Countries to be Represented
1. The European Consultative Assembly will, it is hoped, ultimately embrace 

all the nations of Europe. However, existing political conditions make it neces
sary initially to limit its scope to those countries which are in a position to 
designate their representatives by democratic methods, namely: Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, Eire, France, Great Britain, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Lux
emburg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and 
the Western Zones of Germany. All the above countries should from the very 
outset be invited to participate in the Consultative Assembly.

2. The fact that there is as yet no German Government or Parliament should 
not prevent the admission of German representatives to the opening session 
of the Assembly. It would not be difficult to devise suitable provisional proce
dure for the democratic selection of the German representatives.

3. In order to demonstrate the solidarity of all the European peoples and to 
emphasize the fact that it is intended that the Assembly shall ultimately 
represent the whole of Europe, it is suggested that, as a symbolic gesture, a 
number of empty seats should be reserved for those European nations which, 
for the present, cannot express themselves democratically.

Selection of Representatives
4. If each national delegation is adequately to represent the vital forces in 

its country, it must include not only political leaders but also prominent figures 
in the nation’s economic and spiritual life. It follows that the field of selection 
cannot be confined to Members of Parliament.

5. The political element in each national delegation should in general reflect 
the relative strengths of the political opinions represented in its parliament. 
Certain parliaments may, however, consider it desirable to exclude from their 
delegations representatives of political parties which are actively hostile to the 
creation of a united democratic Europe. It is recommended that no directive 
should be issued on this point, which should be left for decision by each parlia
ment at its own discretion.

6. In the selection of both parliamentary and non-parliamentary members 
of delegations, an effort should be made to include persons who have actively 
studied the problems of European unification and who will, in consequence, 
be able to make a special contribution to the deliberations of the Assembly.

7. In deciding the composition of the delegations, preliminary consultations 
between political parties and other interests will usually be necessary. But it is 
important that final approval of the national lists should be formally given by 
parliaments, which alone are capable of assuring the representative character 
of their respective delegations.

8. It would not be practical to attempt to lay down any precise rules 
regarding the composition of delegations, but the above principles should be 
clearly stated in the invitations convening the Assembly. The latter should
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reserve to itself, in the last resort, the right to ask for reconsideration in cases 
where these principles have been ignored.

Co-opted Members
9. It is thought that the Assembly may, in addition to the members of the 

national delegations, wish to co-opt a small number of outstanding personali
ties chosen for their representative European character, including persons 
whose countries are not as yet able to participate in the Council of Europe.

10. Provided these members do not together represent more than a very 
small proportion of the entire Assembly, it is recommended that this practice 
should be permitted.

Size of Assembly
11. If the Assembly is to be able effectively to debate the wide range of 

European problems, to give authoritative advice to the European Council of 
Ministers upon the issues which the latter may submit to it, and adequately to 
man the Standing Committees required, its numbers must not be unduly re
stricted. It should, moreover, be borne in mind that many of the members will 
be persons with important public responsibilities in their own countries, and 
that in consequence it may not always be possible for them to be present at all 
the sessions of the Assembly.

12. In order to assure at all times an adequate and representative attendance, 
capable of conducting competent discussions and of making valid recommen
dations, a total membership of about 300 is recommended in respect of the 
countries listed in paragraph 1 above.

Allocation of Seats
13. A variety of formulae could be devised to govern the allocation of seats 

among the participating nations. As a guide, the following principles are 
suggested:

(a) As in the case of all democratic assemblies, the allotment of seats should 
be related to the size of populations;

(b) However, in order to enable the less populous nations to secure an ade
quate representation of the various political parties and other aspects of their 
economic and cultural life, the formula should provide for minimum and per
haps also maximum figures.

14. For example, each country might be allotted two seats per million of 
population, with a minimum of six and a maximum of forty. Assuming the par
ticipation of all the countries listed in paragraph 1, the adoption of this 
formula would result in a total membership of about three hundred.

Scope of Debates
15. The Consultative Assembly should be free to discuss any subject which 

is of common concern to the nations of Europe, whether the question has been 
placed on the agenda upon the initiative of the Council of Ministers or upon 
that of the Assembly itself.

16. The main functions of the Assembly will be:
(a) To study and discuss the broad issues of European policy as they affect
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the relations of European Nations with each other and of Europe as a whole 
with other outside countries;

(b) To examine practical measures designed to promote closer unity among 
the European nations in the political and economic spheres, and to study the 
social and juridical problems involved;

(c) To make recommendations to the European Council of Ministers on the 
above matters and on any other questions which the Council may refer to the 
Assembly for consideration.
17. There has been discussion as to whether the Assembly should by its stat
utes be precluded from discussing certain topics such as constitutional issues, 
military matters or subjects already under consideration by the Organization 
for European Economic Co-operation and other intergovernmental bodies.

18. Since the Assembly will be a ‘consultative5 and not a ‘constituent5 body, 
it will clearly be outside its function to draw up a European constitution. 
However, it will neither be possible nor desirable to prevent discussion upon 
the constitutional problems of European union.

19. The Assembly would not be qualified to express a valid opinion upon 
the technical aspects of military organization and would, of course, receive no 
secret information from governments. It would, however, be a most suitable 
body to discuss the broad problems which arise from the adoption by the 
Western Democracies of a policy of common defence. It could, better than any 
other institution, inspire among the peoples of the free countries of Europe 
a readiness to make the personal sacrifices and to accept the national obliga
tions which this policy of mutual protection will involve.

20. Similarly, the Assembly would not be an appropriate body for the prep
aration of detailed economic plans, which can only be undertaken by expert 
government staffs with access to all official information. Nevertheless, the 
Assembly may in discussing the general problems of economic integration be 
able to promote a more truly European outlook than is possible in purely inter
governmental negotiations. Since the Organization for European Economic 
Co-operation directly or indirectly touches upon most of the important 
aspects of Europe’s economic life, it would in practice be impossible to 
exclude discussion of matters under consideration by the O. E. E. C. without 
in fact stultifying all economic debates in the Assembly.

21. In particular, it is assumed that any major issues relating to the organi
zation of Europe, such as the creation of new European institutions, will be 
referred by the Council of Ministers to the Assembly for discussion before 
final decisions are taken.

Duration of Plenary Sessions

22. In order adequately to discharge its responsibilities and to assure 
reasonable continuity, it is recommended that the Assembly should hold at 
least two Plenary Sessions and should sit for not less than 45 days each year.

23. Procedure should be provided for the convening of special sessions upon 
the request of the Council of Ministers or of a substantial proportion of the 
members of the Assembly.
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Standing Committees
24. If the debates of the Assembly are to be constructive and if the resultant 

recommendations to governments are to be of real value, they must be based 
upon authoritative reports containing well-considered proposals.

25. For the purpose of preparing these reports there must be set up Standing 
Committees which will meet in the intervals between the Plenary Sessions.

26. In view of the fact that a proportion of the members of the Assembly, 
most of whom will be busy public men, may not be able to serve on the Com
mittees, and of the desirability of obtaining the best possible advice upon the 
problems under discussion, it may be wise to permit the co-option on to the 
Standing Committees of outside persons possessing special qualifications or 
experience.

Secretariat
27. The Assembly will require a permanent Secretariat to organize the work 

of both Plenary Sessions and Standing Committees.
28. In order to leave no doubt as to the independent, democratic character 

of the Assembly, its Secretariat should be separate from the Secretariat of the 
Council of Ministers, and should be responsible solely to the Assembly.

Location of Assembly and Secretariat
29. The Secretariat will require a permanent seat in some city to be selected. 

For reasons of administrative convenience, the meetings of the Standing 
Committees should be held at the seat of the Secretariat.

30. On grounds of organizational simplicity, there would be an advantage 
in likewise always convening the Assembly in that same city. However, since 
a meeting of the Assembly would undoubtedly stimulate great interest in the 
cause of European unity in the country in which it took place, the desirability 
of holding the Plenary Sessions successively in different countries should be 
considered.

Title of Assembly
31. In the widespread public discussion in the press and elsewhere, which 

has taken place during the past year, the proposed new body has come to be 
generally known as the ‘European Assembly’. It would be confusing and per
haps a little disappointing if an altogether different title were now adopted. It 
may, however, be thought desirable to emphasize its consultative status. In 
this case it is suggested that it should be officially designated the ‘European 
Consultative Assembly’.

95. European Movement Executive Committee: Observations 
upon the Statute of the Council of Europe 9 May 1949

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. EX/M/ 
12:EX/P/91; European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 62-3.
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On 5 May, after considering the preperatory report, the Ten Foreign Ministers finally 
reached a full agreement in London on the Statute bringing the Council of Europe officially 
into being. The main feature of the Statute, in keeping with the European Movement's 
proposals, was the establishment both of a Committee of Ministers and of a Consultative 
Assembly. The considerable limits and tightly woven safeguards of the Statute, however, 
also bore evidence of the cautious and orthodox views of the Britain and Scandinavian offi
cials. Article 22, for example, stressed the purely deliberative' capacity of the Assembly, 
while Article 23 imposed strict ministerial limits on the drawing up of the Assembly's 
agenda. The Assembly itself, moreover; was to be composed as national governments deemed 
appropriate (Article 25) and would be subject to a two-thirds majority rule for the submis
sions of resolutions to the Committee of Ministers (Article 29).1 None the less, despite these 
numerous restrictions as to the scope and procedural independence of the Assembly, it should 
still be stressed that this minimal statute was a remarkable success in the context of the time, 
secured by the European Movement only one year after the Hague Congress. The European 
Movement Executive Committee response to the Statute was, in this sense, one of hope from 
the longterm view, but also of thinly-veiled disappointment in the immediate perspective, as 
was reflected in the communiqué sent to the Ten Foreign Ministers after the tense Committee 
meeting of 6-8 May.2

*

The European Movement warmly welcomes the signing of the agreement 
for the establishment of a European Committee of Ministers and a European 
Consultative Assembly, exactly one year after the Hague Congress at which 
this proposal was formulated.

In the opinion of the Movement, the European Assembly offers to the free 
countries of Europe a great new opportunity to participate together in solving 
their common problems and in developing the political, economic and spiritual 
unity of their peoples.

If this opportunity is used alike by governments and peoples with courage 
and a sense of responsibility, it may well be that before long there will grow 
out of this Consultative Assembly the future Parliament of Europe.

The structure of the Assembly conforms broadly with the proposals sub
mitted to the governments during recent months by the European Movement. 
However, out of its desire to assure the complete success of this new and his
toric institution, the European Movement feels obliged to draw the attention 
of governments to certain features in the Statute which call for consideration. 
The following points are of particular importance:

1. Participating countries
Whilst welcoming the decision of the Brussels Treaty Powers to extend 

participation to the ten signatories of the present agreement, it is desirable, if

1 For Council of E urope S tatu te plus M inisterial C om m uniqué, see Keesings Con
temporary Archives 7 (1949), pp. 9973-5 .

2 O fficial M inutes (EXJM/12) E uropean  M ovem ent Executive C om m ittee m eeting, 
6 -8  M ay 1949, EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’; 
European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 61-2 .
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disappointment and misunderstanding are to be avoided, that all other Euro
pean countries accepting the principles set out in Article 3, including Western 
Germany, should, if they desire, be invited to accede in time to be represented 
at the Opening Session of the Assembly.

2. Freedom of Debate
The decision to exclude the discussion of defence problems from the com

petence of the Assembly is not questioned. However, with this exception, it is 
considered that the limitations placed upon the Assembly’s freedom of discus
sion are psychologically unfortunate and may prove in practice unenforce
able. In order to avoid the risk of friction between the Assembly and the Com
mittee of Ministers, it is recommended that the Assembly should be given con
siderably wider latitude in settling its own Agenda, (Article 23).

3. Standing Committees
It is assumed that the sittings of the Committees and Commissions which 

the Assembly is empowered to set up (Article 24) will not be limited to the 
period of the Assembly’s plenary sessions; and that in appropriate cases it will 
be free to select the members of such bodies either in whole or in part from out
side the membership of the Assembly.

In this connection, it is important that the Assembly should not be precluded 
by unduly strict limitation of expenditure from setting up Committees which 
it considers essential for the efficient discharge of its responsibilities (Article 
38 (d)).

4. Secretariat
In a previous communication, the European Movement recommended that, 

in order to leave no doubt as to the independent, democratic character of the 
Assembly, its Secretariat should be separate from the Secretariat of the Com
mittee of Ministers and should be responsible to the Assembly.

For the above reasons, it is suggested that reconsideration should be given 
to the provision (Article 37 (b)) that the single Secretariat serving the two 
bodies is to be exclusively responsible to the Committee of Ministers.

5. Agenda for First Meeting
Court of Human Rights. It is noted with satisfaction that, as a condition of 

membership, the states participating in the Council of Europe are required to 
recognize the principle of the rule of law and the fundamental rights and liber
ties of the individual.

The Juridical Section of the European Movement is in process of preparing 
a draft Treaty to be concluded between the member-states to guarantee essen
tial personal and civic rights and to establish a European Court to adjudicate 
in cases of infringement.

European Economic Policy. It is assumed that economic policy will feature 
prominently in the debates of the Assembly. Last month, the European Move
ment held at Westminster a six-day Economic Conference which formulated 
recommendations covering most of the principal aspects of the problem of 
European economic union.
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It is earnestly requested that the Agenda for the first session of the European 
Assembly will be drafted in such a manner as to render possible the discussion 
of the European Movement’s proposals on these two important subjects.

96. European M ovem ent Parliamentary Section: Council of
Europe 19 June 1949

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. Council of 
Europe: Recommendations to the Committee of Ministers formulated by a Conference con
vened by the European Movement at Versailles, 17-19 June 1949.

Kr

In preparation for the first session of the European Consultative Assembly to be held at 
Strasburg in August 1949; and in conjunction with the planned activities of the Movement’s 
‘Strasbourg Bureau’/  a joint meeting of the European Movement Executive Committee and 
newly-formed Parliamentary Section2 was held at Versailles on 17-19 June under Sandys’ 
chairmanship. The meeting, attended by an impressive number of eminent MP’s from 
throughout Europe, many of whom would shortly sit in the European Assembly, submitted 
the following recommendations to the Council of Ministers, which were in turn defended 
in the Consultative Assembly itself:

The ‘Strasbourg Committee of the European Movement’ was formally set up on 
12 April, under the chairmanship of the City Mayor, Charles Frey, and comprising 
many local dignitaries. It was to prove a most successful launching-pad for the 
Movement’s activities at Strasburg during the first session of the Consultative Assem
bly. Consult EM Archives, File ‘Strasbourg Bureau’.
Failing to gain the EPU’s co-operation, the European Movement Executive Bu
reau finally decided to set up a Parliamentary Section of its own: see Official Min
utes (EX/M/11), plus Doc. EX/P/76, 5-6 April 1949, EM Archives, File ‘International 
Executive Committee and Bureau’.
The following were present at Versailles:
Austria
Belgium

Denmark

Eire

France

M. Paul Flandrak -  Member of Parliament 
M. Mark Goor
M. de la Vallée Poussin -  Senator
M. Paul van Zeeland -  Minister of State, Former
Prime Minister
M. Frode Jakobsen -  Member of Parliament
M. Ole Bjorn Kraft -  Member of Parliament
Miss E. Butler -  Senator
Mr James G. Douglas -  Senator
M. Paul Bastid -  Member of Parliament, Former
Minister
M. Robert Bichet -  Former Minister 
M. René Coty -  Senator, Former Minister 
M. René Courtin
M. Raoul Dautry -  Former Minister 
M. Pierre de Felice -  Senator 
M. Henri Frenay -  Former Minister
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\
t

German Federal Republic
!

Great Britain

Greece

Hungary
Italy

Luxemburg

Netherlands
\

\

\  ̂ i'f

Norway

Poland

• I

M. Gérard Jaquet -  Member of Parliament 
M. Francis Leenhardt -  Member of Parliament 
M. René Lhuillier
M. François de Menthon -  Member of Parliament
M. Guy Mollet -  Member of Parliament
M. Christian Monnier
Mme. Peyroles -  Member of Parliament
M. André Philip -  Member of Parliament, Former
Minister
M. Marceau Pivert
M. Daniel Serruys -  Former Minister
M. Raymond Silva
M. Raymond Triboulet -  Member of Parliament
H err W alter Hummelsheim
Prof. Carlo Schmid -  Minister
Dr. Carl Spiecker -  Minister
Mr E. Beddington Behrens
Mr Robert Boothby -  Member of Parliament
Sir Harold Butler
Mr S. P. Chambers
Mr Bob Edwards
Mr H arry Hynd -  Member of Parliament 
Mr John Hynd -  Member of Parliament 
Miss F. L. Josephy
The Rev. Gordon Lang -  Member of Parliament 
The Rt. Hon. Lord Layton 
Mr Kenneth Lindsay -  Member of Parliament 
Mr Niall Macpherson -  Member of Parliament 
Lady Rhys Williams
The Rt. Hon. Duncan Sandys -  Former Minister 
M. Grégoire Cassimatis -  Member of Parlia
ment, Former Minister 
M. George Drossos -  Member of Parliament 
M. Agis Tambacopoulos -  Former Minister 
M. Paul de Auer -  Former Minister 
M. Lodovico Benvenuti -  Member of Parliament 
M. Michele Camposarcuno -  Member of Parliament 
M. Nicolô Carandini -  Former Minister and 
Former Ambassador
M. Enzo Giacchero -  Member of Parliament 
M. Ferruccio Parri -  Member of Parliament 
M. Victor Bodson -  Member of Parliament 
M. Fernand Loesch -  Member of Parliament 
M. Marcel Meris -  Member of Parliament 
Prof. Hendrik Brugmans 
Dr. H. R. Nord
M. S. A. Posthumus -  Member of Parliament 
Mile. Tendeloo -  Member of Parliament 
M. Theodor Broch -  Member of Parliament 
M. Kjell Tellander- Member of Parliament 
Dr. J. H. Retinger
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I. Recommendations for Action Before Opening of Assembly
The Committee of Ministers is asked to consider the following matters 

requiring action before the opening of the First Session of the Assembly.

1. Admission of New Member States
(a) It is recommended that consideration should be given to the admission 

to the Council of Europe of all the remaining States which are participants in 
the O. E. E. C. and which in the opinion of the Committee of Ministers comply 
with the requirements of Article 3 of the Statute.

(b) It is recommended that the German Federal Republic should be invited 
to become an Associate Member of the Council of Europe as soon as a German 
Federal Government is formed.

2. Interpretation of Statute
In view of the fact that there have been certain criticisms of the Statute of 

the Council of Europe, particularly with regard to the control to be exercised 
by the Committee of Ministers over the Assembly, it is recommended that the 
Committee of Ministers, before the opening of the Session of the Assembly, 
should make a reassuring declaration to the effect:

(a) that it does not intend unduly to restrict the freedom of discussion of the 
Assembly and will leave to it all reasonable latitude in the drafting of its own 
Agenda;

(b) that, in order to leave no doubt as to the independent, democratic char
acter of the Assembly, its Secretariat shall be separate from the Secretariat of 
the Committee of Ministers, and shall be responsible solely to the Assembly;

(c) that the meetings of the Committees and Commissions, which the 
Assembly is entitled to set up under Article 24 of the Statute, will not be 
limited to the duration of the Plenary Sessions; and that such Committees or 
Commissions will have power, in appropiate cases, to co-opt persons from out
side the membership of the Assembly;

(d) that all Substitute Representatives will be eligible to be regular members 
of the Standing Committees of the Assembly and that the governments of the 
Member States will defray the travel and accommodation expenses of all such 
Substitutes for the duration of the Sessions of the Assembly, on the same basis 
as the Representatives themselves;

(e) that, at the end of the First Session, the Committee of Ministers will be 
willing to consider sympathetically any amendments to the Statute which the 
Assembly may wish to propose and that such amendments as are accepted will 
be put into effect without delay.

Spain Prof. Salvador de Madariaga
M. E nrico  A. Gironella

Sweden M. K arl Elmgren -  S enato r
M. K arl Wistrand -  S enato r 

Switzerland M. H en ri Genet
M. D enis de Rougement
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II  Recommendations Regarding Agenda of Assembly

It is recommended that the subjects enumerated below should be included 
upon the Agenda for discussion at the First Session of the European Consul
tative Assembly. In order to facilitate the debates, it is suggested that the Com
mittee of Ministers should prepare papers for the information of the Assem
bly, setting out briefly the work undertaken or contemplated by existing offi
cial European bodies in the economic, cultural and other fields.

1. Aims of the Council of Europe
At an early stage of the Session there should be a debate upon the general 

policy of European Union and the aims of the Council of Europe, as defined 
in Article 1 of the Statute.

2. Political Union
There should be a debate upon the problems of European Union from the 

political angle and upon the practical steps to be taken to achieve such union. 
The scope of this debate should make it possible for the Assembly to discuss 
in general terms the problems of the creation of supranational European 
Authorities and the exercise in common of certain rights and powers.

3. Economic Union
There should be a full debate or debates upon the economic aspects of 

European Union. It is recommended that the scope of such discussions should 
be such as to enable the Assembly to consider the resolutions adopted by the 
European Economic Conference held at Westminster in April last under the 
auspices of the European Movement.

4. Economic and Social Council
In addition to the above discussions upon general economic problems, it is 

recommended that the Assembly should be given the opportunity separately 
to consider the proposal of the Westminster Economic Conference for the 
creation of an Economic and Social Council, composed of representatives of 
employers’ organizations and trade unions and of economic experts.

5. Maintenance of Human Rights
As is stated in Article 3 of its Statute, the Council of Europe is founded upon 

the basic principle of respect for human rights. The Juridical Section of the 
European Movement is preparing a draft Convention for the maintenance of 
human rights and for the creation of a European Court to ensure the obser
vance of the Convention. It is recommended that the Agenda should provide 
an opportunity for the discussion of these proposals.

6. Cultural Relations
Provision should be made for a debate upon intra-European cultural rela

tions and upon the action, both official and unofficial, to be taken to promote 
friendship and confidence among the European peoples and generally to 
create an atmosphere favourable to closer union.
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7. Displaced Persons
It is recommended that the problem of displaced persons in Europe and the 

legal disabilities from which they suffer in regard to domicile and employment 
should be placed upon the Agenda.

8. European Passport
It is hoped that there may be a debate on the proposal for the issue of a 

European Passport to officials of the Council of Europe and other special cate
gories of persons.

9. Amendments to Statute
It is recommended that, at the end of the First Session, there should be a 

debate upon the Statute of the Council of Europe, in so far as it affects the 
Consultative Assembly. This will enable the Assembly to recommend to the 
Committee of Ministers any amendments in the Statute which may have been 
found to be desirable.

97. European M ovem ent Secretariat: European M ovem ent and the 
ConsultativeAssem bly Septem ber 1949

EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’, D oc. EX/M/ 
15 :EX/P/117, Analysis of Past Recommendations of the Movement in Relation to the Con
clusions of the Consultative Assembly Up To Date'.

The European Movement was indeed most active at Strasburg both in its sponsorship of 
parliamentary initiatives and in its more public efforts to sustain popular opinion behind the 
European campaign. It was in this context that the Labour Party International Secretary, 
Denis Healey, observed at Strasburg that the European Movement successfully circulated ‘de
tailed policies' which had been formulated during the previous twelve months, and which 
could ‘rely in advance on the support of half the Assembly'. He went on to state that ‘conse
quently, discussion on every issue tends to base itself round the proposals of the European 
Movement'. He in turn concluded that ‘the Assembly tended to behave as an instrument of 
the European Movement'.1 Similarly, Macmillan, for his part, recorded that ‘behind the 
scenes Duncan Sandys continued to pull the strings. ' 2 The analysis of the European Move
ment Secretariat in this connection was stated in a confidential document circulated at the 
Executive Committee meeting of 3-4 September:3

The broad lines of the policy of the European Movement were laid down 
at the Hague Congress in May 1948. These were progressively developed and 
amplified at the meeting of the International Council of the Movement at

1 D. H ealey, confidential Report on the first session o f the C onsulta tive Assem bly 
(10-25 A ugust 1949) fo r the L abour P a rty  In ternational C om m ittee, Archives o f the 
British Labour Party .

2 H . M acmillan, Tides of Fortune 1945-1955, L ondon, 1969, p. 176.
3 O fficial M inutes (EXJM/15), E uropean  M ovem ent Executive C om m ittee m eeting, 

3 -4  Septem ber 1949, EM  Archives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and 
B ureau’.
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Brussels in February, 1949, at the Movement’s Economic Conference at West
minster in April, at its Parliamentary Conference at Versailles in June, and at 
various meetings of the Movement’s International Executive Committee. The 
main objectives for which the European Movement has been campaigning are 
as follows:

A. Political
1. The creation of a European Assembly
a. The Hague Congress called for the creation of a European Consultative 

Assembly. This has now been achieved.
b. The Movement’s Conference at Versailles recommended reconsideration 

of the Articles in the Statute which impose restrictions upon the Assembly’s 
freedom of discussion, the creation of a separate Secretariat for the Assembly 
and the setting up of Standing Committees. The appropriate Commissions of 
the Assembly are making recommendations in this sense.

2. The creation of a European Supranational Political Authority
a. The Versailles Conference asked that provisions should be made on the 

Agenda of the Assembly for a general political debate, which would enable the 
question of changes in the political structure to be discussed. The Committee 
of Ministers did not include this on the original Agenda, but subsequently 
agreed to its addition at the request of the Assembly.

b. At all its Conferences the Movement has emphasized the necessity for the 
creation of a European Supranational Political Authority, without the exist
ence of which the decisions required in the economic and social spheres, all 
of which involve political issues, will not be possible. The establishment of the 
Council of Europe, despite its purely consultative capacity, represents a first 
important step, and provides the foundation out of which there must progres
sively be evolved an institution possessing real power. (...)

3. Admission to the Council of Europe of all European countries participating 
in O. E. E. G, which respect human rights in accordance with Article 3 of the Sta
tute

This recommendation was made to the Committee of Ministers by the 
European Movement following upon its Conference at Versailles in June 
1949. The Movement is glad to note the admission of Greece and Turkey, and 
welcomes the recommendation of the Political Committee that a session early 
next year should be convened to consider the admission of further members.

4. Admission of Germany as an Associate Member of the Council of Europe
a. The European Movement has from the start emphasized the importance 

of the inclusion of Germany as soon as possible as an Associate Member of the 
Council of Europe. Whilst the Movement deplores the unhelpful tone of some 
of the speeches made by German political leaders during recent months, its 
opinion that Germany, in the interests of her own democratic development 
and in the interests of Europe as a whole, should be admitted to the Council 
of Europe remains unaltered.

b. The admission of Germany will presumably be discussed at the meeting
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of the Committee of Ministers in October and at the session referred to in 
paragraph 3 above.

5. The eventual union in freedom of all the peoples of Europe
a. In pursuance of this principle the European Movement has encouraged 

the formation of committees of democratic leaders in exile from Eastern 
Europe and Spain, and has initiated studies upon the eventual problem of inte
grating these countries in a political and economic union embracing all 
Europe.

b. The Brussels Conference recommended that, as a symbolic gesture, a 
number of empty seats should be reserved in the Assembly to demonstrate 
solidarity with the peoples of the countries which are at present unable to 
express themselves democratically. A recommendation on these lines, 
supported by a large number of Members of the Assembly, is at present under 
consideration by the Commissions on General Affairs and on Procedure.

c. The Versailles Conference contemplated the co-option of persons with 
expert knowledge or special experience on to the committees or sub-commit- 
tees of the Assembly, and that the choice of such persons would not be con
fined to nationals of the States Members of the Council of Europe. The recom
mendations of the appropriate Commissions of the Assembly on this question 
are not yet known.

B. Juridical
The conclusion between the Member States of a Convention for the collective 

maintenance of human rights and the creation of a European Court to secure the 
observance of this Convention

The Versailles Conference recommended that there should be a debate at 
which this question could be discussed. However, the Committee of Ministers, 
contrary to the advice of the official Preparatory Commission, excluded this 
item from the Agenda. At the request of the Assembly, this subject was rein
stated. The Juridical Commission of the Assembly is making satisfactory pro
gress, and there is reason to hope that the main features of the Movement’s 
proposals will be adopted.

C. Economic and Social
1. Convertibility of European Currencies
The Westminster Economic Conference urged that immediate steps should 

be taken to establish convertibility between the European currencies. The 
Report of the Assembly’s Economic Commission contains a recommendation 
on these lines.

2. Establishment of a European Economic Union embodying a system of prefer
ences

The Westminster Conference likewise recommended the creation of a 
European Economic Union such as would enable the preference systems 
existing between certain European nations and overseas countries associated 
with them to be maintained and to be progressively extended to other Member 
States. This principle is embodied in the Report of the Assembly’s Economic 
Commission.
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3. Relaxation of Treaty obligations
The Westminster Conference recommended that negotiations should be 

undertaken with non-European countries to secure the modification of treaty 
obligations which stand in the way of the creation of such a union. The Report 
of the Assembly’s Economic Commission includes this recommendation.

4. Economic and Social Council
The Westminster Conference recommended the creation of a European 

Economic and Social Council. The Assembly has adopted a resolution 
providing for the creation of similarly constituted councils in each basis indus
try. If this is adopted by the Committee of Ministers, the question of the co-or
dination of these separate councils will require to be considered.

5. Displaced Persons
Whilst no special debate has taken place on the problem of Displaced Per

sons, a well-supported resolution on this question was submitted for considera
tion to the Assembly’s Commission on Social Affairs.

98. Duncan Sandys: Creation of a European Supranational 
Political Authority September 1949

EM  Archives, File ‘In te rn a tio n a l Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’, D oc. EX/M/ 
15 :EX/P/114, Creation of a European Supranational Political Authority. Some personal 
thoughts upon the possible future evolution of the Council of Europe, by D uncan  Sandys.

*
Upon the initiative of R. W. G. Mackay and André Philip, the main political decision 

taken by the European Consultative Assembly was in stating that ‘the aim and goal of the 
Council of Europe is the creation of a European political authority with limited functions 
but real powers'.1 The General Affairs Committee of the Assembly, under the chairmanship 
of Guy Mollet, was subsequently instructed to produce definite recommendations on the sub
ject in time for the second session in 1950. Foreseeing that the European Movement would be 
called upon to submit draft proposals in this connection, Duncan Sandys had already formu
lated some personal thoughts' on the subject, which he distributed to the European Move
ment Executive Committee meeting on 3-4 September.2 Despite the evolutionary and Exec
utive-oriented case which he put forward, the supranational goal and commitment which he 
had in mind were left in no doubt, and in this sense the paper provides a powerful documen
tary refutation of the federalist myth, which to this day still exists, that Sandys never 
intended to go beyond intergovernmental or purely co-operative modes of European integra
tion in the campaign which he led:

1 C ouncil o f E u rope , D ocum ents 1949, No. 173, ‘Official Report', 5 Septem ber 
1949, pp. 2 -6 .

2 O fficial M inutes (EX/M/15), E uro p ean  M ovem ent Executive C om m ittee m eeting, 
3 -4  Septem ber 1949, EM  A rchives, File ‘In ternational Executive C om m ittee and 
B ureau’.
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In accordance with Article 1 (a) of the Statute, £The aim of the Council of 
Europe is to achieve a greater unity between its Members for the purpose of 
safeguarding and realizing the ideals and principles which are their common 
heritage and facilitating their economic and social progress.’ Almost every 
measure for the closer unification of the European States, in both the 
economic and social spheres, involves decisions of a political character. It is 
clear, therefore, that before any far-reaching progress can be made towards 
the realization of this aim, there must be created in some form or another a 
European Political Authority, capable of formulating and executing a truly 
European policy designed to serve, not the separate interests of the compo
nent States, but the interests of Europe as a whole. So large an objective 
cannot be attained in a single giant stride. A number of intermediate steps are 
necessary. We must show that we possess the imagination and courage to take 
them.

The importance of the step already taken in the creation of the Council of 
Europe should not be underrated. It is true that in its existing form both the 
Committee of Ministers and the Assembly are advisory bodies without legisla
tive or executive powers. However, they provide an excellent starting point 
and give us a firm foundation upon which to build. It is therefore quite unnec
essary at this stage to think of devising any new supranational institution. It 
would only create confusion and retard progress. Our immediate task is to 
develop and strengthen the two organs of the Council of Europe until, by suc
cessive stages, it becomes in effect the European Political Authority which we 
seek to constitute.

If the members of the Assembly are adequately to discharge their important 
functions as the representatives of the European peoples, they must from the 
start make the Assembly, within the limits of its consultative functions, alto
gether independent of governmental control. That means that the Assembly 
must be free to discuss, with the exception of military questions, any subject 
it desires and must be free to meet as often and as long as it may itself think 
necessary. To give effect to this legitimate request, the Committee of Ministers 
will doubtless be willing to remove the relevant restrictions in the Statute.

But, whilst it is essential that the Assembly should assert its independence, 
that is not enough. It must somehow acquire not merely the right to express 
its opinions but the means of exercising a decisive influence upon the course 
of events. Otherwise the Assembly will become a meaningless debating society, 
in which men of action will not think it worth while to serve.

At the present stage it would be unrealistic for the Assembly to claim legisla
tive or executive powers, and, if it did, it would certainly have no hope to 
obtaining the approval of governments, from whom alone such powers could 
be derived. Thus, for the immediate future, it must be accepted that the sole 
constitutional function of the Assembly will be to make recommendations to 
the Committee of Ministers.

From this it follows that so long as the Committee of Ministers itself has no 
power, the Assembly will have no power either. On the other hand, to the 
extent that the Committee of Ministers, in its collective capacity, acquires
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power, the Assembly, as its adviser, will acquire it also. The objective must 
therefore be to build up the corporate strength and extend the competence of 
the Committee of Ministers.

Technically, of course, the Committee of Ministers under the Statute is 
empowered only to make recommendations to the Governments of the 
Member States. But, since the Committee is composed of leading Ministers of 
these Governments, it is clearly capable, provided there is agreement among 
its members, of deciding anything and everything within the collective compe
tence of the participating states. If it is objected that the Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs of the countries concerned, who are the titular members of the Com
mittee of Ministers, are not qualified to deal with the varied economic, social 
and cultural questions which will arise, arrangements should be made to 
enable the Ministers of Finance, Commerce, Education, etc., to sit upon the 
Committee of Ministers when subjects within their particular spheres are 
under discussion.

Any disposition to look upon the Committee of Ministers as nothing more 
than a forum for the exchange of views between governments upon European 
problems must be energetically resisted. From the start the Committee of 
Ministers must be regarded and must regard itself as an instrument for action. 
As in the case of the Assembly, it is too early to ask that any important powers 
should be vested in the Committee of Ministers by the Member States.

Out of a spirit of co-operation the Member Governments will no doubt 
often be willing to fall in with the majority view upon the Committee of Minis
ters on matters of secondary importance. However, it must be recognized 
that, at any rate for the present, no decisions on major issues can be taken 
except with the unanimous agreement of all the governments concerned. The 
problem, therefore, is two-fold. First, it must be clearly established that the 
function of the Committee of Ministers is not confined to the passive role of 
considering opinions and recommendations of the Assembly and of passing 
those of which it approves to the Governments of the participating States. The 
principle must, on the contrary, be accepted that the Committee of Ministers 
has a collective responsibility for initiating positive action to promote the 
unity of Europe.

Secondly, having secured for the Committee of Ministers an active and 
quasi-executive role, steps must be taken to establish, in practice if not in prin
ciple, the responsibility and accountability of the Committee to the Assembly. 
In short, a relationship must be developed between the Committee of Minis
ters and the Consultative Assembly resembling as far as possible the relation
ship between a democratic parliament and its government.

It can be argued, of course, that the Committee of Ministers, unlike a 
democratic government, does not depend for its existence upon the confi
dence of the Assembly. That is true. However, the fact must not be overlooked 
that the governments, whose representatives compose the Committee of Minis
ters, are dependent for their existence upon the support of their respective par
liaments, whose representatives compose the European Assembly. Provided, 
therefore, that the principal political parties in each parliament continue to be
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represented in the Assembly by leading personalities who have a right to speak 
in their name, the Assembly, in cases where its decisions are reasonably 
unanimous, will in fact be voicing the collective opinions of the parliaments of 
•Europe.

Assuming that it is agreed that the next immediate step towards the creation 
of a European Political Authority is to establish the collective responsibility of 
the Committee of Ministers for the initiation of action and the accountability 
of the Committee to the Assembly, what are the practical methods by which 
this can be achieved?

Happily, an appropriate instrument lies ready at hand in the shape of Arti
cle 19 of the Statute of the Council of Europe. This Article prescribes that ‘at 
each session of the Consultative Assembly the Committee of Ministers shall 
furnish the Assembly with statements of its activities accompanied by 
appropriate documentation’. The fact that the Committee of Ministers has 
failed to provide the Assembly at its first session with any such statements or 
documentation is doubtless due to shortage of time. It must certainly not be 
allowed to become a precedent for future sessions. For it is upon the implemen
tation of the letter and spirit of Article 19 that the successful development of 
the relationship between the Committee and the Assembly will largely depend.

It is, in fact, probable that the examination and discussion of these periodical 
statements of the Committee of Ministers upon their policy and activities will 
prove to be among the most important functions of the Assembly.

However, for the full benefit of this procedure to be obtained, it is essential 
that appropriate ministers, speaking on behalf of the Committee of Ministers 
as a whole, should attend the more important debates of the Assembly and 
there explain and defend the decisions and policy of the Committee of Minis
ters, in much the same way as is done in any national parliament. In addition, 
the Commissions of the Assembly, when they consider it desirable, should be 
entitled to ask officials of the O. E. E. C. or other appropriate inter
governmental bodies, to furnish them with written or oral information of a 
technical or factual character.

Under the existing rules of the Council of Europe, members of the 
Committee of Ministers have the right to intervene in the discussions of the 
Assembly and its Commissions. This privilege should not be one-sided. The 
Assembly and its Commissions should be given the corresponding right to ask 
a representative of the Committee of Ministers to attend their sessions on occa
sions when they consider it desirable, as, for example, when the statements of 
the Committee of Ministers are under discussion.

On matters of lesser importance information can be elicited from the Com
mittee of Ministers by the process of ‘Written Questions’, provided for in Arti
cle 45 of the Draft Rules of Procedure. However, the practical application of 
this Article should be worked out in greater detail. In particular, it should be 
established that these Written Questions can be sent by Representatives to the 
Committee of Ministers during the intervals between Sessions and that replies 
will be given and published within a reasonable time.

The close contact which will be established between the Assembly and the
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Committee of Ministers through these various channels will indirectly produce 
two very important results. First, the members of the Committee of Ministers, 
when faced with the task of preparing the joint statements of policy to be made 
to the Assembly, will find themselves obliged to reach agreement among them
selves upon a common line of action. That in itself is very important. 
Secondly, the Committee of Ministers, desiring naturally to avoid public criti
cism, will be stimulated to go to the utmost limits of that which is possible, in 
order to satisfy the reasonable wishes and aspirations of the powerful body of 
European opinion represented in the Assembly.

Provided that the Assembly continues to be composed of the leading politi
cal figures of Europe, that its opinions and criticisms are practical and realistic 
and that it enjoys the respect and active support of the European peoples, its ef
fective influence will steadily increase. Parallel with this growth in the influ
ence of the Assembly, the corporate sense and collective responsibility 
of the Committee of Ministers will develop progressively.

Thus there will grow up in practice a relationship between the Assembly and 
the Committee of Ministers in many respects similar to that which normally 
exists between a parliament and a government. By this process the Council of 
Europe, whilst still on paper possessing no powers, may, within a compara
tively short time, transform itself imperceptibly into something which for all 
practical purposes will be a European Supranational Political Authority. It will 
then be time for the States concerned to consider whether it is desirable to give 
formal constitutional expression to that which in practice has already come to 
exist.

Summary and Details of Recommendations

With a view to the progressive establishment of a European Political 
Authority, it is desirable

(a) to emphasize that the Committee of Ministers, representing the executive 
Governments of the Member States, has a responsibility not merely for consid
ering proposals submitted by the Assembly but also for initiating itself a policy 
of action to secure the practical realization of the aims of the Council of 
Europe;

(b) to develop the collective responsibility of the Committee of Ministers;
(c) to secure within the limits of its consultative functions the Assembly’s 

freedom of discussion;
(d) to establish a close relationship between the Committee of Ministers and 

the Assembly, resembling to a certain extent the normal relationship between 
a parliament and a government.

With this object it is recommended
1. That special attention should be paid to Article 19 of the Statute of the 

Council of Europe which provides that ‘at each session of the Consultative 
Assembly the Committee of Ministers shall furnish the Assembly with state
ments of its activities, accompanied by appropriate documentation’ and that 
such statements should include a general indication of the measures which the 
Committee of Ministers have taken or contemplate taking to achieve in the po-
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litical, economic, social and cultural spheres greater unity between the Signa
tory States, as set out in Article 1 of the Statute of the Council of Europe, 
together with particulars of any recommendations which the Committee of 
Ministers has made or contemplates making to the Governments of the 
Member States, in accordance with Article 15 of the Statute.

2. That the Assembly, when it considers it desirable, should be entitled to 
ask that a Minister, representing the collective opinion of the Committee of 
Ministers, should attend and participate in the debates of the Assembly and the 
discussions of its Commissions in accordance with normal practice in most 
European parliaments, and that Article 42 of the Draft Rules of Procedure 
should be amended accordingly.

3. That the Commissions of the Assembly, when they consider it desirable, 
may be free to ask officials of the O. E. E. C. or other appropriate intergovern
mental bodies to furnish them with written or oral information of a technical 
or factual character.

4. (a) That written questions addressed by Representatives of the Committee 
of Ministers (in accordance with Article 45 of the Draft Rules of Procedure) 
bearing on items of the Assembly’s agenda shall during the session of the 
Assembly be replied to within a period of five days.

(b) That in the interval between the Sessions of the Assembly, written ques
tions bearing on items of the Agenda of the Assembly’s last previous session 
or, if already announced, of its next ensuing session, may be addressed by any 
Representative to the Committee of Ministers, and replies to such questions 
shall be provided within two months.

(c) That all such written questions and replies shall be published in the 
appropriate official journal of the Assembly.

5. That subjects to the exclusion of military questions the Assembly shall be 
entirely free to determine its own agenda and to decide the dates and duration 
of its sessions; and that the Statute shall be amended as necessary to give effect 
to the above.

99. European Movement Executive Bureau: Observations Con
cerning the Committee of Ministers 21 November 1949

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. EXJM/ 
17:EXJPH 26, ‘Observations upon the recent meeting of the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe'.

On 5 November 1949 the Council of Europe's Ministerial Committee brusquely declared 
that it would not at present consider any changes to the Statute proposed by the Assembly} 
nor was it prepared to alter the official relationship between the Assembly and Committee. 
Nearly all the policy recommendations presented by the Assembly were also shelved.1 As Paul

1 See Keesings Contemporary Archives 7 (1949), pp. 10344-5.
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Reynaud complained' the Assembly's proposals in aggregate were either ‘refused’ or ‘indefi- 
nately postponed\2 The reaction of the European Movement Executive Bureau, meeting on 
21 November,3 was summarized in the following communiqué:

♦

The European Movement is profoundly disappointed that the Committee 
of Ministers of the Council of Europe at its recent meeting should have 
adopted such an entirely negative and dilatory attitude towards the recommen
dations of the European Assembly, almost all of which have been either 
turned down or referred for examination to official or expert bodies, whose 
opinion could already have been obtained during the two months5 interval 
since the session at Strasburg.

The European Movement also deplores the fact that the Committee of 
Ministers has so far failed to provide financial and other facilities for the 
Assembly’s Economic, Social and Cultural Committees to continue their 
work in the period between the sessions. However, the Movement congratu
lates the Standing Committee on its decision to ask the Economic Committee 
none the less to carry on with its urgent studies.

The Movement emphasizes once again the fact that the rapid realization of 
the policy of economic integration is a matter of life and death for Europe. 
The essential aims of this policy were defined at the European Movement’s 
Economic Conference at Westminster in April last. They include, in particular, 
the establishment of free convertibility between European currencies, the 
co-ordination of Europe’s basic industries, definite measures for the intensifi
cation of agricultural production, and the development of the European instit
utions necessary for these purposes.

The attitude adopted by the Committee of Ministers has inevitably created 
the unfortunate impression that the governments do not appreciate the 
extreme urgency of the need for European unification, and that, instead of 
welcoming the assistance and co-operation of the Assembly, they are seeking 
to restrict to the minimum its role and activity.

If in the next few weeks there is no indication of the intention of the 
Governments to take positive action to implement the Strasburg recommenda
tions, the European Movement trusts that the President of the Assembly will 
exercise his right under the Statute to convene at an early date the next Ordi
nary Session of the Assembly with a view to obtaining a full explanation from 
the Committee of Ministers.

2 R eynaud, Unite or Perish, pp. 201-4 .
3 O fficial M inutes (.EX/M/17) E uropean  Executive B ureau, 21 N ovem ber, 1949, 

EM  Archives, File ‘In te rn a tio n a l Executive C om m ittee and B ureau’.
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100. European Movement Ad Hoc Committee: Creation of a
European Political Authority. 16 D ecem ber 1949

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Doc. PAC/M/1, 
Minutes of meeting of A d  Hoc Committee held in Paris on 16 December 1949 to discuss the 
creation of a European Political Authority.

The unexpected severity of the Ministerial statement of 5 November\ strongly influenced 
by British and Scandinavian pressure, not only threw light on how detached and confronta
tionary were radical federalist calls for immediate supranational action, but above all threw 
the evolutionary strategy advocated by Sandys -  with its strong emphasis on Ministerial 
good will -  completely off balance. Sandys tried to stem the developing split within the Move
ment by proposing to set up an A d  Hoc Political Authority CommitteeSJ A t the first meeting 
of the Committee,2 recorded below, divisions over a federal-contractual strategy and a gradu
alist strategy|  also falling back on to neo-functionalist openings, came into the open.

1 See Official Minutes (EXJM/17), European Executive Bureau, 21 November 
1949, EM Ajrchives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’.

2 Those present at the meeting (PAC/M/1 ) were as follows:

International Executive Bureau
Chairman of International Executive Committee 
Secretary General 
European Union of Federalists 
United Europe Movement

Conseil Français pour l’Europe Unie

Economie League for European Co-operation 
[sic]
Nouvelles Équipes Internationales 
Socialist Movement for the United States of Eu
rope

Italian Council 
Scandinavian Councils 
International Parliamentary Group

Mr Duncan Sandys 
Dr. J. H. Retinger 
Professor H. Brugmans 
Lord Layton 
M. Lhuillier (replacing 
M. Dautry
M. Daniel Serruys (replacing 
Senator Kerstens)

M. Robert Bichet 
M. Enrico Gironella

Signor Spinelli (replacing 
Signor Giacchero)
Senator Wistrand 
M. de la Vallèe Poussin

M. Henri Frenay 
Sir Peter Macdonald 
M. René Courtin 
Major Beddington-Behrens

M. Fayat 
M. Jaquet 
Herr Guggenheim 
Mr Brijnen van Houten 
Mr Robert Boothby
Secretariat: Mr G. Rebattet, Miss F. J. Smith

Additional Representatives
European Union of Federalists
United Europe Movement
Conseil Français pour l’Europe Unie
Economie League for European Co-operation
[sic]
Belgian Council 
French Council 
German Council 
Netherlands Council 
United Kingdom Council
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The Chairman began the proceedings by saying that this was not a meeting 
at which binding decisions were to be taken. Its purpose was to try and clarify 
the issues and formulate a basis for discussion at the next meeting of the 
International Executive Committee.

He felt that there were two points which required to be examined.
I. The form of European Political Authority envisaged.
II. The method of securing its creation.

I. Form of European Political Authority

Differences of Approach.
It was found that there were two definite trends of opinion on these points, 

one of which could be called the ‘federalist5 or ‘contractual5 and the other the 
‘functionalist5 or ‘evolutionary5 approach.

The ‘federalist5 or ‘contractual5 approach proposes that all European 
countries who are prepared to do so should, as soon as possible, sign a federal 
pact under which they would agree to transfer certain precise powers and 
functions to a federal authority.

The ‘functionalist5 or ‘evolutionary5 approach envisages the joint direction 
of policy and action by the participating countries to a progressively increasing 
extent through the medium of common European institutions, without, how
ever, in the first stage at any rate, irrevocably transferring sovereign powers to 
those institutions.

Comments and Proposals.
The representatives from France, Italy and Holland, who supported the 

federalist or contractual point of view, said that a federal pact was urgently 
necessary for propaganda purposes. M. Courtin and Professor Brugmans were 
afraid that without such a pact the campaign for European unity in their 
countries would disintegrate. If some countries were not ready for a pact at 
the moment, the others, for whom it was a vital necessity, should go ahead 
without them. Some representatives, whilst in general agreement with the es
tablishment of a pact, expressed certain reservations. These included M. Fayat 
who felt that whilst a pact was both necessary and desirable, it was not urgent; 
Mr Brijnen van Houten who said that the Council of Europe and not the Euro
pean Movement was the right body to draft the pact; and M. Serruys who 
thought it was not possible to decide on the contents of the pact.

Mr Boothby suggested that the federalists should accept and support the 
functional approach whilst making it clear that it did not in their opinion go 
far enough, and reserving the right to work within their organization for a 
more radical solution.

M. Courtin was of the opinion that popular elections would do much to 
stimulate public interest. He proposed that the French delegates to Strasburg 
should in future be elected by this method as an encouragement to other 
countries to adopt the same procedure.

Major Beddington-Behrens and Sir Peter Macdonald hoped that those who 
were anxious to establish a Federal State at once would understand the diffi-
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culties in Great Britain and its special relationship with the other nations of 
the British Commonwealth.

Lord Layton expressed the opinion, which was supported by Senator Wis- 
trand, Sir Peter Macdonald, Herr Guggenheim and Major Beddington- 
Behrens, that the introduction of a Federal Pact at this stage would set back 
rather than advance public opinion on the subject of European unity both in 
Great Britain and Scandinavia. Whatever shape the political authority eventu
ally took, it must, they said, evolve from the existing constitution of the Coun
cil of Europe.

M. Fayat, Senator Wistrand and Major Beddington-Behrens felt that the 
economic problem was more urgent than the constitutional problem, since 
without the establishment of a balanced economy any hope of creating a 
united Europe would disappear.

Mr Boothby said it was essential, before any new step was taken, to save the 
Council of Europe which was being destroyed through lack of power. Signor 
Spinelli maintained that this could only be effected through the signing of a 
Pact. Lord Layton proposed that full support should be given to the Council 
of Europe for the achievement of practical results, such as the establishment 
of a Court of Human Rights, currency interconvertibility and economic 
co-operation. Each of these would, in fact, entail the joint exercise of certain 
sovereign rights within specific spheres. Once this had, through experience, 
been found practical, the countries would be more ready to consider conclud
ing a formal union.

Professor Brugmans, M. Gironella and Signor Spinelli declared that it was 
necessary to draw up a Pact from the outset, since no Political Authority could 
exist without clearly defined powers and once these powers were defined on 
paper they became a Pact.

M. Frenay said that the differences of opinion so far expressed were due to 
the political positions in the various countries. He therefore made the 
following proposals which he thought should satisfy both trends of opinion.

1. A Federal Pact should be concluded between all the democratic European 
countries who felt able to do so.

2. This Pact should remain open to any other democratic European coun
tries who wished to join later.

3. Preferential relations should be established between the States signatory 
to the Pact and other democratic European countries.

The Chairman said that he did not consider that M. Frenay’s proposal for 
a union concluded between certain states which other states did not feel able 
to join was incompatible with the evolutionary approach enunciated by other 
speakers. He did, however, consider it most important that a group of nations 
concluding a federal pact should not on that account claim that these states 
which did not sign the pact were outside the European union. It would, in his 
opinion, be preferable to regard all members of the Council of Europe as con
stituting the European union, within which certain states might conclude a fed
eral pact. Although this was only perhaps a question of presentation it might 
prove to be psychologically and politically of great importance.
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Lord Layton felt that it must be recognized that there was a very sharp 
cleavage between the functionalist approach and the proposals made by M. 
Frenay. However, in an attempt to find a compromise solution he proposed 
that the political authority should take the form of a Club, of which some 
members could belong to all sections whilst others would belong only to some 
sections. All members of the Council of Europe should be members of the 
‘Club’ over which there should be a political ‘chapeau’ to formulate general 
policy and co-ordinate the activities of the sections. M. Frenay said that he did 
not think that this method was practical.

In conclusion the Chairman said that whilst the different points of view had 
been clarified and a desire to find a compromise had been shown on all sides, 
it had not been possible at this meeting to reach complete agreement upon a 
common line of policy. He said, however, that he considered it the duty of the 
meeting to give some guidance to the International Executive Committee.

It was agreed to submit to the International Executive Committee as a basis 
for discussion the text set out at Annex A (paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4). However, 
since certain reservations were expressed by M. Frenay and others in regard 
to this text it was decided that any Affiliated Organization or National 
Council represented on the Committee should, if it so desired, send in a state
ment of its position for consideration by the International Executive 
Committee when it discussed this question.

II. Method of Securing the Creation of a European Political Authority

It was agreed that the Council of Europe, representing as it does the 
governments and parliaments of the participating states, was the principal 
instrument through which the union of Europe and the creation of the Euro
pean political authority can be realized. The immediate task was therefore to 
increase the influence and extend the functions of all the organs of the 
Council of Europe. (This has been added as paragraph 5 to the text at Annex 
A).

( . . . )

Annex A: Creation of a European Political Authority
Basis for Discussion by International Executive Committee

1. The European Movement reaffirms that the union of Europe, through the 
creation of a European political authority, is the supreme objective of the 
European Movement.

2. This will require that the members of the Council of Europe shall exercise 
in common certain rights and powers through the medium of specialized 
European institutions. The general policy within which these institutions will 
operate will have to be formulated by a political body.

3. All states members of the Council of Europe may not necessarily feel able 
to participate in all of these specialized institutions. States must, however, 
accept the obligations of full membership of the institutions in which they 
decide to participate.
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4. Within the framework of the Council of Europe, states which so desire 
may conclude regional pacts for closer political union or federation between 
one another.

5. The Council of Europe, representing as it does the governments and par
liaments of the participating states, is the principal instrument through which 
the union of Europe can be realized. The immediate task is, therefore, to 
increase the influence and extend the functions of all the organs of the 
Council of Europe.

101. European Movement Executive Committee: Creation of a 
European Political Authority and Functional Institutions

21 January 1950

EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and Bureau’, Press Statement, 
Doc. EX/M/18 :EXJP/136.

In the light of the A d  Hoc Committee recommendations (doc. 100), the European Move
ment Executive Committee, after its meeting of 20-21 January 1950,1 decided to submit the 
following statement to the General Affairs Committee of the European Assembly. It was 
indeed a clear indication of the negative political climate in Britain regarding a real Euro
pean commitment, and a vivid indictment of the declining interest for the idea within his 
own Party entourage, that Sandys, who had consistently and at some risk argued in favour of 
Britain's participation within and not on the sidelines of Europe, had to grasp Frenay's 
two-tier solution, which in effect considered Britain as an associated member to a Federal 
Europe. He did so in the hope of Britain's full eventual inclusion. The Council of Europe 
was thus to be regarded as the overall political authority within which various functional 
agencies and a numerically limited inner federation should work together and perhaps 
finally link up in a common supranational commitment. -  The Schuman Plan introduced in 
May of the same year, sweeping the field in the European Assembly, though eventually put 
into practice outside the political framework of the Council of Europe, put paid to the last 
remaining hopes outlined in this document:

1. In 1948, the Congress of Europe, convened by the European Movement 
at The Hague, declared that ‘the time has come when the European nations 
must transfer and merge some portion of their sovereign rights so as to secure 
common political and economic action for the integration and proper devel
opment of their common resources’.

2. This principle has been recognized by the European Assembly which, in 
its first session at Strasburg, proclaimed as its aim ‘the creation of a European 
Political Authority with limited functions but real powers.’

1 Official Minutes (EX/M/18) of European Movement Executive Committee meet
ing, 20-21 January 1950, EM Archives, File ‘International Executive Committee and 
Bureau’.
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3. In pursuance of this aim, it is necessary that all Member States of the 
Council of Europe should without delay conclude a Pact for the creation of 
the European Union. This Pact would provide for the establishment of a Polit
ical Authority through which the Member States would jointly decide by 
democratic methods a common policy in regard to the protection of human 
rights, external relations and economic affairs.

4. Under the direction of this Political Authority there should be created 
functional institutions dealing with such problems as currency, commerce, 
transport, investment policy, the co-ordination of basic industries, agricultural 
production, cultural and social questions, and defence.

5. Whilst it is essential for the effective operation of the European Union 
that all the Members of the Council of Europe should participate in the 
Political Authority, it is not on the other hand essential that all should partici
pate in every one of the functional institutions.

6. The European Political Authority must be created within the framework 
of the Council of Europe which must be given adequate powers of initiation, 
execution and democratic supervision, including the power to create such new 
organs as may be necessary.

7. Those States which desire from the outset to establish closer organic links 
between one another should be encouraged to do so by the creation of a fed
eral organization, the structure of which should be decided by them after joint 
discussion between all Member States of the European Union. This federal 
organization should remain open to other States which may wish to adhere to 
it at a later date.

8. Since it is in the general interest that the links which exist between Euro
pean States and associated countries overseas should be maintained and 
strengthened, it should be open to these countries overseas to participate from 
the outset in these functional institutions which deal with matters in which 
they are interested.

Annex: European Movement, International Council, List of Offic
ers and Members 1949

European Movement and the Council of Europe, pp. 13-21.

Presidents of Honour : Léon Blum
Winston Churchill 
Alcide de Gasperi 
Paul-Henri Spaak

Chairman of International Council:
Léon Jouhaux Chairman of French Trade Union Confed

eration (Force Ouvrière) ; Chairman of Eco
nomic Council of French Republic (Socialist).
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I. The Socialist International

W ilfried Loth

Introduction

European integrationists of socialist views were assisted in furthering the 
European cause by the network of transnational co-operation among socialist 
and social democratic parties. During the war many prominent socialists had 
sought to reach agreement with the principal members of European brother 
parties concerning the shape of postwar Europe, and in this way several 
pro-European associations had formed, such as the Socialist Vanguard 
Group, the Laski Group in Great Britain with its journal the International 
Socialist Forum, and the International Group of Democratic Socialists in 
Stockholm.1 At the end of the war it was all the more important to build on 
these contacts and arrangements since the Socialist parties had achieved 
government office in several liberated countries and were thus able to exert an 
active influence on foreign policy. Accordingly the French Socialists in particu
lar, but also those of Germany, Austria, Holland and Italy pressed for the 
early establishment of a new Socialist International to co-ordinate the ac
tivities of the national parties.2

The prospects for such a revived International were in themselves unfavou
rable, however. There were bitter memories of the failure of the Socialist 
Workers’ International, whose members had not even succeeded in reaching

1 Cf. W. Lipgens, Views of Socialist and Trade Union Associations on the 
Postwar Order in Europe’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 2, pp. 653-98. -  The documenta
tion in the present chapter is based, in addition to existing literature, on research in 
the Archives of the Socialist International, preserved in the International Institute 
for Social History in Amsterdam. My hearty thanks are due to Mr Bernt Carlsson, 
secretary-general of the Socialist International, for permission to consult these 
archives, and to his successor, Mr Pentti Vaananen, for allowing me to publish rele
vant documents for the first time. I also owe thanks to Mrs Daisy E. Devreese of the 
Amsterdam Institute for her active help in procuring this material.

2 Cf. R. Steininger, Deutschland und die Sozialistische Internationale nach dem 
Zweiten Weltkrieg, Bonn, 1979, pp. 22, 27 f., 31-5; on the French socialists W. Loth, 
Sozialismus und Internationalismus. Die französischen Sozialisten und die Nach
kriegsordnung Europas 1940-1950, Stuttgart, 1977, pp. 65 f.
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agreement on their attitude towards Hitler’s expansionist policy.3 In addition 
there were numerous structural and substantive differences among the par
ties : between socialists of the Allied countries and those of enemy and neutral 
states; between the Labour Party in power in Britain and the Continental par
ties which had only survived the war in exile; between those for and against 
forming a united front with the Communists; and between Western parties 
and those which found themselves in the Soviet sphere of influence from 
1944/5 onwards. Thus, before the international community of socialist par
ties could become an instrument of European union, it was in the first place a 
scene of conflicting views conditioned by the parties’ special interests in their 
respective countries.

The principal role in these debates fell to the British Labour Party. During 
the war it had taken under its wing most of the Continental socialist leaders 
in exile, and after the landslide of July 1945 it was the sole party of government 
in Britain, the third great power alongside the US and the USSR.4 This gave 
it such a preponderance over the Continental parties that a reorganization of 
international socialism was for the time being unimaginable except under 
British leadership. The Labour Party, however, reacted with great reserve to 
proposals for a new International. Its leaders were interested in cooperation 
with their fellow-socialists abroad, but chiefly for the purpose of facilitating 
their own political tasks; they were chary of allowing an international associa
tion of parties to restrict their freedom of action. In the British view, if there 
was to be a new International it could only be created by degrees, and steps 
would have to be taken to make the parties more homogeneous than they had 
been during the time of the unsuccessful Socialist Workers’ International.5

For this reason, when the National Executive Committee of the Labour 
Party agreed in September 1944 to the formation of an ‘International Labour 
and Socialist Preparatory Committee’, only socialist representatives from 
Allied countries were permitted to attend.6 The Preparatory Committee con-

3 It had consequently become incapable of practical action after the Munich agree
ment of October 1938. Cf. J. Braunthal, Geschichte der Internationale, vol. 2, 
Hanover, 1963; 3rd ed. Bonn, 1978, pp. 512-14; Steininger, Deutschland\ 
pp. 13-17; W. Röder, Die deutschen sozialistischen Exilgruppen in Grossbritannien 
1940-1945, Hanover, 1969; 2nd ed. Bonn, 1973, pp. 164 f.

4 Cf. K. O. Morgan, Labour in Power 1945-1951, Oxford, 1984.
5 Cf. a memorandum compiled by John Price in February 1945 for the Party Ex

ecutive’s Advisory Committee on International Questions: German text in Steinin
ger, Deutschland, p. 39; for the further views of Labour Party leaders see ibid., 
pp. 29 f., 32 f., 36 f.

6 Representatives of the Stockholm Group and the Laski Group protested strongly 
against this decision. For this and the following passage cf. O. Dankeimann, ‘Zwi
schen SAI und Sozialistischer Internationale. Zur Genesis des International Labour 
and Socialist Preparatory Committee in London 1940-1945’, in Zeitschrift für 
Geschichtswissenschaft 24 (1976), pp. 1394-1413, here pp. 1409 ff.; K. Misgeld, Die 
Internationale Gruppe demokratischer Sozialisten’ in Stockholm 1942-45, Uppsala, 
1976, pp. 120-3; Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 36 f. and 40.
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vened a first conference in London on 3-5 March 1945, the agenda of which 
did not even mention the reorganization of international socialism: instead, its 
declared purpose was to reach agreement on the principles which should 
govern the peace settlement. On French initiative a further committee was set 
up to consider the re-establishment of the International, but its work was 
blocked by the Labour Executive. At the next conference, held at 
Clacton-on-Sea from 17 to 20 May 1946, the main objective of the Labour 
leaders was that the socialist parties should firmly dissociate themselves from 
the Communists; the representatives of France, Belgium, Austria and Switzer
land argued in vain for the creation of an effective International. The Scandi
navians were no less cautious than the British, and the East European party 
leaders advocated combining with the Communists to form a single Interna
tional. In these circumstances all that could be achieved was to set up a 
‘Socialist Information and Liaison Office’ (SILO) in London headed by Denis 
Healey, who was also head of the International Department of the Labour 
Party.7

The advocates of a new International were scarcely more successful at the 
two following conferences, at Bournemouth from 8 to 10 November 1946 and 
at Zurich from 6 to 9 June 1947. The East European socialists, who were 
increasingly under the thumb of Moscow, made it clear that they had no 
interest in present circumstances in reviving the Socialist International; their 
attitude thus cancelled out the arguments of those who hoped that such an 
International would be a means of averting an East-West split in Europe. At 
Zurich, however, it was agreed to set up a new committee to consider the ques
tion of organization. At the end of October 1947 this body agreed to streng
then the Information Office by creating a standing committee of party repre
sentatives to make preparations for international socialist conferences and see 
that the decisions there taken were carried out. This ‘Committee of Interna
tional Socialist Conference’ (Comisco) was officially set up at the Antwerp 
conference held from 28 November to 1 December 1947. In this way interna
tional socialism was given a somewhat more concrete organization than the 
British and Scandinavian leaders would have desired; but the system fell far 
short of satisfying those who believed in the need for concerted international 
action by the socialist parties.8

The practice of confining attendance at international socialist conferences 
to parties representing the Allied countries was soon given up. The Social 
Democratic Workers’ Party of Sweden was already present at the London

7 J. Braunthal, Geschichte der Internationale, vol. 3, Hanover, 1971; 2nd ed. Bonn, 
1978, pp. 169-72; Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 70 and 113 f.; Steininger, Deutschland\ 
pp. 44-8; K. Misgeld, Sozialdemokratie und Aussenpolitik in Schweden. Sozialistische 
Internationale, Europapolitik und die Deutschlandfrage 1945-1955, Frankfurt and 
New York, 1984, pp. 59-62.

8 Cf. Braunthal, Geschichte, vol. 3, pp. 172-7; Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 114-6; Steinin
ger, Deutschland, pp. 51-9; on the work of the committee set up at Zurich see Mis
geld, Sozialdemokratie, pp. 100-10.
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conference of March 1945, and at Clacton in May 1946 the socialists of Aus
tria, Hungary and Romania were invited, as well as those of neutral Switzer
land and some non-European parties.9 On the other hand, there was great dif
ficulty over the admission of the German Social Democratic party (SPD). The 
German comrades, who were considered partly to blame for the collapse of 
the Weimar Republic, were deeply mistrusted, and only by degrees did the 
opinion prevail that encouraging the SPD might help towards the democrati
zation of Germany. In addition many party leaders, especially those from 
Eastern Europe, regarded the uncompromising anti-Communism of the SPD 
chairman, Kurt Schumacher, as an argument against the unconditional read
mission of the German social democrats into the bosom of international social
ism. Hence Schumacher was not given an opportunity to present his party 
until the Zurich conference in June 1947, and the necessary two-thirds 
majority for its admission was not forthcoming until the Antwerp conference 
in November 1947.10

The expulsion of the East European parties was a much more rapid process 
than the decision to admit the SPD. The latter question brought about the first 
signs of tension in East-West relations within the socialist community. During 
the second half of 1947 the socialist parties in Soviet-dominated Eastern 
Europe lost more and more of their autonomy, and a profound rift between 
them and the West was created by the divergence over the Marshall plan and 
the Cominform declaration of war on Western social democracy. At the first 
Comisco meeting on 10-11 January 1948 the Eastern parties refused to agree 
to a general discussion of the Marshall plan, whereupon the Norwegian and 
British representatives successfully moved that the plan should be discussed at 
a separate conference of those parties whose countries were recipients of Mar
shall aid.11 Following the overthrow of Czechoslovak democracy at the end of 
February 1948, Comisco at its second meeting on 19-20 March resolved to 
expel the Czechoslovak Socialist Party, which had aided the Communist 
seizure of power. The meeting also pronounced the exclusion of the Socialist 
parties of Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria, and urged the Polish socialists to

9 Besides the UK, the following countries were represented at Clacton: Argentina, 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Holland, Hungary, 
Italy, New Zealand, Norway, Palestine, Poland, Romania, Sweden and Switzerland. 
Minutes and documents in the Labour Party Archives, London, cited by Steininger, 
Deutschland' p. 46.

10 The representatives of Israel, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland still voted 
against admission. Those of the Bund of Polish-Jewish Social Democrats abstained, 
as did the Italian Socialist Party, which advocated a united front with the Com
munists. Cf. the full account in Steininger, Deutschland\ pp. 60-89; extracts from 
Bournemouth and Zurich minutes, ibid., pp. 217-66; further information in Loth, 
Sozialismus, pp. 116 f., and Misgeld, Sozialdemokratie, pp. 62 f., 73 f., 83-5.

11 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 202 f.; Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 92 f.; Misgeld, Sozi
aldemokratie, pp. 121 f. The conference was held at Selsdon Park near London on 
20-2 March 1948: cf. doc. 106.
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resist a Communist take-over.12 The Polish party thereupon withdrew from 
Comisco of its own accord. In March 1949 the Italian Socialist Party (PSI), 
which held out for a united front with the Communists, was expelled from 
Comisco and replaced by the Socialist Party of Italian Workers (PSLI).13

As far as specific policies were concerned, the consensus of the international 
socialist conferences extended initially to calling for a strengthening of supra
national elements in the United Nations Organization; a greater degree of 
unanimity among the victorious powers, especially in European affairs; and 
strict supervision of the democratization of Germany. Regional arrangements 
under the UN were welcomed provided they did not lead to the formation of 
hostile blocs, and importance was attached to the internationalization of the 
Ruhr district as a means of controlling Germany.14 The idea of a European 
‘third force’ capable of overcoming US-Soviet tension and averting the divi
sion of Europe found much sympathy among the socialist parties,15 but did 
not prevail with the leaders to the extent of becoming an explicit guideline of 
international socialism.16 As East-West tension increased during 1947 the 
basis of inter-party agreement shrank steadily. Some leaders, especially those 
of the Labour Party, pressed for a clear dissociation from Soviet policies, 
which were increasingly espoused by the East European parties. When the 
Antwerp conference at the end of 1947 passed a resolution against the 
forming of blocs in Europe, which at the same time made clear the differing 
attitudes of parties towards the Marshall plan, the East European representa
tives abstained from voting.17

After the exclusion of the East European parties, the reconstruction of 
Western Europe under the Marshall plan became the basic agreed theme of 
international socialist conferences.18 Efforts to play an independent role 
between East and West gave way to a generally pro-Western alignment; how
ever, the parties of neutral countries such as Sweden and Switzerland held to 
their tradition of avoiding political and military commitments, and the other 
parties in varying degrees worked for the relative independence of Western 
Europe within the Western alliance. How far this entailed a closer degree of 
union among West European countries was a matter of dispute. The French 
and Dutch socialists especially, but also the Belgians and the Socialist Party of

12 Braunthal, Geschichte, vol. 3, pp. 229 ff.
13 The PSLI, led by Giuseppe Saragat, had split off from the PSI (PSIUP) in 

January 1947 in protest against Pietro Nenni’s ‘popular front’ policy.
14 Cf. declarations of the London conference of March 1945: doc. 102.
15 For France cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 79-83, 137-75; for Great Britain J. 

Schneer, ‘Hopes Deferred or Shattered: The British Labour Left and the Third 
Force Movement, 1945-49’, in Journal of Modem History 56 (1984), pp. 197-226.

16 However, the idea was frequently advocated at international socialist conferen
ces: cf. e. g. doc. 103.

17 Doc. 104.
18 Cf. doc. 106.
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Italian Workers, called for decisive steps towards a European federation. The 
Labour Party, on the other hand, while admitting the need for closer co-opera
tion, pointed to the numerous difficulties that stood in the way of a suprana
tional Europe; and the Scandinavians took advantage of British scepticism to 
avoid being involved in binding obligations.19

The International Socialist Conference thus aligned itself formally with the 
advocates of West European integration; but the form was deficient in sub
stance. The federalists were unable to pin down the hesitant British in favour 
of a supranational Europe, and Scandinavian agreement was out of the ques
tion.20 Instead, the British hindered the Continental socialist leaders from 
coming to terms with the European Movement in its first phase in 1948, and 
then prevented them for nearly two years longer from venturing on a Euro
pean union without British participation.21 However, when in May 1950 the 
French foreign minister Robert Schuman took the initiative for a 
supranational Coal and Steel Community, the pro-European parties could no 
longer be prevailed on to frustrate the creation of a ‘Europe of the Six’ 
without Britain. Attempts were once again made to persuade the British to 
change their minds; but from that point on the socialist parties in practice 
went different ways as far as European union was concerned.22

Thus the conference of socialist parties did not develop into an instrument 
for transforming international relations, such as had seemed necessary to 
committed internationalists. Its true function was rather to make possible a 
rapprochement between the different viewpoints of socialist parties, mostly 
reflecting national conditions, and, when that was not achieved, to preserve a 
remnant of solidarity that could be of benefit at a later date. This applies in 
general to the process of European integration, which was not actively sup
ported by all member parties but which they all at least tolerated; and it also 
applies to the equilibrium within the European community, especially as 
between France and West Germany. In the latter sphere, efforts to strike a bal
ance between security and self-determination led repeatedly to recommenda
tions for a ‘European’ solution, e. g. in the question of the Ruhr, vital to Euro
pean security, and that concerning the future of the Saar.23 In these cases too, 
national interests and considerations were not eliminated to such an extent 
that international socialism could of itself effect a solution; but the statements 
on which it was possible to reach agreement embodied ideas that proved 
fruitful in the course of time.

19 Cf. the divergent views of docs. 109-111. Details of the French position in Loth, 
Sozialismus, pp. 156-66, 187 f., 223-5; for the British attitude W. Lipgens, A History 
of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982, pp. 155-201 and 489-95, and G. 
W arner, ‘Die britische Labour-Regierung und die Einheit Westeuropas 1949-1951’, 
in Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte 28 (1980), pp. 310-30.

20 Cf. does. 107, 112 and 115.
21 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 204-14, 225-9, 244-50 and 257-60; on relations with 

the European Movement cf. also chapter l.V. above: ‘The European Movement’.
22 Cf. docs. 114 and 115.
23 Cf. docs. 108 and 113.
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At its meeting in London on 2-4 March 1951 Comisco resolved, on Belgian 
initiative, that the International Socialist Conference should henceforth be 
known as the Socialist International. This did not signify a belated triumph of 
the internationalists, but was only intended to improve the public image of the 
Conference’s work: its method of procedure remained as it had developed 
since 1947/8.24 The International held its inaugural congress at Frankfurt from 
30 June to 3 July 1951; it passed a basic resolution on the need for European 
union, but adopted no position in the current debate on the ECSC and the 
EDC.25 The Socialist International continued to exert no more than a modest 
effect on the progress of European integration.

102. Conference of European Socialist Parties, London: D eclara
tions 3-5 March 1945

Published in English by Press D epartm en t o f the L abour P arty , 6 M arch  1945; tex t 
e. g. in A rbetarrôrelsens arkiv och biblio tek  (W orkers’ m ovem ent’s Archive and 
L ibrary), S tockholm ; also in Report of the 44th Annual Conference of the Labour Party, 
1945, London, 1945, pp. 163-6; G erm an tr. o f R esolution  on the G erm an P roblem  in R. 
Steininger, Deutschland und die Sozialistische Internationale nach dem Zweiten Welt- 
krieg, Bonn, 1979, pp. 213 -6 ; French tr. in Bulletin intérieur du Parti socialiste 5 /7 0 , 
no. 10, Jan. 1946, pp. 15-8.

On the invitation of the Labour Party there took place in London from 3 to 5 March 1945 
a conference of representatives of twelve socialist parties1 for the purpose of reaching an 
agreed standpoint on questions of the peace settlement in Europe.2 The delegates soon found 
common ground in evoking the traditional doctrine of collective security, but had difficulty 
in agreeing on specific measures to make the ideal a reality. In particular the question of the 
treatment of conquered Germany led to controversy between those, like the French socialists, 
who wished to see Germany integrated in the future community of states, and those who 
advocated strict control of the German people, as did the Dutch, Norwegian, Polish and 
British representatives. In the Declaration on the German Problem the French managed to 
exclude any reference to the \division of Germany into several states \ but had to agree to a

24 B raunthal, Geschichte, vol. 3, pp. 235-9; Stein inger, Deutschland, pp. 169-72; Mis- 
geld, Sozialdemokratie, pp. 264-9.

25 T ex t of resolution  in Report of the First Congress of the Socialist International, 
F rankfurt, 30 June -  3 Ju ly  1951 ( =  C ircu lar 100/51), in Socialist In ternational 
Archives, In ternational Institu te fo r Social H istory .

1 T he parties w ere those of Britain, C zechoslovakia, F rance, H o lland , Italy , N o r 
way, Poland and Sw eden, also the Palestin ian  (Jewish) M apai and the Bund of 
Polish-Jewish Social D em ocrats. T h e  G erm an, A ustrian  and H u n g a rian  socialists 
w ere no t invited, as their countries w ere still at w ar w ith B ritain; o th e r g roups w ere 
prevented by com m unication  difficulties.

2 Cf. W . Loth, Sozialismus und Internationalismus. Die französischen Sozialisten und 
die Nachkriegsordnung Europas 1940-1950, S tu ttgart, 1977, pp. 66-71; R. S tein inger,

, Deutschland und die Sozialistische Internationale nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg, Bonn, 
1979, pp. 40-3.
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provision approving 1necessary changes of frontiers' and to an indefinite postponement of 
German integration.

As regards the organization of world peace, delegates took the view that the draft of the 
U N  Charter as it had emerged from the Dumbarton Oaks and Yalta conferences3 did not 
satisfy the principle of collective security. While accepting realistically that the great powers' 
right of veto was unavoidable in the present state of world affairs, the conference put forward 
several proposals intended to strengthen the new organization. As regards Europe, the British 
and French in a bilateral declaration called for the speedy conclusion of an alliance between 
their two countries:‘They consider that such a treaty of alliance is the indispensable corollary 
of the Anglo-Soviet and the Franco-Soviet pacts and the necessary foundation for unity 
between the East and West of Europe.'*

A. International Security
After five years of struggle and of sufferings that defy description, the world 

is still at war. The first thoughts of the Socialists meeting in London go to the 
innocent victims of the conflict provoked by Hitlerite Germany and to the 
heroic Allied fighters, who can now see the hour of victory approaching. 
International Socialism proclaims the determination of the peoples to pursue 
the struggle inexorably to its ultimate end, the collapse of German and Japa
nese resistance and the unconditional surrender of these two countries.

The war has been waged by the peoples for their complete liberation; it must 
end in a people’s victory and a people’s peace.

A People’s Victory
Fascism must be rooted out everywhere, not only in its most monstrous 

form, Hitlerism, but equally in all its camouflaged forms, including the auto
cratic regimes of certain neutral countries. Democracy must be assured every
where of the opportunity to flourish in its triple form -  political, economic 
and social. Governments of countries still occupied are expected to take posi
tive steps towards the restoration of the constitutional democratic institutions 
immediately after the liberation. War criminals must be punished and no 
country must be allowed to invoke the right of asylum in order to offer them 
refuge.

A People’s Peace
Our sacrifices would have been made in vain were we not convinced that 

an effort is being everywhere made to-day to open new paths in the field of 
organized international relations. More than ever before Socialism remains 
faithful to its old belief in the trinity of arbitration, security and disarmament.

3 R epresentatives o f the U S, U K , U S S R  and C hina, con ferring  at D um barton  
O aks (W ashington) from  21 A ugust to  7 O c to b e r 1944, had agreed  on  the basic 
principles o f the new  w orld  o rg an iza tio n : cf. K. M. B arton , The Dumbarton Oaks 
Conference (thesis), F lorida S tate U niversity , 1974.

4 Report of the 44th Annual Conference, p. 170. F u rth er resolutions w ere passed on 
the in terna tional econom ic system , the fu tu re  o f the R elief and R ehabilitation  p ro 
gram m e, re lief fo r p risoners o f w ar and displaced persons, and the Jew ish problem .
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We must seek to establish rules of law binding upon all; the foundation of any 
international organization can be no other than the solemn renunciation by 
every member of all acts of aggression and their undertaking to place the 
whole of their forces at the service of resistance to aggression, the aggressor 
having been accurately defined in advance. This undertaking might well 
receive solemn and formal expression in the following ways :

1. by the acceptance by each country of a charter of the rights and duties 
of nations, which would define in the spirit of the Atlantic Charter the funda
mental liberties that each country undertook to respect and would outlaw all 
forms of discrimination on grounds of sex, colour, race or creed;

2. by the insertion into the constitutions of member States of an undertaking 
to respect the charter and accept all the obligations of the international 
organization;

3. by the elaboration in the domestic legislation of each country of a penal 
procedure applicable to all those found guilty of violating international deci
sions.

The Socialist Movement believes that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, as 
modified at Yalta for submission to the consideration of the countries 
assembled at San Francisco,5 constitute a considerable achievement in this mat
ter; it welcomes the agreement ultimately reached, which brings together, in 
the search for collective security, all the nations to-day engaged in the 
struggle for freedom, and in particular the Soviet Union and the United 
States, whose presence is essential to the building of peace. It believes that the 
proposals as a whole can form the basis of a new security organization, but is 
nevertheless of the opinion that the structure and procedure of the new organi
zation may be capable of further improvement.

Structure
1. The effectiveness and power of the Assembly, of the Councils, and of the 

other bodies to be created will depend on the representation of the Member 
nations, and on the active support of public opinion. This, in turn, must 
depend in great measure on the publicity given to the proceedings, but there 
are other questions of representation, including the extension of the principles 
of the constitution of the I. L. O.,6 which require further consideration. The 
Conference agrees to proceed with this consideration without delay.

2. The Economic and Social Council, or preferably the two Councils, one 
economic and the other social, whose members will be elected by the Assembly 
and directly responsible to it, are, in our view, organs of primary importance; 
while the Security Council will seek to avoid conflicts, their task will be the 
positive organization of peace.

5 It was agreed by the three great powers at Yalta that a conference to prepare 
and adopt the Charter of the UN  would be held at San Francisco on 25 April 1945.

6 The International Labour Organization, set up in 1919 in association with the 
League of Nations, was now to be ‘brought into relationship with’ the new world 
organization.
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It is essential that the Assembly shall constitute the final court of appeal in 
all economic and social questions, able to take majority decisions, and 
becoming the international forum through which all important matters can be 
submitted to the judgement of public opinion.

3. The present composition of the Security Council, and in particular the 
provision for election for only two years of the representatives of small 
nations, carries with it the risk of some instability; this could be remedied 
either by prolonging the period of office or by making it possible for States 
belonging to particular regions to form groups nominating joint representa
tives, who should be re-eligible. International Socialism looks with favour 
upon any such regional arrangement or grouping, on conditions that groups 
shall not be set up or act in opposition to each other and that all remain within 
the framework and under the supervision of the international organization.

Procedure
1. We rejoice to note that at Yalta the participating countries were able to 

agree on the principle of majority decision in the case of demands for arbitra
tion; we recognize that in matters calling for sanctions it may be inevitable in 
the initial stage that the great military powers, who bear special responsibili
ties, must be unanimous in their decision, but we remain convinced that peace 
will be finally and solidly established only when all States, great and small, 
submit to decisions taken by an adequate majority; we note, moreover, that 
these problems of decision by majority or by unanimity will lose much of their 
importance as the definition of aggression becomes more precise and as the 
mechanism of sanctions begins to function automatically, in accordance with 
solemn undertakings entered into by members of the organization.

2. We cannot remain satisfied with the provisions whereby the application 
of military sanctions is made to depend upon special agreements for the 
placing of armed forces at the disposal of the international organization; such 
agreements must be specifically provided for in the document setting up the 
organization; it is, moreover, important to make provision both for the imme
diate setting up of machinery for the international control of the private and 
public production of armaments and for the rapid constitution of the first 
nucleus of an international police force, to be stationed in danger zones and 
including, as a minimum, international air squadrons and armoured (mechan
ized) and airborne forces. Finally, it would appear essential, as was agreed in 
the Moscow declaration of the American, British and Soviet Governments of 
November 1st, 1943, to include in the charter of the organization itself 
proposals for the reduction of national armaments progressively with the 
development of international institutions and all reinforcement of the nucleus 
international police force voluntarily recruited among all member countries.

This organization, however, will function only in so far as the nations asso
ciated in it remain determined and able to respect their undertakings and to 
take in time all the risks that may be necessary to stop aggression as soon as it 
is threatened; they can do this only if they are supported by an educated public 
opinion conscious of its responsibilities. It is therefore in the last resort upon 
this public opinion that the future peace of the world depends. Peoples of the
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world, the victory of the United Nations gives you the opportunity to achieve 
your own liberation and to ensure peace once and for all; it is for you to seize 
this opportunity to build a true Democracy within the boundaries of every 
nation.

B. The German Problem
Of all the problems which will arise when we have finally to set up a world 

organization, the German question is one of the most burning, not least 
because the outraged feelings of mankind must be satisfied.

No solution of the German problem could have a lasting value if the new 
international organization were not endowed with means of action permitting 
it to ensure that its decisions were carried out. It is, however, no less certain 
that the new world organization would be exposed to the most dangerous 
shocks if Germany were not rendered incapable of beginning another war.

Hitlerite Germany, the most recent and barbarous expression of the tradi
tional German militarism and imperialism, by proclaiming her right to commit 
crimes; by the systematic and tenacious application of this principle in her 
treatment of nations as well as of individuals, by flouting and trampling under
foot all that human civilization has, after centuries of struggle, established as 
the fundamental principles of international law, by making assassination and 
mass killing an instrument of national policy, has, for a long period, forfeited 
the right of the German nation to exercise free self-determination.

Throughout the Hitler period the people of Germany have in effect loaded 
a collective guilt on its shoulders greater than any people have ever done 
throughout all history. Not forgetting the fact that before Hitler succeeded to 
power, large numbers of Germans opposed him, nor that many of these oppo
nents fell victim to their oppressors, we do not see how it is possible to-day to 
envisage measures other than those as applicable to Germany as a whole, for 
the German people as a whole must suffer the consequences of their acts.

It is not one of the least of the crimes of which Hitlerism is guilty that its 
general doctrine and its war methods have forced the civilized world, in order 
to defend itself against Germany as she is to-day and as she may be tomorrow, 
to abandon as far as Germany is concerned the right of self-determination, 
which had hitherto been accepted by the civilized world.

In order that Germany may one day be able to re-discover the principles of 
humanity and civilization as we see them, it will be necessary to have recourse 
once more to methods based on force, which the best of our statesmen had 
been able to supersede.

Will the measures which the victorious nations are obliged to impose upon 
Germany mean that the German people will be for ever excluded from the 
community of nations? This will depend on the future attitude of the Germans 
themselves.

Only a Germany whose economic and political structure has undergone the 
most far-reaching change, whose outlook and attitude have undergone a 
complete transformation as a result of which the German people, and in par
ticular those elements which have been most thoroughly imbued with the
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Hitlerian poison, namely the younger generation, [...] [Words missing in orig
inal] can once more share the outlook and aspirations of other nations.

In order that Germany, once Hitlerism has been defeated on the field of 
battle and the regime has come to an end, shall henceforth have neither the 
means nor the incentive to make fresh plans to dominate the world through a 
new war of aggression, the Conference of European Socialist Parties declares 
the following principal measures to be indispensable:

(1) A Prolonged and Total Military Occupation by the United Nations
For a certain period of time, the duration of which can be decided only when

it is possible to obtain direct evidence of the state of Germany and the German 
people, Germany must be administered by the United Nations. There will 
follow a period during which Germany can and indeed should be adminis
tered by Germans under the supervision of the United Nations. The total mil
itary occupation of Germany should be carried out by an army composed of 
American, British, Soviet and French troops, and if they so desire Belgian, 
Dutch, Polish and Norwegian and Czechoslovak.

(2) Severe Punishment of Criminals
All war criminals, whether leaders or not, must be tried and punished in 

accordance with the gravity of the crimes which they have committed.

(3) Democratic Regime
The first steps to be taken are the abolition of the administrative machine 

and the basic political laws of the Third Reich, and the annulment of all the 
so-called cNew German Law5 prepared under Hitler’s orders. Between the end 
of the Hitler regime and the hoped-for new democratic regime there will be 
a transitional period characterized by the absence of any purely German 
governmental system, and the military rule of the victorious countries. It is 
hoped that this period should be as short as circumstances permit. Any attempt 
to return to a non-democratic regime in Germany must be regarded as a prepa
ration for a new attack on peace.

(4) Total Disarmament of Germany
All armed forces, land, naval and air, must be prohibited, and Germany 

must be required to hand over the whole of her war material and to destroy 
all fortifications. No one having belonged to any Nazi organization or any 
officer of the regular army (S. S., S. A., Gestapo) must be admitted to the 
police force or any other State office.

The main river systems, including not only the Rhine and its tributaries the 
Neckar and the Main, but also the Danube, the Oder, the Elbe, the Weser, the 
canals connecting them, and the Kiel Canal must be brought under interna
tional administration.

(5) Compensation and Restitution
What after the last war were called reparations must be paid this time 

primarily by transfer of goods and services through the intermediary of an
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international distribution board similar to the one provided for in the interna
tional socialist plan of 1922/

In addition, Germany must be compelled to restore as far as possible, either 
in the form of the actual articles concerned or of their equivalents, everything 
stolen or requisitioned (livestock, agricultural and industrial products, railway 
material, furniture and equipment from private houses, museums, churches, 
libraries, universities, schools, hospitals etc.).

(6) The Establishment of a Special Rhineland Security Zone
The military occupation of the territories of the Rhineland, of the Ruhr, and 

the Saar must be particularly strong. Germany must be prevented by methods 
of administration but not by annexation from all possibility of using these 
countries and their riches for aggressive ends. The Socialist Conference also 
demands that, in the case of other parts of Germany, first allied troops and 
later, when they have been set up, contingents of the International Army pro
vided for [by] the Dumbarton Oaks agreement, shall have a considerable 
share in this occupation.

(7) Expropriation of Prussian and other Big Landowners
One of the essential conditions of the transformation of a warlike to a 

peaceful Germany is the destruction of the economic power of this class and 
the breaking up of the estates of the Prussian aristocracy.

(8) Control of German Industrial and War Potential
All production of war material must be prohibited in Germany. The mag

nates of German heavy industry must be expropriated. Heavy industry of the 
Ruhr and the Rhineland must be internationalized and administered by a 
co-operative organization (on both the producing and the distributing sides), 
set up by the States whose industries have been destroyed and which are princi
pally interested in the future organization of this part of Germany. Delegates 
of the World Trade Union Organization8 must share in the management. The 
International Socialist Conference emphasizes that it is necessary to prevent 
the internationalization of Western German heavy industry from leading to 
the enrichment of certain world trusts which represent the triumph of private 
capitalist interests across and within all frontiers. It is to prevent German 
heavy industry from being an instrument of war and to transform it into an 
instrument of peace that the Socialist Conference demands its internationali
zation and its administration by a Co-operative International organization. 
The same principle should obtain in the administration of civil aviation in Ger
many and of its merchant shipping.

7 An international conference of socialist leaders, held at Frankfurt in February 
1922, had criticized the reparations provisions of the treaty of Versailles as un
workable and had recommended a system of payment in kind and in the form of la
bour for the reconstruction of devastated areas: cf. Steininger, Deutschland, p. 208.

8 Cf. chapter 2.III. below, with further references.
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Other industries capable of being transformed into war industries must be 
subjected to strict supervision whether these industries are in Germany or are 
camouflaged in other countries.

(9) Financial Control
The control of German finances, including national and provincial and 

municipal budgets as a whole, as well as of the fiscal system and banks is indis
pensable.

(10) Control of the Press, Radio, Cinema

(11) Control of Education
One of the most delicate and difficult, but nevertheless urgent tasks which 

the United Nations will have to carry out will be the methodical supervision 
of all teaching, public and private, in Germany. We shall need not only to 
eliminate all Nazi, militarist and nationalist elements from the teaching body 
at all stages, university, secondary, elementary, and technical, but also to 
change the fundamental principles which have underlain all teaching in 
Hitlerite Germany, including the subjects taught, the methods used, and the 
purpose of the teaching itself, the £moral5 inculcated in German youth.

(12) Control of Sporting Organizations
It is of the highest importance that all future German sporting organizations 

should be purged of Nazi influence.

(13) Free and Democratic Trade Unions
Steps should be taken to develop free and democratic trade unions in Ger

many which should be organized with a view to ultimate membership of the 
new World Trade Union Organization.

(14) No Division of Germany
The Conference of European Socialist Parties proclaims its opposition to 

any division of Germany into several states. This does not exclude necessary 
changes of frontiers nor the establishment of a special regime for the Rhine
land, the Ruhr and the Saar. Germany must not be allowed to keep any of the 
territories she has annexed as, for instance, Austria and the so-called Sudeten- 
land.

The International Socialist Conference does not abandon hope of seeing the 
birth, after a period of time which we cannot measure today, of a new spirit 
within a Germany renewed and transformed in structure, in which it will be 
the task of the democratic elements and the working masses to build a humane 
and peaceful nation.
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103. Hans Oprecht: Inaugural Speech at the Zurich Conference
6 June 1947

Schw eizerisches Sozialarchiv (Swiss social A rchive), Z urich : File ‘Sozialistische In 
ternationale , K ongresse und K onferenzen  1947’, im parted  by P rof. R olf S te in in g e r/ 
Innsbruck.

*

As US-Soviet tension increased in the spring of 1947\ the idea of a socialist ‘third force' 
became more topical A t the Zurich conference of 6-9 June 1947\ which once more discussed 
the revival of the Socialist International, the representatives of Belgium, France, Austria and 
Switzerland urged that international socialism should use its strength to counter the forma
tion of Eastern and Western blocs and unite Europe on a socialist basis. An appeal in this 
sense was made in the opening speech by Hans Oprecht, chairman of the Swiss Social Demo
cratic party, as host and president of the conference.1 After a lively debate on the admission of 
the German SPD to the international socialist organization2 Max Buset, chairman of the Bel
gian Socialist Party, and Guy Mollet, secretary-general of the French Socialist Party (SFIO), 
argued for the creation of a new international as a step towards European union. However; 
Morgan Phillips, secretary of the British Labour Party, rejected the idea as ‘premature\ so 
that the conference reached no agreement.

I welcome you, ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the Social Democratic 
Party of Switzerland, and I express the hope that the Third International 
Socialist conference since the Second World War may conclude its proceed
ings successfully. The first conference, which took place at Clacton-on-Sea in 
May 1946, received reports on the position of the Socialist Parties of over 
twenty countries. In November 1946 Party delegates met for a second confer
ence in England, on that occasion in Bournemouth. It was necessary to clarify 
the political situation, seeing that in many countries the Socialists were no 
longer merely an opposition party but were either in power or at least played 
an important part in their national government. However, the second confer
ence did not found a new Socialist International, because it was still hoped 
that a unified single Socialist international organization could be formed, that 
is to say in agreement with the Socialists of the USSR.

Our conference here in Zurich will again be chiefly concerned with the 
political tasks with which Socialists are at present confronted. There are a 
number of urgent problems calling for an international solution. Unfortu
nately the unification of the socialist workers5 movement is a more distant

1 Cf. J. B raunthal, Geschichte der Internationale, vol. 3, H an o v er, 1971; 2nd ed. 
Bonn, 1978, pp. 174 f.; Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 114 f . ; S tein inger, Deutschland, 
pp. 52-7 ; K. M isgeld, Sozialdemokratie und Aussenpolitik in Schweden. Sozialistische 
Internationale, Europapolitik und die Deutschlandfrage 1945-1955, F ran k fu rt and 
N ew  Y ork, 1984, pp. 85-7.

2 This part o f the record  is published in S tein inger, Deutschland, pp. 22 3 -6 6 ; cf. 
ibid., pp. 74-83 ; also Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 116 f.; M isgeld, Sozialdemokratie, 
p p .83-5.
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prospect now than it was in 1946. We know that the great majority of peoples 
want a socialist Europe. Within that socialist Europe with its stern, necessary 
measures for the maintenance of order, we wish to preserve the inheri
tance of a free, democratic spirit. This imposes on us the historic task of 
steering a democratic socialist course between the Soviet Union and the USA. 
Our conference in Zurich must point the way in this direction to all socialist 
parties.

104. International C onference o f Socialist Parties, Antwerp: D ec
larations 28 N ovem ber -  2 D ecem ber 1947

Sum m ary  o f P roceed ings, In te rn a tio n a l Socialist C onference , A ntw erp , 28 N ov. -  2 
D ec. 1947 ( =  S IL O  C ircu lar 88, 27 Feb. 1948), p. 1 -3 ; in Socialist In ternational 
A rchives, In te rn a tio n a l Institu te  fo r Social H isto ry . P rin ted  in F rench in Bulletin inté
rieur du Parti socialiste 5 7 7 0 , no. 29, Jan . 1948, pp. 8 f.

A t the end of 1947, after the Soviet rejection of the Marshall Plan and the establishment 
of the Cominform,, the International Conference of Socialist parties once again attempted 
to formulate an agreed viewpoint on the European peace settlement which could be accepted 
by the socialist parties of Eastern Europe, increasingly harassed as they were by Soviet pow
er.1 After hours of debate the conference passed a resolution which deprecated the formation 
of blocs and the division of Europe but offered no remedy beyond a vague reference to closer 
co-operation among socialist forces. American economic aid to Europe was welcomed in prin
c ipe  but not all of the parties approved the Marshall plan. The conference formally rejected 
Cominform attacks on the socialist parties,2 but did not directly criticize Soviet actions in 
Eastern Europe. The resolution below was adopted by 14 votes with 4 abstentions. Italy; 
Poland and Hungary abstained following the rejection of a Polish-Italian counterdraft 
calling for a united working-class front against the capitalist offensive. The Dutch PvdA, on 
the other hand, abstained on the ground that the resolution was not firm enough in 
disavowing Soviet behaviour and supporting the Marshall plan.

The International Socialist Conference meeting at Antwerp from 
November 28th to December 2nd 1947, after a general discussion on the prin-

1 S um m ary  o f P roceed ings, d ra ft reso lu tions and correspondence in Socialist In te r
national Archives, In te rn a tio n a l Institu te  fo r Social H isto ry ; a G erm an  tr. o f the 
S um m ary  ibid, and  in A rchiv d er sozialen D em okratie  (Archive o f social dem ocracy), 
B onn, File ‘P arte ivo rstand  M  1 /IF ;  extracts in S tein inger, Deutschland, pp. 282-98. 
F u rth er details o f the conference ibid., pp. 58 f. and 87 f., and in O . D ankelm ann, 
Die Genesis sozialreformistischer Integrationspolitik 1914-1951 (thesis), H alle , 1975, 
pp. 3 0 1 -8 ; also L oth , Sozialismus, pp. 115-7 , and M isgeld, Sozialdemokratie, 
pp. 110-5.

2 T h e  final com m uniqué o f the inaugura l conference o f the C om inform  on 2 
O c to b e r 1947 had  a ttacked  ‘righ t-w ing  socialists, expecially in Britain and F rance ', 
as allies o f A m erican im perialism : cf. L. M arcou , Le Kominform, Paris, 1977, 
pp. 39-58 .
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cipal economic and political problems of peace and of reconstruction is of the 
opinion that the struggle against the danger of war now threatening the 
working classes is at the same time a class-struggle for life and a struggle of 
nations in defence of democracy which has been saved at the cost of so much 
blood and destruction.

The Conference is of the opinion that in face of these dangers it is the duty 
of all socialist parties to unite in every country the progressive and democratic 
forces and to strengthen the links between socialists all over the world and to 
restate the points which unite them over and above the differences which 
separate them.

The aim of socialism is the conquest of power by the workers in order to 
give to the peoples of all countries the greatest possible happiness and true lib
erty under conditions of peace. Socialism is essentially international and is 
inseparable from democracy. For socialists it is impossible to separate the eco
nomic causes of the present tension from the political causes.

Peace
The International Socialist Conference declares that:
the existence of hostile blocs would constitute a perpetual danger of friction 

and conflict;
any policy directed towards the formation of such blocs must be opposed 

by socialist parties;
that socialist parties must do everything that lies in their power to reestablish 

contact and to increase opportunities for both cultural and commercial con
tacts between all countries;

that the essential condition of peace is the reunification of Europe under 
conditions of mutual understanding and co-operation between all nations of 
the country;

that consequently socialist parties cannot accept any permanent splitting up 
of Germany which could have no other effect but the intensification of nation
alism, militarism and the desire for revenge in Germany, and the completion 
of the breaking-up of Europe on the consolidation of ‘blocs’; that the future 
structure of Germany, in order to be authentically democratic must include 
denazification, land-reform and the socialization under international control 
of the key-industries and that the neighbour countries of Germany must have 
full ensure by concrete guarantees against all new attacks.

The Conference considers that the re-establishment of the independence 
and national sovereignty of Austria is indispensable for peace.

The Conference considers that the fate of democracies and the future of the 
socialism as well are joined on the will of unity of the working class in Europe 
and all over the world and it belongs to the duty of the socialist parties to do 
their utmost in the absolute fidelity of their principles to re-establish their unity 
which has been unwillingly broken.

Concerning the present international problems the Conference declares:
That in spite of the imperfections of the charter the U. N. O. in its actual 

conditions remains the real international institution able to assure peace and
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it needs to be reinforced by expansion of the democratic forces in all countries 
who take part, by the denunciation of reaction, nazi conspirations and the 
pretentions to the hegemony which warp the activity and by a sincere and 
more trustworthy co-operation of the big nations whose responsibilities are 
especially great.

The Conference deeply regret the lack of coherent and strong activity of 
the United Nations on the matter of Franco-Spain; it demands the recom
mencement of international action necessary for the liberation of the Spanish 
people and the re-establishment of the Republic.

The Conference condemns formally all intervention by foreign states in the 
affairs of Greece and considers that only a truly democratic Government 
without any foreign pressure or interference can restore peace and freedom 
in that country.

The Conference also condemns every intervention, directed in any country 
against the democratic will of the people.

The Conference admits the need to American aid in the restoration of 
European economy, but at the same time emphasizes that no aid can be 
accepted which may threaten national independence and the possibility of 
socialist reforms of any Nation. (1)

(1) Note. -  The last part of this paragraph is submitted to the full Confer
ence.

Economic Resolution

The International Socialist Conference meeting at Antwerp declares that 
the peace of the world and the welfare of its workers depend upon the speedy 
reconstruction, on a socialist basis, of Europe and other devastated areas. It 
notes with satisfaction the nationalization of basic industries and land reform 
(as measures destructive of liberal-capitalist economy), and the extension of 
measures of socialist planning. For that purpose, it urges the increasing partici
pation of the workers in the public management of economic life.

The Conference regrets the absence of an international plan of co-operation 
for the reconstruction of war-devastated areas immediately following the end 
of hostilities.

It urges the importance of full international action for the peaceful recon
struction of regions that have suffered from the war resulting from nazi 
aggression. The collaboration of the 16 countries represented at the Paris Con
ference is approved by the Socialists of most of these countries as a step 
towards this goal. At the same time, the nations of Eastern Europe are 
engaged in increasing economic co-operation between themselves, and this 
co-operation also is approved by the Socialist Parties of Eastern Europe 
represented at this Conference. The International Socialist Conference 
believes that closer economic co-operation between all the countries of 
Europe must be achieved rapidly, with a view to reaching within the frame
work of the United Nations, and inspired by the democratic socialist move
ment, a socialist organization of European economy.
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105. Comisco Meeting in London: Resolution 20 March 1948
Report of the 47th Annual Conference of the Labour Party, 1948, L ondon, 1948, 

pp. 24 f.; French tr. in Le Populaire, 2 1 /2  M arch 1948; G erm an tr. in A rchiv der sozialen 
D em okratie  (Archive o f social dem ocracy), Bonn, File T arte iv o rs tan d  M 1 / I F ,  p u b 
lished in S teininger, Deutschland, pp. 298 f.

The Communist take-over in Prague on 25 February 1948 put an end to the attempts of 
Western socialists to find a basis of agreement with the socialist parties of the Soviet bloc. 
Henceforward the socialists shared the general fear of Soviet expansion, with the result that 
advocates of a clear separation of democratic socialism from Soviet Communism were able 
to achieve their aim. Comisco, which had been founded at Antwerp, held its second meeting 
in London on 19-20 March 1948. There the socialist parties of Romania, Bulgaria and 
Hungary were declared to have excluded themselves from the movement; the Czechoslovak 
socialists were expelled on account of their leaders’ collaboration in the Prague coup; and 
the Polish socialists, who had not been granted visas to attend the meeting, were urged to 
resist absorption by the Communists. Pietro Nenni, the chairman of the Italian Socialist 
Party, who had argued at Antwerp for a common line with the brother parties of Eastern 
Europe, withdrew in protest from the London meeting. This left the way free for a declara
tion of principle by international socialism in favour of democratic union on the basis of the 
Marshall plan.1

The Committee of International Socialist Conferences, meeting in London 
on 20 March 1948, reaffirms the essential principles of socialist activity free 
from all forms of oppression. It welcomes the efforts made by Socialist Parties 
to free the workers in their countries from capitalist domination and expresses 
its satisfaction at the successes achieved by many of them. But at a time when 
socialism is seen as the condition for world survival we are faced with the 
problem of the defence of democracy.

In view of the developments recently produced in various European coun
tries by the joint action of the Cominform and the Soviet Union, the 
Committee affirms its determination to construct a democratic and socialist 
Europe, free from the menace of internal tyranny or external aggression wher-

1 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 180 f.; S tein inger, Deutschland, p. 93; M isgeld, Sozialde- 
mokratie, pp. 132 f. -  T h e  In ternational Socialist C onference in V ienna on 4 -7  June 
1948 passed a reso lu tion  stating th a t the preservation  o f dem ocratic  freedom  was a 
basic condition of socialism, and describing the ‘P eop le’s D em ocracies’ w ith o u t 
am biguity as ‘d ictatorships installed u nder the political o r  econom ic pressure o f the 
U SSR ’. T he criticism o f conditions in Spain and G reece did n o t figure in the m ain 
resolution on this occasion, bu t neither was there  any express m ention o f su p p o rt fo r 
the oppressed political elem ents in E astern  E urope. -  G erm an verbatim  reco rd  of 
the V ienna conference in Socialist In ternational Archives, Institu te fo r Social 
H istory ; cf. S teininger, Deutschland, pp. 9 4 -7 , and M isgeld, Sozialdemokratie, 
pp. 147-51; text o f resolution  in Report of the 48th Annual Conference of the Labour 
Party, 1949, L ondon, 1949, pp. 226 f.
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ever it may lie. It is convinced that the voluntary co-operation of all peoples in 
the urgent tasks of European economic reconstruction will best succeed on 
the basis of democratic socialism.

It is fully aware that the Communist Parties have been ordered to destroy 
democratic socialism. The Committee has tried consistently to maintain cordial 
relations between Socialist Parties of all countries, but it notes that many of 
them have been forced to submit to Communist control or to disappear alto
gether. The responsibility for the split thus caused inside the European 
Socialist Movement rests wholly with the Cominform and with the policies 
through which the Cominform has tried exclusively to serve the interests of 
the Soviet Union.

Recent events in Eastern Europe make it necessary for the Committee to 
declare that democracy cannot exist without respect for individual liberties 
and the right of opposition. A minority can impose its will on the people only 
by totalitarian methods.

The Committee proclaims its solidarity and friendship with the peoples of 
the countries now under Soviet domination.

The former Social Democratic Parties of Romania, Bulgaria and Hungary 
have been absorbed into the Communist movement by an arbitrary decision 
of their leaders. By this act they have excluded themselves from the Committee 
of International Socialist Conferences.

In Czechoslovakia the Social Democrats, who had clearly shown their 
desire for independence at their Brno Congress in November 1947, have been 
betrayed to the Communists by a few of their leaders, supported by the Com
munist-controlled police. This Committee cannot accept the present leader
ship of the Czechoslovak Social Democratic Party as representative of social
ism. It denounces to the world the oppressive, reactionary and humiliating 
nature of this caricature of democracy which hypocritically describes itself as 
a ‘people’s democracy’.

To the Polish and Italian Socialist Parties which are at present following the 
same path to absorption, the Committee addresses a final appeal. It asks them 
to remain faithful to socialism and democracy, to regain their freedom of 
action while there is still time. It calls on them to preserve their faith in the 
active solidarity of international socialism, and to prove by their deeds that, 
faced by the choice between subjection to the Cominform and free socialist 
co-operation in European reconstruction, they have chosen the socialist way.

The Committee calls on democratic forces throughout the world, particu
larly in the continents of America and Asia, to defend liberty, peace and the 
rights of man, and declares its own devotion to the struggle for realizing these 
aims.

106. Socialist C onference on the Marshall Plan, Selsdon Park, 
Surrey? R esolution 22 March 1948

English tex t in Report of the 47th Annual Conference of the Labour Party, 1948, L on
don, 1948, p. 232; F rench version in Bulletin intérieur du Parti socialiste SFIO, no. 31,
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April 1948, p. 16; German version in Archiv der sozialen Demokratie (Archive of social 
democracy), Bonn, File ‘Parteivorstand M 1/IF, published in Steininger, Deutschland, 
pp. 364 f.

*

The official international socialist conference having failed to agree on a common line as 
regards the East-West conflict, in January 1948 the British Labour Party proposed that the 
parties of those countries which had declared for participation in the Marshall plan should 
confer together on their European policy.1 This conference, which took place following the 
Comisco meeting in London on 19-20 March 1948, witnessed the first collision between the 
views of West European socialists as to the necessary degree of European union. While the 
French argued that advantage should be taken of the Marshall plan to create a European fed
eration, the British would not go beyond closer co-operation among European countries on 
the basis of regular consultation.2 The British view triumphed at the conference: it was sup
ported by the Scandinavians, Austrians and Italians,3 while the French position was shared 
only by the Benelux representatives, with the German and Swiss Social Democrats abstain
ing. As a concession to the SFIO it was agreed to hold a further conference on policy in 
regard to European union; but it was decided not to take part in the Hague Congress of the 
European Movement, and the creation of a ‘United States of Europe' was relegated to an 
uncertain future.4

1. The first aim of European Socialists is to produce by their own efforts 
a Europe in which all men can enjoy freedom, prosperity, peace and social jus
tice. This aim is at present endangered by economic weaknesses caused 
directly by the war. Europe’s restoration to economic health depends 
primarily on the co-operative action of the European peoples themselves. But 
it is now clear that European efforts alone will not suffice without further sub
stantial aid from America. Without this aid Europe cannot avoid such 
economic misery and political disorder as would threaten both the peace and 
the democracy on which Socialism depends. But the main function of 
American aid is to enable Europe to stand in future on her own feet, 
independent of further special assistance. The Marshall offer recognizes these 
facts and is based on the conviction that America’s real interest in the re-estab-

1 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, p. 203; Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 92 and 138 f.; Misgeld, 
Sozialdemokratie, p. 121.

2 Cf. the French ‘position paper’ in Bulletin intérieur du Parti socialiste SFIO, 
no. 31, April 1948, pp. 13-16; British memorandum in Report of the 47th Annual 
Conference of the Labour Party 1948, London, 1948, pp. 222-31; extracts in Steinin
ger, Deutschland, pp. 360-3.

3 Italy was represented by the PSLI led by Giuseppe Saragat; the PSI under Pietro 
Nenni condemned the Selsdon conference as a device for splitting the socialist 
movement, which, they maintained, ought to transcend the division into blocs.

4 For the proceedings of the conference see Dankelmann, Genesis, pp. 308-13; 
Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 205 f.; Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 139 f.; Misgeld, Sozialde
mokratie, pp. 133 f.
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lishment of a prosperous, democratic and independent Europe justifies the sac
rifices such aid will demand of the American people. This conviction is shared 
not only by the American Administration but by the Trade Unions and all pro
gressive organizations of the American people themselves.

2. The American people is entitled to seek guarantees that the aid it provides 
will not be wasted. The form taken by these guarantees must be consistent with 
the declared purposes of the Recovery Programme. The Conference notes 
with strong approval that the sponsors of European Recovery Aid in both 
American parties agree that its administration must not interfere with the 
democratic right of the European peoples to control and determine their own 
social and economic policies.

3. The Programme is based on the fact of Europe’s economic interdepen
dence, and its full success depends partly on increasing trade between Eastern 
and Western Europe. The Conference therefore regrets the refusal of Russia 
and of the East European countries under her control to take part in the Pro
gramme. It regards this refusal as unjustified and full of danger for the future 
and expresses the desire that the Programme should remain open to them on 
the same terms as for the countries already taking part. The Programme is not 
and will not not become a threat to the legitimate interests of any non-partici
pating country.

4. The recovery of Europe depends primarily on the rapid extension of such 
co-operative action inside Europe as has already begun, and the function of 
American aid is essentially to fill the gaps which remain after the full common 
use of Europe’s own resources.

5. The success of common action depends on efficiency in all parts of 
Europe’s economy. For this reason every opportunity must be taken for the 
re-equipment of Europe’s productive machinery. But the Conference must 
stress that even the best machinery will be inadequate unless its use is planned 
and controlled in the interests of the whole people according to the principles 
of democratic socialism.

6. It is urgent that until the United States of Europe is established the sixteen 
nations now concerned in the Programme should strengthen the existing 
common organization so that a collective policy may be presented to the 
United States Government on all questions arising out of American aid, and 
that mutual co-operation maybe reviewed and extended.

7. International planning must be swiftly and widely extended if European 
economic interdependence is to achieve necessary expression; this is important 
on all grounds, not least to minimize the temptation to secession. Such inter
national planning should include finance, foreign trade and projects of capital 
development.

8. The resources of the overseas territories directly associated with Europe 
should be developed to the mutual advantage of Europe as a whole and of the 
peoples in the territories concerned.

9. The inspiration required to overcome the obstacles ahead must be based 
on a common faith in European unity and a common will to realize it. But 
European unity cannot rest on economic factors alone. It must express a
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spiritual and intellectual community. The Conference therefore states that the 
Spanish people is prevented from co-operating in the organization of Euro
pean unity only by the survival of the Franco regime.

10. The ideal of European unity can only be saved from corruption by reac
tionary politicians if the Socialists place themselves at the head of the move
ment for its realization.

107. Socialist Conference in Paris on European Policy: R esolu
tion 25 April 1948

Report of the 48th Annual Conference of the Labour Party 1 9 4 9 L ondon , 1949, 
pp. 224 f.; French version in Le Populaire, 27 A pril 1948, repr. in Bulletin intérieur du 
Parti socialiste SFIO, no. 33, M ay 1948, p. 10.

A t the conference on European policy convened by the SFIO in Paris, the advocates of 
a West European federation were at first sight much more successful than they had been a 
month earlier at Selsdon Park. The French were so assiduous in producing schemes for a 
united Europe that their colleagues finally agreed to a resolution recognizing the suprana
tional principle.1 However, on closer inspection it appeared that there was no real change in 
the state of majority opinion. It was resolved not to participate officially in the Hague Con
gress of the European Movement, and instead of creating an effective European organization 
the conference went no further than to set up a bureau under the SFIO to co-ordinate party 
policies towards Europe.2 Moreover; the conference failed to confirm the plan for the interna
tionalization of the Ruhr; which had been agreed on in London as far back as 1945 and to 
which the French attached particular importance in connection with the six-power negotia
tions in London for the creation of a West German state. Instead\ the resolution only spoke 
vaguely of creating new industries under common European ownership?

1. Meeting together for the purpose of co-ordinating their action for Euro
pean unity, the delegates of the European Socialist parties represented here 
declare that the social, economic, political and cultural purposes of the

1 M isgeld, in Sozialdemokratie, pp. 135-42, citing a re p o rt from  the Sw edish dele
gate Kaj B jork to  his p arty  executive, points o u t th a t in a p arag rap h -b y -p arag rap h  
vote the Scandinavian, A ustrian  and Swiss representatives opposed  this provision. 
Nevertheless, the reso lu tion  was published as expressing the view o f the w hole co n 
ference and is recorded  as ‘unanim ously  passed’ in the Report of the Annual Confer
ence of the Labour Party. -  F or an accoun t on the conference based on F rench reports  
see Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 208 f.

2 By the autum n of 1948 it appeared  th a t the national parties did n o t even in tend 
to  carry ou t this decision, w hich was accordingly  abandoned  at the C om isco co n fe r
ence at C lacton-on-Sea on 3 D ecem ber 1948: cf. S teininger, Deutschland, p. 147.

3 T he SFIO  proposal concerning the R u h r was opposed by the G erm an S PD  and 
was deferred to  the next in ternational socialist conference, held in V ienna in June 
1948. Cf. Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 103 f.; fo r the SFIO  p aper see ibid., pp. 313-9 .
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workers of their respective countries can best be achieved in peace within the 
framework of a United States of Europe, considered as a step towards world 
unity.

2. Two world wars have fundamentally disrupted European economies. The 
Marshall plan will bring only a temporary relief, which will be quickly 
exhausted unless, during the breathing space and with the help of the 
resources it provides, the nations themselves succeed in co-ordinating their 
economies so as to ensure the full employment of labour and capital, a bal
anced foreign trade, and increased productivity, by means of a systematic di
vision of labour among the countries of Europe.

3. The organization of its economic life is a matter of life or death for 
Europe, it implies planning on behalf of the peoples of Europe and not for the 
profit of sectional interests. Far from being a closed, self-sufficient group, a 
European organization must leave the door open to perpetually expanding 
commercial relations with both East and West. It must therefore form part of 
the general, special and regional organizations of the United Nations.

4. The achievement of an economic organization of Europe requires a con
stant effort to bring about the harmonization of social legislation, of customs 
and taxation, of industrial and agricultural systems, of monetary policies, and 
of the methods employed to ensure close association between European econ
omies in general and those of the overseas territories of the countries con
cerned. It presupposes the fixing of industrial, agricultural and social targets, 
a common export-import programme, the planned distribution of essential 
materials, of power, of credit, the creation of new industries under common 
European ownership, and the utilization of available manpower without loss 
of social rights by workers agreeing to migrate.

5. The methods required to make a success of this policy lie essentially in 
the use of the organizations created by the sixteen nations4 and the Economic 
Commission for Europe.5

6. These organizations must work in co-operation with Trade Union and 
professional organizations. They should not be composed exclusively of 
experts but should include Parliamentary representatives from the countries 
concerned.

7. In order to harmonize the efforts of the different countries, the organiza
tions entrusted with the drawing up and application of national plans should 
keep each other informed regarding the progress of their work.

8. The Conference of the sixteen nations has set up a permanent body and 
modified the rule of unanimity and the right of veto, fundamental weaknesses 
of international organizations such as the League of Nations and the United 
Nations Organization. It is now possible for decisions to be taken over and 
above those of the separate nations.

4 O fth eO E E C .
5 Of the UN.
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9. The Conference considers that the powers of this body should be 
increased with a view to making it the nucleus of a federal power to which 
would accrue that part of national sovereignty voluntarily waived by the 
States composing it.

10. The Conference declares that it is the duty of the Socialist Parties con
cerned to strengthen the effective supranational powers of the bodies set up by 
the Five6 and by the Sixteen, and to seek in the latter a concrete basis for the 
establishment of a Council of free Europe.

11. The Conference is aware that very considerable difficulties will have to 
be overcome before these aims can be achieved. But it is convinced that recent 
international events have created new possibilities of action, of which Social
ists should take advantage in order to advance European unity.

12. With this end in view and with the purpose of leading the people of 
Europe towards complete unity, the Conference recommends the creation in 
Paris, in agreement with Comisco, of a Socialist Information and Propaganda 
Office. Its functions will be:

(a) The provision of information on the progress of efforts towards the 
political, economic and federal unification of Europe, to be distributed to all 
Socialist Parties.

(b) Support of the action taken by the different European Socialist Parties 
with a view to obtaining the acceptance by their respective Governments of 
common plans and with a view to co-ordinating action taken by the various 
Socialist parties on behalf of the United States of Europe.

(c) To establish a permanent organization of the Socialist Parties from the 
countries taking part in the European Recovery Programme and the Five- 
Power Treaty organization, parallel to the governmental organizations, to 
study the effects of the working of the Marshall Plan and Five-Power Treaty 
and to co-ordinate the work of Socialist Parties for European Unity.

108. International Socialist C onference in Vienna: R esolution on  
the Q uestion of the Ruhr 7 June 1948

Report of the 48th Annual Conference of the Labour Party 1949; London, 1949, p. 226; 
French text in Le Populaire, 8 June 1948; German version in Sozialdemokrat, 8 June 
1948, and elsewhere, repr. in Steininger, Deutschland, p. 347.

a-

A t the plenary conference of Comisco in Vienna from 5 to 7 June 1948, immediately 
before the conclusion of the London negotiations on Germany,1 the conflict of views 
between French and German socialists concerning the Ruhr was bridged over for the time 
being, thus opening the way to a solution of one of the key problems of European integra
tion. Against British and German opposition, the French were unable to secure an endorse-

6 I. e. the Brussels treaty.
1 The final communiqué of the London discussions was issued on 7 June 1948: as 

regards the Ruhr it envisaged only international control with German participation.
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merit of the resolution of 1945 which had clearly supported the internationalization of the 
Ruhr;2 however; the conference agreed to a statement that it was ‘urgent’to set up an interna
tional system of control for the whole of European industry. While ruling out unilateral 
internationalization at Germany’s expense, this statement lent additional weight to the idea 
of internationalizing basic European industries on a footing of equality?

sf-

The re-integration of Germany into Europe’s productive effort and into the 
world community from which Nazi barbarism had excluded her is one of the 
essential conditions for the effective reconstruction of our continent, for the 
re-establishment of the balance of forces in Europe, for raising the standard 
of life of the European peoples, and for the recovery by Europe of a place in 
world economy worthy of her means and capacity.

The division of Germany into a number of small political entities would be 
incompatible with the unification of Europe at which we are aiming. Con
vinced that any attempt to use the ‘right of conquest5 in order to prevent the 
German people from achieving the unity to which they aspire would inevitably 
encourage a dangerous spirit of nationalism, the International Socialist Con
ference believes that a Germany which is unified and made democratic on the 
basis of a federal system freely accepted by the German people, in which 
Prussia no longer plays a predominant part, will constitute a step towards 
peace.

The Conference expresses the desire and the hope that the four occupying 
powers will find a basis of agreement capable of preventing the final division 
of Germany and with her of the whole continent.

Meanwhile, in the absence of such agreement, the International Socialist 
Conference, although it does not yet know the full official text of the six- 
Power agreement reached in London concerning the Ruhr, welcomes with sa
tisfaction the fact that agreement has been reached as a first practical step 
towards a united Europe.

The Conference urges that the composition and functions of any Interna
tional Commission for the Ruhr, and the character of the control it exercises, 
should be such as to ensure the security of all peoples and the fulfilment of the 
principles which inspire the Organization for European Economic Co-opera
tion, so that its work can provide an example of that constructive co-opera
tion for the common good on which a European union must depend.

The Conference declares its profound conviction that it would be greatly 
in the interests of European peace and prosperity if the German people decides 
for the social democratic policy of putting the basic industries of the Ruhr 
under public ownership and socialist control. Under no circumstances must 
these industries be allowed to return to private capitalists of any nation.

2 Cf. doc. 102 above.
3 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, p. 217; Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 112 f. For relevant 

extracts from the conference record (preserved in the International Institute for 
Social History; cf. doc. 105, n. 1) see ibid., pp. 320-47.
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Its examination of the Ruhr problem leaves the Conference more than ever 
convinced that it is necessary and urgent to put the major sources of economic 
power in Europe under international control. It therefore decides to set up a 
commission to continue studying this problem and to report its findings to a 
future meeting.

109. International Socialist Conference at Baarn: Victor Larock
15 May 1949

International Socialist Conference Baarn/Holland, 14-16 May 1949, Summarized 
Report of Proceedings, pp. 7-10: Socialist International Archives, International Institute 
for Social History. (Extracts; not previously printed; a French version in Le Peuple. 
Organe du Parti Socialiste Beige, 19 May 1949).

if*

After the movement for European union had achieved its first, albeit very modest, success 
with the creation of the Council of Europe, it became increasingly urgent for international 
socialism to adopt a common attitude to the European question. Accordingly, on Austrian 
and French initiative the matter was once more fully discussed at the second plenary confer
ence of Comisco at Baam from 14 to 16 May 1949, a few days after the adoption of the Stat
ute of the Council of Europe.1 Victor Larock of the Belgian Socialist Party opened the debate 
by pleading for a compromise which would strengthen links among European countries 
while taking account of British and Scandinavian objections to supranational organiza
tion.2

55-

Several parties have had their reasons in the past for refusing to take part 
in the European Movement, or even for opposing it. But we are now faced with 
a new situation -  the creation of the European Council and Assembly -  and 
we must reconsider our position. In my opinion, the European Movement is 
likely to decrease in importance in the years to come, and we as Socialists 
should certainly use other and more strictly socialist methods to exert an influ
ence on our parliaments and governments. But as long as the European Move
ment works in harmony with the new European Council and Assembly, we 
should no more neglect it than we should the Council and the Assembly them
selves. We have certainly more to gain by exerting a co-ordinated influence 
inside the European Movement than by allowing non-socialists to reap the 
benefits from its activities. We should look at the matter not from the point of 
view of doctrine, but of tactics.

1 The Statute was approved by the foreign ministers of the states concerned on 5 
May 1949. For its genesis see R. Poidevin (ed.), Histoire des débuts de la construction 
européenne (mars 1948 -  mai 1950), Brussels, 1986.

2 For the proceedings of the conference see Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 228 f.; Steinin- 
ger, Deutschland, p. 148 f.; and Misgeld, Sozialdemokratie, pp. 185-8.
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The political and economic unity of Europe will only be achieved through 
socialism. Nevertheless we must reach some kind of unity before 1952 and we 
must not leave it to the Conservatives to take the lead we should take. I there
fore propose that we agree 1) that each socialist party can freely decide for 
itself whether to send delegates or observers to the meetings of the European 
Movement; 2) that these delegates shall be guided by the directives of their par
ties and of international socialism; and 3) that COMISCO shall receive 
reports from them and try to co-ordinate their efforts.

(...)
What attitude should the international socialist movement adopt towards 

the new organization?
It would be possible to accept the new situation and to decide to do nothing 

about it, allowing the new organization to lose itself in the difficulties that are 
bound to arise and to consider it as still-born.

This would be a deplorable attitude from the socialist point of view. Every
thing which is international is ours, and if we believe that socialism would 
have more chance of success in a united Europe no party has the right deliber
ately to weaken the organization, as it certainly could do if it controls or 
forms a part of a government.

It would also be possible to ask more of the organization than it can give, 
to give it tasks which it could not fulfil in the present situation. This attitude 
would also try to bind the fate of international socialism with that of an experi
ment whose success does not depend upon us alone.

Our attitude should be determined by our strength. If in every country we 
were able to count on the whole of the working class, if the relations between 
the parties inside COMISCO were as close as they should be, if we were 
further advanced towards socialist unification not only in Europe, but every
where in the world where there are organized workers’ movements, we could 
either disassociate ourselves completely from the European Council and 
Assembly, or put all our efforts behind it, without worrying about the 
possibility of failure. Unfortunately, we are not in this position.

In these circumstances it seems to me that our line is clear:
1) Independently of the efforts to be made in the field of European unity, 

we must strengthen the relations between our parties, especially between the 
Labour Party and the continental parties, forge new links with the Labour 
Parties of the Commonwealth and the socialist movements already existing or 
developing in other countries, particularly in the United States.

2) We must co-operate actively in developing the newly created European 
organization while drawing from it as much benefit as possible for 
international socialism.

3) We must agree now on the liaison to be established between the socialist 
members of the Assembly and the Council, and on the common study of the 
questions on the agenda.

4) Finally, if the French Socialist Party would agree to organize on the 
opening date of the Assembly in Strasburg a great manifestation for Europe, 
the United Nations and for peace, we should arrange that all our parties be
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represented, and at the same time make it the occasion for an appeal to public 
opinion. Such a manifestation would be very valuable. Our French comrades 
have been very active, and now that we are face to face with a real 
opportunity, we must make the idea of European unity a socialist idea.

Another consideration to be borne in mind is that this kind of initiative 
would certainly have an effect on American opinion.

These proposals are of a propagandist or tactical nature. As regards the 
essential features of our activity on the European plane we must agree as 
Socialists that economic and social questions should be given priority over 
juridical and political questions in the new organization. We know that later 
on it will be impossible to separate them, but now we have the choice. 
Economic and social questions are urgent and will be decisive. They lend them
selves to socialist solutions. If the Assembly entangles itself in discussions of 
paper constitutions and schemes of federation which are logical but unworka
ble, it will waste a great deal of time and may even end in failure.

We must not engage in utopian schemes but in an international effort to 
bring together practical interests and so progress towards unification with 
certain clear objectives: the adjustment of tariffs and currencies, the abolition 
of preferences and discrimination, the common exploitation of sources of 
wealth, especially of energy, the planned organization of production and dis
tribution, the co-ordination of investments, the extension of full employment, 
or to use a new but just phrase, the socialization of labour, the equalization of 
standards of living, the reconstruction of some countries, the expansion of 
trade both outside the continent and with Eastern Europe. These are tasks, 
urgent, vital and important enough for Socialists to desire that they should 
have priority on the agenda of the Assembly and the Council.

If we do this, without ever losing sight of the fact that we cannot limit our
selves to Europe alone, but must always work towards the creation of a 
socialist world community, I believe we shall be adopting a wise and sound 
international policy. In the past we have heard some among us say that a 
united Europe will be socialist or will not be united, but we have not felt much 
conviction about such a slogan. Now, at the beginning of the second year of 
the Marshall Plan, and immediately after the signing of the Atlantic Pact, it is 
up to us to translate this slogan into action.

110. International Socialist C onference at Baarn: Marinus van 
der G oes van Naters 15 May 1949

International Socialist Conference Baarn/Holland, 14-16 May 1949, Summarized 
Report of Proceedings, pp. 10 and 25: Socialist International Archives, International 
Institute for Social History. (Unabridged; the annexed draft resolution also published 
by Steininger, Deutschland, p. 366).
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After the Belgian Larock had argued for concentration on practical measures of simplifica
tion in the economic and social sp h ere th e  Dutch delegate Marinus van der Goes van 
Naters submitted a draft resolution expressing more clearly the objective of a supranational 
organization of Europe. However\ out of concern for British and Scandinavian reservations 
he did not propose any direct transition from the Consultative Assembly of the Council of 
Europe to a supranational parliament.

*
The Dutch Party believes in federation, but it must be a real federation -  

a great European Commonwealth in the interests of all countries. It is a 
utopian delusion to believe that we can wait for Europe to become socialist 
before we can set about the task of unification. Do we really think we can 
afford the luxury of remaining disorganized until then?

Will our American creditors allow us a luxury they did not allow themselves? 
Will the Russians peacefully wait for Europe to become strong and united 
enough to resist them?

Strasburg is our great opportunity. This is not the time to argue about per
sonalities like Coudenhove-Kalergi or Churchill. We must decide what to do 
about Strasburg. It is only a beginning and a very modest beginning. We must 
not try to force it to become a full parliament. But we must organize a socialist 
parliamentary group working together at Strasburg.

In the name of the Dutch delegates I present a draft resolution which has 
been seen and approved by Spaak,2 whom you all applauded last night. The 
emotion we felt then must be transformed into firm and courageous action.

Draft Resolution on European Unity

1. This Conference welcomes the decision to call a meeting this summer in 
Strasburg of a Council of Europe composed of a Committee of Ministers and 
a Consultative Assembly.

2. It considers that this is a step forward on the road to a permanent union 
of European States, having a common administration and special 
supranational organizations.

3. It considers that this movement towards Federation on the governmental 
level, if it is brought about by civil servants, may lead to the growth of an inter
national bureaucracy. This danger, however, can be overcome by the direct 
influence of public opinion and by international supervision on a parliamen
tary level.

4. It hold that, by agreement among national Parliaments, an independent 
European Assembly should be created, in which liberty of opinion and 
unrestricted right of decision will be fully safeguarded, and it therefore wel-

1 Cf. doc. 109 above.
2 Paul-Henri Spaak of the Belgian Socialist Party, who was at this time Foreign 

Minister. However, the proposal had evidently not been agreed within the party 
executive.
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comes the summoning of a Consultative Assembly of 87 members as the first 
step in this direction.

5. It is convinced that, from 1952 onwards, Europe must continue the co-or
dination of her productive forces begun last year, and for this reason it is in 
favour of the creation of an Economic Council including in equal proportions 
representatives of employers, workers and the community as a whole, and 
able to place its experts’ services at the disposal of the Assembly, to which, 
however, it shall remain subordinate.

6. This Conference holds that the admission of non-democratic countries 
would weaken the emergent European unity, since real political and economic 
unity is possible only if it is based on similar principles of right and justice.

111. International Socialist C onference at Baarn: Denis H ealey
15 May 1949

International Socialist Conference Baarn/Holland, 14-16 May 1949, Summarized 
Report of Proceedings, pp. 10-4: Socialist International Archives, International Institute 
for Social History. (Extracts; not previously printed).

Denis Healey\ International Secretary of the British Labour Party, dissented from the 
Dutch proposal to increase the powers of the European parliament.1 He made it clear that 
the Labour Party regarded European autarky as out of the question, and that there was much 
scepticism in its ranks as to the objective of a European federation. He therefore opposed the 
Dutch motion as involving an unacceptable commitment.

We should give more attention to the work inside the Council and inside 
the European economic committees. Regarding the Council of Europe, the 
Labour Party would agree with almost everything said by Comrade Larock.2 
Socialists must not enter the European Council in the belief that it will fail. All 
socialist parties must use every opportunity to keep the work of the Council 
on a constructive basis. The question is whether we can bind ourselves to some 
special technique by which delegates can consult together on their attitude 
inside the European Council. The question of socialist delegations at Stras- 
burg participating in an SFIO demonstration is an excellent idea.

It is not practical to say that the problems of European countries can be 
solved inside Europe. For the next few years, Western Union, however effec
tively it works, will be worthless without economic and military support from 
the USA. If Western Europe should become independent this would only be 
possible through the development of resources outside Europe. The idea of 
Western Europe as a closed society competing against the other super-states

1 Cf. doc. 110 above.
2 Doc. 109 above.
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in the international anarchy is a very dangerous suggestion indeed and it is 
impracticable and undesirable. Western Europe can only survive as a nucleus 
of a world society. The future of Europe depends quite as much on the 
Atlantic community and on new Commonwealth developments as on any
thing which happens in Europe. I should like to draw your attention to the 
fact that the historically most important single act of Labour Britain is the 
extreme generosity by which it has conducted its relations with the great sub
continent of India. The building of this bridge between Europe and Asia is 
quite as important for the future of Europe and the world as developments in 
Europe itself.

(...)
The Labour Party has not expressed a final opinion upon federation as the 

end of European Union, though it is certainly opposed to federation as a tech
nique for achieving Union -  for reasons expressed in detail in Feet on the 
Ground? The balance of feeling in the Labour Party is probably against feder
ation, even as the end of Union, since we tend to consider federation an archaic 
technique for organizing cooperation between states, particularly when the 
powers of the state in the economic field are so vastly extended. The Common
wealth principle is probably more favoured by the Labour Party, though 
co-operation in Europe has already gone a good deal beyond it. Similarly the 
Labour Party has not so far taken an attitude for or against the creation of sup
ranational organizations at some time in the future, but we certainly do not 
believe that it would be possible in the immediate future to create organs of 
co-operation in Europe which could take decisions binding on member states 
which fundamentally disagree with them. We believe that co-operation in 
Europe must rest for some time yet on the free consent of all its participants. 
Though in theory this means the right of veto for every member, in practice 
this technique has had outstanding successes: e. g. in E. C. O. [the European 
Coal Organization], an international committee of experts has been 
allocating a scarce commodity between states in Europe for nearly five years 
without a breakdown. While not going so far as to commit ourselves against 
federation or supranational authorities as an ultimate end, we are certainly 
not now prepared to accept any resolutions which would commit us in favour.

112. International Socialist C onference at Baarn: Resolution on  
European U nion 16 May 1949

International Socialist Conference Baarn/Holland, 14-16 May 1949, Summarized 
Report of Proceedings, pp. 26 f.: Socialist International Archives, Institute for Social 
History. Printed in Report of the 49th Annual Conference of the Labour Party 1950, Lon-

3 The pamphlet Feet on the Ground. A  Study of Western Union was published by 
the Labour Party Executive in September 1948. It rehearsed the numerous difficulties 
in the way of a West European federation and concluded that practical co-operation 
among European countries was the best way to promote European union.
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don, 1950, p. 202, and elsewhere; French version in Populaire-Dimanche, 29 May 1949, 
and Le Peuple, 20 May 1949; German version in Europa-Archiv 4 (1949), p. 2288, repr. 
in Europa. Dokumente zur Frage der europäischen Einigung, vol. 1, Munich, 1962, 
pp. 545-7, also in Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 367 f.

*
In view of the British refusal to agree to an extension of the powers of the Council of 

Europe,1 the Baam conference could only pass a resolution welcoming the Council as a ‘step 
on the road to a permanent European union ’ while leaving it to individual socialist parties 
to decide whether or how far to participate in the European Movement’. The advocates of a 
supranational Europe were able to secure a decision that all socialist deputies to the Consulta
tive Assembly should confer together as a body, but the results of such consultation were not 
to be binding upon them. The most practical field of action that emerged from the Baam con
ference, even more than at Vienna scarcely a year earlier,2 was that efforts should be made to 
simplify the process of economic recovery in Europe.3

The International Socialist Conference has sought to define the common 
position of Socialist parties towards the various unofficial groups associated 
in the ‘European Movement’ on the one hand, and on the other the recently 
created Council of Europe.

It has reached the following conclusions:
A. Concerning the ‘European Movement’:
1. Each Party is free to decide for itself whether or not its members are 

entitled to take part in the work of the Movement.
2. Parties will judge for themselves the extent to which Comisco is to be kept 

informed of their activities, and Comisco will co-ordinate these activities to the 
best of its ability.

B. Concerning the Council of Europe:
1. The Conference notes with satisfaction that the idea of European Union 

has at last taken concrete shape. It calls upon Socialist parties to do all that 
lies within their power to make a success of this experiment, which expresses 
the pacific and progressive aspirations of the free peoples of Europe.

2. It regards the present Council as a step on the road to a permanent Euro
pean Union, with common administrative, economic and social services under 
the permanent supervision of responsible representatives of the peoples.

3. Socialist representatives in the Council will be guided in their actions by 
the legitimate interests of the working masses and the lasting purposes of 
international socialism.

1 Cf. doc. I l l  above.
2 Doc. 108 above.
3 However, a resolution drafted by a committee of experts and advocating ‘unified 

European ownership of the basic industries’ was not officially adopted, but only 
‘submitted’ to member parties. Text in Summarized Report, p. 24, and in Report of 
the 49th Annual Conference of the Labour Party, pp. 201 f.; French version in Popu- 
laire-Dimanche, 29 May 1949.
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4. The Conference is of the opinion that items on the agenda of the 
Assembly should be examined by the whole body of Socialist delegates in the 
light of the common interests of the countries they represent.

5. It takes note of the fact that the present statute of the Council is merely 
a starting-point and that membership of it remains open to any country which 
undertakes to respect its statutes. It hopes therefore that the Assembly’s sphere 
of competence will be gradually extended, and trusts that the democratic 
States of Europe which are not yet members will soon join it.

6. The Conference stresses the need for the new institution to concentrate 
on the most concrete and urgent requirements of European recovery, which 
demands a co-ordinated and planned economic programme. It hopes that a 
basis will be found on which to establish close contact between the activity of 
the Council and that of O. E. E. C.; in this way member-States of O. E. E. C. 
which are not yet members of the Council will be associated with its work. 
The Conference is unanimous in its conviction, which is also that of the 
working masses, that the harmonization of European economies can most 
rapidly be brought about by the methods of democratic socialism.

7. The Conference emphasizes that the problems of Europe cannot be 
solved in isolation: a European Union will have to seek ever closer economic 
and political relations with other regions of the world.

The fate of Europe is inseparable from that of democracy throughout the 
world.

The Conference is of the opinion that the tasks facing international 
socialism in Europe constitute only the more immediate aspects of its mission.

We must therefore perpetually strengthen the links uniting Socialist parties 
and democratic working-class organizations throughout the world, so as to 
form a world socialist alliance in the service of economic and social progress.

113. International Socialist Conference, Copenhagen: Resolution 
on the Saar 3 June 1950

Report of the 49th Annual Conference of the Labour Party 1950, London, 1950, p. 205; 
French version in Le Populaire, 3/4 June 1950; German version in Volksrecht, 3 June 
1950, repr. in Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 358 f.

The development of the Saar question was a further reason for the socialist parties to con
cern themselves with the creation of European economic structures. The SFIO had been co- 
responsible for the French policy of separating the Saar from Germany, which was firmly 
opposed by the SPD. In the winter of 1949/50 the dispute intensified owing to the French 
proposal that the Saar should be admitted to the Council of Europe in its own right,1 and it

1 The French proposal was put forward by the foreign minister, Robert Schuman, 
at the session of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 4 
November 1949, and was approved on 15 May 1950; cf. Steininger, Deutschland, 
pp. 126 f.
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became essential for the International Socialist Conference to determine its own position. It 
was soon agreed that the Saar problem could only be solved on a European basis, but there 
was wide disagreement as to the nature of the solution. When the SPD threatened that if the 
Saar were admitted to the Council of Europe the Federal Republic would for its part refuse 
to accede, the SFIO was at first willing to consent to a plebiscite to ascertain the wishes of the 
Saarlanders. However; when the SPD congress at Hamburg at the end of May 1950 also 
voted against Germany's accession to the Council of Europe, the French delegates to the 
Comisco plenary conference at Copenhagen on 1-3 June withdrew the SFIO concession. It 
thus remained an open question what kind of ‘supranational European authority5 could be 
devised to control the industry of the Saar.2

1. The International Socialist Conference recognizes the existence of eco
nomic interdependence between the mining industry of the Saar and the iron 
mines of Lorraine, but is not of the opinion that this interdependence is total. 
The German market is also important for the sale of Saar coal. The Interna
tional Socialist Conference believes that the complete integration of the Saar 
economy into the French economy is not an inevitable necessity. The prob
lems arising from the requirements of the Saar coal-mining industry and of 
the Lorraine iron ore industry can be settled by economic treaties between 
France and Germany.

2. The International Socialist Conference recognizes the right of all nations 
to be at least partly compensated for the enormous losses sustained as a conse
quence of Nazi Germany’s criminal aggression. It noted with satisfaction that 
the German Social Democratic Party accepts this moral and material obliga
tion. In the opinion of the International Socialist Conference the question of 
reparations has been solved in part, as far as France is concerned, by the 
present order in the Saar, but the same is not true for the other countries of 
Western Europe. The International Socialist Conference advocates a solution 
of the whole reparations problem on a European basis in the Peace Treaty to 
be concluded with Germany.

3. The International Socialist Conference recognizes that France is justified 
in asking for guarantees against a repetition of German aggression. Yet France 
is not alone in her desire for security; the necessary guarantees can be provided 
only on the basis of European or Atlantic co-operation.

The International Socialist Conference is in principle3 of the opinion that 
the severance of German territories from Germany does not further the stabili
zation of peace, because it strengthens nationalism in Germany.

4. The agreements contained in the Franco-Saar Conventions of 3 March

2 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 261 f., and Steininger, Deutschland' pp. 128-30; two 
drafts of the resolution, again rejected by the SFIO, ibid., pp. 353-7. On the SPD 
attitude see also R. Hrbek, Die SPD, Deutschland und Europa, Bonn, 1972, pp. 92- 
101.

3 In place of this sub-paragraph the original version contained an explicit warning 
against creating a ‘Saarland irredenta\
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19504 gave rise to the impression, to say no more, that a fait accompli was to 
be created. The International Socialist Conference takes note that according 
to the Preamble to the agreements the final settlement is left to the peace 
treaty. The International Socialist Conference regrets that the Government of 
the Federal Republic of Germany was not brought into the Franco-Saar nego
tiations.

5. The International Socialist Conference holds the opinion that the only 
possible solution of the problem lies in the handing over of economic authority 
in the Saar to a supranational European authority.

In this connection the International Socialist Conference recalls the discus
sions held during last year’s International Socialist Conference in Baarn on 
the principles of European unity,5 and the memorandum of the German 
Social Democratic Party on the ‘Ruhr Statute and Security’ (March 1950), 
proposing the creation of an international authority on a co-operative basis to 
control the coal and steel industries of the Ruhr, the Saar, Lorraine, Belgium 
and Luxemburg.6

6. The proposal of the French Foreign Minister, M. Schuman,7 might lead 
to a satisfactory solution of problems both of Europe and of the Saar.

7. The International Socialist conference is of the opinion that it is the task 
of the Organization of European Economic Co-operation in Paris and of the 
Council of Europe in Strasburg to seek a constructive solution of the Saar 
problem as a European question of primary importance.

114. International Socialist Conference in London: Resolution on 
the Schuman Plan 18 June 1950

Report of the 49th Annual Conference of the Labour Party 1950\ London, 1950, p. 200; 
French version in Le Populaire, 19 June 1950, repr. in Bulletin intérieur du Parti socialiste 
SFIO, no. 53, April 1951, pp. 187 f.; German version in Jahrbuch der Sozialdemokrati
schen Partei Deutschlands 1950/51, Hanover and Bonn, 1951, pp. 259 f., repr. in Euro
pa-Archiv 5 (1950), p. 3254, and in Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 374 f.

A t the end of May 1950\ after the French foreign minister Robert Schuman proposed the 
negotiation of a supranational European Coal and Steel Community, the Labour Party 
Executive convened a further Comisco conference on the European question, which was 
held in London from 16 to 18 June. Its object was to induce the Continental parties to reject 
the supranational principle and so prevent their governments from taking steps towards a

4 The Conventions provided a certain measure of autonomy for the Saar, but also 
established in treaty form a Franco-Saar economic and customs union, as well as 
giving France the right to exploit the Saar mines for fifty years.

5 Cf. doc. 112 above.
6 Sicherheit und Ruhrkontrolle, ed. by the SPD executive, s. 1. n. d.
7 The Schuman Plan of 9 May 1950 for the creation of a European Coal and 

Steel Community.
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supranational union without Britain. The attempt failed, however; as the Dutch and French 
in particular refused to abandon the principles they had so far upheld. On the other hand, 
attempts to persuade the British after all to consent to the supranational principle were like
wise unsuccessful. Hence the concluding resolution was only able to state that there was no 
common view as to the organization of a coal and steel community, although such a 
community was welcomed in principle by a vote in wich the British joined. Even this non
binding formulation went too far for the Swedes.1

1. The Conference welcomes the Schuman proposals as a bold example of 
European initiative. It is in agreement with the general purposes as expressed 
in the French communiqué of 9 May. The Socialist parties of Europe have 
always urged that the interest of European peoples demands that Europe’s 
basic industries should be planned as a whole. Proposals of this nature culmi
nated in the propositions put forward at the Socialist Conference at Witten in 
March of this year. Such international planning would be a major step 
towards European unity and towards securing economic stability and full 
employment.

2. The Conference notes with strong approval that the Schuman proposals 
set as the first aim of a European coal and steel organization, expansion to 
raise standards of living throughout Europe. These expansionist aims would 
be imperilled if, as a consequence of their fear of a surplus of steel, the pro
ducers were to succeed in basing the European steel and coal organization on 
restrictive practices. International Socialists therefore recognize that in wel
coming M. Schuman’s proposals the main purpose must be to expand the effec
tive demand for European coal and steel in order to meet the real needs of 
Europe and the world.

3. The Schuman proposals have still to be worked out in detail. Here we 
shall state the conditions which should be observed if the final plan is to fulfil 
the general purposes set out in points 1 and 2.

4. Labour standards within Europe’s basic industries must be progressively 
raised so as to meet the possibilities set by the more progressive countries.

5. The only safe guarantee that labour standards will be set by the more pro
gressive countries is the fullest participation of the trade unions at both the 
national and international levels.

6. Within the general programme of expansion and full employment the 
production of European coal and steel must be organized efficiently so that 
the potential demand is met as economically as possible.

7. In order to ensure the expansion of demand there must be a recognition 
of the need for new investment both in Europe and the under-developed 
regions overseas. These projects must be co-ordinated and the governments

1 Cf. Loth, Sozialismus, pp. 267 f.; Steininger, Deutschland, p. 157; Misgeld, Sozial
demokratie, pp. 225-8. A few days before the conference began, the Labour Party 
Executive issued a further pamphlet making clear that they would in no 
circumstances accept a supranational authority: European Unity. A  Statement by the 
National Executive Committee of the British Labour Party, London, n. d.
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must introduce the financial and technical policies to support such invest
ments.

8. Individual governments which join in any effective plan must accept the 
responsibility for implementing within their own countries decisions made 
under any international arrangement. This will require new legislation in many 
European countries.

9. Where essential international planning involves national sacrifices, the 
burden of these sacrifices should be shared by all the countries participating 
in the plan.

10. The Conference has not considered it useful at this stage to examine in 
detail what arrangements should be made for carrying out the principles 
enunciated earlier. The necessary international organization will have to be 
worked out by the governments concerned. The Conference however agrees 
that in any form of international organization the essential principle of 
democratic control and democratic procedure must be fully safeguarded. This 
control would involve participation by the trade unions and representatives of 
the consumers.

11. Any organization for planning European coal and steel, if not based on 
expanding demand and maintaining full employment, would quickly develop 
all the characteristics of a restrictive private cartel. It would produce mass 
unemployment and derelict areas in many parts of Europe and would rightly 
provoke the opposition of all European Socialists and Trade Unionists. On 
the other hand, if the general principles outlined in this statement are 
observed, the Schuman proposals can be developed so as to constitute a tre
mendous step towards European unity. They would then be worthy of the 
enthusiastic support of European Socialists.

115. C om isco M eeting in Paris: Resolutions 22 O ctober 1950

Comisco Circular 203/50, 25. Oct. 50, in Socialist International Archives, Interna
tional Institute for Social History; French text in Le Populaire, 30 Oct. 1950, repr. in 
Bulletin intérieur du Parti socialiste SFIO, no. 53, April 1951, p. 188.

Although the discussion of the Schuman plan had led to a clear parting of the ways 
between the French, Dutch and Belgian socialists on the one hand and the British and Scan
dinavians on the other; the Continentals made one more attempt to persuade their British 
and Nordic colleagues to accept the idea of a European community over and above intergov
ernmental co-operation. After a violent debate at the Comisco meeting of 21-2 October 
1950, a study group was appointed to investigate methods of integration that would make it 
possible for the British and Scandinavians to participate. The meeting also agreed to a Dutch 
proposal to urge member parties to work for integration of the Council of Europe with the 
parliamentary control of the Coal and Steel Community.1 This decision, however, was not

1 Report of the Meeting of the Committee of International Socialist Conference in 
Paris 21-2 Oct. 1950 ( =  Comisco Circular 218/50, 22 Nov. 1950), used by Misgeld, 
Sozialdemokratie, pp. 231-42; cf. also Steininger, Deutschland, pp. 151 f.
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made mandatory as its originators wished; and the study group under Marinus van der Goes 
van Naters, when it reported to the Comisco meeting in London on 2-4 March 1951, was 
unable to suggest any way of overcoming the split in the international socialist movement in 
regard to European policy.2

si-

Resolution on European Unity
Comisco appeals to all the Socialist Parties in countries which are members 

of the Council of Europe to urge their governments to take into account, in 
the Committee of Ministers, the strong feeling of the Consultative Assembly 
in favour of European unity.3

Comisco affirms its belief that European unity is valueless without Britain 
and Scandinavia and that it must be pursued by methods which allow these 
countries to participate.

For this reason, Comisco has set up a study group to work out a practical 
policy by which all the free countries of Europe can achieve united action in 
the social, economic and political fields, whatever their differences of 
approach.

Resolution on the special authorities of Europe
Comisco notes that the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe has 

recommended three times the integration of specialized authorities within the 
framework of the Council of Europe.

It notes, in particular, that on 28 August 1950 a recommendation based on 
the following principles had been adopted by nearly all the Socialist represen
tatives :

1. Freedom of all members to decide for themselves whether or not to join 
the specialized authorities.

2. Membership of these authorities is to remain open to any democratic 
country wishing to join at a later date.

3. The affirmation that their organs of administration and control should 
be integrated with those of the Council of Europe.4

Comisco notes that it will be necessary to safeguard the general interests of 
the peoples, the working masses and the consumers of Europe, which the 
Socialist Parties represent. It notes also that the setting up of independent spe
cialized institutions or organizations of a Parliamentary character would be 
harmful to the political unity of Europe.

It therefore recommends its member Parties to support the policy of political 
integration adopted at Strasburg.

2 Documents in Socialist International Archives, International Institute for Social 
History: Comisco/European Unity, 1950-1.

3 Formulated with a view to the session of the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe from 3 to 5 November 1950, which was to consider the Consulta
tive Assembly’s recommendations of 28 August 1950: cf. Loth, Sozialismus, p. 273.

4 Text of recommendation in Council of Europe. Consultative Assembly, Ordinary 
Session 1950, Documents, Part III, Strasburg, 1950, doc. 121, pp. 1092 f.
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IL The ‘Nouvelles Équipes Internationales’
(NEI)

of the Christian Democrats

H eribert G isch

Introduction

The desire of Christian politicians to establish contacts and co-operation 
across national boundaries had its beginnings in the interwar era. Don Luigi 
Sturzo, the priest who in 1919 had founded the Partito Popolare Italiano, 
called in 1921 for a European organization of Christian parties and move
ments; this appeal was the result of a visit, with Alcide De Gasperi, to the 
Bayerische Volkspartei in Munich and the German Centre Party in Cologne 
and Berlin, and similar contacts between the PPI and like-minded elements in 
Austria and France. It was not till 1926, when Mussolini had seized power and 
Don Luigi was in exile in Paris, that he succeeded in founding a ‘Secrétariat 
international de liaison et d’information’ with headquarters there, on the 
occasion of a first international congress of Christian ‘people’s parties’. The 
project was unsuccessful, however, on account of its unofficial character and 
the increasing difficulties of co-operation during the years from 1933 to 1939.1

This, however, did not mean the collapse of Sturzo’s idea as such. In 1940, 
with his co-operation, a Catholic organization was founded in England 
known as the ‘People and Freedom Group’, with a journal of the same name 
and with contacts in the US. Although this group had little direct influence, 
it served as a point of contact for exiled Christian politicians from Belgium, 
France, the Netherlands, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, as well as 
Basque and Catalonian émigrés from Franco Spain.2

A comparison of the manifestos of the Christian Democratic parties formed 
or re-formed in Europe from 1944-5 onwards, mostly in succession to previous

1 Cf. R. Lewandowski, ‘Der Traum von Europa. Die christlich-demokratische 
Internationale -  ihr Ursprung und ihre Entwicklung’, Rheinischer Merkur, 15 June 
1973; K. J. Hahn, Die christliche Demokratie in Europa, Rome, 1970, pp. 15 f., and 
id. in La Démocratie chrétienne dans le monde, Rome, 1973, pp. XII f.

2 Ibid.
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denominational parties, shows that their contacts in wartime London did much 
to promote the formulation of a common Christian Democratic programme.3

The attachment to democracy and rejection of totalitarianism had its roots 
in the period of exile and resistance, and was strengthened by Pius XIFs 
Christmas message of 1944 on the relation between democracy and Christian
ity. The basis was thus created for a new type of social policy which went far 
beyond that of earlier Christian parties,4 transcending all specifically national, 
sociological and historical differences. The Christian Democratic parties 
increased their support to an unexpected extent in the immediate postwar elec
tions in Continental Western Europe, and this intensified the wish for greater 
co-ordination and more intensive exchanges of views among them.5

The initiative in this respect developed around the French MRP (Mouve
ment Républicain Populaire) and the Swiss Conservative People’s Party. In 
1946 the MRP came suddenly to the forefront as the strongest party in the 
Fourth Republic, and was thus a lodestar for other Christian Democratic par
ties. The Italian Democrazia Cristiana and the Austrian People’s Party under 
Felix Hurdes sought contact with the MRP in that year; but the most fruitful 
approach was that of Jules Soyeur, representative of the Belgian Parti Social 
Chrétien, to Robert Bichet, a member of the MRP who was French minister of 
information. The Dominican Father Joseph Lebret -  who, as director of the 
study group ‘Economie et Humanisme’, had much influence on the economic 
and social policy of the MRP,6 and assembled around him a circle of strongly 
pro-European Christian Democrats -  also facilitated contacts with the Swiss 
Conservative People’s Party.7

Evidently at the invitation of the Swiss, meetings took place at Montreux 
in 1946 and at Lucerne from 27 February to 2 March 1947,8 resulting in the

3 Cf. M. P. Fogarty, Christian Democracy in Western Europe, 1820-1953, London, 
1957, passim, and Hahn in Démocratie, p. XIII. The significance of the People and 
Freedom group is indicated by the fact that one of its founders, Barbara Barclay Car
ter, was a membre associé' of the leading group of the NEI at Chaudfontaine in May 
1947 (cf. n. 12 below).

4 Cf. Hahn, Demokratie, p. 15.
5 Cf. introduction to the agenda of the Luxemburg congress (EA Archives, E 

791.75) and Lewandowski, ‘Traum’.
6 On the part played by the Catholic church cf. H. Hürten, ‘Aussöhnung zwischen 

Franzosen und Deutschen: die Rolle der katholischen Kirche und der christlich
demokratischen Parteien’, in Deutschland und Frankreich: Kriegsende und erste 
Nachkriegszeit (1944-194 7) (forthcoming).

7 Cf. Lewandowski, ‘Traum’, and Hahn, Demokratie, p. 15. Hahn and Lewandows
ki take different views as to the initiative for the creation of the NEI: Hahn is inclined 
to credit the Swiss Conservative People’s Party, while Lewandowski regards the 
Franco-Belgian move as decisive. No doubt the different efforts complemented one 
another. The later Franco-Belgian predominance tends to confirm Lewandowski’s 
view; cf. also the NEI’s later account of itself (ACDP Archives, NEI no. 
VI-004-059/2).

8 Cf. W. Lipgens, A History of European Integration, vol. 1, Oxford, 1982, p. 600, 
and L. Schürmann, ‘Die ideologischen Grundlagen der Nouvelles Équipes Interna-
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foundation of the Nouvelles Équipes Internationales (NEI), who issued a 
manifesto expounding their philosophy and aims (doc. 116). The name of the 
new organization was apparently suggested by Fr. Lebret as a compromise 
formula designed to bridge the gap between two rival concepts : Hurdes, in par
ticular, was in favour of forming an ‘international’ of Christian Democratic 
parties, while the Belgians and French wanted to create a movement 
embracing not only politicians but also trade unionists and associations.9

It was agreed at Lucerne to hold a first congress of the NEI: this took place 
at Chaudfontaine near Liège from 31 May to 2 June 1947 (doc. 117). Its 
immediate theme was the social situation of the working class, but it also took 
up a strongly anti-Marxist position. The result was the formulation in general 
terms of an economic and social ‘via media’ between Marxism and capitalism, 
which went far beyond Christian social ideas as they had previously been 
expressed. European integration was not a theme of the congress as such; at 
most it was implicit in the Europe-wide character of the arguments 
advanced.10

The Chaudfontaine congress marked the real beginning of NEI activity 
from the point of view of both theory and organization. On the basis of 
existing équipes11 an Executive Committee was formed with Robert Bichet as 
president, Hentgen (Luxemburg), Sassen (Netherlands) and Lamalle 
(Belgium) as vice-presidents, and Soyeur as general secretary. Provisional stat
utes and an allocation of functions were also approved. An important element 
in the association’s further work was the preparation of a congress on the 
‘German question’, to be held in February 1948.12

As at that time scarcely any contacts existed with the newly formed German 
Christian Democratic parties, the NEI sought to gather information on 
German problems by way of a questionnaire organized by Soyeur, and in 
response to a suggestion by Hurdes that a German delegation should be 
invited to the forthcoming congress. After intensive discussion it was possible 
to overcome the reservations of, in particular, the Dutch representatives, occa-

tionales’, in Civitas 5 (1949/50), pp. 639-44. Among those who took part were Pic
cioni (Italy), Bichet (France), Hurdes (Austria), Sassen and Serrarens (Nether
lands), and Rosenberg (Switzerland).

9 Cf. Lewandowski, ‘Traum ’, and Hahn, Demokratie, p. 15.
10 Cf. Schürmann, ‘Grundlagen’, pp. 639-44, and Lipgens, History, p. 600.
11 These consisted of: Reuter, Hentgen, Biever, Frieden, Schiltges (Luxemburg); 

Sassen, de Gou, Rutten (Netherlands); Aguirre, de Landaburu (Basque); Madame 
Peyroles (vice-president of the National Assembly), Bichet, d’Harcourt, Labasse ( 
France); Steinauer, Ganter, Musy (Switzerland); Duchâcek, Bauer (Czechoslova
kia); Cassian and Albert Lohest, Lamalle, Verlaine, le Hardy, Soyeur (Belgium). Cf. 
‘Réunion du 31 mars 1947 à Chaudfontaine’, ACDP Archives, NEI no. 
VI-004-011/1.

12 Cf. ‘Réunion du 31 mars 1947 à Chaudfontaine’, ACDP Archives, NEI no. 
VI-004-011/1.
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sioned by the fact that the Germans refused to make a declaration of collective 
guilt on behalf of their countrymen.13

The second congress of the NEI (doc. 118) accordingly took place in Lux
emburg from 31 January to 2 February 1948, and was the first postwar interna
tional congress to be attended by a German delegation.14 This aroused special 
interest, as leading politicians15 were among the 45 delegates from 18 coun
tries.16 Even more important than the Germans5 presence was the recognition 
of the fact that the problems of the new, ‘good5, Christian Germany were also 
those of Europe, and that the solution of the German problem was an integral 
aspect of European reconstruction. In this way the discussion centred for the 
first time on a specifically ‘European5 theme, based on the premiss of a 
common Christian philosophy.17

This important advance, followed a few weeks later by the admission of the 
CDU-CSU on terms of full equality as the national German équipe™ would 
have been impossible but for the confidential discussions which took place in 
Switzerland from November 1947 onwards between groups of European 
Christian Democrats. In line with general political developments in 1947, 
resulting in the ‘Europeanization5 of the MRP’s foreign policy, and in the cli
mate of the approaching Luxemburg congress, talks had been held with the 
CDU-CSU in Frankfurt on French initiative19 through the intermediary of the 
Christliche Nothilfe in Zurich, followed by the first meeting in Switzerland in

13 Cf. communication of 1981 from Hans August Llicker, MEP, to ACDP 
Archives: ‘Konrad Adenauer und die Tagung der NEI (heute EUCD) [Europäische 
Union Christlicher Demokraten] Anfang 1948 in Luxemburg’ (ACDP Archives, 
NEI no. VI-004-011/2) and Lewandowski, ‘Traum ’.

14 Despite conflicting information it seems certain that Adenauer, Müller, Kaiser 
and Barzel were members of the delegation: cf. list of names in ACDP Archives, NEI 
no. VI-004-011/2, and Lewandowski, ‘Traum ’. The original invitation to Carl 
Spiecker of the Centre Party was not confirmed : cf. Spiecker’s protest to Bichet of 
6 March 1948 (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-005/1).

15 Esp. leaders of the MRP, including its chairman, Maurice Schumann: cf. ACDP 
Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/2.

16 These are Lücker’s figures in ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/2; they 
seem more accurate than the official list of participants, ibid.

17 Cf. Lücker’s note of Adenauer’s press conference in Bonn o 2 February 1948 
(ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/2). The topic of Franco-German reconcilia
tion does not appear in the official resolutions of the congress but was introduced by 
Adenauer, apparently as a result of his contacts with the MRP representatives; cf. al
so his report in Union (Stuttgart), 15 February 1948 (from Archiv für publizi
stische Arbeit/Munzinger Archiv 12/48 (901a)).

18 Cf. ‘Procès-verbal de la réunion du 21 mars 1948 du comité exécutif des N.E.I.’ 
(ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-002) and Die Welt, 25 March 1948.

19 On the evolution of MRP policy towards Germany cf. R. Schreiner, Bidault, der 
MRP und die französische Deutschlandpolitik 1944-1948, Frankfurt, Berne and New 
York, 1985, esp. pp. 161 ff.
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November 1947.20 These contacts, which were at first kept secret, became a 
standing institution under the name of ‘Geneva sessions’, especially after they 
were raised to top level by the participation of Adenauer and Bidault in March 
1948 (doc. 124).21

The shift to a ‘European’ policy at the Luxemburg congress, and the plans 
for a further NEI congress on the ‘organization of Europe’,22 paved the way 
for NEI membership of the Joint International Committee of the Movements 
for European Unity, set up after months of informal consultation in February 
1948. Bichet became a vice-president of the Committee’s successor, the Euro
pean Movement (EM), and the NEI were thus co-sponsors of the Congress of 
Europe at The Hague in May of that year.24

Now that the NEI had joined with other groups advocating European 
union, they saw it as their role to influence the process of integration in the 
direction of their own philosophy and programme. This was already seen in 
the ‘Christian Democratic Western Europe manifestation’ held in London in 
April 1948,25 and became especially the case after the adoption of basic deci
sions by the Hague Congress of the European Movement in the following 
month.26

The preparations for the NEI’s own congress at The Hague on 17-19 Sep
tember 1948, and the congress itself (docs. 120 and 121), were thus a manifes
tation of the principles on which the Christian Democrats sought to build the 
future Europe. While welcoming the progress of the European idea they were 
above all concerned with this ideological dimension, looking beyond narrow 
political questions to an economic, social and cultural policy based on Chris
tian social ideas,27 without which they believed that European integration was 
bound to fail. The cardinal principles of this policy were peace, freedom and

20 Cf. invitation of 13 September 1947 (ACDP Archives, Dörpinghaus no. 
1-009-017).

21 E. g. minutes of session of 8 March 1949 (ACDP Archives, Dörpinghaus no. 
1-009-017), and B. Dörpinghaus, ‘Die Genfer Sitzungen — Erste Zusammenkünfte 
führender christlich-demokratischer Politiker im Nachkriegseuropa’, in Dieter Blu
menwitz et al. (eds.), Konrad Adenauer und seine Zeit. Politik und Persönlichkeit des 
ersten Bundeskanzlers (vol. 1, Beiträge von Weg- und Zeitgenossen), Stuttgart, 1976, 
pp. 538-65; also Hürten, ‘Aussöhnung’.

22 Cf. Lücker’s note (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/2).
23 On Bichet’s activity within the European Movement cf. his comments on ‘L’As

semblée Européenne’, 18 August 1948 (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-050/2) 
and on ‘Le Conseil de l’Europe’, 9 July 1949 (ACDP Archives, NEI no. 
VI-004-050/1).

24 Cf. J. Soyeur in Annexe 3/3° : ‘Explications données aux membres du comité exé
cutif’, 6 April 1948 (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-002); cf. A. Hick, ‘The ‘Euro
pean Movement” , in this volume, and Lipgens, History; p. 679.

25 Cf. Deutscher Pressedienst report of 25 April 1948 (EA Archives, E 791.75).
26 Cf. Hick, ‘European Movement’.
27 Cf. the composition of the Commissions set up at The Hague (Bichet’s letter of 

12 October 1948, ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-005/1).
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human rights, the dignity of the individual, the primacy of human interests 
over economic affairs, and social justice. Subsequent NEI statements were 
marked by the aim of securing recognition for these values within the frame
work of European integration and international politics. This was the purpose 
of the Cultural Commission (doc. 122)28 set up by the Hague congress of Sep
tember 1948, as well as the New Year message for 1949 (doc. 123),29 which 
consciously echoed statements by Pius XII.

The Hague congress of the NEI also set up an Economic Commission30 to 
study major aspects of European integration as part of a general plan to be sub
mitted to the economic conference of the European Movement, held at West
minster in April 1949 (doc. 125).

This co-operation with the European Movement, including preparation for 
the Westminster conference, was not free from problems, however: for the lat
ter’s almost complete concentration on economic questions in the narrower 
sense, and the under-representation of trade union interests, to some extent 
conflicted with the Christian social policy of the NEI and its closeness to the 
working class. This conflict led to Soyeur’s resigning in protest in March 
1949;31 a prominent left-winger thus departed from the NEI, and the event 
foreshadowed a change of emphasis which in the long run somewhat ob
scured the social principles that had been established at Chaudfontaine.32

Despite these differences the NEI played an increasingly central role at 
Westminster, so that the question of forming a definitive organization came 
on the tapis. This was regularized in the Statutes of May 1949 (doc. 126) and 
the official registration of the association under French law in December 
1 9 4 9  33 The distinctive feature of the Statutes was their flexibility as regards 
the composition of the national teams, based on initial differences of concep
tion and varying national conditions. The ‘teams’ might consist of national

28 Cf. Motion présentée au comité exécutif des ‘Nouvelles Équipes Internationales’ 
le 21 nov. 1948 au nom de la Commission Culturelle (ACDP Archives, NEI no. 
VI-004-034). The purpose of the NEI was expressed still more clearly in the Cultural 
Commission’s resolution of 16/17 November 1949:

‘(1) To ensure, by the development of the Cultural Commission, the increasing 
influence of the Christian spirit which is the basis of the doctrine of the NEI.

‘(2) To take firm action with the Executive Committee of the European Movement 
in order that the NEI are assigned a place corresponding to their character and their 
importance in the Cultural Commission of that Movement . . . ’ (EM Archives, NEI 
file).

29 Cf. Bichet’s comments on Pius X II’s Christmas message of 1948: ACDP 
Archives, NEI no. VI-004-059/3.

30 Cf. also Congrès de La Haye, 17-18 septembre 1948, Résolution économique: 
ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/3.

31 Cf. J. Soyeur, Annexe 3/1°: ‘Lettre de démission adressée à Monsieur le Presi
dent Bichet’, 6 April 1949: ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-002.

32 On this Christian Social emphasis cf. Fogarty, Christian D em ocracyp. 3, and 
Hahn, Demokratie, pp. 14 f.

33 Cf. Journal Officiel, 10 December 1949.
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Christian Democratic parties, as in the case of Austria, the Netherlands, Italy, 
Switzerland, Luxemburg and West Germany; or individuals, who in turn 
might represent a party (as in Belgium, France, Britain, the Saarland), a trade 
union, or, like Fr. Lebret, an organization like ‘Économie et Humanisme’. 
These provisions were designed to afford status to important individuals; they 
were anti-totalitarian, and made it possible to include East European exiles 
(Poles, Czechs, Hungarians, Romanians, Bulgarians) and representatives of 
national minorities (Basques, Catalans), as well as providing for institutional 
contacts with Christian Democrats overseas.34

These lively overseas contacts35 reflect the fact that the NEI were always 
first and foremost an association of Christian Democrats and only secondly 
a ‘European’ organization. Although the European objective soon came to 
play a central part, it was always seen as part of a worldwide conception. In 
the last resort, what mattered to the NEI was its ideological component, the 
doctrine of Christian democracy.36 European policy was primarily tactical; 
Europe was not a political end in itself; what mattered was to create a Europe 
in the ‘Christian spirit’.

This meant -  especially when progress towards integration began to stag
nate after the middle of 1949 -  that it was quite possible to shift the emphasis 
towards the bilateral issue of Franco-German reconciliation (docs. 124 and 
128).37 On the other hand, the ‘Section des Jeunes’ in the NEI, who had 
developed on increasingly independent lines from the beginning (doc. 119),38 
continued to press for European federation and the abandonment of national 
sovereignty (doc. 127).

However, compared to other European associations the NEI as a whole was 
more reserved vis-à-vis the extremes of federalism, because many of its 
members were in government positions or otherwise in the public eye. Hence 
contacts within the NEI were conditioned by political possibilities; the 
members tended to favour gradual and partial forms of integration, leaving the 
decisive role to governments and government initiatives.39

34 Cf. the NEI’s own statement in ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-059/2, and 
Hahn, Demokratie, p. 17 f.

35 On the international links cf. Hahn, Demokratie, pp. XVI ff. and 157 ff., and 
Lewandowski, ‘Traum ’.

36 Cf. Annexe 3/3° of 6 April 1949, p. 7: ‘We must work towards the international 
union of democratic and Christian parties in Europe and on the world scale. It is as 
distortion of our aims when everything is seen for and through the European Move
ment.’ (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-002). Cf. also R.E.M. Irving, The Chris
tian Democratic Parties of Western Europe, London, 1979, pp. 244 f.

37 Cf. Adenauer’s press conference, note 17 above.
38 Cf. Motion ajoutée par le comité exécutif du dimanche 21 novembre 1948 

(ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-002) and Règlement intérieur de la section inter
nationale des jeunes des Nouvelles Équipes Internationales, adopté le 6 avril 1949 
(ACDP Archives, NEI no. 1-004-001/1); also the NEI programme of spring 1950 
(?) (EM Archives, NEI file).

39 Thus e. g. Bichet in an address to the International Council of the European
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The dominant factor was, however, that the Christian Democrat parties 
managed to develop a single, uniform political concept over and above more 
narrowly European themes.40 This concept, expressed in a more emphatic and 
comprehensive form at the Sorrento congress in April 1950 (doc. 129), was an 
affirmation of Western democracy and a firm rejection of totalitarianism, 
offering an intellectual and political alternative with an economic and social 
programme inspired by Christian Democratic and Christian social principles. 
With its comprehensive, missionary concern for the ‘renewal of European 
life’ and with a political concept based on realism, it gave fresh impulses to the 
policy of European integration. Last but not least, contacts in the NEI created 
the basis of personal confidence among such prominent politicians as Schu- 
man, De Gasperi and Adenauer, which first made possible the policy 
associated with their names.41

116. Nouvelles Équipes Internationales: Inaugural Appeal
2 March 1947

Nouvelles Equipes Internationales, Réunion du 31 mars 1947 à Chaudfontaine 
(ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/1).

Contacts were soon made among the Christian Democratic parties that came into being after 
the war,; the French MRP being of special importance. Approaches by representatives of the 
Austrian People's Party (ÓVP) headed by Felix Hurdes, and the Swiss Conservative People's 
Party headed by Rosenberg, were in line with an initiative by Jules Soyeur; representing 
the Belgian PSC (Parti Social Chrétien), who convinced Robert Bichet, the French minister 
of information, of the need for close contact among parties sharing the same Christian out
look. With the help of the Dominican Fr. Lebret, a prominent memberof the MRP, links 
were developed so rapidly that by the beginning of March 1947 the decisive stage was 
reached in the foundation of an international association. The manifesto which follows set 
forth the association's immediate aims and the philosophical principles that were to govern 
its activity as an organization of Christian Democratic parties.1

*

It must be emphasized once again:
that our civilization is founded on awareness of the irreducible value of the 

human individual and the sense of his profound dignity.
that for the defence of our civilization and the steady increase of its demo

cratic influence, it is important to harmonize the social, political and 
economic activities of all nations.

Movement in Brussels, 25 February 1949: ‘But we only have this Europe by the con
sent of governments and peoples’ (EM Archives) ; cf. Lewandowski, ‘Traum ’.

40 Cf. Hahn, Demokratie, pp. 18 f.
41 Cf. Lewandowski, ‘Traum ’.

1 The manifesto, however, followed the MRP in avoiding the term ‘Christian 
Democratic’ and using instead the more general démocrate populaire'.
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The Nouvelles Équipes Internationales have been founded in order to 
establish regular contacts among political and social personalities inspired by 
ideas of popular democracy. By comparing their respective programmes and 
experiences, by wide exchanges of views on specific questions, these contacts 
should make it possible to combine the active elements of an effective, demo
cratic social policy.

The purpose of the Nouvelles Équipes Internationales is to bring about and 
maintain the atmosphere of friendly understanding and loyal co-operation 
that are necessary for a constructive peace settlement.

117. International C onference at Liège (Chaudfontaine)
31 M ay-2 June 1947

(A) Fr. Joseph Lebret, ‘Christian vision’
(B) ‘Declaration of principles’
(C) ‘Conclusions’

(A) S ta tem ent by Fr. Joseph  Lebret, D irec to r o f ‘É conom ie et H um anism e’ (A C D P  
Archives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -0 1 1/1).

(B) and (C) C onférence In ternationale  de Liège, provisional reco rd  (A C D P  Archives, 
N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -0 1 1/1).

After being formally constituted in March 1947\ the N E I for the first time confronted a 
wide public at their congress in May of that year at Chaudfontaine near Liège. In line with 
the firmly Christian-social programmes and traditions of the parties, associations and trade 
unions from 13 countries, the congress took as its theme ‘the social situation of the workers 
and relations between workers and employers'. Father Lebret, director of the philosophical 
study group Économie et Humanisme ’ gave a strong lead on the subject. In his main address 
to the congress (A) he outlined the idea of a progressive, socially committed Christianity and, 
as a consequence, an anti-Marxist and anti-materialist ideology and policy. As the final 
Declaration (B) and Conclusions (C) indicate, this concept was adopted as the generally 
accepted basis for the future work of the association.

(A) Fr. Joseph Lebret, ‘Christian vision’
(...) 5. Christians must firmly abandon their constant collusion in all fields 

with the system and defence of capitalism.
Very many Christians have made common cause with the capitalist regime. 

Champions of property, they have not fought against the continual expropria
tion resulting from the universal extension of capitalist structures. Defenders 
of personality, they have not reacted against the proletarianization of the 
workers. Defenders of liberty, they have not condemned the economic en
slavement of the masses.

Whereas they ought to defend the most dehumanized sections of society, 
they have sided with the oppressors.
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This treason has resulted in the materialization of social structures and the 
apostasy of the masses.

It is of the highest importance that Christians should repudiate a regime that 
is historically in decline and which contained in its first principles all the seeds 
of the mischief it has wrought.

To condemn capitalism, a regime of injustice, is by no means to condemn 
either capital, the potential of production and accumulated wealth, or thrift, 
which is a guarantee of security and investment power.

6. Christians must understand the course of historical development. They 
must attach full importance to the proletariat’s awareness of its own existence 
and power, and the rural population’s awareness that it is powerless and in 
need of collective action.

Sheltered by a morality dating from the early dawn of our institutions, 
Christians have been slow to perceive the importance of the time factor in an 
era when techniques and institutions are developing rapidly. Hence they have 
usually been conservative if not reactionary. They have tried to immobilize 
institutions instead of directing their transformation. They have joined forces 
with selfish governing minorities, taking too little account of the awakening 
of the oppressed working masses and the slowly developing self-awareness of 
the peasantry.

But life begins at the grass roots, among living beings who are the producers 
and the chief consumers of goods. Anyone who does not espouse the rising 
tide of life is an exile, a weakling who will be cast ashore or swept away by 
the current, powerless to change its course.

Christians must acquire as soon as they can the sense of belonging to the 
great dialectical movement in which life works itself out. (...)

10. Christians must appear to the world as a vanguard of progress. They 
have no reason to look askance at scientific effort, technical progress, the 
rationalization of labour, the reduction of working hours, the spread of educa
tion and culture to all classes, and the awarding of posts to those best qualified 
to fill them.

On the contrary, it should be their concern to bring humanity out of the 
phase of necessity and into that of liberty. None should be more anxious than 
they to free mankind from material constraints, or to uplift the whole of 
humanity to the maximum degree.

Christians must realize that after the marvellous discoveries of science and 
the successes of technology, there is vast progress to be made in the distribution 
of goods and the organization of social life.

11. Christians must be allied with anyone who is in sympathy with human 
advancement or, as they would put it, with all who are in any way concerned 
with the common weal.

The Christian who does not do his utmost to promote the advance of man
kind does not truly love his brethren. He is insensible to the distress of the mul
titude and will be cast out on the last day, responsible as he is for needless suf
fering.

Wherever there is a need to create more and better housing, to establish an
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economic balance, to provide security and curb social evils; to produce essen
tial goods in abundance, to facilitate human advancement and improve the 
quality of life, to look after public health or cultural and spiritual progress -  in 
all these endeavours the Christian should be prepared to join, if he has not first 
taken the initiative.

A Christian must never be sectarian. He is on the side of all who work in 
a concrete fashion for the common weal. This is in his eyes the real purpose 
of political action. Politics, to him, is never anything else than the science, art 
and virtue of the common good. (...)

(B) ‘Declaration of principles’

Our civilization is founded on awareness of the irreducible value of the 
human individual and the sense of his profound dignity.

In order that this civilization may steadily increase its influence in a demo
cratic and popular spirit, it is important to harmonize the social, political and 
economic achievements of all nations.

The Nouvelles Équipes Internationales have been founded in order to 
establish for this purpose regular contacts among personalities of democratic 
views, representing the political, social and economic life of various countries.

By comparing political programmes and sharing experience, by wide- 
ranging and frank exchanges of views on specific programmes, these contacts 
should make it possible to conjoin the active elements of an effective demo
cratic and social policy.

The Nouvelles Équipes Internationales intend to achieve this aim in the 
atmosphere of friendly understanding and loyal co-operation which is neces
sary to the elaboration of a constructive peace.

(C) ‘Conclusions’
Democracy must no longer be restricted to the political field, but must also 

prevail in social and economic affairs.
The interests of capital must not be allowed to govern the national economy.
The state’s business is to direct, to aid, to co-ordinate and control, but not 

to manage the economy directly, unless some public interest demands it. 
According to the country concerned, the task of immediate management may 
fall to local territorial communities, free professional organizations, or both.

As of now, in any case, socio-economic organization should be based on 
institutional co-operation on an equal basis between employers’ organizations 
and trade unions in every branch of industry and in the national economy as a 
whole.

In particular enterprises the workers must be enabled effectively to share in 
both social and economic management, without impairing the principle of 
authority. Associating and not dividing, elevating and not degrading, based on 
moral principles and inspired by spiritual ideals, each enterprise will gradually 
become an essential instrument of human liberation and solidarity.
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118. The NEI Congress in Luxemburg: The Germ an Problem
30 January-1 February 1948

(A) D. Lamalle, Towards European Co-operation’
(B) K. Adenauer, address to the congress
(C) Resolution

(A) D. Lamalle, T h e  econom ic aspect o f the G erm an p rob lem ’ (A C D P  A rchives, N E I 
no. V I-004-011/2).

(B) ‘K onrad  A denauer und die T ag u n g  der N E I (heute E U C D ), A nfang 1948 in 
Luxem burg,’ by H ans-A ugust Llicker, M EP, dated  O c to b er 1981 (A C D P  A rchives, 
N E I no. V I-004-011/2).

(C) N ouvelles Équipes In ternationales, ‘Le Problèm e allem and,’ session de Luxem 
bourg (EA Archives, E 791-75).

The question of relations with the German Christian Democrats was already a subject 
of discussion at the Chaudfontaine congress; but apart from a few  personal contacts there 
were no direct, still less official links with the new Christian-Democratic parties in Germany. 
Despite strong opposition Hurdes, the head of the Austrian People's Party, secured agreement 
to German participation with equal rights in the Luxemburg congress at which the German 
question was discussed. In this way interest centred for the first time on Konrad Adenauer; 
chairman of the CD U in the British Zone: the German delegation headed by him was the 
first to attend a postwar international congress.

Adenauer's speech at the congress (B) showed deep awareness of this fact. For the NEI, 
the congress marked a step towards a specific European policy based on the common values 
of the Christian West, to which the 'good' Germany was considered to belong,1 and in 
opposition to the Soviet Union and its political system. These ideas were expressed in the 
speeches by both Lamalle and Adenauer. As the resolution shows, a European perspective was 
for the first time clearly applied to the search for a political economic2 and intellectual solu
tion to the German question.

(A) D. Lamalle
We have made clear the need for a plan providing for the restoration of 

Europe and also the ordered recovery of Germany.
Unfortunately it does not seem that the right methods have been employed 

up to now. When it is a question of rebuilding Europe under the Marshall Plan, 
Germany is absent from the Conference of the Sixteen. When Germany is to 
be rebuilt under the orders of the military commanders, the Sixteen are not 
consulted and Europe has no voice in the matter.

Unless Germany can recover in a peaceful and harmonious manner, she will 
be at the mercy of Oriental barbarism. Without the hope that lies in Europe,

1 Cf. the rep o rt by P. Frieden (Luxem burg) and speech by G. C atlin  (U K ) (A C D P  
Archives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -0 1 1/2).

2 Cf. list o f reports in Liicker (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -0 1 1/2).
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Germany can only dream of an unhealthy revenge or else a nihilism that will 
draw both her and Europe in the direction of Russia.

Briefly, there can be no rebirth of Europe without a rebirth of Germany, 
but the latter is only desirable if it takes place in accordance with a new Euro
pean order.

Germany cannot go on living in her present state of distress: this would 
create a source of infection in the heart of the West, which might well be the 
death of our civilization.

To prevent this the industry of the Western zones must be revived to a suffi
cient degree, in accordance with standards to be determined. But once Ger
many’s economic power is restored, many consequences may follow and we 
may not always be able to control them.

There is no simple or entirely satisfactory solution to the German problem. 
We cannot at the same time make Germany self-supporting and take economic 
measures to prevent any danger of a revival of her armed strength.

We cannot develop German exports without opening our markets to a 
competition that may be dangerous for many.

We cannot press for German recovery and be certain of stopping it at the 
exact point convenient to ourselves.

We cannot treat the conquered humanely and yet be certain that tomorrow 
they will not abuse the weakness of their conquerors.

No one is ever master of the future, and the lives of nations, as of men, are 
always subject to risk.

None the less, it is clear that Germany must be enabled once again to live 
on her own resources and by her own efforts. For this purpose, economic unity 
is essential. It would be naive to think that such unity will not bring with it a 
degree of political revival.

In any case it would be a very bad idea to try to solve the German problem 
by negative methods, hand-to-mouth remedies, and the terrible mistrust of the 
weak. It is not in Europe’s interest for Germany to seek her orientation once 
again in political centralization and myths of combat.

The more one reflects on the problem, the more one sees that the only effec
tive method is to rebuild Europe and Germany together.

Let us consider what might be the geographical core of this new Germany.
We must hope that it would comprise the ancient free cities, where de

mocracy has not always been an empty word. And the Rhineland, which is 
Western likewise, as the Roman tradition has left ineffaceable traces there. 
And also the southern regions, that are still imbued with Christianity. In short, 
all the regions that are situated on this side of the ancient Roman limes, and 
were once lands of freedom and civilization.

Today these regions have the opportunity to give a fresh orientation to the 
whole German people. They can turn it away from the Eastern influence that 
has so often expressed itself in blood and iron, and attract it firmly towards 
the West where it might still become great.

The economic aspect must not be neglected here. As the saying goes, words 
are wasted on a starving man. We must remember that hunger and misery
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seldom give wise counsel, and that men and women must be allowed a decent 
living.

Let us also remember that, more than a century ago, Prussia took the initia
tive in founding the Zollverein,, and as a result its predominance was gradually 
acknowledged by the other German states. Thus Germany’s economic and 
social unity preceded and made possible her political unity.

If we want to bring the West European nations together we shall succeed 
chiefly by means of progressive economic unification.

The Zollverein acted as a psychological shock. In the same way, Western 
economic co-operation may have a decisive influence on our future.

Our Western countries seem to be moving towards a progressive federaliza
tion. This is as yet a rather uncertain tendency, but every day it becomes a little 
clearer. We can advance along this line in a brotherly fashion. But our first 
objectives should be limited and not too ambitious. We must not force the 
pace.

Let us try to include in this pattern a reasonable solution of the German 
problem. In the economic sphere we should favour a peaceful reconversion of 
the German economy: its militarization was slow, the reverse process will not 
be rapid either. As long as it continues, let us be careful to maintain guarantees, 
limitations and controls, and to hold on to pledges. All the same, a hope can 
be offered to the Germans here and now: they may co-operate in the recon
struction of Europe. It is for them to prove themselves worthy of the task; 
only thus can they hope to form part, tomorrow, of a Western federation, as 
‘sovereign, well-intentioned associates’.

There is indeed no serious solution to the German problem other than for 
Germany to be gradually integrated into a new Europe.

If she is not to be a danger to that Europe, she must join it spontaneously. 
If she is to do so permanently and without regrets, she must see it part of 
her natural interest.

The idea of the West is rich in hope; it can offer, especially to young people 
in Germany, a positive ideal and sound ambitions, beside which the morbid 
myths of yesterday will seem pale indeed.

It has been truly said that ‘Germany is necessary to Europe provided her 
soul is Christian and her mind European.’

By helping such a Germany to come forth we shall help to establish peace 
and to build a world in which our children will have some chance of living 
decently as free men and women. There are not many such chances, and we 
have no right to depreciate the humblest of them.

(B) K. Adenauer
The members of the German delegation, including myself, came to Luxem

burg with a certain feeling of embarrassment, knowing as we do that terrible 
sufferings were inflicted on Luxemburg by the Nazi regime. We are all the 
more touched by the friedly reception we have encountered at the NEI con
gress. This reception has made us feel that we are among Christians and that
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our meeting is inspired by the ideals of Christian justice and love. I welcome 
with gratitude the fact that neither in the papers circulated nor in the speeches 
has there been any reference to the question of the collective guilt of the 
German people. As a German, as a European and above all as a Christian I 
could not accept the imputation of collective guilt, since very many German 
people, especially German Christians, offered courageous and energetic resis
tance to the Nazi regime. Together with the whole German people I recog
nize the duty of repairing as far as possible the harm done by the Nazi regime 
to other nations. National Socialism was the complete victory of materialism. 
That materialism was not confined to Germany, but found political expres
sion in every country. Hence the duty of the hour is for Christians in all civi
lized European countries to join in combating materialism.

Anyone who studies the world situation, especially developments in the 
Soviet Union and its satellite states and the Soviet-occupied eastern zone of 
Germany -  anyone who sees how active the Communist fifth column is in 
France, Italy and the West German zones of occupation -  will be aware of the 
crucial times in which we have to act. In the western zones of Germany the 
CDU/CSU is the only reliable bulwark against Communism and materialism. 
The German Social Democratic party is certainly to a large extent anti-Com- 
munist for particular reasons of history and the present situation; but it can
not, in principle and in the long term, constitute an obstacle to the spread of 
materialism, because it is itself rooted in the materialist philosophy.

The meeting of the NEI here in Luxemburg is a proof that the Christian 
forces in European politics are aware of their own solidarity. Christians, and 
above all Christian statesman, are under an obligation to co-operate closely in 
international affairs, because their activity is governed by the same ideas and 
directed to the same end: the realization of personal freedom and social jus
tice. (...)

I am glad that the British government has evidently begun to take up a clear 
stand in European politics. Without Britain there can be no Europe. If Europe 
succumbs to the danger from the east, Britain will be dragged down with it. 
The Benelux countries have, by their union, shown Europe what is required 
and given it an example to imitate. I should be glad if my country could, as 
soon as possible, enter into intensive and comprehensive trade relations with 
the Benelux countries and with all other states. This applies especially to 
France: for the idea of a European federation stands and falls with friendly 
co-operation between France and Germany. In this connection the fullest 
account must be taken of France’s desire for security; but I cannot imagine 
security being founded on coercion. Security rests on a community of intellec
tual and ethical principles and on shared economic and geopolitical interests. I 
speak for a great number of Germans when I express the fervent hope for 
Franco-German friendship as the lasting foundation of a united Europe. If 
this can be achieved, the Christian West can be saved.

I am aware that the solution of the German problem is closely bound up with 
the problem of European reconstruction: the two questions hang together. I 
am also deeply convinced that one cannot obtain one’s rights by using force;
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the natural rights of a nation are stronger than any force, and history teaches 
us that in the last resort it is always right that prevails over violence and injus
tice. The German people will do its duty towards Europe, if it does not sink 
further into despair and nihilism. I am profoundly aware that only the intellec
tual and moral forces of Christianity, working in unison, can bring about the 
reconstruction of Europe and the world. I feel myself to be a European first 
and a German second. The Christian West, to which America also belongs 
intellectually and culturally, must represent the common ideal of all 
responsible Christians, and particularly of those men and women who have 
the heavy task of shaping the political life of the present day in a spirit of Chris
tian responsibility for the future.

(C) Resolution

The solution of the German problem depends on the general restoration of 
Europe, and vice versa. To achieve these two connected aims, we must above 
all preserve or restore fidelity to the heritage of Christian civilization.

European nations, in their difficulties and distress, should form a fraternal 
community. They are prevented from doing so by the discord among the great 
powers because one of them, occupying a large part of Germany, cannot bring 
itself to co-operate with other countries.

The failure of the London conference [of foreign ministers, Nov.-Dee. 
1947] obliges the peoples of Western Europe to start with co-operation among 
themselves, though without limiting their efforts to a single part of Europe.

If the German people is to join the European community, it must accept the 
need for spiritual renovation and the completest possible reparation for the 
damage due to a war which was launched and conducted in criminal fashion.

Germany can regain her moral and political balance in the new Europe only 
if she applies a system of education which, within the framework of academic 
freedom, respects the rights and liberties of the human person and conceives 
the role of the state as being to serve the common weal, both nationally and 
internationally. Germans must repudiate arrogant, aggressive nationalism and 
must favour and multiply contacts and exchanges with representatives of the 
culture of Christian Europe.

While the great powers have a very important part to play in the recovery 
of Europe, the democratic European powers must be associated with decisions 
on matters that concern them directly.

The problem of the German economy must be studied and solved in accor
dance with the requirements of European co-operation.

The solution adopted must provide for reparations within the framework 
of the economic reconstruction of Europe.

Integrated in the European economic plan, the German economy must con
tribute to the balance of the European economy.

There must be proper control (especially as regards the Ruhr, the output of 
which is indispensable to the whole of Europe), so that Germany can never 
again rearm or become a military danger to her neighbours.
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The generous aid offered to Europe by the US must be used to ensure that 
Europe as a whole makes the best use of her own resources in future.

Until the time when European economic co-operation bears fruit, urgent 
measures should be taken to prevent Germany falling into despair and 
nihilism; the most urgent of these are an increase in the food ration and a 
reform of the currency.

In order that the German states can co-operate in the rebuilding of Europe, 
the present restrictions on trade with their neighbours must be lifted as quickly 
as possible.

The federal organization of Germany should favour the constitution of a 
federal Europe, composed of free and democratic states under the aegis of the 
United Nations.

The task of spiritually-minded Germans, and especially the Christian and 
democratic leaders, whose efforts are recognized and saluted by this confer
ence, is to induce their compatriots to repudiate racialism and militarism once 
and for all, so as to accomplish sincerely their duty to Europe and to mankind.

119. Rudolf Lewandowski: ‘The Youth’ Spring (March?) 1948

R. L ew andow ski, d ra ft m em orandum  (A C D P  A rchives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -0 0 5 /1).

*
After Chaudfontaine, the Luxemburg congress once again made clear that the N E I wished 

to draw lessons from the mistakes and disasters of the past. After the experience of war and 
totalitarianism they wished to see a new', comprehensive system embracing political, 
economic, social and cultural affairs; for the mistakes and disasters were, in their view, the 
result of a deep-seated crisis of orientation. The main theme of Lewandowski's paper is that 
both the crisis and the chance to rebuild were of especial importance above all for young peo
ple. This paper, evidently drafted about the time of the Luxemburg congress,1 was the founda
tion for a concentration of N E I activity on young people, which led to institutional changes 
within the association. A  special ‘Section des Jeunes ’ was created in the autumn of 1948;2 it 
became increasingly independent, and in 1951 split off to form a separate organization.3

There is no doubt that the present European situation calls for bolder deci
sions than have yet been taken. The foundations of Europe are so shaken that 
we need to find a firm platform on which a new Europe can be built.

Despite the extreme distress that prevails today, we still have, on the one 
hand, the energy and inventiveness of our peoples; we have raw materials and

1 This is suggested by the present location of the paper and by the emphasis it lays 
on the German question.

2 Cf. R esolu tion , R éun ion  des Sections des Jeunes des N ouvelles Équipes In te r
nationales des 19 et 20 novem bre 1948 (A C D P  A rchives, N E I no. V I-004-002).

3 Cf. K. J. H a h n  in La Démocratie chrétienne dans le monde, R om e, 1973, pp. 
X X I f.
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a geographical situation that makes Europe a natural intermediary between 
Asia, Africa and the Near East. And, on the other hand, we have the living 
strength of our young people, who have not yet had an opportunity to go to 
work properly and who have known nothing but extreme uncertainty, cruelty 
and war. These young people have never encountered the true value of 
political order and profound spirituality; but they long to create the kind of 
future in which the moral element prevails over economics and politics.

Youth is naturally drawn to extremes, and it is tempted by revolutionary 
forces of whose origins it is not sufficiently aware.

The development of modern technology has brought with it the revolt of 
the masses, whereby the individual is neglected and denied for the sake of a 
state, a party or a group. But the West has always been founded on the 
freedom of the human personality in an organic setting such as the family, on 
respect for human dignity and certain rights of man that are still valid today.

A denial of these principles may lead to the destruction of European ideas 
properly so called, which are still present and alive despite wars and unbridled 
nationalism.

In particular German youth is profoundly sick and must be cured if we are 
to solve Europe’s essential problem, that is the German problem. If German 
youth does not achieve as soon as possible some fruitful contact with the youth 
of neighbouring countries, there will be a perpetual volcano in the centre of 
Europe. German youth did not find what it was looking for in the Weimar 
system because it was a system without dynamism; that is why young people 
sought their ideal in National Socialism, which was capable of rallying them 
and which finally set itself up as the sole youth movement.

The great mistake of German Catholic institutions, confronted with this 
danger, was to retreat into archaic formalism. They were unable to make con
cessions to youth, which was looking for a new way, hoping for new ideas and 
action.

The devastation of the last war brought about, in the spiritual sphere, a 
deeper and deeper void and complete nihilism. It had the same effect on youth: 
a complete indifference to political events, leading them towards extreme and 
subversive forces. Politics in the sense of a living society with all its complex 
historical, economic and political problems is replaced by a purely opportunist 
policy focused on profit and on fighting for personal influence, power or 
money as the case may be.

The youth of Europe was dazzled by the ideas that originated in the 
Resistance, and disappointed when they disappeared. It is now once more lost 
in the wilderness, looking towards the skies and hoping for action, for the 
creation of a political base which, despite the multiplicity of historical facts, 
will place European unity in the forefront, both in economic and in spiritual 
matters.

For all the reasons I have outlined, it is the great and noble task of the 
Nouvelles Equipes Internationales (organizations of parties and of democrat
ically minded and Christian individuals) to proclaim the truths of Christian 
democracy and the middle-ground parties to all sections of European youth,
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so that young peole may find in them a fulfilment of their wishes and may con
tribute their own ideas concerning tomorrow’s state and society.

In the first place, we must form in Europe a political élite, which will com
bine the faith and enthusiasm of youth with a thorough knowledge of the prob
lems at issue. A group which possesses well-instructed cadres capable of sup
plying officials for political parties, members of parliament and ministers, and 
which can also help to educate public opinion by means of journalists, 
speakers and writers, will, in time to come, gain preponderant influence in all 
political matters.

I would draw your attention to the fact that the Communists and Fascists 
have long realized the importance of a well-instructed youth movement, 
whereas the Centre and bourgeois parties have remained in a condition of 
stagnant and sterile conservatism.

Finally I would point out the necessity for a real European community such 
as has existed in the past, for instance in the form of an aristocracy whose 
members were personally known to one another. It seems to me that joint 
studies, accompanied by a firm desire on society’s part to seek values for the 
future, offer the best hope of enabling the West to defend and renew itself. 
(...)

[Here follow organizational proposals.]
The situation today calls for rapid and bold action. It will be a hard task, 

but we shall succeed because we have faith and we desire a better future. It is 
for our young people to do the impossible for the sake of realizing the ideas 
that will assure the spiritual basis of Europe. Those ideas will put an end to 
the sense of fear that European youth will be condemned to live with unless 
it is awakened in time from its apathy by the hope and determination to live 
henceforth in a free Europe, without fear and without hardship.

I am convinced that work as important and urgent as this is the least that 
will meet this exigence of our time.

120. British Interim C om m ittee of N E I: The Political Aspects of 
W estern European U nion 23 July 1948

T h e  Political A spects o f W este rn  E uro p ean  U n ion  as approved by the British In terim  
C om m ittee o f N E I, Ju ly  23rd , 1948 (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -101/7).

*
Taking advantage of the wide scope afforded by the provisional N E I Statutes, a British 

team was composed of personalities representing different parties and organizations.1 The 
present document -  mainly the work of (Sir) George Gatlin, chairman of the British Com
mittee2 -  belongs to the phase of preparation for a N E I congress to be held in the early 
autumn of 1948, on the subject of European integration; it reflects the intensive discussion

1 Cf. K. J. H a h n , Die christliche Demokratie in Europa, R om e, 1970, pp. 17 f.
2 T h e  tex t approved by the British C om m ittee is largely based on a d ra ft o f 

C atlin ’s dated  11 A pril 1948 (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -1 0 1 /7 ).
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aroused by the Luxemburg congress, and also by the Hague Congress of the European Move
ment in May 1948. Although the British text takes a typically unenthusiastic view of future 
European federation, it is fully in line with the continuing discussion in the N E I with its 
strong emphasis on the German question and on the safeguarding of basic political and social 
rights rooted in Christian principles (ius natu ra le  et divinum ).3

I. The final goal of moral endeavour in the international political field must 
be the establishment of an enduring world peace; but no guarantee of such a 
peace can exist until an international organization is established, in which 
problems tending to divide nations can be freely discussed and decided in a 
spirit of tolerance, human fraternity and social co-operation, and which will 
be concerned to promote the enjoyment of civil, political and religious 
freedom in all countries. This implies acceptance of the rule of international 
law, derived from a concept of a ius naturale et divinum, which is the basis of 
fundamental human rights. The establishment of such an organization 
involves a surrender of a measure of local power to gain greater security in 
return; but is in no wise inconsistent with the free performance of the 
appropriate functions of national government or with full cultural autonomy.

The United Nations Organization, despite obvious imperfections, repre
sents the nearest approximation on the historical scale that we have yet 
reached to such a goal, and merits a proportional allegiance. However, 
chapter VIII of the United Nations Charter makes provision for the establish
ment of regional arrangements for the mutual advantage of free peoples and 
their better security against aggression and dictatorial suppression. Under 
present conditions it is obviously impossible to bring all Europe into such an 
arrangement, still less the backward nations of the world, but hope must be 
entertained that one day this will be practicable.

II. Any proposal for union of even the free countries of Europe, however, 
must be admitted to have its difficulties as touching the British Dominions and 
the colonial areas of e. g. Holland, Belgium and the French Union. Any effec
tive union which included these territories would rather be world-wide than 
properly described as European, and would the Dominions be prepared to 
enter it? As touching military guarantees, it may be doubted whether mutual 
guarantees extended to the metropolitan or home territories can be extended 
in equivalent fashion to all overseas areas. On the other hand, it may be 
desirable to strengthen these guarantees for the very metropolitan areas them
selves from quarters outside Europe. No lesser area than the complete world 
area can completely solve all our problems. European solutions may be provi
sional. But they are, all the same, necessary and urgent -  the first steps which 
should be taken.

III. The immediate need of Europe is for economic reconstruction. This, it

3 T he anti-Soviet aspect o f this (cf. reference to  R apallo) is expressed m uch m ore 
strongly in C atlin ’s draft.
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appears, may be opposed by forces with a vested interest in human misery, 
which are concerned to frustrate the Marshall Plan. The Marshall Plan pre
supposes a wide measure of economic collaboration. The present situation 
makes a common policy on foreign and military affairs essential, and greater 
freedom of migration desirable, in order to promote closer understanding.

When, however, we come to consider a possible political framework for a 
united Western Europe, it has to be recognized that, apart from the difficulty 
presented by the British Dominions, the major obstacle is the special case of 
Germany. The extensive population of a united Germany, despite the sover
eign independence of Austria, would still leave her in a preponderant position 
in any scheme for a United Europe in which she was included. No scheme for 
a United Europe which excludes her has meaning: and even a united Western 
Europe which excludes her will still leave unsolved most of those economic 
and security problems which Western European Union seeks to solve. 
Moreover, the exclusion of Germany must merely provoke among Germans a 
tendency to return to the policy of the Rapallo Pact. No Rapallo policy, how
ever, can hold out to Germany the prospect of a position of dominance or 
make her more than the technical employee and political cat’s paw of Soviet 
imperialism.

It is therefore necessary for political thinking to transcend this level of 
short-range calculation and to enquire what form of a democratic and just 
social structure is likely to be most beneficial for Europe as a whole, of which 
the German problem must be considered as so important a part. A rapport With. 
Germany is possible provided that the German people recognizes the demo
cratic ideal, the non-militarist Christian tradition of Europe with its profound 
concept of a comity of civilized nations, and the legitimate need of her neigh
bours for assurance against renewed aggression. Germany, in her turn, 
requires recognition proportionate to her ancient tradition and to the national 
status of her great people.

Any federal scheme, however, for Europe or Western Europe would be 
likely to be dominated by Germany, on account of her population. The British 
Dominions, on the other hand, have never favoured such a scheme. A confed
eration which offered an assurance of a united policy in defence and foreign 
affairs, and economic co-operation, might, it is hoped, be acceptable to the 
Dominions and would avoid the danger of German domination of a Federal 
European Parliament. Germany could be a federal but united state within this 
confederation.

121. The H ague Congress of the N E I 17-19  Septem ber 1948

(A) Press communiqué
(B) Political, cultural and social resolutions

(A) N ouvelles Équipes In ternationales, C ongrès de La H aye, 17-19 septem bre 1948, 
C om m uniqué à la presse (A C D P  A rchives, N E I no. V I-0 0 4 -0 1 1/3).
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(B) Nouvelles Équipes In ternationales, R ésolutions du C ongrès de La H aye sur l’o r 
ganisation de l’E urope (EA Archives, E 171.75).

*
The Hague Congress of the N E I was the first attempt by the European Christian Demo

crats to give a more or less comprehensive answer to the questions and problems arising out 
of the demand for a European'policy. In particular,; the question was that of maintaining 
specifically Christian-Democratic ideas vis-à-vis the other political forces and associations 
with whom the N E I had collaborated1 and/or had helped to organize the Hague Congress of 
the European Movement in May 1948. Whereas the associated bodies argued chiefly on the 
political and economic plane, the N E I -  as the short version of the communiqué shows -  
were concerned with matters of fundamental ideology: the European order; as they saw it, 
must be based on the Christian social principles of freedom and justice, inalienable human 
rights, and the priority of human interests to economic laws. These philosophical considera
tions are above all to be seen in the comment on social and cultural aspects, supplementing 
the main political resolution. Without such a revival of Western and Christian values the 
European Christian Democrats believed that efforts in the political and economic sphere 
were ultimately doomed to failure.

(A) Press communiqué
The Nouvelles Équipes Internationales support the proposal to convene a 

European Assembly which should propose urgent and practical measures for 
the political, economic and cultural union of a free and democratic Europe 
within the framework of the United Nations. European unity should be envis
aged on these three-levels :

(1) Politically, the institutional organization of Europe should be put in 
hand with due regard to the links between certain European countries and ter
ritories outside the metropolitan area, e. g. the British Dominions. It should 
also permit representatives of peoples oppressed by a dictatorship of the right 
or left to make their voices heard.

Europe cannot be created on the political plane unless the countries con
cerned recognize the same moral principles and have the same respect for the 
human person and individual rights. The NEI solemnly reaffirm the essential 
bases of the state: democratic institutions, freedom of thought and expression, 
protection against arbitrary power, judicial guarantees and the rule of law. 
Relations among states should be directed, on the federative principle, 
towards federal or confederal forms.

(2) As to economic and social matters, the NEI proclaim the primacy of 
human over economic values and the need to order the economy on a human 
basis. The economic unification of Europe should be designed to achieve a bal
ance between the needs of planning and co-ordination on a European scale

1 E. g. several C hristian  D em ocrats w ere am ong the delegates to  the E P U  co n 
gress at In terlaken  in Septem ber 1948: cf. chap te r 1. II. on  the E P U  in this volum e.
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and the maintenance and development of freedom and responsibility of a 
national, regional, professional and personal kind.

(3) As to cultural matters, the NEI recall that education must be the primary 
factor in the realization of the unity of European civilization. The essential 
object of education, which belongs to the primordial sphere of the family, is to 
restore respect for the dignity of the human person, without which any institu
tional structure is doomed to failure.

Motion
The desire of all present at the Congress is to achieve the widest possible 

co-operation in the creation of a European Federation. But it would be illusory 
and dangerous to seek to achieve this agreement on a sentimental and 
ambiguous basis. It is essential to the success of our hopes that standpoints and 
solutions should be adopted in all clarity. Only thus can the European Federa
tion become a reality, transcending legal abstractions and cloudy idealism, 
and appeal to the necessary audience among the masses.

Despite generous efforts, the world has so far been prevented from 
achieving unity because social and economic structures were out of gear with 
the development of technology and popular aspirations in all fields. This has 
led to an imbalance tending to divide the world into two hostile blocs. Europe 
must fight for its independence in the world -  its moral and social indepen
dence. Situated between the two blocs whose ideas are not fitted to European 
needs and aspirations, Europe must achieve a synthesis between personalist 
aspirations and new economic necessities. This requires an overall economic 
organization, besides the progressive abolition of all the barriers that divide 
Europe economically and hence politically. But since any organization of this 
kind raises the problem of authority, in order to avoid totalitarianism it will be 
necessary to associate workers with the management of the economy: this 
must be done at all levels, from single enterprises to co-ordinating bodies, 
excluding any political interference.

This conception of social and economic life is the special feature of Europe 
and is the one condition required for Europe to become a constructive force 
working for peace.

(B) Resolutions 

Political Resolution
1. The NEI recognize with satisfaction the progress made by the European 

idea in the Congresses that have preceded this one: the Congress of Europe 
(The Hague, May 1948) and the Congress of the European Parliamentary 
Union (Interlaken, 1-4 September 1948).

Accordingly the NEI are in favour of the convening of a European assem
bly, it being understood that this Assembly would be purely consultative, 
without any executive or legislative powers. Its task should be to recommend 
urgent practical measures for the purpose of an economic and political union 
of a free democratic Europe in the framework of the UN.
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The members of the Assembly should be designated by the legislative bodies 
of member states, elected by direct and secret ballot and in proportion to the 
strength of parties in those bodies. The NEI propose that each country should 
appoint to the Assembly two delegates per million of its population, but not 
less than 6 delegates or more than 40. The Assembly would thus be a first step 
towards the institutional organization of a Europe which is becoming con
scious of its unity.

2. The NEI therefore warmly welcome the Franco-Belgian proposal that the 
five signatories of the Brussels Pact should convene and organize the European 
Assembly. A preparatory conference might be held before December 1948 to 
make recommendations to governments on all questions relating to the 
Assembly. The preparatory conference should include qualified representa
tives of all democratic nations who desire to take part and who genuinely hold 
similar conception of the human person and the inalienable rights of the indi
vidual.

3. The NEI do not forget that certain European countries have a world role 
of which the organization of Europe represents only a part. Far from being 
opposed to the links between such countries and the British Dominions or the 
extra-metropolitan territories of the French Union or the Netherlands-In- 
donesian Union, or with their various overseas territories, the European 
organization, as the NEI conceives it, should offer these associated or 
dependent territories a form of participation and representation to be deter
mined after consultation between the European states concerned and quali
fied representatives of those peoples, whose agreement should be sought in 
accordance with their respective status.

4. The NEI desire that representatives of all countries at present oppressed 
by dictatorships of the right or left should be able to be heard in the European 
Assembly and such bodies as it may set up. This is not only in order to provide 
moral support to those in bondage, but because it must never be forgotten that 
a united Europe can only be achieved with the co-operation of all European 
peoples.

In this way the NEI indicate that they do not acquiesce in the artificial 
division of Europe into hostile blocs. The European nations are economically 
inseparable and belong to a common civilization.

5. Conscious of the mission of this Europe and mindful of their responsibili
ties, the NEI consider it necessary:

(1) to define the special features of European civilization
(2) to identify the political and social conditions that will enable its influence 

to spread.
Politically, the NEI reaffirm the need for the state to be based on respect 

for the human person and to favour its full development. The democratic form 
of institutions, freedom of thought and expression, protection against arbitrary 
power, judicial guarantees, the rule of law -  all these are essential features 
without which there will be servitude or anarchy.

In their relations with one another, states should leave behind the stage of 
nationalism and agree to an organization on the federative principle, or in a
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federal or confederal form, which will achieve unity while maintaining diversi
ty*

In this connection the equality of federated or confederated states must be 
affirmed, thus providing small nations with an indispensable basic guarantee. 
Account must also be taken of their relative size. Thus two European chambers 
might be set up, one with an equal number of seats for each state, and the other 
elected with due regard to the size of their population.

In any case organic conversations should now be envisaged, to be held by 
officials of the various states on behalf of their respective governments.

As to social matters, the NEI call on the European states to harmonize their 
policies so as to provide all citizens of Europe with the same guarantees of jus
tice and welfare. Christian Democrats cannot acquiesce in the oppression of 
human beings in any country; they call for a general transformation of eco
nomic structures which will enable each individual to lead an increasingly 
human life.

6. The NEI appeal to all men of good will to construct peace by unifying 
Europe. This peace will only be real and lasting in so far as it ensures the 
organic co-operation of classes and nations among themselves. The NEI 
believe in the possibility of such a peace, confident that it will be upheld by the 
democratic and Christian principles by which they are animated.

Cultural Resolution
The harmonious unity of Europe can only be realized through respect for 

the diversity of cultures of its component nations.
The crisis that is today sweeping over Europe is above all a spiritual and 

moral one.
In former days the unity of Europe was based on Christianity. With the rise 

of individualism Europe’s soul became dispersed, and materialism gradually 
took the place of its Christian foundations.

The excesses of individualism led before long to a backlash of collectivism. 
In the international sphere, the division among peoples became ever deeper 
with the upsurge of selfish nationalism.

Nationalism, exalting the principle of sovereignty to the uttermost, was 
bound to lead to the totalitarian state. This is of necessity opposed to all true 
liberty, and negates the essential prerogatives of the human person. By its 
exclusive pretentions the totalitarian state was bound to stand in the way of 
any peaceful co-operation among nations.

Thus European unity will not be achieved without the restoration of the 
Christian spirit. That spirit is the synthesis of ancient wisdom with the ideal 
of liberty and respect for law which alone can be the foundation of true order, 
recognizing the sovereign domain of God and respect for his moral law.

Christianity alone can fully realize true democracy, respectful of freedom 
and justice in the equality and solidarity of all men of good will. It is radically 
and totally opposed to the rule of brute force.

It bases true co-operation among men on the natural and Christian law. It 
demands that the absolute sovereignty of the state give way to the rule of law.
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The spirit of Christian solidarity must be realized gradually, from the sim
plest communities to the stage of effective co-operation among nations and states.

Education is destined to play the chief part as a means to the cultural unity 
of Europe.

Education remains primarily and essentially a family matter, with the state 
playing no more than a supplementary role in case the family should fall short 
of its task. This, of course, is without prejudice to the help and encouragement 
the state should provide freely in furtherance of the common good.

Among the aims of education will be to restore respect for the dignity of the 
human person, which has been gravely impaired. The wretched fate of dis
placed persons seems at the present time to be the saddest example of this.

The parties and personalities of democratic and Christian inspiration who 
are joined together in the NEI will spare no effort to restore the cultural unity 
of Europe. (...)

Social Resolution
Conscious of the mission of Europe and of their responsibilities, the NEI 

consider it necessary:
(1) to define the specifically European conception of economic and social 

life;
(2) to identify the essential bases and practical conditions of its realization.
The basic axiom of the Christian social doctrine is the primacy of the human

person, i. e. the primacy of human factors over economic ones. Economic life 
must be ordered on a human scale. The economy must be organized not only 
so as to eliminate poverty but to provide for individuals and families, as soon 
as possible, the highest standard of living in all respects, and to create material 
conditions favourable to the fullest personal and collective development. In 
other words, the economy must be wholly oriented towards human progress.

The unification of Europe -  which is clearly essential, to preserve the conti
nent from suffocation -  must be achieved without neglecting these primordial 
objectives. A balance must be achieved between certain needs for Europe
wide planning and co-ordination and the maintenance and development of lib
erty, initiative and responsibility at a national and regional, professional and 
personal level. This conception, opposed equally to state Communism and to 
liberal capitalism, is in the direct line of European tradition. As the first NEI 
congress pointed out, it involves the effective association of labour with eco
nomic responsibilities :

on the one hand, by the participation of trade unions in all the governing 
institutions of the national economies and the overall European economy;

on the other, by the progressive admission of individual workers to the 
social and economic management of enterprises.

In this way, by respecting the personal responsibility of each, it will be pos
sible to advance from political democracy to real democracy, which must be 
both political and economic, and which, while safeguarding the supreme arbi
tral role of the state, will entrust the organic direction of the economy not to 
the state but rather to the people.
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122. Cultural Commission of the N EI:
‘Europe as a Cultural Unit’ 21 November 1948 (?)

E urope as a C u ltu ra l U n it (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-004-101(4)).

In view of the importance attached by the N E I to ideology, it was decided at the Hague con
gress to devote particular attention to this subject. Hence a Cultural Commission was set up, 
supported by a (Sous-commission du rayonnement extérieur’ also known as Commission de 
propagande 'J In accordance with the basic novelty of the NEI's ideas, the task of this body 
was to ■make known, introduce and defend their ideology and make it triumph in every 
sphere of cultural, political, social and economic life9, in other words to give the new Europe 
a specifically Christian Democratic stamp.2 The present text -  evidently chiefly the work of 
the Committee chairman, a Pole named Glaser -  was presumably intended as a basis for the 
Commission's work, but also to provide ideological guidance for N E I members occupying go
vernment positions, at whom the Commission's preparatory work was especially aimed.3

Europe has never been united in the sense of being uniformly levelled down 
in any particular respect. But there was once a Europe that was blessed, for 
this Continent, physically so small yet spiritually so great, was embraced by 
one faith, a faith which later became less strong, but nevertheless remained suf
ficiently powerful to unite us all in one spirit.

I will pass over the rest of the sad story. We have all experienced how the 
conflict brought about by the dissolution of the idea of Europe has led to 
indescribable catastrophes, and our ears are still ringing with the wailings of 
the terror-stricken and the admonishing cries of those wishing to help. (...)

Finally, step by step, a spiritual slavery has grown up that strikes at the very 
foundation of culture. A half-truth is always an untruth. If one cannot do or 
say one thing, one is not truthful and free in another, even if one is justified 
in that particular case. Truth imposed convinces no one. If one person does 
not have the right to contradict and form his own judgment, whatever the 
consequences, then he is no longer seeking truth; then he is not judging at all, 
but failing to follow the true path, and is losing faith in the truth. There is 
nothing more important for the unity of Europe, today so seriously threat
ened, than an awakening and a recognition of the creative spirit, of freedom 
and naturally, too, of full responsibility in speech and writing, of an unhin
dered exchange of books between one country and another, of freedom to dis
cuss both historical and social questions and all technical and theoretical mat-

1 Cf. N E I, R ésolu tion  du C ongrès de La H aye sur l’o rgan isa tion  de l’E urope (EA 
Archives, E 171.15) and R. Bichet, 12 O c to b e r 1948 (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. 
V I-0 0 4 -0 0 6 /1 ).

2 M otion  p résen tée au C om ité E xécutif des N E I le 21 novem bre 1948 à Paris au 
nom  de la C om m ission C ulturelle  (A C D P  A rchives, N E I no. V I-004-034).

3 Ibid.
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ters, of limitation of state interference to that which can be competently dealt 
with by reliable, well-trained officials, of many other things which cannot be 
briefly defined, yet should be defined with increasing accuracy and circum
spection if power is not to consume culture and force the creative spirit into 
the background.

Europe’s greatest power resides in its spiritual wealth, in the quality more 
than the quantity of its achievements, in the fervent co-operation of the indi
vidual with the community in its spiritual refinement and health, its fruitful
ness and the vitality of its life. The European spirit, which has always striven 
for unity and can never exist in a diaspora, has been and is the conscience of 
mankind. A brighter future will demand the closest co-operation, and not 
only in Europe, for nothing is less to be desired than rivalry between the conti
nents, or a local patriotism, however universally-minded it may be. Indeed, 
Europe has always had the whole of humanity in mind, in religion, in art, in 
the natural and intellectual sciences, in technical and social reforms. And 
nothing of value, nothing inspired, has been done that has not been carefully 
prepared and matured in a thousand spheres of the human intellect, and con
stantly purified so that it meets an ever-growing need. We must march hand in 
hand towards the achievement of this end, whatever the obstacles on the way. 
Miracles are possible every day, if every hour they are earned and worked for. 
Man for man, we owe it to the divine order of creation and to our common 
mother Europe to make this terrible war be followed by the most harmonious 
peace, and this ghastly collapse of culture by the most resolute reconstruction 
of all that is in us, around us and connected with us.

And now let us examine what has led Europe to its sin against the spirit of 
man, to its suicidal behaviour, in order that through a right diagnosis the path 
to a better future may be found. The unifying life-force of Europe has always 
been Christianity. In the face of such disasters as we have experienced, not to 
acknowledge this would be to show a great lack of responsibility, and a world 
that knows all the secrets of vitamins should be clear-sighted enough to recog
nize the consequences of depriving the spirit of Europe of the life-force of 
Christianity. Whoever tries to exterminate the totalitarian pest from outside is 
a quack; I will even go so far as to say that he is a murderer. (...)

123. Nouvelles Équipes Internationales: Message N EI 1949
1 January 1949

N ouvelles Équipes In ternationales, M essage N E I 1949 (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. 
V I-004-002 o r 004-059/3).

*

In line with the Cultural Commission's efforts to strengthen the external influence of the 
NEI, and no doubt under the impression of the Papal Christmas messages, the N E I addressed 
itself to the European public on 1 January 1949. The New Year message summarized the 
NETs basic principles: a united system of Christian and Western values based on social jus-
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tice and personal freedom. The following comments on current political problems are to be 
read against this background.

At the beginning of a new year, which must be a year of peace, the NEI wish 
solemnly to reaffirm the fundamental principles that govern their action and 
to recall some of the specific measures they propose for the reconstruction of 
Europe.

One cannot hope to establish a European union, the prelude to a still wider 
union, without agreement on a common ideology. Two sets of demands, 
which have so far seemed antagonistic, must be reconciled: social justice and 
personal liberty.

Whether in a single state or in international relations, nothing solid can be 
built without taking into account the growing intensification of the economy 
and of material power. The unlimited development of technology, the creation 
of a true planning system under the Marshall Plan -  today on a European 
scale, soon to be worldwide -  all this does not only oblige particular countries 
to renounce their ruinous, out-of-date nationalism. In addition, the social 
security of all workers must be assured, and, following the example of the 
Franco-Italian agreement, we must give them a true international status 
which, as the counterpart to a rational allocation of labour among nations, 
will confer the same advantages on workers irrespective of where they are. 
Moreover, to counter the temptation of a collective Europe, we must be able 
to offer a Europe in which workers feel closely associated with the production 
process and a share in the world’s wealth.

But political and social concentration must not result in complete subordi
nation of individuals to collective interests. The original feature of the move
ments of Christian inspiration, of which the NEI are the international expres
sion, is precisely that it insists on the inviolability and fundamental rights of 
the human person. Neither justice nor true peace will be achieved by 
sacrificing liberty. There will be no democratic Europe until all the citizens of 
Europe are free to think and act as they choose. Against all totalitarian sys
tems, the NEI proclaim unceasingly the need to give a real content to the idea 
of democracy; they will no more accept political freedom at the cost of eco
nomic tyranny than social democracy at the cost of political freedom.

This is the background against which the European Union should be 
founded in the political, economic and social sphere and in that of security. 
In the interest of peace we must assert the international strength of the entity 
that consists of Europe and the extra-metropolitan territories associated with 
one or another of its members. This force will prove its cohesion and efficacy 
if, in particular, it achieves the following aims:

1. American aid to Europe is afforded directly to particular countries but 
presupposes that they will make an effort to reorganize and revive the Euro
pean economy as a whole. This being so, the European countries must 
approach the common task in a spirit of sincere co-operation, leaving aside all 
selfish aspirations. Such developments as the customs union between the
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Benelux countries and that between France and Italy are necessary stages and 
examples to follow in this respect.

2. Germany must be included in the peaceful organization of Europe. Ger
many must be rebuilt, and the new Europe cannot be built without the Ger
mans. But this must not mean the rebuilding of a military power to be used for 
fresh aggression. International management of the Ruhr must meet this ele
mentary requirement of security without impairing the economic life of Ger
many. This will also be a point of departure for the effective internationaliza
tion of raw materials and key industries.

3. Austria must recover her place and her full independence in Europe. The 
agreement of the Big Four concerning the Austrian State Treaty must be 
upheld and given precise effect at an early date.

4. In the same way, Italy must resume her share in international responsibili
ties. She is still an important force in the Mediterranean. The disposal of her 
colonies must take account of Italy’s legitimate demands, which are likewise 
in accord with European interests.

5. Europe will not be built without the participation of all European coun
tries, if only because the economy of the Eastern states is complementary to 
that of the West. Peace can only be real if it is based on the principles of true 
democracy, which is essential to Christianity itself. The enslaved peoples of 
that part of Europe must be free once more. The NEI are convinced that the 
European Union cannot be formed, or true peace established, without the aid 
of the free peoples of all these countries, who are today living under a foreign 
yoke. In the same way, the NEI hope that Spain will become democratic once 
more and will resume her place in Europe.

6. A Consultative European Assembly must be convened before the year is 
out. Europe must not be solely an economic entity. It must by degrees become 
a political unity, on two conditions:

(1) It must respect the autonomy of every state, however small.
(2) It must not isolate itself from the rest of the world, but take account of 

the links between certain European states and their extra-metropolitan territo
ries. Europe federalism by no means excludes other political or economic ties. 
It is merely one of the fundamental bases of a world reorganized on peaceful 
principles and under forms of a federative character.

7. The NEI speak for tens of millions of Europeans who fear that a third 
world war will mean the ruin of civilization. The nations want peace, but peace 
will only be secure if it is based on the principles of true democracy. It is the 
duty of governments to unite to bring about such a peace. Nothing solid or 
lasting will be achieved until there is an effort of good will on both sides to 
surmount divergences and arrive at common solutions. The NEI appeal to all 
men, to all governments of good will, with all the political and moral force at 
their command, for a peace based on justice and freedom.
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124. The G eneva Sessions: ‘D em anding the Future’
8 March 1949

M inutes o f the G eneva session o f 8 M arch 1949 (A C D P  Archives, D ôrp inghaus 
no. 1-009-017).

*

From the end of 1947 regular informal and confidential meetings, the so-called ‘Geneva 
sessions \ took place among leading Christian Democratic politicians. One of the most dis
tinguished of these gatherings took place on 8 March 1949,1 at a time when the basic anti- 
Communism and anti-Sovietism of the movement was enhanced by the Berlin crisis. An im
portant exchange of views led to far-reaching agreement on the aims of 'European'policy : an 
explicit commitment to an institutional European order going far beyond a merely unionist 
conception. This was linked to the idea of Franco-German reconciliation, which had already 
been a background issue at the Luxemburg congress.2

(...)
G[eorges] B[idault]: (...) There are too many movements that spend all 

their time quarrelling among themselves. But there is a real problem, among 
others: what institutional form is Europe to take: a union, a federation or a 
confederation?

‘Union’ is simply an affirmation of mutual good will. ‘Federation’ or ‘Con
federation’, on the other hand, implies hard-and-fast political institutions to 
which states surrender part of their sovereignty. There is to be a European 
Council of Government and a Consultative Assembly whose members are to 
be appointed by national parliaments. It is a pity that at Brussels the European 
Movement took the line that anyone should be eligible for membership of the 
Consultative Assembly; we need qualified, responsible people, who are 
resolved to create Europe.

If we are to make progress, public opinion must put pressure on govern
ments. The task of making Europe hasn’t yet begun.

The making of many words is a danger; Europe mustn’t simply go on being 
a theme for speeches.

The question of membership isn’t yet settled; why is Greece not in?
In the new Europe each country must have a place proportional to its 

history and geography. Germany must certainly have her place in European 
institutions. This is in line with the necessary reconciliation between Germany 
and France, and it is a condition of Europe’s durability as well. We must go for
ward prudently but resolutely: our concern is with the future, not the past.

A[denauer] thanks G. B. for his wise and generous words. We are in agree
ment.

1 T hose  tak ing  p a r t w ere : C ingolani (Ita ly); R obine, E scher, R osenberg  (S w itzer
land); A denauer, D ôrp inghaus, K aiser (G erm any); H o u b en  (B elgium ); G ilen, Ser- 
rarens (N e therlands); H u rd es , W einberger (A ustria); B idault, G orta is, Bichet 
(F rance).

2 Cf. In tro d u c tio n , no te  17.
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Ka[iser] (visibly moved): Yes, there can be no Europe without a reconcilia
tion between France and Germany. Moreover it is the only way of holding our 
own with the Russians.

Go[rtais] emphasizes the need for European political institutions with real 
powers. This, too, is the way to establish a long-term economic potential, and 
effective defence arrangements.

The economic efficiency of European institutions with a political base ties 
in with the need to combat the machinations of the Soviet Union and the 
Communist parties. The Communists bank on recurrent economic crises in the 
Western countries. Europe must take rational economic measures to prevent 
such crises. Otherwise the resulting social and political unrest will present the 
Communists with a cold war victory, regardless of any question of military 
security or a shooting war. (...)

125. Economic Session of the N E I: Summary Report
11-13  March 1949

N ouvelles Equipes In ternationales. P ro je t de ra p p o rt de synthèse des travaux  de la 
session ex traord inaire des N E I p o u r la C onférence économ ique du M ouvem ent E u ro 
péen (EA Archives, E 791.75).

*

The Hague congress of the N E I set a course in economic as well as ideological matters. 
It set up an Economic Commission and prescribed for it a list of theses and themes for study1

1 T he follow ing econom ic reso lu tion  was passed by the N E I a t T h e  H ag u e : ‘An 
econom ic com m ission will m eet u nder N E I auspices at the beginning of 1949. Its p u r
pose is to  study the w hole range o f econom ic problem s involved in p reparing  fo r the 
new E urope, w ith the aid of econom ists, agriculturalists, and experts on industrial 
and trade  union m atters.
‘These problems may be classified as follows:
(1) E uropean  econom ic balance
(2) A griculture
(3) Industry
(4) T ran sp o rt
(5) Finance
(6) Personal questions
(7) E uropean  au tonom y
‘Some problem s u nder the above headings are listed, b y w a y  o f exam ple, in the annex 
to  this resolution.
‘A questionnaire will be adressed to  each national delegation , w hich will be asked 
to  answ er it in detail and appo in t specialists to  serve on  the Com m ission.
‘A sum m ary based on the replies received will be subm itted to  the C om m ission and 
approved in final form  at the conference early  in 1949.’
(EA Archives, E 171.15; liste des rapporteurs in A C D P  A rchives, N E I. no. 
V I-004-002).

■
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in connection with the Westminster economic conference scheduled for April 1949\ for the 
organization of which the N E I were co-responsible as a member association of the European 
Movement. During the winter months the Commission accordingly produced reports which 
were submitted to an extraordinary session of the N E I in March.2 On the basis of these, the 
following summary Report was drawn up by Fr. Lebret as a document for the Westminster 
conference.3 The preamble spelt out principles of social policy in line with the NEFs general 
views, which had been in danger of being obscured by the dominantly economic theme; in 
this sense the N E I served as the ‘social conscience ’ of the Westminster conference.

Chapter I: Personal Questions

( . . .)
Europe owes it to its traditions to uphold a ‘civilization of persons’ and to 

place this in the forefront of an advanced technological civilization. The 
European economy must be rebuilt in accordance with the highest human 
level of all Europeans without exception. It is by virtue of this elevation that it 
will deserve its independence. Its essential object must be to outstrip, in human 
terms, both the American and the Soviet civilization; otherwise, Europe will 
be unfaithful to its world mission.

Europe, being more directly responsible for Africa and other overseas terri
tories, also has a duty to further the progress of these parts of the world in 
human terms, as opposed to exploiting them for profit. The era of oppressive 
colonization must be closed once and for all.

There are three essential problems to be solved: that of housing and sanita
tion; that of co-ordinated migration; and the specifically cultural and spiritual 
problem.

Several of the European nations that have kept out of the arms race and 
escaped war damage have, it is true, nearly solved the housing problem, 
though in many cases the poor are still inadequately housed, even where fami
lies are small. But these countries are a minority, and most of the housing in 
Europe is below standard. Yet slums mean promiscuity, crime and juvenile 
delinquency, police, prisons, drunkenness, tuberculosis, degeneration, loss of 
vitality and immorality of all kinds. Governments and taxpayers, whether 
workers, middle managers or employers, have to spend much more money in 
combating these social evils than if they were to adopt a preventive policy 
based on providing each family with healthy, well-equipped housing in a 
planned setting.

The European nations should combine and co-ordinate their efforts to 
improve accommodation and achieve a more rational location of industrial 
and residential centres; hygiene should have an important place in school cur
ricula, and preventive and curative centres should be increased in number.

2 Cf. N E I, P rép ara tio n  de la Session E x trao rd inaire  É conom ique des 11, 12 et 13 
m ars 1949 (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-004-039).

3 Cf. Session économ ique N E I (A C D P  Archives, N E I no. V I-004-039).
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Planning on these lines should take account of internal and external move
ments of population. It is not a question of meeting the needs of yesterday or 
today, as if in an unchanging world, but of foreseeing those of tomorrow, 
taking account of birth and death rates and the extent of infantile mortality in 
each region. Europe must consider itself as a single whole, and excess popula
tions must be partly absorbed by co-ordinated migration. A great effort must 
be made to re-locate in satisfactory conditions a considerable proportion of 
the Italian and German population and also of displaced persons. It is unaccep
table that an appeal for foreign workers should have the effect of casting them 
into the sub-proletariat, as often happens in the case of miners, for whom 
there is no decent housing or possibility of family life or of cultural and 
spiritual development.

A rational redistribution of European industrial centres, and a welcome to 
large numbers of unemployed or semi-unemployed, placing them without 
delay on the same footing as indigenous labour, would help to make Europe 
once again the melting-pot of races which has given it its special historical 
quality.

Migration should be co-ordinated on five different levels: (1) Young 
unmarried men, to be given a European training and employed on large Euro
pean projects; (2) temporary movements of young Europeans to meet labour 
requirements in one or another part of Europe; (3) permanent resettlement by 
bachelors and families; (4) emigration to colonies; (5) migration outside 
Euro-African and colonial territories.

Orientation and occupational training should no longer be related solely to 
national needs, but also to those of the rest of Europe, Africa and the wider 
world.

Only thus can we create a new European spirit with a due regard for plu
ralism. To remain what it is, Europe must not refuse to engage in a spiritual 
dialogue. Any ideology that has engaged people’s minds must contain some 
elements of truth. It is the function of Europe, in the tensions which confront 
one another, to discover ways of conciliation and progress for the world’s 
benefit.

Every university should include a faculty of European studies, and a number 
of specifically European universities should be founded with special sections 
for urban and rural workers. Larger grants should be provided to facilitate 
studies at this level.

Some university degrees should be awarded only to students with a com
mand of three European languages, who have made a minimum number of 
journeys outside their own country.

Joint research among European countries should be systematized, with a 
certain number of specialized institutions: e. g. for atomic and agronomic 
research, social problems, productivity and the structure of enterprises. A 
European section of the International Labour Office should also be set up.

In this way Europe would acquire the intellectual equipment necessary for 
the progressive formation of its economic and political unity.
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Chapter II: Agriculture

The recovery of European agriculture can only be achieved by a combina
tion of improved yields and quality with the lowering of amortization and 
operating costs. Comparison with America indicates that the work of one 
farmer feeds about three times as many people as in Europe, but that the yield 
per acre is less. Thus America is not a good example for Europe to follow, 
except as regards increased motorization and mechanization, and the normal 
use of soils for appropriate crops. But ‘motorization and mechanization’ signi
fies adaptation to the needs of renewed equipment.

The unit of mechanization varies according to the soils and crops involved, 
and it also depends on the power of the tractor used. Switzerland and France 
with cultivators, and Britain with very light tractors, have already developed 
the low-power mechanical equipment best suited for working a few hectares 
of land. But the cost is high, and the material may never be used to the 
maximum extent. In most cases the unit of mechanization corresponds to the 
rational cultivation of 25-100 hectares. But many European farms are much 
smaller than this -  hence the French and Belgian experiments for the joint cul
tivation of several holdings. The idea has made rapid progress in France, 
owing particularly to the strong personality of Marceau Artaud"' and the suc
cess of the model co-operative of La Motte-du-Caire in the Hautes-Alpes. 
Already there are 7,000 co-operatives in France with pooled motorized equip
ment. In Belgium the experiments have been less convincing, and farmers 
remain more sceptical.

The advantages of pooling equipment on a co-operative or communal basis 
are: a greater yield for less toil, specialization among those in partnership, a 
better marketing position, and the release of women from work in the fields 
and cowsheds.

When holdings reach the size of about 50 hectares, the following arrange
ment is possible (already in operation in the valley of the Viste near Nîmes). 
The light material equipment is the property of each farmstead; the middle
weight equipment belongs to the co-operative, each member specializing in 
the equipment for a particular crop; the heavy equipment belongs to the inter- 
co-operative. There is thus a complete mechanization unit on a truly voluntary 
basis, as opposed to a kolkhoz system dominated by the Services des matériels 
techniques, i. e. by the state.

To this programme must be added, of course, the equipment and improve
ment of farm buildings, in particular the general use of electric power, a judi
cious and much increased use of fertilizers, and the diffusion of agronomic 
science.

A European Institute for the co-ordination of scientific research and agro
nomic science, such as we have spoken of, would make it possible to collate 
researchers’ conclusions and evaluate the different European experiments; it

* See M. Artaud, Le Métier d'agriculteur; Éditions ‘Économie et Humanisme’, 
Paris. [Footnote in the original].
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would correspond in this way to the US centre at Bettsville near Washington, 
DC.

All this requires adequate finance. So far, European nations have done far 
too little to modernize techniques, equipment and installations. Investors are 
not tempted by agriculture, with all its risks. It seems essential to reorganize 
agricultural credit at a local and regional level, and for governments to provide 
massive and systematic help.

Large areas could be reclaimed by draining and irrigation. Specialized 
equipment -  Britain has shown the way brilliantly here -  and the inclusion of 
these works in modernization plans would make possible a rapid increase in 
European agricultural potential.

Finally, ‘ruralism’ -  on the analogy of ‘urbanism’ -  would make it possible 
to establish in the countryside active centres of human collective life.

Once the agrarian structure has been reformed, the problem of the farmers’ 
economic security comes to the fore. For many decades to come, complete 
freedom of international trade would no doubt present unacceptable risks for 
European agriculture. We must proceed by stages, first of all by balancing 
intra-European exchanges, so that farm prices are scarcely ever allowed to fall 
below costs, such costs representing a standard of life meeting the require
ments of the rural population and the needs of amortization, improvement 
and modernization.

Europe, which is still menaced by war and invasion, cannot deliberately 
accept an agricultural specialization which would unduly lower its production 
of essential foodstuffs, clothing materials and energy-generating products. 
From this point of view it is essential to maintain the production of certain 
fibres, oilseeds, cereals and alcohol-producing plants, to cover a fairly high 
percentage of normal consumption, even though the cost of doing so is high 
by world standards.

The same applies to European forests. We must reconstitute and exploit 
existing wooded areas and plant trees in waste lands so as to increase the total 
area devoted to forest management. There is also a need to replace coppices 
providing fuel wood with plantations of conifers and rapid-growing broad
leaved trees so as to obtain products required in large quantity for the 
processing industries.

It must be recalled, however, that while Europe cannot be self-sufficient in 
cereals and textile raw materials, this is not the case with butter, cheese, meat 
and fish.

However, the first necessity is to assess the overall picture of European 
needs and resources by country and region. Without such an inventory we 
shall be in a state of pure conjecture, and improvised measures dictated from 
above will continue to upset such partial equilibrium as may be achieved from 
time to time.

Chapter III: Industry
The reconstitution of industry so as to meet the European demand for 

means of production and consumer goods presupposes a harmonization of
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industrial zones, a rational déconcentration, and a systematic increase in pro
ductivity.

The harmonization of predominantly industrial zones has so far been 
impeded by political frontiers and the structure of European capitalism, which 
means that economic decisions are taken for purely national or private rea
sons.

There is no question but that an area such as the Ruhr, small in size but of 
great economic potential, should be treated as a European asset in an orga
nized Europe. If this is accepted, still greater weight attaches to the argument 
of Minister-President Karl Arnold of Rhineland-Westphalia that the same 
treatment should be extended to neighbouring industrial areas.

Supranational co-ordinating and managing agencies representing enter
prises, whether nationalized or not, as well as the states directly interested are 
the right way to ensure the optimum use of resources, equipment and labour. 
Such agencies will be suitable not only for the coal and steel industry but for 
the production and transport of electric energy, the manufacture of equip
ment, automobiles and tractors and other equipment, and for the chemical, tex
tile and aviation industries.

An objective study of Europe leads to the idea of a more rational redistribu
tion of industrial centres. Déconcentration along the lines of maximum 
fluidity of chemical and light industry would lead to the creation of ‘linear cit
ies’ extending from the Atlantic and the English Channel to the North Sea, the 
Mediterranean and the Danube. This would certainly bring economic and 
social advantages; it would reduce the cost of transport for both materials and 
persons, and make it easier to regain contact with unspoilt nature. The evolu
tion could be planned over a period of 20 or 30 years and the system of inter
connection would be established or modified accordingly.

Industries in whose costs transport plays little or no part should preferably 
be located in areas with a high birth-rate, so as to avoid unnecessary move
ments of population.

Productivity can be increased by means of up-to-date equipment, occupa
tional training and job studies. It does not seem that American methods are 
best suited to this type of research in Europe, as the European worker is 
required to show initiative and versatility rather than being part of a chain in 
which men and machines are equally automated.

Europe is in the lead as regards certain precision industries, such as optics 
and watchmaking, or high-quality goods such as porcelain, glass, silk and 
fashion goods. The maintenance and development of these products naturally 
calls for highly skilled labour and is part of the cultural progress not only of 
Europe but of the whole world.

Chapter IV: Transport
The road and rail system, waterways and air routes should be replanned 

from the point of view of an economically united Europe. The co-ordination 
of motorways, double-track railways, rivers and canals is the normal determi-
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nant of the lines of fluidity connecting seaports, large centres of population 
and the processing industries.

International road and rail links, with mountain tunnels, will facilitate con
tact between industrial zones that are not united by natural lines of maximum 
fluidity.

The Moselle-Ruhr link may be improved either by a direct navigable route 
through Koblenz or by reviving the pre-1914 German plan for a large-capacity 
railroad linking the iron and steel works of eastern France and Luxemburg 
with the Rhenish-Westphalian basin. Iron ore would be transported in one 
direction, and coal and metallurgical coke in the other.

France and Belgium would derive benefit from a link between the Scheldt 
and the Seine with the ‘European’ capacity of 1,350 tonnes. Benelux would 
similarly be interested in communication by barges and self-propelled vessels 
of the same tonnage between the Albert and the Juliana canal, and in a 
Scheldt-Rhine link by way of the Moerdijk canal.

The Seine-Strasburg link is required by the large double river port of Kehl.
Finally, the creation of a Rhone-Rhine link should be primarily for the Swiss 

to carry out, on a basis of European co-operation.
The Rhone-Danube link should be effected by the continuation of works 

on the Main and Neckar.
When waterway vessels of 1,350 tons can navigate from Rotterdam and 

Antwerp to Paris, Le Havre, Lyons, Marseille and Bordeaux, Basle and 
Budapest, Europe will be a much smaller place and its economic development 
will be an easier task.

The European ‘cold chain’ would complete the transport system and lessen 
the economic risks of fishing and agriculture.

Such a transformation, to be carried out in part by young European volun
teer workers, would be part of a long-term programme of major works on a 
basis of international solidarity.

The intensive development of commercial aviation would make it possible 
to bring business and cultural centres closer together, multiplying human con
tacts and avoiding the time-wasting slowness of road and rail travel.

Maritime transport -  taking account of the rights of certain nations for 
whom it is an indispensable resource -  would be co-ordinated by a pool similar 
to the co-ordination committees for the principal industries. This would 
greatly reduce unnecessary expenses of construction and operation.

Chapter V : Finance and Currency
It is to be hoped, first of all, that European nations will renounce out-of-date 

nationalism and work together to eliminate fundamental imbalances in the 
economic and social sphere. Without this preliminary effort, no financial 
problem can be solved.

To reduce the dollar gap and achieve primary security, the Western nations 
would do well to orient their economies in a complementary sense. They 
should co-ordinate their basic agricultural and industrial resources and should
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endeavour to agree within measurable time on the principle of a European 
agency for the control, even perhaps the appropriation of certain primary 
products.

To facilitate a return to a balance of trade among European nations, and 
between Europe and the rest of the world, regional agreements must be 
regarded as only preliminary stages towards the complete political and eco
nomic regrouping of the Western nations. The multilateral clearing system 
would certainly benefit from this enlargement of the market.

Sacrifices by rich nations for the benefit of poor ones would eliminate social 
imbalances leading to uneconomic movements of labour.

The monetary disintegration of Europe limits its chances of revival, and 
monetary disparities are a heavy burden on national economies in course of 
reconstruction. (...)

Given these fundamental premisses, we must now consider the choice of 
means.

1. The immediate task is to develop the system of multilateral payments. For 
this purpose, giving up all hope of dollar convertibility, the European nations 
should develop the clearing system as contemplated in the agreement of 16 
October last, permitting the creation of drawing rights on the basis of a new 
appreciation of monetary parities.

2. At the same time efforts should be made to abolish customs barriers so 
as to permit freedom of payments and capital transfers in the European area. 
(...)

3. The harmonization of fiscal systems should be promoted. Direct taxation 
on a personal and family basis should continue in the West to be an intangible 
sign of equality and solidarity. Indirect taxation at a high rate should be levied 
under uniform conditions, so as to avoid a basic imbalance of costs.

At the same time as European political agencies are created, a proportion 
of national revenues should be transferred to a European fund. The way in 
which this is done is of great importance. It must not take the form of an 
overall deduction from gross revenue, but a direct tax which will make each 
citizen conscious that he belongs to a larger community.

4. The creation of bank money on the one hand, and the checking of infla
tion on the other, are of such importance as to necessitate the harmonization 
of banking structures. (...)

5. Towards a European currency
The first stage might be the early establishment, along with an intra-Euro

pean multilateral compensation system, of a European Fund (Caisse euro
péenne des transferts) to centralize clearing arrangements. Initially, foreign 
currency holdings and drawing rights would be made over to this fund; its 
governing body would be empowered to assess intra-European exchange 
rates and discuss them with foreign authorities, especially the US in the frame
work of existing agreements. Since at present the overall programming of Mar
shall Aid is conducted by the OEEC, it would be natural for the new interna
tional body to assume the function of a dollar pool, centralizing the Marshall

/
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Aid compensations in national currency and authorizing the utilization of the 
sums thus liberated.

The same body would also supervise dealings in non-European currencies 
outside the Marshall Plan, since these affect the whole process of European 
recovery.

At a second stage, after the stabilization of national currencies and the deli
cate process of co-ordinating economic and financial structures, steps could 
be taken to provide for freedom of payments and transfers within the Union 
byway of free convertibility of European currencies among themselves.

The final stage, that of a European currency, would follow of itself; there 
are many possible ways in which it could take place. The currency could be 
introduced gradually as a money of account for intra-European compensation, 
or be credited as a counterpart to Marshall Aid in dollars. The time would then 
have come to set up a European bank of issue to which national banks of issue 
would transfer their balances. (...)

126. Nouvelles Équipes Internationales: Statutes 16 May 1949
NEI, Statuts (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-001/1).

The successful development of the NEI, and especially their activity at the economic con
ference of the European Movement at Westminster; was probably the reason for the defini
tive legal establishment of the association in 1949.1 The Statutes, drawn up in May of that 
yeary were duly published in the French Journal Officiel on 3 December. Unlike the 
inaugural appeal (doc. 116), they described the association in specifically Christian Demo
cratic terms, but -  significantly -  did not define its objective in a European5 sense. On the 
other hand, they maintained the rule, followed in practice from the beginning, that the 
different national 'teams' could be constituted in different ways. This allowed for activity in 
countries, such as Britain, which had no Christian Democratic party as such; it also made pos
sible co-operation by Christian Democrats in relevant organizations, exiled politicians from 
Eastern Europe, and representatives of national minorities.

Title I
Name -  Object -  Headquarters -  Duration 

Art. 1 : There is established under the name of Nouvelles Équipes 
Internationales (abbreviation: N.E.I.) an association which shall be governed 
by the present Statutes.

Art. 2 : The purpose of the Association is to establish regular contacts among 
political groups and personalities of various nations who are inspired by the 
principles of Christian Democracy, in order to study in the light of those prin-

1 Cf. also the personnel changes which took place at the same time, occasioned 
inter alia by Soyeur’s resignation from the post of General Secretary (EM Archives, 
NEI file).
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ciples the respective national situations and international problems, and to pro
mote international harmony of activities in a spirit of democracy and social 
and political peace.

Art. 3: The headquarters of the N.E.I. shall be fixed by decision of its Exec
utive Committee. (...)

Title II
Organization of the N.E.I. : National Teams

Art. 5 : The N.E.I. consist of the totality of national teams recognized by its 
Executive Committee. There shall be only one team for each country.

Art. 6: The national team for each country shall be formed by:
(a) The political party of Christian Democratic inspiration presently 

existing in that country, if it so desires ;
(b) Personalities inspired by our [sic] Christian Democratic spirit;
(c) Possibly a national group of the same tendency operating in forced exile.
Art. 7: Each national team shall formulate its own statutes in accordance

with the law of its country, on the sole condition that it respects the statutes, 
principles and decisions of the N.E.I.

The statutes of the national teams may provide for a section representing 
young people, on the basis laid down in Article 9.

The statutes of the national teams shall be submitted to the Executive Com
mittee for approval.

Art. 8 : Only the national team of a country is authorized to conduct N.E.I. 
propaganda on its territory. No meeting or manifestation, either with N.E.I. 
speakers or those of others, shall be organized without the prior agreement 
of the national team concerned in accordance with its statutes.

Art. 9: A Youth Section of the N.E.I. may be set up by each national team 
within the framework of that team and subject to its direction. On the occasion 
of international sessions with the N.E.I., the Youth Sections may hold special 
sessions with the agreement of the Executive Committee of the N.E.I. The 
Sections shall be represented on the Executive Committee as of right, on the 
conditions laid down in Article 12.

Art. 10: The organizations of the N.E.I. are the Executive Committee and 
the General Secretariat.

( . . . )

127. Section Internationale des Jeunes: Hofgastein Congress
10-16 July 1949

(A) Political Co-operation in Europe
(B) General Policy Resolution

(A) NEI, Section Internationale des Jeunes, Congrès de Hofgastein, 1ère commis
sion, rapport (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-101/7).

(B) NEI, Section Internationale des Jeunes, Congrès de Hofgastein, résolution de Po
litique générale (EA Archives, E 791.75).
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The Section des Jeunes, which developed within the N E I from the beginning of 1948 
onwards, held its first congress at Fiuggi in Italy on 29-31 January of that year; the discussion 
was mainly on philosophical principles.1 The second congress took place at Hofgastein in Aus
tria on 14-16 July 1949, on the theme of ‘The new generation in Europe’. Following the 
evolution of the N E I bodythis congress dealt to a greater extent with practical social and 
economic problems. In its political conclusions it came out more explicitly than the parent 
body in favour of European federalism, which the youth sections regarded as a logical conse
quence of their general outlook. They also differed from the N E I in placing less faith in the 
efficacy of action through governments (doc. A). In the same line of thought, while 
recognizing the possibilities of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe at Stras
burg, they laid clear stress on its weaknesses (doc. B).

(A) Political Co-operation in Europe

International federation corresponds to the most fundamental desires of 
human nature. However, these only become specific at a time when historical 
development has brought about such close mutual relations that nations can 
no longer remain isolated in their own countries, sheltering behind an absolute 
sovereignty that is detrimental to all of them.

As a result of technical advances in politics, economics, social and cultural 
matters, men and women need a wider community than the national state for 
the development of their nature and talents.

Thus today mankind must aspire to form communities that can create con
ditions for human development, both individual and collective.

In theory all questions that arise can be solved in a true world union under 
an effective world government.

However, recent history has shown that in practice mankind is not ready 
to take the first step from a sovereign nation state to a world government. 
Therefore we must go about things in a more restricted way by creating supra
national agencies which, by meeting some immediate needs, may also pave the 
way for a world government.

In this respect we Europeans must first of all seek to bring about co-opera
tion among all European states which -  by their nature, the standards they 
observe, and their European conception of life -  consider themselves part of 
the European community.

The history, nature and tradition of Europe give us an idea of the form this 
co-operation ought to take. It must not be the hegemony of one nation over 
others, obtained by force and based on force, but a free co-operation of 
peoples and nations who surrender part of their sovereignty for the sake of 
supranational relations.

However, for a European federation to succeed in the long run, much more 
is needed than a formal set of rules and institutions: these must be based on

1 Cf. L. Sturzo, Message au Congrès international de Fiuggi, 21 juillet 1948 (EA 
Archives, E 791.75).
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a European conception of life. Integral federalism has discovered man as a per
sonality -  man who, possessing a sense of moral standards, feels responsibility 
for his own unique vocation and also knows that he must live in fellowship 
with other men who are partly different in nature; while at the same time he is 
no less responsible towards the communities in which he lives, being free yet 
committed, living in the ‘tension that exists between autonomy and solidarity5.

A truly federal policy can only be built on a concept such as this, which 
leaves intact the nature of the various parts that make up the community, pro
tecting and strengthening them, while agencies at a higher lever are entrusted 
only with the powers necessary to perform specific functions. By the principle 
of subsidiarity, higher agencies will not be assigned any functions that can be 
more efficiently performed by lower ones.

Finally, the federalist conception of life will prevent united Europe from 
becoming a giant state with a new absolute sovereignty of its own, instead of a 
legal community which respects human dignity to the same degree. Such a 
community will bring world federation one step nearer, by itself conforming 
to world interests.

Some federalists believe that it is impossible to set about creating a European 
federation until federal ideas have become the common property of all nations, 
or at least of their governing classes. But, against this, there is an immediate 
practical necessity. The Second World War has left European countries in a 
state of weakness and poverty. States cannot meet their economic needs, either 
individually or in a provisional collective fashion. They are militarily helpless, 
so that Europe cannot hold its own against others and particularly against 
Russia, which is encroaching more and more in this part of the world.

The Americans considered that Europe’s economic weakness was a political 
danger; that is why Marshall Aid was devised. The sixteen countries concerned 
concluded the economic agreement in Paris, laying the first foundation stone 
of economic union.

The five countries of Western Union concluded a treaty which went beyond 
purely military assistance, though this was its chief element.

The Nato treaty effectively enables the contracting parties to provide for 
their collective security; this pact is the foundation stone of military unity.

These developments continue, but we still lack a supranational apparatus in 
the democratic sense of the term. Economic progress and security -  to confine 
ourselves to these for the time being -  cannot remain isolated sectors of Euro
pean life, but must be co-ordinated within a general political administration. 
Hence it is urgent to create institutions capable of governing in this way and in 
harmony with the people’s will. From the federalist point of view the Paris eco
nomic treaty, Western Union and Nato are a practical contribution towards a 
federal system, but they have little in common with true federalism. (...)

(B) General Policy Resolution
The Youth Section of the NEI, assembled in congress at Hofgastein on 

11-16 July 1949,
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Takes note with satisfaction of the existence of the Council of Europe, 
whose meeting at Strasburg in the near future will be an important event in 
European history;

Emphasizes the hope associated with this new organization, the establish
ment of which has frequently been called for by the associations belonging to 
the European Movement and in particular the NEI;

And fervently hopes for the success of this first meeting.
At the same time, it considers that this first attempt at European organiza

tion is inadequate for the purpose of achieving a true union of European 
nations.

The Consultative Assembly at Strasburg cannot play the part of a true 
European parliament. This is so on account of its composition, the limitations 
on its powers of discussion, and the purely advisory nature of its decisions.

In the same way, the advisory committee of foreign ministers cannot form 
the nucleus of a European government, fettered as it is by the unanimity rule 
and the fact that its decisions are advisory only.

For these reasons, and in order that the hopes placed by all European young 
people in the Council of Europe should not be disappointed, the Youth Sec
tion of the NEI desires that this Council should by its first acts endeavour to 
create among European peoples and governments a climate of confidence 
that will facilitate evolution towards a federal type of organization; thus 
achieving a break, in practice as well as in theory, with absolute national sover
eignty, while taking account of the special links between certain European 
nations and overseas territories.

As a first step in this evolution, we urge that treaties should be concluded 
for a European Charter of Human Rights, a European Court of Justice and 
a European Social and Economic Council, also that the Strasburg Assembly 
should be turned into a pre-constituent body. We also urge that the free Euro
pean nations not yet represented at Strasburg should be included in the 
Council of Europe at the earliest possible date.

In view of the importance of the deliberations of that Assembly, we hope 
that the delegates of the participating countries will be chosen among person
alities of undisputed competence and authority.

The Youth Section of the NEI is convinced that the unification of Europe 
cannot be achieved merely by a series of technical measures on the part of 
governments. It affirms the need, along with official action, to direct the 
political will of the masses by a special campaign of information and 
propaganda so as to popularize the European idea in the various countries, 
thus making possible further development and the creation of fresh institu
tions.

We young people are resolved to carry on this activity at all possible levels 
through our national teams, reinforcing the trend of Christian Democratic 
internationalism embodied in the NEI and the European Movement.
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128. Franco-German Meeting at Schluchsee: ‘Need for Franco- 
German Rapprochement’ March/April 1950

Cahiers des NEI, no. 4, mars/avril 1950, rapport politique sur la Rencontre fran
co-allemande de Schluchsee (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-059/2).

Given the stagnation of the movement towards European integration from mid-1949 
onwards, it appeared that further progress could not be made without German-French recon
ciliation, a theme which had from the outset been implicit in N E I discussion about Europe.1 
This fact had long been recognized in the informal ‘Geneva sessions' of prominent French 
and German Christian Democrats,2 and was openly discussed in the meeting of French and 
German Christian Democrats at Schluchsee. The mutual confidence built up within the N E I 
became effective on the international plane thanks to the advent in West Germany of a coali
tion government based on the CDU-CSU. The present comment from the French side 
emphasizes the importance of the European theme in the context of Franco-German rappro
chement.

More than ever, the French envisage a Franco-German rapprochement in a 
united Europe.

Nowadays problems present themselves at the continental, not the national 
level. When worldwide influence is shared between great countries like the 
USA and USSR, it would be absurd to hope to preserve a remnant of freedom 
by clinging to our present political structure. Whether the problems of Euro
pean countries are political, economic or social, they can only begin to be 
solved in the wider framework of a European union.

This can only have the best effect on the prospects of a Franco-German rap
prochement. If we face each other singly, there is a danger that feelings will 
merely be exacerbated: we shall find it harder to forget what separates us, and 
the task of arbitrating between us will be a hard one. In a European frame
work, on the other hand, we shall be two members of one and the same com
munity. It will be easier for an arbiter to compose our differences, as he too 
will be part of the community but not directly linked with either of the con
tending parties.

It is for these reasons that France, while recognizing the importance of a 
Franco-German rapprochement, agreed in the first place to become a member 
of the Council of Europe.

The Spirit of a united Europe
But, while France desires to see a united Europe, she is not prepared to be 

part of one regardless of its character. We believe that Europe should be 
created in a certain spirit, which we shall try to define.

1 Cf. Introduction, note 17.
2 Cf. doc. 124.
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Democratic Europe
First of all, we wish Europe to be democratic: people must be free to control 

their own destinies, and the entrusting of authority to a certain number of 
representatives by no means excludes the permanent control of acts of govern
ment by the people as a whole. Absolute obedience to one man, or to a group 
of men who can act exactly as they choose, leads nations to disaster.

We do not think our present French form of democracy is ideal; on the con
trary, we think there is much to criticize in it, and every nation should seek the 
form of democracy best suited to its character. But all of us, Frenchmen and 
Germans, have the duty to work for the prosperity of mankind, not on a basis 
of slavery but of increasing freedom.

In this democratic view of Europe, each individual must be respected by 
others and each nation must respect other nations. No individual and no 
nation has the right to impose its law on others.

Germans of good will must know that any act or word contrary to this mut
ual respect among individuals and peoples would only multiply difficulties for 
those Frenchmen who desire a rapprochement with Germany.

Our sole law must be to strive objectively for the common good of Europe.
Social Europe
The Europe we aspire to build must also be a social one. The unification of 

Europe was already achieved to some extent before the war, in the form of 
international cartels and capitalist solidarity. The purpose of that union, how
ever, was not to defend European interests, but to defend narrowly selfish 
interests and realize maximum profits. We should no longer be democrats if 
we agreed to the unification of Europe for the benefit of private interests. 
What we desire is a union taking account of the legitimate aspirations of the 
working classes, a union on the human scale, in a social framework; in short, 
it must serve Europe and not money-making interests that are often not Euro
pean at all.

It is not simply a question of opting intellectually for or against democracy; 
it is a matter of life and death for Europe. If we do not have a vigorous social 
programme, if we cannot achieve peace in Europe -  if we leave it to trusts and 
international cartels to build the economic unity we desire, then we shall 
undergo a series of crises followed by unemployment, social unrest and 
poverty, which will certainly lead to Communism. Soviet Russia understands 
this danger. In its plans to introduce Communism among us it relies much 
more on propaganda against European unity, and on the activities of the 
money power, than on the Red Army. Our duty, then, if we want Europe to 
remain independent, is to ‘think Europe’, but to do so in terms of democracy 
and social welfare.

A dynamic Europe
We observe that the Germans think Europe should be built up first and 

foremost against Communism, indeed almost exclusively so. This is under
standable, as they have a common frontier. We too are aware of the Commu
nist danger, but we do not think Europe should adopt a defensive ideological 
position. Europe must not be built against Communism alone.
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All European peoples have their own traditions, ideals and ways of thinking, 
which are equally opposed to Russian totalitarianism and American capitalism. 
We want to create Europe because we think we can make a world in which 
human beings will not be crushed either by machines or by police. Does this 
ideal not have its own dynamic value?

We must join forces to work out a doctrine whose dynamism can be 
opposed both to that of Marxism and that of American capitalism.

An open Europe
Finally, this Europe of ours must be open, not selfishly turned in on itself.
It has already been shown that Europe will not be viable if it does not include 

the overseas territories associated with its metropolitan members. This is very 
important, because even when the problem of productivity has been solved by 
the enlargement of the European market, this will not solve the dollar 
shortage, and we shall have to restrict our imports from America if we want 
to balance European trade. One of the best ways of doing so is to maintain 
the association with those overseas territories which have so long been asso
ciated with Europe’s destinies.

We do not, however, have in mind a joint tutelage of Europe over the 
extra-European territories as a whole, a kind of trusteeship like that evolved 
by the theoreticians of Lake Success. We think it preferable to adopt a more 
flexible formula, respecting natural affinities and existing habits. For this pur
pose we think it would be better for existing federations to become members 
of the European union. Thus the French Union, of which metropolitan 
France is only one member, would be an element of the European Union or 
confederation.

But all this is economics and politics. By inviting black representatives to this 
Franco-German meeting you have sought to indicate that the integration of 
overseas peoples in Europe has another meaning also, a moral and human one. 
In the world we are building there is no longer any difference of race and 
colour, only a great brotherhood of peoples determined to defend human lib
erty and dignity and to help build a better world, faithful to Christian princi
ples. (...)

129. Sorrento Congress: ‘Objectives of Christian D em ocracy in 
Present-D ay Europe’ 12-14  April 1950

(A) Message from Don Luigi Sturzo
(B) , (C) and (D): political, economic and social reports 
(E) Resolutions

(A)-(D) NEI, Congrès de Sorrente (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/4).
(E) Congrès de Sorrente, Résolutions (EA Archives, E 791.95).
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The Sorrento congress was attended by leading statesmen from 15 European countries, 
including 7 exiled East Europeans.1 It was widely covered by the media, showing that the 
N E I had become an international association arousing great public interest.2 This was partly 
due to the distinction of those present, but mainly to the fact that the congress gave a compre
hensive picture of the aims of Christian Democratic policy, pointing the way to a construc
tive renewal of European life; while maintaining a firmly anti-Communist attitude, it 
offered a via media between Communism and capitalism (B). Sturzo’s message (A) reflects 
this political concept and the confidence with which the Christian Democrats proclaimed it. 
Particularly in the discussion of economic and social matters (C, D) the congress advanced 
beyond a purely defensive anti-Communism or anti-capitalism and laid down constructive 
principles of a new European order (E). While elaborating on earlier formulations the con
gress remained faithful to the principle that, while European unity was important in itself, 
the main question was what kind of Europe it should be.

(A) Message from Don Luigi Sturzo

(...) There has never been a time when, in constitutionally free societies, 
Christian social ideas were so directly important in politics as they are today.

We do not belittle the part played by Catholics in European political life 
from the French revolution to our own day -  either in parliaments and govern
ments, as in Belgium, Luxemburg and Ireland, or in a sharing of power with 
other parties, as in Germany, Austria, Holland, Italy, France and elsewhere.

But, in our present exceptional situation, Christian Democrats could never 
have expected to be, as they are, in the forefront of political responsibility, 
even though it is shared with other parties and groups. The Democratic par
ties inspired by Christian ideals are in a key position which they cannot dis
claim, in a Europe in which the differences between victors and vanquished, 
belligerents, co-belligerents and neutrals, have been surmounted by urgent 
and extreme necessity and by the ever more complex tasks that must be 
tackled by a restructured Europe.

Many believe that this responsible function has fallen to Christian Demo
crats by accident, owing to the polarization of defence against aggressive 
Communism. The socialist camp, as they point out, has divided into pro- and 
anti-Communists, each with a degree of influence on the organized working 
masses, while the other parties -  conservatives, liberals and radicals -  are 
unable to influence either the Catholic or the non-Catholic masses.

This opinion is shared by those who look askance at the present predomi
nance of Christian Democracy in Europe, on account of old anti-clerical pre
judices that have weakened but not disappeared, and that may easily regain 
their influence with the atheistic bourgeoisie or secularist radicals and social
ists.

1 Cf. Participation au congrès de Sorrente (ACDP Archives, NEI no. 
VI-004-011).

2 Cf. Report on the Congress (ACDP Archives, NEI no. VI-004-011/4).
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But Christian Democracy is far from being simply an anti-Communist 
movement. It is opposed to Communism, because it stands for a complete 
renewal of civil society and state organization. But it does not consist merely 
of a clerical type of anti-laicism which developments on every hand show to 
be outdated.

If, in the free part of Europe, there is still a Communist danger in the sense 
of a new and more complex political totalitarianism, that danger will never 
arise in a particular country as the effect of a free choice and the evolution of 
social and political institutions; it will be imported and imposed by violence, 
and that only if the forces of resistance and reconstruction fail to unite against 
it.

Among those forces, there are three which it is the duty of Christian Demo
crats to uphold and strengthen. Firstly, there must be a firm and coherent inter
national organization in each country, such that respect for human 
personality, equal laws, public morality, economic equilibrium and inter-class 
solidarity give it the imprint of a truly Christian democracy. Secondly, govern
ments formed primarily by Christian Democrats, or of which they are 
members, must possess sufficient organization and a decisive will to defend 
the national order against any destructive attack either from within or from 
outside. Thirdly, it is necessary to transcend nationalism and accept some 
honourable curtailment of sovereignty for the sake of an effective European 
federation which will strengthen moral and political ties and gradually bring 
about an effective economic union.

The difficulties of realizing these aims will not appear less if we consider 
that there is still no peace treaty with Germany and Austria; that the Free Ter
ritory of Trieste, despite the Allied declaration of May 1948, is still under mil
itary occupation, and we do not know when it will be restored to Italy; and 
many other European and colonial problems are as yet unsolved.

Overshadowing all other difficulties, moreover, are the social problems that 
are closely connected with European revival and present different features in 
each country.

Christian Democrats must approach these problems seriously, avoiding 
timid conservatism on the one hand and revolutionary demagogy on the 
other. We must respect economic laws and the requirements of production, 
lest the consequences of reform are felt adversely by the working classes that 
we seek to benefit.

While the Communists deny moral values based on freedom and Christian 
principles, we Christian Democrats affirm those values not only in theory but 
as a practical policy and a principle of social order.

As to national and international co-operation with other parties, Christian 
Democrats are prepared to enter into sincere agreements without sacrificing 
their main principles: freedom and constitutional government, the co-exist
ence and solidarity of social classes, public morality, and a structural and 
decentralized state organization.

The political struggle will be hard; the economic crisis is difficult to solve; 
social problems are more and more urgent, and may well be the most serious.
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This is the great test for Christian Democracy. The rulers of all countries 
well know that events are stronger than men; but they also know that given 
firm conviction, sincere intentions, courage, sacrifice and trust in Providence, 
they can and must stand the test.

Free Europe is not isolated; it is firmly backed by the USA; together with 
all the American states, North and South, and the countries of the British 
Commonwealth, it is in a majority at the United Nations.

These facts give us a certain confidence in a less sombre future, and they 
may give this old Europe courage to renew itself, to review its position and 
prepare for events that, whether we like it or not, will be focused in this part 
of the globe.

Christian Democrats must thus be able to share the new rhythm of interna
tional life with ever more effective ideas and with men and women well pre
pared for the tasks ahead.

With these objectives, fulfilling our duties and trusting in Providence, we 
can face the future and be ready for action and sacrifice.

(B) Political report
1. Christian Democratic movements have acquired a predominant position 

in postwar European political life. They have a double mission that no other 
political force is capable of fulfilling:

(a) To improve the lot of workers: a great papal encyclical lays down this 
objective.

(b) To create a solid international community, or rather a supranational 
one.

These two aims must, or rather can, be achieved only by democratic means.
2. Faith in democratic methods is profoundly shaken in Europe. Too often, 

the man in the street feels inwardly that a free regime will not be able to cope 
with the tremendous problems of the hour.

The Christian Democratic movements must above all be conscious of their 
mission. They must prove that democracies are full of life, and must lead them 
to victory.

3. This mission is imposed on our movements by their character as trustees 
of the patrimony of Christian civilization and defenders of the Christian con
ception of life, the foundation of which is the human soul with its infinite 
value, the responsible motive force of life in society. The Christian 
Democratic movements are by their nature anti-totalitarian, but it must be 
made clear that their programme is not ‘anti-Communist’ as such: we fight 
Communism because it bars the way to the creation of a Christian society.

It must be understood that we do not mean by ‘Communism’ a generous 
aspiration to social justice or a particular economic system. The Communism 
we are against is a specific historical fact: a new attempt at the domination of 
man by man, the enslavement of the soul to a regime of violence.

This attempt is sustained by the armed forces of a country which practises 
power politics at home and abroad and which rejects self-determination, the
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individual’s responsibility for his actions, and the self-government of peoples, 
in short the very essence of democracy.

Communism means domination by a party, neo-paternalism, the application 
of unbridled force to the conscious working of free minds.

4. On the social plane, in particular, Communism as a concrete historical 
fact presents itself as an enemy to be conquered.

The true antithesis is not between Communism and present-day society, 
which we wish to see profoundly transformed; it is between the society to 
which we aspire, and Communism as it presents itself today on the stage of 
history.

Communism means universal proletarianization, whereas what we want is 
a society without a proletariat and without deprivation. Communism enslaves 
man to the state, whereas we want a society in which the economic autonomy 
of the individual is guaranteed vis-à-vis the state as well.

Communism is opposed to free trade unions, educational freedom, and 
freedom of religion. It wishes to bring history to a stop and paralyse it for ever 
in an economic organization based on state-worship. It denies self-govern
ment, the development of economic forms, the free quest for truth.

Communism is thus the typical antithesis of our ideas, just as super-capitalist 
liberalism pays no heed to the problem of human rights.

In our eyes, however, human rights are the central problem. As long as a 
single individual is enslaved, our battle will not be won. To Communists, on 
the other hand, as long as a single country or individual is still free, there is 
an enemy to be fought.

The just society for which we strive can only be founded on the ruins of 
Communism, which is the supreme degeneration of an essentially conservative 
form of society, aiming above all to extinguish any impulse of the individual 
spirit.

5. Only Christian Democracy can perform the duty of creating a society 
without a proletariat. This cannot be achieved by democratic socialism.

Christian Democracy stands firmly by its method, that of self-government 
based on the inviolability of individual rights; it rejects the dogma of popular 
sovereignty, used as an instrument of domination by minorities or even by 
omnipotent majorities. It stands firmly by its objective of a society based on 
spiritual, political and economic freedom. But it has no prejudices as to the 
technical means of building the new edifice.

If by liberalism is meant the economic regime of complete laisser-aller, to 
that extent Christian Democracy is anti-liberal. It is interventionist, because 
only intervention by the community can re-establish the necessary conditions 
for an economy based on free initiative. If, on the other hand, ‘intervention’ 
stands for total planning, Christian Democracy refuses to commit itself to this 
dogma. Private initiative, planning, a guided economy, public or private 
investment, nationalization or the co-operative system -  all these are practical 
means that may prove effective in different ways in different historical or eco
nomic situations. Christian Democracy has no prejudices in this respect; 
hence its strength, and the certainty of its success.
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As long as democratic socialist parties are wedded to the dogma of the col
lectivization of means of production they will be in danger of committing, for 
the sake of abstract theories, technical errors which the free judgement of peo
ples will eventually condemn.

6. On the international plane, Christian Democratic movements emphasize 
a fundamental principle: no country can work out its salvation alone. They 
assert the independence of nations, which signifies respecting and developing 
the historical and cultural heritage of each of them. They assert the interde
pendence of all countries, in opposition to all policies of autarky or conquest.

They reject autarky conceived in terms of the rivalry of nations pursuing, 
in successive and contrasting cycles, a policy of power, expansion and domina
tion. They reject autarky conceived in the sense of the economic self- 
sufficiency of certain areas, or as a balance of potential military forces that are 
destined to shift, on occasion, from one chessboard to the other [sic].

7. Thus the Christian Democratic movements consider the process of Euro
pean unification as the first historical stage to which they are called in the 
struggle against autarky and against the principle that nations can be saved by 
ruining other nations.

They applaud the principle of the limitation of national sovereignty in 
favour of joint supranational agencies, as that principle is embodied in certain 
new European constitutions.

However, Christian Democrats reject the idea of an autarkic Europe con
ceived as a new large entity -  political, economic and military -  opposed to 
others. This is because, above all, one cannot conceive of a Europe separated 
from the great overseas communities with which it has traditional links that 
should be respected, consolidated and broadened in the interest of all. It is also 
because Europe, as a patrimony of civilization, cannot be conceived of in isola
tion from the rest of the free world.

Thus Christian Democrats regard the movement for the integration of 
Europe as the consolidation of the easternmost bulwark of the free world 
imbued with Christian civilization.

8. Towards those states which are today unable to join in the community 
of free Christian nations, our Movements will never take up a position that 
might lead to an ideological war. They believe that the longer the world is at 
peace, the more likely is it that truth will penetrate any and every ‘iron curtain’.

At the same time, they refuse to adopt a course of ‘non-resistance’ in ideo
logical or practical matters, national or international. Ideological non-resis
tance might mean a spiritual position between freedom and tyranny, between 
good and evil; while practical non-resistance would place a premium on 
armed aggression.

9. In general they believe that the values of which they are trustees should 
be defended at any sacrifice. They are convinced that the values represent the 
highest evolution of political thought, and they feel it a duty to affirm such 
principles in the interests of all. Christian Democracy is a conception of social 
life which can be upheld as a universal norm: the consciousness of this mission in
spires the common determination of all our movements to resist any act of force.
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10. The Christian Democratic movements are aware that historical events 
have created between certain countries, and particularly within larger coun
tries, causes of dissent on particular national and international problems. Such 
discord is enhanced by the psychological heritage of wars that have ravaged 
the continent during the past century.

But they are convinced that while these problems might be solved, they 
would arise again until a definitive arrangement was not [sic] reached in the 
circle of a wider community of nations. They therefore intend to work 
together for the progressive abolition of economic and political frontiers 
between their countries. The various problems will be easily surmounted in a 
united Europe that is linked to a wider community of free peoples.

11. However, to form such a community it is essential that the state should 
be organized on principles absolutely common to all. As long as the democratic 
principle of self-government is safeguarded there is no problem that can lead 
to further wars among Christian peoples.

A Christian nation that belongs to a great community of free peoples will 
never go to war for territorial questions. Hence the fight against totalita
rianism implies the affirmation of a constitutional order of the democratic 
community, excluding once and for all any return to totalitarianism.

This is the justification of democracies: political freedom must lead to an 
ever-wider freedom, but must never be a stage of development leading to 
tyranny. This principle is affirmed in the UN Declaration of Human Rights, 
Art. 30 of which says:

‘Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, 
group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed 
at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.’

It is desirable that this principle should as soon as possible be embodied in 
a broader and definitive form in the constitutional legislation of European 
countries.

12. The principle that no one can achieve their own welfare unaided should 
be adopted by all peoples of Christian civilization, especially in economic 
matters.

In internal affairs, Christian Democracy requires the non-proletarian 
classes to make heavy sacrifices for the benefit of the workers, on the principle 
that as long as deprivation exists there can be no certain prosperity for anyone. 
Similarly in international affairs, nations that are relatively prosperous should 
realize that they are in a precarious position as long as millions of men and 
women are living in a state of material and spiritual distress. Christian Democrats 
are convinced that this conception of the world as a system of communicating 
vessels cannot be realized until nations cease to regard one another as foreigners.

The problem of the general liberalization of economic life seems insoluble 
as long as it is tackled on purely economic lines. It is necessary above all to 
create a political solidarity such as will assure all peoples that they are to share 
in the prosperity to be conferred on those who are today underprivileged. It 
is also the case that morality is superior to politics, and a constructive policy 
can only be conceived in ethical or universal terms.
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The mission of Christian Democracy in Europe is to call on men and nations 
to surpass themselves so that, after a phase of freely accepted sacrifices, they 
may be reborn in a wider community.

13. This mission implies a profound consciousness of being on the right 
road. It implies a religious will to create a new world; an unshakable intransi
gence towards enemy ideologies; determination to act in unison and fraternal 
solidarity, co-ordinating policies at home and abroad, in economics and in 
defence. It implies determination to abolish for ever anything that might lead 
any of our countries into a policy of isolation, imperialist expansionism or 
autarky. Let us never forget the Gospel admonition: £No one, having put his 
hand to the plough and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God.’

(C) Economic report

I  The Christian conception of labour
While the nature of entrepreneurship in the Western economic system has 

been re-examined under the influence of Christian movements, the Christian 
basis of the conception of labour has been more or less neglected in recent 
times.

Under the influence of the Reformation and subsequently of Catholic moral 
doctrine, the ‘duty to work’ has become an essential foundation of our eco
nomic and social order.

Also under the influence of Christian social policy, and as result of the 
severity of current economic crises, the conception of the Tight to a job’ has 
been added to that of the ‘duty to work’.

II. The European Economic Community
Economic and social progress has been the result of an international division 

of labour, leading to a more and more intensive exchange of goods and 
manufactures. However, this international co-operation has fallen off owing 
to economic crises and the adoption of short-term remedies.

States and nations, governed by short-sighted party programmes, have tried 
to overcome these troubles by aiming for economic and social security in their 
own territory, where they hoped the effects of crises could be avoided. Plans 
for autarky have a certain success in the short term but interfere more and 
more with the international division of labour; they help the working class 
with welfare measures at the expense of the living standard of other classes or 
of foreign countries.

A policy of autarky is a threat to peace because it tempts the state to base 
its absolute power on raw materials, means of transport and production, and 
for this purpose to enlarge its boundaries by force of arms (the policy of big 
areas and living space).

The revival of a true European economic community must be based on a 
proper international division of labour. This has nothing to do with the idea 
of large areas, based purely on the conception of power -  a conception that 
unfortunately is still with us.

The difference between these two ideas lies in the opposition between (a)
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a corporation, as the symbol of an international community based on the di
vision of labour, and (b) control\ as the expression of an economic order based 
ultimately on coercion.

A corporation develops the complementary forces of the different national 
economies; control suppresses or regulates the competition among those 
economies.

Associated with the system of control, as well as the idea of large areas, is 
that of the great international cartels that come into being in the 1920s.

The only possible basis for a future European economic community is the 
corporate one. This involves the widest possible international division of 
labour; negation of the uniformity of national economies, and the affirmation 
and encouragement of their diversity; and the abandonment of all investment 
plans dictated by power politics.

The OEEC programme for the different European countries is unfortu
nately still too much influenced by power-political interests in those countries 
(e. g. investment in steel production).

We do not want a ‘race’ to produce a particular commodity, but that it 
should be produced wherever conditions are most favourable.

III. Freedom of labour; property and capital
Without a revival of this freedom there will be no real international division 

of labour and thus no real economic community.
There must be a certain international juridical safeguarding of these freedoms.
The unilateral abolition of these rights by measures taken in certain coun

tries amounts to an international crime.
The abolition of these rights has in the past been one of the most important 

weapons used by a nation state to ensure its autarky and ability to sustain a 
war economy.

If it is sought to justify the weakening of these rights by the desire to safe
guard a certain economic and social standard in the country concerned, the 
result is a spurious welfare and makeshift social arrangement that will never 
make possible free competition with other countries.

Such measures are in the end financed either by massive foreign aid or by 
a levy on foreign products, paid by the purchasers or suppliers (foreign 
exchange policy or surcharges), or again by official or semi-official inflation.

An international economic community must be a community of individuals 
and not one of states as it has been for the past twenty years (principle of 
self-government).

Certainly it is national governments that have profoundly shaken the bases 
of a true international community by their practices, such as devaluation.

It follows that foreign credits will be granted on the principle of private 
economy and not between states or governments.

Governments, since they have been both legislators and debtors, have 
increasingly misused their legislative function (trying to gain political influ
ence at the expense of the economy) so as to free themselves from debt, 
partially or wholly, by a spurious legality.
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IV  Private property
This is a principle of great importance to a free, democratic and social eco

nomic community.
In the same way as states are eliminating private property from their econo

mies, statism is developing in international relations.
While a reduction of statism is the precondition of a true economic com

munity with division of labour, we must overcome the superstition that 
anonymous public ownership would be of greater value to the economy (this 
is the danger of socialist doctrines).

The question of property is of the greatest importance for the realization 
of a social order and for the social security of the economy.

V The social duties of property
The recognition of private property as a stronger institution than public 

property by no means implies any right to use it against the common good, 
either economically or socially.

This involves a social responsibility on the part of the owner of property, 
and, in cases where the owner and administrator are different persons, the 
social responsibility falls on the effective administrator.

As is shown by the standard of living of the working class in the USA, the 
performance by the economy of its social function is conditioned by:

(a) higher productivity and the progressive lowering of costs.
(b) permanent competition in respect of productivity and marketing.
(c) competition permitting the production of new commodities at all times, 

drawing attention to demand and creating new locations of production.
The economy can only perform this function if there is a link between the 

claim to acquire private property and profits and a social conception whose chief 
object is to raise living standards and social security. If this claim on the individ
ual's part is unjust, it can easily lead to a national policy of autarky and violence.

(D) Social report

1. Let us'state clearly from the outset that for us Christian Democrats united 
Europe is not an end but a means.

2. It is a means of social progress, an objective from which we certainly 
expect much, but which we must never think of as an infallible recipe for 
general prosperity.

3. Two remarks may confirm us in this opinion and this reservation. Is it the 
case that the 19th century, a time when goods and persons could move about 
with great freedom, was distinguished by its social achievements? Alas, no.

4. And, in our own day, does the population of the USSR, with its enormous 
area and huge international market, enjoy greater prosperity than our Swiss 
friends in their federated cantons?

5. Clearly economic unification does not in itself produce the benefits we 
expect from Europe. Consequently, refusing to content ourselves with an 
empty label, we shall try to specify what we should like the impressive name 
of Europe to mean.
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6. What purposes do we assign to united Europe?
7. First, it should bear witness to a civilization imbued with the Christian 

spirit, which has shone out over the world and which, today, it is the arduous 
and glorious responsibility of democracy to direct and animate.

8. In the same way, Europe must protect a minimum of national indepen
dence and culture, which cannot be safeguarded except by a degree of federal 
union of our different countries, each one supported by all the rest.

9. Finally Europe must ensure social progress properly so called, and ap
plying to all social classes: farmers, industrial workers, entrepreneurs, crafts
men, middle classes etc.

10. This progress must involve first of all a certain levelling-up of standards 
in each country; but it will also follow, on the moral plane, from the facilitation 
and increase of personal contacts among members of the continental com
munity.

11. One of the major conditions of achieving these aims is clearly the stabili
zation and development of the European economy, oriented and controlled 
by a political authority whose powers must be real even if limited. This is the 
subject of other reports, but we may draw attention here to certain conditions 
and guarantees of a social character that are indispensable to the economic 
union that Europe needs if it is to achieve the aims set out above.

12. The general raising of standards of life certainly depends largely on 
increasing productivity. The creation of a large market will certainly help, as 
will some specialization of industries according to geological resources, trans
port facilities etc. But care must be taken not to increase industrial concentra
tion, the basic cause of the existence of the proletariat, a social evil that 
Europe must seek to eradicate as soon as possible.

13. Specialization, as well as such freedom of investment as may be granted, 
may lead to movements of labour whose scale should as far as possible 
calculated in advance, so as to obviate their adverse social consequences, e. g. 
by an energetic housing policy.

14. In any case no undue pressure, still less authoritarian measures, should 
be applied to induce workers to migrate.

15. The right of free movement, and that of residence, should be expressly 
guaranteed to all workers. The first is merely hypocritical without the second, 
as can be seen almost everywhere in Europe at the present time.

16. In the same line of thought, we mention here only by way of reminder 
the freedom to form trade unions and to choose one’s job, which must of 
course be recognized on the national and international level.

17. Another way to raise productivity would be the firm pursuit of a policy 
of full employment, the easier in proportion as the economic area is larger. We 
must here protest vigorously against theories that are sometimes heard even 
in circles close to our own, to the effect that it is economically necessary and 
even beneficial to have a certain degree of unemployment, say not over 5% 
of the total work-force. Those who hold such theories must take a concen
tration-camp view of the economy!
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18. We do not deny the difficulty of balancing supply and demand in labour 
matters. But we are still more aware of the intolerable situation endured by the 
out-of-work, both morally and materially. And we shall continue to call for 
a policy of full employment which will prevent employers from exerting any 
undue pressure on wages and will guarantee to every man the safeguarding 
of his essential dignity as an individual and provider for his family. Such a 
policy is possible if only by means of a long-term programme of major public 
works, making it possible to regulate the labour market.

19. If a degree of unemployment should appear temporarily unavoidable, 
a ‘European unemployment relief fund’ should maintain the out-of-work at 
a decent standard, the cost being apportioned among member countries of the 
federation; this would be an effective invitation to get rid of the scourge of 
unemployment.

20. Once again, let us repeat that the economy should be in the service of 
man and not the reverse. This is the key to all the problems that European 
union may involve.

21. A sound economy postulates not only specialization but also reasonable 
competition and hence freedom of trade, which is at present restricted by all 
sorts of quota schemes. But we must take care that this competition rests only 
on natural factors such as advantages of situation or geological resources. It 
would be a negation of social progress to tolerate a competition based on dif
ferent wage levels, social security etc., penalizing the enterprises that treated 
their employees best.

22. For this reason, a harmonization of labour costs (wages and social insu
rance contributions) should go along with the freeing of trade. Some argue 
that this should take place prior to any liberation, others that it will never 
happen except as a result of a first measure of liberation. No doubt these are 
abstract problems and should not be dwelt on unduly; but they should be stud
ied forthwith by the European Economic and Statistical Institute advocated 
by Fr. Lebret at the Westminster economic conference.

23. Collective conventions on a European level might be among the most 
important factors of this harmonization of working conditions.

24. We will note briefly here, leaving the detailed reasons to be filled in by 
the economic report, that we do not believe that the productivity rates of dif
ferent countries can be balanced by the mere effect of commercial exchanges, 
however ‘flexible’. This can only slow down, but not prevent, a cascade of 
devaluations, inevitable when a country seeks to protect its economic or social 
situation by financial manipulation.

25. As to the protection afforded by tariffs, this is by definition a negation 
of economic union. One may agree that they can be reduced gradually, but 
they must not be maintained as a solution to economic and social problems.

26. Our acceptance of a real liberation of trade, the movement of persons 
and capital must not be read as excluding the need for supervision and possible 
direction of such movements. This is essentially a task for the political power, 
but it must be fully democratic, based on a professional system on a basis of 
equality, to be organized on the national and international level. Within the
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European industrial councils and the European economic and social council 
that have so often been proposed, it will be for workers and employers to study 
in a precise and concrete manner the economy of needs conducing to the gen
eral welfare; the employers must not be allowed to extend to the European 
plane the profit economy that they have hitherto developed in a clumsy and 
harmful manner, involving crises for themselves and poverty for many others.

27. If large internationalized enterprises are set up in certain basic sectors, 
such as steel, coal, armaments etc., these should clearly be managed on the 
same lines as the national enterprises.

28. It is clear, finally, that only European union can provide a decisive 
remedy to the important and grievous problem of displaced persons and refu
gees.

29. Our Executive Committee on 19 November 1949 gave a very full 
analysis of the measures that might be taken, and we can only approve its main 
conclusions as set out below.

30. ‘Collective resettlement should be maintained and developed, as the 
most effective means for the great majority of refugees, as well as for host 
countries in need of manpower; in this way too, a certain percentage of aged 
and infirm can be resettled.

31. ‘Special attention should be given to occupational rehabilitation so as to 
reduce the “hard core” to the minimum.

32. ‘An effective single passport should be instituted for all who are eligible 
for aid from the International Refugee Organization and no longer enjoy 
national protection.

33. ‘The migration of individuals, especially intellectuals, should be main
tained and facilitated as much as possible; likewise the rehabilitation of unem
ployed intellectuals, and the recognition and acceptance of foreign university 
degrees and diplomas.

34. ‘An international fund should be created for the above purposes, and to 
provide a grant for countries accepting the “hard core” .’

35. It would be desirable to set up a ‘European Population Commission’ to 
concern itself with all the above tasks.

36. We may also note here that, in the opinion of eminent sociologists and 
economists, some areas of Europe are capable of supporting much more than 
their present population, not only by the cultivation or recultivation of waste 
lands but by an improved economic organization. It would be culpably selfish 
to close our eyes to these possibilities.

37. The execution of such a programme certainly requires planning; other
wise economic upheavals, followed by social ones, will ruin the house of peace 
that we are seeking to build and destroy the legitimate hopes that so many 
people place in it.

38. We shall need both prudence and daring.
39. Prudence will be guaranteed by preliminary planning and also, before 

any major steps are taken, by setting up European institutions with real though
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limited powers, delegated by their respective governments, pending the estab
lishment of a federalist European government which is our ultimate objective.

40. We have already indicated in passing what some of these institutions 
should be: a European Unemployment Relief Fund, a Population Commission, 
a Trade and Statistical Institute, an Economic and Social Council attached to 
the Strasburg Assembly, and other economic agencies.

41. Prudence will also be shown in the gradual abolition of quotas, tariffs 
etc., allowing time for necessary adjustments to be made.

42. But there must be boldness too, and we must not frustrate the unification 
of Europe by a suffocating control of all initiatives. We must keep constantly 
before us the vision of a fraternal Europe, the aim without which Europe itself 
cannot survive. Certain risks and sacrifices will be inevitable. Proverbial 
wisdom is on our side: ‘Nothing ventured, nothing gained5. Instead of endless 
theoretical discussions on the relative advantages of different methods, let us 
recall the Arab saying that Lyautey was fond of: ‘Choose, and you will win.5

43. Some may be surprised that several problems of concern to united 
Europe or social progress are not dealt with in this report. The reason is that 
in our opinion they do not possess the necessary character of being both social 
and European.

44. One such problem is the reform of the entrepreneurial system; this, 
however, will be brought about, it may be hoped, by the great wave of social 
changes resulting from a fully democratic unification of Europe.

45. Another problem, the control of national and international cartels, is 
dealt with in the economic report.

46. Yet another is the unification of military budgets, the economic and 
social repercussions of which are fully realized, but which are a matter for the 
political report.

47. Finally there is the cultural enrichment of nations through the facilitation 
of mutual contacts, which will be discussed elsewhere.

48. We have endeavoured in the present report to avoid any specific com
mitment as between planning and laisser-faire, considering merely the require
ments of a minimum social policy on a European scale; this would leave room 
for adaptation to national temperaments and conditions, while enabling all 
countries to compete on equitable terms and providing guarantees against 
social regression.

49. In the age of aviation and wireless telegraphy, a liberalization of 
exchanges of all kinds is imperative: not an anarchical and confused liberaliza
tion that would benefit only a limited number of private interests, but an 
enlightened liberalization geared to the improvement of general welfare.

50. In so far as the peoples of Europe feel that welfare to be a reality, they 
will support the cause of union. But it would be most dangerous to the cause 
if social justice were ignored.

51. For us Christian Democrats the choice is clear. Paraphrasing a famous 
statement, we may say that ‘Europe will either be a social reality or none at 
all.5
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(E) Resolutions
(i) Political Resolution 

The Nouvelles Équipes Internationales
Convinced that all peoples of the world desire peace,

Denounce
dictatorial regimes which, by their structure, stifle the free voice of peoples 

and constitute a perpetual threat of war.
Take note

that the countries under Bolshevik domination live under a dictatorial re
gime and a so-called people’s democracy which ignores the rights of the hu
man person and radically destroys political democracy;

that political oppression and the attribution of all power to a dominant caste 
represent the re-establishment of the domination of man by man and conse
quently a denial of the very foundation of social justice;

that dictatorial governments have hitherto prevented an effective control, 
and hence the reduction, of armaments.

They suggest
that the UN should conduct an international investigation to ascertain the 

level of armaments in all countries.
They proclaim

their unshakable resolve to combat Bolshevism in a close union of parties, 
movements, and individuals inspired by Christian Democratic ideas and in 
collaboration with all forces of the free world.

They affirm
that defence against Bolshevism is not enough; the mission of Christian 

Democrats is to renew European life at the level of inter-state relations as well 
as in home affairs and economic and social conditions.

They declare
that this renewal will not be possible, or profound or effective, unless it takes 

place in accordance with the Christian spirit and by democratic methods.
They observe

that this renewal demands the realization of the unity of Europe.
They desire

that all democratic countries should be admitted to the European Assembly 
at its next session, and that the Council of Europe should as soon as possible 
set up a European political authority with effective powers.

(ii) Economic Resolution 
The Economic Commission, being of the opinion
that the achievement of a European economic union is not an end but a 

means;
that the realization of this union must be constantly inspired by the primacy 

of human concerns over economic ones;
that from this point of view the existence of widespread unemployment in 

a mutilated Europe represents a grave threat to civilization;
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that, setting aside any conflict of doctrine, it is important to seek a basis of 
true co-operation among European peoples;

that this co-operation must be such as to allow the maximum efficacy of 
individual initiative, together with sufficient control to prevent its operating 
against the general interest;

(1) appeals to all members of the NEI, and particularly those who are depu
ties to the Strasburg Assembly, to do their utmost to ensure the early imple
mentation of the resolutions adopted at Westminster by the Committee on 
European Movements, esp. those concerning:

the free convertibility of currency;
the free circulation of persons, capital and goods;
the abolition of customs barriers.
(2) declares that:
(a) an economy inspired by Christian principles must assure every individual 

of the ‘right to work5. A European economic order that did not guarantee this 
right would be flawed in itself. Hence the fight against unemployment is an 
essential objective of European co-operation.

(b) the recognition of the fundamental right of private property does not 
mean that this right may be exercised to the detriment of the common good; 
on the contrary, it implies a social responsibility on the owner’s part;

to those who think as we do, there must be a ‘civic spirit5 of ownership which 
subordinates the notion of immediate profit and even of security, legitimate 
though it be, to absolute respect for the fundamental right to work.

(iii) Social Resolution
Considering that the maintenance and development of a civilization inspired 

by Christianity requires the strict subordination of economics to human inter
ests;

The NEI affirm that European unification, to which they desire to make an 
active contribution, should take place in accordance with the following prin
ciples, methods and guarantees of social order:

All workers, including exiles, should be allowed freedom of movement and 
residence, and should forthwith be allowed to work on conditions that are cus
tomary in the countries where they live.

The harmonization of labour costs should prevent economic competition 
taking place at the expense of workers5 standard of living.

It would seem that collective European conventions could gradually by 
degrees provide the necessary guarantees on these two points.

Full employment must be an objective. No concession should be made to the 
view that a certain degree of unemployment is an economic necessity.

The risk of any unemployment proving temporarily unavoidable should be 
covered by a system of national or occupational insurance, with international 
reinsurance.

Any resettlement of labour by authoritarian means or under improper pres
sure from narrow economic interests is to be condemned.
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The NEI consider that the manipulation of currencies and tariffs is insuffi
cient as a basis for this European social policy.

They affirm that the general liberalization of trade should be normalized 
subject to a certain degree of supervision exercised in a democratic fashion on 
the advice of industrial councils constituted on an equal basis, and especially 
of an Economic and Social Council which should be attached to the Council 
of Europe.

The pursuit of certain specific objectives should be entrusted to European 
political institutions with limited but real powers, which may be delegated by 
the governments concerned.

These might include a European section of the International Labour Office, 
a European Unemployment Insurance Fund, a European Population Com
mission, a European Trade and Statistical Institute, and so on; these bodies 
should function under the aegis of the Council of Europe.

However, all these controls and guarantees should not be allowed to stifle 
initiative or stand in the way of a bold policy of European integration. Certain 
risks and sacrifices are inevitable, and should be accepted once they are 
reduced to a reasonable scale.

These, in the view of the NEI, are the minimum requirements of a European 
social policy, leaving room for necessary adaptation to national temperaments 
and conditions, but establishing all the regions of Europe in conditions of 
healthy emulation and affording guarantees against regression in social mat
ters.
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III. The World Federation of Trade Unions
(WFTU) and

the International Confederation of Free 
Trade Unions (ICFTU)

W ilfried Loth

Introduction

The idea of supranational union had always played an important part in the 
international trade union movement. National trade union associations united 
to form international ones because experience had shown that their interests 
could no longer be satisfactorily upheld on a purely national basis; moreover, 
given the forms of political and social organization to which trade unionists 
aspired, it was natural to think in terms that transcended the nation state. It 
was thus not accidental that the International Federation of Trade Unions 
(IFTU)1 came to the conclusion during the Second World War that in peace
time there must be ‘some kind of international machinery ... to settle peace
fully, by mediation and arbitration, all political, territorial and economic dis
putes susceptible of leading to conflict’. The authors of the programme 
adopted in March 1944 by the emergency International Trade Union Council 
realized that such an organization could only come about gradually, by streng
thening the existing anti-Fiitler coalition; but they were convinced that there 
was no other way of effectively ensuring peace.2

1 For the history of this body see esp. the report by its last secretary-general: W. 
Schevenels, Forty-five Years, 1901-1945. International Federation of Trade Unions, 
Brussels, 1956. -  The present chapter is based on the relevant archives of the WFTU 
and ICFTU in the International Institute for Social Fiistory in Amsterdam. I am 
indebted to Mr P. H. de Jonge for kind permission to use the ICFTU archives, and 
to Mevr. D. E. Devreese for help in consulting both collections.

2 ‘Social and Economic Demands of the International Trade Union Movement for 
the Post-war W orld’, in Schevenels, Forty-five Years, pp. 390-418; on the origin of 
the programme, pp. 302 f.; extracts in W. Lipgens, ‘Views of Socialist and Trade 
Union Associations on the Postwar Order in Europe’, in Doc. Eur. Integr., vol. 2, 
doc. 249.
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However, when the new World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) was 
set up after the war,3 the demand for supranational organizations with subsi
diary European organizations was not written into its constitution. This was 
partly because the British Trades Union Congress (TUC), which played the 
major role in its foundation, was by tradition pragmatic and opposed to 
hard-and-fast formulae which might limit the freedom of the national move
ments and give rise to sterile political disputes among them.4 A second reason 
for being chary of political statements was that the Soviet trade unions for the 
first time belonged to the new international body, and it was desired not to jeo
pardize their integration in a democratic movement by unduly harsh criticism 
of Soviet policy. Ffence, while emphasis continued to be laid on the need for a 
strong world peace organization based on unity among the victorious powers, 
little was done to define these principles in a more concrete form.5 None the 
less, a realistic basis had been created for an international strategy of the 
postwar trade union movement.

It did not, however, develop on the expected lines, as, instead of becoming 
an instrument for the promotion of East-West understanding, the WFTU itself 
became polarized on ‘cold war5 lines. The American Federation of Labor 
(AFL) -  which, unlike its rival the Congress of Industrial Organizations 
(CIO), did not join the WFTU -  was fervently anti-Communist and devoted 
all its efforts to splitting the WFTU by separating the democratic trade unions 
from those of the Communist countries.6 On this account the AFL supported 
the organizational patriotism of the International Trade Secretariats, which 
themselves shrank from integration in the WFTU, and in general prevented 
the new body from consolidating itself. In reply, the Communist representa
tives in the WFTU increasingly defended rigid Soviet positions. It was thus 
impossible for the movement to find any common ground beyond general 
anti-Fascism, and quite impossible to develop any form of joint action 
affecting East-West relations.

Only when the US government launched the Marshall plan did the trade 
unions once more become active in the international field. The integrated re
covery programme for the European countries affected union interests so 
strongly that they could not afford to ignore it. However, the decision on a

3 Cf. J. P. Windmuller, American Labor and the International Labor Movement 
1940 to 1953., Ithaca, NY, 1954, pp. 16-66; and H. Lademacher, J. C. Heß, H. J. 
Langeveld and H. Reitsma, ‘Der Weltgewerkschaftsbund im Spannungsfeld des 
Ost-West-Konflikts’, in Archiv für Sozialgeschichte 18 (1978), pp. 119-215, here pp. 
119-39.

4 Thus e. g. Sir Walter Citrine, general secretary of the TUC, warned delegates at 
the preparatory conference in London in February 1945 against the danger of 
embarking on ‘political’ questions: Report of the World Trade Union Conference, 
County Hall, London, Feb. 6th to 17th, 1945, London, n. d., p. 128.

5 See doc. 130.
6 Cf. H. Lademacher (ed.) Gewerkschaften im Ost-West-Konflikt. Die Politik der 

American Federation of Labor im Europa der Nachkriegszeit, Melsungen, 1982.
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joint policy towards the Marshall plan cost the movement its unity. As the 
Cominform endeavoured to enlist the unions against the plan, in 1947-8 the 
French and Italian unions split in two. At the same time those unions that were 
in favour of the plan, including the AFL, began to organize outside the 
WFTU. They held two conferences in 1948, and in the autumn of 1948 set up 
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), with which 
the International Trade Secretariats were now amalgamated.7

While the unions that remained in the WFTU now openly adopted the 
Soviet viewpoint in all international matters, especially European integration,8 
the Marshall plan unions identified their interest with the European cause. In 
opting for the plan they also opted for the rationalization and modernization 
of the national economies on a European basis. Such a programme could only 
be justified to the workers if care was taken that it was not carried out solely at 
their expense. Fience the ICFTU unions, while renouncing protectionism, 
came out in principle for European institutions that would guarantee a pro
gressive social policy on the European level.9 They accepted that, in the pre
vailing circumstances, the process of integration would have to be confined to 
Western Europe. The general aim of maintaining peace took second place to 
concern for securing adequate reward for participation in the recovery effort, 
and was also to some extent overshadowed by the desire for self-justification 
vis-à-vis the WFTU unions.

Although the movement thus opted basically in favour of an economically 
and politically integrated Western Europe, protectionist interests repeatedly 
made themselves felt in practice. The TUC in particular was much concerned 
to defend the British Labour experiment against levelling tendencies from 
abroad, and in general members of traditional industries showed a lack of 
enthusiasm for the opening up of national markets.10 At the level of interna
tional conferences and executive meetings these objections were frequently 
outvoted, often at the instance of the French CGT -  Force Ouvrière and the 
Dutch N W ;11 but individual unions were far from being always unanimous 
in the discussion of ‘European’ projects and measures taken by international 
authorities.12

None the less, the ICFTU made a steady contribution to the formation of 
the first European institutions, and its commitment to their purposes helped 
to determine the scope of their activity. The Trade Union Advisory Commit
tee, set up at the first conference of the Marshall plan unions in March 1948, 
in September of that year appointed a bureau for liaison with the OEEC. This

7 Cf. Windmuller, American Labor; pp. 117-33; Lademacher and others, ‘Der W elt
gewerkschaftsbund’, pp. 194 ff.

8 See doc. 133.
9 Cf. docs. 132, 134 and 135.

10 Cf. doc. 137.
11 Cf. docs. 138 and 139.
12 Cf. E. B. Haas, The Uniting of Europe. Political' Social and Economic Forces 

1950-1957\ Stanford, Cal., 1958, pp. 357 ff.
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body was not granted the right of direct access to the OEEC, but regular meet
ings and consultations took place.13 Still more important was trade union 
co-operation in setting up the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). 
An ICFTU report in March 1950 had already called for the creation of such 
an organization,14 and when the Schuman plan was launched the Executive 
Board of the ICFTU at once appointed a special committee. This body was in 
regular touch with Jean Monnet from August 1950 onwards, and in this way 
the unions were able to influence the policy of the High Authority.15 These 
efforts in support of the first European institutions were less spectacular, but 
no less important, than those of the federalist organizations: without them it 
would not have been possible for the idea of European integration to take firm 
root in European politics.

130. W orld Trade U nion Conference: D eclaration on Attitude to 
the Peace Settlem ent 17 February 1945

Report of the World Trade Union Conference, County Half London, Feb. 6th to 17th, 
1945, L ondon, n. d., pp. 236-9  (unabridged).

Representatives of the British TUC, the American CIO, the Soviet trade union associa
tion, and the trade union centres of other Allied and neutral countries conferred in London 
from 6 to 17 February 1945 on the structure and policy of a new world association of trade 
unions. Precise conclusions were avoided, in view of the British dislike of hard-and-fast com
mitments and a general desire to bridge the gap between Western and Soviet ideas of the 
function of trade unions. Emphasis was laid on the need for a strong peace organization and 
the continued alliance of the victorious powers; there was, however, no explicit recognition 
of the supranational principle, nor any criticism of the peace planning so far carried out by 
the Big Three ’. The only political matter on which any detailed views were expressed was 
the treatment of defeated Germany.1

1. The millions of working people represented at this Conference by accre
dited Delegations from forty national Trade Union organizations in the 
United Nations and fifteen international Trade Union bodies, have main
tained a steadfast purpose through the long struggle now drawing to its close.

13 See Report on Activities of the Trade Union Advisory Committee to the Third Inter
national Trade Union Conference of the ERP, Rome, 17-20 April 1950, In ternational 
Institute fo r Social H isto ry , IC F T U  Archives, E R P -T U A C  I.

14 See doc. 136.
15 Cf. records of negotiations with Monnet in International Institute for Social His

tory, ICFTU Archives, K 1.
1 T he course of the conference was entire ly  determ ined  by the ‘allied’ unions. F or 

its proceedings see J. P. W indm uller, American Labor and the International Labor 
Movement 1940 to 1953, Ithaca, N Y , 1954, pp. 36 -51 ; a first-hand  view  in W . Sche- 
venels, Forty-five Years, 1901-1945. International Federation of Trade Unions, B rus
sels, 1956, pp. 330 f.
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2. In furtherance of that unfaltering purpose, this World Conference has 
considered the tasks still waiting to be done by the armed forces and the 
working people of the United Nations to accomplish the complete destruction 
of German militarism and Fascist tyranny and also the measures to be taken 
for the establishment of a just and lasting peace.

3. This World Conference, having given consideration to the social and 
economic problems of the peace, deems it essential that responsible and quali
fied representatives of the Trade Union Movement shall be associated with 
the peace settlement in all its phases.

4. By a continuation of the close collaboration and decisive action of 
Governments and peoples which have brought the United Nations in sight of 
victory, this World Conference believes that the aims which the working 
people have held steadily in view will be achieved.

5. The people of the United Nations will not relax their efforts in this final 
stage of the fight against aggression. They will shrink from no sacrifice that 
is necessary to bring about the unconditional surrender and capitulation of the 
common enemy, realizing that any form of appeasement or compromise will 
be injurious to the cause of the freedom-loving nations by lulling them into 
a sense of false security and lessening their vigilance against the danger that 
aggression will be renewed.

6. In the confident hope that victory will bring permanent peace, this World 
Conference pays homage to all who have fought and suffered in the fight for 
freedom. The Trade Union Movement will hold in everlasting honour those 
who have fallen in battle, by land and sea and in the air, and those who have 
suffered martyrdom at the hands of a cruel enemy. The Conference pays its 
heartfelt tribute also to all who have served in the armed forces of the United 
Nations; in the Mercantile Marine; in the Resistance Movements in occupied 
countries; in the Civil Defence organization; in productive industry, and in the 
transport and distributive services. By their valour and endurance, on the bat
tlefields and in every form of war service, and by their heroic sacrifices, men 
and women alike have won the right to demand that the victory of the United 
Nations shall lead to the creation of a world organization capable of ensuring 
a stable and enduring peace. The war has been fought by the working people, 
and peace cannot be organized without their co-operation and effective parti
cipation in the counsels of the peace-making Governments.

7. This World Conference therefore welcomes the historic Declaration 
made by the Prime Minister of Great Britain, the President of the United 
States, and the Chairman of the Council of People’s Commissars of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics, following their Conference in the Crimea.2 In 
that Declaration this World Conference finds the assurance that the sacrifices 
and sufferings of the working people will not have been made in vain.

8. In full agreement with the inflexible determination expressed by the heads 
of the three Allied Powers at the Crimea Conference to destroy German

2 ‘Declaration on Liberated Europe’, 11 February 1945.
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militarism and Nazism, we do not doubt that the Occupying Authorities will 
take all necessary measures to disarm Germany and disband all her armed for
ces; break up for all time the German General Staff; remove or destroy all 
German military equipment; and eliminate or bring under Allied control all 
German industry that can be used for war purposes. But vital Trade Union 
interests are involved in the process of disarming and demilitarizing Germany.

9. We direct attention specifically to the fact that measures must be taken
(i) to bring to justice all war criminals and those guilty of Nazi atrocities;
(ii) to liquidate the whole Nazi system and to dissolve all Nazi organizations 

with the complete confiscation of their funds and property;
(iii) to place under the control of the United Nations not only German 

heavy industry but the German transport system, the banking system, and land 
and property owned by German trusts and cartels, and by financial magnates 
and Junkers;

(iv) for the utilization within the limits imposed by effective demilitarization 
of German industrial and all other resources for the rehabilitation of all coun
tries the Germans have devastated and plundered; and

(v) for the setting up of machinery to secure the full compensation from 
Germany for the damage it has caused to the Allied countries, with priority 
to those that have suffered most.

In the Allied occupation and control of Germany, the countries that have 
been directly injured by German invasion and occupation and have effectively 
opposed the occupation should have representation.

10. On all these matters we consider it essential that the voice of the Trade 
Unions shall be heard and heeded by the Occupying Authorities.

11. Further, we consider that the Trade Union Movement should be con
sulted about the arrangements to be made to secure, by the use of German 
materials and German manpower, the restoration by Germany of all that has 
been destroyed in countries against which she has waged war. In the view of 
this World Conference, the employment of German labour, if used in restora
tion work, must be placed under international supervision with Trade Union 
participation in the determination of Labour standards in a way that will not 
reduce the standards of other workers. Such labour must not be allowed to 
degenerate into slave labour.

12. Connected with such necessary organization of the German workers in 
the task of liquidating completely and irrevocably the German ‘labour front5 
and establishing under international Trade Union supervision a democratic 
Trade Union Movement in Germany as speedily as possible during the period 
of occupation.

13. This World Conference insists that Trade Union funds and property 
taken from the workers by the Nazis must be recovered and placed at the dis
posal of the Trade Unions of those countries from which the funds and 
property were taken, to be used in rebuilding free and democratic Trade 
Union organizations.

14. Concerned with the stern punishment of all war criminals, high and low, 
this World Conference believes that Trade Union help and counsel will be
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necessary to ensure, without the spirit of vengeance, that none of the guilty 
shall escape due punishment. No right of asylum shall be invoked for the pro
tection of war criminals.

15. Moreover, this World Conference is convinced that the Trade Union 
Movement can render indispensable assistance in the reconstruction of the 
whole system of education in Germany, whereby the young generation of 
Germans will be purged of the infection of militarism and Nazism, and a radi
cally different educational programme, with revised text books, can be 
brought into operation, and all teachers and lecturers who have supported 
Nazism shall be expelled from German schools and universities.

16. The Trade Union Movement likewise seeks the opportunity to assist in 
the organization and conduct of anti-Fascist propaganda, in the cleansing of 
Fascism from German literature and in the arts, and in the use of German 
theatres, cinemas, radio and press, for the inculcation of democratic ideals and 
of racial and religious equality which have been derided and set at naught in 
the Fascist ideology.

17. From the Crimea Conference have come binding guarantees that the 
Allied Governments will forthwith enter upon the task of establishing a 
general international organization to maintain peace and security.

18. This World Conference rejoices in the declared purpose of the Allied 
Governments to give effect to the principles of the Atlantic Charter, by recog
nizing and defending the right of all peoples to choose the form of Govern
ment under which they will live. The resolve of the Allied Governments to 
secure the restoration of sovereign rights and selfgovernment to the peoples 
who have seen their democratic institutions ruthlessly uprooted; and jointly to 
assist the people in every liberated country to create the conditions in which 
stable and representative Governments, resting upon the free consent of the 
people, can come into existence, will have the support of the Trade Union 
Movement.

19. This World Conference unanimously acclaims the decision of the three 
Allied Governments to summon a Conference of United Nations at San Fran
cisco to prepare the Charter of an international organization in accordance 
with the general principles formulated at Dumbarton Oaks.3 We fully endorse 
their decision to bring the Government of China and the Provisional Govern
ment of France into association with them in this great enterprise.4

20. The Trade Union Movement will look to the San Francisco Conference 
to set the seal of final agreement upon the policy which the leaders of the three 
Great Powers have consistently pursued since they framed the Atlantic Char
ter, and reaffirmed and amplified at the Moscow and Teheran Conferences, 
in which their unity of purpose was strengthened. In those historic meetings,

3 Representatives of the ‘Big Three’, conferring at Dumbarton Oaks (Washington 
DC) from 21 August to 29 September 1944, drafted proposals for the future United 
Nations organization.

4 Decisions of the Yalta conference.
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the desire of the peoples of all countries, great or small, for collaboration and 
active participation on the part of their Governments in the sacred task of 
ridding the world of tyranny, slavery, oppression, and racial and religious 
intolerance, found expression; and this World Conference is profoundly con
vinced that with the coming of peace the freedom-loving peoples over all the 
earth will give their support and countenance only to those Governments that 
will co-operate in framing and maintaining the Charter.

21. This World Conference, indeed, considers it to be the duty of the 
Governments of the United Nations to deny recognition to the States whose 
political and economic systems are opposed to the principles embodied in the 
Declarations made at the Atlantic meeting and the Conferences of Moscow 
and Teheran. The struggle for the uprooting of militarism and Fascism, which 
has involved the working people in uncountable sacrifices, is an integral part 
of their struggle for a stable and lasting peace, and of their fight to remove the 
last vestiges of militarism and Fascism, and to exterminate all covert and overt 
‘fifth column’ influences in all countries.

22. This World Conference urges most strongly the speedy establishment 
of the Dumbarton Oaks plan for the constitution of a general Assembly of all 
peace-loving nations, with equal rights. Only when such an Assembly is in 
being can such questions as general disarmament, regulation of armaments, 
and other essentials of security be adequately dealt with.

23. Among these essentials this World Conference attaches supreme impor
tance to removal of the economic causes of war. The Trade Union Movement 
cannot forget that one of the basic causes of war is the scramble for markets 
by monopolizing interests.

24. This World Conference therefore considers it to be one of the earliest 
obligations of the Assembly presently to be established to investigate and put 
a term to the activities of international cartels and monopolies which militate 
against the public interest under whatever guise they may function.

25. In the view of this World Conference, it is likewise necessary to bring 
to an end the system of colonies, dependencies and subject countries as spheres 
of economic exploitation, and to facilitate immediately the development of 
free Trade Unions in those countries. In the coming peace, the foundations 
must be laid with all possible speed, and in accordance with Article 3 of the 
Atlantic Charter, of a world order in which non-self-governing communities 
and nations can attain the status of free nations that will enable them to govern 
themselves and to develop their own institutions of free citizenship.

26. This World Conference is of opinion too that after the war, thorough
going remedies must be found, through international action, for the wrongs 
inflicted on the Jewish people. Their protection against oppression, discrimi
nation and spoliation in any country must be the responsibility of the new 
International Authority. The Jewish people must be enabled to continue the 
rebuilding of Palestine as their National Home, so successfully begun by immi
gration, agricultural resettlement and industrial development; respecting the 
legitimate interests of other national groups and giving equality of rights and 
opportunities to all its inhabitants.
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27. This World Conference has taken note of the fact that the plan of world 
organization outlined at Dumbarton Oaks includes the setting-up of a 
Security Council vested with power to maintain peace; that it is proposed to 
appoint permanent representatives of Ministerial status and experience at the 
headquarters of the International Organization; and that a Military Staff 
Committee is also to be established composed of the Chiefs of Staff of the 
States with permanent members, to advise and assist the Security Council on 
all questions relating to its military requirements and for the strategic direc
tion of armed forces placed at its disposal. The World Conference welcomes 
this as evidence of the determination of the three Allied Governments to 
enforce peace and maintain security.

28. This World Conference is especially hopeful that the proposal in the 
Dumbarton Oaks plan to set up an Economic and Social Council to make 
recommendations on international economic, social and other humanitarian 
problems, will be implemented as speedily as possible. The Trade Union Move
ment has a particular obligation to assist the development of this organ of the 
new international body, and demands representation in all its stages.

29. This World Conference urges the use of this instrument for the initiation 
of great schemes of international economic reconstruction, embodying the 
principles of public control and administration, and applying them particularly 
to the great river systems in which the interests of many nations are inextricably 
involved.

30. Finally, this World Conference, having regard to the constitution, aims 
and functions of the new World Organization, considers it to be of vital 
importance that the Trade Union Movement shall be closely and continuously 
connected with its activities, and especially with the Security Council and the 
Economic and Social Council. On behalf of the Trade Union Movement, this 
World Conference therefore urges that provision shall be made for effective 
Trade Union representation in the Assembly of the International Organiza
tion and that qualified and responsible representatives of the Trade Union 
Movement shall be associated with both the Security Council and the Social 
and Economic Council.

31. This World Conference, in furtherance of this objective, resolves to seek 
from the three Allied Governments an undertaking that accredited represen
tatives of the Trade Union Movement will be received into their councils at 
the forthcoming San Francisco Conference in an advisory and consultative 
capacity.

32. This World Conference recalls the Declaration made by the Deputy 
Prime Minister of Great Britain,5 in his address to the delegations here 
assembled, that the great machinery of consultation built up by the Trade 
Unions through many years has been a factor of vital importance in the 
winning of the war. This World Conference feels that such recognition of the 
assistance and advice made available by the Trade Union Movement in every

5 Clement Attlee, leader of the British Labour Party: see London Report, pp. 33 ff.
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phase of war activity, confirmed by similar statements from other Allied states
man, warrants the expectation that this collaboration will continue as the 
United Nations turn to the task of carrying through the great change-over 
from war to peace, and set their hands to the rebuilding of a world in ruins, 
and the renovation and renewal of the life of all mankind in freedom and 
security.

33. It is the view of the Trade Union Movements of those members of the 
United Nations which are at war with Japan that the principles outlined above, 
as applying to the peace settlement to be imposed on Germany, are equally 
applicable to Japan, and, in particular, that the Mikado shall not be allowed to 
escape his responsibility for the acts of Japanese militarism, that the Japanese 
Empire shall be replaced by a democratic republic and that the terms of the 
Cairo Declaration6 shall be rigidly applied in regard to those territories which 
Japan has seized in the course of her campaigns of aggression.

131. Sidney Hillm an: Report to the First W FT U  Congress
Septem ber 1945

Report of the World Trade Union Conference -  Congress, September 25 - October 8, 
1945, Palais de Chaillot, Paris, Paris, n. d., pp. 78 -8 5 ; here ex tract from  p. 85.

A t the foundation congress of the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU), held in 
Paris from 25 September to 8 October 1945,1 Sidney Hillman of the CIO, member of the 
Executive Bureau, reported on the unsuccessful attemps to obtain representation and voting 
rights for the international trade union movement in the new United Nations organization. 
He reaffirmed the desire for a strong worldwide security system, opposed the formation of 
any kind of blocs, and described the solidarity of the trade union movement as an essential 
means of surmounting the danger of war.2 Accordingly the preamble to the WFTU constitu
tion included among its purposes full support of the establishment of a powerful and effective 
international organization armed with all necessary power to prevent aggression and main
tain peace1.3

The peace of the world will finally depend upon the ability of the United 
Nations to preserve and strengthen the unity of purpose and of action which 
was forged in the course of the struggle against the common enemy. That unity 
was primarily responsible for the victory which we have won. Had that unity

6 D eclaration  of 1 D ecem ber 1943 by R oosevelt, C hurchill and C hiang  K ai-shek, 
stating th a t Japan  w ould be required  to  give up all te rr ito ry  seized since 1914.

1 Cf. W indm uller, American Labor; pp. 52-66.
2 In his C IO  capacity H illm an had appealed at the L ondon conference fo r closer 

co -ord ination  and firm er com m itm ents: cf. London Report, p. 109.
3 Paris Report, p. 261.
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been achieved before 1939, war could and would have been averted, and 
mankind spared the suffering and the agony of these bitter years.

The Atlantic Charter, the declarations of the United Nations Charter and 
those that emanated from the Crimea and Potsdam conferences, provide a full 
and detailed programme for the achievement of the objectives which the 
people of all the United Nations share and which they are determined shall be 
achieved. If the freedom-loving nations remain united in a loyal and devoted 
effort to realize this programme, we caa look forward to a peaceful, a secure 
and a happier life for all the people. But should that unity be weakened, 
should the nations again divide themselves into opposing groups and blocs, 
should the unity which we achieved in battle dissolve or weaken now that the 
enemy has been defeated, then all our sacrifices and struggles shall have gone 
for naught and the world will once again, even in our lifetime, suffer another 
and even more catastrophic war.

In London and again here in Paris, the working people of the world have 
demonstrated their unity for our great common objectives. They have shown 
that they can submerge all national and ideological differences in the higher 
interest of the great common cause which unites us all.

Unity among Governments depends finally on the friendship, common 
understanding and close collaboration of their peoples. A heavy responsibility 
rests upon us, therefore, more firmly to consolidate our own ranks in order 
that we may better guard and protect the unity of our nations.

Firmly organized and equipped with a wise, constructive and far-sighted 
programme, I am confident that the voice of the tens of millions of workers 
for whom we speak will make itself heard in world councils and that the power 
that we represent for unity, for peace and progress, will play a great and an 
honourable part in shaping the world that to-day is emerging out of the holo
caust of war.

132. ERP -  Trade U nion C onference: D eclaration on the Euro
pean R ecovery Program m e and the Trade Unions

10 March 1948

European Recovery Programme. Report of the International Trade Union Conference 
held at Transport House, London, March 9 and 10, 1948, L ondon, 1948, pp. 43 f. (un 
abridged).

*

The unity which delegates had hoped for in 1945 crumbled visibly in the course of 1947. 
As the pro-Communist majority of the Executive Bureau of the WFTU refused to allow dis
cussion of a common policy of the international trade union movement towards the Marshall 
plan, the TUC and CIO agreed to a proposal by the AFL (American Federation of Labor) to 
call a special conference of the trade unions of Marshall plan countries,1 which met in

1 Cf. W indm uller, American Labor, 117-33; H . L adem acher and o thers, ‘D e r W elt
gew erkschaftsbund im Spannungsfeld  des O st-W est-K onflik ts’ in Archiv für Sozial
geschichte 18 (1978), pp. 119-215, here pp. 194 ff.
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London on 9-10 March 1948. It agreed to set up a Trade Union Advisory Committee to 
exchange information and represent the unions concerned vis-à-vis the US government and 
at conferences relating to the plan. While again deprecating a confrontation between East 
and West, the delegates in London expressed unambiguous support for the Marshall plan. In 
line with the US aid programme, they also opposed protectionism and advocated economic 
modernization on a European scale.2

Declaration -  The European Recovery 
Programme and the Trade Unions

1 As Trade Union representatives responsible to the free and democratically 
controlled organizations of workers in the countries concerned in the Euro
pean Recovery Programme, we have been in consultation for two days upon 
questions relating to the rebuilding of the European economy with the aid of 
the United States.

2 We have examined these questions with the knowledge that the Recovery 
Programme requires for its full accomplishment the effective co-operation of 
the workers’ organizations in all the participating countries. We further 
declare our earnest desire to see other countries brought within the scope of 
the European Recovery Programme. We repudiate firmly and emphatically 
any policy of aligning East against West.

3 The measures that must be taken to enable each country to make its 
maximum contribution to the general rehabilitation of Europe’s economic 
structure will entail for all the people sustained effort and sacrifice. Accep
tance of these obligations is a necessary condition of participation in the co-op
erative task imposed upon the European nations by the threatened breakdown 
of their economic system.

4 The Trade Union organizations represented in our Conference, having 
declared their support of the Recovery Programme, decide that they must 
contribute to the establishment of the social, economic and political conditions 
which are essential to safeguard the principles of free citizenship and demo
cratic institutions, and which alone can assure a progressive improvement in 
the life and labour of the people.

5 The Conference has examined, in the light of all the available information, 
the form of administration and the methods to be employed in the allocation 
of the financial and material resources which the Government and people of 
the United States have undertaken, in the spirit of human brotherhood and 
international goodwill, to place at the disposal of the European nations. 
Without American aid the Conference foresees almost insurmountable diffi
culties in the way of a reconstruction of the European economic system on a 
self-supporting basis, and of an early resumption of normal trading relations 
one with another, and with the rest of the world.

2 For the proceedings see ibid., p. 205.
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6 The Conference has satisfied itself by an examination of the principles 
underlying the present American proposals that no unacceptable conditions 
are attached to the offer of American aid, and that in particular there shall be 
no interference in the internal affairs of any participating country.

7 The Conference is convinced, also, that the problems involved in the 
expansion of the production effort, and in the maintenance of a continuous 
flow of goods and services between Europe and the rest of the world, particu
larly to and from the American continent, call for the development of multilat
eral trade and for a restoration of the balance of imports and exports between 
Europe and the American continent.

8 As Delegates of the workers’ organizations, we therefore pledge ourselves 
and call upon the members thereof to give their wholehearted support to the 
necessary measures that each country must take to fulfil the requirements of 
each national production programme of economic renovation and moderniza
tion which will mutually assist in developing those activities in economic 
co-operation which cut across national frontiers.

9 The Conference has given consideration to the setting up of a joint repre
sentative organization to maintain continuous association with the administra
tive machinery established by the Governments of the participating nations, 
and to review from time to time the progress achieved in the execution of the 
Recovery Programme. The Conference has decided to establish this joint 
body under the title ‘The E.R.P. Trade Union Advisory Committee5, open to 
all bona fide Trade Union organizations that may later decide to participate in 
the co-ordinated and co-operative activities which we have taken in hand.

10 The Conference has charged the E.R.P. Trade Union Advisory Com
mittee with the responsibility of keeping the Trade Union organizations in the 
participating countries informed of developments in the carrying out of the 
general Recovery Programme, and with the progress each country is making 
in fulfilling its national production programme. It will be the duty of the Com
mittee also to convene another session of the Conference when events render 
that course desirable.

11 The Conference is unanimous in the view that the Trade Union Move
ment in each participating country shall seek to establish close contact with its 
Government in the administration of their national production programmes. 
Further, Conference considers it essential that the Trade Union Movement 
should be associated with the work of the conferences of the participating 
Governments.

12 In bringing its labours to a conclusion the Conference affirms its convic
tion that the workers5 organizations it represents are called to undertake new 
and formidable tasks. These tasks are in conformity with the principles embo
died in the Charter of the United Nations. The high aims set forth in the 
Charter are to create conditions of stability and of wellbeing among nations, 
to raise their standards of life, to provide the opportunities of full employ
ment, and to establish the conditions of progress and of development in the 
economic and social order.

13 The call goes forth from this Conference to the working people in all
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countries to join in an endeavour to overcome all the problems which have 
arisen out of the war.

14 The Conference declares that it is only through sincere and loyal collab
oration of all peoples that the world’s economic health can be restored. It 
affirms that without the establishment of this economic health there can be no 
political stability nor a durable peace.

15 The Conference places on record its high appreciation of the initiative 
taken by the American Labour Movement, in complete unity of spirit, in the 
formulation of the European Recovery Programme.

133. W orld Trade U nion Congress, Milan: M anifesto 9 July 1949

Report of the Proceedings of the Ilnd World Trade Union Congress, 29 June-9 July 1949\ 
Milan, Palazzo dell'Arte, s.l.n.d., pp. 720 -4 ; ex tract, pp. 721 f.

On 19 January 1949 the representatives favouring the Marshall plan finally withdrew 
front the Executive Bureau of the WFTU. The East- West split within the movement thus 
became a realityJ and the Communist-led unions openly took the Soviet line as regards the 
Marshall plan and European integration. The second WFTU Congress, held in Milan from 
29 June to 9 July 1949\ adopted a manifesto describing the plan as an imperialist manoeuvre 
for the enslavement of peoples and the preparation of a new war. The split in the WFTU  
was depicted as the result of imperialist designs, and resistance to West European integration 
was defined as the most urgent task of class-conscious workers.

The World Federation of Trade Unions is today carrying on its activities 
in the midst of a complex international situation, when the imperialists are 
again threating to start a world war.

The freedom-loving peoples who shed their blood to ensure victory over fas
cism hoped for a better future; they hoped for progress, and that the world 
would at long last be rid of the danger of a new war. They believed that 
friendly international co-operation would become a reality, that full employ
ment would be assured and that democratic rights and liberties were indefeasi
ble.

But the capitalist governments perfidiously broke their solemn promises 
given during the war. The tears of widows and orphans have not yet dried, 
towns and villages wrecked by the fascists still lie in ruins, but the imperialists 
are already preparing for a new war in order to establish their rule over the 
world.

To the capitalists, war is a source of unprecedented enrichment. An arma
ments drive is on in the USA, Britain and other capitalist countries, and the

1 Cf. W indm uller, American Labor; pp. 134-50; L adem acher and o thers, ‘W eltge- 
w erkschaftsbund’, pp. 204-6 .
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capitalists are trying their best to shift the heavy burden of war expenditure on 
to the shoulders of the working class and on to all the workers. Inflation is 
growing, taxes are increasing, and prices of prime necessities are rising catas
trophically. At the same time, wages are speedily dropping and the army of 
unemployed, already numbering tens of millions of people, is swelling.

The policy of the imperialists is most glaringly expressed in the so-called 
Marshall Plan and in the Atlantic Pact, both of which serve the aim of enslaving 
nations economically and politically, and are the instruments for furthering 
the aggressive designs of the instigators of a new war.

The Marshall Plan means the shutting down of factories and mills; it means 
growing unemployment, want, privation and impoverishment of the masses; 
it means the loss of independence and the ruthless trampling underfoot of the 
state sovereignty of Western European countries.

The Marshall Plan means new burden and privations for American workers 
also.

The Atlantic Pact is a compact for the preparation by aggressive forces of 
a new world war; it is a plot against the Soviet Union and the People’s 
Democracies -  a compact to crush the democratic and national liberation 
movement throughout the world.

In preparation for a new war the imperialists are endeavouring to suppress 
the democratic movement, and in the first place the labour movement. They 
are passing anti-labour laws and are employing ruthless methods of police ter
rorism against the trade unions.

In order to put their criminal designs into effect, the imperialists are striving 
to destroy the world unity of the workers and to demoralize and disperse the 
ranks of the working class in every country. (...)

But these attempts at dividing the workers’ forces, led by the enemies of 
peace and of the working class, are doomed to defeat. Nobody will succeed 
in destroying the World Federation of Trade Unions.

134. André Lafond: Tor a United Western Europe’
N ovem ber 1949

Official Report of the Free World Labour Conference and of the first Congress of the 
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, London, November-December 1949, 
s.l.n.d., pp. 215 f.

❖
The economic integration of Western Europe was a popular rallying-cry among the trade 

unions which opted for the Marshall plan and in 1949 formed a new international organi
zation including the AFL. A t the foundation congress of the International Confederation of 
Free Trade Unions, held in London from 28 November to 3 December 1949,1 André Lafond

1 In addition  to  the O fficial R eport, see the accoun t o f the C ongress in the p o st
hum ous papers o f  J. G. van W ouw e, In ternational Secretary  o f the D u tch  T rad e  
U n ion  association ( N W ) : In ternational Institu te fo r Social H isto ry , C ollectie J. G. 
van W ouw e, 6. F or the origins o f the IC F T U  in general see W indm uller, American 
Labor; pp. 151-70.
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of the French Force Ouvrière was among those who urged that it was not enough to pay lip- 
service to European integration. He emphasized that commitment on the part of the unions 
was essential if the rationalization of production, inaugurated with the Marshall plan, was 
to benefit labour as well as capital; he also warned once more against the danger of protec
tionism.

0

We say in the Declaration2 that we support a programme of European 
recovery, and all such similar measures. I think we should also stress the fact 
that it is our duty to visualize this, not on a national, but on an international 
basis. Communist propaganda frequently says that this programme which we 
consider necessary would upset national economy and would cause unemploy
ment, or at any rate there would be a threat of unemployment. It appears that 
this programme must make it possible to raise the standard of living of the 
workers in accordance with a rise in production. It would be absurd to expect 
United States workers, for instance, to agree to a tremendous act of solidarity 
which would only result in helping trusts and cartels rather than benefiting the 
working classes. We need concerted action. Workers cannot be expected to 
understand why an increase of production is not followed by a rise in the 
standard of living. I will repeat, therefore, that we must examine this 
economic problem, not nationally, but internationally. It must not be a com
petitive one; rather must it be complementary. It would be very grave if it were 
to develop the processing of raw materials and the means of production 
without being sure that distribution of such goods would be equitable, that it 
would help workers, that it would not make for future unemployment. It is, 
therefore, absolutely essential to build a much vaster economic organization.

As a first step, I say that we must aim for a united western Europe until such 
time as we can unite with the whole of Europe. We have to take our destinies 
in our own hands, otherwise we will find it is the trusts and the cartels who 
will build this new economic structure and mould it in order to satisfy their 
own interests. We are convinced that with the help of the German trade 
unions, which form a great democratic force, we can solve this problem. We 
are convinced that this great democratic force, if free of political implications, 
can achieve this collaboration which is so necessary to us, and no one is more 
convinced than ourselves that this is the only way to save Europe for the 
workers. If we can solve this problem there is no better answer to Commu
nism, because it is not a fight of slogans against slogans, or of military allian
ces, even if they are defensive and even though they are necessary; that cannot 
fight imperialism. Do not let us forget that Communism is the theory of des
pair, that it finds an ear only among those who are wretched, who are 
deceived. Let us be efficient. Let us prove that we can build. Let us prove that 
we can achieve a real internationalism. And let us not leave this Declaration as 
a mere sheet of paper or as empty words. We demand the destruction and abo-

2 For the D eclaration  on Econom ic and Social D em ands’, discussed and approved 
by the C ongress, see doc. 135.
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lition of customs barriers and of any other barriers to trade. Do not let us 
think of this as a medicine to be applied to other countries only; it is a medi
cine for all countries. We must not ask for consent from the workers only to 
build this new world; we must show that it is we who are right, that it is we 
who defend justice and peace, not by speeches, but by actions. Then we shall 
have won, and then our Movement will be able to satisfy the aspirations of the 
workers for peace, social security and justice.

135. IC F T U  Congress, London: D eclaration on Econom ic and 
Social Dem ands D ecem ber 1949

Official Report of the Free World Labour Conference and of the first Congress of the 
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, London, November-December 1949, 
s.l.n.d., pp. 242 -6  (extracts).

•c

The International Confederation of Free Trade Unions agreed in favouring West Euro
pean integration, the North Atlantic alliance and the admission of Germany to the 
community of Western nations. The Declaration adopted at the foundation congress at the 
end of 1949proclaimed these principles, urging that prosperity and nationalism were irrecon
cilable.

1. We of the I.C.F.T.U. representing the productive forces of society, the 
workers by hand and brain, declare our deep and abiding confidence in the 
future of mankind. At this midpoint of the twentieth century, science and 
technology have reached a stage of development which, if fully exploited, 
should guarantee an adequate and expanding standard of living for all the 
peoples of the world. Granted the achievement of an enduring peace, to which 
we pledge all our efforts, and the working together in harmony of free men 
and women in a free society, the goal of abundance is within our reach. It is 
not enough to solve the problems of producing an adequate supply of goods 
and services; we must also resolutely attack the problem of distributing them 
within nations and among nations.

2. We begin our life as a community of free trade unions five years after the 
most devastating war in history. We have already made great progress in 
repairing the ravages and dislocations of war, and we shall promote all mea
sures necessary to finish the task. To this end we give full support to the Euro
pean Recovery Programme, and to such other measures in all other areas of 
the world as are necessary successfully to complete postwar reconstruction.

3. Beyond reconstruction lie still more important tasks and responsibilities. 
These we must fulfil, both within our individual countries, and in the interna
tional field by co-operation among countries on a basis of mutual respect and 
confidence.

4. Within the free and industrialized nations of the world, we must move 
to give a solid foundation to the political democracy which we in great mea-
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sure enjoy, in the form of an economic democracy we have yet fully to 
achieve. The organization of economic life has lagged behind the tremendous 
progress of industrial techniques, so that even in advanced countries millions 
of people remain in needless poverty and insecurity. Our aim is an economy of 
full employment, full production, and full distribution. We as workers reject 
any arbitrary limits on our right to an ever-increasing standard of living. In 
particular, where considerations of private profit stand in the way of public 
good we demand that the needs of the people prevail. With respect to those 
basic industries, especially, which are vital to the successful functioning of the 
whole economy there must be such democratic mechanisms as will make them 
responsive to national necessities.

5. We reject the narrow nationalism which leads to the protection of 
national markets by high tariff walls and other trade restrictions. The 
resulting limitation of the international exchange of goods and services, and 
the consequent inaccessibility of raw material sources, have made it 
impossible to realize a rational sharing out of work among nations. The solu
tion lies in creating ever-broadening areas of international economic co-opera
tion.

6. We recognize as the most urgent initial action immediate constructive 
steps towards the economic integration and peace, unification of Western 
Europe, including the incorporation of Germany in the European community.

7. We believe that Austria, Germany and Japan should through state or 
peace treaties be brought fully into the comity of free nations as soon as possi
ble, so that democracy may be strengthened in those countries and their 
workers assisted in the fight for economic and social justice and peace. (...)

10. Nothing in the field of international co-operation should, we insist, 
infringe in any way on the right of the people of every country freely and 
democratically to determine the character of their political, economic, and 
social institutions. The flood of world trade must not break down the defences 
which the workers, through their unions, have built up about their security 
and their standards of living.

11. We recognize that in some few countries the needs of the population 
may be so great in relation to available resources that no reasonable amount 
of national or international effort can provide them, where they are, with an 
adequate standard of living. In such cases the voluntary migration of workers 
should be encouraged and facilitated, with adequate safeguards both for 
themselves and for the workers of the countries to which they migrate.

12. In all cases immigrants should be employed on conditions of work and 
at wages which are not less favourable than in the country of adoption. Where 
practicable there should be interchangeability of social security rights as 
between countries.

13. All these efforts demand for their success that the democratic world shall 
live in peace and security. The threat of war now comes from totalitarian sys
tems of government, whether they be Fascist, Falangist, corporative, milita
rist, Communist, or of any other form. Such systems we most vigorously con
demn as destructive of all moral and spiritual values. Experience has demon-
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strated that only through democracy can the real spiritual and material needs 
of the peoples be met. By every means at our disposal we shall carry this mes
sage to the peoples imprisoned in totalitarian slave states, as well as to the 
workers in democratic countries whose liberty these tyrannies menace.

14. Recognizing the need for collective security against the aggressions of 
dictators who flout the desire and disregard the yearning of all peoples for a 
just and permanent peace, we therefore support such regional agreements 
necessary to the defence of democracy as are in harmony with the Charter of 
the United Nations, while retaining as our goal the establishment of a world 
system of collective security.

15. Workers of all countries must weld international solidarity into a bul
wark for world peace. Workers have always been the first victims of the de
struction and brutality of war. We must and shall mobilize our full strength 
against the forces of aggression wherever they raise their evil heads and 
threaten the peace of the world. We oppose any designs on the territory of any 
peoples. We support the strengthening of the United Nations and its special
ized agencies for the peaceful solution of international problems. We demand 
that the abuse of the United Nations veto be ended. We demand a universal 
system of atomic control with effective international inspection and the widest 
possible application and use of atomic energy and science for the welfare of 
mankind and not for its destruction. We urge that all possible immediate steps 
be taken to carry out a progressive programme of universal disarmament and 
the creation of a United Nations force to keep the peace. Social justice and 
understanding between peoples and nations alone can secure the peace of the 
world.

16. We, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, demand the 
right of participation in all bodies concerned with international economic and 
social co-operation, such as the International Labour Organization, the Eco
nomic and Social Council of the U.N., the Food and Agricultural Organiza
tion, the World Health Organization, the Organization for European Eco
nomic Co-operation, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund, 
etc.

136. IC F T U  Report: For a European Coal and Steel Com m unity
March 1950

R ep o rt on the R u h r p roblem , D oc. 2 E B /18 in In ternational Institu te fo r Social H is 
to ry , IC F T U  A rchives, C  1 (n o t p rin ted ; ex tract, pp. 12 f.).

*
The Ruhr problem might be regarded as a test case for the readiness of the ICFTU to 

commit itself to European integration, since it involved a basic opposition between German 
and European interests that could not be resolved at the national level. Accordingly the Exec
utive Board of ICFTU, soon after its constitution, commissioned a report on the subject. Its 
authors, in particular J. H. Oldenbrook (secretary-general) and Léon Jouhaux (vice-presi
dent), recommended that the whole of the European coal and steel industry should be organ-
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ized in the same manner as the International Ruhr Authority, thus combining the control of 
German production with the rationalization and modernization of the basic industries. As 
members of such an Authority they proposed France, the Benelux countries, West Germany 
and Sweden -  not Britain, whose government had already made clear its opposition to sub
stantial measures of integration.1

(...) 4. In view of the close interdependence between the industries of the 
Ruhr and the raw material industries of the other Continental countries of 
Western Europe, it must be recognized that the reorganization of the former 
cannot be properly treated in isolation. Now that the economic integration of 
Western Europe is a present need, it is especially urgent to integrate its coal, 
iron ore, iron and steel production. An organization is especially required for 
the following purposes:

To ensure the unimpeded supply of raw materials, especially coke, iron ore 
and scrap metal, to the iron and steel industries; to co-ordinate the price poli
cies of producer countries, and especially to prevent the existence of different 
prices for home consumers and for raw material exports such as iron ore, coal, 
coke and scrap metal.

To bring about a more rational specialization of production, especially in 
the steel industry.

To correlate investment and production programmes.
To exchange experience and organize technological research.
To co-ordinate plans for the development of industries that are large-scale 

consumers of raw materials.
In general, to co-ordinate the production of coal, coke, iron ore, iron and 

steel with the development of the West European economy as a whole, and 
with export outlets for the heavy industries of North-West Europe. The 
rational organization of this huge complex of industries, which are Western 
Europe’s main source of raw materials, is an essential condition of the rational 
and effective economic integration of Western Europe as a whole.

5. It is therefore recommended that the governments of France, West Ger
many, Benelux and Sweden be urged to enter into negotiations for the pur
pose of setting up an inter-state organization modelled on the International 
Ruhr Authority and designed to take its place, so as to embrace the whole of 
the coal, iron ore, iron and steel industries of North-Western Europe and 
Sweden, with appropriate trade union representation. Its functions should 
include supervising the supply of raw materials to the iron and steel industries 
of the area; distributing the products of the coal, iron ore, iron and steel indus
tries within and outside the producer countries; and co-ordinating the produc
tion of raw material industries with consumer industries and export opportuni
ties.

1 T he R eport was subm itted to  the restric ted  com m ittee o f IC F T U  at its m eeting 
in Brussels on 16-18 M arch 1950: see In ternational Institu te  fo r Social H isto ry , 
IC F T U  Archives, C  1.
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6. The establishment of an inter-state body to supervise the raw material 
industries of Continental Western Europe would also make possible a rational 
solution of the problem of the level of West German steel production. Like the 
production of other raw materials in the whole of North-West Europe, that 
production would then be co-ordinated with the industrial development of 
Western Europe and the overseas territories; this would be more sensible than 
fixing it at an arbitrary level, which does not even take account of the growth 
of the economy as a whole.

137. ERP -  Trade U nion C onference: Report on European Eco
nom ic R econstruction April 1950

R ep o rt on  E uro p ean  E conom ic R econstruc tion , subm itted to  the th ird  In ternational 
T ra d e  U n ion  C onference  o f the E R P , R om e, 17-20 A pril 1950, in In ternational Institu te 
fo r Social H isto ry , IC F T U  Archives, E R P -T U A C  I (unp rin ted ; ex tract, pp. 18 f.).

In view of the British refusal to join an integrated Europe, doubts were soon expressed 
within ICFTU as to whether European union, however much desired in principle, could be 
achieved without detriment to the social status quo. A  report, commissioned by the Trade 
Union Advisory Committee for the third conference of the ERP trade unions in Rome in 
April 1950, outlined different views on this situation.1

*
31. With reference to the problem of European unity mentioned in Section 

6, paragraph (e), it can be said that labour is unanimous in recognizing the 
importance of this question. Paragraph 6 of the Declaration on Economic and 
Social Demands of the I.C.F.T.U.2 states: -

"We recognize as the most urgent action immediate constructive steps 
towards the economic integration and unification of Western Europe, 
including the incorporation of Germany in the European community/

There is general agreement that a satisfactory solution of such problems as 
the co-ordination of investment, liberalization of trade and the establishment 
of a European Payments Union will be an important contribution to the 
achievement of this European unity. Likewise there is general agreement that 
European unity can make a vital contribution to the solution of the problems 
set out in paragraphs (a) to (d) of Section 6. There is general recognition too 
that progress towards economic integration cannot go far without corre
sponding political steps.

1 T h e  re p o rt was p repared  by a w ork in g  g roup  co n sis tin g lo f D . Bowers (T U C ), 
R. C ham pion  (Force O uvrière), A. B ahnaud (C F T C : C onféd éra tio n  F rançaise des 
T ravailleu rs C hrétiens), E. P arri (L C G IL : Libera C onfederaz ione  G enerale  Italiana 
del L avoro), E. C ope (C IO ), and M. C. Bolle (IT S: In ternational T ra d e  S ecre-ta- 
ria ts), w ith  W . Schevenels as secretary.

2 D oc. 135 above.
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32. But while there is agreement on the desirability of European unity, there 
appears to be some difference of opinion as to the speed and conditions with 
which it can be achieved. One point of view is that unless certain policies, 
which have been referred to throughout this report, are followed from the 
beginning, particularly as regards full employment, unity will not be built on 
firm foundations and will in the long run be undermined by political and social 
instability. Another point of view is that the need for unity is, for political and 
strategic as well as economic reasons, so great that it must be rapidly achieved, 
no matter what the social and economic consequences. A third view concedes 
the importance of unity only on the basis of enlightened social and economic 
policies, but believes that unity is so vital that risks must be taken in the hope 
that once unity is achieved such enlightened social and economic policies can 
be developed.

33. Whatever the view taken it is clear that the difficulties to be overcome 
are very great in view of the diversity of economic interests, governmental sys
tems and political philosophies in Western Europe. All sincere democratic 
forces can at least be at one on the need for the energetic pursuit of solutions 
for these difficulties, for it is certain that without unity the economic revival of 
Europe cannot in the long run be fully accomplished.

138. Léon Jouhaux: For a European Authority April 1950

Report of third International Trade Union Conference of the ERP, Rome, 17-20 April 
1950, Paris, n. d., pp. 91-3  (extract).

A t the third conference of the ERP trade unions, held in Rome from 17 to 20 April 1950,1 
Léon Jouhaux, secretary-general of the French Force Ouvrière and a vice-president of 
ICFTU, replied to fears concerning the adverse effect of economic integration on workers3 
interests. He argued that the creation of a political authority was essential to the success of 
integration and that it could also guarantee a rising standard of living. He re-emphasized the 
need to integrate Germany in Western Europe, and made clear the importance he attached to 
British co-operation.

Our friend Oosterhuis2 said this morning that, for a long time, he had con
sidered that the economic construction of Europe would be easier to accom
plish than its political construction, but that he had slightly changed this opin
ion. I hope that he will allow me to tell him that his yesterday’s conception still 
holds true today, but that obviously a certain number of political instruments 
are necessary to erect the economic construction. This means, from the 
political point of view, that the International Authority, or if you prefer the

1 D ocum entation  in In ternational Institu te o f Social H isto ry , IC F T U  Archives, 
E R P-T U A C  I.

2 H . O osterhuis, deputy  chairm an of the D u tch  trade union association ( N W ) .
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European Authority, must be constituted as quickly as possible and be 
endowed with all the powers which it absolutely requires.

None of the great general problems with which we are faced and which 
come up within the Marshall Plan can be solved if a superior authority, con
sisting of a delegation of national powers, does not have the possibility of 
examining the situation and providing the indispensable solutions.

Let us take, for example, a problem which is of interest to all of us: that of 
emigration, which is an essential problem for Italy, but also for Germany, 
Austria and a certain number of other countries. How can this problem be 
solved if there does not exist a superior authority which can substitute an 
overall decision for the different and multiple bilateral projects which exist at 
present on this subject? These bilateral projects must obviously be replaced 
not only by multilateral projects, but also by general statutes. And how can 
these general statutes be defined if each nation examines them within its own 
economic borders? That is why it has not been possible to free the movement 
of men across the European market.

Let us take another example: trade. We have seen, for instance, what diffi
culties arise when a bilateral project between Italy and France is put into ef
fect.3 And we have observed, as a result of surveys and studies undertaken not 
only by trade-union organizations, but also by the National Economic Coun
cil, of which I am chairman, that, outside of a multilateral project and of an 
agreement between a large number of nations, no real freedom of trade can ex
ist.

Did you wonder why Benelux is not yet a success? Benelux could not be a 
success, considering the international situation, while its field of action did not 
include more than its three component nations.

We must act to this effect, if we really want to achieve positive results. It 
is certain that a great number of guarantees must be given the workers and the 
national economies of all countries. Customs tariffs cannot be eliminated 
simply by a sentence, by a statement. Our American comrades know this well, 
as our friend Brown4 just told us, since this question has been studied in the 
United States for over twenty years without reaching a solution. Customs 
tariffs will only disappear when international guarantees will ensure the 
security of the different national economies.

This is the very meaning of all preceding interventions. This is the very 
meaning of the fight which we must undertake.

It is obvious that if we compare yesterday’s starting point and the point 
reached today, we notice that a long distance has been covered. Numerous 
results have already been obtained: they must therefore encourage us to go on 
in that direction.

But I believe that a meeting like the present one, after the various statements,

3 T h e  p lan  fo r a F rench-Ita lian  custom s union.
4 I. B row n, AFL represen tative in E urope , w ith  headquarters  in Paris.
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all made in full sincerity, must result in a definite and unambiguous decision: 
that we all are going to work for the constitution of European unity.

I know European unity cannot supply all the solutions which we wish for. 
I know that when the European continent will have succeeded in becoming an 
enonomic entity, this economic entity will not be able to live without having 
relations with other economic entities, and especially the American economic 
entity. Without this realization, it is not possible to hope either for prosperity 
or for peace.

But I should also like to tell you that there are a certain number of difficulties 
to be overcome.

Do you think that we can realize European unity without having solved the 
German problem which exists in the very heart of the new Europe? And within 
this German problem, there are not only the guarantees to be offered to the 
trade-union organizations, the population and the government of Western 
Germany, there is also the guarantee which must contain the possibility of a 
new German unity, since without German unity no permanent results could 
be achieved. We must prepare, through our present realizations, those which 
must be carried out tomorrow.

And there is also the Austrian problem: do you believe that we can make 
peace now, that we can make Europe, without having made peace for Austria? 
It is indispensable, as is German unity.

Therefore, those are problems which we must consider and which result 
from the very implementation of the Marshall Plan, which wanted most of all 
the reconstitution of a European unity.

Well! These actions are not beyond our possibilities. We can reach the 
objectives which we have set ourselves. We shall realize them by carrying on 
the activities of our present Committee which will have to end only with the 
end of the Marshall Plan. We shall then be faced with a new situation and shall 
examine what new organization we shall have to create. But we will examine 
this when the time has come.

We must continue our action, naturally in active collaboration with the 
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, since we are in fact only a 
part of its activity.

It is understood that the search for full employment is not a duty for certain 
countries only, but for all countries, and that the measures to be taken should 
not endanger the achievements of certain countries. I quite well understand 
the reservations of our British friends; they have initiated a new organization 
of production and established a State control of key industries. This is also our 
situation in France. Has a majority of European nations reached the same 
point? No. Many still believe in economic liberalism and are averse to any 
national control of economic activities.

Well! We must give satisfaction to our British friends concerning their 
reservations, because I don’t believe that we can make Europe without Eng
land, any more than we can without Germany. We must have England. We 
must have Germany. We must have all European countries to constitute 
Europe. We are the only people who can proclaim this truth, because we are
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not bound by nationalist considerations and we place the International Organ
ization above the Nation. This is our mission, and we must fulfil it. I am con
vinced that then we shall build solidly, and I can assure you that the Interna
tional Confederation of Free Trade Unions will make ever greater efforts 
towards the realization of this aim.

139. ERP -  Trade Union Conference: Declaration on European 
Economic Reconstruction April 1950

Report of third International Trade Union Conference of the ERP\ Rome, 17-20 April 
1950, Paris, n.d., pp. 103-7 ; ex tract, pp. 106 f.

*

The ERP -  Trade Union Conference in Rome basically accepted Jouhaux's argument.1 
The Declaration adopted on 20 April 1950 mentioned the objections to too rapid integration 
that had been expressed in the Report,2 but its main conclusion was that there was no alter
native to integration.

•e

The democratic Trade Unions are unanimous in recognizing the importance 
of European Unity. Problems such as the co-ordination of investment, liberal
ization of trade, the establishment of a European Payments Union and 
mobility of manpower will only find a full and satisfactory solution within a 
united Europe, whereby it must be recognized that progress towards Euro
pean economic co-ordination and unification cannot go far without corre
sponding political steps. The importance of unity is so vital that risks must be 
taken; but it must be recognized that unless certain policies, particularly the 
full employment of available resources and a more equitable distribution of 
national incomes, are followed from the beginning, unity will not be built on 
firm foundations and will in the long run be undermined by political and social 
instability.

It is clear that the difficulties to be overcome are very great in view of the 
diversity of economic interests, governmental systems and political philoso
phies in Western Europe, but all sincere democratic forces are at one on the 
need for the energetic pursuit of solutions for these difficulties, for it is certain 
that without unity the economic revival of Europe cannot in the long run be 
fully accomplished.

1 Cf. doc. 138.
2 D oc. 137.
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140. ICFTU: Report on the Problems of the Econom ic Integra
tion of W estern Europe May 1950

D oc. 2 E B /19  in In ternational Institu te fo r Social H isto ry , IC F T U  A rchives, C  1 (u n 
prin ted ; extract, pp. 4 -9).

The Executive Board of ICFTU made it its business to develop the consensus expressed 
at the third conference of the ERP trade unions in April 19101 A report on the problems 
of economic integration, submitted to the Board at its meeting on 25-7 May, defined more 
closely the tasks of the political authority that was to ensure the transition to an integrated 
European economy without adverse effects on social conditions. It became clear that in the 
view of the trade unions only a gradual lowering of existing tariff barriers was possible, and 
in the process social benefits should be levelled upwards. Thus an all-round increase in pro
ductivity was both the purpose and an essential condition of the process of integration.

In view of the important role which foreign trade plays for the economy of 
an area of the economic structure of Western Europe, the shrinking of its for
eign trade has meant a serious structural deterioration. Its economic effects 
are that the markets for Western European industrial products are bound to 
stagnate or to grow at a much slower pace than they would otherwise do and 
than markets of other, competing industrial areas actually do. In other words, 
the markets for the industrial products of Western Europe, which generally 
have always been comparatively narrow, have tended to narrow down even 
further, and that in turn means lagging behind other, competing industrial 
areas in productivity. For the productivity of an economy depends to a large 
extent on the size of its markets. The larger the markets, the more will the 
advantages of mass production make themselves felt, especially those of spe
cialization, standardization, and mechanization of production. To the extent 
that narrow markets hamper the progress in productivity, they obviate the 
growth of the national wealth. Stagnation or a slow growth in per-capita 
national income, by keeping the size of the markets down, in turn diminishes 
the incentives for advances in productivity.

Even economic planning, as long as it remains within the narrow confines 
of the isolated Western European countries, does not suffice to break this 
vicious circle. If expansion of production and investments is planned within 
the narrow markets of the Western European countries, but unco-ordinated 
between them, it may easily lead to overproduction. The national planning 
measures in the Western European steel industry are a case in point. In a 
report on European Steel Trends, published in November 1949, the Steel Di
vision of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe found that 
the plans for the expansion of steel production which were established by 
various European countries, since they are not co-ordinated with one 
another, involve the danger of serious over-production in steel within a few 
years.

1 See doc. 139.
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Problems of an Economic Integration of Western Europe

If Western Europe, instead of being divided into eighteen countries with 
high trade and currency barriers between them, were to form an economic 
union and if all problems of transition from the one to the other state were 
solved satisfactorily, its prospects for economic and social prosperity would 
doubtless be incomparably more propitious than they are at present, although 
even then the need for close commercial and financial relations with other 
areas, especially the United States, would remain very great. A united 
Western Europe would constitute a highly industrial area, with a domestic 
market of a population of 210 million, comparable in size, although not in 
wealth, with the United States and with a far higher internal purchasing 
power than the domestic market of the Soviet Union.

Thus Western European industry would enjoy all those advantages which 
a large-size market can offer as a basis of mass production. The Western 
European industry would, moreover, be amply equipped with such basic mate
rials as coal, iron ore, iron, steel and their products; it would, on the other 
hand, still be dependent on imports of foodstuffs, feeds, and certain important 
materials, such as petrol, non-ferrous metals, cotton, and rubber.

It follows that a completely integrated Western Europe would be much 
better equipped to sustain itself than the isolated countries of Western Europe 
are today. But in order to secure, and to pay for imports of all materials and 
agricultural products which it needs from abroad, even an integrated Western 
Europe would need large and expanding markets abroad for the sale of its own 
products. It appears that two conditions must be met to secure these needs. 
First of all, Western Europe, even if economically united, needs close and 
unobstructed trade relations with the United States. Second, Western Europe 
will remain dependent for its imports of raw materials and foodstuffs and for 
its exports of industrial products on the economic and social development of 
the underdeveloped countries. (...)

However, while it is rather obvious that an economically united Western 
Europe would be far better off than a disunited one, the salient problem which 
any attempt at the economic integration of Western Europe has to face is that 
of a satisfactory solution of the problems of transition from the one to the 
other state. The fact that the unification movement in actual practice has so 
far made but little progress can to a large extent be traced to the under
standable fear that economic integration of the Western Europe countries 
may involve severe sacrifices on the part of many industries and the workers 
employed by them. Indeed, if economic integration were carried out at a rapid 
pace and without any planning and any social safeguards for the workers 
affected by it, the sudden withdrawal in intra-European trade of all the protec
tive tariffs, quotas, and exchange measures under which many sections of 
industry and agriculture have been able to exist might entail the most severe 
disruptions and dislocations.

From the viewpoint of the workers, particularly, the dangers of an 
unplanned integration of the West European countries would be those of pro-
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tracted unemployment and a downward adjustment of wages, working condi
tions, and social security standards to the lowest levels prevailing in competing 
West European countries. Such a development would not only be socially and 
politically disastrous, it may also have grave economic repercussions. The loss 
in national income caused by unemployment and the additional loss in consu
mers’ purchasing power brought about by a drop in wages and social security 
standards may for a long time to come outweigh the favourable effects of eco
nomic integration on the size of the Western European markets and on the 
productivity of its industries.

The main problem involved in the economic integration of Western Europe 
is, then, that of carrying out this process in such a way that, without losing its 
advantages, industrial disruptions and dislocations are kept at a minimum and 
that large-scale unemployment, as well as serious pressure on wages, working 
conditions, and social security standards can be avoided. Sure, an economi
cally integrated Western Europe cannot be built up without any industrial dis
ruptions and dislocations at all and without any loss in jobs. What is needed is 
to keep such unavoidable adverse effects of the unification process at a min
imum by intelligent planning, to mitigate the shock by social safeguards for 
the workers, and, generally, to overcompensate for any adverse effects on em
ployment of a unification programme by a systematic policy of full employ
ment and expansion of production and markets.

The concept of a planned integration of the Western European economy 
is in full accord with the aims of the ICFTU, as they have been embodied in 
its constitution. Among the aims of the ICFTU, listed in its constitution, is ‘to 
advocate, with a view of raising the general level of prosperity, increased and 
properly planned economic co-operation among the nations in such a way as 
will encourage the development of wider economic units and freer exchange 
of commodities, and to seek full participation of workers’ representatives in 
official bodies dealing with these questions.’

Outline of an Integration Programme
It appears, then, that what is needed most urgently is an overall plan which 

would view the economic integration of Western Europe as a whole, in the 
place of the disjointed liberalization measures which have been undertaken or 
envisaged. This overall plan would conceive the economic unification of 
Western Europe as a joint undertaking of the Western European nations 
which must be based on certain fundamental political, social, and economic 
principles, and at the same time as a process which requires some time and 
should be planned to run its course in certain stages.

Of the fundamental principles on which the unification plan should be 
based, the most important political one appears to be that the economic unifi
cation of an area requires a measure of central authority over that area. In 
other words, Western Europe cannot be economically unified without a cer
tain political central authority to which all Western European countries 
would have to concede the power to make and enforce decisions on integra
tion measures. This central organ would logically be the Council of Europe,
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which, as an independant organization of the Western European govern
ments and parliaments, already constitutes the germ of a political union of 
Western Europe, but which is so far still void of any real authority. The first 
step in the political field would thus have to be a decision of the Western Euro
pean nations to equip the Council of Europe with sufficient authority to 
decide upon and to enforce economic integration measures.

The most important social and economic principles on which an integration 
plan should be based are those of social safeguards for affected workers and 
a systematic full employment policy. The full employment measures envisaged 
by the integration plan should in principle follow the recommendations made 
in the report of the United Nations experts on ‘National and International 
Measures for Full Employment’, in the observations on this report which the 
ICFTU submitted to the United Nations, and the report of the International 
Labour Office on the Fight against Unemployment.

On the basis of these principles, the following programme is recommended 
for the first stage of the integration process.

1. The integration plan should envisage the gradual multilateral reduction 
of intra-European tariff rates and the further reduction of quantitative intra-Eu
ropean import restrictions. The greatest reductions in tariffs and quotas should 
be envisaged for industries which would be in no great danger of disruption, 
while the reductions should be more gradual for industries which would suffer 
most from a loss of protection against intra-European competition. The plan 
should further take the fact into consideration that for low-tariff countries the 
reduction or removal of quantitative import restrictions is likely to create 
more hardship than for high-tariff countries.

2. The plan should envisage the gradual elimination of differences between 
domestic and export prices (dualpricing) of basic materials in intra-European 
trade.

3. The plan should include the establishment of an intra-Europe an clearing 
institution which would secure the transferability and convertibility of curren
cies in intra-European trade. The fund with which the clearing institution is to 
work should, with the aid of E.C.A. contributions and payments by all 
Western European countries, be large enough to keep the intra-European pay
ment system stable for the entire transition period. While special considera
tion should be given to the existing payment and the payment situation of the 
Sterling Bloc, the European currencies of the Sterling Bloc should be closely 
affiliated with the intra-European clearing institution.

4. The plan should envisage the establishment of a Joint Western European 
Planning Commission whose main function would be the planning of the 
necessary shifts in the location of industries, of the expansion of markets and 
of production, and the capital investments needed for industrial relocation 
and expansion programmes. It should be a particular concern of the Planning 
Commission to work out all its plans in such a way that they would involve a 
minimum of industrial dislocation, and that all those who lose their jobs as a 
result of such relocation measures can speedily be absorbed by the expansion 
of other industries.
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As various types of industries are susceptible to different degrees and kinds 
of planning, the Planning Commission will have to set up subcommissions for 
various groups of industries, of which the most important would be the fol
lowing:

(a) a subcommission for the heavy industries, for the work of which certain 
recommendations may apply which have been made in the report of the 
I.C.F.T.U. on the Ruhr problem for an intergovernmental organization of the 
Western European heavy industries.2 The main function of this subcommission 
would have to be that of securing the undisturbed supply of materials; of 
co-ordinating the price policies of the heavy industries; of securing a rational 
specialization of production; of co-ordinating investment and production 
programmes; of co-ordinating plans for the development of industries con
suming large quantities of basic materials; and, generally, of harmonizing the 
production of the heavy industries with the development of the Western Eu
ropean economy as a whole and with the export outlets for the products of 
heavy industries;

(b) a subcommission for the transport services and other public services, 
whose work should be based on the principle that all public services of Western 
Europe should serve the peoples of Western Europe as a whole, rather than 
those of each country separately, and which should take the fact into consider
ation that the mutual adjustment in the economy of the various Western Euro
pean countries, parallel with the execution of the integration programme, and 
the expansion of the Western European economy will make a carefully 
planned expansion of transport and other public services imperative;

(c) special subcommissions for various other industries, including agricul
ture, which would have to determine to what extent, according to the structure 
of each industry, joint production and investment plans would be feasible and 
advantageous.

5. The plan should envisage the establishment of programmes and institu
tions for the planning of technical training and technological research, designed 
to increase the productivity of manufacturing, mining, and construction 
industries, as well as agriculture, through technological progress and through 
the use of technological advances in all industries and in agriculture.

6. The plan should envisage the establishment of institutions designed to 
assist in financing the necessary relocation of industries, their rehabilitation and, 
generally, the expansion of industrial and agricultural production. It may be 
advisable to envisage two institutions, an Intra-European Rehabilitation 
Fund, designed to assist industries and public services affected by integration 
measures in the financing of their relocation and rehabilitation, and an 
Intra-European Bank for Economic Development, which, in close co-opera
tion with the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the 
E.C.A., and existing public and private Western European banking institutes, 
would aid in the financing of the expansion of industries and public services.

2 See doc. 136.
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Both institutions should be of an intergovernmental character and should be 
authorized to issue bonds both on the Western European markets and -  with 
the agreement of the United-States -  on the American markets.

7. The plan should envisage the harmonization of the social and economic leg
islation of all Western European countries, through various commissions. 
First of all, an Intra-European Social Commission should be established, 
charged with making recommendations, in close co-operation with the Euro
pean trade union organizations, the I.C.F.T.U. and the International Labour 
Organization, for gradual mutual adjustments in labour and social legislation 
and social security systems, on the basis of the principle that the most 
advanced labour, social, and social security legislation should always serve as 
the model to which legislation in all other countries should be adjusted. While 
the upward adjustment of wages will be one of the most important tasks of the 
Western European trade unions, the Commission should recommend the 
establishment of safeguards to protect existing wage levels in the face of any 
pressure on wages which might be exerted by industrial dislocations.

Commissions with a scope similar to that of the Intra-European Social 
Commission should be set up for the mutual adjustment of industrial, com
mercial, credit, banking, agricultural, etc. legislation.

8. The plan should be concerned with establishing the greatest possible 
measure of mobility of labour within Western Europe, both as a matter of gen
eral principle and in order to alleviate as far as possible any adverse effects on 
employment of shifts in the location of industries. The plan should especially 
envisage adequate severance and transportation payments to workers affected 
by the dislocation of industries, in addition to regular unemployment benefits; 
the organization of efficient employment exchanges; adequate training and 
retraining facilities; an ample supply of decent dwellings, which should be 
secured by large-scale public housing programmes; assistance in the financing 
of emigration overseas; intra-European migration agreements; and emigra
tion agreements with non-European countries.

9. The plan should not lose sight of the regional integration agreements 
within Western Europe which have already been concluded or are planned for 
various groups of countries, such as that between Belgium, Netherlands, and 
Luxemburg (Benelux), between France, Italy and the Benelux countries (Fi- 
nebel), and between Great Britain and the Scandinavian countries (Uniscan). 
Regional agreements of this kind should be encouraged as far as they consti
tute a higher degree of economic integration than would be envisaged for the 
first stage of Western European integration.

10. All efforts should be made to intensify trade relations between the 
Western European countries and the United States, with the ultimate goal of 
an Atlantic Community with a similar scope as the Western European Union. 
The organization of an Atlantic council, charged not only with political but 
also with economic functions,3 would be a first step towards the goal of an 
Atlantic Community.

3 As p roposed  by the French  prim e m inister, G eorges B idault, on 16 April 1950.
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11. In addition, co-operation with other non-European countries should be 
encouraged, designed to reduce trade barriers between the countries of 
Western Europe and all other countries, especially by expanding the interna
tional trade agreements concluded in Geneva and Annecy and by imple
menting the Havana agreement on the establishment of an international trade 
organization.

12. Close co-operation should be established both between the Western 
European countries and between them and the United States to assist, as far 
as possible through the instrumentality of the International Bank for Recon
struction and Development, in the economic, social, and cultural development 
of underdeveloped countries. In addition to financial assistance, the underde
veloped countries should be helped to acquire the most advanced 
technological knowledge, tools, and training.
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Part Three :
European Union in Public Opinion Polls,

1945-50

Ludger V ielemeier

Introduction

Nowadays opinion polls are a constant feature of political life. If a 
controversy arises, it is only a few days before the pollsters ascertain the state 
of public opinion, which then hangs like a sword of Damocles over those who 
do not share the popular view. Forty years ago things were different in Europe, 
where polls were still in their infancy; but some important problems that arose 
then are still with us.

Polls are very often wrongly evaluated, and the complex relationship 
between the pollsters’ findings on the one hand and the decision-making pro
cess in foreign affairs on the other is still virtually unexplored. ‘In the absence 
of precise mechanism or procedures, one is left with the impression that 
opinion is absorbed by osmosis into the political bloodstream. Or, if the pro
cess of opinion-absorption is not osmotic, it is treated as automatic, thus min
imizing, in the first instance at least, the need of further study of it.’1

This is not the place to make good the deficiencies of research. However, 
to make possible a valid interpretation of the results of polls in 1945-50 con
cerning problems of European integration, we shall in this Introduction draw 
attention to some basic problems2 and to the relationship between polls, public 
opinion, and political decision-making, in so far as the present state of 
research allows.

1 B. C. C ohen, The Public's Impact on Foreign Policy, 2nd ed., L anham , N ew  Y ork  
and London, 1983, p. 11. M any w riters nevertheless con tend  th a t ‘the will o f the 
people sets the course o f foreign  policy* (C. M cC lelland, Theory and the International 
System, N ew  Y ork, 1966, p. 128). Cf. G. W . W ittkäm per (ed.), Medienwirkungen in 
der internationalen Politik, vol. 1, M ünster, 1986, pp. 7 f.

2 Cf. F. and H . K arm asin, Einführung in Methoden und Probleme der Umfragefor
schung, V ienna, C ologne and G raz , 1977, p. 9.
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I

In the first place, it is necessary to correct the idea that the results of repre
sentative polls are an exact reflection of the opinions and attitudes of the 
masses. Although pollsters are keen to encourage this idea, it is mistaken for 
the following reasons:

(a) Opinion researchers choose, out of an infinite number of themes and 
questions, those that are of interest to them or their clients. By thus selecting 
they create a reality that does not necessarily coinside with that of the 
respondents.3

(b) For one reason or another, many of those questioned are not prepared 
to tell the interviewer their real opinion or attitude to a question. Often they 
give a ‘prestige answer’ or none at all, or react to ‘non-verbal aspects to the 
situation, such as features of the interviewer’s personality’.4

(c) Respondents may ‘fail to understand and decode the question correctly, 
for lack of the proper language code or information background’.5

For these reasons, polls present an incomplete and sometimes distorted view 
of the opinions and attitudes of the general public.

A further limitation is inherent in the theme of ‘European union’, with 
which we are here concerned. Matters of international politics ‘have, or are 
felt to have, a tenuous connection with daily life’.6 Hence it is rather excep
tional for a wide public to be interested in such matters, the more so as inter
national developments seldom admit of simple exposition, and it is hard to 
obtain information over and above that provided by the mass media. Conse
quently the opinions and attitudes of the masses concerning international 
phenomena and developments often amount to ‘mere indifference, varied 
occasionally by reactions of hostility or fatalistic acceptance of unalterable 
events’.7 Accordingly, attitudes tend to be ‘characterized by sympathies and 
antipathies that are hard to refute rationally’8 and to be ‘based on deep-seated 
national stereotypes’.9

The validity of European polls in the 1940s was further reduced by the fact

3 F or the ‘ag enda-se tting ’ app roach  cf. W ittkäm per (ed.), Medienwirkungeny vol. 1, 
pp. 56-8 .

4 F. and H . K arm asin , Einführung, p. 14&.
5 Ibid.
6 P. N o ack , ‘A ussenpolitik  und  öffentliche M einung’, in Handwörterbuch Internatio

nale Politik, ed. by W . W oyke, O p laden , 1986, p. 47. Cf. the discussion pap er by 
D. Frei in K. W . D eutsch  and G. Schm idtchen, Aussenpolitik und Öffentlichkeit in der 
direkten Demokratie. Ein Gespräch mit Experten, Z urich , Berne and S tu ttg art, 1977,
p. 16.

7 Frei ibid. p. 15. Cf. N o ack , ‘A ussenpolitik’, p. 44.
8 P. N o ack , ‘Ö ffen tliche M einung und A ussenpolitik’, in Handwörterbuch der deut

schen Aussenpolitik, ed. by H .-P . Schw arz, M unich and Z urich , 1975, p. 197.
9 N o ack , ‘A ussenpolitik’, p. 43. Cf. the discussion papers by K. W . D eutsch and

G. Schm idtchen in D eutsch  and Schm idtchen, Aussenpolitik, pp. 26 f.
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that they were something completely new to the respondents, who in conse
quence often refused to co-operate or did so only with reserve.10% •

II

Nevertheless, the polls analysed below give an idea of the opinions and atti
tudes of the public to the question of European union, and to some extent 
explain them. They do so with the more precision in so far as they meet the 
requirements of empirical social investigation. From this point of view we 
have adopted strict criteria in our selection, and have excluded polls that do 
not meet these requirements. Two examples may be given:

(1) In the late autumn of 1946 Count Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, 
founder of the interwar Pan-Europa-Union and later secretary-general of the 
European Parliamentary Union, addressed 4,387 identical letters to members 
of West European parliaments enquiring: ‘Are you in favour of the establish
ment of a European federation within the framework of the United Nations?’ 
A covering letter in personal terms asked for a signed answer, yes or no. Of 
the 1,735 who replied, 1,683 or 97% answered ‘yes’ and 52 or 3% answered 
‘no’.11 But this result is of little scientific value, since: (a) the terms of the ques
tion suggested the answer ‘yes’; (b) the covering letter recommended the same 
answer, and the poll was to that extent manipulated; (c) the request for a 
signed reply was similarly a form of pressure. The result, in short, proves little 
as to how far parliamentarians favoured a federated Europe. It was a 
successful propaganda move for European union rather than a measure of its 
actual popularity.

(2) In the first half of 1950 the Eric Stern Opinion Research Organization 
and its affiliates put to nationals of twelve European countries the question: 
‘Have you happened to hear or read of the plans concerned with the creation 
of some form of union among the West European countries?’12 Here it is not 
even clear what exactly the questioners wanted to discover. The vague expres
sion ‘union among the West European countries’ is made still vaguer by the 
words ‘some form of’, with the result that no useful interpretation could be 
placed upon the answers.13 The words ‘happened to’ were put in (deliberate
ly?), to suggest to the respondents that they should answer ‘yes’.

10 Cf. F. and H . K arm asin, Einführung, pp. 149 f.
11 R. C oudenhove-K alerg i, Vers un parlement de lEurope (privately prin ted  by 

U nion Parlem entaire E uropéenne), G staad, Septem ber 1947, pp. 3 and 8 f.; repr. in 
id., Kampf um Europa, Z urich , 1949, p. 267.

12 Survey of Public Opinion on the Question of European Union, ref. IN F /1 4 E , p u b 
lished by the E uropean  M ovem ent, Brussels, 1950.

13 Cf. F. and H . K arm asin, E inführung , p. 19, and G. Schm idtchen, Die befragte 
Nation. Über den Einfluss der Meinungsforschung auf die Politik, Freiburg  im Breisgau, 
1959, p. 125.
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III

Do the results of polls constitute public opinion, or are they a part of it; do 
they play any part in shaping opinion, or are they a form of passive, non-pub
lic, lowest-common-denominator opinion? Social scientists have been wrest
ling with these questions for decades without arriving at a useful answer, that 
is to say one that holds water theoretically and can be objectively verified. The 
difficulty lies above all in the extreme ambiguity of the term ‘public opinion’.14 
Certainly there is widespread agreement that the results of polls are not public 
opinion, because the respondents give their answers ‘privately and not in pub
lic’, and because the opinions elicited are ‘individual ones, not subjected to the 
test of time or argument, and often expressed out of context’.15 None the less, 
the development of public opinion can be ‘strongly influenced’ by the publica
tion of poll results.16

Whether and how far the results of polls influence public opinion, however 
that be defined, or affect public debate, depends mainly on the way in which 
representatives of public opinion perceive, interpret and use those results.

International affairs are certainly no longer an arcane subject as they were 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but the framers of policy neverthe
less tend to regard public opinion -  including the results of polls, especially 
when they give rise to public debate -  as an ‘irrational, incalculable interfer
ence with the clear course of the ship of state, whose captain should pay atten
tion only to raison d'état and a priori national interest’.17 According to diplo
mats of the old school foreign policy should be ‘reserved as a prerogative of 
the executive, as a guarantee of competence and constancy’.18

To prevent the ship being blown off course, foreign ministries have informa
tion departments which, through the mass media, supply the public with 
selected news of world events and enlighten it as to the reasons for their deci
sions.19 In addition, the authorities make use of opinion research institutes to 
safeguard their policies. This is accompanied by a process of feedback: if 
those in control seek to find out the opinions and reactions of the masses to

14 H ow ever, the term  is an exceedingly p o p u lar one. ‘It is a catchall fo r any actors 
o r opinions th a t do  n o t fit the au th o rs’ schem es o f form al partic ipants in the po licy
m aking process. Som etim es it m eans ed itorial op inion in the press; som etim es it 
m eans mass op in ion  as revealed in public op inion polls; som etim es it m eans in terest- 
g roup  opinions o r positions; som etim es it m eans the m ailbag; som etim es it m eans 
any com binations o f these ingred ien ts’ (C ohen , The Public's Impact, p. 24).

15 Noack, ‘Öffentliche Meinung’, p. 196.
16 Ibid.
17 Wittkämper (ed.), Medienwirkungen, vol. 1, p. 5.
18 Ibid.
19 Cf. Cohen, The Public's Impact, and F. H. Russel, ‘The Function of Public 

Opinion Analysis in the Formulation of Foreign Policy’, in Iowa Conference on A tti
tude and Opinion Research, University of Iowa, 1949: The Polls and Public Opinion, 
ed. by N. N. C. Meier and H. W. Saunders, New York, 1949, p. 74.
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their policies, they presumably take account of these in their further deci
sions.20

But relations between the opinions and attitudes of the population, on the 
one hand, and foreign policy on the other, are not a one-way street. The poll 
results affect policy-makers at a second level also, when pollsters and the 
organs of public opinion, generally the mass media, bring those results into 
public discussion. The more they succeed in doing so, the more it is possible 
for the ‘formed’ opinions of the public to function as an important basis of 
argument for the decision-makers in foreign affairs; in this way the latter’s 
freedom of action can be widened or limited, and the solution of international 
issues can be delayed or hastened.21 Whether and how far polls affect the 
actions of foreign policy makers depends on how far the representatives of 
public opinion and the foreign policy leaders show an open-minded attitude 
towards empirically based information.

Immediately after the war, polls probably had little influence on the makers 
of foreign policy, since: (a) it is open to doubt whether the latter were even 
aware of them, (b) polls were in their infancy in Europe, and (c) it can be 
assumed that most of the leaders adhered to the old Machiavellian tradition of 
the sacredness and secrecy of foreign policy. As can be gathered from the fore
going paragraphs, these statements are based on reasoned supposition. In 
order to measure or at any rate estimate the effect of polls on foreign policy 
decisions it would be necessary to carry out historical case-studies of, 
primarily, the connections between opinions and attitudes of the masses, 
polls, public opinion, foreign policy leaders and their decisions. Such studies 
would require close co-operation among social scientists, statisticians, com
munication experts and historians, so as to examine the still unsolved prob
lems of channels of communication and conveyor belts between the actors 
involved, and their place in the overall political structure.

IV
If, at the present day, opinion research institutes were to be commissioned 

to study the opinions and attitudes of the masses towards questions of Euro
pean integration, the terms of reference would be somewhat as follows:

(1) The opinions and attitude of the public in <z//European states to all major 
questions of European integration should be continuously ascertained with the 
help of panel investigations and trend studies.

20 In this w ay the decision-m akers anticipate the ‘likely reaction* o f the public and 
consequently  their ow n behaviour. ‘T hus polls becom e de facto a continuous ind irect 
plebiscite* (N oack , ‘Ö ffentliche Meinung*, p. 196). Cf. C ohen , The Public's Impact, 
pp. 44-50 ; Frei in D eutsch and Schm idtchen, Aussenpolitik, p. 16; W ittkäm per (ed.), 
Medienwirkungen, vol. 2, pp. 582 f.

21 Cf. W ittkäm per (ed.), Medienwirkungen, vol. 2, pp. 601 ff .; Russel, ‘T h e  F unc
tion’, p. 74; Frei in D eutsch and Schm idtchen, Aussenpolitik, p. 16.
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(2) These polls should be carried out with a view to describing, diagnosing 
and explaining the state and development of these opinions and attitudes.

(3) The relative importance of these opinions and attitudes should be deter
mined in relation to other political fields.

(4) It should be considered how far these opinions and attitudes are effectual 
in determining behaviour.

In the first years after the war, opinion research institutes did not proceed 
according to this ideal scheme. Like polls themselves, panel and trend studies 
were the exception in many countries. Only seldom was the material obtained 
sufficient to permit of diagnosis and explanation; and the last two postulates 
were no less neglected.

This should be pointed out in order to make clear the inadequacy of the 
material and to warn against unduly far-reaching interpretations of it. If the 
title of the second part of this selection -  ‘The general trend: (Western) 
Europe should form a federation or union’ -  were taken to mean that people 
in general were strongly in favour of European union, this would be a mis
take. For, on the one hand, the relative importance of the polls on this subject 
compared with other political topics remains an open question, and on the 
other it is not clear how far these verbal answers affected the political 
behaviour of the respondents.

To conclude this general ‘source criticism’, a warning should be given 
against unreliable comparisons. The different degree of recorded assent to 
ideas of European union in different countries may be ascribed to various 
causes, unconnected with real variations in opinions and attitudes from 
country to country:

(1) The large number of ‘don’t knows’ in certain countries may in part be 
due to the population’s inexperience of polls.

(2) Different institutes use different sampling procedures, which may affect 
the results in some degree, and

(3) In the three Western zones of Germany the inhabitants, a conquered 
population, were questioned by their conquerors, the opinion research branch 
of the US military government. In such circumstances it can be assumed that 
the ‘interviewer situation’ affected the results.22

V
Some of the polls analysed below used the occasion of a ‘European’ event 

to ascertain how far the public was in favour of plans for the future of Europe 
or ideas for its integration. Others set out to explore basic foreign policy atti
tudes, others to elicit views on the international situation, and so on. Thus the 
selection as a whole is a heterogeneous one; it does not give a coherent, still 
less a comprehensive picture of the opinions and attitudes of the general 
public to European integration.

22 Cf. F. and FI. K arm asin , Einfuhrung, pp. 157-61.
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It would confuse the reader to arrange the polls either by countries or in a 
single chronological order. They have accordingly been arranged by subject- 
matter, so that at least incipient trends of development of the opinions and atti
tudes of the masses can be followed and, with all due caution, comparisons 
made between different European countries.

The first three polls are concerned with the question whether and how far 
the move for an Anglo-French alliance was welcomed by the British and 
French public respectively. These polls leave open the question whether such 
an alliance was thought of as a stage towards European federation or as an 
‘entente’ in the old style.

The second section, comprising eight polls, is entitled ‘The general trend: 
(Western) Europe should form a federation or union’. The value of the results 
is much lessened by the formulation of the questions:

(1) The questions were expressed in vague terms that were, or could be, 
given different meanings by the respondents.23 Doc. 146 illustrates this very 
clearly. A term like ‘United States of Europe’, while clearly differing e. g. 
from (West) European union, meant different things to French and Dutch 
respondents: a confederation, a customs union, a political union like the USA, 
and so on. Each respondent could imagine the kind of Europe he wanted, and 
thus the potential vote for a ‘united’ (Western) Europe was increased.

(2) There was no mention of the consequences that a European federation 
or union might entail, such as the surrender of national rights to one or more 
European bodies. The suggestion as to Europe’s future was not accompanied 
by any alternative, e. g. restoration of the system of national states.

(3) The posing of the questions subtly suggested the desired answer. This 
effect should not be underestimated, since in the first postwar years the theme 
of ‘Europe’ was a fashionable one, universally debated and associated with 
great hopes.

Were the European states to unite into a Western bloc under US leadership, 
or should they form a European union extending from the Atlantic to the Bug? 
Seven polls are concerned with this question, which was one of the key issues 
in the discussion of a new international order after 1945.

The fear of Soviet expansion and of a global conflict between the super
powers were a strong motive for the West European governments to combine 
their defence policies and put their trust in an alliance with the US. Five polls 
dating from 1948-50 indicate how the general public viewed the overall inter
national situation during those years.

What areas of policy should be transferred from national control to a West 
European union? The opinion of most respondents is indicated by the title 
given to five polls: ‘West European union — economics as the central issue’.

The initiative of the French foreign minister, Robert Schuman, paved the 
way to the ECSC (European Coal and Steel Community), the first European

23 Cf. ibid., pp. 19, 173 f.
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institution with supranational powers. Three polls of 1950 indicate West Ger
mans, French and British attitudes towards the Schuman plan.

A particularly delicate problem of the postwar era, which aroused lively 
emotion in Germany and all of Europe, was that of German rearmament 
within a West European army. This is the subject of four of the polls analysed.

Finally three polls are concerned with the key question of West German for
eign relations, viz. whether partition should be (temporarily?) accepted and 
West Germany integrated with Western Europe, or whether she should opt 
for neutrality in the hope of achieving German unity.

VI

What general conclusions may be drawn from the polls here recorded?
During the first five years after the European catastrophe, absolute majori

ties in almost all European countries were in favour of a ‘United States of 
Europe’, of ‘(West) European union’ and similar concepts expressing some 
kind of co-operation among European states. Probably only a few of the 
respondents knew clearly what these concepts implied. Thus all we can infer 
from the large mass of data is that a majority in all countries reacted positively 
to the idea of ‘Europe’. The fact that we cannot deduce anything more precise 
is largely due to the defective way in which questions were formulated.

One of the most important questions relating to a new international order 
was answered more or less unambiguously. A majority of those questioned 
approved the idea of Europe as a ‘third force’. A West European bloc under 
US leadership was considered only a second best. Here again, however, it 
must be noted that very few respondents understood the fundamental differ
ence between the two ideas. In the spring of 1948, when the Western bloc was 
taking shape with the Brussels Pact and with its spearhead directed against the 
Soviet Union, we know from a poll conducted in France that only 40 per cent 
of those consulted believed that a European union could avoid being drawn 
into a conflict between the two great powers.

Wishful thinking about ‘one Europe’ was flatly contradicted by political 
reality: the world, and Europe, were divided. In the spring of 1948 nearly 
two-thirds of the French people consulted took the highly pessimistic view that 
‘Europe is now irrevocably divided between East and West’ (doc. 160). In the 
same year more than 70 per cent of a German sample did not believe the Allied 
powers would be able to leave behind a united Germany after the Occupation. 
The Soviet Union was regarded as the obstacle to European and world peace: 
its propaganda was not believed, and in nearly all polls it was the most 
unpopular foreign country.

In 1950, as fears of Communism were fanned by the Korean war, there was 
growing apprehension in Europe of a Third World War. This was expressly 
attested in Germany, where already in April 1949 about four out of ten 
respondents feared that a new war would break out in the next ten years. In 
April 1950 about one in four thought a world war might break out before the 
year’s end; and in June 1950 more than 50 per cent of the same respondents
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actually thought it was imminent. In December 1950 about a third of the Ger
mans consulted thought the Communist Chinese intervention in Korea would 
lead to a third World War; and more than two-thirds of this group believed 
that a conflict similar to the Korean one might break out in Germany.

Despite all fears that Communist expansionism might also affect Western 
Europe, neither in West Germany nor in France were those questioned in 
favour of a German military contribution to a West European defence force. 
A supplementary question made the French attitude clear: a relative majority 
of French respondents thought that such a contribution by Germany would 
endanger French security. In Britain and especially Belgium, by 1950 the idea 
of German troops forming part of a European army was once more accepta
ble.

The question as to the fields of action in which the European union should 
pursue a common policy was seldom put and very inadequately formulated. 
Replies generally favoured economic projects in the widest sense, such as free 
trade, a European currency, free movement of workers, a customs union, and 
so on. In April 1948 respondents in five countries rejected the idea of a Euro
pean army by majorities of over 60 per cent. By November 1950, however, 59 
per cent of respondents in a Belgian poll were in agreement with the plan.

As regards polls connected with the Schuman Plan, it is noteworthy that 
nearly half the French respondents did not know what the Plan was. It received 
its main support in West Germany; in Britain a relative majority thought the 
Plan a good idea, but did not wish Britain to be a member of it.

I. Ajtiglo-French Alliance: A Step Towards European Integration?

141. For a political and military alliance with Britain
France O ctober 1945

The Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, France 193% 1944-1975, vol. 1, 193% 
1944-1967, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 33.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

A political and military alliance with Britain was almost a self-evident choice from the 
French point of view. The main object of French foreign policy was to eliminate Germany 
once and for all as an economic, political and military rival, and, given France’s weakness 
in all these fields, this could only be done with British help. It was, moreover, thanks to 
Churchill that France had been readmitted to the company of the great powers in 1945. The 
case for an alliance with Britain was further strengthened by memories of joint Anglo-French 
resistance to German aggression.
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‘Are you in favour of a political and military alliance with Great Britain?’1

583

Yes 72%
No 14%
No opinion 14%

100%

142. For an Anglo-French alliance
France May 1946

The Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, France 1939, 1945-1975, vol. 1, 1939\ 
1944-1967ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 55; Public Opinion 1935-1946, ed. 
by H. Cantril, prepared by M. Strunk, Princeton, 1951, p. 275.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

It was not accidental that, even at this early date, the Communists were much more scep
tical than the other parties as to an Anglo-French alliance. Moscow, which dictated the party 
line and strategy of the French Communist Party, could not be in favour of such an alliance, 
which might turn against the Soviet Union and/or form the nucleus of a Western bloc under 
American leadership.

‘Are you in favour of or opposed to an alliance with Great Britain?’

In favour 68%
Opposed 9 %
Indifferent 15%
No opinion 8 %

Results by politics

Radical-
Communist Socialist Socialist PRL MRP

In favour 41 % 73% 70% 86% 85%
Opposed 27% 6 % 7 % 5 % 3%
Indifferent 23% 16% 18% 6 % 6 %
No opinion 9 % 5 % 5 % 3% 6 %

Results by occupation

White-
Professional Business Farmers Collar Workers

In favour 88% 74% 72% 68% 62%
Opposed 6 % 10% 5 % 12% 14%
Indifferent 4 % 9 % 16% 13% 17%
No opinion 2 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 7 %

1 It is not clear whether the alliance was envisaged as an entente of the old type or 
a step towards European union or federation.
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143. An Anglo-French alliance: military, econom ic and financial 
advantages
France April 1947

Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, France 1939\ 1944-1975, vol. 1, 1939, 
1944-1967, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 78.

Institut français ¿ ’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

Efforts to bring about West European federation under Anglo-French leadership found 
expression in the Dunkirk treaty of alliance between the two countries, providing for joint 
action to counter any threat 'arising from the adoption by Germany of a policy of aggression 
or from action by Germany designed to facilitate such a policy’ (Article I). The parties 
undertook 'to co-operate closely with one another. .. in preserving peace’ (Preamble).1

a-

‘Are you in favour of a political and military alliance with Great Britain?’

Yes 59 0/0
No 21 0/0

No opinion 20 0/0

100 %

Asked of those in favour: ‘In your opinion, what advantages 
from such an alliance?’

would France derive

Military security 22%
Economic and financial advantages 21 0/0

Political advantages for France 4 0 /0

Political advantages for Europe 3%
Prestige 3 %
Other responses 1 0/0

No opinion 5 0/0

59 0/0

1 Text of treaty in Documents on European Recovery and Defence, March 1947- 
April 1949, Royal Institute of International Affairs, London and New York, 1949, 
p p .5 ff.
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Asked of those opposed to such an alliance: ‘Why do you oppose it?’

Danger of absorption by Great Britain 2%
Danger of a conflict with the U.S.S.R 1 %
Danger of war, in general 1 %
No opinion 17%

21 %

II. The General T rend: (Western) Europe Should Form a Federation 
or Union

144. Europe should form  a federation
France July 1945

Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion publique 7 (1945), no. 2.
Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

The failure of the Poincaré policy, the world depression and the débâcle of 1940 had 
destroyed French confidence in the traditional policies of the nation state. The problems of 
security and welfare, it was contended on all sides, could only be solved in a European 
framework. Hence most political elements were in favour of regional unions in Europe, in 
the form of a federation or confederation.

‘There is talk of uniting European states in a federation such that they would 
be autonomous in administrative matters (police, justice, education etc.) but 
would be subordinate to a democratically elected federal government in mat
ters of common concern, such as industry, agriculture, transport, continental 
defence etc. Do you think a European federation on these lines would be desir
able?5

Yes
No
No opinion

7 3 %
1 7 %
1 0 %

100 %
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145. For a W est European entente
Belgium 7 -1 9  June 1946

Institut Universitaire d’information Sociale et Économique, centre belge pour l’étude 
de l’opinion publique et des marchés, ‘IN S O C ’, vol. 1 (1946), no. 2, pp. 35 f.; Public 
Opinion 1935-1946, ed. by H. Cantril, prepared byM. Strunk, Princeton, 1951, p. 368.

Belgian Academie Institute for Social and Economie Information
Number of respondents unknown

The failure of the Belgian policy of neutrality was the deciding factor in bringing about 
a reversal of the country’s foreign policy after 1945. After the catastrophe of 1940 it was more 
and more realized that the economic and above all the security problems of this small country 
could only be solved within a collective organization with supranational powers. Thus Bel
gian foreign policy became one of the forces working towards (West) European integration.

‘Are you in favour of a West European entente?’1

Total
%

Yes 68.862
No 8.01
No opinion 23.13

Total 100.00

Age-groups

20-34 35-49 50-64 65
and over

% % % %
Yes 69.59 67.68 69.44 68.54
No 7.78 9.25 7.07 6.18
No opinion 22.53 23.07 23.49 25.28
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

1 The question is very badly worded. ‘Are you in favour.. .’ suggests the answer 
‘Yes’. Many respondents probably did not know what was meant by an ‘entente’. The 
organizers of the poll state that they pointed out to the respondents that it referred 
expressly to an entente and not to a bloc directed against some other bloc (Institut 
Universitaire d’information Sociale et Économique, centre belge pour l’étude de l’o
pinion et des marchés, ‘IN S O C ’, vol. 1,1946, no. 2,p. 35).

2 1 o a question put in the same month, ‘Have you confidence in the peace
keeping activity of the UN?’, 36% answered ‘Yes’, 36% ‘N o’, and 28% ‘no opinion’. 
The organizers state that most of the ‘Yeses’ were accompanied by reservations con
cerning the adverse effect of the Soviet attitude (ibid., p. 42).
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Occupation

Farmers Workers Emp- Trade & Profes- Retired House-
loyees Industry sional wives

% % % % % % %

Yes 67.13 63.59 76.81 80.26 82.47 76.92 62.16
No 4.84 8.92 11.02 6.14 14.43 6.15 6.76
No opinion 28.03 27.49 12.17 13.60 3.10 16.93 31.08

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

146. W hat is a United States of Europe?
France, N etherlands July-Septem ber 1947

TJne Enquête Internationale: les États-Unis d’Europe’, in Sondages. Revue française 
de l ’opinion publique 9 (1947), no. 20, p. 259.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

Sfr
Europe, European union, United States of Europe -  these slogans dominated the political 

argument over Europe, then as now. As a rule, polls showed widespread support for such 
ideas. A  ‘United States of Europe’ was popular because every respondent could form his own 
conception of what it meant. This poll of summer 1947 shows how far ideas differed from 
one another and how the majority interpreted the term ‘United States of Europe’.

‘Can you explain what you understand by a “United States of Europe”?’1

Answers: France Netherlands

A confederation of states 
A political alliance to maintain peace

15% ]
6% /

21 % 6%

Economic union 
Customs union

18% 1 
3% /

21 % 12%

Political federation 
Organization similar to the USA

7% ] 
12% /

19% 42%

Vague answers 18% 3%
Don’t know 21 % 37%

1 The organizers state that in Britain a previous poll had shown that people had 
only a vague idea of what the term might mean (‘Une Enquête Internationale: les 
États-Unis d’Europe’, in Sondages. Revue française de l ’opinion publique 9, 1947, 
no. 20, p. 258).
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147. The U nited States of Europe: a good idea?
France, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, USA

July-Septem ber 1947
‘U ne Enquête In ternationale: les É tats-U nis d ’E u ro p e’, in Sondages. Revue française 

de l'opinion publique 9 (1947), no. 20, p. 255.
Institu t français d ’O pin ion  publique (G allup affiliate)
2,500-2 ,800 respondents

In the summer of 1947, for the first time, identical questions were put in different coun
tries, so that direct comparisons can be made. The question in this case is unhappily phrased: 
whether a united Europe is a 'good ora bad idea ' is open to many interpretations.

It is interesting that the idea of Europe'gained maximum assent in the USA (68%), while 
in traditionally neutral Sweden only about a third of those questioned were in favour of it.

‘Do you think it a good or a bad idea to create a “United States of Europe”?’

France
Nether
lands Norway Sweden USA

Good 61 % 55 %! 49 %2 35 %3 68 %
Bad 10% 5% 10% 11 % 24 0/0
Neither — — 6% — —

Other answers — 6% 2% 7 0 /0 —

No opinion 29% 34% 35% 34% 8%

100 % 100 % 100 % 87 0/0 100 %

148. For a W est European econom ic union
France February 1948

‘L’O rganisation  de l’E urope O cciden tale’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion 
publique 10 (1948), no. 6, p. 74.

Institu t français d ’O pin ion  publique (G allup affiliate)
2 ,500-2 ,800 respondents

The European federalists placed great hopes in the idea of integrating the West European 
economies: by abolishing trade barriers and creating a customs union, a common currency 
policy etc.. Western Europe could make its own economic contribution to the recovery of the

1 O f those in H olland  w ho th o u g h t the idea a good  one, 10%  th o u g h t it had no 
chance of being realized.

2 In N orw ay, 13%  o f ‘Yeses’ th o u g h t the idea u topian .
3 In Sweden, 13% of ‘Yeses’ took the same view.
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old continent. It was also hoped that economic integration would help to further West Euro
pean independence as a ‘Third Force ’.

‘Would you be for or against an economic union of West European countries? 
(France, Belgium, Great Britain, Holland, Luxemburg, Italy, West Germany)’

For: 68 0/o
Against: 14 0/0
No opinion: 18%

In favour, by age or occupation:
Aged 35-49 71 o/o
Professional 81 %
Civil servants, employees 72o/o
Trade, industry 74 0/0
Manual workers 58 0/o

149. The W est European countries should unite
Switzerland, Britain, France, Italy, Sweden A pril-M ay 1948

‘W esteuropäische U n io n  und  öffentliche M einung’, in Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 1 A u
gust 1948.

E ric S tern  Public O p in ion  R esearch O rg an iza tio n , E lm o R oper Public O pin ion  
R esearch C en ter, and affiliated o rgan iza tions, fo r Time m agazine.

N u m b er o f responden ts unknow n

On 22 January 1948 Ernest Bevin, the British foreign secretary, launched the idea of 
‘Western Union ’ in a Commons speech. He deliberately phrased the idea vaguely so as to 
gloss over the conflict between advocates of a ‘Third Force’ and those who wished to counter 
the Soviet threat by organizing the Western camp under US leadership. Meanwhile the con
solidation of Western Europe had already begun: the anti-Soviet thrust of the Brussels pact, 
signed by Britain, France and the Benelux countries on 17 March 1948, was difficult to con
ceal.
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'Have you ever heard or read of the United Nations, the Marshall Plan, or the 
plan for West European union?’

United Nations 
% 'Yes’

Marshall Plan 
% 'Yes’

West European Union 
% 'Yes’

Switzerland 92 80 55
Britain 80 80 50
France 82 90 61
Italy 66 74 54
Sweden 94 85 57

'Are you on the whole for or against a union 
or have you not yet made up your mind?’

of the West European countries,

For
%

Against
%

Undecided
%

Don’t know
%

Switzerland 49 21 15 15
Britain1 66 10 21 3
France1 64 21 15 —

Italy 50 11 21 18
Sweden 33 22 30 15

150. For a federation of W est European states
US Occupation Zone, W est Berlin February 1948-A pril 1950

Mimeographed document ('Restricted’) of the internal political department of the US 
High Commission for Germany, HICO G (Bad Nauheim), Reactions Analysis Staff, 
Office of Public Affairs, Report no. 21,31 May; Public Opinion in Semisovereign Ger
many. The H ICO G  Surveys, 1949-1955, ed. by A. J. Merritt and R. L. Merritt with a 
foreword by L. P. Crespi, Urbana, 111., 1979, p. 71.

Office of Public Affairs of the US High Commission for Germany
1,910 respondents

1 In France and Britain the question was only addressed to those who had already 
heard or read of the plan.
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‘Are you basically for or against the creation of a federation of West European 
states, or have you no opinion as yet?’

Feb. 1948 Sept. 1948 Aug. 1949 April 1950

For 59% 61 % 61 % 62%
Against 3 % 5% 3 % 4%
No opinion 38% 34% 36% 34%

100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Age-groups
April 1950

under 30 30-39 40-49 50 and over
For 53 % 66% 64% 64%
Against 6% 5% 3% 2%
No opinion 41 % 29% 33% 34%

100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

April 1950
Classes

upper- 
middle 
and upper 
class

lower
middle
class

working
class

For 93% 67% 57%
Against 2% 5% 4%
No opinion 5 % 28 % 39%

100 % 100 % 100 %

Monthly income April 1950
under 100 DM 100-199 DM 200-299 DM 300 DM 

and over
For 55% 61 % 64% 65%
Against 2% 3 % 4% 6%
No opinion 43% 36% 32% 29%

100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %
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April 1950

'Would you approve or disapprove of West Germany joining such a West 
European federation?’

Approve 75%
Disapprove 7%
Neither 5%
No opinion 13%

100 %

'If the Saarland were admitted to the West European union as an independent
state, would you regard this as a reason for West Germany not joining the
union, or not?’

Yes 12%
No 53%
No opinion 10%

75 °/o‘

151. For a W est European union
Belgium, Denm ark, France, Britain, Italy, Luxemburg, 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria (W estern  
Zones), W est Germ any January-June 1950

Survey of Public Opinion on the Question of European Union, doc. IN F /1 4 E , p u b 
lished by the E uropean  M ovem ent, Brussels, 1950.

Eric S tern  O pin ion  R esearch O rg an iza tio n  and affiliated o rgan izations
1,500-2,500 respondents in each coun try ; a ltogether abou t 23,000

The only merit of this poll is that it was carried out simultaneously in eleven West Euro
pean countries, so that 'national’ opinions can be compared; but the form of the question 
leaves much to be desired. What were the respondents meant to understand by a cWest Euro
pean union’? A political union; a supranational organization; or intergovernmental co
operation on various political levels, and in that case which?

1 Q uestion put only to  those w ho w ere in favour o f W est G erm any  jo in ing  a W est 
E uropean federation.
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£Are you for or against the idea of a West European union, or have you not 
made up your mind?’

For Against Undecided
% % %

Belgium 57 6 37
Denmark 43 6 51
France 56 12 32
Great Britain 51 9 40
Italy 52 9 39
Luxemburg 60 5 35
Netherlands 57 6 37
Norway 39 9 52
Sweden 51 13 36
Switzerland 51 9 40
Austria (W est) 67 3 30
West Germany 55 7 35

152. Two-thirds o f French respondents favour a W est European
union
France O ctober 1950

‘L’Europe et l’Allemagne’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion publique 13
(1951), no. l,p p . 22,35 , 52,60 f.

Institut française d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
1,961 respondents

‘Are you for or against the efforts that are being made to unify [Western] Europe?5

Total Aged 20-34 Aged 35-49 Aged 50-64 Aged 65
and over

% % % % %

For 65 62 65 69 61
Against 16 20 17 13 9
No opinion 19 18 18 18 30

Total 100 100 100 100 100
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By occupation:

Total

%

Workers

%

Employees

%

Business
men
%

Farmers

%

For 65 51 73 75 69
Against 16 31 19 10 11
No opinion 19 18 8 15 20

Total 100 100 100 100 100

By political affiliation:

PCF
%

SFIO
%

RGR
%

MRP
%

PRL
%

RPF
%

For 19 77 89 77 87 86
Against 70 9 4 5 2 5
No opinion 11 14 7 18 11 9

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

By income bracket:

Well-to-do
%

Above average
%

Below average
%

Badly off
%

For 82 69 63 48
Against 8 13 19 19
No opinion 10 18 18 33

Total 100 100 100 100
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Varying opinions among those for or against Western European union

(Abridged, for comparison) 
The whole sample: 

Among Among Among 
those those ‘don’t 
‘for’ ‘against’ know’s’
% % %

Total

%
Europe will be united in their 

lifetime 66 14 34 27
Favour inclusion of German units in 

European armed forces 42 5 7 29
Oppose inclusion of German units in 

European armed forces 41 91 49 51
German rearmament would increase 

French security 27 12 6 20
German rearmament would diminish 

French security 40 70 44 45
Favour Schuman plan 36 5 6 25
Oppose Schuman plan 6 48 9 13
Approve equipment of 20 French 

divisions 64 10 20 47
Disapprove equipment of 20 French 

divisions 23 87 37 36
Danger of war is mainly from 

the USSR 66 14 34 52
Danger of war is mainly from 

the USA 10 70 13 20

III. Foreign Policy; A  W estern Bloc or Europe as a Third Force?

153. Early ideas as to a bloc
France O ctober 1945

The Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, France 193% 1944-1975, vol. 1, 1939, 
1944-1967, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 33.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents
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The figures are surprising in so far as they indicate that an absolute majority of the French 
respondents already thought on non-Communist lines in October 1945. Moreover; the fig
ures do not agree with the political guidelines of the French political parties in general.

*

‘Are you in favour of a bloc of the Western nations?’

Yes 51 %
No 24%
No opinion 25%

100 %

154. A  European solution or a W estern alliance
Netherlands July 1946

Public Opinion 1935-1946, ed. by H . C an tril, p repared  by M. S trunk , P rinceton , 
1951, pp. 368, 375.

N etherlands Institu te o f Public O pin ion
1,600-2,000 respondents

#

The Dutch policy of neutrality, like that of Belgium, had led to disaster in 1940. Resolved 
never again to be helpless victims of aggression, the Dutch aimed at a foreign policy that 
would secure a peaceful international order. Their first postwar government also favoured 
regional arrangements in Europe, conceived as a means of strengthening the peace but not 
as forming a bloc in opposition to other blocs.

The value of this poll lies in the fact that by asking two very similar questions it was 
possible to ascertain how far the Dutch public viewed with favour two different 
international concepts. It emerges clearly that in July 1946 those questioned preferred a solu
tion for Europe as a whole rather than a ‘ Western alliance ’.

*

‘Do you think the Netherlands should co-operate as closely as possible with other 
European states, or should our country go its own way?’
Co-operate 76 % Own way 11 % Don’t know 13 %
‘Do you think we should co-operate closely with England, Belgium, and France in a 
so-called Western alliance, or do you think we should not do that?’
52 % of the sample were for close co-operation and 23 % were against it. These two 
groups were asked: ‘Why?’

%

Didn’t know whether or not close co-operation was desirable 25
Should co-operate closely because:

Nations will be stronger together 13
Stronger against Russia and Communism 13
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Security (especially against Germany) 12
Economic reasons . 4
Other reasons or no reason given 10

Should not co-operate closely because:
Should stay neutral 6.5
No western alliance, but also none with other nations

(Russia, United States, etc.) 5.5
Leads to war 4
Fear difficulties with Russia 4
Other reasons or no reason given 3

155. W estern bloc or Third Force?
France, N etherlands, Sweden, U SA  July-Septem ber 1947

‘Une Enquête internationale: les États-Unis d’Europe’, in Sondages. Revue française 
de l'opinion publique 9 (1947), no. 20, p. 256.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

A Western bloc under American leadership as a check to the Soviet Union, or a united 
‘Third Force' Europe, which should ‘maintain equal distance in its social order and foreign 

policy orientation from both the USA and the Soviet Union'1 -  these rival ideas dominated 
foreign policy discussions in Europe after 1945. The following poll shows that in the summer 
of 1947 there was still much support for the Third Force idea, although at the political level 
the decisions that divided Europe into two hostile blocs had already been taken.

‘Which countries should be members of the United States of Europe?’

France Netherlands Sweden USA
% % % %

France 82 95 82 82
Belgium 81 98 82 84
Luxemburg 80 97 - 2 -

Switzerland 80 98 - -

Britain 79 92 81 76
Netherlands 78 99 82 85

X
1 W. Loth, The Division of the World\ 1941-1955, London, 1988, p. 175.
2 The stroke indicates that no question was put concerning the country in the left- 

hand column.
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Denmark 78 97 82 81
Sweden 76 96 81 81
Norway 75 97 81 81
Ireland 74 87 — -
Italy 73 78 82 74
Finland 71 85 82 81
Austria 70 82 - -

Greece 69 76 - -

Czechoslovakia 69 70 82 74
Poland 68 59 82 75
Romania 67 - 82 69
Hungary 67 - 82 71
Spain 65 60 80 65
Albania 65 - - -

Yugoslavia 64 57 - -

Bulgaria 63 55 82 69
Germany 59 73 78 69
Turkey 58 - - —

USSR 47 33 68 45

156. European union: with Eastern Europe, w ithout the U SSR
US Occupation Zone of Germ any, British and Am erican sec
tors of Berlin August 1947

Mimeographed document (‘Restricted’) of the internal political department of US 
military government, OMGUS, APO 742, ICD Opinion Surveys, Report no. 69, 16 
Oct. 1947; Public Opinion in Occupied Germany. The OMGUS Surveys, 1945-1949, ed. 
by A. J. Merritt and R. L. Merritt with a foreword by F. W. Williams, Urbana, 111., 1970, 
pp. 172 f.

Public opinion survey department of US Military Government
3,400 respondents

*
The first question was: £Can you explain what you understand by the term 

“United States of Europe” ?’ One-fifth (21%) of respondents gave an accep
table definition; 30% spoke in general terms of co-operation; the other 49% 
gave confused answers or were unable to reply. (...)

The following explanation was read out to those who had answered 
wrongly or not at all: ‘The plan is that all European countries should be united 
economically and politically, but that each country would be free to manage 
its own internal affairs/
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All respondents were then asked to indicate, from a list of 23 countries, which they 
thought should be members of a European union. The result was:
Germany
Britain
Switzerland

over 80% of votes

Denmark, Norway, Sweden ]
Netherlands
France
Belgium
Austria J

> 75-79% of votes

Italy
Spain
Finland
Portugal
Hungary
Greece

67-74% of votes

Bulgaria
Romania
AJbania
Yugoslavia

60-66% of votes

Czechoslovakia
Poland J| 50-59% of votes

USSR 38% of votes

157. Could a W est European political union remain neutral in a 
war betw een the superpowers?
France February-M arch 1948

‘L’organisation de l’Europe occidentale’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion 
publique 10 (1948), nos. 6 and 8, pp. 74 and 93.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

The Prague coup of February 1948 finally convinced Western public opinion of the essen
tially aggressive nature of Soviet Communism. This naturally strengthened the political 
forces who advocated the military organization of the Western camp under US leadership. 
There was little remaining chance of an independent West European policyespecially as Bri
tain refused to join any supranational West European organization that went beyond the 
concerting of defence and foreign policy.
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‘Are you for or against a [political] union of the West European countries 
(France, Britain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg, Italy, West Germany)?’

Feb. 1948 March 1948
% %

For 68 74
Against 14 15
No opinion 18 11

Of those in favour: %
Professional 80
Commerce and industry 84
Elderly 76
Young 72
Manual workers 61

‘Do you think that such a union could keep out of a war between the
USA and the USSR?’ March 1948

Yes 21
No 54
No opinion 25

Of those answering ‘Yes’: %
Professional 31
Commerce and industry 22
Elderly 29
Young 21
Manual workers 20

158. For Britain and W est Germ any as members o f the European  
union
Norway, Netherlands, W est Germany, Italy, France

January-June 1950

Survey of Public Opinion on the Question of European Union, document INF/14E, 
published by the European Movement, Brussels, 1950.

Erich Stern Opinion Research Organization and affiliated organizations
1,500-2,500 respondents per country

Many European federalists had hoped that Britain would lead the movement for a united 
Western Europe, but the British in fact refused to join it. As for the West Germans, a large
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majority desired to take part in the movement, but many West Europeans were initially not 
anxious to have them.

&

‘Should the proposed European Union include Great Britain?’

Norway Netherlands West
Germany

Italy France

Yes 82% 70% 71 % 40% 81 %
No 4% 9% 11 % 26% 6%
Undecided 14% 21 % 18% 34% 13%
Total 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

‘Should the proposed European Union include West Germany?’

Norway Netherlands West
Germany

Italy France

Yes 62 % 63% 72% 48 % 39%
No 13% 14% 9% 17% 34%
Undecided 25% 23% 19% 35 % 27%

Total 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

159. ‘Friends’ -  the British and Americans; ‘enem ies’ -  the 
Russians and Germans
France O ctober 1950

‘L’Europe et l’Allemagne’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion publique 13 
(1951), no. l ,p p . 20 f., 53.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
1,961 respondents

By 1950 the French, like other Western nations, had come to see the world in \cold war' 
terms, as a system of friends' and ‘enemies': a Russian invasion threatened from the east, 
while the American friends and partners of Western Europe hastened to thwart Soviet 
expansionism. However, the French had not completed this mental evolution by 1950: West 
Germany was still largely unpopular; although it was the keystone of the American concep
tion of Western Europe.
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4Among the following nations, for which do you feel most liking or dislike? Try to 
arrange the others in order from this point of view.’

Order of * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 All None No Total

preference % % % % % % % % % % %
answer

% %

British 23 32 9 6 5 4 6 3 1 2 1 8 100
Americans 29 18 9 4 5 5 5 8 6 2 1 8 100
Swedes 19 12 24 16 10 5 2 1 0 2 1 8 100
Spaniards 2 7 14 17 16 15 11 5 2 2 1 8 100
Italians 2 4 10 15 15 15 13 10 5 2 1 8 100
Yugoslavs 2 6 9 15 16 14 16 8 3 2 1 8 100
Romanians 1 7 9 11 13 19 16 11 2 2 1 8 100
Russians 10 3 2 3 3 4 7 18 39 2 1 8 100
Germans 1 1 3 3 5 9 13 27 27 2 1 8 100

IV. International Situation: W ar in Sight, Fear of Soviet Expansion 
and a Divided Europe

160. A  divided Europe
France February 1948

‘L’Organisation de l’Europe Occidentale’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion 
publique 10 (1948), no. 6, p. 74.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,500-2,800 respondents

By February 1948 the division of Europe and the world was considerably advanced. The 
attempts to achieve co-operation between the USA and the USSR had failed; each of the 
two superpowers perceived the other as a threat3 and the formation of blocs was proceeding 
rapidly. Widespread European fears of Communist expansion were not surprising,, as the 
public had at least indirect knowledge of the methods used to transform the East European 
states into Soviet satellites.

* i. e. 23 % of those questioned put Britain in first place, 32 % put her in second 
place, and so on. ‘All’ signifies that the nations were equally liked, and ‘None’ that 
they were equally disliked.
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‘It is often said that Europe is now irrevocably divided between East and West. 
Do you consider this true or false?’

True
False
No opinion

63%
14%
25%

Percentage of different groups answering ‘True’:

by occupation

Professional 80%
Officials and employees 71 %
Trade and industry 66%
Manual workers 61 %

by political affiliation

Communists 59 0/0
Gaullists 68%
‘Third Force’ 68 0/0

161. D o  the U SA  and the U SSR  want peace?
Belgium end of 1948

Institut Universitaire d’information Sociale et Economique, centre belge pour l’étude
de l’opinion publique et des marchés, ‘INSOC’, vol. 3 (1948), no. 6, pp. 26 f.

Belgian Academie Institute for Social and Economie Information
Number of respondents unknown

i'*

‘Do you believe that the American government sincerely wants peace?’

Yes 68.5 %
No 13.9 %
No opinion 17.6 %
Total 100.0 %

‘Do you believe that the Russian government sincerely wants peace?’

Yes 18.0%
No 60.2 %
No opinion 21.8 %

Total 100.0 %
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162. War in the next ten years?
American Zone of Germany, West Berlin, Bremen

February 1950

‘Implications of the H-Bomb in the East-West Struggle’, mimeographed document 
(‘Restricted’) of the internal political department of the US High Commission for Ger
many, HICOG (Bad Nauheim). Reactions Analysis Staff, Office of Public Affairs, 
Report no. 13, 1 April 1950; Public Opinion in Semisovereign Germany. The H IC O G  
Surveys, 1949-1955, ed. by A. J. Merritt and R. L. Merritt with a foreword by L. P. 
Crespi, Urbana, 1979, pp. 62 f. (abridged).

Office of Public Affairs of the US High Commission for Germany
1,910 respondents

Even before the ‘war hysteria’ due to Koreay a majority of West Germans believed that 
a new war would break out in the next ten years. Among the reasons for their pessimism may 
have been anti-Communist feeling, susceptibility to American propaganda, the fate suffered 
by the population in other parts of Germany, the division of Germany, the brutal Sovietiza- 
tion of Eastern Europe, and the propaganda of the Adenauer government.

The survey was conducted shortly after President Truman’s announcement 
that the United States was about to embark on the construction of a hydrogen 
bomb. At this time the Germans were fairly pessimistic about the cold war. In 
fact, during the preceding year there had been a steady increase in the percen
tage of persons who said they anticipated another war within the next ten 
years. In April 1949, 42 per cent of the American Zone population thought 
there would be war and 46 per cent thought not; by July there were more pes
simists (44%) than optimists (43%) on this question; and the trend continued 
until February 1950, when as many as 57 per cent thought there would be war 
and only 34 per cent thought not. Of those who expected war within ten 
years, 34 per cent believed Russia to be stronger than the United States and 45 
per cent thought the United States to be stronger; among those who did not 
expect war, 18 per cent felt the Soviet Union was stronger, and 57 per cent felt 
the United States to be the stronger of the two. (...).

163. D anger of war
Federal Republic of Germany April-June 1950

Jahrbuch der öffentlichen Meinung 1947-1955, ed. by E. Noelle and E. P. Neumann, 
Allensbach, 1956, p. 354.

Institut für Demoskopie, Allensbach 
2,000 respondents

The escalation of the Korean war in June 1950 convinced the great majority of West Ger
mans, as well as other Westerners, that expansionism was inherent in the Communist system
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and that there was a threat to the West, more particularly the Federal Republic which was its 
first line of defence. Korea was a preview of the invasion threatened from the east.1

‘Are you afraid that a new world war might break out this year?’

Yes No
April 1950 26% 74%
June 1950 53% 47%

164. The U SSR  a threat to peace
France O ctober 1950

‘L’Europe et l’Allemagne’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion publique 13 
(1951), no. l,p p . 26,35,56 f.

Institut française d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
1,961 respondents

In France as elsewhere in Western Europe, the Korean war destroyed any remaining 
doubts as to Soviet worldwide ambitions. For all political groups except the Communists, 
systematic anti-Communism became an article of faith in the international context.

‘Many heads of government -  French, Russian, American, British, Indian -  talk 
of peace. Which, in your opinion, is the most sincere, and which the least?
Try to arrange the others in order/

Order: 1 2 3 4 5 None sincere No answer Total
% % % % % % % %

French 59 15 11 4 1 3 7 100
British 5 26 39 17 3 3 7 100
Indian 13 18 16 35 8 3 7 100
American 8 22 19 21 20 3 7 100
Russian 11 5 3 9 62 3 7 100

1 In December 1950 ‘a large minority (34%) in West Germany felt that the Com
munist Chinese intervention in Korea would touch off World W ar III. In addition, 
a substantial number of respondents thought there was a great (37%) or fairly great 
(29%) chance that a conflict such as the one in Korea would break out in Germany’. 
From ‘Germans View the Remilitarization Issue. Reactions to Korean Reverses and 
Associated Issues’, mimeographed document (‘Restricted’) of the internal political 
department of the US High Commission for Germany, H ICO G  (Bad Nauheim), 
Reactions Analysis Staff, Office of Public Affairs, Report no. 53, 14 Dec. 1950; 
Public Opinion in Semisovereign Germany. The H IC O G  Surveys, 1949-1955, ed. by 
A. J. Merritt and R. L. Merritt with a foreword by L. P. Crespi, Urbana, 111., 1979, 
P- 97.
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Total Age-groups Occupation
20-34 35-49 50-64 65 and Work-Clerks Trade, Farm-

over ers etc. Prof. ers
% % % % % % % % %

Danger of 
war is chiefly
due1
to USSR2 52 48 51 53 57 36 50 62 58
to USA 20 23 21 17 13 39 20 19 12
No answer 28 29 28 30 30 25 30 19 30

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

V. European Union: Economics as the Central Issue

165. W estern union: close econom ic association and defence  
alliance
Britain February 1948

The Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, Great Britain 1937-1975, vol. 1, 
1937-1964, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 169.

British Institute of Public Opinion
1,000 respondents

By his ‘Western union’ speech the British foreign secretary, Ernest Bevin, raised the hopes 
of federalists that the Labour government might after all cease to oppose substantial steps 
towards a West European federation. But the government did not change its attitude, and 
was only interested in a European-American defensive alliance under US leadership. The 
British public expected more from Bevin’s initiative, however, as is shown by the two 
following polls of 1948:

‘Have you heard or read about Mr. Bevin’s proposals for some kind of union of 
Western European countries?’

Yes 58 %
No 42 %

1 The exact wording of the question is not known.
2 Despite this perception of the Soviet threat, more than a third of those ques

tioned were against the French government equipping 20 new divisions : the vote was 
47% for, 36% against, 17% ‘no opinion’ (Sondages. Revue française de l ’opinion 
publique 13, 1951, no. 1, p. 27).
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Asked of those who replied in the affirmative: cHow far do you think the 
Union should go regarding:
Close economic association?5

Yes 46%
No 4%
Don’t know 8 %

Defence Alliance?’

Yes 36%
No 12%
Don’t know 10%

Common citizenship?’

Yes 25 %
No 20%
Don’t know 13%

166. W estern U nion: econom ic, military and political union
Britain Septem ber 1948

Daily Exprèssy 13 September 1948 ; EM Archives, Speakers’ Notes, no. 3, doc. S /D /3 .
Daily Express Poll of Public Opinion 
Number of respondents unknown

‘Economic union providing for the economic integration of the Western Union
Powers with common Customs?’

Favour 65%
Disfavour 13 %
Undecided 22%

100 %

‘Military union providing that all these nations, including Britain, will give and 
receive armed assistance to any member of Western Union if attacked?’

Favour 68%
Disfavour 16%
Undecided 16%

100 %
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‘Political union providing for a European Supreme Court with power to impose 
sanctions for the purpose of implementing the Western Union Charter?’

Favour 58 %
Disfavour 16%
Undecided 26%

100 %

167. European currency and customs union: yes.
European army: no.
Switzerland, Britain, France, Italy, Sweden A pril-M ay 1948

‘Westeuropäische Union und öffentliche Meinung’, in Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 
1 August 1948.

Eric Stern Public Opinion Research Organization, Elmo Roper Public Opinion 
Research Center, and affiliated organizations, for Time magazine

Number of respondents unknown

The polls generally yield a high vote for Europe3, whatever scheme is involved: West 
European Union, United States of Europe, West European federation etc. But what do 
respondents; who can scarcely grasp the difference between these ideas in the abstract, think 
about the implications of European union in such matters as the free movement of labour, for 
instance; and what do they think of the surrender of national powers to supranational Euro
pean organizationsf

‘If such a union of West European countries were created, it could mean 
that they had a common currency and that it was guaranteed by the Union in
stead of by national banks. Would you be for or against this on the whole?’

For
%

Against
%

Undecided
%

Switzerland 42 32 24
Britain 42 39 19
France1 60 18 22
Italy 62 12 24
Sweden 55 24 21

1 In France these questions were only put to those who had heard or read of the 
plan for a West European union. In the other countries they were put to all 
respondents.
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‘A West European union might mean freedom of travel so that anyone, a Swiss 
or an Englishman and so on, could live and work in any country of the union, 
and any citizen of one of the other countries could come and work here.
Would you be for or against this on the whole?’

For Against Undecided
% % %

Switzerland 46 37 17
Britain 66 27 7
France1 57 29 14
Italy 77 9 14
Sweden 56 34 10

‘A West European union might mean that our goods could be exported to any 
of the other countries free of customs duty, and their goods could be sold here 
in the same way. Would you be for or against this on the whole?’

For Against Undecided
% % %

Switzerland 48 30 22
Britain 76 14 10
France1 71 16 13
Italy 76 8 16
Sweden 66 19 15

‘A West European union might mean the creation of a single army in which
our troops might be commanded by al  Swiss, an Englishman and so on, or by
someone of a different nationality. Would you be for or against this
on the whole?’

For Against Undecided
% % %

Switzerland 17 63 20
Britain 35 53 12
France1 43 33 24
Italy 39 33 28
Sweden 34 43 22

1 In France these questions were only put to those who had heard or read of the 
plan for a West European union. In the other countries they were put to all 
respondents.
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168. In favour of an econom ically ‘liberal’ Europe
Belgium, Denm ark, France, Britain, Italy, Luxemburg, 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria (W est), 
W est Germ any January-July 1950

Survey of Public Opinion on the Question of European Union, doc. INF/14E, published 
by the European Movement, Brussels, 1950.

Eric Stern Public Opinion Research Organization and affiliated organizations 
1,500-2,500 respondents per country

‘If it were the purpose of a European union that travel should be free from 
country to country and that anyone who wanted to come and work in our 
country could do so, would you be in favour or not?5

For
%

Against
%

Undecided
%

Belgium 70 8 22
Denmark 75 8 17
France 53 25 22
Britain 62 24 14
Italy 79 5 16
Luxemburg 69 7 24
Netherlands 67 12 21
Norway 60 21 19
Sweden 57 26 17
Switzerland 63 20 17
Austria (West) 79 7 14
West Germany 67 12 21

‘It might be the effect of a European union that we could export goods to all 
the other countries free of customs duty, and that they could export their goods 
to us in the same way, also free of duty. Are you in favour or against?5

For Against Undecided
% % %

Belgium 71 5 24
Denmark 78 5 17
France 68 13 19
Britain 66 12 22
Italy 72 8 20
Luxemburg 70 6 24
Netherlands 73 5 22
Norway 67 12 21
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Sweden 75 10 15
Switzerland 55 23 22
Austria (West) 86 4 10
West Germany 76 7 17

‘Free trade would enable some of our industries to increase production, but 
others would not be able to stand the competition and would have to close 
down. That being so, are you for or against a European union?’

For
%

Against
%

Undecided
%

Belgium 44 14 42
Denmark 49 13 38
France 37 29 34
Britain 50 18 32
Italy 49 19 32
Luxemburg 40 13 47
Netherlands 51 19 30
Norway 42 27 31
Sweden 35 27 38
Switzerland 24 42 34
Austria (West) 54 17 29
West Germany 48 21 31

‘Taking into account all the points mentioned, do you think a European union 
would be a good or a bad thing, (a) for you personally, (b) for your country, 
and (c) for world peace?’

For you personally For your country For world peace 
Unde- Unde- Unde-

Good Bad cided Good Bad cided Good Bad cided
% % % % % % % % %

Belgium 67 3 30 69 5 26 68 4 28
Denmark 62 6 32 65 7 28 62 10 28
France 56 12 32 58 13 29 59 13 28
Britain 54 5 41 70 6 24 80 4 16
Italy 71 8 21 71 8 21 68 9 23
Luxemburg 68 4 28 69 3 28 73 2 25
Netherlands 51 6 43 66 7 27 72 6 22
Norway 64 11 25 57 12 31 68 10 22
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Sweden 66 13 21 57 17 26 72 12 16
Switzerland 66 13 21 52 21 27 78 7 15
Austria (West) 74 5 21 75 5 20 69 5 26
West Germany 68 8 24 72 7 21 69 7 24

VI. The Schuman Plan Most Popular in W est Germany

169. Little known of the Schuman plan
France O ctober 1950

‘L’Europe et l’Allemagne’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'opinion publique 13 
(1951), no. 1, p.23; The Gallup International Public Opinion Poils, France 1939; 
1944-1975, vol. 1, 1939, 1944-1967, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 144.

Institut français d’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
2,136 respondents

*
The attempts of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe to make progress 

towards European union met with a severe setback in November 1949. The British govern
ment vetoed the Assembly's proposals to enlarge its own powers, thus destroying the hope 
that it might become a 'Constituent Assembly for Europe'. The British had in fact systemati
cally blocked plans for a European federation since 1946. In the ensuing phase of 
despondency the French foreign minister, Robert Schuman, till then a little-known states
man, put forward on 9 May 1950 a plan for the integration of European heavy industries on 
a supranational basis.1

Knowledge of the Schuman Plan2

Correct replies 9 %
Vague or partially correct 12 %
Affective or incorrect 13 %
Have heard of it, but no more 21 %
Have not heard of it 45 %

100 %

1 Loth, Division of the World, pp. 222-7.
2 The wording of the question is not known.
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For or against the plan2

For 25%
Against 13%
No opinion 62%

100 %

170. A  majority in favour of W est G erm an participation in the 
ECSC (European Coal and Steel Community)
Federal Republic o f Germ any June 1950

Jahrbuch der öffentlichen Meinung 1947-1955, ed. by E. Noelle and E. P. Neumann, 
Allensbach, 1956, p. 343.

Institut für Demoskopie, Allensbach 
2,000 respondents

The initiative of the French foreign minister, Robert Schuman, met with a mixed recep
tion in West Germany. For various reasons it was opposed by social democrats, most 
German industrialists, employers' unions and some Liberals. It was, however, welcomed by 
most of the trade unions, the younger generation of entrepreneurs, 'realists' such as Adenauer, 
and the advocates of a European ‘third force'.1

*

‘Have you heard of the French foreign minister’s plan, known as the Schuman 
Plan, for close co-operation between French and German heavy industry?’

Yes 77 %
No 23 %

100 %

(Only to those who answered ‘Yes’):
‘On the basis of what you have so far heard, do you think West Germany 
should join the plan or not?’

Yes 39%
No 13%
Don’t know 25%

77%

1 Loth, Division of the World, pp. 228-9.
2 The wording of the question is not known.
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171. A  bare majority against Britain joining the ECSC (European  
Coal and Steel Community)
Britain June 1950

The Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, Great Britain 1937-1975, vol. 1, 
1937-1964, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 223.

British Institute of Public Opinion
1,000 respondents

*
When, in May 1950, the French foreign minister, Robert Schuman, proposed the creation 

of a supranational body to plan and control European coal and steel production, the British 
Labour government, as expected, refused to participate, as they were unwilling to abandon 
national sovereign rights. They thus forfeited the last chance, for the time being, of joining 
the process of European integration.

£Have you heard of the Schuman plan to pool the steel and coal industries of 
Western Europe, including Britain?’

Yes 77%
No 17%
Don’t know 6%

100 %

Asked of those responding in 
idea or a bad idea?’

the affirmative: ‘Do you think that it is a good

Good 27%
Bad 21 %
Dont know 29%

77%

‘Do you think that Britain should or should not join the pool?’
Should 23%
Should not 24%
Don’t know 30%

77%
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VII. A W est European Army, and Germ an Rearmament

172. D espite the ‘red peril’: no Germ an rearmament
France O ctober 1950

‘L’Europe et l’Allemagne’, in Sondages. Revue française de l'Opinion publique 13 
(1951), no. 1, p. 24; The Gallup International Public Opinion Poils, France 1939; 
1944-1975, vol. 1 ,1939, 1944-1967, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 144. 

Institut français ¿ ’Opinion publique (Gallup affiliate)
1,961 respondents

French security policy since 1945 had been dictated by the conviction that ‘German 
aggression was the dominant factor in France's destiny';1 was France then to be expected, 
only five years later, to welcome the rearmament of the legal successor to Hitler's Reich f  
Even though anti-Communism had been erected tp the status of a dogma, the French could 
not forget that Germany had invaded France three times in less than 70 years.

‘How do you feel about including Germany in the European army?’

Would vote for the inclusion of German units
in the European army 29%
Would vote against 50%
No opinion given 21 %

100 %

Age-groups

20-34
%

35-49
%

50-64
%

65 and over
%

Yes 27 31 31 28
No 54 51 47 44
No opinion 19 18 22 28

100 100 100 100

1 Ch. de Gaulle, Mémoires de guerre, vol. 3, Le Salut 1944-1946, Paris, 1959, 
p. 413; trans. War Memoirs, vol. 3, Salvation, 1944-1946. Documents, London, 1960, 
p. 113.
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Occupation and income bracket

Manual White- Trade, Far Well- Above Below Badly
wor
kers

collar in
dustry,
profes
sional

mers off average off

% % % % % % % %

Yes 23 35 41 28 46 33 28 13
No 61 51 45 47 40 45 54 55
No opinion 16 14 14 25 14 22 18 32

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
¥

‘What effect do you think German rearmament will have on France?’

AU
respondents

%

Those in favour Those against Uncertain 
of German 

units
% % %

Would increase
French security 20 53 8 5
Would diminish
French security 45 14 74 18
Would not affect
French security 16 25 11 15
No opinion 19 8 7 62
Total 100 100 100 100

‘In the event of an armed clash between the United States and the Soviet Union, 
with whom do you think West Germany will side?’

All
respondents

Those in favour 
of German 
rearmament

Those against

% % %
Would side with the
United States 32 52 11
Would have to obey 
the UN 7 16 2
Would split into 
two blocs 2 1 1
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Could do nothing 
Would side

4 4 18

with the stronger 
Would side

19 16 36

with the Soviet Union 6 2 16
Other replies 2 - 2
No opinion 28 9 14

100 100 100

173. Absolute majority for a W est G erm an contribution to a 
W est European army
Belgium  N ovem ber 1950

Institut Universitaire dTnformation Sociale et Économique, centre belge pour l’étude 
de l’opinion publique et des marchés, ‘IN S O C ’, vol. 5 (1950), no. 5, pp. 21-8.

Belgian Academie Institute for Social and Economie Information 
Number of respondents unknown.

j:-

Twice in 26 years, German troops had invaded Belgium without a declaration of war and 
in violation of her neutral status. In 1950, five years after the liberation, the question of a 
European army including a German contingent was a major political issue in Belgium; the 
debate aroused violent passions, as in nearly all Western countries.

a-

‘Many people advocate the formation of a “European army” by the countries 
that are members of the Council of Europe, i. e. excluding at present the Soviet 
Union and the so-called satellites. Are you in favour of such an army?’

Yes 59.1 %
No 13.5 %
No opinion 27.4 %

100.0 %
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Age-groups

20-34
%

35-49
%

50-64
%

65 and over
%

Yes 58.7 61.1 56.5 59.1
No 12.8 14.2 14.4 10.9
No opinion 28.5 24.7 29.1 30.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Occupation

Farmers Workers

% %

White-
collar

%

Trade & 
Industry

%

Profes
sional

%

Retired

%

House
wives

%

Yes 52.5 53.3 67.7 78.1 74.3 59.6 47.5
No 11.6 17.5 12.5 10.7 9.9 13.2 13.4
No opinion 35.9 29.2 19.8 11.2 15.8 27.2 39.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

‘Certain powers wish Germany to be one of the countries providing the 
“European army”. Do you consider that Germany should be permitted to 
rearm:
(A) as to possess its own, completely independent army?’

Yes 13.6 %
No 67.9 %
No opinion 18.5%
Total 100.0 %

Age-groups

20-34
%

35-49
%

50-64
%

65 and over
%

Yes 15.6 13.1 11.4 11.0
No 65.9 69.0 68.8 70.0
No opinion 18.5 17.9 19.8 19.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Occupation

Farmers Workers White- Trade & Profes Retired House
collar Industry sional wives

% % % % % % %
Yes 15.5 11.3 15.6 16.3 21.8 12.3 8.7
No 64.4 66.3 70.6 73.0 68.3 73.7 64.9
No opinion 20.1 22.4 13.8 10.7 9.9 14.0 26.4
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(B) Or by contributing to the formation of the “European army”?’

Yes 54.3 o/o1
No 24.2 %
No opinion 21.5%

Total 100.0 %

Age-groups

20-34 35-49 50-64 65 and over
% % % %

Yes 55.5 55.3 50.0 55.5
No 24.1 25.1 25.0 19.0
No opinion 20.4 19.6 25.0 25.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Occupation

Farmers Workers White- Trade & Profes Retired House
collar Industry sional wives

% % % % % % %

Yes 47.2 49.0 60.9 74.2 62.4 55.3 46.5
No 26.4 28.1 22.4 16.3 26.7 22.8 22.7
No opinion 26.4 22.9 16.7 9.5 10.9 21.9 30.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1 In the spring of 1950, the question ‘Would you welcome a German economic 
and especially industrial recovery?’ was answered as follows: 36.7% ‘Yes’, 37.4% 
‘N o’, 25.9% ‘No opinion’: Institut Universitaire d’information Sociale et Econo
mique, centre belge pour l’étude de l’opinion publique et des marchés, (IN SO C \ 
vol. 5 (1950), no. 3, p. 41.
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174. Germans against rearmament
Federal Republic of Germ any N ovem ber 1950

Jahrbuch der öffentlichen Meinung 1947-1955, ed. by E. Noelle and E. P. Neumann, 
Allensbach, 1956, pp. 360 f.

Institut für Demoskopie, Allensbach 
Number of respondents unknown

While Adenauer formulated conditions for a German defence contribution as early as 
August 1949, a wide variety of groups in the Federal Republic were opposed to rearmament; 
these included many Social Democrats, trade unionists and church representatives, as well as 
members of the parties forming the government coalition.

£Are you for or against the participation of German troops in a West 
European army?’

For 22 %
Against 45 %
It depends 18 %
Undecided 15 %

Total 100 %

175. A  bare majority in favour of Germ an troops form ing part of 
a European army
Britain D ecem ber 1950

The Gallup International Public Opinion Polls, Great Britain, 1937-1975, vol. 1, 
1937-1964, ed. by G. H. Gallup, New York, 1976, p. 235.

British Institute of Public Opinion (Gallup affiliate)
1,000 respondents

In Britain as elsewhere, the shock of the Korean war reopened the argument about a 
German contribution to the defence of Western Europe. In March 1950 the House of Com
mons had rejected ChurchilPs proposal for German units as part of a European army; but the 
new turn of events made rearmament and the use of German troops respectable once more.
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‘Would you approve or disapprove if West Germany were allowed to build up 
an army as part of a European Army?1

Approve 41 %
Disapprove 38 %
Don’t know 21 %
Total 100 %

VIII. Do the Germans W ant to be a Single Nation or a Part of 
United Europe ?

176. M embership of united Europe or an independent national 
state ?
Federal Republic of Germany June 1949-1950

‘Soil Deutschland Nationalstaat oder Teil einer Europäischen Gemeinschaft sein?’ 
Archives of the German Council of the European Movement, File 3, Allg. L -N  (mi
meographed) ; A. Girard, ‘L’union de l’Europe et l’opinion publique’, in Recherches et Dé
bats du Centre catholique des Intellectuels français 22 (1958), p. 178.

Emnid, Institut für Marktforschung und Marktbeobachtung, Bielefeld
2,000 respondents

In 1949, after four years of Allied occupation, many Germans hoped that their country 
might once more be accepted as a member of the international community. The US and Bri
tain remained in favour of the integration of West Germany into a Western European orga
nization of some kind. The first result was seen in the admission of the young Republic to the 
Council of Europe, though at first only as an associate member. The prospects for an inde
pendent German national state had become extremely remote in view of the general interna
tional situation and political developments in the eastern part of Germany; it was therefore 
natural for the West Germans to aim for integration in a united Western Europe.1

1 ‘Do you believe the Allies will co-operate successfully to leave behind a united 
Germany at the end of the occupation?’
US Zone
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"Which would you think a better solution for the future: the restoration of 
Germany as a completely independent national state with its own customs 
frontiers, or Germany as an equal member of a European union?

For a national 
state
%

For a European 
community

%

No opinion

%

June 1949 44.0 35.9 20.1
Dec. 1949 28.2 44.3 27.5
1950 29.0 48.0 23.0

Age-groups June 1949

- 16-30
%

31-50
%

51 and over
%

For a national state 43.5 46.3 42.1
For a European community 29.7 28.3 27.3
No opinion 26.8 25.4 30.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

U 25 5 25 5 2
Jan  Jul Jun Aug Jan  Feb

1946 1947 1948 1949

(Mimeographed document (‘Restricted’) of the internal political department of 
US Military Government, OMGUS, ICD Opinion Surveys, Report no. 175, June 
1949, p. 58; Public Opinion in Occupied Germany. The OMGUS Surveys, 1945-1949, 
ed. by A. J. Merritt and R. L. Merritt with a foreword by F. W. Williams, Urbana, 
111., 1970, pp. 23 f.)
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177. A  clear Tfes’ for W est G erm an membership of the Council 
of Europe
Federal Republic of Germany April 1950

‘D eutsche Ö ffen tlichkeit überw iegend  fü r E in tritt in den E u ro p a ra t’, Archives o f the 
G erm an  C ouncil o f the E uro p ean  M ovem ent, File 3, Allg. L -N .

Em nid, In stitu t fü r M ark tfo rschung  und  M ark tbeobach tung , Bielefeld
2,000 respondents

*

A violent dispute arose at the end of March 1950 between Social Democrats and members 
of the government coalition over the invitation to the Federal Republic to become an asso
ciate member of the Council of Europe. The coalition parties favoured acceptance, while the 
Social Democrats wished to refuse because Germany was not offered full membership. The 
SPD also feared that the simultaneous admission of the Saar district to the Council of Europe 
was tantamount to a recognition of its separation from Germany, and that this would also 
undermine the German position in respect of the Oder-Neisse territories.

T)o you approve of the Federal Republic becoming a member of the Consulta
tive Assembly of the Council of Europe at Strasburg?5

Yes,
unreservedly

%

Yes, with 
reservation

%

No

%

No opinion

%

Federal Republic
as a whole 49.8 13.7 14.4 22.1

Age-groups:
16-30 51.2 11.6 12.5 24.7
31-50 50.1 15.0 14.3 20.6
51 and over 48.3 13.7 16.2 21.8

Occupations :
Manual workers 46.0 13.3 17.1 23.6
White-collar 56.1 17.8 12.1 14.0
Officials 55.0 20.0 8.8 16.2
Independent 61.3 12.0 12.9 13.8
Professional 54.4 26.3 14.0 5.3
Farmers 45.5 12.0 16.7 25.8
Agricultural Workers 34.8 6.9 13.9 44.4
Retired 50.8 11.8 11.0 26.4
Apprentices, 
trainees etc. 65.2 11.6 11.6 11.6
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178. Germans look  westward: Paris should be the capital of the 
European union
Germany (W estern Zones) January 1949

B. Lahy, ‘Ce que représen te l’U n ion  E uropéenne p o u r la jeunesse. E tude 
psycho-sociale de l’opinion en A llem agne occidentale’, in La Revue socialiste 29 (1949), 
pp. 47 f. (abridged).

Institu t français d ’O pin ion  publique (G allup affiliate)
1,300 respondents

*

The political organization of the Western Zones into a Federal Republic of Germany was 
inseparably linked with the inclusion of the Republic in the process of West European inte
gration. Did this Western orientation reflect the feelings of most Germans ? Were the pro-Eu
ropean utterances of most Germans the expression of a new Westward orientation, or were 
Germans still wedded to nationalist ideas ?

‘Which city do you think should be the capital of the European Union?’

1. Cities of French language and culture: %

Paris 38.5
Geneva 6.4
Brussels 2.9
Total 47.8

2. Cities of German language and culture:

Berlin 14.5
Vienna 5.8
Frankfurt-on-Main 3.8
Munich 2.0
Zurich 1.4
Stuttgart 0.5
Total 28.0

3. Other foreign capitals:

London 13.0
Rome 2.0

4. Neutral cities:

The Hague 1.6
Berne 1.6
Amsterdam 0.9
Luxemburg 0.5
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5. Soviet, or under Soviet influence:

Moscow 1.0
Prague 0.8
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